Note: Only one new exhibit was submitted on January 28, 2019. That is Exhibit F. All other
exhibits attached to my written comments were submitted earlier in the day in Abbey Road
HOA Binders 1-5 and they are attached here for your convenience. References enclosed in
brackets [ ] added to make it easier to access source materials or correct minor omissions.

January 28, 2019
Good Evening Examiner Rice,
My name is Sherry Stilin and I live at 17611 NE 110th Way in Redmond – a few doors
downhill from Emerald Heights. Although I have had many, many wonderful conversation[s]
with my fellow neighbors, I am speaking in opposition to the proposed locations of the
buildings under consideration.
In 1992, my husband and I were looking to purchase a home and raise a family and
were debating between two different neighborhoods. My first choice was Abbey Road, but I
was concerned about the long-term plans for the retirement community that was about to
open. Don Scott, the first CEO of Emerald Heights, came to the street and we had a long talk. He
told me how thrilled they were to have found such a unique piece of property, they would be
good neighbors and we would never know they were there. He was completely right. But today,
the management of Emerald Heights has lost its way. The gratitude for being permitted in a
single-family residential area has given way to a sense of entitlement and this, in my opinion,
has led directly to why we are here.
My neighbors have spoken eloquently on why the proposed buildings do not meet the
CUP criteria. Therefore, I would like to address a few additional considerations
As you have heard, it was always the intent of the developers of Emerald Heights and
Abbey Road that the two communities live in harmony. Unfortunately, Emerald Heights chose
a different path when they decided to blindside our neighborhood. Now, there is a complete
loss of trust that leads us to worry not only about this proposal but what this proposal means
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for the inevitable future expansion. I refer you to Exhibit A, a photo of the original Assisted
Living Building that stunned our neighborhood on May 15, 2017.
Emerald Heights would like credit for the time and money they have invested in trying
to bring this building to fruition. However, the Applicant does not deserve credit. They
completely rolled the dice on a proposal they surely knew would be controversial. They took
full advantage of being in the wrong permit process – one that required no neighborhood
meeting and only minimum zoning requirements. Had the Design Review Board meeting not
been cancelled, the building would have been approved ten days after we first learned about it.
As evidenced by multiple emails, Emerald Heights pushed hard to begin digging in the summer.
Two days after we learned of the building, Emerald Heights Chief Executive Officer, Lisa Hardy,
cc’d the City of Redmond Planning Director, Rob Odle, in an email in which she wrote:
“Copying my team so they can respond. We wanted to be able to start the
foundation/concrete/garage part of the building by July. I refer you to Exhibit B.
This is a situation purely of the Applicant’s own making as also evidenced by a June 5, 2017
internal staff email to the Mayor: [Exhibit] C
For what EH is seeking to build, a n’hood mtg is not required and prior projects (interior
to EH) have not generated n’hood concerns in the past. This is its rationale for not doing more
outreach…,
However, it seems the Applicant did not view the concerns of Abbey Road as valid. A month
later, in another email from Hardy to Odle, she refers to our opposition as “political fall-out.” I
refer you to Exhibit D.
This cavalier attitude seems to permeate the top management at Emerald Heights. Last
Spring, on May 15, 2018, Gary King, Chief Executive Office of Emerald Communities (Emerald
Heights’ parent company), met with my husband and me, on behalf of the HOA, at our home
after accidently missing the original appointment. I brought up the fact that we believed the
City was using the wrong permit process. Sitting at my kitchen table, Mr. King’s response was,
and I am paraphrasing: Well, they have been letting us get away with it.
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With this attitude, it is no surprise that Emerald Heights has felt no obligation to honor
the multiple, well-documents written commitments in made in its 2010 Rezone application.
Now that Emerald Heights has secured approval of its rezone from R4 to R6, it wants to be
excused from those commitments. Why? For reasons of cost and inconvenience to its residents.
I don’t know what you call it – hubris, arrogance or chutzpah. But as a citizen and voter, it is
unacceptable.
I want to be clear. These written commitments suppressed opposition from Abbey
Road. I call your attention to my next exhibit which is the June 23, 2010 Notice of Application.
[AR-117 p.36] It had a link to the City’s land use application site. The rezone was not approved
until a full year and at no point during the following year did we become aware of information
that would lead us to believe that the Applicant viewed preservation of the existing greenbelt
buffer as optional. We trusted Emerald Heights.
And, so it seems, did everyone else. No one questioned those commitments. Not the
Technical Committee, not the Hearing Examiner and not the City Council. But they jettisoned
their commitments quickly. I refer you to Exhibit E. This is a photo taken from the football
stadium at Redmond High School. The original Emerald Heights building is on the left and the
Trailside on the right. The 60’ greenbelt is gone. There is no other residential building in the
vicinity that looks remotely like this. Most people were stunned we saw the end product.
Two wrongs don’t make a right! Emerald Heights must finally be held to their
commitments or a terrible precedent will be set.
Let’s come back to the briefly to the issues of cost and inconvenience. These are not
criteria in the CUP approval. However, during the SEPA hearing on January 14, the Applicant
introduced information at a level of detail we had not seen before, but, after twenty months,
still lacking in any engineering or cost analysis. Utility disruption is supposedly a big concern. I
was recently able to connect with a very experienced engineer in Chicago who specializes in
relocating utilities and has done so with hospitals, data centers, and even air traffic control
towers. Speaking in very general terms, he told me that with the proper planning, utilities can
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be cut over in a matter of hours. It all boils down to preparation and cost. I refer you to [E]xhibit
F.
The bottom line: If Emerald Heights cannot expand in a manner that is compatible with
their location in a residential area, at a cost they are willing to bear, then they are done. It is as
simple as that.
While the Applicant has articulated a lot of cost-related issues, on Jan 14th, Emerald
Heights’ architect Dean Kelly said:
When we started looking at the AL building specifically, connection was the
most important criteria, [Audio of January 14, SEPA Hearing, 5:19:58]

He went on to say“…the need for connection for assisted living residents
specifically, connection to those core amenities, is of much greater importance
than independent living residents who are generally able. Many times they are
the residents who take advantage of the loop that has been discussed, that
runs around the campus, the extensive networks of sidewalks and open space
within the EH campus. So the independent living residents are generally
deemed able to traverse the campus.”, [Audio of January 14, SEPA Hearing,
5:18:56]

Mr. Kelly made the clear [case] for Option 6: Independent Living residents should be on
the periphery and assisted residents in the main building close to core amenities. Yet if the
proposed plan for the Assisted Living Building is approved, residents on the far end of the
building, maybe with a walker or wheel chair, will need to go down a 200 ft long hallway, up an
elevator, over a skybridge through a long hall of HEALTHY people to reach the main part of
campus. This proposal might be slightly better than the others, but it is still a terrible solution.
People I know that live in Emerald Heights with whom I have personally spoken with will tell
you off the record they agree.
Yet, Emerald eliminated this option for two reasons: lack of capacity and displacement of
residents. I refer you to a new option: 6a – Exhibit [Abbey Road Supplementary Analysis, Binder
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4 of 5, Tab 10] where the proposed assisted living building might serve as a model for a brandnew wing. This option would require current independent living residents to relocate to a new
building. But These are healthy individuals. There should be no problem for residents to make a
one-time move. After all, residents are required to relocate when they move to assisted living. .
Emerald Heights will say this option, like all others, is cost prohibitive.
Yet I refer you to Exhibit [AR-204]. In their internal October[2018] newsletter, the Greensheet,
Emerald Heights management writes: “EH’s very strong financial reserves are used in part to
fund projects and this strength leads lending institutions to want to provide funding to EH.
Financial strength and debt capacity are reflected in EH’s very strong Fitch A- credit rating.”
Let’s be clear. EH is in terrific financial shape and can easily entertain this option if forced for do
it. It is happy to tout its A- Fitch rating in its annual reports year after year.
Residents talk about how important their community is to them. This is a chance to pull
together, make some sacrifices for each other and for their own futures. The fact is Emerald
Heights has not been forced to accept that they can’t build on the eastern perimeter. Were you
to make that decision, other options will suddenly need to be reexamined. Get out the pencils,
get out the erasers and make it work.
If you approve this proposal, you will be permanently redefining compatibility on this property
well into the future and you will increase the probability of a wall of three-story contemporary
buildings. Why do I say this? Three reasons:
#1

The Applicant has contractual commitments to provide future assisted living and skilled

nursing services to its increasing population of healthy residents. Courtyard will bring in 70+
new permanent residents. This is on top of the 70+ healthy residents that moved in the
Trailside building in 2014.
#2

However, Emerald Heights will not be building a second assisted living building. In the

Design Standards Checklist on page 7, the Applicant points out that multiple buildings are not
economically feasible due to State requirements. For example, each building would need its
own generator.
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Therefore, when they need an additional 15 –20 units, they will be expanding the proposed
Assisted Living Building further increasing the size of a building that is already out of scale; and
then trying to screen it with a new batch of trees.
#3

Finally, Emerald Heights will run into impervious surface limits and could decide to

reallocate open space to the interior of their property and away from the buffers that currently
provide visual separation.

Now a difficult subject. One of the main drivers of this expansion is the desire for private

rooms in skilled nursing. Emerald Heights residents have shared the potential unpleasant
aspects of being in a semi-private room in the current facility. Therefore, we know it will be a
difficult decision to send the management of Emerald Heights back to the drawing board.
However, the reality is, this is what they signed up for. Emerald Heights residents
signed a contract that states: nursing care is provided to the Resident in a semi-private room in
the Skill Nursing area of the Corwin Center. [AR-117 Complete Rezone Application; Notice of
Services 2011 p302]
Emerald Heights residents chose a CCRC that had predominantly semi-private skilled
nursing rooms and only four private rooms. They chose a CCRC that promised future expansion
but did not have approved building permits in hand. If private skilled nursing was a priority,
they should not have selected EH until such time as they were 100% certain these facilities
would be available. Like everyone, they need to accountable for their decisions, and put their
energy towards finding a solution on their campus that meets their needs but respects their
location in a residential area.
Their contracts also state: In the event that an Assisted Living Room or a nursing bed (as the
case may be) should not be available in the Corwin Center, The Resident will be admitted
temporarily to a comparable facility.
Exhibit AR-117: Notice of Services: General Conditions for Residence – March 2011 . p.26,
[Complete Rezone Application p302 AND AR-210, General Conditions For Residence Sept 2017,p24]
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We know it will be extremely disappointing to current Emerald Heights residents if this proposal
is denied. However, residents would continue to receive the level of care as required per their
their residence agreement and we know Emerald Heights has experience in handling this
situation. During a three year period from 2014-2017, 21 residents were placed off-campus for
short-term stays due to lack of available capacity within the Assisted Living or Skilled Nursing
facilities.
In conclusion, if you approve this proposal, you will be allowing the interests of the
conditional use to trump the interests of the permitted use. You will be lowering the bar for
compatibility for an Applicant that does not need it. In a rare situation of broad and urgent
community need, that might be justified. However, this situation does not rise anywhere near
that level. This is an Applicant that:
•

Chose to locate in a residential area

•

That agreed to clear guidelines for neighborhood compatibility when developing its
original site plan

•

That recommitted to the basic tenets of compatibility when it sought a rezone

•

That took a huge risk when it did not involve the neighborhood early in the process

•

That evaluated expansion options based solely on their own desires

•

That is in strong financial health

•

That can continue to provide the services to its residents that the residents contracted
for

•

That has a sophisticated management team that, if forced, is fully capable of solving the
challenges of expanding an existing campus without reneging on commitments

•

That can solve the situation it created by its own business model and choices

•

That can lead its disappointed residents to a solution that both addresses their needs
and takes into account compatibility with immediate vicinity in which it is located.

•

And can bring back Don Scott’s 1988 vision for harmony between our communities.

Thank You.
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Exhibit A (AR-220)

Exhibit B (AR-327)
John Stilin
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bryan Haakenson <Bryan.Haakenson@gly.com>
Wednesday, May 17, 2017 1:05 PM
Lisa A. Hardy; Carol Lewis
Jason Lynch; Rob Odle; julie@lawtonpmg.com; Dean Kelly; Terren Buchan
RE: Emerald Heights

Type IA (Concrete) BLDG‐2017‐03308 permit is ideal to have in hand for a July start of construction. This would entail
demolition of the existing carports, site clear/grade, excavation/shoring and foundation through concrete
structure. Then having the type VA wood frame permit timed in hand to be able to begin framing up from Level 1 in
September to ensure we transition from one permit approval to the next and not cause any work flow challenges which
would result in additional costs to our client Emerald Heights.
Bryan Haakenson, Principal - Sr. Project Manager, LEED Green Associate | GLY | d: 425.463.4934 | t: 425.451.8877 | c:
206.276.4354 | e: bryan.haakenson@gly.com
Main Office | 200 - 112th Ave NE, Suite 300 | Bellevue, WA 98004
gly.com

From: Lisa A. Hardy [mailto:lisah@emeraldcommunities.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 12:55 PM
To: Carol Lewis
Cc: Jason Lynch; Rob Odle; Julie Lawton; Bryan Haakenson; Dean Kelly
Subject: Re: Emerald Heights

Copying my team so they can respond. We wanted to be able to start the foundation/concrete/garage part of the
building by July.
Lisa A. Hardy
President and CEO
Emerald Communities
10901 176th Circle NE
Redmond, Washington 98052
Telephone 425.556.8100
FAX 425.556.8128
www.theemeraldcommunities.org
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

On May 17, 2017, at 12:23 PM, Carol Lewis <CLEWIS@REDMOND.GOV> wrote:
1

Hello Lisa,
Jason asked me to respond to your request to apply for a foundation only permit. I’m sorry but I’m a
little confused. We have you already noted as applying for a type IA (Concrete) BLDG‐2017‐03308 and
VA (Wood Frame)BLDG‐2017‐03284 permits, they are both currently in Pre‐Submittal status (this is
where the review team are checking the submittal for completeness to be successful in plan review).
Can you please clarify as to your request/question so I can assist you?

Thank you,
<image002.png>

Carol Lewis
Development Services Center Supervisor │City of Redmond
: 425.556.2410 |: clewis@redmond.gov | Redmond.gov
MS: 2SPL │ 15670 NE 85th St │ Redmond, WA 98052
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC DISCLOSURE: This e‐mail account is public domain. Any correspondence from or to this e‐mail account is a public record.
Accordingly, this e‐mail, in whole or in part, may be subject to disclosure pursuant to RCW 42.56, regardless of any claim of confidentiality or
privilege asserted by an external party.

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission and any documents
accompanying this electronic mail transmission is intended by Emerald Communities for the
use of the named addressee(s) to which it is directed and may contain information that is
privileged, or otherwise confidential. It is not intended for transmission to, or receipt by,
anyone other than the named addressee(s) (or a person authorized to deliver it to the named
addressee(s)). It should not be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have
received this electronic mail transmission in error, please delete it from your system without
copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by reply e-mail or by calling
Emerald Communities at 425-556-8114, so our address record can be corrected. This email
is scanned for viruses and malware by Proofpoint.

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Exhibit C (AR-338)
John Stilin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Christenson
Monday, June 05, 2017 8:55 PM
Steve Fischer
FW: Emerald Heights Status/Update and a Q? DRAFT

FYI
From: John Marchione
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 8:39 PM
To: Jane Christenson <JChristenson@REDMOND.GOV>
Subject: Re: Emerald Heights Status/Update and a Q? DRAFT

Rob asked me the same question and I said I don't know. Rob went on to ask me three more times. I
must be slurring my words.
Planning will have to live the ambiguity.

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Jane Christenson [JChristenson@REDMOND.GOV]
Received: Monday, 05 Jun 2017, 5:17PM
To: John Marchione [jmarchione@redmond.gov]
Subject: Emerald Heights Status/Update and a Q? DRAFT

Per your request, Steven Fischer came and provided an Em Heights (EH) update as follows:







Staff has spoken with both Lisa Hardy of EH and the Abbey Road HOA Pres, urging them to
meet. They have agreed and are planning to set up a small mtg enroute to a larger n’hood
mtg.
EH understand that while it wants to move forward ASAP, it will be delayed at every turn by
appeals if it does not invest the time now with its neighbors. This is esp imp as the current
proposed project is one in a series of planned projects.
For what EH is seeking to build, a n’hood mtg is not required and prior projects (interior to
EH) have not generated n’hood concerns in the past. This is its rationale for not doing more
outreach, but the HOA cites its annual mtg was held in April and EH could have potentially
solicited input then to avoid the current situation.
As of this writing, the scheduled DRB mtg of EH on June 15 will likely be delayed until such
time as it can connect with the HOA.
As of last Thurs, over 100 parties have expressed interest in being a party of record. Steven
assumes it is doubled that this week.

Hope this addresses any qs you had and Steven asked if you think Planning will need to do a followup study session after its staff rpt on handling q-j matters tomorrow night?
1

Thx,
Jane
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Exhibit D (AR-347)
John Stilin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa A. Hardy <lisah@emeraldcommunities.com>
Tuesday, July 18, 2017 12:47 PM
'Rob Odle'
RE: Meeting

Rob.
Thanks for reaching out. Sorry to hear we can’t meet. I was interested in your thoughts on how to proceed. Just getting
back from Ireland and trying to catch up on all of the neighborhood and what I think is “political” fall out.
I too have enjoyed our working relationship over the past 10 years and appreciate all of you and your staff’s guidance in
the past getting thru entitlement, permits etc!
Regards,
Lisa A. Hardy
President and CEO
Emerald Communities
10901 176th Circle NE
Redmond, Washington 98052
Telephone 425.556.8100
FAX 425.556.8128
www.emeraldcommunities.com

From: Rob Odle [mailto:RODLE@REDMOND.GOV]
Sent: Tuesday, July 18, 2017 12:36 PM
To: Lisa A. Hardy
Subject: Meeting

Lisa:
Last week your assistant requested a meeting with me for you for tomorrow. I think it is appropriate for me to not
accept the appointment since I am not the Planning Director and not directly involved with the decisions being made
1

concerning Emerald Heights. Karen Haluza as the planning director is the most appropriate person to continue your
work with.
However, before, I sent the notice about not accepting, I wanted to contact you directly and briefly explain my thinking.
It has been a great pleasure to work with you over the years and I wish you and the Emerald Heights community the
best. Emerald Heights is a great community in Redmond and I look forward to its continued growth and success.
Rob Odle

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission and any documents accompanying this
electronic mail transmission is intended by Emerald Communities for the use of the named addressee(s) to
which it is directed and may contain information that is privileged, or otherwise confidential. It is not intended
for transmission to, or receipt by, anyone other than the named addressee(s) (or a person authorized to deliver it
to the named addressee(s)). It should not be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have
received this electronic mail transmission in error, please delete it from your system without copying or
forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by reply e-mail or by calling Emerald Communities at 425-5568114, so our address record can be corrected. This email is scanned for viruses and malware by Proofpoint.

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Exhibit E (uncropped A-46)

Exhibit F (New Exhibit)
Sherry B Stilin
Subject:

FW: Per Tom Clune - moving utilities

From: Fagan, Daniel <dfagan@CANNONDESIGN.COM>
Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2019 1:56 PM
To: Sherry B Stilin <sherry@stilins.com>
Subject: RE: Per Tom Clune - moving utilities
Hi Sherry,
Tom did explain the situation briefly, and your email spells it out pretty clearly. Let me clarify a few things related to my
experience first, then I will provide an overview of the logistics of reworking utilities.
I am not a civil, but rather a mechanical engineer, and my typical responsibilities include the design of utility services
(gas, domestic water, fire protection water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, electrical) to buildings and campus’. My
current position is as the office engineering leader for CannonDesign’s Chicago office, a position which makes me
responsible for all of the mechanical, plumbing fire protection and electrical engineering performed by our office (a
construction volume of more than $500,000,000 annually). I have more than 30 years experience, and have worked on
numerous projects of varying uses where utilities have required relocation, including multiple projects such as hospitals,
data centers, Air traffic control towers, Student residences, nursing homes and other facilities where service interruption
was not permissible.
The logistics of moving utilities requires pre-planning, preparatory work, phased installation, and scheduling during off
hours, but in almost every case an approach can be developed that minimizes down time to a planned order of
magnitude of 4-6 hours and an actual downtime of 2 hours or less. In some cases where this interruption is not
acceptable temporary provisions to support continued operation, such as roll up emergency generators or chillers,
temporary heaters, sewage pumps to convey sewage between manholes, or water storage tanks are necessary. But the
bottom line is that with proper planning there is not a situation that I have experienced where a utility could not be
rerouted to allow for a new building or addition to move ahead.
As you might expect, one of the determining factors related to choosing to locate a facility where utilities must be
relocated is cost. It obviously costs money to move utilities; the more services that you have to reroute the larger the
expense. Depending on the duration of acceptable downtime, provisions for temporary equipment to support operation
during the cutover add to the cost. That being said, and understanding that I do not know all of the utilities involved, a
cost per utility relocated typically does not exceed about $200,000-$300,000 and could actually be much less if the
reroute is not extensive. So depending on what services are needed to move, I would think that the cost of addressing
the situation your neighbor is up against is not more than $500,000.
The other factor related to utility relocation is risk. In a situation where a choice is available to avoid the risk of a
shutdown in a critical facility vs. planning to minimize that shutdown duration and the risks created by it, the avoidance
of the shutdown is typically chosen. The ability to locate a new facility or addition in an area that does not impact
existing utilities is always a good choice, though in some cases it does not prove viable or the long term benefit of the
impactful location is determined to be worth the utility rework cost and risk.
It seems like in your current situation your neighbor has determined the alternative locations and potential impact to
operations, including cost and risk, are not worth addressing as the available location for the new building suits their
needs without utility relocation. From your standpoint this is not desirable, but depending on the zoning and setbacks
might be their prerogative. However, if they are asking for some type of variance to setbacks or other zoning provisions
1

to use the location they are proposing just to avoid the cost of the utility rework, your objection is more viable as their
cost to build should not preclude them from meeting pre-established codes.
I hope this is helpful. If there is something more I can provide please let me know.
Daniel Fagan, PE
Principal

T 312.960.8301 • M 312.802.9845
cannondesign.com

1/28/19
Please note that Dan responded to my inquiry due to his expertise. He was providing general
background information on moving utilities. He was not responding in his capacity as an employee of
CannonDesign.
Sherry Stilin
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OPTION 6A: NEW WING ON MAIN BUILDING
• Meets requirement for neighborhood compatibility
• Meets #1 requirement for close access to core campus
• Meets requirement for capacity and future expansion

Submitted on 1/28/2019
Binder 4: Abbey Road Supplementary Analysis; Tab 10.

Exhibit AR-204
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Dwight Whiting is a Financial Advisor and
Partner at Auxano Advisors, LLC, a wealth
management firm in Bellevue, Washington.
He offers clients comprehensive financial,
tax, estate, retirement and lifecycle planning. His specialties include high net worth
planning, business succession planning, estate planning, multigenerational family
wealth education, retirement income planning, portfolio management and philanthropic planning.
Dwight Whiting, Director
Prior to joining Auxano Advisors in 2014,
Mr. Whiting was a wealth advisor at Morgan Stanley and a financial advisor at UBS Financial Services. Earlier in his career, he managed the
development and marketing of advanced technology alternative fuel systems at IMPCO Technologies, Inc. and worked as Director of Marketing
at Dynalco Controls, a unit of Crane Co.
Mr. Whiting earned bachelor’s degrees in management science and systems science from the University of California, San Diego, followed by a
master’s degree in aeronautics and astronautics from Standford University. Mr. Whiting and his wife Mary live in Renton, have three children
and are members of Doxa Church in Bellevue, Washington.

Issue 5 | October 2018

Monthly Governance Q&A

 What Board are you talking about when you say
The ERA Board is the governing Board for Emerald
business related to EH goes through the ERA Board.
100% on EH, so when we refer to “Board” we mean
identified.

“Board”?
Heights (EH). All
The focus of ERA is
ERA unless differently

 What happens in a Board meeting?
Typical agenda items include reports on marketing and finance; reports on EH
activities by
Grant and a Residents’ Association report from Carlos.
All
members discuss these and related items introduced during the discussion.
Decisions are developed by consensus; if there are questions or there is no
consensus, subjects are usually referred back to committee for more review. After
consensus is reached, the vote is usually unanimous.
 Do all Board members get equal time and equal treatment relative to
their input?
Yes, all members contribute equally, including Directors who are residents and
also the President of the Resident Council, who is an ex officio non -voting
member. Each Board member gets whatever time he or she needs to discuss
important issues, and the vote of each Board member counts equally.
 Where can I find more basic information about ERA and EH?
The ERA tab on the resident portal provides newly revised information on ERA and
EH in the following areas:
 ERA Mission, Vision and Values
 ERA Governance
 Relation to Emerald Communities and Heron’s Key
 Board Membership
 Relationship of Residents to the Residents’ Association and to ERA
The Board invites you to review these tabs and to send any questions related to
these and other issues to the Board as shown at the bottom of this page.
Editor’s note: Part of an answer to a question in the September Board Corner was
cut off in publication. That question and the full answer is reprinted below.
 How have the loans (to EC) affected EH’s ability to fund new projects including the
new AL building? What have these loans cost us in terms of funds not available for
current use?
Loans to EC have not limited EH’s ability to fund new projects. EH’s very strong financial reserves
are used in part to fund projects, and this strength leads lending institutions to want to provide
funding to EH. Financial strength and debt capacity are reflected in EH’s very strong Fitch Acredit rating and actuarial data. Also, loans to EC are at an interest rate which provide a positive
return on investment.
The Board Corner is provided by the Board Communications Task Force to provide a forum where the Board can
answer governance questions from residents. Email questions to boardquestions@emeraldheights.com or drop
them off at the Concierge desk for Kathleen Wall in Administration.
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June 23 , 20 I 0

SUBJECT: EMERALD HEIGHTS

Dear City of Redmond Property Owner:
The City of Redmond has received an application to develop land that is within 500' of your property. Since the proposal is close to
your property and the proposal might affect you, your property, or yo ur neighborhood , the City is se nding yo u this letter and the
enclosed materials for you to review. With this letter, you will find the following:
I.

A vicinity map showing the proposal's location.

2.

A public notice describing the proposal, and the methods and deadlines for yo u to provide comments to City staff.

3.

A preliminary site layout illustrating the proposal's design .

4.

A process flow chazt illustrating where, when , and how you can submit comments.

5.

A prelirninaJ)' tree preservation plan (only if tree removal is proposed).

--

The City invites you to comment on this proposal. You may submit your written conunents to the City (see the encloseq publ_ic notice
for contact information). Comments may be mailed , e-mailed, or faxed. You may also ask any questions that you have regarding the
proposal or review process, or if you have difficulty reading the notice, you may contact the project planner, Thara Johnson, at
425-556-2470.
You should feel free to share this with neighbors. Some neighbors may not have received this packet. People not receiving notices are
often those neighbors who recently purchased their property or whose property is over 500' from the proposal. Although not officially
notified, these neighbors may provide comments also. To receive future notices, they may also request to be a "party of record". To
become a party of record an interested person should call, write, or e-mail the contact person, and request to be a party of record.
The City of Redmond looks forward to receiving your comments or answering your questions . Finally, on behalf of the City, I thank
you for your interest and participation in your community, the City of Redmond .
Sincerely,

. Roberts, Assistant Director
Dep
ent of Planning and
Community Development

This notice and related documents can be viewed on the internet at www.redmond.gov/landuseapps
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CITY OF REDMOND NOTICE OF APPLICATION
Ll00204 PERMIT TYPE: Planning Type IV, Development Guide Amend-Zoning
FILE NUMBER:
PROJECT NAME: Etv!ERALD HEIGHTS
JULIE LAWTON, 7520 2ND AVE NE, SEATTLE WA, 98115
PROPONENT:
NOTICE OF APPLICATION DATE: 06/23/20 I 0
COMMENTS DUE DATE: 07/ 14/2010 (if date ends on a weekend or holid ay, comments are clue on the next business day thereafter)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
REZONE FROM R-4 TO R-6
PROJECT LOCATION: I 090 I I 76th CIRCLE NE
SITE ADDRESS, IF APPLICABLE: I 090 I !76TH CR NE RED
SIZE OF SUBJECT AREA IN ACRES : 38 SQ. FT: 1,655 .280
ZONING: R4
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION: Single-Family Urban
APPLICATION DATE: 06/07/2010
NOTICE OF COMPLETENESS DATE: 06/07/2010
A Public Hearing is required, however a date has yet to be determined. A Public Hearing Notice will be sent in the future.
REQUIRED PERMITS:
Development Guide Amendment

REQUIRED PERMITS, NOT PART OF THIS APPLICATION:
Site Plan Entitlement

REQUIRED STUDIES:
Stormwater Report

Traffic Analysis

EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS, RELEVANT TO THIS APPLICATION:
SEP A Checklist

CONSISTENT WITH COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: N (Y-Yes, N-No)
APPLICABLE DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS: Redmond Community Development Guide
Although comments are accepted up until close of public hearing, submittal of comments early in the process is encouraged to allow staff and/or the
applicant to address comments as early in the design process as possible. In addition, persons who want to be informed of future actions or would
like to become a party of record on this proposal should provide their name and address to the project planner. The final decision on this proposal
may be appealed according to the City appeal provisions specified in Section 20F, Administration and Procedures. For more information call the
project planner at the City of Redmond Planning Department. Submit written comments or name and address to be added as a party of record to the
City of Redmond Planning Department, Development Services Center, 15670 NE 85th Street, P.O. Box 97010, Mail Stop 2SPL, Redmond, WA
98073-9710, or fax to 425-556-2400. The project planner, Thara Johnson, may be reached at 425-556-2470, or e-mail
tmjohnson@redmond.gov.

Project Name: EMERALD HEIGHTS

File Number: LI 00204

Name and Address (please print): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Comments (attach additional sheets if necessary):
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Process Flow Chart for:
Development Guide
Amendment-Zoning Map
Applications
Development Guide Amendment-Zoning
Map applications follow the Type IV Process
which includes a public hearing before the
Hearing Examiner, who in turn makes a
recommendation to the City Council. The City
Council is the final decision maker.
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Notes on Participation Points 1-7

#1- Notice of Applicatio n (complete d within 14 days of applicatio n):
Sent to: Applicant, property owners and residents within 500 feet
Posted: On site, City Hall, library, Internet.
Who May Participat e? Any interested party may submit comments prior to or at hearing to
establish themselves as Party of Record. Interested parties must become a Party of Record to
reserve right to request reconsideration of Hearing Examiner's Recommendation. Although
day
comments are accepted up until close of public hearing, submittal of comments during the 21
in
early
as
changes
e
incorporat
to
applicant
the
and/or
staff
comment period is encouraged to allow
the design process as possible.
#2-Notice of Public Hearing (sent 21 days in advance of hearing):
Sent to: Applicant, property owners and residents within 500 feet and any Parties of Record
Posted: On site (large white sign), City Hall, Library, Internet, published in paper.
comments
Who May Participat e? Any person may participate. Any person who has already submitted
hearing.
the
of
s
participant
considered
are
and
up until this point are established as a Party of Record
to
order
in
hearing
at
or
to
prior
comments
Others who have not submitted comments, must submit
request
to
right
the
have
Record
of
establish themselves as a Party of Record. Only Parties
reconsideration of the Hearing Examiner's recommendation to City Council
#3-Public Hearing:
by
Who May Participat e? Any person may participate and establish themselves as a Party of Record
oral
making
or
hearing
at
comments
written
submitting written comments prior to hearing, submitting
in order to
comments at hearing. Interested parties must have submitted comments prior to or at hearing
the
of
ation
reconsider
request
to
right
their
reserve
establish themselves as a Party of Record and
Hearing Examiner's recommendation.
#4- Hearing Examiner Recomme ndation issued:
When: The recommendation is issued within 14 calendar days after hearing.
Who receives the recomme ndation? Only Parties of Record will receive the recommendation
10
Who can request reconside ration? Any Party of Record may request reconsideration within
business days .
Hearing
What if a Party of Record requests reconside ration? If reconsideration is requested, the
additional
an
for
call
or
decision,
revised
a
issue
request,
the
Examiner, shall, within 14 days, either deny
Record.
of
Parties
all
to
sent
be
will
ation
reconsider
for
public hearing . The response to the request

#5-Notice of City Council Public Meeting (sent 21 days prior to meeting):
Sent to: Applicant and Parties of Record .
in the
When Posted: If known at the time of the Hearing Examiner's recommendation it will be included
Meeting.
Council
the
to
prior
Recommendation . Otherwise 21 days
#6-City Council Closed Record Public Meeting:
s of whether
Who May Participat e? There is no restriction as to who may address the Council (regardles
to address
each
minutes
10
has
opponent)
and
t
(proponen
side
each
you are a Party of Record), except that
speaker.
one
the Council and each side is limited to
#7-Notice of Final Decision (typically sent within 14 days after City Council decision) :
Sent to: Applicant and Parties of Record
within
Appeal Provision : The decision of the City Council is appealable to King County Superior Court
the
under
21 days from issuance of Notice. To have standing to appeal, one must meet the criteria
Land Use Petition Act (L.U.P.A.) .
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Applicatio n
Submitted

1

'-------- --------·

1 st Technical
Committe e Review

Technical Committe e requests
Additiona l Informati on from
Applicant , OR is ready to issue
Recomme ndation to Hearing
Examiner
If Technical
Committe e is
ready to issue a
recommen dation

Notice of Applicatio n
Posted/M ailed

If Additiona l -----------------1
-I
Informatio n :
Applicatio n
:
1
1
resubmitte d
is needed
I
I

t----- -.,

by applicant
1
l _________

2nd Technical
Committee review

_________ ,1

Cycle repeats until Technical Committe e is ready to issue a recommen dation
to the Hearing Examiner

Notice of Hearing
Examiner Public Hearing
Posted/M ailed

Denotes Action Point for Intereste d Parties
(see notes on second page for details of each
action point)
.. ------1
I

I

L------•

Hearing Examiner
Recomme ndation to City
Council is Issued

Denotes Applica nt Action
Denotes City Action

Notice of City
Council Public Meeting

City Council holds
open record public
meeting and makes
decision on proposal

Notice of Final
Decision
Issued
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Exhibit AR-117
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June 23 , 20 I 0

SUBJECT: EMERALD HEIGHTS

Dear City of Redmond Property Owner:
The City of Redmond has received an application to develop land that is within 500' of your property. Since the proposal is close to
your property and the proposal might affect you, your property, or yo ur neighborhood , the City is se nding yo u this letter and the
enclosed materials for you to review. With this letter, you will find the following:
I.

A vicinity map showing the proposal's location.

2.

A public notice describing the proposal, and the methods and deadlines for yo u to provide comments to City staff.

3.

A preliminary site layout illustrating the proposal's design .

4.

A process flow chazt illustrating where, when , and how you can submit comments.

5.

A prelirninaJ)' tree preservation plan (only if tree removal is proposed).

--

The City invites you to comment on this proposal. You may submit your written conunents to the City (see the encloseq publ_ic notice
for contact information). Comments may be mailed , e-mailed, or faxed. You may also ask any questions that you have regarding the
proposal or review process, or if you have difficulty reading the notice, you may contact the project planner, Thara Johnson, at
425-556-2470.
You should feel free to share this with neighbors. Some neighbors may not have received this packet. People not receiving notices are
often those neighbors who recently purchased their property or whose property is over 500' from the proposal. Although not officially
notified, these neighbors may provide comments also. To receive future notices, they may also request to be a "party of record". To
become a party of record an interested person should call, write, or e-mail the contact person, and request to be a party of record.
The City of Redmond looks forward to receiving your comments or answering your questions . Finally, on behalf of the City, I thank
you for your interest and participation in your community, the City of Redmond .
Sincerely,

. Roberts, Assistant Director
Dep
ent of Planning and
Community Development

This notice and related documents can be viewed on the internet at www.redmond.gov/landuseapps
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CITY OF REDMOND NOTICE OF APPLICATION
Ll00204 PERMIT TYPE: Planning Type IV, Development Guide Amend-Zoning
FILE NUMBER:
PROJECT NAME: Etv!ERALD HEIGHTS
JULIE LAWTON, 7520 2ND AVE NE, SEATTLE WA, 98115
PROPONENT:
NOTICE OF APPLICATION DATE: 06/23/20 I 0
COMMENTS DUE DATE: 07/ 14/2010 (if date ends on a weekend or holid ay, comments are clue on the next business day thereafter)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
REZONE FROM R-4 TO R-6
PROJECT LOCATION: I 090 I I 76th CIRCLE NE
SITE ADDRESS, IF APPLICABLE: I 090 I !76TH CR NE RED
SIZE OF SUBJECT AREA IN ACRES : 38 SQ. FT: 1,655 .280
ZONING: R4
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION: Single-Family Urban
APPLICATION DATE: 06/07/2010
NOTICE OF COMPLETENESS DATE: 06/07/2010
A Public Hearing is required, however a date has yet to be determined. A Public Hearing Notice will be sent in the future.
REQUIRED PERMITS:
Development Guide Amendment

REQUIRED PERMITS, NOT PART OF THIS APPLICATION:
Site Plan Entitlement

REQUIRED STUDIES:
Stormwater Report

Traffic Analysis

EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS, RELEVANT TO THIS APPLICATION:
SEP A Checklist

CONSISTENT WITH COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: N (Y-Yes, N-No)
APPLICABLE DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS: Redmond Community Development Guide
Although comments are accepted up until close of public hearing, submittal of comments early in the process is encouraged to allow staff and/or the
applicant to address comments as early in the design process as possible. In addition, persons who want to be informed of future actions or would
like to become a party of record on this proposal should provide their name and address to the project planner. The final decision on this proposal
may be appealed according to the City appeal provisions specified in Section 20F, Administration and Procedures. For more information call the
project planner at the City of Redmond Planning Department. Submit written comments or name and address to be added as a party of record to the
City of Redmond Planning Department, Development Services Center, 15670 NE 85th Street, P.O. Box 97010, Mail Stop 2SPL, Redmond, WA
98073-9710, or fax to 425-556-2400. The project planner, Thara Johnson, may be reached at 425-556-2470, or e-mail
tmjohnson@redmond.gov.

Project Name: EMERALD HEIGHTS

File Number: LI 00204

Name and Address (please print): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Comments (attach additional sheets if necessary):
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Process Flow Chart for:
Development Guide
Amendment-Zoning Map
Applications
Development Guide Amendment-Zoning
Map applications follow the Type IV Process
which includes a public hearing before the
Hearing Examiner, who in turn makes a
recommendation to the City Council. The City
Council is the final decision maker.
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Notes on Participation Points 1-7

#1- Notice of Applicatio n (complete d within 14 days of applicatio n):
Sent to: Applicant, property owners and residents within 500 feet
Posted: On site, City Hall, library, Internet.
Who May Participat e? Any interested party may submit comments prior to or at hearing to
establish themselves as Party of Record. Interested parties must become a Party of Record to
reserve right to request reconsideration of Hearing Examiner's Recommendation. Although
day
comments are accepted up until close of public hearing, submittal of comments during the 21
in
early
as
changes
e
incorporat
to
applicant
the
and/or
staff
comment period is encouraged to allow
the design process as possible.
#2-Notice of Public Hearing (sent 21 days in advance of hearing):
Sent to: Applicant, property owners and residents within 500 feet and any Parties of Record
Posted: On site (large white sign), City Hall, Library, Internet, published in paper.
comments
Who May Participat e? Any person may participate. Any person who has already submitted
hearing.
the
of
s
participant
considered
are
and
up until this point are established as a Party of Record
to
order
in
hearing
at
or
to
prior
comments
Others who have not submitted comments, must submit
request
to
right
the
have
Record
of
establish themselves as a Party of Record. Only Parties
reconsideration of the Hearing Examiner's recommendation to City Council
#3-Public Hearing:
by
Who May Participat e? Any person may participate and establish themselves as a Party of Record
oral
making
or
hearing
at
comments
written
submitting written comments prior to hearing, submitting
in order to
comments at hearing. Interested parties must have submitted comments prior to or at hearing
the
of
ation
reconsider
request
to
right
their
reserve
establish themselves as a Party of Record and
Hearing Examiner's recommendation.
#4- Hearing Examiner Recomme ndation issued:
When: The recommendation is issued within 14 calendar days after hearing.
Who receives the recomme ndation? Only Parties of Record will receive the recommendation
10
Who can request reconside ration? Any Party of Record may request reconsideration within
business days .
Hearing
What if a Party of Record requests reconside ration? If reconsideration is requested, the
additional
an
for
call
or
decision,
revised
a
issue
request,
the
Examiner, shall, within 14 days, either deny
Record.
of
Parties
all
to
sent
be
will
ation
reconsider
for
public hearing . The response to the request

#5-Notice of City Council Public Meeting (sent 21 days prior to meeting):
Sent to: Applicant and Parties of Record .
in the
When Posted: If known at the time of the Hearing Examiner's recommendation it will be included
Meeting.
Council
the
to
prior
Recommendation . Otherwise 21 days
#6-City Council Closed Record Public Meeting:
s of whether
Who May Participat e? There is no restriction as to who may address the Council (regardles
to address
each
minutes
10
has
opponent)
and
t
(proponen
side
each
you are a Party of Record), except that
speaker.
one
the Council and each side is limited to
#7-Notice of Final Decision (typically sent within 14 days after City Council decision) :
Sent to: Applicant and Parties of Record
within
Appeal Provision : The decision of the City Council is appealable to King County Superior Court
the
under
21 days from issuance of Notice. To have standing to appeal, one must meet the criteria
Land Use Petition Act (L.U.P.A.) .
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Committe e Review

Technical Committe e requests
Additiona l Informati on from
Applicant , OR is ready to issue
Recomme ndation to Hearing
Examiner
If Technical
Committe e is
ready to issue a
recommen dation

Notice of Applicatio n
Posted/M ailed

If Additiona l -----------------1
-I
Informatio n :
Applicatio n
:
1
1
resubmitte d
is needed
I
I

t----- -.,

by applicant
1
l _________

2nd Technical
Committee review

_________ ,1

Cycle repeats until Technical Committe e is ready to issue a recommen dation
to the Hearing Examiner

Notice of Hearing
Examiner Public Hearing
Posted/M ailed

Denotes Action Point for Intereste d Parties
(see notes on second page for details of each
action point)
.. ------1
I

I

L------•

Hearing Examiner
Recomme ndation to City
Council is Issued

Denotes Applica nt Action
Denotes City Action

Notice of City
Council Public Meeting

City Council holds
open record public
meeting and makes
decision on proposal

Notice of Final
Decision
Issued
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Exhibit AR-117

NOTICE OF SERVICES
Eastside Retirement Association, a Washington notfor-profit corporation ("Sponsor") owns and operates
Emerald Heights ("the Facility"). Emerald Heights
is a continuing care retirement community that has
three types of living arrangements. They are Private
Residential Units, Assisted Living Rooms and Skilled
Nursing. The Private Residential Units are separate
from the Assisted Living Rooms and Skilled Nursing
areas, both of which are located in the Corwin Center.

~

Use of all common and activity
areas and private dining room

~

Planned activities-social, cultural,
recreational and spiritual

~

Standard cleaning of a Private
Residential Unit every other week

~

Parking for guests and Residents

~

Emergency call system

~

Services of a chaplain

~

Fire detection system

~

Periodic health monitoring by
Residential Services Nurses

I. SERVICES IN PRIVATE
RESIDENTIAL UNITS

~

~

A.

Laundry facilities on each floor in
each wing for personal laundry
Follow-up visits or telephone calls

SERVICES INCLUDED IN
MONTHLY SERVICE FEE

after hospitalization, skilled nursing

The following services are available to

Services Nurse, resident services

Residents in the Private Residential Units

or Corwin Center nursing staff

and are included in the Monthly Service Fee.

or Assisted Living stay by Residential

~

Assistance with referrals for' private
duty coverage, medical equipment

~

One meal per day

~

Tray service for short periods when
approved for medical reasons

~

Basic cable television service

~

Building and grounds maintenance
and custodial services

~

Real estate taxes, if assessed

~

Weekly flat linen laundry service

~

All utilities except telephone

~

Scheduled transportation service

GENERAl CONDITIONS FOR RESIDENCE (MARCH 2011)

and other needs and services
~

Menu selections meeting dietary
restrictions when ordered by a physician

Telephone and expanded cable television
services are provided by outside vendors and
are not included in Sponsor's services.

Page 301
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B.

SERVICES AVAILABLE FOR
ADDITIONAL FEES

II. SERVICES IN CORWIN CENTER

The following services may be available
to Residents in the Private Residential

A.

CORWIN CENTER SERVICES

Units at a cost that is in addition
to the Monthly Service Fee:

1.

Assisted Living

The following services (over and above
);>

);>
);>

those provided in residential units)

Housekeeper services in addition
to the bi-weekly service provided

are available to Residents during any

under the Residence Agreement

stay in Assisted Living Rooms and are

Beautician and barber services

included in the Monthly Service Fee:

Resident meals in addition to the
one meal per day provided under

);>

the Residence Agreement
);>

);>

Tray service for other than
medical reasons

);>

Guest room, when available

);>

Guest meals

);>

Personal laundry service

);>

Bed making other than that

);>

);>
);>

Monitoring of medical and psychosocial conditions
Assistance with medication
administration
Stand-by/minimal assist with Activities
of Daily Living (ADLs)
Housekeeping Services
Assistance with making and keeping
appointments

on scheduled cleaning day
);>

Trash and recycling pick up

);>

Vacation services (including

);>
);>

2.

Skilled Nursing

watering plants and feeding pets

By physician's order, nursing care is

[cats only]) by prior arrangement

provided to the Resident in a semi-

Unscheduled transportation

private room in the Skilled Nursing area

Physical, recreational, occupational

of the Corwin Center. These services are

and speech therapies (with

included in the Monthly Service Fee.

physician's order utilizing the therapy
);>

);>

room in the Corwin Center)

In the event that an Assisted Living

Medical and nursing services not

Room or a nursing bed (as the case

covered in the residential, assisted

may be) should not be available

living and skilled nursing programs

in the Corwin Center, the Resident

Additional maintenance (repair or

will be admitted temporarily to a

maintenance of personal property)

comparable facility and will be put on
a priority list at the Corwin Center.

3.

Excluded Services

Treatment for the following conditions
is NOT included in the services provided
by Emerald Heights and is not available
at the Corwin Center: specialized
psychiatric care, conditions that would

26
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Exhibit AR-210

NOTICE OF SERVICES
Eastside Retirement Association, a Washington notfor-profit corporation (“Sponsor”) owns and operates
Emerald Heights (“the Community”). Emerald Heights
is a Life Plan community that has three types of living
arrangements. They are Private Residential Homes,
Assisted Living Suites and Skilled Nursing. The Private
Residential Homes are separate from the Assisted
Living Suites and Skilled Nursing areas, both of which
are located in the Corwin Center.






Weekly flat linen laundry service
All utilities except telephone & internet
Scheduled transportation service
Use of common and activity areas
and private dining room
Planned activities
Parking:
n For Trailside residents, one assigned
under-building parking space
per Apartment, as available
n For all other residents, one
uncovered surface parking space
per Apartment, as available
n Uncovered surface parking
for guests, as available
Emergency Notification System
Fire detection system
Laundry facilities on each floor in
each wing for personal laundry,
with the exception of Trailside
and cottages, which include
individual washers and dryers
Assistance with arrangements for
private duty coverage, medical
equipment and other needs and
services from outside vendors

E
L
P
M
A
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I. SERVICES IN PRIVATE
RESIDENTIAL HOMES
A.

SERVICES INCLUDED IN
MONTHLY SERVICE FEE
The following services are available to
Residents in the Private Residential Homes
and are included in the Monthly Service Fee.
 Monthly Dining Allocation
 Tray service for short periods when
approved by Emerald Heights
health clinic for medical reasons
 Basic cable television service
 Building and grounds maintenance
and custodial services
 Standard cleaning of a Private
Residential Home every other week
 Real estate taxes, if assessed







Telephone and expanded cable television
services are provided by outside vendors and
are not included in Sponsor’s services.

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR RESIDENCE (SEPTEMBER 2017)23

B.

SERVICES AVAILABLE FOR
ADDITIONAL FEES
The following services may be available
to Residents in the Private Residential
Homes at a cost that is in addition
to the Monthly Service Fee:
 Housekeeper services in addition
to the bi-weekly service provided
under the Residence Agreement,
including trash & recycling pick-up
 Beautician and barber services
 Resident & guest meals exceeding the
monthly dining allocation provided
under the Residence Agreement
 Tray service for other than
medical reasons
 Guest room, when available
 Personal laundry service
 Bed making other than that
on scheduled cleaning day
 Vacation services (including
watering plants and feeding pets
[cats only]) by prior arrangement
 Unscheduled transportation
 Physical, recreational, occupational
and speech therapies (with
physician’s order utilizing the therapy
room in the Corwin Center)
 Medical and nursing services not
covered in assisted living and
skilled nursing programs
 Additional maintenance (repair or
maintenance of personal property)
 Nutritional counseling
 Trips
 Health Clinic services
 Personal training
 Carport parking and second car parking

II. SERVICES IN CORWIN CENTER
A.

CORWIN CENTER SERVICES
1. Assisted Living
The following services (over and above
those provided in residential Homes)
are available to Residents during any
stay in Assisted Living Suites and are
included in the Monthly Service Fee:
 Monitoring of medical and
psycho-social conditions
 Assistance with medication
administration
 Stand-by/minimal assist with
Activities of Daily Living (ADLs)
as provided in the assisted
living Disclosure of Services
 Housekeeping Services
 Assistance with making and
keeping appointments

E
L
P
M
A
S
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2. Skilled Nursing
By physician’s order, nursing care is
provided to the Resident in a semiprivate room in the Skilled Nursing area
of the Corwin Center. These services are
included in the Monthly Service Fee.
In the event that an Assisted
Living Suite or a nursing bed (as the
case may be) should not be available
in the Corwin Center, the Resident
will be admitted temporarily to a
comparable facility and will be put on
a priority list at the Corwin Center.
3. Excluded Services
Treatment for the following conditions
is NOT included in the services provided
by Emerald Heights and is not available
at the Corwin Center: specialized
psychiatric care, conditions that would
threaten the health or safety of the
EMERALD HEIGHTS
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Early History

AR-100
AR-101

1983 - EIS excepts
1987 June 19 - Julian Sayers to Planning Director Kay Shoudy JUNE 19 1987

1
1

AR-102

1987 July 23 - Status of DNR Property to Mayor Council - ref compatibility

1

AR-103

1988 May 15 - Journal American - Redmond Tackles Senio r Housing Again

1

AR-104

1988 Jun 6 - Hearing agenda - PP 87-6 Abbey Road and EH SDP-87-9 PUD

1

AR-105
AR-106

1988 - Proof of Position : Sayers - Page 1 Tech Reports EH and AB

1
1

1988 June 22 - Hearing Examiner - Emerald Heights - Exhibits C, P, Q, T (C

AR-107

includes both site plans)
1988 July 21 - Hearing Examiner Revised Findings

AR-108
AR-109

1988 Aug - Neighbor concern trees greenbelts -Yvonne Chinn
1988 Oct 21 - Ltr Martin to Judd - Amend zoning map --BUT SAYS PUD IS

1
1
1

REZONE
1988 Nov 18 - Final approval order Emerad Heights

1
1
AR-111
1991 May 2 - IMG 2631 Post construction discussion on greenbelts
1
AR-112
2017 Aug - Email W. Engquist to Mayor; EH was controversial
- - -- - - - - - ~ - - - - -~ - - - ~ -- - -- - - -- - - -- - - -·····--·--·------·
1
AR-113
2002 Expanions - SEPA checklist
------·--·------·----- --··AR-114
2002 April 5 Letter from Pentalink to COR - maintain landscape buffer
1
AR-110

Rezone

AR-115

2010 Technical Committee Report to Hearing Examiner - Rezone L100204/205

1

AR-116
AR-117

2010 June 10 - Rezone Excerpts from Application - Abbey Road HOA
2010 June 10 - Complete Rezone Application per City records

1
1

AR-118

2011 May 2 - Rezone: Certified Transcript from May 2, 2011 Hearing

1

AR-119
AR-120
AR-121
AR-122

2011 May 16 - Rezone: Hearing Examiner Report
2011 June 24 - Rezone: Hearing Examiner - Reconsideration
2011 July 19 - Rezone : Certified Transcript City Council Approval
2011 July 19 - Rezone : City Council Minutes

1
1
1
1

AR-123

Rezone : Permitted Land Uses in Residential Zones 20C.30.20

1

AR-124

Fitness Cntr Design Review Board minutes- Jan 20, 2011 - reroute utilities

1

AR-125

Fitness Cnter SEPA Checklist - May 5, 201 1 + DNS Jun 30 - will maintain

1

AR-126

greenbelt
Fitness Cntr Design Review Board memo June 2, 2011 -

AR-127

Fitness Cntr Design Review Board minutes June 2, 2011 - want SN, not

1

AR-128

compatible
Fitness Center SPE - Tech Committee Approval June 30, 2011

1
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AR-129

2010 March 23 - Garden DNS

1

AR-130
AR-131

2012 March 23 - Garden - Administrative Approval
Greenbelt buffer: garden and lawn bowling: before and after

1

2012 May 3 - Multipurpose Bldg ORB memo
2012 May 25 - Multipurpose Bldg SPE approval

1
1

AR-134

Trailside - Design Review Board minutes June 21, 2012

1

AR-135
AR-136

Trailside - Design Review Board minutes Nov 1, 2012
Trailside - Design Review Board Staff Memo - March 7, 2013

1
1

AR-137
AR-138

Trailside - Design Review Board minutes - March 7, 2013 - Approved

1
1
1

1

Multipurpose

AR-132
AR-133
Trailside

AR-139

Trailside - SEPA checklist - March 16, 2013
Trailside - NOA w optional DNS - March 28, 2013 inc tree preservation plan

AR-140

Trailside - Final DNS - April 15

AR-141

Trailside - Final SPE Approval Letter - April 17, 2013

1
1

AR-142

Condominium Sale Prohibition Covenant
Trailside 2009 vs 2013

1

AR-143

1
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EXHIBIT
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(

I

l

SUMMARY

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL
The Washington State Department of Natural Resources is requesting a Special
Development Pennit, approval of a preliminary plat and other permits that
would have to be secured before a residential planned unit development,
including townhouse and single-family detached units, could be developed on
160-acres of State-owned Common School Trust Land. The site is located north
of NE 104th Street and south of the northern boundary of the Puget Power
transmission line (for which an easement has been obtained) between 168th
Avenue N.E. and 181st Avenue N.E ..
The State does not propose to develop the land itself. Once the necessary
environmental and land use approvals are received, the State would either
lease or sell the property to a private developer who would undertake the
actual construction of the development. If approved as proposed, the project
could include 233 single-family detached and 311 townhouse condominium units;
100 of the townhouse units would be reserved for and marketed to senior
citizens. The project is also being planned to include 78.5 acres of open
space, a day care center and equestrian center. Because of the current R-4
and R-5 zoning of the site, the equestrian center woula require, in addition
to the approvals requested, either a plan amendment ana a rezone to a lower
density classification or an amendment to the Redmond Community Development
guide'to permit such uses in the R-4 zone.

8. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS, MITIGATION MEASURES ANO UNAVOIDABLE
AUVtK::>t.

Ull'Al, I~

EARTH
Impacts

D

I
II
II

o Grading for construction of interior roads and building sites
sub-surface geological strata on the site's steeper uplands.

could expose

o Vegetation removal, grading and excavation would expose
erosion from runoff during construction.

soils

to potential

changes

in slope and

o Clearing, grading and construction would create minor
relief.

o Without special measures for foundation design, set backs, drainage, slope
stability and erosion and sediment control, development on the 12.9 acres wit.,
severe development limitations and the 6.3 acres with moderate limitations
would be susceptible to environmental problems that could result in property
damage.

I
I
I

5

VEGETATION
Impacts

I

o Approximately 85 acres of second-growth deciduous and coniferous forest
covering about 53% of the project site would be removed and replaced with
residential uses.

I
I

o Introduction of urban landscaping would cause changes
occurrence of plant species.

I
I
I
I
I
r

I
I
t

I
I
t

in

the dominance and

Mitigation Measures
o Requirement of a clearing and grading plan before construction could reduce
elimination of native vegetation by providing for the retention of select
specimen trees (i.e. those of particular size and stature) as part of the
landscape design.
Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
o Eiimination of a 1arge block of contiguous second growth
in plant species dominance and occurrence.
WILDLIFE

Impacts
o Elimination of most of an existing large block of contiguous habitat.
o Elimination or significant reduction in the present unimpeded movement of
wildlife through the project site because of roads, dwellings, and other
project features.
o Significant reduction, if not total elimination, of larger, more mobile,
mammals that now use the site (e.g. black-tailed deer).
o Significant reduction in population of species aependent on deciduous or
coniferous forest habitat such as the northern flying squirrel, woodpeckers
and goshawks.
o Potential detrimental effect on fish habitats as a result of changes in the
quality and quantity of runoff that may alter the quality of water bodies in
the vicinity of the site.
Mitigation Measures
o As proposed, retention of strands of linked open space would allow for some
wildlife movement.
o Clusters of

trees and native shrubs could be retained

wherever

possible

6

throughout the site.
o Use of best management practices controlling erosion during construction.

o Use of best management practices for constructing and maintaining detention
facilities, sediment and oil and grease traps.
o Use of infiltration ponds to the extent possible to reduce contributions to
surface water.
Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
o Loss of contiguous wildlife habitat, reduction in diversity
wildlife species and changes in composition of species.

and

numbers of

NATURAL RESOURCES
Impacts
o Permanent removal of the majority of the forest vegetation on
site during the construction of interior roads, utility lines,
recreational facilities.

the project
housing and

o Reduction in the total amount of open space and undeveioped land in the City
of Redmond and in the urbanized portion of King County as a resu1 t of

committing 160 acres to development.

l
J,

Mitigation Measures
o Substantially reduce the amount of development that could
and reserve most of it in its present state.

occur on the site

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
o The removal of timber resources and a reduction in the

Ii
JI

total amount of open

space in Redmond.
LAND USE ANO ZONING

I
J

Impacts
o A chanoe in the use of the site from a wooded area to suburban development
with an overall net density of 3.4 units per acre and a full range of urban
services.

JI

o Introduction of a new type of housing to the north Education
attached single-family homes in clusters of up to four units.

J

o If the equestrian center is developed as proposed, either

rti 11

a land

area-use ~lan

7

change and rezone would be required or a change in the permittea uses chart to
allow such uses in the Suburban Residence(R-4) zone.
o Along with ~e 444 lots that have already been approved for development in
the north Education Hill area, the proposed 544 units would meet most, if not
all of the anticipated demand for housing in this area to the year 1990. This
could either reduce the demand for converting vacant 1and in other areas or
increase the demand for converting land to more intense aevelopment uses north
of the power line and in the unincorporated Bear Creek area.
o Introduction of a daycare
Development Pennit.

center

into

a residential area

by

Special

Mitigation Measures
o Possible incompatability with surrounding single-family development would be
reduced by concentrating the townhouse units on the interior of the site and
the single-family detached units in the areas closest to the existing singlefamily development.
would reduce
retaining a greater portion of the site as open space.

o Development as a Planned [)nit Development

laM

use impacts

by

proposed~ 544 units would be built on the site instead of the 555
theor~tically allowed by existing R-4 and R-5 zoning based on the proportion
of the site with very severe development limitations. A rezone to allow the
equestrian center would reduce the total units allowed.
o As

o Development of a Planned Unit Development as proposed would allow greater
discretion to ~e City Council to apply conditions responsive to adopted lan
use objectives.
o Retaining existing vegetation around the perimeter and locating planned open
space to buffer more intense land uses from adjoining development.
o Existing Puget Power trail and right-of-way would screen developed portions
of the project site from lower density development to the north.
o Coordinated planning wi~ King County for adjoining unincorporated areas
including designation of a "sphere of influence" representing the ultimate
area to which urban services would be provided would reduce the potential
affect that the proposed project could have on nearby undevelopea areas.
o The introduction of townhouse development could encourage additional multifamily construction making it possible to meet housing demand on less land
than would be required for exclusively single-family construction.
o Impacts ~ssociated with changing land to more intense use could be reduced
by reducing the total number of units or greater concentration of development
on interior of site.

20

single family residences along arterials.
o Construction of units to meet the standards of the Washington State Energy
Code including double-glazed windowsT R-11 insulation in walls and floors and
R-30 in ceilings, as required by City ordinance, would result in a reduction
of interior noise levels.
Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
o Increased noise levels during construction and, after completion,
normal residential activities.

from

LIGHT ANO GLARE
Impacts
o ~light security lighting during project construction.
o Exterior lighting of homes and facilities, glare from building surfaces and
light and glare from traffic generated by Rednond Heights residents.
Mitigation Measures
o Effective screening and landscaping around the perimeter of the site.
o Use of shielded light sources and high/low sodium vapor lights for exterior
purposes.

o Emphasis on construction materials with non-reflective
wood, stone and brick.
Unavoidable

Adverse

surfaces

such

as

Impacts

o The introduction of artifical light and potential sources
presently undeveloped site.

of

glare

to

a

AESTHETICS

Impacts
o Transformation
development.

of a 160-acre undeveloped, wooded site

for

residential

o Introduction of a type of residential structure--attached units--that could
be greater in bulk than the typical single-family detached homes in the
surrounding area.
o Temporary changes in the appearance of the sight during construction.

n
D

Mitigation Measures
o Retaining at least 40i of the site in open space and locating
buffer the project from adjoing homes.

OP.en space to

o Selecting architectural styles that are similar to or harmonize
surrounding, primarily Northwest ContemP.orary development.

with

the

o Preservation of the perimeter of the site in its natural, wooded state.
o Preservation of as many mature trees as possible throughout the site.
Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
o Substantial alteration and removal of vegetation from the 160-wooded parcel.
ARCHEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES
Impacts
o Potential disturbance of artifacts of unknown cultural
site clearing and excavation.

significance

during

Mitigation Measures
o Suspension of construction activities and immediate notification of the
State Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation if artifacts are uncovered during construction.
Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
o Potential destruction or obliteration of culturally-significant artifacts
before their significance could be identified.
C. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND THEIR IMPACTS
1. All Single-Family Detached Oeve1opment
This alternative provides for the construction of 487 homes on individual lots
distributed throughout the project site. Resident population at full development and occupancy is estimated at 1,467 with a larger number of school-aged
children than the proposed project. Density in the part of the site north of
N.E. 104th and east of Redmond High School would be about 10% higher with
almost a third of all the units in the R-5 zoned area north of NE lu4th Street
compared with 26% of the units in the proposed project. About 10% more land
would be devoted to circulation.
In general, the impact of this alternative on the natural environment of the
site would not be significantly different than the impact of the proposea
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Tf-lE SAYERS ASSOC,ATES,

INC.

June l 9, 1 98 7

Ms. Kay Shoudy' Planning O-i re ctor
Dept. of Planning and c
_•
·
City Ha 11
ommuni ty Development
15670 N.E. 85th Street
Redmond, WA 98052
,

RE:

DNR SHORT PLAT

Dear Kay:
Attached is the Application and plat
next to Redmond High School.
·

As I noted in our previoos conversat
allow DNR to close its sale in July -~~orn'!f!i
~itchell Development Co,. in one tr,a
~arties to maximize the procee~-s wHh;

We believe this will allow t ~ ·
timely manner to meet the D R
propo·s als for City cons:ider.!'.a.,..~:aiiil
words, no developme~~ could ~ Upon her return next ~~~
language for the res~r1 ~.
sh-ort pl at myl ars~ .I a
which ca-n be modifit~i fl
subse-que-nt final PUD1,1) ,
items complete earlY.
we~k at its regula~
Pl ease cal 1

Sincerely,

EXHIBIT

.i lrfc.-l(JI

..

ONR Schedule

Burnstead Construction and Kitchell Development ~9mpany have ?!!b
applications to develop the DNR property next to Redmond H1g S
proposal consists of four applications:

Lot Line Revision
•

{LLR)

Special Development Permit/Planned

Prelimiary Plat (PP)
Development Guide Amendment (OGA)

Other applications can

be processed

indepen

SOP/PUD and PP can be processed togetber the
independently, as can the LLR and OGA. ·'

Development of the site is dependent URO~ ,;-,...:,~
app~ications. However, the DGA will need o
r~s1dence can be developed as proposed. Beeand meetings for the SDP/PUD and PP will oc
disposition of the OGA unle~s the DGA hQ]Hs
that occure~ the PP could be processed s~a
SOP and PP can proceed anytime prior .to
the process will last approximately 8
Corrrnission's initial review of the O •

As a result of a meeting wi
would be appropriate to pte
would consist of a review of
Technical COlllDittee~ adop ~·o·'n°...,=

Process
A. LLR
1.

T.C.

B

·

OGA (8 -

·

J.

1(!)

weeks past pret1m1nany P. C.

dates, 2110 & 2/17/f)l)

S[PA (7 weeks)

a. Thresh,o ld 0etenninat1on (2 weeks)
b. Comnent p_e riod (2 wee,ks)

c. Appeal period (3 weeks)
2. Technical Co1T111ittee review (1 - 7 weeks)
a. PreHminary staff review ( 1 week)
f.
b. Revision by applicant, if applicable a.t t C.
c . Review of revision, if applicable (2 weeks)
d. Prepare draft report to Planning Co,miissfon
e ~ Technical Corrm1ttee review and reco1MJendat. ·
(1 week)

3. Planning Cofl1Jl1ssion Rev1ew (5 - 6 weeks)
a. Prepare final rep0rt (2 weeks)
b. Forward report to P.C. (1 week)
c . Study Session (2/10)
d. Public h~arfng (2/17)
e. Prepare P.C. Recol'llllefu1at1oo

.-.

4.

a.
b.
c.
d.
C. PP, SDP/PUD
1.

SEPA - Addendum

a.
b.

c.
d.

e.
2.

3.

(Y')
~

.

.

EXHIBIT
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EXHIBIT

1/J~-/tJlf

THE CITY OF REDMOND
PLANNING DEPARTMENT

tXHIBIT A - TtCHNICAL COHNITT[£ REPORT
HtHO TO:

James Driscoll. Hearing Examiner

FRON:

Technical Co11111ittee

PR[PAR[O BY:

Judd Black. Planner

DAT[:

Hay 27, 1988

SUBJ[CT:

Emerald Heights. SOP-87·-9. and PUD #48

BACKGROUND
Applicant/Owner:

Kitchell Development Co.
1006 S. 24th St.
Phoenix. Arizona 98634

Applicant's Representative:

Julian Sayers

The Sayers Associates. Inc.

1133 - 37th Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98122
Application Date:
Hearing Date:

November 6, 1987

June 6, 1988

Request: Approval of Special Development Permit for a 308 unit retirement
residence (see Exhibit B • Site Plan) and Planned Unit Development for
flexibility of height standards.
Prevlous Action: Preliminary Plat approval of single-family subdivision.
PP-83·1, SOP-82·1, and PUO #41, known as Redmond Heights.
Project Description: The applicant is proposing to construct a 308 unit
retirement residence including a 60 bed skilled nursing care facility and
30 personal care rooms (penn1tted by recent Council action, Ordinance
1427). Twenty-four of the proposed units would be located in 12
duplexes. The ma fn structure 1s approximately 450,000 square feet and
would occupy nearly 50 acres. An additional 45 acres ts proposed to be
left as pennanent open space.
The applicant is a.lso requesting that the flexibility of PUD regulation;
be applied to this project in reference to building height. The request
for PUO will be part of this report.
-•••-•--..
EXHIBIT

15670 N .E. 85TH STREET

REDMOND, WASHINGTON 98052-3584
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n::uIBIT A . T[CHNICAt CONl'IITT[( R(PORT

HfNO TO:

James Driscoll. Hearing Examiner

FRON:

Technical Co11111ittee

PR[PAR[D BY:

Judd Black. Planner

DAT[:

May 25. 1988

SUBJECT:

Abbey Road Preliminary Plat. PP ·87 ·6

BA CIC GROUND

Applicant/Owner:

Burnstead Construction Co.
14280 N.[. 21st St.
Bellevue. Washington 98007

Applicant's Representative:

Application Date:
Hearing Date:

Julian Sayers
The SayHrs Ass.oc iates, Inc.
1133 - 31th Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98122

November 6, 1987

June 6, 1988

90 •Day Expiration Date :

August 31, 1988

Reauest: Preliminary Pl at approval for a 202 lot single-family res;dent'ial
subd i vis fon ( see [xh ibi t C, Propos·ed Plat Map).
Previous Action: Preiiminary approval ef single ·family subdivision, PP •83 •
SOP·82 -J, and PUO #41, known as Redmond Heights.

FINUINGS
Location: Directly east of Redmond High School, north of 104th Ave. N.E.
Parce,1 Size:

The parcel is approximately ,g acres.

Legal Description: See Exhibit G.
Neighborhood:

Education Hill.

OFFICE OF HEARING E~NER

•
Jun. 22, 1
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ME MO R A N D U M

TO:

Mayor Ind C1ty Counc 11

FROM:

J1aes M. Driscoll
Hearing Exatnfner

SUBJECT:

Application of Kitchell Developaent Co.
for approval of I SpK111 Developaent Perwt t
ind Planned Un1t Developaent -

SDP-87-9/PUD 148 EMERALD HEIGHTS

Enclosed is a copy of •Y reccaaendation for the above
1ppl1c1tfon.
f nterested person 111.Y file I wr1 tten request for reconsf deratf on with the Hearing Examiner by July 7, 1988. The
request for reconsfderatfon shall explicitly set forth iTTepd
errors of procedure or fact.
Any

notice of the date of your aeeting in which you consider
thesP. recCJ1Mnd1t1ons w111 be sent to the Applicant and 111
parties of record. Thfs notice wfll be gfven when the date 1s
set.

A

J,t>/cb

EXHIBIT
)

I /tl<-l()f
15670 N.E. 85th STREIT, REDMOND, WASHINGTON 98052 TELEPHONE (206) 882·64&4

OFFICE Of HEARING EXAMI

R

FINDINGS AND R£C<Jffi€NOATIONS
Of

TH£ HEARING EXAMINER

Of

TH£

CITY CE REOl«>MO

IN THC *TTER Of TlfE APPllCATION fE
ICITCHCLL 0£VELCl'fl:NT CO. FOR #PROVAL
fE A SPECIAL DEYELCl'fl:NT PERMIT AND

FILE:

SOP-87-9 I PUOl48
EKRALD HEIGKTS

PLANNED UNIT DEYnC.KNT
R£C<M£NOATJON:

The special develop11ent pennit and PUO should
approved subject to the conditions listed.

I NTROOUCTI ON
Kitchell Devel~nt Co., 1006 South 24th Street, Phoenix, Arizona, 98634,
(hereinafter referred to as Applicant) requested approval of a special
developaent pe""1t for a 308-unft retfreaent residence and a planned unit
developaent (PUD) for fl exf b11 f ty of height sundards. The subject property
fs approxfaately 94 acres of land 1 oc1ted directly north of Redllond High
School, north of N.E. 104th Street, tn the Cf ty of Recllond. Vnhfngton, and
1110re particularly described as shown fn Exhibit F.
The above described land is zoned R-4, Suburban Resfd~nce, and his a Land Use
Plan designation of Suburban Residence. The zoning and Land Use Plan desfgnatfons are establtshed fn the Redmond C«-Unf ey Devel<>pMnt Gufde (RCOO).

A hearing on the request was held before the Hearing Exainer of the Cfty of
Redllond, Washington, on June 6, 1988.
Public testi110ny was presented by the following:
Judd Black
Planning Departlllent
City of Redllond
15670 NE 85th St.
Redllond, WA 98052

Sally Clark
1221 2nd Ave.

Seattle. WA

Julian Sayers
1133 - 37th Avenue

Seattle, WA 98122

June 22, 1988
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15670 N.E. 85th STREET, REDMOND, WASHINCTON 98052 TELEPHONE (206) 682-6484

A I W. UAMt NC Is UCCJM MOAT I
RC : [ r11d Mt19 t, ( -87-9 11Mt PU043)

D1ck l1rthol
£n91nttr1n9 O.pt.
C1t,y of tt.dlaond

11415
128UI
Kf rtl1nd, WA

10813 181st Av•. N[
Recaond, WA 98052

Chuck 11 fu
10813 18lst Ave. NC
Rtcllond, WA 98052

Sttrltnz LetMnguth
11406 1 7th Pl. NE
Re dllond I WA 98052

John D11J
10627 18 1t Ave.

Liu Schrotder

Ron Paris
10523 181st Ave. NC

Stephen Kf"9
10417 181st Ave. NI:

10814 181st Avt. NC
Rtdllond, WA 98052

DUlnt

Pars

10507 18 st Ave. NE
Redllond 1 WA

98052

Ahn Fure

Aedlllond I WA

98052

Chucll lltu

Redlllond, WA

N[

98052

All!dllond, WA 98052

Df an1 Tf dbal 1

l 0425 181st NE
Redllond, WA 98052

Tlle following exh1bfts wre presented at the hearing and ire av1fl1ble for
1ns,,.ctton at the He1rtng Ex111fner's Office, Cffy Hall, 15670 N.E. 85th
Street, Rtdllond, Washington:

A-

Technical C011ll1ttee Report

I - Site Pl1n - Full-stze (Hearing Exllf1ner only)

C - Stte Pl1n

D - Y1cfn1ty Mlp

E - Scope Analysts - reduced
legal descrtptfon
G - SEPA adoption of existing docu•nts
H - Sfgn-tn sheet for 1ddendu111
I - Public 1nput
J - Arterf1l Street Plan
K - Education Hfll Street Plan
L - Sewr 1nd W1ter Requirements
'4 - Zoning Mlp
N - Ftre Dep1rtaent Requ1reaent
O - Mftigatfng Me1sures
P - Revised Proposal
Q - Revised C~ndfttons
R - Stte Plan of Plat wtth Four Colors Representing Drainage
S - Pnotos of Dr1tnage fn the Area SUbll'ftted by Mr. Letbenquth
T - Tree Cutting Ordin1nce
F -

Pursuant to the consent of the Applicant, the hearing was jointly held wittl a
hearing on the lbbey Road preH• inary plat (PP-87-6) for land 1dj1cent to the
subjKt property (separ1te findings wre issued for the Abbey Road preltllinary
plat app11c1tton).
After due constderat1on of the evidence presented by the Applfcant; 1nd,
evidence 1nd testtaony elicited during the publtc hearing, the following
ff ndings of Fact and Conclusions constitute the basts of the rec:o• andltton of
the Hearing Eu• t~r •

., Ju~ 22, 1988
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H[MING u-.tNCl' S l(C<JMNOATI<Ja
R[: Eatrald ... 1gtlts (
7-9 Ind ,u04I)

FINDJIGS '6 FACT

1. Ttte AJ,pl tcant has req.,ested approval of

I srct,1
velopant ,. 1t for
l08•untt rwtfre.nt rHtdtnu and approva of I planned unit dnelop•nt for flu1bfltt., of height stand,rds. The rttt...-nt rest•nc ts
propo1o1d to be developed on property located dtrectly nortlt of tM
lediiond Htgh hool, and north of N.£. 104th StAet, 1n Ute Cfty of
Redlond, Vashfntton. The subject proper~ 1, aore p1rtfcul1rly described
11 set forth tn Exh1b1t F'. (Staff report.)

1

2.

The subject property consists of approx1 .. tely 94 acres of l1nd loc1ted
tn the Education Hill neighborhood. It has I Land Use Plan destgn.tton
of Suburb1n Residence and a zonfng des1gnat1on of R-4, Suburbtn Residence
District.

3.

The surrounding lands hive the following zoning and developnent:
North:
South:
East:
West:

R-4/Puget Sound P~r

a Lfght

right-of-way

R-5/RedMond Htgh School
R-4/Undeweloped
R-4/Undevel oped

(Stiff report.)
4.

The proposed project ts befng developed tn conjunction with a prelt • fn,ry
pllt (M>bey Road, File PP-87-6). The land for the .,bey Road pre11 • 1n,ry
plat fs located d1~tly east of the subject property and consists of 69
acres of land which 1s being subd1vtded into approxfMtely 210 lots.
(Black testi11<>ny.)

5.

Access to the site will be via a parkway (hereinafter referred to as
•11111n road•) proposed to be constructed through the /lbbey Road prel tllfnary
plat. At NE 104th Street the 11111n road right-of-way wfll 1ltgn w1th
179th Avenue NE and will extend through the M>bey Road plat to provide
df rect access to the subject property. It wfl 1 extend north of the Abbey
Road plat into property owned by the Applicant on which a Puget Sound
Power and Light right-of-way easement ts located. The road wfll eventually connect to NE 116th Street and align wfth 172nd Av~ NE. (Black
testimony and Staff report.)

6. Currently the sf te

1s a dense evergreen forest consf stfng of firs. alder,
cedars and associated underbrush. The topography of the site. wre ~
retf reaent residence is proposed to be located, slopes gently to tlle
north. crests in the ll'fddle. and then slopH towards the northwest and
northeut. The proposed 308-unft retf reaent residence will be loc.ted on
a level section of the site. (Staff report and Sayers testfaony. l

7.

The 308-unft retfre•nt residence w111 include a 60-bed skilled nursing
care fac11 tty and 30 personal care roOIBS. In addt tf on, there wfll be 24
units located fn 12 duplexes on sfte. The •tn structures wfll be
1pproxf111tely 450,000 square feet in area and will occupy nearly 50

June 22, 1988
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of ~ d ce"tly pnsed Ord nine• 1427 wtlfch deffMI rtt1rtt ,.., ~nc s, ind, 0rdtn1nc 1424 which nqutres 1 ,.,.cfll developllfnt
,. for 1 .-.t ~ n t res dence. The proposed develo,-nt h • retire•nt ru denu as deffned tn RCDG 20A.60.525 IS
nded ind I specfll
de lopaent pe""1t h requf.-.d pursuant to RCDG 20C.10.240(05) H -ndtd.
( DG .)
9.

ht or•r for I spec111 developaent pen.it to be issued wfthfn the Cfty of
Redllond the getter11 crf ter11 for spechl usn IS set forth fn RCDG
20C.20.2l5(10) •st be s1ttsfted. These cr1tert1 include:
(1) TM proposed appltc1tton wfll be coapatfble with present and
potent ill surround1 ng llnd use. ind w111 t..ve a beftef1c111 effect whfch
could not be 1chteved without granting special condftfons for
developaent.

(b) The 1ppl tc1,ton confo,,.s with the purposes and standards
prHcrf bed hi thts section.

(c) The applfcatfon conforws to the Goals. Policies and Plans set
forth in the Cm.n t ty Deve 1opaent Gu f de.

(d) Developaents wettng exceptions to the site standards shall not
iap1ct surroundf ng properties .,,.. than would developaent based on the
rtqufred design sundards.
(e) The 1pplicatfon conforws with special standards esbbltshed for
specific uses defined in Section 20C.10.245, Special Review Criteria.
(f) The 1pp11cation confonts with criterfl of Section 20C.30
"'Design Criteril."'

(RCDG)

10.

Because the proposal involves the construction of a structure (the
retireaent residence) ft 1s defined IS • project IS set forth tn IICD6
20C .20.235(35). For a project to be granted • special developaent
penl'ft the criterfl as set forth in RCDG 20C.20.235(10) 1ftd
20C.Z0.235(55) •st be s1ttsfted. In addition, the special revtew
criter11 for retfreaent nsidences II set fortll fn RCDG 20C.20.Zl5(70)
a,st be s1tfsfted. These crtterta include:

June 22. 1988
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NCAlllG U#O
•s •CCC:,,OOATIOI
RE: C.r1ld ~19ht1 (

20C.20.235(70) lufl~fng O.sign Criter11
(1) Otsi9n buildings, p1rtfcul1rly thos on v,. perf•ter of the site,
so th1t ss 1nd seal e 1r, hu110nf ous w1 th surrounding IN• s.
bu11dtng Nter11ls 1nd color th1t ire h1raonfous with surround-

(b)

Use

int

I ... IS.

(c) Vary bufldfng f1cades~ roof11nes, surf1ce textu,..s, 1nd architectural design throughout the site to 1void 110notony.

(d) Site buildings to 1void creating a •walled corridor effect,• long
unbroken rows of buildings along a setback, or a 110notonous p1ttern of
bu11df ngs.
(RCDG.)

11.

In 1ddf tfon to the special devel op11ent pen111t, the Appl1e1nt requested
flex1b11fty of bufldfng height standards wfth use of pl1nned unft
develos-nt regulations. The NXf III height 1110.-ed f n 1n R-4 zone is
30 feet and the Applicant 1s request1 ng that the proposed devel o~nt
exceed thfs standard by 1n addtttonal 7.5 feet for one building, ind up
to 4 feet for other bufld1ngs. (Staff report.)

12. The Cfty sut>.ftted th1t the PUD process w1s used for this applfcatfon,
f nste1d of the v1rl1nce process, because the purposes of I PUD 110re
closely ,..,ate to the c1rc111stances of the app11catfon. lt wf11 allow
the Applfcant to use tnnovatfve aethods and approaches not avaflable
under conventional building aethods. (Black testf110ny.)
13.

RCDG 20C.20.235(30)(c) allows for flexibility of design and bufldfng

height ff ft assists to ufntafn open space and natural resources.
enhances views fro11 within the site, and does not f nterlere wtth adjoining properties. The proposal satisfies these standards. (Black testfllC>f\Y and RCDG.)

14.

The N>t1IIU'II nUllber of suites perwf tted per acre in the R-4 zone dfstr1ct
1s 25. The Jiipplfcant or1g1n111y proposed a density of 3.24 suites per
acre. In the c1lculltfon of thf s dens tty the pen11nent open sp11ce on
the west end of the site was included. With the exclusion of the
pe,..1nent open space. the proposal had 6. 16 su1 tes per acre. ( Stiff
report and Black test1aony.)

15.

The •in building will consist of sh wings th1t wfll be connected to a
C(IIIIIC)n 1re1. OUtsf de of each wt ng a partf ally enclosed coureyard and
landscaping are proposed to provide fndh1dual outside spices. The
Appl tcant tndf cated that attellpts wfl 1 be aade to preserve soae extstf ng
vegetation fn the coureyard 1rea. Each sufte wfll hive an exterior view
of the courtyard or the per1aeter of the fac11 tty. (Sayers testiaony.)

16.

There will be a network of sidewalks or walkways fr011 the parting 1re1s
to the 1111tn structure and the building wtngs. In ldditfon. peHStrfan

June 22, 1988
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acceu w11 l bt prov1 dtd 11 ong thf partway U..t connects N£ 104th St,..,t
to • 116th Stf'ftt. (llact tHt190fly.)
17.

It 1s the tnt.tnt of th Appl1c1nt to cOfttrol the torw dr1tna91 with
constrvct1on of • 1yst.ta that wfl 1 not reduce the aount of wt.tr ltn•
f "9 tN 11tt but wfl l control the rat. of flow of water 1Hving the
s1tf. Thh will be ICCOllplhhed with I dttent1on systetl tNt will
control the now of w1ter by an extension of Ute dur1t1on of the
dtsch.l~. (Black test1 ny and lddendull.)

18.

S.n1tu·y sewer sentce ts 1v1t11ble through 1n 8-tnch collector off NE
109th Street. The collector will now through the Cf~'s proPosed
Avondale trunk and connect to I Metro tnterceptor 1n Avondale Way 11.E.
It Union Hfl 1 Ro.d. ( Stiff f'fport.)

19. Water service is 1v1tl1ble by extension of water aatns fr011 N.E. 104th
Street.

(Stiff report.)

20.

The Appltc1nt h1s subtlitted I parting ratio of 1.22 parting spaces for
each su1 te. Thfs ratio exceeds the recently 1dopted new parting
st,ndlrds requfrfng .5 to 1 parting space per suite. TIie City of
Remaond reccaaended 1pprov1l of the ratio as proposed by the fc>pl fcant.
(Black testiaony.)

21.

The proposed developaent wfll have recreational facflftfes available
wtthfn the dtvelopaent fncludfng pfcnic areas, shuffleboards. 1nd 1
swflllltng pool. ln 1ddttton I tratl systetll will be developed. (Sayers
test 1110ny. )

22.

A witness (Bltss) ustff1ed to be I property owner 1n the 1re1. He
contended that 11 though he 1s not 1911 Mt the proposed project he thought
a 11C>re desirable 1re1 for the loc:atfon of a rettreaent resfdence would
be 1n I downtovn c._rchl area. The witness subllttted that notse froa
the high school and the st1dtua could be dtsruptfve to the re11dents of
the facility. (Blfss testfaony.)

23.

A witness (Ktng) subllit~d that the htgh school 1nd the ret1reaent
residence •Y not be c011pattble. Noise fl"OII the hfgh school, fncludtng
d1sruptfons froa the stadfua, could f• pact the residents of the retfre-

•nt center.

24.

(Kfng testfaony.)

A witness (Paris) testified to be fn support of the developaent of the
ret1reaent c<J1111Unity on the subject property. He subtlitted that tt
would be I nfce addition to the Education Hill area and it would not
NYe any adverse impacts to the ccaaunfty. (Paris testf• ony.)

CONCLUSIONS
1.

The 1pplfcat1on fs for I special developaent perwft for• 308-untt
ret1reaent resfdence and I PUO to allow flexibt11ty of hefght standards
for the project. The retfrnent residence 1s proposed to be developed

June 22. 1988
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RC :

-9 and ,U048 )
proptr
loce~d dfrtetly north of RtdllOnd Hfgh School lftd north of
I.C. 1CMUI St~ t, tn U.. Ct ty of Redlloftd, Washtn9ton.

Oft

1.

The subJtc t property 1s zoned Subur1>1n RH 1denct, R-4. In ordfr for th
•wlo,-.nt to proc.td tn th1s parttcular t • and loc1tton, tt ts
MCHJAry for the Appltcaf\t to obtlin a special develOpiNnt penttt. In
lddttton, 1djusi.nts to tht strucwre such as height vart1t1oM are
,..quf,..d to be rtvtewd pursuant to PUO gutdf11nes tn tht City of

lttC,.Ond .

3. The proposed dfveloP'ft'nt ts considered I project under s~ct1l develop•nt rtv1ew gutdfltnes.

4. A revfN has been •de of the general cttert1 for the 9r1ntfng of special
dnelopwnt pe"'tts and the crtterh for projects and spechl develop•nt perwits. Vfth cond1ttons the proposal satisfies these criteria.
5.

The proposed developaent wtl 1 be coapatfble with present 1nd potential
surrounding land uses. It w111 have a beneficial effect to the publtc
because ft wfll be c011p1ttble wtth the surrounding land uses and will
provide a residential use consistent wtth other uses fn the 1re1.

6.

Adequate IC CKS to the proposed develos-ent will be off a •1 n road
through the plat of Abbey R01d. Access to the site froa arterials
wfth1n the Cfty of Redlltond "111 be off NE 104th Street and NE 116th
Street.

7.

The proposed structure will include a 60-bed skilled nursing care
facflf t.Y and 30 penonal care rooas. The aain structure wfll be 450,000
square feet and w111 occupy approxi • ately SO acres of land. The
structure as designed wfth sh wings wfll be consfstent "1th the dHfgn
review cri ter11 of RCDG.

8. With conditions of developtaent the proposal will confof'II to the goals,
policies and plans as set forth fn the RCDG.
9.

Extensive conditions of approval are set forth
thts docuaent. They are required to be •t fn
project can be developed in a iunner that wtll
subject property nor to any of the surrounding

fn the reccaiendatfons of
order to ensure that the
not be detrf•ntal to the
properties.

10. Wfth the exception of the height variations of the PUD, the butldfngs on
sfte w111 aeet the requf ret1ents for R-4 zoning.
11.

RCOG, 208.40 Econolll'fc Oevelo~t will be satisfied by the proposed
de-velopaent. In particular.
proposed retfreaent residence wfll
create opportunttfes for diverse econolll'fc develos-ents that wtll provide
a variety of job opportunftfes, and contribute to a sound econo• 1c base
to the City of Reaaond while aafnta1nfng a qua11~ envfron1ent. It will
also provide for I htgh-qualfty envfronaent for econo• fc activfties wfth
a good design, landscaping and control of finpacts.

June t:2, 1988
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I

'

s1Clfntt1l hctltty, tncludfng tM w1riou1
buildfn9, wf11 be consistent with
90111 1nd poltcits of
structurt wfll be 1n
rgy tfftcftnt bufldfn9
• rgy fffcftnt l1nd ust goals, polfcits 1nd profri RCDG, 208.SS.020 tt I q.

'l.

13.

Thf propos•d fac1~ 1ty w111 be conststtnt with goals. poltci•s and plans
of RCDG, 208.60 Tr1nsportttton. V1th ICCHS off the .. 1n rud t)lrough
M>bey Road pl1t. ind 1rterhl ,ccns off NE l 04th Street and NC
116t Strett, the tfffctenctes of tr1nsport1t1on systetls w111 be
fflf\lnced . In lddftion, thf f1ctltty wtll not Cr@lte I stgnific1nt
1111p1ct upon the tr1nsport1t1on needs of the Cf ty of Rtdllond because 1
l1rgt nUllber of the r-est•nts oft f1cflfty will not own vehicles.
Adequate p1rtfng will be provided.

l4 .

A•qu,u ut11fty service 1nd sto"" dr1fn1ge w111 be 1v1flable to service
the

s1U.

15 . A r-evfew of the crfterfa of RCOG, 20C.20.235(70) his been •de.
condftfoM thes, crfUrf1 Ir@ satfsffed.
16.

Wfth

The •ss 1nd scale of the building will be har1110nious wit" the surrounding areas 1>K111se the bu11dtng 1s designed to Cr@tte the iapresston of
open space. A~dftton1l 11ndsc1pfng w111 allow this i • pression to be
enhanced.

17.

The Applicant wtll use butldfng • ateri1ls and colors that are h1,.,nfous
with the surrounding areas.

18.

Because of the wtnged sections of the facility, the building design will
1vof d 110notony of 1rch1 tectural design. There w111 not be a walled
corn dor ef feet wt th 1ong, unbroken rows of bu 11 dings nor a aonotonous
pattern of buildings.

19.

The Applicant has reqa.ested PUD approval 1n order to exceed the al lowd
height standards of 30 feet for the project. The Applicant seeks flexibil 11;>' in order that the aain building can exceed the 30-foot stlndard
by an addi ticnal 7. 5 feet, and other structures can exceed the stlndlrd
by 4 feet or less.

20. The criteria for review of Puo•s as set forth in RCOG 20C.20.235(15)
have been reviewed. With conditioM. these criteria are satisfied.
21.

The building height exceptions will provide an innovative •thod and
appro,ch froa the convent1on1l •wlopaent standlrds ttllt wf11 not
adversely i • pact neighboring develo,-ents, nor interfere with the enjoy• ent of land tn the v1cintt;y.

22.

The flexibi11t;y of height standards will preserve the natural characteristics of the site and will not disrupt the topography, native
ve9et1tfon, views, streams or other natural 111enities in the c«-inity.

uni- 22 , 1988
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HEARING UMI

• 'S ltCCOflll:NDATIOM
(SOP.Al-9 and PUIM8)

a : E•rald tt.19ht1

V1th the 1dd1tton1l he1gt,t of the stn,cture, IIM>" open spice can be
c"1t•d. All tM OPfffl SPICf crfter11 IS st forth fn RCOG,
lOC.20.235(60) I " s1t1sfftd.
23.

Tht CMstgn cr1ttrf1 of RCDCi, 20C.l0 hlYf btffl rtvfewd for ttie PUO.
appl1cat10ft sat1sf1es thew crftert1.

The

24.

The Technic1l COM'fttee of the City of Redltond recOllll!ndfd approval of
the ~sted special develoP'l@nt pe""1t subject to tM cond1t1ons 1s
11sted tn Exhibit A.
REC<JKIIDATIOII

Based upon the p"cedfng Findings of Fact and
and evidence subaitted at the public he1r1ng,
Cf ty Council that the Elleral d Heights spec111
(SDP-87-9 and PUD 148) be approved subject to

Conclusions, and the test1aony
it 1s the recoaendltion to the
devtlopaent peMlit and PUD
the following cond1tfons:

I. General Regufreaents
A.

In conjunctf on wf th the devel opaent of Abbey RMd, a through street
shall be constn,cted fro• N.E. 104th Street to N.E. 116th Street,
1l1gntng wf th 172nd Avenue N.E. Thfs -.y be done through the use
of an L.I.D. 1f approved by the City Council of the Cfty of
Recaond. If requested, the Cfty will assist in the fonut1on of an
LID for construction of this street. Alternatively, the Applicant
NY request the uti11zation of a latecoaer's agreeaent to equ1ubly
allocate the cost to 111 propert;y that voul d receive special
benefits froa the street. The required street standlrd 1s
described in Section II I.

B. As part of the conditions of approval of the special developaent

perwit and PUD for the reti reaent residence, the App11cant wfll
dedicate to the C1 ty, at the tfae of issuance of a building penri t,
the northerly 250 feet of the s1 te where the Puget Sound Powr I
Light COlll)any right-of-way ease• ent fs located (approx1•tely 24
acres) to accC111110d1te trafl, st~et, and utfl f t;y r1 gtlts-of-way and
open space.

C.

The following shall be submitted to the City in final forw prior to
the issuance of any butldfng pen1it or occupancy perwrit:
1.

Final color and 111terial schetae;

2.

Elevations of maintenance buildings and swilnning pool;

3.

Location and design of garbage enclosures;

4.

Elevations, colors and materials for carports; and,

5.

Carport design.
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0.

Partfng shal 1 b Cl"tlted to prov1~ 1.22

£.

The ttlOUnt of pawfng 1n he serv1ct 1rH 1h111 N reduced •1ther by
rNK>wal or other tre1taent 1pprovtd by City of Redllond.

F.

Thf scrten will hetghts through the site shall be sttown.

G.

SPKH

per su1i..

The Applicant shell provide• proposed gr1dfn9 and contour plan
which 1ndkates 111 ret11 n1 ng walls 1r.1 grades.

I I.

H.

Plant counts shown on the plan are not binding but spec111
constder1tton shall be applied for the size of the large scale
trees. S11d trees shall be 2-112• c1ltper per code along ttle entry
to the ca.plex and around the turnaround and 111 othef"S shal 1 be
1-3/4• per the proposal. Medtua sfze trees shall bt 1-112• per the
proposal. S.111 scale trees sh1l l be SOS, 6' hetght and SOS, 8'
height. Med1ua flowering trees shall be 1-112• per the proposal.
S.111 scale deciduous fn,ft trees shall be 1-1/4• per the proposal.
Groundcover 1n 4• pots shal 1 be z4• on center equ111ter1l
trt1ngul1r spacing.

I.

In addition to the requireaents listed in this report, those
llittg1ttng aeuures 1pplfc1ble to the retfreaent residence lfsted
fn Exhfb1t 0, that were identffied 1n the Addendua to the Redllond
Heights Envfroraental Iapact Stlteaent (pages 1 through 29), shall
be incorporated as conditions of approval.

J.

The reti reaent center wfl 1 be restricted to the central
approx1Mtely 40 acres of the sf te and the nortllem approxi•tely
24 acres, whfch w111 be dedicated to the Ci1;y tn ce11nectton with
the developaent of the ret1reaent center, to be used for trans,
open spact, and rights-of-way for streets and utilft1es.

ENGINEERING
A.

Engineering plans and street taproveaent plans for the stte shall
be prepared by a registered engineer and shal 1 include:
Plan size - 24• x 36• (no substitutions accepted).
Scale - Standard engineering scale(s).
All inforution necessary for- inspection by the Engineering Dept.

Review for approval by the Director of Public Works
(Please note: The sf te plan shal 1 be approved by the Engtneertng
Dept. and be included as part of eng1neer1ng construct.ton plans.
Plans approved by the D1 rector of Publfc Worts take precedence over
111 other plans.)

June 22, 1988
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C•rald Nefgtitl soa-i,7.9 Ind 'U048)
STMCTS 1 SJO£WALKS 1 ACCESS
A.

Tht ttlrough st" t froa NE l<Mttl St,..,t to N£ I 16Ut St,..tt stt.11 b
coordinated w1ttl the adjaetnt denlOplltnt of •NY Roed. ,.,,,. N£
104th Str-ttt to tts fnttrsect1on w1th tM .ost nortMrly local
,ccns strttt fn •bey Road. th strttt shal 1 N constrvcttd to
urban st1ncurds conshtfng of • 28-foot p1Y1111nt Hctfon with
curbs. gutters and strtet lights wfthfn a 54-foot rfgtlt-of-wty . A
5-foot ae1nder1n9 walkway on tht Hst stde of the st"et, wtl1ch NY
be partially on an taseaent w1thtn grtenbelt tracts, shall be
provided between the •fn entry to the "ttreaent res1dtnct and NE
104th Strtet. North of tht .,, t northerly 1oc:11 access street
noted above, the through street to NE 116th st11l 1 cOftSfst of 24
feet of paveaent w1ttl 5-foot gravel shoulders and open dttches.
stora drainage, and 1n al 1-wather walkway on one stde of the
street froa NE 116th Street to the subdhfs1on of ,t,bey Road.
w1t"1n 1 60-foot right-of-way. This section w111 not have curt,s,
gutters, sf~alks. or street lights.

B.

The fol lowing streets are requfred to be dedicated to the City of
Redllond upon c0111pletfon of constn1ctfon:

N.E. 104th Street north of street center lfne shall be dedicated
for Ctty rfght-of-way for that portion fronting the site.

C.
IV.

Sidewalks constn1cted to Cfty standards are required on at least
one side of all access roads (including those with parting).

UTILITIES
A.

Al 1 power ind telephone v1ul ts/boxes shal 1 be shown on the site
pl1n, engineering dr1wings and landscape plans subaftted for
building and construction perafts, fn 1dd1tfon:
composite drawing that includes 111 utilities, landscaping,
(including trees) sprinklers, f1re lines, dullpster enclosures, etc.
must be subaftted to •1ni • 1ze the poss1bi111;y of ut11ittes/
l~ndscapfng conflicts.
A

B.

All as-built ut111ty fnforaation shall be transferred to sfte
plans. engineering drawings and landscape plans, and re-subll1tted
on reproducible photo aylar drawings prtor to occupancy of the
bu11dfngs. •certificate of <kcupany w111 not be issued until the
as-builts are supplied in accordance with the following procedure:
Developer/engineer shall furnish one set of as-built prints to be
field verified by the Cfcy. Upon satisfactory corrections to the
drawings final 11Ylars shall be sublllitted.
1. One full size c22• x 34•) photo aylar* or original 111..Ylar.
(City standards not required}
2.
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One reduced (11• x 11•) photo mylar* slick.

l.

OM

c.

an.

1

f llow

to full s1tt end h1lf prints for ••ch of ttw
n9 : •• r, s r, sto,,., 1t,..tt1 and traffic.

• S.p1 -.yl1r1 or
ro•-t,y
photographic 11yl1r.
O :

copies ere not• 1utt1blt 1ub1tttute for

ntt ll"et and storw dr11nage as-bu1lt 1nforNt1on Nyff
after thh Ctrtf f1c1te of <kcupancy NS betn 1uu.d
pf"OY1ded tht ss.ooo cash bond dfscuss.d 1ft ft.Ill YJJ.I. NS bttft
posttd.
1ut.1t td

V.

CLEARING All> GRADING
A.

A trH ,urvey prepared by I regtstered surveyor shill be subll1tted
wtt1ch 1ecur1tely locates 111 s19ntftc1nt trees (tncludtng the
dr1p11nes) wfthtn 25 fett of a.ny proposed buildings, paving.
ut111ttes, or other stte iaproveaents. Where f11stble, stte
111proveaents should be aoftd or 1djusted tn order to preMrvt as
ui,y trees as possible.

8. All trtH to be preserved shall be shown on the s1te plan,
landscape plan, grading plan and 111 utility plans.
C. Grades shill not be changed by aort than 6 fnches either up or down
froa the existing grade within the dr1pline of any existing trees
to be preseved, unless special preservation techniques ire used.
D.

All utilit;y ltnes shill be loc1ted outside the dr1p11ne of any
u1sting trees to be presernd.

E.

A cle1rfng and grading plan shall be approved by the Public Worts
Departaent prior to approval of the building pe1"111t. All landscape
be,ws and 110Unds shill be shown on the grading plan.

F. Clearing and grading shall be l1a1ted to those areaJ necessary for
1nst1ll1tion of walkways. utilities, streets and building units.

VI.

G.

A topographical survey of the sf te wtth contours of 2 feet wtll be
required.

H.

Other requireaents: A geotechntcal evaluation shill be provided by
the Applicant addressing safe setback distances (wtlfch shall not be
less than 20 feet) fr011 the top of steep slopes to structures.

STORM DRAINAGE/Fl.OOOil«i

A.

Off-site dratn1ge systells shill be 1nalyzed for capac1'1 wtthtn
areas spectf1ed by the Publtc Worts Dtpt. For dr1tnage through
Equestrian Tr1cts. the off-stte 1n1lysts shill 1xwnd at least to
the nor-tti side of N.E. 113th Street. These dr1tn191 analyses shall
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ld~n COftYtyanct Clplcf ty for Ute 2S-yt1r dtsfgn StoMII to
dtt f"lliM · · · - Mtent1on l}'IU. "lHH rates wtlfch w11 l f'Ot

c..,,.
flows to ••c• d off-stte c1p1cttft1. These analyses shall
tho lddrtu runoff ,,_ Ult 100-yHr sto,. to Hterwint tM nt d.

if any, for 1ddftfon11 runoff Nnageaent •nu"• NCHHry to
p,..ftnt noodfn9 of butldtn91 1 Mpt1c tanks, dr1tnfftld '"H• or
otMr ft1tures tdantHfed by the Public Worts Dep1r111tnt. Stl~d
dtt ntton shalt be provtdtd to 1pprox1Ntt 2-year, 10-year, and
2S-ye1r release rates.
It 1s recognized that conveyance through Equestr11n Tr1cts is
reduced during sto,. events due to depos1tfon of eroded Nter111 It
the N.E. 113th St. culvtrt. Off-site analyses shall consider thts
factor. If this factor h shown to be a constr1int on conveyance,
tlternattve off-stte dr1fn,~ •asures shill be considered to
reduct or control dtpos1t1on 1ncludfng ••sures to subsunt1111y
elfain1te erosfon fn contributing dr11ngeways. If the erosfon 1s
occurring fn drafnageways not assocf1ted wfth dr1fnagew1ys froa the
subject project, the Ctey wtll consider use of sto,.,ater
develo,-ent fund fees to reilllburse the developer for pre-tpproved
construction •uures and costs to address such erosion. A Sute
Hydraul fcs Project Appronl uy be required.
8.

W1th1n each lot of the proposed developaent, the downspouts 1nd
yard drains sh111 connect to the sto,. drainage systa or sto,.
drainage shall be handled by another systea 1ccept1ble to the City.

C.

A perforated stor11 drainage pipe, French dratn sewer systa, w111
be required behind those sidewalks lyfng 1t the b1se of sloping
lots to intercept surf1ce drainage. The loc1tton of the French
drain systee shall be shown on the pl1ns. A sillflar systea wtll be
required adjacent to the west property 11ne of stte where necessary
to intercept drainage onto 1dj1cent propert.y.

D.

A telllJ)or1ry drainage 1nd sedi•ntation control plan shall be
provided to handle drainage and erosion during the construction
period. Interim drainage shall be 1nstalled prior to or during
cle1rfng 1s shown on the approved plan, subject to field revision
(to fit s1te and weather cond1ttons) IS approved by the Of rector of
Public Worts or hts representative. Strict adherence to al 1 plans
and approvals .,st be aet by the Appl fcant.

E.

Strealllbed and hfllslope stabflfty shal 1 be addressed in the
drainage ind soils studies and plans. Strict adherence to 111
plans and approvals 1111st be • t by the Applfc1nt.

F.

Soils Engineer fro11 a City-approved geotechnfcal ff,. shall review
project engfneerfng plans ind shall providt I written report to the
Cf t,·, prior to plan 1pproval, tnvestfg1ting and recaaaending
•asures to uintaf n net recharge and to provide rechl,-ge/
groundwater protection •asures. The Soils Engineer shill be
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Oft•S1t• 1nd shill issue wrft n ,-ports t.o t
Cfty "flrd1n9
rKl\1r9t/9rouftdwtt1r protection u ,-.qu1 ,-.d by the Cf t,y Public
Worts Otpartaent,

YI I.

Ci.

In tM tYtnt tM water Ublt h lowtred f n the victn1t_J of tM 1ft.
or the g90wchn1c1l study (no. F' above) lftOWI ttt.t tM wter t.ltilt
w111 be lowred, then tM City's wter sy1t111 will N HUlldtd 1t
the devtloptr's t.xptnse to affected propert,y CM11rs.

H.

The Applf c1nt shill c011ply w1 th the City's Sto,. Drafn.ge F'tt
Ordf nance.

PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE

A.

A perforunce bond or other perforunce secur1 ty shll 1 be posted
with tM C1 ty to cover tM cost of the street 1nd ut111 t,y
i • proveaents within the street right-of-way. The U10Unt of the
securf ty shall be deter• 1ned by the Appl1c1nt and approved by the
City.

8.

Prior to the tssU1nce of any ten1nt f • proveatnt pel'lt1 t or occucrrcy
per11ft I Cf t,y 1pproved letter of Credit or CISh Deposit shill
posted wtth the Cf ty for 111 tncoapleted on-stte 111provta1nts. The
a• ount of the letter of Credft or Cash Deposit shall be dlteratntd
by the Appl f cant and approved by the Ct ty. In the efttlt the st"et
and ut111t,y as-buflt plans hive not been subllftted at tllts t1•, a
cash bond in the 1110Unt of SS,000.00 shall be posted to ensure
future subaittal.

VIII. OFF-SITE MITIGATION
The Applicant shall:
A.

Install a 4-way stop at the fntersectton of 179th Avenue N.E. and
N.E. 104th St. including appropriate signing and paveaent •rtfngs.

e.

Contribute the fafr share to • f tigatfng the SR 520/SR 202 1'1pacts.
The actual cost of Hf d contribution shal 1 be dete"'1Md at a later
date.

c.

Contribute to the cost of fnstallfng a traffic sfgn1l at the
intersection of N.E. 104th Street and Avondale Road. TM actull
cost of safd contribution shall be deterwfned at a later date.

D.

Contribute to the cost of installing a traffic sfgn1l at the
intersection of 166th Avenue N.E. and N.E. 85th Street. lhe actual
cost of said contribution shal 1 be deterllf ned at I later date.

E.

Install a 4-way flashing stop signal 1t the intersection of 166th
Avenue N.E. and N.E. 104th St.
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It[ :

IX. WATER SERVICE

X.

A.

Water servfce wfll require a deviloper utensfon of the City of
Rtdlloftd water systftl.

B.

The wter Nin exten1ton north fr0111 NE 104th Street shal 1 be
OYINfttd per bhtbf t L (1da1tted at the 06/06/88 publfc hearing
wfore the Hearing bltliner) to accoaod1te further devel()plllent.
The refllbursnent by the C1 ty shall be a negothble 1tea betwen
the Ctt;y and the Applicant .

SEWER SERVICE
A.

Sewer service will riqu1re I developer extension of the City of
Redlllond sewer systewi.

B.

Sewer connection charge shal 1 be detennf ned by the Cf ty of Redlllond.

XI. WATER ANO SEWER ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS
A.

Constructfon drawings for wt.er and sewer faproveaents shal 1 be
prepared t n 1ecord1nce wt th the Dest gn Requf reaents for Water and
Sewer Systeta Extensions prepared by the Utilities Divfsfon of the
Departaent of Publ tc Works.

B.

Easeaents shall be provided for 111 water and sewer faproveaents as
required fn the design requtreaents. Off-stte easeaents •st be
~orded prior to construction drawtng approval. On-stte e1Se111ents
be ~orded prior to the 1aproveeents being placed f"to
operation.

.,,t
C.

Construction drawings for sewer illlJ)roveaents shall be reviewed and
approved by Metro and DOE prior to construction. Construction
drawings for water faproveaents •Y need to be revi~d and
approved by DSHS prior to constructf on.

D.

A perfol"Mnce guarantee shal 1 be provided in a for11 acceptable to
the Ct 1;)' for sewer and water ui ns as fol 1ows:

The a110Unt of the perfon11nce guarantee shall be established by the
City upon review of estiutes prepared by the Applicant.

E. A bfll of sale shall be provided for 111 water and sewer
taproveaents to be owned and operated by the Cf ty.

F. A ufntenance guarantee shall be provided in a for11 acceptable to
the Cf ty for 111 water and sewer improvements to be owned and
operated by the Cfty.

G. As-buflt utilft;y drtwfngs shall be submitted to the Cit;y prior to
the f11proveaents befng placed fn operation.
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It£:

XI I.

H.

W1ttr •ter 1nd stdt ,ewr perwtt 1ppltc1ttons shill be subllftted
for approval to ttte Uttl 1 ~ Dhhton. Puw1ts 1nd •ten wfll f'Ot
be hsuitd unttl 111 t • prov. . nts •" constructed and 1dlr1ntstr1the
"qa,1,...,nts IN coapllte.

I.

R..-sts to 1n1t1l l w1t1r •ttrs or construct 11dt MWn prior to
coaplttton of 111 wit.er and uwtr taprov. .nts Iftd 1dlr1nt1tr1tfw1
reqa,traents wf11 only be approved on a case-by-case 1N111 after
revtew of the project s~c1'1cs. Various ldd1tton1l gu1rHttH or
requ1r'tlllnts •Y be 1apoHd IS deterwined by the Ut111t1ts D1Y1S10ft
for tss111nce of •ters and pera1ts pr1or to taprovtllfflts or
1dlltntstr1tfve requtreaents being coapleted.

MISCELLANEOUS REQUIR£,i£NTS
A.

The sf de sewer shll 1 include the fnst111at1on of I c~rchl
k 1tchen grease t nterceptor.

8.

The stde sewer shill include the tnst1ll1tfon of the following
pretreataent requtreaents:

To be deterwi ned.

C. Bactflow preventors shall be used in the water supply systea 1n
accordance with Ct~, State and Federtl requ1 reaents.
D.

XI II.

The water and sewer u1ns not tn paved areas wfll need to have

coaplete vehicular access.

Fl RE DEPARTMENT REQUI REMEIITS
A.

See Exhibit N 1dllf tted at the 06/06/88 public hearing before the
Hearing Exalliner.

Entered thfs 22nd day ~, June, 1988, pursuant to the 1uthorft;y granted under
Sections 20f .10.080(10) and 20F .20.030 of the ca.un1t;y Developaent Gutde of
the Ct ey of Redllond.

Ill JMIEI IL DIIICOU.
J.Ql'S M. bRisCtl.t
Hearing Exalli ner
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I OT I C [
Yau art hereby gt " Ntfct that pursuant to RCV lS.63. llO the fo,..gc,tng
ftndtngs of Fact, Conc1Ul10M and -.c ....ndatfOM hn• bHfl 111N1tted to tht
'111,yor and Cf~ Counctl of the Cf t_y of hdlloftd, lfastlfngton, for their
consfdlratfOfl and approwa1. Counctl ,ctfOfl on thh ft.. wtll occur at• late,.
date, of which you wfll be ft0tff1ed by N11.

PROCEDURE FOR KCOISJDHATION
Atty tnte,..sted person NY file I written "quest for "const•ratfon with the
Hearing haaf ner. The request for reconst•rat1on sh•l 1 exp11c1t1z Ht frrth
al lepd errors of procedure or fact.

The ffnal

~u

for aotfon for reconst•ratfon

1s 5 p. •. on July 7. 1988.

!,
i

1~

j
'

,.
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Tha propo al ha• been evis a
lno~Ude a th~ough road
trom .N.E. 104th to a:a. 1,& tb, a1l9nin9 wlth l,2ncS Aven11.e N.i£.,
Som modifioation of tba et~ et layout~~ the e11191e 1 tamily
subdivision (Abbey Road) viU be required ~ •o
~alocatton of
tbe duplex b\lil.di~a, c:a.n,orts;· drtvevaya,. in;d acceas points in
the retit:.ement cent=er (Enu11xal.d He~gb a) · 11ay be . necesaary.

~he

through
an:i PUD.

05216Q.D109

I.

EXHIBI

REC£h,·.
c,,-. ·:,,
l,'.t

E:11erald Heights
SOP 17-9 and PUD 148

JUN

ltVJSEP c;QNQtTtoNs
1.

Q

I

•

.

6 ·

• .Jik_...,, .£ti;......, I
f"~! '

ceo•r11 Btquir•vot•
A.

Prior to the i • auanc• of an occupancy pend. t tor the
retir~_..nt reeidence, • public tbrou9b •treet • hall be
con•~ructed troa th• N.S. 10,th 8tr. .t entrance to th
•~J.vi • lon Abbey aoad, noruveeterly to 11.s. 11uh
St r eet, altpl119 v1th 172nd Avenue W.&. If required
r.L9ht-of-way cannot M aoqulred CllroucJh 11e9ot1ation,
aa daterained by tbe ctt, Sn9ineer, Cha City aball
acquire ri;!lt:-of-vay ~ e0Ddawt1on. u
.r:equeated, th• City vlil u•l•t ln t!l• f01'atlon ot an
LID tor cona~1oa of tbla etreet. Alt•~Uvely,
the applicant NY recaueat Clla uClUaatlon of a
latecoaer•• a9r11• 1Pt to eqa1aatly allocate the co•t
to all (ol'apn'J tlla~ would noeive apecial benefit.
troa tba
fte recpaUN 8tnet: aundard la
deeoribed in ~ton 1%1.

•~t.

B.

J:n co1111NM•

v,ua Clle

appnwal of the q,e<:ial

davalopaent pemlt and. l'UD tor tbe retireaant
r••id•nc•, the applicant .baa offered a dedicate to
the City, at the ti. . o: tNuance ot a bU11ding
pera1t, tb• no~ly 250 tMt. of tile •lte Vber• th•
Puget Sound ~ r • Lipt: COMrpNIY ript-ot-vay
ea....nt i • located (approxiaaulr 24 acr") to
acCOIIIIOdate trail, atr..t, anc1 ut lity rigbta-ot-vay
and open •pee..

L,

III.

Streeta, Sid1yeJ,1, IGSt••
A.

Th• throu9h •tr••t fro • M.E. 104th Straet t o N. •
116th street shAll b coordinated with t h• adjacen
developmen t o! Abbay Road. Fro N,E. 104 th Str e to

t• intenact ion wi t h tb• moat non erly loc: lace•••
• tree in A.b y Roa d , the street shall be cons
d
to urbon at nd rd• conslating of & 28-toot p v

-LW'

0

ya ana ~ra11 conne~1ona aay be r•qu1r d a
condition of th• approval of Abb•f Road.) North ot
the ao • t no~erly local ace••• • tre t noted bove,
th• throufh • treet to M.&. 116th • hall cort•i•t ot 2,
teet of pav...nt with a-toot 9ravel • hould•r• and op n
ditch••• • ton draina9e, and an all weather walkway on
one • ide of th• • treet troa w.s. 116tb Street to the
• ubdivl • lon of Abbey Jtoa4, wit.bin a 6O-foot right-alway. Thi• • action vlll not bave curl>•, 9Utter•,
• idavalu, or atr..U:lpta.

waL,cv•

If the veeterly approxt-u·, 30 acre• of the • it• i•
developed in CM tutan, tu applicant • hall construct
·-;7 a thrOU9h atrNt in the ri9bt-of~J dedicated to the
-·-J City, v••t to ltttll Avenaa •••• 1n contoraance witn
Cit}' atandarda.

8.

c.

v.

.

Delete thia condition •

c1oar1ng and Grt41ma
A.
Delete thi • condition.

. .
v1.

..

Stora Pcaiooe•t!J994tna
A.

ott-•ite draina9e • yateaa a.~all be analy%ed for
capacity within area.a specified by the PU.blic works
Dept. For dralna9e t.hrou9h Equutrian ~racta, the
ott-aite analy• l • •ball extend at least to the nor~h
• ide ot •••· 113th Street. ·.'he•• dralna9e analyses
ah&ll addre•• conveyance capacity tor the 25-year
desi9n • tora to deter11ln• maxillUII detention •yste
relea • e rate• vbicb vill not cau• e tlows to adve rse
i•pact otfalt• C! citi••· These analyses aha
address nano
roa
• 100-year storm to dete
ne
th• need, it any, tor additional runott aneg e ant
• asurea nec•••ary to prevent tlooding of bu l 1 g,
s eptic t nks, draintield area•, or 0th r fe tur a
iden itied by t~e Public Work Dopa r en.
g

41-

w provided to approxi~ate 2-y~ar , 10year, and 25-yea r rel•••• ra • •

dQt ont1on &hAll

rt i• roc ogniied that conveyance hrou9h que • tr n
Tract• i • reduced durincJ aton1 event• due to
d po it ion of eroded aaterial at the N.E. 113th St r ••~
culve r t. Off-alt• analy••• ahall conaider th11
tactor. If thi• factor 1• •hovn to be• conatraint on
conveyance, alternative off-•ite draina9• • ea • ur••
• hall be conaidered to red~• or oontro1 depoaltlon
includir19
to •ubatantlally •11.alnat• eroalon
in contributincJ draina9evaya. lf th• eroaion 1a
occurring in draina9naya not ... oolated vith
drainagewaya froa the •ubject. project, the City vill
u•• •tor• water developaent f\and
to reiat>ur•• the
developer for p.re-approved con• tructlon aea•ure• anJ
cost• to
audl eroaion.
beat eftoru
obta

••••uru

f•••

addr•••

•

B.

With th• propoae4 csn.10,- • R, tile dolfnapouu and yard
draina •ball coemen CO t.M nora 4 n ~ • yatea or
• tora draina~ aall Ille 1Muid1ell l,y anoua.r • yatea
acceptable to 1:M Citr•

c.

A perforated • ton 4ft1U9e pipe, J'ranch drain 1yatea,
vill be required beb1Dd •1den1u at tbe
of

ba••

uphill lOU ~ intercept aurtao. draina9e. 1'1ie
location ot the Prenc:h drain syat- aball ~ abovn on
the plaM.

.
F.

...

Soil• Engineer troa a City-approved 9eotec:hnical firm

shall review project en9inee.rin9 plana and ahall provide

a written report to the City, prior to plan approval, investigating and reco-ndinq • aaau.rea to maintain net
r echarge and to provide recharge/groundwater protect ion

mea• ure s.

The Soils En9ine•r •hall be on-site and shall

issue written reports to the City r•~•rding recha r ge/

groundwa ter protection•• required by the City Public
Works Department.

•t-..
VI!I.

The a pp licant • hall coaply v ith the City' • Stor,n
Drainage F•• ordinance .

Q(f-S1te Mitigation

-4~-

.

I

c.

contribute to the coat ot installing a trattic •ignal
at th• interaectlon ot N.I. 104th Street and Avondale
Road, approximately $12,000 total joint contribution
with Abbey ~oad.

o.

contril>ut• to the coat ot in•tal11"9 a traffic signal
•t the inter••~ion of 166tb Avenue N.&. and N.E. 85th
street, approxl.utely tt,000 total joint contribution
vith Abbey ltoad.
• • • •

I~••• A throuc,h I in tbi • aection are intended to be
coordinated vlth the oornapondlnt requirement• or
Abbey Road, rather than -,11cata thea.

Note:

1x.

a•rxlra

Jfotor

extension or

x.

sever a•rvis•
A.

Sewer ••rvic• v111 require a developer extenaion of
th•

B.

x11.

city ot aedaond a.ver •Y•tea.

Th• applicant vill pay a aewer connection char9e based
yYpon the project's pro rata uae ot the available aewer
capacity in the nev Avondale aewer line.

nisceltoneou• B•quiremcot.a

..
!.

Delete this condition.

6/6/8fj
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DGA-87-14, Landscaping
Regulations

ORIGINAL

0020.150.014E
JEH/crd

4/8/88
ORDINANCE NO.

1417
-----

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF REDMOND, WASHINGTON,
AMENDING
THE
REDMOND
MUNICIPAL
CODE
AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT GUIDE, DGA-87-14, IN ORDER
TO REVISE REGULATIONS GOVERNING LANDSCAPING.
WHEREAS,

the Planning Commission conducted a

public

hearing on February 10, 1988 and February 17, 1988, and at the
conclusions thereof,

forwarded its recommendations to the City

Council concerning proposed amendments to the Redmond Municipal
Code

and

Community

Development

Guide,

DGA-87-14,

concerning

landscape regulations, and
WHEREAS,

the

City

Council

considered

the

recommendations of the Planning Commission at its regular meeting
of April 5, 1988, and determined that the Redmond Municipal Code
and Community Develop~ent Guide should be amended as set forth
hereinafter, now, therefore,
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF REDMOND, WASHINGTON,

DO

ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section

1.

Sections

20C.20.090

of

the

Redmond

Municipal Code and Community Development Guide is hereby amended
to read as follows:
20C.20.090(05) Purpose. The intent of this section is
to provide minimum landscape requirements in order to:
maintain and protect property values,
enhance the City's appearance and character,
visually unify the City and its neighborhoods,
• reduce erosion and stormwater runoff,
maintain or replace existing vegetation,
promote proper plan selection and continuous maintenance so that plant materials can flourish,
reducP. visual impacts of uses by screening.
20C.20.090(10) Compliance with Requirements. All land
uses, shall comply with the requirements of this
section, except single-family residential must only
comply with the requirements for the prese. rvation of
trees, Section 2oc.20,090(25).
20C.20.CHO(J.SJ

Lar1dsca.pc Plan Aoor•Jval.

A developl':er.t.

application sh~ll include a prel1m1nary and final
landscape plan in co~pliance with
the guidelines
out.li..ntcd in the Landscape Standards and be subject to
the criteria of Section 20C.30.D20,
Urban Design

Cr~teri,1.

JEH007030
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The landscape plan shall be prepared or approved by a
licensed landscape architect, certified nurseryman, or
certified landscaper.
20C. 20. 090 ( 20)
Performance Assurance.
Prior to the
lssuance of any construction permits for a project,
performance security in an amount determined by the
Planning Director based on current price per square
foot of standard plantings shall be submitted to the
City to guarantee installation of the required
planting/irrigation and the replacement of any plants
that may die within one year of planting.
Required
planting/irrigation shall be installed within six (6)
~onths of the date of final construction permit
approval or the issuance of a certificate of occupancy,
whichever is later. If the requirements are not met in
the allotted time, the City shall use the security to
complete the planting/irrigation.
20C.20.090(25)

Preservation of Trees.

(a) Applicab i lity.
The preservation of significant
trees appli es to all property in the City of Redmond,
including singl e-family residential uses.
(b)

Definition of Significant Trees •
• Six (6) inches or greater ln diameter at breast

height;
• In good health;
• Preferred Species:

Evergreen: Douglas Fir, Western Red Cedar, Alaskan
Yellow Cedar, Pine, Hemlock, Madrona (under certain
circumstances).
Deciduous: · Native Ash, Birch, Bigleaf Maple or
Alder (under certain circumstances such as riparian
habitat), or other healthy deciduous trees.
Other: Trees with significant visual impact on the
siirrounding area or "landmark" trees.
(C) Requirements.
Si9nificant tr:ees shall be p:-e!'lerved
to the maximum ext nt po si.ble, except where they are

exempt from the cegulre.ruents of
Grading Code, S ction 20E.70.0~0.

the

Clearing

and

Applicants for development permits shall use accepted
preservation techniques defined in the Landscape
standards
to
protect
significant
trees
during
construction.
If any tree designated for
(d) Tree Restoration.
retention or required to be planted is damaged or
destroyed, replacement trees shall be planted as
follows:
One existing tree at 6 inches *dbh = 2 new trees,
*dbh = 4 feet
- Each additional three inches dbh = l new tree, up· to
6 trees.
- Deciduous trees shall be at least 3" dbh, and
evergreens ll feet 1n height.

J'EH007030
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(e) Tree Removal. Trees larger than 6" in diameter may
be removed based on the following criteria:
The tree is dead or badly diseased.
The tree is haiardous or may otherwise damage
existing structures, sidewalks, streets, driveways,
sewer, water or utility lines.
The tree is within
existing structure.

15

feet

of

a

proposed or

The tree will be removed to provide solar access to
buildings incorporating active or passive solar
devices. Windows will be considered solar devices
only when the window is south-facing and includes
special storage elements to distribute heat energy.
If a tree designated for retention is to be removed, a
written request indicating the reasons for the removal
of the tree shall be submitted to the Planning
Director.
The Planning Director may require that a
determination of the tree's condition be made by a
qualified specialist at the expense of the applicant.
The Planning Director may require that the tree to be
removed
is
replaced
as
required
in
Section
20C.20.090(2S)(d), Tree Restoration.
20C.20.090(30)

General Landscape Requirements.

(a) Definitions
Landscape Area.
All portions of a site not
devoted to a building, parking, storage or
accessory use are referred to as the landscape
area.
A landscape area may include patios,
plazas, walkways, walls and fences, water
features such as fountain or pool, and
planting areas.
Ponds for the detention of
stormwater runoff are not considered part of
the landscape area of a site, unless they are
integrated with landscaping as a water
feature.
Planting Area. Parts of a landscape area that
are planted, or proposed to be planted, are
referred to as the planting area.
~A plant listed as a tree in the most
recent edition of sunset Western Garden Book
and Hortus Third.
oripline. The circle that can be drawn on the
ground below a tree directly under its
outermost branch tips.
(b) Landscape Area Requirements.
Multi-family residential:
R-8, R-12 - 50\
R-20, R-30 - 501

of the site shall be landscaped.
Business.

(CO, CB,

NB, CG,

site shall be l~ndscaped.

JEB00703O
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BO) t.

25\ of the

. ····-·- .

•

Industrial (LI, HI):
landscaped.

--·- · - - - - - - -

•

20\ of the site shall be

City Center Linkage System:
Linkage System
landscaping requirements (Sec. 2oc.10.2o0(lS))
are the landscape area requirements in the
City Center.
Vehicle Use Area:
Parking lots, including
driveways, service areas and other vehicle use
areas, shall provide interior and perimeter
landscape areas as indicated in Table I of
this section.
Parking lot landscaping may
also be used to meet the site area and linkage
system landscape requirements.
Part of Sec. 20C.20.090f30\fb\ tandscan@ Ar@a Ro,Qulr-nt~

Table J. Vehlclt Us, Areas
Interior landscaping
Area required per
100 feet of vehicle
use area
Haxlrnu~ contiguous
landscape area
(except perlnieter)
KlnlAIUIII area of
landscaping

O - &000 sq. ft.

6000 - 30,000 sq. ft.

30,000 sq, ft.

5 sq. ft.

7 sq. ft.

350 sq. ft.

350 sq. ft.

1,500 sq. ft.

64 sq. ft.

li4 sq. ft.

100 sq. ft.

0

•

Averaae Width fr- Prnn,.rt11 i lne
Perimeter Landscaping

Street Frontag,

Interior lot Line

Parking spaces:
0 - 100
100 - 499
500 - 1000
1000•

5'
10'

5'
5'

15'

10'

20'

10'

Other Regulrements:
1.

Parted vehicles may overhang landscaped areas up to 2.5 feet llhen llheelstops are provided.

2,

Trees shall be planted In vehicle use landscape areas at a mlnlmu~ of one
per 150 sq, feet of landscape erea.

........

....

(c) Other Requirements:

Types of Planting.
The applicant shall
indicate on the preliminary landscape plan the
types of planting to be provided in~each area
of the site.
The types of planting shall be
consistent with the definition of planting
types in the Landscape Standards.
Planting
on
adjacent
rights-of-way.
Landscaping, except parking lot perimeter
plantings, shall be installed on adjacent
rights-of-way where appropriate and may be

JEH00703O
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used to meet the site area requirement.
Parking lot perimeter landscaping shall be
measured from the property line.
Minimum Planting Area.
The minimum size of
any planting area shall be 100 square feet
except where otherwise indicated, and no less
than 5 feet in width or length, to provide a
proper planting environment,
Pervious Surface Areas.
All areas maintained
in perv1ous surface which exceed the required
landscape area must be seeded or otherwise
planted to reduce erosion and stormwater
pollution.
20C.20.090(35)

Street Tree Proqram

(a) Trees of the species listed in the Recommended
Street Tree list are required to be installed on
the following types of public streets unless
variations are approved by the Technical Committee:
Principal arterials
Minor arterials
Collector arterials
(b) Street trees on the Recommended Street Tree list
may be planted on local access streets by property
owners, who are then responsible for maintenance of
the trees and other plantings in the street rightof-way.
(c) Street trees shall be planted according to the
guidelines outlined in the Landscape Standards.
( d) Removal of street trees without approval of the
Planning Director is prohibited and may be subject
to legal action and penalties.
20C.20.090(40)
Irrigation.
All plants shall receive
sufficient water to assure their survival.
Planting
areas over 500 square feet in size shall be irrigated
with automatic systems designed to conserve water.
2oc.20.090(45)

Maintenance Requirements.

(a) A maintenance bond, cash deposit, or other security
in a form acceptable to the City Attorney covering
10\ of the cost of the original plant materials in
place shall be required for one year following
installation.
(b) Whenever planting has been required to comply ·with
the landscape provisions of the Community Guide,
the plant materials shall be permanently maintained
in compliance with such regulations, approved plans
and approval conditions, in such manner as to
accomplish
the
purpose
for
which
they
were
required.
Failure to maintain required planting
which
creates
substandard
landscape
shall
disqualify such landscape for consideration as a
legal non-conforming use.
(c} The Planning Director is authorized to notify the
owner of any property planted as a condition of
approval under the Community Development Guide that
planting is not being adequately maintained, and

JEH00703O
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the specific nature of such failure to maintain.
The notice shall specify a date by which the
property owner shall be expected to comply.
(d) Upon
the
failure
to
perform
the
required
maintenance within the date specified by the
notice, the Planning Director is authorized to
collect funds under the maintenance bond or other
security, and cause the required maintenance to be
completed.
When funds have not been set aside or the
performance assurance has expired, the Planning
Director is authorized to request the City Attorney
to institute legal action to recover the cost of
the required maintenance, and upon receipt of the
funds to cause the maintenance to be done.
(e) "Maintenance" as used in this section includes
replacement of dead, diseased or damaged plant
materials and repair of irrigation systems.
Section 2.

The chart entitled "Site Requirements,"

incorporated as part of Section 20C.10.250(10)

of the Redmond

Municipal Code and Community Development Guide is hereby amended
to read as follows:
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3.

Section

20E.70.050(10)

of

the

Redmond

Municipal Code and Community Development Guide is hereby amended
to read as follows:
20E.70.050(10}. Removal of trees which are less than
six inches in diameter.
Section 4.

Section 20E.70.060(20)(n) of the Redmond

Municipal Code and Community Development Guide is hereby amended
to read as follows:
:?OE.70.060(?.0)(n).
i-. survey of a11 significant tr.:;es
de:L ·1 nc d b y S12 c:t:ir::- n 20C.20.C90{25) - Presf~rvation o(
T r ee s,
i.ndi.ca t: if'g
th r.) i:,c
which
are
deemed
to
be

i;S

potentially dangerous, and other significant vegetation

"hall

be suLr,iit:tec vii th thP-

plan.

surv(,;y :,,hall ir•clud,~ the l o cati<)n of all areas
prc po s1~ d to be cleared including buildir,g sites, rightof-~J~y s , t1tllity lines, easC1Jentg, nnd s e ptic tank

'i'!H!

fjelds.
Clcarinq should not <>:::c:ur o;Jtsidn of
th e se are t'.i.S, or :r•: >re tb'an lS feet from the foundation
J_j_11e 0f proposed buildings.

C:~ai.n

Where the drip or canopy line of protected trees
overlaps a construction line this shall be indicated on
the survey, and tree protection measures shall be
employed as required by the Technical Committee.
Section

Section

5.

20E.70.050(40)

of

the

Redmond

Municipal Code and Community Development Guide is hereby amended
to read as follows:
20E.70.050(40).
The clearing by a public agency on a
franchised utility within a public right-of-way or upon
an easement for the purpose of installing water, storm,
sewer, power, gas or communication lines, provided that
the agency or utility can demonstrate that clearing is
necessary for safety or maintenance purposes and has
been authorized by the Public Works Department.
Section 6.
of

this

If any section, sentence, clause or phrase

ordinance

unconstitutional

by

be

should
a

court

of

held

to

competent

be

invalid

jurisdiction,

or
such

invalidity or unconstitutionality shall" not affect the validity
or constitutionality of any other section, sentence, clause or
phrase of this ordinance.
Section 7.

This ordinance,

being an exercise of a

power specifically delegated to the City legislative body, is not

JEH00703O
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subject to referendum, and shall take effect five (5) days after
passage and publication of the attached summary which is hereby
approved.

APPROVED:

~~~dh115
~DOREEN MARCHIONE
ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:

CITY CLERK, DORIS A. SCHAIBLE
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
OFFICE.OF THE CITY ATTORNEY:

~~/•
1. /lh✓v:c-·
BY~
(;r4 / /

FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
4-14-88
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL: 4-19-88
PUBLISHED:
4-24-88
EFFECTIVE DATE:
4-29-88
ORDINANCE NO. _· _~J-4~J-7_ __ _ __
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. 9 • a reconl!lE'ndati
wa s issued to the Ci ty Council of h City
by the Heari
Exar-:iner for th (' abo'w'£•-.::aptio ned matter. The
rec
ncatiC.!'1
s i ~ d ~u!)jc--c t tc Conditions o Ap r o l. 0 July 7
8,
thE- Ai:p1 a"lt'!> represe-ntat1'w'(' reQl,est d r eco id r t1on a d c ang
o SOf.l
of t~f fin~1ngs cf Fact, Co 1us1o s a
o di t ion o
ro al. T s
cha ges l<Jt:re re\ie...,ec by repres
a ve s of the T n1 al Com
e a d no
obje<:tio
submitted. The~efor, based o th i s request for
· dfration, t~e fin~i n9s of Fact , Co lu ~ions and Condit i ons of Approva l
are moc fied to rdl t the fcllo i ng changes :
f

· ecr.,ond

FINDINGS OF FACT

4.

Thf: proposed projec t is bei ng developed in conjunction wi
a preliminary
pla t (Abbey Road, Fil e PP-87 -6 ) on a 163-acre site north of 104th Avenue
NE and
o d 1 Sc oo. T
for he Abbey Road pr li inary plat
1s
proper y and consists of 71 f9
acres o
n o a p ox1ma el y 210 l o s.
(Mctio

{I t is o ed that the ev i dence subr.i tted at the public hearing was
inconsis t ent as to the ac t acreage of the property . The Stat Report
ad 94 .04 ac res ; Exh ibi t P had 94 acres ; and, the Site Plan had 95.
acres )
7.

The
-uni t ret i
t res i dence will include a 60-b~d skilled nursing
care facility and 30 personal care o s. The main building includes 284
units. In addit ion , there will be 24 uni s located in 12 duplexes on
site. The to tal proj ect will be ap roximatel 450,0CO s uare feet in
bu11cing f1 oor area and will occupy approxi ate y
acres, inc uding the
25C- foot Puge t Power eas ent along the northern portion of the s1te (24
ac res ) where the extension of he main through road to NE 116th Street
~i 11 be loc ated . The remainder of the site includes an undevelo ed
-ar re area .ir· o
ere 1rerient res, ence.
rig
y 1t was
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In addition to the special development perm t, the Applicant rP.quested
flexibility of building height standards with use of pl nned unit
development regulations. The maxi UM height allowed fn an R-4 zone is 30
teP.t and the Applicant is requesting that tne proposed developmen~ eiceed
this standara for the main building by an a-1<1 tiona1 7.5 feet for one
u dig 1 vation, and fu'.. up to 4 feet for other building$
ele
10ns.
o for reconsideration.) UitMflfttiMtil

14.

7.

The pr0posed main building tttdttnft will include a 6O-bed sidlled
nursing care facility and 3 personal care rooms. The ~roJec
,,_
structure will consist of ,St 450.000 square feet, i 1 in
he
·n
bu~lding and 12 ctuelexes, and will occupy appro m te _
acres o
Jana after dedication of 24 acres to the City or r1ghts-o - ay,
utilities, trails, and open space. The structure as designed with six
wings will be consistent with the design review criteria of RCDG.
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changes to the foll owi ng Conditions of

I.

A.

I II .

STREETS, SIDEWALKS ACCESS
B.

the westerly approxi ately 30 acres of the site is developed in

he f ure, the Applicant shall construct a through stree in he
right-of-way dedica ed o the City, est to 166 Ave e f 1

confo ance ~ith City standards.

I}

f tlf.l
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ff.
t drainage sys•• :
11 1
"alyu for "P .ty w t 1
areas sp ff et1 by thl' P.~ 1· w•rk·
.t
Fr '1ra1 age tn , h
QU
tr·1n Trar t. , th,
ff-site analy-1
" 11
t""" at lea ,t tc,
the north side of N.E. 113th Street
These drainage ana11ses sha
address conveya re capac'ty for the 25-year ctesiqn storm to
d termine
Jiu detention sys•
release rates whirh will n t
rause fl .. to adversely 1meact lit
off-sH~ i:.apacities.
These analyses shall also address runoff from the 100-yP r sto
to
detenni ne the need, H any, for additional ru off a agement

sures necessary to prevent flooding of bufld1ngs, septic tanr.s,
dra1nf1eld areas, or other features identified by
Public korks
DepartMent. Sta9ed de ntion shall be provided o proximate
2-year, 10-y r, and 25-year release rates.
It is recognized that conveyance
rough Equestrian Tracts is
reduced during stonn events due to deposition of eroded terial at
N.E. 113th St. culvert. Off-site analyses sha, l co sider this
factor. If
1s factor is shown to be a co straint on conveyance,
alternative off-site drainage asures shall be onsidered to
reduce or control deposition including measures to substantially
eliminate erosion fn contributing drainageways. It e erosion is
occurring in drainageways not associated with drainageways fro~ the
subject project, the City wil 1 trJ-sfrJft use ef s ormwater
development fund fees to reimburse the developer or pre-app o ed
construction asures and costs to address such erosion.
e Cf
will use its best efforts to obtain any approvals
quired Of!1
affected ro ert owners, includin but not limited tc easements
an e eases.
tate ydrau ics ro ect pprova may De required.

All other Conditions of Approval as set forth in the June 22. l 8,
recooimendation to the City Council of the City of Redr.1ond rt'r.1Jin as stated.
Done and dated this 21st day of July, 1988.

JAAES M. DRISCOLL
Hearing Examiner
/cb
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Ci ty of Redmond
Planning Department
15670 N.E. 85th St reet
Redmond, WA 98052
Re:

PP-87-6 Abbey Road
SDP-87-9 / PUD 148 Emerald Heights

Now that the City Council has unanimously paased PP - 87-6
(Abbey Road) and SPD-87-9/PUD 148 (Emerald Heights) allowing
Burnstead and Kitchell Developments to develop the property
North and East of Redmond High School, I would like to know
what the next step is.
Does this mean construction can now begin?
How soon until any work begins?
Will we be notified in advance before work starts?
As a property owner adjacent to this development, I would
like to be kept informed of all steps in the building

process so there are no surprises. A letter explaining
these procedures would be much appreciated.

Also, I would like to address a neighborhood concern related
to this development, that doesn't seem to have been taken
into con ideration. (At least it wasn't mentioned in the
hearing examiner's report, nor brought up at the City
Council meeting).
That concern is for schools. Burnatead is planning to build
over 200 homes on the property in question. Bumstead i•
also currently working on 2 other development• in the area Park Lane (approx 35 banes east of Bartman Park) and approx.
85 banea at the south end of 18lat Ave. N.E •• That makes a
total of over 300 new homes. A majority of these bcma• will
have children attending Redmond Schools. Ia there roc:a to
handle tbia large increue? Horace Mann is already full and
using portables. Bow many more student• can it acconnodate
while atill maintaining quality education? one of tbe
rea • ona we chose thia area as a place to live was because of
the close proximity to quality schools. We don't want to
see the neighborhood children bussed to other schools•• an
alternative. But we don't want to have the local school•
filled to overcrowding either. What 1• the solution?

EXHIBIT

I1Jll-10B

I hav
would l k infor tion on. One - h
aubj c of tr • and qr nl:>elta in the new d velopment. I
underat nd a cl &ring and qr ding plan ia r quired, with
location• of xiating r •• ov r 6 inche • in diamet r • hown
on the plan. According to the Hearing Examiner' • report
(Section IV Abbey Road and Section v Emerald Height • dated
June 22, 1911) "clearing of tr e • and 9radin9 • hall be
limited to tho•• area • nece •• ary for in• tallation of
walkway•, utilitiea, • treet• and building unit •".
I would
like to receive a copy of the clearing and 9radin9 report
and an explanation of how it is decided that it 1 •
"necea • ary" to clear or grade an area. The tree • and
g eenbelta were another reuon we chose to live in thi •
area. We want to be sure that no more tree • than necesaary
are cut, and that only tho • e marked for cutting are actually
cut.

Finally, I would like information on traffic • tudie • done in
the area. I realize that the developers will be
contributing to some road improvements in the area, an
amount to be determined by the end of August. Even • o, I am
concerned about the increaae of traffic, especially along
104th. With over 300 new home •, there will be approx. 600
more car • on the road - a sizable increase. Traffic can
already be difficult along this road, especially during
school hour • and events at Hartman Park. I would like to
a • k that you conaider a 4 way stop at the intersection of
104th and 181st N.E., in addition to the other road
improvement• already planned. It i • difficult to • ee
oncomin9 traffic at thi• intersection, especially when
turnin9 or tryin9 to walk across the street, due primarily
to the slope of 104th. Not only would a 4 way atop help
solve this problem, it would also serve to help slow down
traffic on 104th.
I appreciate receiving any information you can send me on
these matters. Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
/
I
. /~•,-: , .
,'

/ --

/

/

Yvonne Chinn · cc:

Mayor
Board of Education
City Council
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1.
,Ur\vant to S.ctlon lOf . 10 . 030 •nd 20f . 10 . 070(10) of the Coauntty
0.Y• l opant Gulde. tM INaOnd HHrlng Cx.• lner hu conducted • publ le he,rlng
v1 h ~nt to C•r1ld Heights. •ppllc•tlon for• Specl•l Oevelop• lfnt
,erwlt1'1•nMd Unit httlOp1Rnt •net h•s forwrded wrl tten f lndlngs .nd
recaa.nct•tlons to ttt. City Coucll .
1.
TM City Council Ms consld•red the NNrl119 Cx•lner's ftndt119s ind
rec.-nct.t tons •t I public IIHt Int •nd tws 1r1nted ,pproH1 of ta..
AP,l lutlon for SpKl•l hvelopant Pe,.lt/'1,nned unit Developant subJ•cl to
t
conditions of •PPro••l Hl forth In the Ne,rt119 h•lner's - • ol"indlll to
the C ty Counctl d•ted June 22. 1988. revised flndl119s and leuaznct.tlons
Issued July 21. 1988, ind "vision Added by the City Council (SH Cxhibll A).

,Urs1Wnt to Sect ion 20r . 20 . 1 JO(OS) of tM C~nlty OevelopRnl G41tde,
fin•l approvdl of• ~ l • l DevelopRnt Perwlt is hereby granted. subJKt to
the Applicant's signing this Final Approvdl Order dcknowledglncJ agreeaent to
the conditions of ~pproval set forth In the attact..nls.
J.

Oelled t h i s ~ day of Novembe r , 1988 .

the conditions of this 1pprov,1.

DAT£

IIOTC:

20f.20.110(10) Ter• lnatlon of final Approval

fiMl ,pprov•l of 1n •pplicatton stwll remin In effect one (1) ye1r froa the
d.ite 1pprov•l was granted unless significant ,ctlon proposed In the
•ppllution tws bffn physic.illy coaaenced or ca11plet.cl. The one-year period
shall apply to specl•l developmnt peralls and ¥ilrl•nces. The periods •Y N
e.xtnded for one (I) additional year by the appro¥il 1uthortty IIPOft shwl119
proper Justtftc,tlon.
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Mr. Sle.ve Faelh
Trinity Constrluclion Managemenl ServiGes
10945 179th Ave NE
Redmond 'Wa 98052

Reference:

MAY 2 8 1991
t'lAf'j1~ll'n, lJti"I.

CITY OF REDMOND

Tree reten!ion and screening
Emerald Heights

Present:
Judd Black, City of Redmond
24 May 1991 Tom Rengsterf, Thomas Rengstorf ASLA
Roll> Smi!h, Davey Tre€!
Steve, as you know a meeting was held on May 6 10 determine the level of lhining , lree
retention, screen planting that needed to be done since the clearing was done this last
year. Al th.al time the owner was interested in supplementing the na tive tree areas with
additional! plan ting to cover areas that were open to the south along the High School as
well as lree save areas around the building . Tony Lewis lhe inspector at the time said
that we needed to talk 16 Judd B!ack abou! the tree save areas and he could make
d.e.terminatk:i:t,s based on ebservalion? in the field.
Today Judd, R0b and I mel to discuss the foHowin§:

1.

Tom asked Judd about what to do with trees· ( a!der} that were dead or dying in the
greenbljll!S and save areas. Judd was willing to aliow us 10 remeve those trees
that were determined to ee dead with no replacement 1ree required . Trees lhal
were short lived, hazardous etc. we must rec,iace ,9ach live tree removed wllh lwo
'
new trees 1o rt in height.

2.

Tom asked about irrigati0n In the save areas to establish the trees. Judd said that
we could modify Ille ifrigalion system as shown as long as we g0t water to the new
trees unt'il Ibey were established.

3.

Rob, was.conoerr1ed wilh the heallh of the trees to be saved and suggested we
supplement the existing trees with nutrients to ell set tt.e shock off the clearing.

4.

Tom, said that he and Rob, would walk the si.te and designatH tl1ose trees to be
remeved based oh the t.ieath or lhe tree, life span and RE)lential blowdown factor.
Alter the trees we,e flagged then Judd could come out 10 approve o.ur decisions.
Tom w0uld then do a drawing le show new planting within the save areas.

If there are any questions, please feel free 10 cali me.
Sincerely,

t7)??/f!et,J:i.~
Tom Rerfgstorf
Landscape Architect
Themas ReAgstorf Assoc.
00:

Roger Schutte
Judd Black
Steve Wells
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Sherry B Stilin
·rom:

:ient:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

John Marchione
Tuesday, August 22, 2017 10:57 AM
Karen Haluza; Benjamin Sticka
Anika Van Ry; Susan Cooper
FW: Emerald Heights- please read PDF hope this goes
emerald heights.pdf

FYI
From: golfwendy@comcast.net [mailto:golfwendy@comcast.net]

Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 10:49 AM
To: Mayor (Internet) <Mayo r@redmo nd.gov>; Council <Council@redmond.gov>; Tanika Padhye
<tpadhye@redmond.gov>; JOHN STILIN <JCSTILIN@redmond.gov>; designreviewboard@redmond.gov; Planning
Commission <planningcommission@redmond.gov>
Cc: marcus@hueygroup.net
Subject: Eme rald He ights- please read PDF hope this goes
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To: The Mayor, City Council, Design Review Board, Technical Review
Board and all other interested parties,
With regard to the matter of Emerald Heights and it's recent proposal. I am
a 27 year resident of Abbey Road, the second family to move into the first
developed neighborhood. The controversy surrounding Emeraldrleights
goes all the way back to 1988. Emerald Heights and Abbey Road went
through the development process simultaneously as some of you know. I
doubt there are many who are reading this that were a part of that approval
process.
Previous to either area being developed there was great concern about
putting a retirement community as large as this and witli the types of
services such as they have, amidst a residential area. Although
imagination was required along with drawings, the powers to be thought out
thoroughly the issues that would be brought upon this yet undeveloped
residential housing area. This would be a precedent setting decision for all
single family neighborhoods in Redmond. As I progress I will include
copies of decisions made in 1988 and the impact they should have on any
decision with regard to Emerald Heights now and in the future.
Although hundreds of people call Emerald Heights their home, none of them
own their home. They have nothing to win or lose regardless of how this
matter is decided. Emerald Heights is a business. They have round the
clock employees, deliveries of goods and services and have a board of
directors.
We are individual homeowners. The value of our homes, the desirability of
living here are of immediate concern to us. We pay taxes, we vote. We
have many friends throughout the city that are anxious to know how the City
of
Redmond considers the concerns of its residents.
I am including a couple pages from the City of Redmond Final Approval
Order for Emerald Heights. It is signed by then Mayor Doreen Marchione,
and dated Nov. 1, 1988. I will include the cover page so you can be sure this
is a real document. Attached to this document is EXHIBIT 0
ATTACHMENT 1. Mitigating Measures. I will not include the entire
document but provide pages that reference issues concerning today. One of
these issues is the positioning of the buildings on their site. You will note

that this is major concern then just as it is today. Emerald Heights was only
able to build this facility due to special changes made in our codes. Are
Redmond codes simply a matter of a business asking for a special change to
zoning to allow it to site where it would like? That is history. It has been
pointed out by MANY parties of interest that our codes demand that the
general appearance and flavor of our neighborhoods be preserved when
considering future development. This cannot be ignored.
A very important issue that has been brushed under the rug is the entry/exit
for Emerald Heights. In the attachments you will see that a mitigating
measure was for the northern access point be the main access point to reduce
the impact of not only the volume of traffic in our neighborhood but also the
type of traffic. I wish I had taken a photo of the sea-going container that
made its way though our neighborhood pulled of course by a large smelly
diesel unable to stay within the lanes marked on the road. The people who
made these decisions did not have to live with these conditions to understand
they would exist and they needed to do what they could to minimize this
impact. I would like to see the northern exit only changed as it was
intended, to an enter/exit point with all deliveries and employees using this
access point and all trucks told to use the 116th round-a-bout as it's entry
point.
I attempted to obtain all the documents relevant to the approval of
Emerald Heights and any subsequent documents. I have had many issues
with this.
What I have presented is the most representative of my concerns about the
decision our city will make. If the concerns of the past are ignored. If the
mitigating requirements are pushed aside it will be a sad and precedent
setting event for the residents ofRedmonds single family neighborhoods.
One last brief remark about Emerald Height's argument that there is such a
need for this housing. I agree. In speaking, over the years, with many
residents of Emerald Heights as they walk our trails, I have found out that
the residents come from not only other parts of our state but other parts of
the
Country. Emerald Heights will never single handedly solve this housing
need.
Concerned

Wendy Engquist
10622 176th Ct N.E.
Redmond, Wa. 98052

ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST
FOR
EMERALD HEIGHTS EXPANSION PROJECT

Prepared by:
Blumen Consulting Group, Inc.
The Transpo Group, Inc.

April 2002

l
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST
Purpose of CheckHst:
The State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA), chapter 43.21C RCW, requires all governmental
agencies to consider the environmental impacts of a proposal before making decisions. An
environmental impact statement (EIS) must be prepared for all proposals with probable
significant adverse impacts on the quality of the environment. The purpose of this checklist is
to provide information _to help you and the agency.identify impacts from your proposal (and to
reduce or avoid impacts from the proposal, if it can be done) and to help the agency decide
whether an EIS is required.
Instructions for Applicants

This environmental checklist asks you to describe some basic information about your proposal.
Governmental agencies use this checklist to determine whether the environmental impacts of
your proposal are significant, requiring preparation of an EIS. Answer the questions briefly,
with the most precise information known, or give the best description you can.
You must answer each question accurately and carefully, to the best of your knowledge. In
most cases, you should be able to answer the questions form your own observations or project
plans without the need to hire experts. If you really do not know the answer, or if a question
does not apply to your proposal, write "do not know" or "does not apply". Complete answers to
the questions now may avoid unnecessary delays later.
Some questions ask about governmental regulations, such as zoning, shoreline, and landmark
designations. Answer these questions if you can. If you have problems, the governmental
agencies can assist you.
The checklist questions apply to all parts of your proposal, even if you plan to do them over a
period of time or on different parcels of land. Attach any additional information that would help
describe your proposal or its environmental effects. The agency to which you submit this
checklist may ask you to explain your answers or provide additional information reasonably
related to determining if there may be significant adverse impact.
Use of checklist for nonproject proposals:

Complete this checklist for nonproject proposal, even though questions may be answered "does
not apply". IN ADDITION, complete the SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET FOR NONPROJECT
ACTIONS {part 0). For nonproject actions, the references in the checklist to the words
"project", "applicant", and "property or site" should be read as "proposal", "proposer'', and
"affected geographic area", respectively.

Emersld Heights Expansion

Environmental Checklist

A.

BACKGROUND

1.

Name of proposed project, if applicable:

Emerald Heights Retirement Community Expansion

2.

Name of applicant:

Eastside Retirement Association
d.b.a~ Emerald Heights
-10901 -176 th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

3.

Address and phone number of applicant and contact person:

H.E. Choate Budd
Director of Facilities, Emerald Heights
10901 -176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052
4.

Date checklist prepared:

April 3, 2002
5.

Agency requesting checklist:

City of Redmond

6.

Proposed timing or schedule (including phasing, if app/jcable):

This Environmental Checklist accompanies a proposal to add 26
new assisted living units and 17 new residential units to the
Emerald Heights Retirement Community under the provisions of
City of Redmond Community Development Guide Section 20C.30.85030. The proposal would also reduce the number of skilled nursing
beds by five. Construction is anticipated to begin in 2002 and be
complete by 2004.

7.

Do you have any plans for future additions, expansion, or further activity
related to or connected with this proposal?

t

5l--\

J r;;.9 f

No future additions beyond those currently proposed are planned.

a.

List any environmental information you know about that has been
prepared, or would be prepared, directly related to this proposal.

/4.s1-

A traffic trip generation study was prepared to evaluate traffic
generation associated with the proposed expansion (see Appendix

II).
Emerald Heights Expension

Environmental Checklist
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9.

Do you know whether applications are pending for governmental
approvals of other proposals directly affecting the property covered by
your proposal? If yes, explain:

None known.

10.

List any government approvals or permits that would be needed for your
proposal, if known:

it_511-

Federal: None known.

State: Review and approval of the building plans for the portion of
the project that involves expansion of the skilled nursing and
assisted living facilities by the Department of Health. Occupancy
approvals must be obtained from the Washington State Patrol and
Department of Social and Health Services.

I c:.s11

King County: None known

City of Redmond/Local: Approved site plan and building pennit / (;. SI/
review including, but not limited to, the following pennits;
mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire sprinkler, fire alann and
grading.
11 .

Give brief, complete description of your proposal, including the proposed
uses and the size of the project and site. There are several questions
later in this checklist that ask you to describe certain aspects of your
proposal. You do not need to repeat those answers on this page. (Lead
agencies may modffy this form to include additional specific information
on project description.)

The Emerald Heights Retirement Community campus currently
contains 275 residential units, 30 assisted living units, and 60
skilled nursing beds for a total of 365 units/beds on the site. The
proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would include 26 new
assisted living units and 17 new residential units. The total number
of skilled nursing beds woul.d decrease by five. The loss of skilled
nursing beds results from conversion of two semi-private rooms (4
beds) Into a rehabilitation area and the conversion of a private room
(1 bed) into a hospice room. With the proposed expansion, the
Emerald Heights Retirement Community campus would contain 292
residential units, 56 assisted living units and 55 skilled nursing beds
for a total of 403 units/beds on the site. The proposed addition of 38
beds/units would represent an increase in residential density of
approximately 10 percent. Existing density on the 38-acre site is
approximately 9.6 units/beds per acre.
With the proposed
expansion, residential density on the site would be approxlmately

Emerald Heights Expension

lr.;_ 51/-

Environmental Checklist

10.6 units/beds per acre. Pennitted density is 456 units/beds or 12
units/beds per acre.
The proposed expansion would include additions to the east and
west wings of the Corwin Center (Building A), the north and east
ends of Building D, the south end of Building G, the east end of
Building L, and the south end of Building N. (see Figure 1).
According to City of Redmond Community Development Guide
Section 20C.30.85, senior retirement residence facilities that offer
cont"inuing care services in the R--4 through R..S zones - would be
eligible for an increase in density of up to three times the number of
units allowed in the underlying zone. The increase would be
a!]gwod upon a showing that the development design would be
compatible with the surrounding residential character, traffic would
not be greater than that generally associated with single family
development, ade uate water and sewer ca
· ts, and
applicable affor able ousm prov s ons are ncluded.

Under the increased density provisions of COG Section 20C.30.85,
the 38-acre R-4 zoned Emerald Heights property has the potential
for a demJity of 12 units/beds per acre or appmxlmataly 456
units/beds. With the proposed expansion, a total of 403 units/beds
would be located on the site. The residential density on the site
would be approximately 10.6 units/beds per acre.

12.
Location of the proposal. Give sufficient information for a person
to understand the precise location of your proposed project, including a
street address, if any, and section, township, and range, if known. If a
proposal would occur over a range of area; provide the range or
boundaries of the site(s). Provide a legal description, sfte plan, vicinity
map, and topographic map, if reasonably available. While you should
submit any plans required by the agency, you are not required to
duplicate maps or detailed plans submitted with any permit applications
related to this checklist.
th

The Emerald Heights Expansion is located at 10901 176 Circle NE.
A site plan of the proposed Expansion is presented in Figure 1.

Emerald HtJights Expansion
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B.
1.

a.

ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS

Earth

a

~~

l description of the sfte (circle one):
rolli
~
mountainous, other _ _ _ __ .

-acre Emerald Heights site contains varied topography. The
majority of the site, including the area containing the Emerald
Heights Retirement Community, is relatively flat The northern and

eastern edges of the site trend downward and contain slopes to 30
percent

b.

What is the steepest slope on the site (approximate percent slope)?
The northern and eastern edges of the site trend downward and
contain slopes to 30 percent

C.

What general types of soils are found on the site (for example, clay,
sand, gravel, peat, muck)? If you know the classification of agricultural
soils, specify them and note any prime farmland.
Soils on the Emerald Heights property are primary clay in
composition.

d.

Are there surface indications or history of unstable soils in the immediate
vicinity? If so, describe.
According to the COG maps, the Emerald Heights site does not
contain Landslide, Erosion or Seismic Hazard Areas.

e.

/r;-511

Describe the purpose, type, and approximate quantities of any filling or
grading proposed. Indicate source of fill.
The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would require
approximately 9,440 cubic yards of grading, fncluding 8,433 cubic
yards of cut and 1,007 cubic yards of fill. All grading would be
consistent with provisions of CDG 20E.90 and would not be
anticipated to result is significant impacts.

f.

~5rf

J&511

Could erosion occur as a result of clearing, construction, or use? ff so,
generally describe.
The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would requite the
clearing of 0.8 acres of landscaped area for new building area.

/r;.;,1f

During clearing and construction, all work would be consistent with
provisions of CDG 20E.90 and would not be anticipated to result In
significant impacts.

Emerald Heights Expansion
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g.

About what percent of the site would be covered with impervious
surfaces after project construction (for example, asphalt or buildings)?

The 38-acre Emerald Heights site currently contains approxlmateiy
6. 75 acres of impervious area (approximately 17 percent of the site)
Including buildings, surface parking, roadways and sidewalks.
h.

Proposed measures to reduce or control erosion, or other impacts to the
earth, if any:

<Lrr.

-/4

Temporary erosion and sedimentation controls would be
implemented consistent with COG section 20E.90.

•

Excavated earth would be disposed of at authorized sites or
reused on-site.

/4>1'

•

To prevent an accumulation of dust an~/or mud during
construction activities, the tires of construction equipment
and trucks would be washed before they leave construction
sites and streets could be·swept as necessary.

/cs{l--

Air

a.

What types of emissions to the air would result from the proposal (i.e.,
dust, automobile, odors, industrial wood smoke) during construction and
when the project is completed? If any, generally describe and give
approximate quantities if known.

Expansion of Emerald Heights would likely result in Increased air
pollution related to construction and operation. Construction
activity would be located a minimum of approximately 260 feet from
the Redmond High School site boundary and a minimum of
approximately 200 feet from the nearest' off-site residence, and no
significant air quality impacts from construction are anticipated.

Because the proposed expansion would not include wood-burning
fireplaces and the amount of additional vehicle traffic would be
minimal (refer to question 1-tf), no significant air q'uality impacts
from operation are anticipated.
Are there any off-site sources of emissions or odor that may affect your
proposal? If so, generally describe?

In the vicinity of Emerald Heights, vehicles associated with
Redmond High School, slngle-famlly residences, and vehicles using
NE 104th Street, and NE 116111 Street are the primary sources of air
pollution. Construction at Redmond High School also gen~nates

dust
Emerald Hoights Expansion
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b.

/ r;. 511--
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c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control emissions or other impacts to
air, if any:
Air quality In the City of Redmond is regulated be three agencies:
the US Envlronmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Washington
State Department of Ecology (DOE), and the Puget Sound Clean Air
Agency. Each agency has established regulations that govern the
concentration of pollutants and contaminant emissions from air
pollution sources. Proposed expansion of Emerald Heights would
. be in accordance with these regulations.

3. Water
a.

Surface

A

1)
/s there any surface water body on or in the immediate vicinity of
the site (including year-round and seasonal streams, saltwater, lakes,
ponds, wetlands)?
If yes, describe type and provide nam€Js.
If
appropriate, state what stream or river it flows into.

I G-sri

There are no water bodies in the immediate vicinity of Emerald
Heights.

,

f

9

~ , ::. rt.
2)
Would the project require any work over, in, or adjacent to (within /
200 feet) of the described waters. If yes, please descnbe and attach
£~) ~ . . . ~
available plans.
l...> €":>; ~ ..

The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would not require any
work within 200 feet of waters.

S1r-E:.
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3)
Estimate the amount of fill and dredge material that would be
placed in or removed from surface water or wetlands and indicate the
area of the site that would be affected. Indicate the source of fill material.

-::::... 01·;

/c::,

The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would not require any
filling or dredging within waters.

)L.

4)
Would the proposal require surface water wffhdrawals or ·
diversions?
Give general description, purpose, and approximate
quantities if known.

The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would not require any/r{.s 1f
surface water withdrawals or diversions.

5)
Does the proposal lie within
location on the site plan.

a 100-year floodplain?

If so, note

The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would not require any
work within a 100-year floodplain.

/G-sll
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6)

Does the proposal involve any discharges of waste material to
surface wat(fJrs? If so, describe the type of waste and anticipated volume
of discharge.
The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would not result in any
discharges of waste material to surface waters.

b.

j GSi+

Ground
1)
Would ground water be withdrawn, or would water be discharged
to ground water? Give general description, purpose, and approximate
quantities if known.

The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would not require any
ground water withdrawals or discharges.

/~..sif

2)
Describe waste material that would be discharged into the ground
from septic tanks or other sources, if any (for example: Domestic
sewage; industrial, containing the following chemicals ...; agricultural;
etc.). Describe the general size of the system, the number of such
systems, the number of housf3s to be served (if applicable), or the
number of animals or humans the system(s) are expected to se1Ve.

The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would not result In any /
discharges of waste material to ground waters.
c:;. 9f

c.

Water Runoff (includina storm water)
1)
Describe the source of runoff (including storm water) and method
of collection and disposal, if any (include quantities, if known). W11ere
would this water flow? Would this water flow into other waters? If so,
describe.

j&- ~ \-·

Z.. ...,.,;w S,'>..,_..._ 1' •"-'- j
Proposed expansion of Emerald Heights would increase the amount
of impervious surfaces on the site by approximately 0.8 acres or 3 A'-''? ~&>4 ._.s,o ✓ <>.!'percent from existing conditions. The amount of runoff on the site E>,i.:,r1,J G f 0 ..J.t> r"l~<""'}"=>
would not be significantly Increased and would adequately ,,,_~, "'\::'''I c .... €.':> ....,.. , 6 •
controlled by the existing on-site stonnwater system. As under
existing conditions, stormwater runoff would flow through the City 1....,
C5 7 c,r,
of Redmond stormwater system t~ Bear Creek.
S<""'-..,,._,,4.,0:., ~...... ,,,_,tJtrA.

f,...,,

2)
Could waste materials enter ground or surface waters?
generally describe.

If so,

Expansion of the Emerald Heights Retirement Community would
increase the potential for waste materials associated with vehicle
runoff containing oil, grease and other typical auto by-products.
With Implementation of stormwater treatment requirements
provided in COG 20E.90, no significant Impacts would be
anticipated.

j ~':Ar
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d.

Proposed measures to reduce or control surface, ground, and runoff
water impacts, if any:
The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would be consistent with
standards and requirements contained in the City's Storm Water
Management Code (COG 20E.90).

4.

/

~ stf-

Plants

Text Amendment

a.

_x_

Check or circle types of vegetation found on the site
deciduous tree: alder, maple, aspen, other
evergreen tree: fir, cedar, pine, other
shrubs
grass
pasture
crop or grain
wet soil plants: cattail, buttercup, bullrush, skunk
cabbage, other
water plants: water lily, eelgrass, milfoil, other
other types of vegetation

b.

What kind and amount of vegetation would be removed or altered?

_x_
_x_

_x_

_x_

The proposed expansion of Emerald Heights would result in the
removal of some existing landscaped area, primarily in the vicinity
of Buitdings A, D, G, L, and N expansion, areas.

12.e'-- \~ 4-1,<>,1'_, {. j
c._l'"{ 1 /l:t!,E 'f"..li'e<'.J1.:,-.l
t, ,),"1-_-::,,S .. 'i2a'vf(J:,"

s ,~

C.

List threatened or endangered species known to be on or near the site.
The Washington State Department of Natural Resources currently
has no records of threatened or endangered plant species on the
Emerald Heights site or in the City of Redmond.

d.

'\'1.o=)

~ >{E;?-,,1t €~

W\U.

y I,,...
~ /f

Proposed landscaping, use of native plants, or other measures to
preserve or enhance vegetation on the site, if any:

The proposed Emerald heights Expansion would provide/retain a
landscaped enhancement in and around th,; Buildings A. D, G, L,
and N expansion areas. The areas around the new detention ponds
will be restored to the maximum extent possible to a natural rea

17,~7 >

D"->
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5.

Animals

a.

Circle any birds and animals which have been observed on or near the
site or are known to be on or near the site:
birds, songbirds, other .w=oo...;;..;;;:d..,oe_c_k;..;.;e_r_ __ _ _ _ _ __
mammals: None
fish: bass, None
amphibians and reptiles: None

• .,jj9. -«Iii
. iiiiiiiiiiiiia-:m:!!1•-- -i- {)~~"'-- l.\l<-1:';L

o,i::.

1.

b.

List any threatened or endangered species known to be on or near the
site.

The Emerald Heights property does not contain any threatened or /
endangered species.
C.

Is the site part of a migration route?

If so,

(-St'f

explain.

--v,.g 5

The Emerald Heights property does not contain any migration/, s/•
routes.

d.

Proposed measures to preserve or enhance wildlife, if any:

The Emerald Helghts Expansion would be required to adhere to the
City of Redmond's Sensitive Areas Regulations (COG 200.150).

6.

Energy and Natural Resources

a.

lNhat kinds of energy (electric, natural gas, oil, wood stove, solar) would
be used to meet the completed project's energy needs? Describe
whether it would be used for heating, manufacturing, etc.

I

ti;;a..

I

ts;-f-

The Emerald Heights Expansion would expend energy for
construction, lighting, ventilaOon, heating, and air conditioning and
associated activities. The proposed expansion would not Involve
any change in energy source.

b.

Would your project affect the potential use of solar energy by adjacent
properties? If so, generally describe.
The proposed Emerald ~eights Expansion would not directly affect
solar access.

/? Yi
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c.

What kinds of energy conservation features are included in the plans of
this proposal? List other proposed measures to reduce or control energy
impacts, if any:

j

The Emerald Heights Expansion would confonn to applicable
provisions of the State of Washington Energy Code.

7.

Environmental Health

a.

Are there any environmental health hazards, including exposure to toxic
chemicals, risk of fire and explosion, spill, or hazardous waste that could
occur as a result of this proposal? If so, describe.

It Is not anticipated that any environmental health hazards would be
associated with the proposed Emerald Heights Expansion.
1)

J {5/-1

Describe special emergency services that might be required.
Because assisted care facilities (including Emerald Heights) utilize
various types or medical equipment and chemicals, the proposed
expansion could increase the potential for fire or spills of
chemicals. However, the potential for increase in emerg.e ncy calls
is small.

2)

& 9-i-

j

. Cs.4

Proposed measures to reduce or control environmental health hazards, if
any:

AH federal, state and local regulations governing the storage,
maintenance, use and disposal of medical equipment and chemicals
would be foflowed.

b.

Noise

1)

What types of noise exist in the area which may affect your project (for
example: traffic, equipment, operation, other)?
Noise sources In the vicinity of Emerald Heights include traffic on
NE 104th Street and Avondale Road NE. Current construction and
operations at Redmond High School also generates noise in the

JC- 'x-f

area.
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2)

What types and levels of noise would be created by or associated with
the project on a short-term or a long-term basis (for example: traffic,
constroction, operation, other)? Indicate what hours noise would come
from the site.

Construction of the Emerald Heights Expansion would generate
short-term noise. Post-construction noise would mainly be trafficrelated and primarily concentrated in the daytime hours. Noise
levels would be similar to existing levels and would not be
significant.
3)

Proposed measures to reduce or control noise impacts, if any:

Construction and operation of the proposed Emerald Heights
Expansion would be in accordanc.e with City of Redmond noise
regulations.

8.

Land and Shoreline Use

a.

What is the current use of the site and adjacent properties?

The Emerald Heights property contains the Emerald Heights
Retirement Community and associated support services, parking,
recreational facilities and open space. Redmond High School is
located to the immediate southwest Further to the southwest,
across NE 104t11 Street, ls the Jonathan Hartman Park and Horace
Mann Elementary School. To the west are single-family residences.
To the north are NE 111tti Street, an electrical transmission line and
water pipeline easement and single-family homes.

b.

J~ sff

<

0
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Has the site been used for agriculture? If so, describe.

The Emerald Heights property has not been used for agriculture.

c.

Describe any structures on the site.

The Emerald Heights Retirement Community is comprised of 29
buildings containing residential, assisted living care, skilled nursing .
care, food service and recreational uses.

d.

Would any structures be demolished? If so, what.
Expansion of the Emerald Heights Retirement Community would not
result In the demolition of any structures.

Emerald Height& Expansion
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e.

What is the current zoning classification of the site?

j

The Emerald Heights Retirement Community was approved as a
PUD by the City of Redmond in 1990. Development under the PUD
resulted in 275 residential units, 30 assisted living units and 60
skilled nursing beds. Subsequent to the pennitting of the PUD in
1990, the 38-acre Emerald Heights property was rezoned by the City
of Redmond from R-16 to R-4. The Emerald Heights property is
currently z.o ned R-4.
f.

!Nnat is the current comprehensive plan designation of the site?

The Emerald Heights property is located within the Low Moderate
Density Residential Comprehensive Plan Designation.

g.

(st+

j

G SM

If applicable, what is the current shoreline master program designation of
the sfte?

The Emerald Heights property does not contain any shoreline
designations.
h.

Has any part of the site been classified as an "environmentally sensitive"
area? If so, specify.

j

C>1\

c L"t-~)

According to the CDG, the Emerald Heights site does not contain
any environmentally sensitive areas.

1\J ~,"1. 0+M ,
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Approximately how many people would reside or work in the completed
project?

Expansion of the Emerald Heights Reti~ment Community would be
anticipated to result in an increase in onsite population of
approximately 1O percent
j.

s,r~ .

j

&- slf

Approximately how many people would the completed project displace?

Expansion of the Emerald Heights Retirement Community would
create additional housing opportunities and would not result in the
displacemenJ of people.

k.

1---,0;.;e /"" vtClt,

Proposed measures to avoid or reduce displacement impacts, if any:

None Required

/t 5;f
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I.

Proposed measures to ensure the proposal is compatible with existing
and projected land uses and plans, ff any:

Increased density would be limited to 3 times the underlying zoning
and would be allowed only upon a showing of the following:
•

The lot size fs a minimum of three acres.

•

Traffic generated by the retirement residence ls not
significantly greater th~n traffic generated in the
surrounding residential neighborhood.

•

The project is designed to project a residential appearance
in keeping with the appearance and scale of surrounding
residential neighborhoods.

•

Setback areas located adjacent to the side, street side, and
rear property lines shall be landscaped to sufficiently screen
the development from surrounding residential uses. Similar
landscaping shall also be provided within the front setback
areas when needed to screen parking.

9.

Housing

a.

Approximately how many units would be provided, if any?
whether high, middle, or low-income housing.

j

f.

sr+

Indicate

The proposed Emerald Heights expansion would result in the
addition of 17 residential units and 26 assisted living units, and the
elimination of 5 skilled nursing units. The proposed expansion
would result in a net addition of 38 housing units.

j G- ~ i+

A minimum of 25% of the new units increased above the underlying
zone shall be set-aside for households eamf ng less than the King
County median income, adjusted for household size.
The Washington State Housing Finance Commission (WSHFC)
establishes affordability requirements at Emerald Heights.
Residents meeting qualified or moderate (specially qualified)
Income levels as established by the WSHFC must occupy 25% of all
units and/or beds (residential units, assisted living units and skilled
nursing beds). Moderate (or specially qualified residents) and
qualified income residents must be living in a variety of units and/or
beds (not restricted to certain unit sizes) in order for Emerald
Heights to be in compliance with the WSHFC requirements.
Specifically, residents whose income is "moderate or specially
qualified" must occupy 15% of the total units and/or beds and
Environments/ Checklist
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"qualified" Income residents must occupy 10% of the units and/or
beds. The Income level for "qualified" residents Is 80% of the
median income of King County 'adjusted for family size. The income
level for "moderate or specially qualified" residents is 100% of the
median income of King County adjusted for family size. The
proposed Emerald Heights expansion would result In a total of 41
units and/or beds occupied by "qualified" income residents and a
total of 61 units and/or beds occupied by "moderate or specially
qualified" Income resl dents.

b.

Approximately how many unffs, if any, would be eliminated?
whether high, middle, or low-income housing.

Indicate

The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would not result in the
net elimination of housing.

c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control housing impacts, if any:

J tst+

The proposed Emerald Heights expansion would create new
housing and mitigation measures are not required.

1O.

Aesthetics

a.

What is the tallest height of any proposed stmcture(s), not including
antennas; what is the principal exterior building material(s) proposed?

The Emerald Heights Retirement Community was approved as a
PUD in the R16 zone in 1990. The ,ite was down zoned to R4 in
1992. The maximum height of structures on the site Is 45 feet,
consistent with the requirements of the R16 zone. The PUD was
approved with a height limitation variance for the R4 zone.

b.

What views in the immediate vicinity would be altered or obstructed?

The proposed Emerald Heights expansion would not block any
views.

c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control aesthetic impacts, if any:

•

j

The project Is designed to project a residential appearance
In keeping with the appearance and scale of surrounding
residential neighborhoods.

Setback areas located adjacent to the side, street side, and
rear property lines shall be landscaped to sufficiently screen
the development from surrounding residential uses. SlmHar
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landscaping shall also be provided within the front setback
areas when needed to screen parking.
11.

Light and Glare

a.

What type of light or glare· would the proposal produce? \iWlat time of
day would it mainly occur?

. Expansion of Emerald Heights would generate light and glare
similar to existing conditions. No significant light or glare impacts
are anticipated.
b.

f<:i

j

crrt.)

C~E-1-lo~
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Could light or glare from the finished project be a safety hazard or
interfere With the views?

Light and glare from the proposed Emerald Heights expansion is
unlikely to be a safety hazard or interfere with views on a significant
basis.
C.

What existing off-site sources of light or glare may affect your proposal?

j

None anticipated.
d.

Proposed measures to reduce or control light and glare impacts, if any:

/

None are proposed or required.
12.

Recreation

a.

What designated and informal recreational opportunities are in the
immediate vicinity?

A pedestrian and equestrian multipurpose trail is located within the
Puget Energy utility line easement to the north of Emerald Heights.
Jonathan Hartman Park, Redmond High School and Horace Mann
Elementary School also provide recreational opportunities In the
Emerald Heights site area.
b.

6 S/f
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Would the proposed project displace any existing recreational uses? If

so, describe:
The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would not displace any
recreational uses.

Environmental Check/1st
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c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control impacts on recreation, including
recreation opportunities to be provided by the project or applicant, if any:

Emerald Heights will continue to provide on-site recreational
facilities, including: swimming pool, spa, exercise room, walking
pathways, game room, craft room, wood working shop, greenhpuse,
nursery, lawn bowling green and putting green.

13.

Historic and Cultural Preservation

a.

Are there any places or objects listed on , or proposed for, national, state,
or local preservation registers known to be on or next to the site? If so,
generally describe.

)~:::,\+-

There are no known places or objects listed c;,n, or proposed for,
preservation registers on the Emerald Heights property.

b.

Generally describe any landmarks or evidence of historic, archaeological,
scientific, or cultural importance known to be on or next to the site.

j

None are known.

c.

L..~'&.I .....

0

$If

Proposed measures to reduce or control impacts, of any:

j

None are required of proposed.

14.

Transportation

a.

Identify public streets and highways serving the site, and describe
proposed access to the existing street system. Show on site plans, if
any.

&5/J--

th

Major access to Emerald Heights is from NE 104th Street via 179
Avenue NE, to 176th Circle NE that directly serves the Emerald
Heights complex. The public roadway system In the vicinity of
111
Emerald Heights Includes: NE 104 Street. 179th Avenue NE, NE
th
th
nd
111 Street. 172 Avenue NE and NE 116 Street

Emerald Heights l;xpansion
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b.

Is site currently served by public transit? If not, what is the approximate
distance to the nearest transit stop?
Metro bus route 254 serves the Emerald Heights property with
th
th
designated stops at 179 Avenue NE/178 Circle and 179th Avenue
th
NE/NE 108 Way.

c.

/ ~S\t

How many parking spaces would the completed project have? .. How
many would the project eliminate?

There are currently 379 spaces for residents and staff, 46 visitor
spaces, and 15 disabled spaces, for a total of 440 spaces

j

t, :5tf-

throughout the campus. The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion
would increase the number of parking spaces by 48 for a total of 488
spaces on the campus (See Appendix I for parking calculations).

d.

Would the proposal require any new roads or streets, or improvements to
existing roads or streets, not including driveways? If so, generally
describe (indicate whether public or private).
~ 'IS<
<12-e=--u..-....:::-c>

The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would not require any
new roads, street or street improvements.

~l'.

e.

Would the project use (or occur in the immediate vicinity of) water, rail, or
air transportation? If so, generally describe.
The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would not use water, rail
or air transportation.
·

f.

Sf'Ai',--_

}csr./--

How many vehicular trips per day would be generated by the completed
project? If known, indicate when peak volumes would occur.

To identify traffic generated by Emera.Id Heights, traffic in and out of
Emerald Heights was recorded for a 48-hour period from Tuesday
June 2tt' through Wednesday June 28, 2000. Automatic tube
counters were placed on the inbound drive aisle and the outbound
drive aisle, recording traffic into 15-mlnute intervals.
Over the 48-hour period, an average of 720 vehicles per day traveled
in and out of the site. This traffic represents trip made by residents,
visitors, delivery vehicles, and general operations reh,ted vehicles.
During the adjacent street peak hours of 4 to 6 pm, the average peak
volumes entering and exiting the site was 77 vph. Based on an
overall total of 365 units currently on-alte, the average trip
generation volumes equate to a daily rate of 1.97 trips/unit and a PM
peak hour rate of 0.21 trips/unit

Environmental Checl<Hst
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The table below compares the traffic counts at Emerald Heights with
the ITE Rates for Retirement Community. As indicated, Emerald
Heights generates approximately 15 percent less traffic than
estimated by the ITE Trip Generation Manual for a retirement
community.
Trtp Generation Rate Comparison

Emerald

Heights

Time Period
Daily (trips/unit)

1.97

PM Peak Hour (tripslunit)

0.21

ITE Retirement
Community

2.31
0.25

The proposed expansion would add 26 assisted living units, 17
apartments, and remove five skilled nursing units. In total, 38 units
would be added to Emerald Heights with the proposed expansion.
Based on the existing traffic patterns at Emerald Heights, the
expansion would generate approximately 74 daily trips (37 in and 37
out) and apprnxlmately 8 PM peak hour trips (in a single hour
between 4 and 6 PM}, an increase of approximately 10 percent from
existing conditions. Refer to Appendix II for additional detail.
g.

Proposed measures to reduce or control transportation impacts, if any:

/ t:- ><-t
\ ' r'U>.-1-f-

Parking and access would be designed in accordance with COG
200.130.
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15.

Public Services

a.

Would the project result in an increased need for public services (for
example: fire protection, police protection, health care, schools, other)? If
so, generally describe.

/{-.s/1

The proposed Emerald Heights expansion would increase the need
for public services. In particular, future senior housing could
generate medical emergency calls (fire department paramedics) at a
higher rate than single-family residential uses. Senior housing
generation of police calls would be similar to or less than singlefamily residential use. Senior housing would not generate an
Increased demand on public schools.
b.

1

Proposed measures to reduce or control direct impacts on public
services, if any.

Future senior housing would g·enerate additional tax revenues that
would offset all or a portion of the additional public service costs.

Emerald Heights Expansion
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16.

Utilities

a.

Circle utilities currently available at the site: electricity. natural gas,
water. refuse seNice. telephone. sanitarv sewer. septic system, other.

b.

Des ·
· i::1111::
'fl ;)t:1u, ,
, cne utlltty providing
e seNice, and the general construction activities on the site or in the
immediate vicinity, which might be needed.
The proposed Emerald Heights Expansion would be served by the
following utilities:
Puget Sound Energy - electricity and natural gas
City of Redmond - storm water drainage, sanitary sewer and
domestic water
Verizon - phone service
AT&T Broadband - cable television

Waste Manageme~~n~t;-~re~fu~S!l,;!@.!:.lM;&..-.._ _
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The above answers are true and complete to the best of my knowledge.
understand that
I ad agen
on them to make its decision.

is1!ing

Signature:
Date Submitted:
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APPENDIX I

Parking Calculations

.PARKING CALCULATIONS
Per parking standards 20D.130, Table 20D.130.10-020: Proposed apartments,
assisted living and skilled nursing units will be classified as "retirement
residences." (1 car space per apartment unit and 1.25 car spaces per employee at
assisted Hying/skilled nursing facility.)

Proposed Additions:

Required Parking:

17 Apartments

1 Stall/Unit x 17 Units

26 Unit Assisted Living
and Skilled Nursing Facility
with 6 New Staff (Employees)

= 17 Stalls

1.25 Stalls/Employee x 6 Staff= 8 Stalls
Total: 25 Stalls Required for Proposed
Additions

Parking Provided:
Parking Area ' 1'
Parking Area '2'
Parking Area '3'
Parkjng Area '4'
Parking Area '5'

19 Stalls
6 Stalls
10 Stalls
3 Stalls
10 Stalls
Total: 48 New Parking Stalls Required

Per WAC 51-40, a total of two (2) additional accessible parking spaces are
required for 48 new stalls.
Total Existing Parking Stalls:
Prooosed New Parkin£! Stalls:

Total Parking Stalls:
Accessible Parking Stalls Required:
Existing Accessible Parking Stalls Provided:
( included in existing total above )

440 Stalls
48 Stalls
488 Stalls
9 Stalls
15 Stalls

APPENDIX II
Traffic Memorandum

Choate Budd
Emerald Heights
00053.00
Tasha Atchison, P.E.
The Transpo Group, Inc.
Emerald Heights - Expansion Traffic Characteristics
Emerald Heights is a retirement community located 10901 17 6th Circle NE in Redmond,
Washington. Emerald Heights plans on expanding their facilities to accommodate 38 new
residential units. This study assesses the existing traffic characteristics of Emerald Heights for the
purpose of estimating traffic generation associated with the proposed expansion. Tbis
memorandum summarizes the components of the retirement community, the results of the trip
generation study, and estimates the expansion traffic generation.

Project Description
The Emerald Heights is a community for retirees and provides varying degrees of medical and
living assistance depending on need. The facility consists of 275. residential apartments, 30 assisted
living units, and 60 skilled nursing beds. Residents who live in the apartments usually own up to
one car, however travel very infrequently. Those living in assisted living or skilled nursing beds
typically do not drive, and rarely own a car on-site.
Access to Emerald Heights is provided through a gate located on 176th Circle NE, by which all
day to day operations, visits, and resident trips travel through. A guard operates the gate 24-hours
a day. There is also a secondary access that is locked unless used for emergency purposes.

Trip Ge neration
Traffic in and out of Emerald Heights was recorded for a 48-hour period from Tuesday June 27th
through Wednesday June 28, 2000. Automatic tube counters were placed on the inbound drive
aisle and the outbound drive aisle, recording traffic into 15-minute intervals.
Over the 48-hour period, an average of 720 vehicles per day traveled in and out of the site. 1bis
traffic represents trip made by residents, visitors, delivery vehicles, and general operations related
vehicles. During the adjacent street peak hours of 4 to 6 pm, the average peak volumes entering
and exiting the site was 77 vph. Based on an overall total of 365 units currently on.:.site, the
average trip generation volumes would equate to a daily rate of 1.97 trips/unit and a PM peak
hour rate of 0.21 trips/unit. _
The ITE Trip Generatio11 Manual, 6 th Edition, identifies two land uses that are simila.t to the
components of Emerald Heights. The definition for Retirement Community, best fits the
apartment style units at Emerald Heights while the definition of Congregate Care Facility best fits
the assisted living and skilled nursing units. A combination of these two land uses was used to
derive a theoretical rate of traffic generation for Emerald Heights, in comparison to the data
collected. The comparison is ~nmroarized in Table 1.

The Transpo Group
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Table 1

.

.Trip Gener:ation:-.Rates ..-: : ·:·:'' .-· ::·

.-· ·:. ·. ·

---·-·----~·-•& -·------. ·-·---·---:....·. . _____.:_ _-:_.;.w..,.,,. ...:..-:..::_..,;·_;.:;___~
.•• _ ~ .. --~.:- .·:,.
Dally .
PM Peak Hour
nme Period
Emerald Heights
ITE Land Uses

Rate
1.97

Un its

365

Retirement Commr.mirv
Congregate Care Facility
Subtotal

· Trips
720

2.54
1.60
2.31

276

86
362

700

138
838

0.21

Rate·

Trips
77

0.27
0.17
0.25

75
15
90

As illustrated in Table 1, Emerald Heights generates approximately 15 percent less traffic than
estimated by the fI'E Trip Generation Manual for a retirement community or congregate care
facility.
The proposed expansion would add 26 assisted living units, 17 apartments, and remove five skilled
nursing units. In total, 38 units would be added to Emerald Heights with the proposed expansion.
Based on the existing traffic characteristics of Emerald Heights, the 38-unit expansion is
anticipated to generate 74 new daily trips and 8 new PM peak hour trips on a typical weekda.y. For
comparison, trip generation was also estimated using the ITE hnd uses of retirement community
and congregate care facility. rihe combination of unit types would result in almost the exact sam.e
trip generation, as summarized in Table 2.

Table 2

. . ..
.

____ ..,. __ , __

.
-·

New Trip Ge~era.tioo - ' :..
---·

-

- - - - . - - ....

___ .:._J. ___

J

..

_

Daily
~,m e r-e, 1ocl
Emerald Heights
ITE Land Uses

Retirement Community
Congregate Care Facility
S.ubtotal

Units

·.:'

__._. __

<

---··-·----------

Fr.1 Pe.a ' · f-'c'.lr

38

Rate
1.97

Trios
74

17
21
38

2.54
1.60
2.05

44
34
78

P.Jte.

0.21
0.27
0.17

0.24

Trips
8

5
4
9

The proposed expansion is anticipated to generate less than 10 weekday PM peak hour trips. The
City requires additional transportation analysis if a new development generates. more than 30 PM
peak hour trips through any one significant intersection within the City. This project would
· generate less traffic than this threshold, therefore would not· require additional analysis.
·
Please contact me if you have any questions regarding the trip generation study or resulting traffic
generation estimates. I trust this provides the City with the necessary background :information for
the SEPA checklist.

cc:

Rich Schipanski, Blum.eh Consulting Group

The Transpo Group
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Quasi-Judicial

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE REPORT
TO THE HEARING EXAMINER

Proposal Name:

Emerald Heights Rezone Development Guide Amendment - Zoning Map

Proposal Location:

I 0901 176 Circle NE, Redmond, WA 98052

Description:

The applicant proposes to amend the zoning from R-4 to R-6 for one parcel totaling
approximately 38 acres by means of a Development Guide Amendment - Zoning
Map.

File Number(s):

L 100204 - Development Guide Amendment - Zoning Map
Ll00205 - SEPA

Applicant:

Emerald Heights
Lisa Hardy, CEO
th
10901 176 Circle NE,
Redmond, WA 98052

Applicant's
Representative:

th

Julie Lawton
7520 2nd Avenue NE
Seattle, WA 98115

Planner:

Thara Johnson, Associate Planner

Decisions Included:

Development Guide Amendment - Zoning Map

Public Hearing Date: May 2, 2011
Recommendation:

Approval with Conditions

Conclusion in Support of Recommendation: The Technical Committee has found the proposal to be in
compliance with the Redmond Community Development Guide (RCDG), Redmond Comprehensive Plan,
Redmond Municipal Code, and State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA).

JAMES L. ROBERTS, Deputy Director
Department of Planning and Community
Development

DA YID ALMOND, Development Services Manager
Department of Public Works

)
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Hearing Examiner Technical Committee Report
Emerald Heights Development Guide Amendment L 100204/205

Key Dates
Application/Completeness Date:
Date SEPA Determination Issued:
SEPA Aooeal Deadline:
Public Hearing Date:

June 7, 2010
October 13, 2010
November 11, 2010
May 2, 2011

Project Review Authoritv and Procedures
The City of Redmond's Technical Committee is comprised of staff from different departments and disciplines
who analyze project applications for compliance with City codes and regulations. Based on this analysis, the
Committee provides findings, conclusions, and recommendations (in the form of this report) to the Hearing
Examiner. The Hearing Examiner will conduct a public hearing to review the Technical Committee's analysis
and recommendations and receive public testimony regarding the proposal. The Development Guide Amendment Zoning Map review and approval process follows the procedures outlined in the RCDG 20F.30.45 Tvoe IV
Decisions, where the Hearing Examiner provides findings of fact and conclusions to form a recommendation of
approval, approval with conditions, or denial of the proposal to the City Council. The City Council will make the
final decision regarding the Development Guide Amendment - Zoning Map proposal.

Report Attachments
1. Vicinity Map
2. Zoning Map
3. General Application Form
4. Community Development Guide Amendment Application Form
5. SEPA Application Form
6. Notice of Application and Affidavit of Publishing
7. Notice of Application Public Comment Letters
8. SEPA DNS and Environmental Checklist
9. SEPA DNS Comment Letters
10. Notice of Public Hearing and Affidavits of Posting
11. Rezone Application Packet
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Staff Analysis

I.

Proposal Summary
The Emerald Heights Rezone is a Development Guide Amendment to the Zoning Map to rezone
approximately 38 acres from R-4 to R-6 for the purpose of expanding the retirement facility.

II.

Site Description and Context
The proposed Development Guide Amendment - Zoning Map is within the Education Hill
Neighborhood and is located at 10901 176 th Circle NE. It is located just north of Redmond High
School, west of 176th Avenue NE, south and west of the Abbey Road Subdivision, and east of a
residential community. The site currently has 401 living units that are a mix of independent units
for seniors, as well as different types of assisted living and skilled nursing units for seniors who
need continuing care. Emerald Heights proposes to expand the size of its facility to accommodate
future growth.
The existing R-4 zoning allows for 456 residential units, since retirement residences are allowed
three times the density of the underlying zone (currently R-4) if they provide skilled nursing care.
The proposed facility would provide up to 608 units (R-6 zoning would allow up to 684 units). In
addition, the proposal would include construction of a new auditorium, and wellness (fitness)
center for the residents, along with remodeling existing facilities. The proposed expansion would
occur in phases. Phase I would consist of construction of 84 independent living units, 16 assisted
living units and 22 skilled nursing care units as well as construction of a fitness center and
auditorium and associated parking; over a five year period. Phase II would consist of construction
of 46 independent living units, 14 assisted living units and 25 skilled nursing care units, along
with associated parking over a 15 year timeline.

III.

Public Notice and Comment
Requirements for public notice are contained in RCDG 20F.30.
Notice of Application: The Notice of Application for this proposal was published on June 23,
2010. The notice was posted at City Hall, the Redmond Regional Library, and at three locations
on the property. Notice was also mailed to property owners within 500 feet of the site
(Attachment 3, Notice of Application and Affidavit of Posting).
Public Input: During the public comment period for the Notice of Application, the City received
two written comments. Comments raised were in regards to stormwater infrastructure and the
timing for the public hearing. (Attachment 4, Notice of Application Public Comment Letters).
Notice of SEPA Threshold Determination: The Notice of Application for the Determination of
Non-Significance (DNS) for this project was issued on October 13, 2010. This notice was posted
at City Hall, the Redmond Regional Library, and at two locations on the property. The notice was
also sent to state and local agencies, Parties of Record for the project, and residents within 500 feet
of the site (Attachment 5, SEPA DNS). The City received a petition with several signatures from
the residents of Emerald Heights indicating concern for the proposed Threshold Determination
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following both the comment period and appeal period. The letters submitted expressed concerns
relating to increased parking requirements, noise, and traffic associated with the proposed increase
in density within the community. Additional comments were received from a few surrounding
residents who requested to be placed on the City's parties of record list. A comment was also
received from King County relating to sidewalk improvements along 179th A venue NE; which
would be addressed at the time when Site Plan Entitlement for Phase I of the project occurs along
with the associated project level SEPA Threshold Determination.
Neie:hborhood and Citizen Meetings: The applicants held a total of two community meetings for
the proposed rezone. One community meeting was held prior to the submittal of the application in
March, 2010. Representatives from Emerald Heights, Lawton Project Management Group, Triad
Engineering, Heffron Transportation Inc., Rice Fergus & Miller Architecture and staff from the
Department of Planning and Community Development attended the meeting. A total of 5 citizens
attended the meeting which included both residents from Emerald Heights and adjacent property
owners. There were no significant concerns expressed related to the proposed zone change.
The applicant scheduled a second community meeting following the petition that was submitted
by residents of Emerald Heights. Representatives from Emerald Heights, Lawton PMG, Triad
Engineering, Heffron Transportation Inc., Rice Fergus & Miller Architecture and staff from the
Department of Planning and Community Development attended the meeting. There was no
attendance at the second community meeting from either residents of Emerald Heights or
neighboring citizens. A series of internal meetings with residents were also held prior to the
community meeting.
Notice of Public Hearing: The Notice of Public Hearing for this project was posted at three
locations on the site, at City Hall, and at the Redmond Regional Library by April 8, 2011. The
notice was also mailed to property owners within 500 feet of the site and to individuals who
provided written correspondence to the City on the same date. The notice was included in a onetime newspaper publication (Attachment 6, Notice of Public Hearing and Affidavits of Posting).

IV.

State Environmental Policy Act (SEP A)
The State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires applicants to disclose potential impacts to
the environment as a result of their project. The Environmental Checklist submitted by the
applicant adequately discloses anticipated environmental impacts as a result of this project
(Attachment 8, Environmental Checklist). City of Redmond codes and regulations; including
those contained within the Community Development Guide, Streets and Sidewalks, Water and
Sewer, and Building and Construction Codes adequately mitigate for these anticipated
environmental impacts. Therefore, a Determination of Non-Significance (DNS) was issued for
this project.

V.

Consistency with Community Development Guide Regulations
A. Education Hill Neighborhood Plan

The Emerald Heights Rezone is located within the Education Hill Redmond neighborhood, as
identified in the Redmond Comprehensive Plan, Map N-1. The Redmond Community
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Development Guide, Section 20C.70.20, establishes specific neighborhood regulations for the
Education Hill neighborhood.
1. RCDG 20C.70.20-030 Requirements for Determination of Sewer Capacity requires that
the Technical Committee reviews the sewer capacity for proposed developments that
exceed the underlying density of the proposed zone.

Conclusion: The Technical Committee required analysis relating to the sewer capacity and
had sewer modeling for the proposed density increase evaluated by a third party consultant,
prior to issuing a Threshold Determination.
B. Citv-Wide Re!!ulations

The purpose of the City Wide Regulations in RCDG 20D is to describe requirements,
restrictions and standards of general application to all development within the zoning districts
unless otherwise provided.
1. RCDG Section 20D.30 Affordable Housin2: regulates requirements for provision of
affordable housing as applicable to all new residential development within the City. All
new senior housing proposed within the City shall be required to provide a minimum of 25
percent of the new units increased above the underlying zone as affordable.

Conclusion: Emerald Heights has set aside 25 percent of all units for lower-income
households as a condition of financing through bonds with the Washington State Housing
Finance Commission. A condition has also been placed on the rezone that would require
compliance with this regulation.
2. Section 20D.140 of the Redmond Community Development Guide contains standards,
guidelines, criteria, and requirements intended to identify, analyze, preserve, and mitigate
potential impacts to the City's critical areas and to enhance and restore degraded resources
such as wetlands, riparian stream corridors or habitat, where possible.
Conclusion: The site has an existing Class III Stream with a 100' buffer and steep slopes,
greater than 40% are located along the western portion of the property, as disclosed in the
Environmental Checklist (See Attachment 8, Environmental Checklist). These critical
areas are preserved within an existing Native Growth Protection Area (NGPE) which is
densely vegetated and the proposed expansion does not propose any impact to the Native
Growth Protection Area. The phased development may result in some tree removal and
associated loss of habitat for tree- and ground-dwelling species within the site and outside
the NGPE.
C. Compliance with Criteria for Development Guide Amendments -Zoning Map
The following is an analysis of how this proposal complies with the requirements for zoning
map amendments.
1. The amendment complies with the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map, policies, and
provisions.
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Conclusion: The proposal, as conditioned, is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan
Land Use Map, Plans and Policies. The Comprehensive Plan policies applicable to this
development are:

Framework Policies
FW-9 Ensure that the land use pattern accommodates carefully planned levels of
development, fits with existing uses, safeguards the environment, reduces sprawl,
promotes efficient use of land and provision of services and facilities, encourages an
appropriate mix of housing and jobs, and helps maintain Redmond's sense of community
and character.
The Emerald Heights Rezone would expand the existing retirement community and provide
for additional senior housing needs within the City over a 20 year time period within the
existing facility.
The proposed rezone would concentrate additional housing with
adequate services.
FW-13. Create opportunities for the market to provide a diversity of housing types, sizes,
densities and prices in Redmond to serve all economic segments and household types,
including those with special needs related to age, health, or disability.

The Emerald Heights Rezone provides for a variety of senior housing types within the
Education Hill Neighborhood. The proposed expansion is a response to market demands
for an increase in the number of units needed to serve the needs of the community.
FW-19 Make each neighborhood a better place to live or work by preserving and fostering
each neighborhood's unique character, whHe providing for compatible growth in
residences and other land uses, such as businesses, services, or parks.

The Emerald Heights community has been an integral part of the Education Hill
neighborhood since 1992 and has contributed to the community by providing for the needs
of senior residents.
Land Use Policies
LU-3~ Allow new development only where adequate public facilities and services can be
provided.
The site is currently served with adequate facilities that provides the existing 401 unit
retirement community with electricity, water, sewer, and stormwater services that are
provided to the site. The site is served by several bus routes and the community currently
has buses that provide residents with transportation.

LU-8~ Maintain development regulations to promote compatibility between uses; retain
desired neighborhood character; ensure adequate light, air, and open space; protect
environmental quality; and manage potential impacts on public facilities and services.
Through these regulations address features including but not limited to:
• Impervious surface area and lot coverage.
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•
•
•
•

Building height, bulk, placement, and separation.
Development intensity.
Pedestrian access.
Landscaping.

The Redmond Community Development Guide contains regulations that address
standards for all of the above.
Building heights are limited to 35 feet in both the R-4 and R-6 zones, and majority of other
development standards are identical, in both zones. Development intensity is regulated by
lot coverage, and impervious surface area limits. Impervious swface coverage can be
increased to 65% in the R-6 zone, from 60% in the R-4 zone; and lot coverage of
structures can also be increased to 45% in the R-6 zone from 35% in the R-4 zone. The
Emerald Heights community is buffered from adjoining land uses by landscape buffers on
all four sides of the property, and heights and setbacks were chosen with compatibility
with neighboring properties and zones in mind.
LU-27: Designate allowed residential densities and housing types to provide for a housing
stock that includes a range of choices to meet all economic segments and household types,
including those with special needs related to age, health, or disability.

The Emerald Heights community consists of units that provide a mix of independent living
units for seniors, different categories of assisted living, and skilled nursing units that
require continuing care. The proposed expansion to the facility includes an increase of 130
independent living units, 30 assisted living units, and 47 skilled nursing units.

Housing Policies
H0-21~ Work with agencies, private developers and non-profit organizations to locate
housing in Redmond intended to serve Redmond's special needs populations, particularly
those with challenges related to age, health, or disability.
The Emerald Heights community is a non-profit life care community that provides a
diversity of housing needs for seniors that require different levels of care. Some of the
residents require skilled nursing care, others require only assisted living care and the
remainder are able to live independently. The community also provides supportive and
recreational services as well as health care.
H0-35: Require a portion of units added as part of any rezone that increases residential

capacity to be affordable to low- and moderate-income households.
If the Emerald Heights Rezone was approved, residential capacity within the retirement
residence would be increased on the site. The project would be required to have at least
25% of the new units increased above the underlying zone affordable to household earning
less than 80 percent of King County median income as conditioned herein.
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Neighborhood Plan
N-EH-14: Encourage a mix of housing types, styles and a range of choices while
maintaining the overall single-family character of established neighborhoods in Education
Hill.

The Emerald Heights community consists of units that provide a mix of independent living
units for seniors, different categories of assisted living and skilled nursing units that
require continuing care.
N-EH-15: Promote a variety of housing choices that are accessible to persons of all
income levels.

Emerald Heights has set aside 25 percent of all units for lower-income households
affordable to household earning less than 80 percent of King County median income as
conditioned herein and as required by the Washington State Housing Finance Commission
(WSHFC).

2. The amendment bears a substantial relation to the public health and safety.
Conclusion: The proposed rezone would not alter the uses allowed on the site but would
increase density. Design of the expansion to the retirement community would be
consistent with the Redmond Community Development Guide.

3. The amendment is warranted because of changed circumstances, a mistake, or because of a
need for additional property in the proposed zoning district.
Conclusion: The proposed rezone would provide additional senior housing capacity in the
Education Hill Neighborhood. The proposed expansion is a response to market demands
for an increase in the number of senior housing units needed to serve the needs of the
community in an area that is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan, is already zoned
residential, and has access to alternative forms of transportation, and utilities available to
the site.

4. The subject property is suitable for development m general conformance with zoning
standards under the proposed zoning district.
Conclusion:
Zoning Standards. Site requirements for R-4 and R-6 are shown in the table below.

General Suitabilitv. The R-4 and R-6 zone are residential districts and similar in terms of
allowed uses. The R-4 and R-6 zone are both consistent with the Comprehensive Plan
designation of Single-Family Urban. The R-6 zone is primarily residential and allows
single-family dwellings, multi-family houses, retirement residences, and home businesses.
Other uses, such as religious facilities, utilities, fire and police services, and schools are
allowed with a special use or a conditional use permit.
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Residential Zones Site Requirements Chart

Site Requirement
Allowed Density (dwelling units per gross acre)*
Minimum Required Density (percent of net acres)

Zoning Districts
R-4

R-6

4

6

80%

80%

7,000 sq. ft.

4,000 sq. ft.

Minimum Lot Width Circle (in feet)

40'

35'

Minimum Lot Frontage (in feet)

20'

20'

Front Setback (in feet)

15'5

15'5

5'/10'

5'/10'

Side Street Setback (in feet)

15'

15'

Rear Setback (in feet)

10'

10'

Minimum Building Separation (in feet)

10'

10'

Maximum Lot Coverage for Structures

35%

45%

Maximum Impervious Surface Area

60%

65%

Minimum Open Space

20%

20%

35'

35'

Average Lot Size

Side/Interior Setback (each side) (in feet)

Maximum Height of Structures

Retirement Residence Requirements
Retirement residences located in the R-4 through R-6 zones that provide some component of
assisted living or skilled nursing care may be allowed an increase in density by up to three times
the number of units permitted by the underlying zone, provided each of the following conditions
exists:
(i) A minimum of 10 percent of the units are licensed for assisted living or skilled nursing care
programs; however, no more than 25 percent of the units may be licensed for skilled
nursmg care.
Conclusion: The community currently provides 28% of units as assisted living and skilled
nursing care programs and 13% of the units solely for skilled nursing care. After the
proposed expansion, a total of 31 % of the units will provide for assisted living and skilled
nursing care programs and 17% of the units will be set aside as skilled nursing care.

(ii)

There is adequate water and sewer capacity to serve the proposed development, together
with the water and sewer capacity existing to accommodate the planned growth for the
service area(s) in which the property is located.
Conclusion: The proposal included water and sewer capacity evaluation and which
concluded that upgrades to the water and sewer systems would be required as part of the
phased development. The City of Redmond's Capital Facilities Division confirmed that
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the downstream sewer system has adequate capacity to receive addition flows anticipated
from future density proposed by this rezone. However, two downstream manholes have
been identified as having some history of maintenance problems. Prior to the addition of
sewage flows resulting from the increased density, Emerald Heights will be required to
work with the City to establish an equitable contribution to help address the maintenance
problems.
(iii)

Traffic generated by the retirement residence is not significantly greater than traffic
generated in the surrounding residential neighborhoods. In addition, the applicant shall
provide to the City a transportation management plan (TMP). The TMP shall address the
following: traffic control, parking management (including the mitigation of overflow
parking into the adjoining residential neighborhood), and traffic movement to the arterial
street system. In addition to on-site parking requirements, parking in excess of the
maximum may be permitted on existing off-site satellite parking lots, subject to City
approval of a joint use agreement. Off-site parking in a residential zone shall be limited to
lots shared with existing institutional uses, such as schools.
Conclusion: The Traffic Impact Analysis submitted evaluates the traffic impacts caused
by the increase in the number of units, traffic control, and parking management (See
Attachment 9, Rezone packet)

(iv)

The project shall comply with all development standards for the zone in which the
development is located, including height, setbacks, open space, lot coverage, and
impervious surface requirements.
Conclusion: Each phase of development shall be required to submit a Site Plan
Entitlement application. Compliance with development standards for each phase shall be
required.

(v)

Landscape Requirements. Setback areas located adjacent to the side, street side, and rear
property lines shall be landscaped to sufficiently screen the development from
surrounding residential uses. Similar landscaping shall also be provided within the front
setback areas when needed to screen parking. Where possible, existing mature vegetation
shall be retained. The Design Review Board may allow reduced landscaping requirements
for projects that exhibit exceptional site and architectural design qualities that reflect
nearby neighborhood character. Such projects shall be well integrated with the
surrounding neighborhood, including linkages to surrounding uses through pedestrian and
vehicular connections. Alternative linkages may be proposed by those facilities where an
enclosed facility is mandated by licensing requirements for the type of care offered at the
Retirement Residence (such as Alzheimer's or other dementia care facilities).
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Conclusion: The current facility is buffered with landscaping on all sides and a Native
Growth Protection Area is located along the west boundary of the site, which is densely
vegetated. Additionally, the facility has been designed to mimic a residential
development.

(vi)

Retirement residence facilities developed under these provisions shall not be entitled to
any other senior housing density bonuses, including those described in
Section 20D.30.10 (Affordable Housing) or Section 20D.30.15 (Affordable Senior
Housing Bonus) of the Redmond Community Development Guide.
Conclusion: The proposal does not include any additional bonus under the City's senior
housing density bonus program.

(vii)

Availability. A minimum of 25 percent of the new units increased above the underlying
zone as a result of this section shall be set-aside for households earning less than 80
percent of the King County Median Income, adjusted for household size.
Conclusion: The Emerald Heights community currently complies with this requirement as
a condition required by the Washington State Housing Finance Commission and a
condition of this rezone also requires compliance with this requirement.

(viii) For existing developments that are expanding under these provisions, the set-aside units
may be located either in the existing or new units, but shall be in addition to any set-aside
units already provided in the existing facility.
Conclusion: A condition requiring compliance with this regulation has been included.

(ix)

The operator of the facility shall provide an annual report to the City providing
information documenting compliance with the set-aside requirement. Facilities financed
under Washington State Housing Finance Commission (WSHFC) programs may submit a
copy of the annual report to WSHFC to satisfy this requirement.
Conclusion: Emerald Heights is financed under the Washington State Housing Finance
Commission (WSHFC) program and therefore, submits an annual report to the WSHFC.

(x)

Set-aside units required by these regulations shall be administered according to the same
requirements as used by the Washington State Housing Finance Commission (WSHFC) for
similar type facilities, regardless of how a retirement residence developed under these
provisions is financed.
Conclusion: A condition requiring compliance with this regulation has been included.

5. The amendment will not be materially detrimental to uses or property in the immediate
vicinity of the subject property.
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Conclusion: The site is currently developed with the existing retirement facility which
houses 401 existing units. The proposal includes an expansion of the facility to meet
market demands and serve the community. Surrounding land use and zoning are as
follows:

Northwest
North :
Northeast
East:
Southeast
South:
Southwest
West:

Zoning
R-4
R-4
R-4
R-4
R-5
R-6
R-6
R-4

Land Uses
Single-Family Residential
Single-Family Residential
Single-Family Residential
Single-Family Residential
Single-Family Residential
Redmond High School
Single-Family Residential
Single-Family Residential

The site is zoned residential and the proposed amendment will not alter the uses allowed
on site. However, it would increase the density. At present, no uses exist adjacent to the
site that are wholly incompatible with development resulting from this proposal.
6. Adequate public facilities and services are likely to be available to serve the development
allowed by the proposed zoning.

Conclusion:
Sewer. Water. Stormwater: R-4 and R-6 uses would generate demand for sewer, water,
and stormwater facilities. The R-4 density would allow up to 456 units on the site
(including the retirement residence bonus) and the R-6 density would allow up to 684 units
on the site (including the retirement residence bonus). Existing sewer and water utilities
are currently provided to the site. Upgrades to the water and sewer systems would be
required as part of the phased development. The City of Redmond's Capital Facilities
Division confirmed that the downstream sewer system has adequate capacity to receive
addition flows anticipated from future density proposed by this rezone. However, two
downstream manholes have been identified as having some history of maintenance
problems. Prior to the addition of sewage flows resulting from the increased density,
Emerald Heights will be required to work with the City to establish an equitable
contribution to help address the maintenance problems. The applicant would have to
upgrade and extend utilities through the site as appropriate.
Transportation:
A. Parking. Retirement Residence uses require one parking space be provided per
independent residential unit (applied to apartment style unit), two spaces for each
duplex, and about 1.25 parking spaces be provided for each Health Center staff
member. Based on these requirements, the existing site would need to provide a
minimum of 363 spaces. The on-site supply of 503 parking spaces exceeds this
requirement, and adequately meets the everyday parking demand. During special
events when additional parking supply is required, Emerald Heights provides shuttle
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service to off-site parking. These locations can include parking lots at Redmond High
School and local churches.
B. Access. There is one main access to and from the Emerald Heights community, off of
17 6th A venue NE on the east side of the property. This driveway is manned 24-hours a
day by a security guard, and visitors are required to sign in and out at this location.
There is an emergency-only gated access driveway located on the north side of the
property along NE 111 th Street. The existing driveway along 176th A venue NE would
be retained as the main access where the guard booth is located for visitor registration.
The existing emergency-only driveway on NE 111 th Street would be relocated
southeast and improved to provide a secondary access for residents and employees of
Emerald Heights.
C. Trio Generation: The number of potential trips generated by a land-use re-designation,
followed by a project proposal, depends upon the type of project proposed. Generally
multi-family residential projects generate 2.81 trips per occupied unit (per the
International Trip Generation Manuel). Trip generation is equal to the number of net
new one-way PM peak-hour trips per unit.
The following table compares development potential and trip generation based upon
site requi~ements and trip gener~tion rates.
P\1 Peak Hour Trips'
Out
Total

Sze

Daily Tr;:is 1

In

Proposed Residential Units

608 units

1,560

67

91

158

Propcsed Fitness Center2

12,500 sf3

80

,1

~

3

Existinq Residential Units

401 units

1,030

44

60

1D4

Net Change in trips to site.

207 units

610

27

35

62

1-and Use

The proposed project's expansion of 207 additional residential units would generate
about 610 additional trips per day with 62 trips during the weekday PM peak hour.
This includes trips by residents, staff, visitors, as well as any off-site traffic that the
fitness center may generate with the change to R-6 zoning.
7. The probable adverse environmental impacts of the types of development allowed by the
proposed zone can be mitigated taking into account all applicable regulations or the
unmitigated impacts are acceptable.
Conclusion: The proposal is not expected to result in significant adverse environmental
impacts. No portions of the proposed expansion are within any critical areas and as such,
are not expected to have any direct impact on critical areas. The site has an existing Class
III Stream with a 100' buffer and steep slopes, greater than 40% are located along the west
portion of the property. These critical areas are preserved within an existing Native Growth
Protection Area (NGPE) which is densely vegetated and the proposed expansion does not
propose any impact to the Native Growth Protection Area. The phased development may
result in some tree removal and associated loss of habitat for tree- and ground-dwelling
species within the site and outside the NGPE.
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8. The amendment complies with all other applicable criteria and standards in the Redmond
Community Development Guide.
Conclusion: The proposal, as conditioned, is consistent with the Redmond Community
Development Guide. The site is already zoned residential and the proposed rezone is
consistent with the Comprehensive Plan. Also see Section V. Consistency with
Community Development Guide Regulations of this report.
VI.

Conclusions and Recommendation

The Technical committee has conducted its various reviews on this proposal, including ensuring
compliance with the Redmond Community Development Guide, Redmond Comprehensive Plan ,
Redmond Municipal Code, and State Environmental Policy Act. The Technical Committee is
requesting that the Hearing Examiner approve the Emerald Heights Rezone Development
Guide Amendment - Zoning Map subject to the conditions listed below.
VII.

Recommended Conditions of Approval
This approval is subject to all general criteria of all applicable City of Redmond codes and regulations,
including the following:

Redmond Community Development Guide
Redmond Municipal Code, Title 12- Street and Sidewalks
Redmond Municipal Code, Title 13 - Water and Sewers
Redmond Municipal Code, Title 15 - Building and Construction
Stormwater Technical Notebook, Issue No. 4 (2007)
Record Drawing Requirements, Version 10-2005 (2005)
The following table identifies those materials that are approved with conditions a part of this
decision. The "Date Received" is the date that is stamped as "Received" by the Development
Services Center.
Item
Rezone Application Packet
SEPA Checklist

Date Received

06/07/2010
09/21/2010

Notes
and as conditioned herein and
as conditioned by the SEPA
threshold determination on
10/13/2010

1. Planning Department
Reviewer: Thara Johnson, Associate Planner
Phone: 425-556-2470
Email : tmiohnson@redmond.gov

1. A minimum of 25 percent of the new units increased above the underlying zone as a result
of the Retirement Residence bonus shall be set-aside for households earning less than 80
percent of the King County Median Income, adjusted for household.
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2. For existing developments that are expanding under the Retirement Residence provisions,
the set-aside units may be located either in the existing or new units, but shall be in
addition to any set-aside units already provided in the existing facility.
3. The operator of the facility shall provide an annual report to the City providing information
documenting compliance with the set-aside requirement. Facilities financed under
Washington State Housing Finance Commission (WSHFC) programs may submit a copy
of the annual report to WSHFC to satisfy this requirement.
4. Set-aside units required by these regulations shall be administered according to the same
requirements as used by the Washington State Housing Finance Commission (WSHFC) for
similar type facilities, regardless of how a retirement residence developed under these
provisions is financed.
5. The Emerald Heights Retirement community shall not be entitled to any other senior
housing
density
bonuses,
including
those
described
in
RCDG
Section 20D.30.10 (Affordable Housing) or RCDG Section 20D.30. l 5 (Affordable Senior
Housing Bonus) of the Redmond Community Development Guide.
6. Prior to the addition of sewage flows resulting from the increased density, Emerald
Heights Retirement Facility will be required to work with the City to establish an equitable
contribution to help address the maintenance problems with the two identified downstream
manholes.
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ATTACHMENT 11
Commitments made by Emerald Heights:
Excerpts from 2010 Rezone Application.

Rezone Application

RECEIVED
CITY OF REDMOND

JUN O7 2010

DEVELUr'iv1ENT
SERVICES CENTER

Prepared for:. Emerald Heights
City of Redmond
Department of Planning and Comn1unity Development

June 7, 2010
EXHIBIT

I 11~-116

NOTE: Excerpts from State Environmental Protection Agency checklist included as part of rezone application.
These statements helped to inform the decision that there will be no adverse impacts and thus allowed rezone application
to move to next step in process.
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for ·
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subdivisions, Emerald Heights is surrounded by a fence with ample landscaping
to buffer Emerald Heights from adjoining uses . This will remain the case under
the requested rezone and corresponding future development.
Also, Emerald Height's design team has alre<1dy reviewed all of th e existing f~ -6
Code standards and designed the proposed expansion to conform to those
requirements . rhe proposed expansion will remain within the building envelope
allowed for the site (35°0 J
.
..
foot height limit), and a ll buildings have been designed to bl end witt1 the
residen!!al surroundings The proposed new development within Emerald
Heights will retain the current residential style and atmosphere .
Further, Redmond 's goals and vision 1n the Comprehensive Plan could be
interchanged with Emerald t• eight's goals and visions .
•

Emerald Heights strives to retain and enhance its cJistinctive character
and high quality of life provided to its residents . Emerald Heights offers
a wide range of services , opportunities and amenities to al!ow seniors tci
age while retaining their independence and active lifestyles .
(Comprehensive Plan pages 2- 1 and 2-2 , page 13-1. CC-19 .)

"

Emerald Heights has beautiful maintained grounds and open space that
are accessible to all the residents, as well as a heavily wood area
covering approximately 11.6 acres. The site has a nature trai l around
the perimeter providing accessible walking fo r the residents .
(Comprehensive Plan NP-3 {bullets 5 & 8), N-EH-7, CC-22.)

•

Emerald Heights works to maintain a strong and diverse community,
promoting a va riety of commun ity gathering places and diverse cultura l
opportunities . (Comprehensive Plan , p. 2- 1.)

•

Emerald Heights works to retain and strengthen a sense of place; the
character of the carnpus, the environmental setting and connection to
the neighborhood that makes it a unique Senior Living Community.
(Comprehensive plan page 13-2.)

3. What is the potential for the proposed zoning change to result in materially detrimental
impacts to uses or property in the immediate vicinity of the subject property? How
would adverse impact-, be mjtigated?
The subject property is already developed with the Emerald Heights community .
The requested rezone is proposed to enable the expansion of Emerald Heights'
services within the existing 38-acre site. Emerald Heights has existed at this
location for 16 years without any detrimental impacts to the surrounding
community. We are not aware of any detrimental impacts tha t w ould be triggered
by the requested rezone. Emerald Heights has confirmed that the existing utility
infrastructure is adequate to support the requested rezone, and our preHminary
traffic analysis demonstrates that the expansion will have only a limited impact on
surrounding development well within the City's existing permitted standards .

•1. fkscribc !he cxtrnt 111 which the zoning change supports:

L Rcdrnond "s pn:krnxl land use patll~rn as described in the Co mpr•hc.nsivc Plan
Land Use Elcrnrnt,
As explained in the Comprehensive Plan , Redmond 's preferred land use
pattern rs summarized fn Policy FW-10. The requested rezone implements the
relevant provisions of that policy. For example , bullet point 2 under FW-10
provides in relevant part. "Encourages redevelopment of properties that are
underutilized ."
The requested rezone will enable the redevelopment of areas that are currently
underutilized as surface parking into new residential units witt, below grade
parking , At full build out, the requested rezone will permit the addition of 205
more units (independent living and licensed care), as well as improved
facilities, within the existing 38- acre site . Further, assuming Phases I and II are
rl .VPI

Prl

:::i~

r.11

P

ti

::in

i i

in.crease by only 2% over existing conditions. Thus, the propo sed devel opment
wi ll make optimal use of the developed areas while retaining the existi ng green
belts and natural areas around the site.
Also, bullet point 4 under FW-10 provides in relevant part: "Provides for
attractive, affordable. high-quality and stable residential neighborhoods that
include a variety of housing choices ."

By its nature. a Continuing Care Retirement Community provides a variety of
housing choices both in terms of its residents (seniors) and its physical
configuration (from studio units to two bedroom units in different configurations
and affordability). Emerald Heights is the only facility in Redmond to provide
independent, assisted , skilled and memory support units for seniors.
Additionally , 25% of all housing on campus is set-aside for lower-income
households, as defined by the Washington State Housing Finance
Commission.
Overall, the proposed development (Phases I and If) will maintain the
residential quality of Emerald Heights and the surrounding area, and still
provide open space, green belts, natural landscape within the building
envelops and styles permitted by the Code .

2. The community character objectives contained in Redmond's Comprehensive
Plan,
The Community Character and Historic Preservation Chapter of the
Comprehensive Plan sets forth the City's community character objectives. The
requested rezone is consistent with those objectives. For example, CC-5
provides in relevant part: ~Preserve formal community gathering places such as
Senior Centers . . .. • Emerald Heights is a senior center with stimulating social,
spiritual and intellectual programs and services. Emerald Heights offers fitness
activities specifically designed for seniors of different mobility levels. With the
replacement of the fitness center during Phase I, Emerald Heights will be able to

offer people on their waiting list (not yet residents) th(:? ability to par1icipate in the
activities at Emerald Heights. Also , the addition of the Auditorium will offer those
on the waiting list (not yet residents) the opportunity to participate in cultural and
educational programs offered to Emerald Heights residents promoting more
community engagement.
Also, CC- '18 calls for the use of desiqn standards to ar.r'omnlic;h c;nPrif1r~
community character goals. All new buildings within Ernerald Heights will be
compatible with Emerald Heights and the surrounding residential neighborhood .
The design of Emerald Heights is a residential style with a mix of exterior
materials, brick, painted siding and shingled gabled roofs that blend with the
neighboring residential developments. (See also Comprehcnsiv(> Plt,n N-EH-24.)
The request of zone R-6 will not increase the allowable height ensuring that the
scale of the new buildings stay low and within the neighborhood character. The
current concepts maintain the green belts, nature path and the existing green
character.
In addition , the proposed rezone will implement many of the goals and policies of
the Education Hill Neighborhood, where Emerald Heights is located.
In general, the Neighborhoods Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan for
Neighborhoods strives to "Achieve a balance between accommodatina or wfh
and preserving Redmond's unique features and livability" (pg 13-1). Rezoning
Emerald Heights to an R-6 will accommodate growth in the senior market without
compromising the scale of a residential neighborhood and retains the natural
green space around the site.
Comprehensive Plan N•EH-15 strives to "Promote a variety of housing choices
that are accessible to persons of all income levels." As discussed above.
Emerald Heights implements this policy by offering a variety of residential unit
configurations and complying with the City's low income housing requirements.
See also Comprehensive Plan N-EH-21.
An R-6 re-zone will enable Emerald Heights to develop residential units with
underground parking in place of existing carports and parking areas minimizing
the visibility of cars and provide more landscaping in front of the units.
(Comprehensive Plan N-EH-25)

3. Other applicable C mpr bensive Plan policies and provisions. and
For •IB2. see the Community C'haracter or Land Use Elements of the
Comprehensive Plan or the elements specific to neighborhoods.

EXHIBIT LIST
EMERALD HEIGHTS - Development Guide Amendment (DGA)

L 100204, L 1001205 SEPA

DATE: MAY 2, 2011

EXHIBIT I
DESCRIPTION
1
I Technical Committee Report to the Hearing Examiner; Attachments 1-11

~

co

Cl)

......

2

I Staff PowerPoint Presentation, Public Hearing, May 2, 2011

3

I Public Comment Letters (received by staff prior to hearing)

4

I Applicant packet (Emerald Heights/Resident Relations; etc)

5

I Public Comment Letter from Judy Hjorth, May 2, 2011
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ATTACHMEN I 0
Dev# 02/;(;~
File# L
()9

l.i'~NERAL APPLICATION FOR1"1

iW

City of Redmond Department of P/a1111ing and Co111111u11ity
Development
/5671J NE sfh Street, P.O. Box 97010, Redmond, WA 98073-97/0

!~ c.•d11\fit1d

This form must he complclcd (clearly prinled or typt-<l) lo file an applicaHon. Addilional malcrials arc rc<1uircd for spt'<'ific types ofapplirations. For
qucslions, contact the Development Services Center at (425) 556-2473. All applications must t,c filed in person.

FOR STAFF USE ONLY
Type of Review Procc

I

I!

Ill

rv/

irclc one):

V

VI

Projccl / Dcvclopmcnl Name :

Land Arca of Project Sile (sq. fl. or acres) :

Brief Projccl Dcscriplion :

Zoning:

. -1/

AD DITIO NA L PlWJ ECT lNFORMA TION (complete all applicaulc information)

,ft

A-v' h

/; "/.!'t,-Li.) /
t/

~ . 7/J/),,..,,,.

Type of Proposed Use:

For Multi-Use Projccls, Show Amounts for Each Use (in squnre foci):
0 Retail
0 Rcsidcutial
Office

•

;f./4

0 Manufaeturin,:

Number of Existing Dwelling Units:

0 Other
Number of Proposed Residential Dwelling Units:

Existing 0uilding Sq. Pt. (non-residential):

Proposed l3uiluing Sq. ft. (11011-rcsidenlial)

Number of Existing L-0ls:

Number of Proposed Lots:

Will any buildings be demolished:

Ono

Dyes. lJ yes, size in sq. feel

; or number of dwelling unil~

·----

APPLICANT/DEVELOPER

E-mail Address

CONTACT (primn

cation if other titan u plicant., and to wholn all notices and reports shall be sent

Phone#

Name (please print):

Cily

Street Address

State

Zip

(By my signature, I certify that the infom1ation and exhibits herewith submitted are /rue a11d correct to the bes/ ofmy knowledge and //,a/ I am to file //,is applicalio11
and act on the behalfof the signatories oflhe oulhorizalio11 below.)'*
Signatw-e: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _ __

E-mail Address:

AUTHORIZATION TO FILE SIGNATURE (all crsons with an ownership interest in ro crt )

ffe~
'81 Owner O Contract Purchaser
/7t,dC1r~ A/£ 0 Option Purchaser"•

Name (please print): L/,s4
Addrcss/Ofc)/
Phone#: (
U~

7".,if)

Assessor Parcel

umber

·$I oo

U~

?

Option Expiration Date: _ _ _ _ __

<5"'7'.

FOR STAFF USE ONLY
Name:

Dale:
Receipt No:

Name (please print):
Adclrcss
Phone II: (
Assessor Parcel Nwnber

Downer

0

Contract Purchaser

0

Option Purchaser"*
Option Expirntion Date: _ _ _ _ __

Signature_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
•• Documentation demonstrating authorization to sign development applications on behalf of the Applicant/Developer is required.
O:\pcfonnslfomis\generalapplicationform.doc
Rev. 7/30/08

Fee Paid:
Total Fee:

RECEIVED
CITY OF REDMON

JUN O7 2010
DEVEL02MENT
SERVICES CENTER
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ATTACHMl::N I 4
City of Redmond
Community Development Guide Amendment
(consistent with the Comprehensive Plan)

Application Form
1. Applicant Information
Name:

Emerald Heights
Owner's Reoresentative: Julie Lawton

Daytime phone (206) 419-62 30

Email: Julie@lawtonpmq.com

Date of application: June 7, 2010

2. Description of Proposed Amendment

If this proposal is for a text or other non-zoning map amendment, provide the specific
language for the proposed amendment in the space below or attach to this form.
Reference the Redmond Community Development Guide pages or sections to be
amended.
If this proposal is for a zoning map amendment:
a. What is the current zoning? The current zone is R-4
b. What is your desired zoning? We are requesting a zone change to R-6
c. Describe what type of development is envisioned for the area proposed for amendment.
A conceptual drawing of the proposed development may be required.
The rezone would enable an expansion of an existing Continuing Care Retirement
Community. Phase I, would include the addition .of 84 independent living units, 36
licensed care units, an Auditorium , a Fitness Center and Facilities Building. Phase
II, may include 46 more independent living units and 39 licensed care units.
Exhibit A is a conceptual site plan showing both Phase I and Phase II
improvements of the property.

d. What land uses are located on and adjacent to the area proposed for amendment?
Single-family housing and Redmond High School are adjacent to Emerald Heights.
Approximately half the properties around Emerald Heights are currently zoned R-6.

RECEIVED
CITY OF REDMOND

JUN O7 2010
DEVELO?MENT
SERVICES CENTER
Page 17

e. Attach a map which shows the houndaries of the proposed amendment with the following
information:
•

Parcels and streets located within and adjacent to the proposed amendment.

•

Street address(es) and King County Parcel Number(s) of the property within the boundaries
of the proposed amendment.

The map must be suitable for pub Iic notice purposes; no smaller in size than 8-1 /2" hy 11 " and
no larger than 11" by 17", and the scale shall be between 1-inch equals l 00' and 1 inch equals
800 feet.

f.

Attach a vicinity map suitable for public notice purposes; 8-1/2" by 11" in size.

g. Attach signatures of property owners comprising 75% of the owners of the property within the
boundary of the proposed amendment.

3. Must be Included for All Applications
a.

Completed and signed copy of this form.

b . Completed answers to the Redmond Community Development Guide Amendment questions on
pages 3 and 4 of this form.
c. Completed and signed City of Redmond General Application Form. Available on the City's
web site at www.redmond.gov/insidecitvhall/permitting/devapps.asp, and also available from
the City's Permit Center.

2
Application Form
rnmmtln;h, nt:i,\IOlnnrnP.nt r.,,1A.a. .l\-n,,c.nAm~nt
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Emerald Heights
Rezone Application
Application form (e)

Emerald Heights is the only property requesting the re-zone from R-4 to R-6 .
Parcel Number: 3626059003
Street Address: 10901 176 th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052
Owner:
Eastside Retirement Association
Emerald Heights

Date : '

Page 21
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ATTACHME~'T. ~ITY
5 RECEIVED
OF RFnMO~Jr
SEPA
APPLICATION FORM

CityofRedmo,

Deparlment of Planning a,
Community Developme
15670 NE 851" Stre<

0 7 .· .l

OEVl::.LUt-'IViENT
P.O. Box9701
SERVICES CENT~mond, WA 98073-97·

Redrnond

This form must be completed (clearly printed or typed) to file a SEPA checklist. All applications must be filed in person.
L

Eastside Retirem ent Association Address:
l 090 I l 76u, Circl e NE
Redmond, WA
Email Address:
3.

2

Property Owner

-Emerald Heights

Phone:
425-556-8100

Applicant

Emerald Heights
Address:
10901176 th CircleNE
Redmond, WA
Email Address:

Phone:
425-556-8100

Applicant's Contact

Owner R.ep: Julie Lawton
Address:
7520 2nd Ave NE, Seattle, WA
Phone:
Email Address:
206-419-623 0
Julie@lawtonpmg.com
4 . Property Address or Location:
10901 176°' Circle NE
Redmond , WA
5 . Section/ Township/ Range:

DEV#: DEV OZ.CD( LJ.
SEPA #: L

\1)(-;;J{YJ

PROPOSAL NAME:

t.Mt:.eA1 n

RELATED CASES: L

iO()J.(t\

.\-\r-.j (;.., l-1K'

PROPOSED CITY ACTION : 20\!\t Ck(~ /=h

-

PCL 2 OF REDMOND LLA # LLR-88-22 REC #8901069008 LESS N 250
FT OF S 1/2 OF NE 1/4 & N 250 FT OF S 1/2 OF NW 1/4 PER DEED
REC #9212241893

6 . Assessor Parcel Numbers: 3626059003
38
7 . Total Acres:
Rezone
8. Initial Permit Type(s):
9. Zoning: R-4
IO .Shoreline Designation (if any): Not applicable
11 .Water Body (if any nearby): Not applicable
12.

13 .

FEE RECEIVED:
DATE RECEIVED:
BY:

1\-lAf Pt

O<a/c1 fiom

\('\U\'\\<J"')l'\)

Project name and brief description of the proposal:
Emerald Heights is requesting a rezone from R-4 to R-6 to enable it to expand its facility to accommodate future
demand for Independent Living Units and Healthcare units
Proposed timing or phasing, and estimated completion date:

Phase I would include adding approximately: 84 Independent Living units, 36 Licensed Ca.re units, a new Fitness
Center, a new Auditorium, and a new Facilities building
The desired construction time would be 2012-2013.
14.
Do you have any plans for future additions, expansions, or further activity related to or connected with this
proposal? If yes, explain:
Phase II of the campus to include an additional: 46 independent Living units, 39 Licensed Care units. Date for
this future work unknown and will depend on market demand.
15.

Do you know of any plans by others that may affect this site? If yes, explain? No

Page 25

16.List other federal , state, or loca

. ?''; 1s, licenses, or approvals required fo

-

. ·_s nroposal: None

- ===========

17.List any environmen tal information th at has been prepared or will be prepared regarding this pro posal:

SEPA and Traffic Study
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ATTACHMENT 6

., _ .:['-:)C:itvo f Redmond

~i--/

-

Notice of Application
Certification of Public Notice
CITY OF REDMOND

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AN D COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge a Notice of Application for
Emerald Heights File number: DEV0020014/Ll 00204 was sent to the Applicant and to the a1iached
mailing list copy, by first class mail, on or before June 23 . 2010.

Name (print)

,

Sherrie Funston

Signature
Date

June 23. 2010

CERTIFICATE OF POSTING

I, the undersigned, certify that on_ --'-J=un=e'-'2=3~·~2~0~1O
_______ _ __ _ __ _ , I posted copies of the
attached Notice of Application at:

3
- -\ -

\

Location(s) on or near the site
City Hall

Library

Name (print)
Signature
Date

I

I .
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17012 NE 107TH ST LLC

AGRAWAL RAVINDRA K & SARIKA

ALLGEIER GERRY L & MARSHAL

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

9415 110TH PL NE

11019 172ND PL NE

10621176TH CT NE

KIRKLAND WA 98033

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

& ELI I

BARRON MARTHA A

BLAJEV ALEXANDRE

L100204/TJ
17710 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
10604 170TH CT NE

16902 NE 107TH ST

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

BROOKE MARY JANE
L100204/TJ

& KATHLEEN

BROWN DAVID K & RUTH ANN DEAN

CADIGAN MICHAELS

L100204/TJ
17014 NE 106TH ST

L100204/TJ
11027 172ND PL NE

17620 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 93052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

CAMPBELL MATTHEW A

CARTER MICHAEL JAMES

CECH Ll~WA S

L100204/TJ
17006 NE 106TH ST

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10922 1715T PL NE

10602 171ST CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

CHAMBARD ALLAN R & KURZ ANN R

CHAN DANIEL

CHONG TONG LP

L100204/TJ
17704 NE 107TH CT

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17017 NE 108TH WAY

10712 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

CHRISTENSEN SETH & AMY

CREEK JERRY D

CURRENT OCCUPANT

L100204/TJ
17010 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ
11420 176TH PL NE

L100204/TJ
10608 170TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

CURRENT OCCUPANT

CURRENT OCCUPANT

CURRENT OCCUPANT

L100204/TJ
10611 170TH CT NE

L100204/TJ
11100 172ND AVE NE

17012 NE 107TH ST

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

CURRENT OCCUPANT

CURRENT OCCUPANT

CURRENT OCCUPANT

Ll00204/TJ
17016 NE 107TH ST

L100204/TJ
17018 NE 106TH ST

17272 NE 104TH ST

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

CURRENT OCCUPANT

DANSEGLIO MICHAELS

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17611 NE 110TH WAY

17724 NE 110TH WAY

11424 176TH PL NE

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

CAMARA FRANC
L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

& HEIDEMA

& LAURA

DEGANSEMAN WERNER

EAKLE KELLI E & ANDERSON KEIT

DOUGHERTY CHARLES W & MARY AK

DROVER CALVIN

Ll00204/TJ
17612 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ
10711177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

10619 171ST AVE NE
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EGBERG JEFF & KELLI

EISENMANN MARK U & AMYE

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

lu'.:!Ol 176TH CIR NE

10736 177TH CT NE

17709 NE 108TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

ENGQUIST PETER & WENDYE

ERNST WILLIAM R & CRISTINA S

ESTES BRIAN A & JILL A

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

EASTSIDE RETIREMENT ASSN
J204/TJ

10622 176TH CTN E

10804 170TH CT NE

17611 NE 108TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

FIGURELLE TERRY F

FINOCCHIO MARK J

FIRESTONE TERRY P & SHIRLEE C

L100204/TJ
17725 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
17718 NE 108TH WAY

Ll00204/TJ
10805 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

FIRTH RICHARD

FISCHER ANTHONY A & JULIANNA

FITZGERALD JAMES S & BARBARA

L100204/TJ
11018 172ND PL NE

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ
17245 NE 144TH

REDMOND WA 98052

17711 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

FRAZIER MARLAR

FRIEL WARRENS

L100204/TJ
17020 NE 108TH WAY
1MOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
17004 NE 107TH ST

FUJII CAREY J & JOSEPHINE
L100204/TJ
17708 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

FUKUDA MELVIN M & JEAN WY

GOTO HIROSHI & HIROKO

GRAYSON HOA

L100204/TJ
17603 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ
10907 177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ
17044 NE 114TH CT

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

GUMM DAVIDE & SHARON S

GUSTAFSSON NIKLAS & INGEGARD

HAISTINGS STEPHAN V &

L100204/TJ
10620 171ST AVE NE

l100204/TJ
10826177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

11429 176TH PL NE

HARRISON JR HOWARD W & BARBAR

HEIT JEROME F

HENDRICH SUSAN M

L100204/TJ
17719 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
17104 NE 106TH

L100204/TJ

REDMOND WA 98052

10917 178TH PL NE
REDMOND WA 98052

HERD DONALD E & HARUE T

HERTENBERGER RUSSELL N & TERI

HIRTZEL DON L

L100204/TJ
17002 NE 106TH ST

L100204/TJ
11026172ND PL NE

10915 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

HOLETZ STEVEN J

HUEY MARCUS A & KATHRYNE

) KEVIN Y & LINDA P KONG

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

10612 170TH CT NE

16910 NE 107TH ST

17603 NE 108TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052
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HUME FREDERICK R & BETTY R

HUSS TERRY DAVID

ITO MARK M & DOROTHY A

L100204/TJ
11415 176TH PL NE

l100204/TJ

l100204/TJ

17024 NE 107TH

17717 NE 108TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

JOHNSTON KAY

KADACH PAVEL & YELENA

KALSONS ARTIS

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17701 NE 108TH WAY

10820 170TH CT NE

10610 171ST CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

KAPLAN ELIAS

KENNEDY IAN & CHRISTINA

KIEF A JAMES & SUSAN G CHABOT

L100204/TJ
10612 171ST AVE NE

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ
11000 172ND PL NE

REDMOND WA 98052

10731177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

KIM SAMUEL J & CAROLINA KLEE

KING BRIAN M

L100204/TJ
17025 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ

KINNEY RONALD D
L100204/TJ

10933 178TH PL NE

17028 NE 107TH ST

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

KNOWLTON PATRICK G

KOPPEL TOOMAS M

KRUSE DANIEL A

L100204/TJ
3530 211TH PL SE
SAMMAMISH WA 98075

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10828 170TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

KUBISTA DENISE & RAYMOND JR

LAKE WASH SCHOOL DIST 11414

LAMPHERE JAMES W & KAREN D

L100204/TJ
17032 NE 107TH ST

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

PO BOX 97039 #A/P DEPT

10608 171ST AVE NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98073

REDMOND WA 98052

17010 NE 106TH ST

LARSON MATTHEW R & JOANNA L

LESSER STEPHEN I & NAPIER CAR

LI ZIQUAN

L100204/TJ
10605 171ST CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

Ll00204/TJ
17628 NE 110TH WAY

Ll00204/TJ
10811170TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

& WANG ZHAOHUI

LIN YICHENG MICHAEL & SHIAFUN

LUECKER ELIZABETH 8

LUTY ANDREW R & ANH T CHAU

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

11034172ND PL NE

11035 172ND PL NE

17707 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

MA ARNOLD M

MANIS JAMES W & JODY L

MAYBEE MS PAMELA K

L100204/TJ
16909 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
11425 176TH PL NE

Ll00204/TJ

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

V1CLEAN TANYA R

MCMAHON EARNEST O JR

.100204irJ
L0624171ST AVE NE

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10811177TH CT NE

17716 NE 110TH WAY

\EDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

11434176TH PL NE

& LORI A

MELTON JOHN C
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~~GHAN SURENDER & NISHITA P

MOORE JAMES A

MUGHNETSYAN HRACHYA

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10618 176TH CT NE

16912 NE 107TH ST

10605 171ST CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

J204/TJ

MUSUVATHI MANDANLAL & KAVITHA

MYXTER JOSEPH T

NETO JOSE CARL

Ll00204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

17009 NE 108TH WAY

16908 NE 106TH ST

Ll00204/TJ
17005 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

NICHOLS DAVID A & SHERRI M

NIIKKONEN PEKKA & DONNA

NORTHERN TRUST BANK

Ll00204/TJ
10732 177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10803 170TH CT NE

1414 4TH AVE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

SEATTLE WA 98101

PAN LI DER & TSAI PING WU

PAPE SHARON & WEED SUSAN W

PEREIRA GEORGETTE

Ll00204/TJ
17028 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
16515 NE 98TH CT

L100204/TJ
10906 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

PETESCH PETER J & TINA M

PETITPAS STEVEN

PIETROMONACO FRANKS & JACKI L

L100204/TJ
10728 177TH CT NE
iMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
11002 172ND Pl NE
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10812 170TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

PILARINOS DENNIS

PLAMPIN THOMAS M

POWELL RONALD O & SUSAN G

L100204/TJ
10616 171ST AVE NE

L100204/TJ
10618 169TH AVE NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10810 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

PRAKASH KISHORE K

RAKONZA STEPHEN

RANDAL SCOTT A

L100204/TJ
10727 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

Ll00204/TJ
10925 178TH PL NE

l100204/TJ

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND CITY OF

REISENAUER BRUCE & DENISE

RIDDELL JACQUELINE A

L100204/TJ
PO BOX 97010 M/S 3NFN

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ
10818 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98073

17041 NE 108TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

10609 171ST CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

RODRIGUEZ JUAN A & IVONNE M

ROE VICTORIA

ROLLOLAZO WESLEY A

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17018 NE 110TH WAY

10607 170TH CT NE

L1002Q4/TJ
PO BOX 2093

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98073

SAYERS TIMOTHY P & JANET L

SCHACH DAVID

L100204/TJ
10612 169TH AVE NE

L100204/TJ
17033 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
10802 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

AN TOM J
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SCHEIBE PATRICK S & WENDI M

SCHIMMEL GREGG & BRISTOW,MONI

SCHLOSSER DENNIS

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10601171ST CT NE

10719 177TH CT NE

10611111ST AVE NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

SCHLOSSER DENNIS F & STONEBAC

SHEFFIELD KELLY C & LISA M

SHUMAKER CARL A & KATHERINE M

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17 026 NE 106TH ST

10835 177TH CT NE

17233 NE 116TH ST

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

SKOGLUND DEBORAH A

SLOAN GLORIA MAE

SNODGRASS MARTIN E & D

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10827 177TH CT NE

16906 NE 107TH ST

11416 172ND AVE NE

REDMOND WA 980S2

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

SNOWDEN KATHLEEN LOUISE

SOMOGYVARI KAROLY & ERIKA

STALWICK MICHAEL EDWIN & SHEL

L100204/TJ
17023 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17619 NE 110TH WAY

17020 NE 107TH

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

STAVIG WILLIAM E & PATRICIA

SURRIDGE RUSSELL T JR

TAPIA STEVEN P & SIUDMAK STEP

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10703 177TH CT NE

10706 177TH CT NE

17015 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

THOMSON JAMES E & PATRICIA A

TUCKER GARY G & VICKI J

TVEDT BRADLEY J & KRISTEN B

Ll00204/TJ

l100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10724 177TH CT NE

11010 172ND PL NE

10914 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

VAUI AFFSHIN

VAN GORKOM MICHAELE & LISSA

VANCE NOLAN R & LINDSAY 0

l100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17001 NE 108TH WAY

17008 NE 107TH ST

10603 170TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052
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June 23, 2010

SUBJECT: EMERALD 1-!EIGHTS

Dear City of Redmond Property Owner:
The Citv of Redmond has received an aoDlication to develon land that is within 500' of vour pro perty_ Since the proposal is close to
your properly and the proposal might affect you, your property, or your neighborhood, the City is sending you this letter and the
enclosed materials for you to review. With this letter, you will find the following:
I.

A vicinity map showing the proposal's local.ion.

2.

A public notice describing the proposal, and the rnethocls and deadlines for you lo provide comments to City staff

3.

A prel iminary site layout illustrating the proposal's design.

4.

A process flow chati illustrating where, when, and how you can submit comments.

5.

A preliminary tree preservation plan (only if tree removal is proposed).

·-

The Citv invites you to comment on this DroDosal. You may submit your written comments to the City (see the encloseq pub[,ic "notice
for contact information). Comments may be mailed, e-mailed, or faxed. You may also ask any questions that you have regarding the
proposal or review process, or if you have difficulty reading the notice, you may contact the project planner, Thara Johnson, at
425-556-2470.
You should feel free to share this with neighbors. Some neighbors may not have received this packet. People not receiving notices are
often those neighbors who recently purchased their property or whose properly is over 500' from the proposal. Although not officially
notified, these neighbors may provide comments also. To receive future notices, they may also request to be a "party of record". To
become a party of record an interested person should call, write, or e-mail the contact person, and request to be a party ofrecord.
The City of Redmond looks forward to receiving your comments or answering your questions. finally, on behalf of the City, I thank
you for your interest and participation in your community, the Ci~ of Redmond.
Sincerely,

Dep

. Roberts, Assistant Director
ent ofPlanning and

Community Development

This notice and related documents can be viewed on the internet at wvvw.redmond.gov/landuseapps
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CITY OF REDMOND NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FILE NUMBER:
PROJECT NAME:

LI 00204 PERMIT TYPC: Planning Type IV, Dcvclopmc111 Gu1ck Anw1d-Zo ni11g
l~tvlER AI.D HEIGHTS

PROPONENT:
JULIE LAWTON, 7520 2ND AVE NE, Sf:ATTLI: WA. 98 115
NOTICE or APPLICATION DATE: 06/23/2010
COMM [NTS DUE DA TE: 07/ 14/20 IO (1f dale <::nds o n a weekend or holid ay. co111111c'. nls arc due on th e next business day thcreai'ler)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
REZONE" FROi'vl R-4 TO R-6
PROJECT LOCATION: 10901 176th CIRCLE NE
SITE ADDRESS, IFAPPLICABLI~: 10901 17(,TH CR NE 1u-:o
SIZE OF SUBJECT AREA IN ACRES: JS SQ. FT: 1,655.280
ZONING: R4
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION: Sin gle-Family Urban
APPLICATION DATE: 06/07/20 I 0
NOTICE OF COMPLETI~NESS DATE: 06/07/2010

A Public Hearing is required , however

:1

date has yet to be determined. A Public Hearing Notice will be sent in the future.

REQUIRED PERMITS:
Development Guide Amendment

REQUIRED PERMITS, NOT PART OF THIS APPLICATION :
S ite Plan Entitlement

REQUIRED STUDIES:
Slormwater Report

Traffi c Analysis

EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS, RELEVANT TO THIS APPLICATION:
SEPA Checklist

CONSISTENT WITH COMPREHENSfVE PLAN: N (Y-Ycs, N-No)
APPLICABLE DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS: Redmond Community Development Guide

Although comments are accepted up until close of public hearing, submittal of comments early in the process is encouraged to allow staff and/o r the
applicant to address comments as early in the design process as possible. In addition, persons who want to be informed of future actions or wo uld
like to become a party of record on this proposal should provide their name and address to the project planner. The final decision on this proposal
may be appealed according to the City appeal provisions specified in Section 20F, Administration and Procedures. For more information call tbc
project planner at the City of Redmond Planning Department. Submit written comments or name and address to be added as a party of record to the
City of Redmond Planning Department, Development Services Center, 15670 NE 85th Street, P.O. Box 970 I 0, Mail Stop 2SPL, Redmond, WA
98073-9710, or fax to 425-556-2400. The project planner, Thar a Johnson, may be reached at 425-556-2470, or e-mail
tmjohnson@redmond.gov.

Project Name: EMERALD HEIGHTS

File Number: L l 00204

Name and Address (please print): _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Comments (attach additional sheets if necessary): _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
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*

Notes on Participation Points 1-7

#1- Notice of Application (completed within 14 days of application):
Sent to: Applicant, property owners and residents within 500 feet
Posted: On site, City Hall, Library, Internet.
Who May Participate? Any interested party may submit comments prior to or at hearing to
establish themselves as Party of Record. Interested parties must become a Party of Record to
reserve right to request reconsideration of Hearing Examiner's Recommendation. Although
comments are accepted up until close of oublic hearino. submittal of comments during the 21 day
comment period is encouraged to allow staff and/or the applicant to incoroorate changes as early in
the design process as possible.
#2-Notice of Public Hearing (sent 21 days in advance of hearing):
Sent to: Applicant. property owners and residents within 500 feet and any Parties of Record
Posted: On site (large white sign), City Hall, Library, Internet, published in paper.
Who May Participate? Any person may participate. Any person who has already submitted comments
up until this point are established as a Party of Record and are considered participants of the hearing.
Others who have not submitted comments, must submit comments prior to or at hearing in order to
establish themselves as a Party of Record. Only Parties of Record have the right to request
reconsideration of the Hearing Examiner's recommendation to City Council
#3-Public Hearing:
Who May Participate? Any person may participate and establish themselves as a Party of Record by
submitting written comments prior to hearing, submitting written comments at hearing or making oral
comments at hearing. Interested parties must have submitted comments prior to or at hearing in order to
establish themselves as a Party of Record and reserve their right to request reconsideration of the
Hearing Examiner's recommendation.

#4- Hearing Examiner Recommendation issued:
When: The recommendation is issued within 14 calendar days after hearing.
Who receives the recommendation? Only Parties of Record will receive the recommendation
Who can request reconsideration? Any Party of Record may request reconsideration within 10
business days.
_
What if a Party of Record requests reconsideration? If reconsideration is requested, the Hearing
Examiner, shall, within 14 days, either deny the request, issue a revised decision, or call for an additional
public hearing. The response to the request for reconsideration will be sent to all Parties of Record.

#5-Notice of City Council Public Meetina (sent 21 davs prior to meeting):
Sent to: Applicant and Parties of Record.
When Posted: If known at the time of the Hearing Examiner's recommendation it will be included in the
Recommendation. Otherwise 21 days prior to the Council Meeting.
#6-Citv Council Closed Record Public Meeting:
Who May Participate? There is no restriction as to who may address the Council (regardless of whether
you are a Party of Record), except that each side (proponent and opponent) has 10 minutes each to address
the Council and each side is limited to one speaker.
#7-Notice of Final Decision (tvoicallv sent within 14 days after Citv Council decision):
Sent to: Applicant and Parties of Record
Appeal Provision: The decision of the City Council is appealable to King County Superior Court within
21 days from issuance of Notice. To have standing to appeal, one must meet the criteria under the
Land Use Petition Act (L.U.P.A.).
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CITY

lEDMOND NOTICE OF A'

''CATION

L100204 PERMIT TYPE: 1'l,mning Type IV. Development C1uick !\111cnd-Zoni11g
El'vl[RALD HEl<,HTS
JULll:C: LAWTON, 7520 2ND i\VL NE, SEAITLE WA, 98115
NOTICE OF APPLfCATION DATE: 06/23 /20 I 0
COMMENTS DUE DATE: 0 7/14/2010 (if'datc ends on a weekend or lrnlid :iy. co mments arc du e on the next busin~,s da) th<.:real'tcl·)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
FILE NUMBER:
PROJECT NAME :
PROPONENT:

REZONE FROM R-4 TO R-6

PROJECT LOCATION: 1090 1 176th CIRCl,E NE
SITE ADDRl~SS, IF APPLIC\BLE: 10901 176TH CR NE RED
SIZE OF SUBJECT AREA IN ACRES: 38 SQ . FT: 1.655 ,280
ZONING: R4
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN D£SIGNATlON: S ingle -Famil y Urban
APPLICATION DATE: 06/07/2 010
NOTICE OF COMPLETENESS DATE: 06/07/2010
A Public Hearing is required, however a date has yet to be determined. A Public Hearing Notice will be sen( i11 the future .

REQUIRED P£R/VI1TS:
Dev elopment Guide Amendmcnt

REQUIRED PERMITS, NOT PART OF THIS APPLICATION:
S ite Plan Entitlement

REQUIRED STUDIES:
S tormwatcr Report

Traffic Analysis

EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS, !~ELEV ANT TO THIS APP LI CATION:
SEPA Checklist
,·.

CONSISTENT WITH COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: N (Y-Ycs, N-No)
APPLICABLE DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS: Redmond Community Devel opment Guide
Although comments arc accept.:d up until close of public hearing, submittal of comments early in the process is cncour.igccl fo allow staff and/or the
applicant to address comments as early in the design process as possible. In addition, persons who want to be informed offuture actions or would
like to become a party of record on this proposal should provide their name and address to the project planner. The final decision on this proposal
may be appealed according to the City appeal provisions specified in Section 20F, Administration and Procedures. For more information call the
project planner at the City of Redmond Planning Department. Submit written comments or name and address to be added as a party of record to th e
City of Redmond Planning Department, Development Services Center, 15670 NE 85th Street, P.O. Box 97010, Mail Stop 2SPL, Redmond , WA
98073-9710, or fax to 425-556-2400. The project planner, Thara Johnson, may be reached at 425-556-2470, or e-mail
tmjohnson@rcdmond.gov.

WARNING!

This notice not to be removed, mutilated, or concealed in any way prior
to date of consideration.
This notice and related documents can be viewed on the internet at ,vww.redmond.gov/landuscapps
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ATTACHMENT 7
Thara Johnson
Linda Hussey (lyhussey@comcastnet]
Friday, July 16, 2010 12:29 PM
Thara Johnson
Judd Black; Jim Roberts
RE: party of record

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thara,
th
My address: 12323 180 Ave. NE, Redmond 98052, 425-882-1846. Do you know when there will be a public
hearing?
Thank you very much!
Linda Hussey
From: Thara Johnson [mailto:TMJOHNSON@redmond.gov]
Sent: Friday, July 16 1 2010 10:10 AM
To: lyhussev@comcast.net
Cc: Judd Black; Jim Roberts
Subject: RE: party of record
Hello Linda
I am the planner on the Emerald Heights project and have added you to the party of record list. At your convenience,
please provide me with your mailing address and phone number so that we can provide you with any future updates
and/or notices on this project. If you have any questions relating to the project, please do not hesitate to get in touch .
Thank you for your interest,
Best Regards,

Thara Johnson - Associate Planner,
City of Redmond,
Planning & Community Development
Ph: 425-556-2470
fax: 425-556-2400
Em: tmjohnson@redmond.gov

Click here to report this email as spam.

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thara Johnson
Monday, July 19, 2010 3:34 PM
'Bob Yoder'
Steve Fi sche r
RE : L 100204 - Emerald Heights

Hello Bob
I am providing you with an swe rs to your question s - my re sponse is located following ea ch of your qu estion s.
1). Will all the stormwater from thi s project run-off into the new Abby Pond 1 I heard the 18 inch pip e
running do w n 111th from Emerald Heights will branch off to a 9 inch pipe which will outfall into Abb y Pond ;
the remaining 18 inch pipe will continue to outfall into the pond on the south of 111th . Is that true ?
The current proposal by Emerald Heights only amends the zoning and exa ct planning of the infrastructure will
occur with each ph ase of the sit e plan entitlement . At thi s point in the proc ess, specific d etail relatin g t o the
storm wa ter infra structure ha ve not been submitted; additionall y, the City is not aware of any inform ation
th
rega1·ding the 18 inch pip e alon g 111 branching off to 9 inch pipe which outfalls into Abby Pond .
2) Will Emerald Heights pay for any of the new infrastructure (Abby Pond 2)? Or is that picked up by the
city?
Emerald Heights will be required to pay impact fee s for any new development or addition al square fo otage
and/or units they are adding. The current proposal only amends the zoning and exact pl anning of the
infra structure will occur with each phase of the site plan entitl ement.
3) I notice the 116th Ave Abby Pond project is $1.7M. Is the Fire District (city) paying for any of this or will
there be impact fees on the new developments going in?
th
The co st of the Abby Road Pond project and improvements along 116 Ave are as follows th
The engineer's estimate is: NE 116 St. (road and utility work)
$1,142,680 .00
Abbey Pond 2
$405,237.60
Total
$1,547,917 .60
th

The lowest responsible bid: NE 116 St. (road and utility work)
$724,525.00
Abbey Pond 2
$277,872.18
Total
$1,002.397.18
The Abbey Road Pond II is being constructed to treat the stormwater from the new improvements under
construction along NE 116th Street Additionally, this improvement will also improve the water quality to this
drainage basin . Any new developments will be required to pay impact fees . Jf you have additional questions,
please direct them to Steve Hitch at 425-566-2891.
4) For Mr. Fisher: I noticed horseback riders on the temporary wood chip trail through the wetland (adjacent
the new pond). When the primary trail opens back up will the horseback riders be diverted from it rather than
allowed to use the "temporary" wetland trail? Though the city won't maintain the temporary trail is signage
planned to direct horseback riders away from it?

1
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The temporary trail will be removed once the construction of the new µond has been completed. We will
plant to effectively remove the temporary trail as required by the permit. Signs will not be needed, although
we rnay do something temporary, if needed, until the landscaping matur·es.

5) I heard land had to be "taken" to build the new Fire Station 17 .... .and that the city had to "give back" to the
community with this infrastructure. Is there any truth to this?
There is no truth to this rumor
6) Will the new catch basins and piping going in by Grayson be used to route stormwater to Abby Pond

2? Does this increase treatment capacity for water coming off 111th.
I wo ul d like to confirm, the name of the development yo u are referencing here, as we ha ve a Graystone PRO that is
currently in the review proces s and to our kn owledge, the new catch basins and piping proposed by Graystone are not
going to be used lo route storn1water to Abby Road.

Please let me know if you have any additional concerns,
Be st Rega rd s,

Thara Johnson - Associate Planner,
City of Redmond,
Planning & Community Development
Ph: 425-556-2470
fax: 425-556-2400
Em: tmjohnson@redmond.gov

From: Bob Yoder [mailto:bob.yoder@comcast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2010 4:59 PM
To: Thara Johnson
Cc: Steve Fischer
Subject: L100204 - Emerald Heights
Hello Thara I have some questions about the Emerald Heights project .... mostly out of curiosity.

1) . Will all the stormwater from this project run-off into the new Abby Pond? I heard the 18 inch pipe
running down 111th from Emerald Heights will branch off to a 9 inch pipe which will outfall into Abby Pond;
the remaining 18 inch pipe will continue to outfall into the pond on the south of 111th . Is that true?

2) Will Emerald Heights pay for any of the new infrastructure (Abby Pond 2)? Or is that picked up by the
city?
3) I notice the 116th Ave Abby Pond project is $1.7M.

Is the Fire District (city) paying for any of this or will

there be impact fees on the new developments going in?
4) For Mr. Fisher: I noticed horseback riders on the temporary wood chip trail through the wetland (adjacent
the new pond) . When the primary trail opens back up will the horseback riders be diverted from it rather than

2
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allowed to use the "temporary" wek .J trail7 Though the city won't mainta, .. ,he temporary trail is signage
planned to direct horseback riders away from it?
5) I heard land had to be "taken" to build the new Fire Station 17 ..... and that the city had to "give back" to the
community with this infrastructure. Is there any truth to this7
6) Will the new catch basins and piping going in by Grayson be used to route stormwater to Abby Pond
2? Does this increase treatment capacity for water coming off 111th.
Thank you for your assistance. I think it's a great project that will improve the stormwater treatment in the
area and offer a wetland pond opportunty. Like at Brighton). I don't think horses should access the wetland
(when the project is completed) and should stay on the gravel trail. I think Emerald Heights should have to
pay for their normal fair share of the stormwater improvements. Especially, with the higher R--6 density they
are planning to get. .. .. Fire Station or not. The burden of this improvement shouldn't be entirely on the backs
of taxpayers .
Thank you for your consideration. Again, it looks to be a very nice improvement. How about stocking the
Brighton stormwater pond with sunfish! Frogs and ducks are a-plenty, so the water can't be that dirty other
than phosphates ...
Thank you,
Bob Yoder
10019 169th AVe 98052
Redmond, WA. 98052

425-8

Click here to report this email as spam.
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ATTACHMEN I t1

FILE COPY
CityofRedmond
WAS

HINGT

O

N

STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (SEPA)
DETERMINATION OF NON-SIGNIFICANCE

Nar.n e of Proposal/File Number: EMERALD HEIGHTS, File Number LI 00205
Description of Proposal:

SEPA FOR ZONE CHANGE FROM R-4 TO R-6
Location of Proposal: 10945 179TH AVE NE REDMOND WA
Site Address of Proposal (if any): 10945 179TH A VE NE RED
Proponent: JULIE LAWTON
Lead Agency: CITY OF REDMOND
The lead agency for this proposal has determined that the requirements of environmental analysis,
protection, and mitigation measures have been adequately addressed tlu-ough the City's regulations and
Comprehensive Plan together with applicable State and Federal lav,rs.
Additionally, the lead agency has detennined that the proposal does not have a probable significant
adverse impact on the environment as described under SEP A.
Ari environmental impact statement (EIS) is not required under RCW 43.21 C.030(2)(c) . This decision
was made after review of a completed environmental checklist and other information on file with the
lead agency. This information is available to the public on request.

(over)
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City Hall· 15670 NE 85th Street• PO Box 97010 • Redmond, WA· 98073-9710

Comment Period: Depending upon the proposal, a comment period may not be required. An "X" is
placed next to the applicable comment period provision.

There is no comment period for this DNS. Please see below for appeal provisions.

L

This DNS is issued under 197-11-340(2), and the lead agency \Vil! not make a decision on this
proposal for 14 days from the date below. Comments can be submitted to the project Planner, Thara
Johnson, at 425-556-2470 , via fax at 425-556-2400, via e-mail at tmjohnson@redmond.gov, or in
person at the Development Services Center located at 15670 NE 85th Street, Redmond, WA 98052.
Comments must be submitted by 10/27/2010.

Responsible Official: Robert G. Odle, Planning Director

Signature:

~~

(~

Responsible Official: William J Campbell, Public Works Director

Signature:

-~-'~_Outp--t'--'k~-

Address: 15670 N.E. 85th Street, P.O. Box 97010, Redmond, WA 98073-9710

Appeal Period

You may appeal this detem1ination to the City of Redmond Planning Department, Redmond City Hall,
15670 N.E. 85th Street, P.O. Box 97010, Redmond, WA 98073-9710, no later than 5:00 p.m. on
11/11/2010, by submitting a completed City of Redmond Appeal Application Form available on the
City's website at www.redmond.gov or at City Hall. You should be prepased to make specific factual
objections.

For more information about the project or SEPA procedures, please contact the project Planner,
Thara Johnson, at 425-556-2470 or via e-mail trnjohnson@redmond.gov.

Date of DNS issuance: 10/13/2010
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CITY OF REDMOND
ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST

Purpose of Checklist:
The State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA), chapter 43.21 C RCW, requires all governmental agencies to
consider the environmental impacts of a proposal before making decisions. An environmental impact
statement (EIS) must be prepared for all proposals with probable significant adverse impacts on the quality of
the environment. The purpose of this checklist is to provide information to help you and the City of Redmond
identify impacts from your proposal (and to reduce or avoid impacts from the proposal, if it can be done) and
to help the agency decide whether an EIS is required.
Instructions for Aoplicants:
This environmental checklist asks you to describe some basic information about your proposal. Governmental
agencies use this checklist to determine whether the environmental impacts of your proposal are significant,
requiring preparation of an EIS. Answer the questions briefly, with the most precise information known, or
give the best description you can.
You must answer each question accurately and carefully, to the best of your knowledge. In most cases, you
should be able to answer the questions from .your own observations or project plans without the need to hire
experts. If you really do not know the answer, or if a question does not apply to your proposal, write "do not
know" or "does not apply" and indicate the reason why the question "does not apply". It is not adequate to
submit responses such as "N/A" or "does not apply"; without providing a reason why the specific section does
not relate or cause an impact. Complete answers to the questions now may avoid unnecessary delays later. If
you need more space to write answers attach them and reference.
Some questions ask about governmental regulations, such as zoning, shoreline, and landmark designations.
Answer these questions if you can. If you have problems, the City can assist you.
The checklist questions apply to all parts of your proposal, even if you plan to do them over a period of time or
on different parcels of land. Attach any additional information that will help describe your proposal or its
environmental effects. When you submit this checklist the City may ask you to explain your answers or provide
additional information reasonably related to determining if there may be significant adverse impact.
Use of Checklist for Non proiect Proposals:
Complete this check.list for non-project proposals, even though questions may be answered "does not apply."
IN ADDITION, complete the SUPPLE.MENTAL SHEET FOR NON PROJECT ACTIONS (part D).
For non-project actions, the references in the check.list to the words "project," "applicant," and "property or site"
should be read as "proposal," "proposer," and "affected geographic area," respectively.
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A.

BACKGROUND
I.

V TJ

Name of proposed project, if applicable :

Emerald Heights - rezone

2.

Name of applicant:

Emerald Heights
Continuing Care Retirement Community
Owner: Eastside Retirement Association

3.

~

Address and phone number of applicant and Contact person:

Owner's Representative :
Julie Lawton
7520 2nd Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98115
206-4 19-6230

4.

(/TS-

Date checklist prepared:

v - r~.

5/20/2010

5.

Agency requesting checklist:

v \' ~.

City of Re<:lmond Planning & Community Development

6.

rs-

Give an accurate, brief description of the proposal's scope and nature:
i.

Acreage of the site: 38 acres

ii

Number of dwelling units/ buildings to be constructed: App. D

1II

Square footage of dwelling units/ buildings being added: App. E

iv.

Square footage of pavement being added:

v.

Building Activity type:

vi.

Other information: This application is for a rezone from R-4 to R-6.

Other

0

v1 ,~-
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7.

Proposed timing or schedule (including phasing, if applicable):

Emerald Heights is applying for a re-zone from R-4 to R-6. Once approved,
Emerald Heights intends to proceed with Phase I, which includes the addition of 84
independent living units, 36 licensed care units, an audi'lorium, a frtness center and
facilities building. Emerald Heights anticipates submitting its appl!cations for Phase I
n 2011. Exhibit A is a conceptual srte plan showing both Phase I and Phase II
Improvements ol the property.

8.

Do you have any plans for future additions, expansion, or further
activity related to or connected with this proposal?
yes, explain

121

Yes

D No

If

Emerald Heights anticipates proceeding with Phase II, may Include 46 more
independent living units and 39 licensed care units, at some point in the future. The
scheduj~1for Phase II is not known at this time and will depend on market demand.

9-

List any environmental information you know about that has been
prepared, or will be prepared, directly related to this proposal.

Appendix A: Vicinity Map & Legal Description
Appendix B: Survey
There is a class Ill stream on the west portion of the property. The stream and
stoop slope areas are delineated.
Appendix C: Conceptual Site Plan
Appendix D: Master Plan Unit Count
Appendix E: Master Plan Building Area Analysis
Appendix F: Storm Water Narrative and Plan
Appendix G: Phase I Traffic Impact Study

I 0.

Do you know whether applications are pending for governmental
approvals of other proposals directly affecting the property covered by
your proposal? D Yes iZl No If yes, explain.

n __ _

1
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11.

List any government approvals or permit,; that will be needed for your
proposal, if known .

Site plan approval, design review, and construction permits (buik1ing, clearing and
grading, stormwater, etc.), together wittl rorresponding SEPA review as needed, will
be needed to construct the Phase I and Phase II improvements.
Washington State Department of Heatth permrt for the License care units, and a
Certificate of Need from the Washington State Department of Health.

12.

Evaluation
for
Agency Use only

fR.oJt;C.,,1 LtNEL
~!\

~~J-

Give brief, complete description of your proposal, including the
proposed uses and the size of the project and site. There are several
questions later in this check.list that ask you to describe certain aspects
of your proposal. You do not need to repeat those answers on this page.
(Lead agencies may modify this fonn to include additional specific
information on project description.)

Emerald Heights is requesting a rezone of the Emerald Heights property from R-4 to
R-6. Thereafter, Emerald Heights intends to move forward with development of
Phase I, which would include:
(1) Two buildings containing a total of 42 new independent living units, together with
corresponding parking. Each building will be 3 stories, each floor 20,335 SF, for a
total of 61,005 SF of occupied space per building. Each building will be located
over two floors of below grade parking.
(2) New licensed care building containing approximately 36 units. The building will
be 3 stories, each floor 9,739 SF, for a total of 29,217 SF of occupied space. The
building will be located over one ffoor of below grade parking.
(3) Additions to the existing facilities building of approximately 2,960 SF. These
additions are 10 replace existing portions of the facflitles building demolished in the
construction of the new licensed care building.
(4) New 1 story 11,575 SF fitness center a'nd 576 SF foyer,
(5) New 1 story 8,000 SF audttorium.
Future Development (Phase II) would include an addttional 46 independent living
units and 36 licensed care units.

13.

Location of the proposal. Give sufficient information for a person to
understand the precise location of your proposed project, including a
street address, if any, and section, township, and range, if known. If a
proposal would occur over a range of area, provide the range or
boundaries of the site(s). Provide a legal description, site plan, vicinity
map, and topographic map, ifreasonably available. While you should
submit any plans required by the agency, you are not required to
duplicate maps or detailed plans submitted with any permit applications
related to this checklist.

Appendix A: Vicinity Map & full Legal Description
Emerald Heights
10901 176th Circle NE
Redmond, Washington 98052
PCL 2 OF REDMOND LLA # LLR-88-22 REC #8901069008 LESS N 250 FT OF S
1/2 OF NE 1/4 & N 250 FT OF S 1/2 OF NW 1/4 PER DEED REC #9212241893

n---
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ENVIBQHMENTALELEMENT~
1.

Earth
a.

General description of the site (check one)

El Flat
El Rolling
0

Hilly

El Steep slopes
D Mountainous
D Other

b.

What is the steepest slope on the site (approximate percent slope)?
Describe location and areas of different topography.

Bands of slope in excess of 40% exist along the west edge of the campus,
behind several of the cottage buildings. This appears to be the result of manmade fills to establish level pads for these buildings. To the west of these
steep slopes is a broad forested swale with a class Ill stream meandering
through it south to north. The preponderance of the remainder of the site has
been developed and ls comprised of rolling terrain.
c.

Ji,~.

t_//(, ,S.

What general types of soils are found on the site (for example, clay,
sand, gravel, peat, mulch)? If you know the classification of
agricultural soils, specify them and note any prime farmland.

Per the Geologic Map of the Redmond Quadrangle, Washington, by James P.
Minard and Derek B. Booth, dated 1988, the soils on si1e are classified as
recessional till (Qvt).

V-,Z,'S·

Evaluation·
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d.

Are there surface indications or history of unstable soils m the
immediate vicinity? ~ Yes
No If so, describe.

D

A portion of the slope behind two of the cottage building located in the
southwest comer of the campus experienced a failure {sloughing) in 1993. The
slope was repaired by installing quarry spall ballasting and trench drains in
accordance with a geotechnical engineer's recommendations. The area has
remained stable since the repair.

e.

Describe the purpose, type, location and approximate quantities of
any filling or grading proposed. Indicate source of fill.

Specific quantities of grading are unknown at this time. All buildings proposed
as part of the development are generally located on currently developed areas.
The new independent living buildings and the fitness center will be located
where parking and carports are situated. The auditorium will be next to the
existing fitness building which will demolished after the new fitness building is
constructed. The licensed care building will be over existing parking and a
portion of the existing facilities building.

f.

Could erosion occur as a result of clearing, construction, or use? ff
so, generally describe.

Erosion could occur during construction. Excavation depths for the buildings
could range to approximately 15'. Earthwork activrties required for
construction would be designed and engineered in accordance with City of
Redmond standards. Appropriate measures would be employed to reduce the
potential for erosion to occur. Emerald Heights intends to develop and
implement an excavation Best Management Practices (BMP) plan to address
erosion.

g.

About what percentage of the site will' be covered with impervious
surfaces after project construction (for example, asphalt or
buildings)?

Approximately 27% of the site will be covered with the completion of Phase I
and Phase ti. The existing impervious coverage is approximately 25%.

h.

Proposed measures to reduce or control erosion, or other impacts to
the earth, if any.

Project construction would comply with City of Redmond's storm water
management practices during and post construction. A Best Management
Practices (BMP) Plan for erosion and drainage control woukl be implemented
as required.

Evaluation
To be completed by applicant
i.

Does the landfill or excavation involve over I 00 cubic yards
throughout the lifetime of the project?

Yes

2.

Air
a.

What types of emissions to the air would result from the proposal
(i.e. dust, automobile, odors, industrial wood smoke, and
greenhouse gases) during construction and when the project is
completed: If any, generally describe and give approximate
quantities if known.

Emission from construction equipment, automobiles and dust from construction
activities is anticipated. A BMP's for erosion control would also reduce and
control dust emission. Surfaces would be wetted down for dust control.

b.

Are there any off-site sources of emissions or odor that may affect
your proposal? 0 Yes ~ No If so, generally describe.

None known

c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control emissions or other impacts
to air, if any:

Best Management Practices (BMP's) would be implemented to ensure that
minimal amounts of dust and exhaust fumes leave the site. BMP measures
include watering of the site as necessary during the construction phase of the
project to help control dust and other particulates. Additionally, street cleaning/
sweeping, and minimizing vehicle and equipment idling ~ill be implemented to
reduce exhaust emissions

3.

for

Agency Use only

Water
a.

Surface

I.

Is there any surface water body on or in the immediate vicinity of
the site (including year-round and seasonal streams, saltwater,
lakes, ponds, wetlands)? i2! Yes
No If yes, describe type,
location and provide names. If appropriate, state what stream or
river it flows into. Provide a sketch if not shown on site plans.

D

Evaluation
for
Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant
There is a Class Ill stream on the west portion of the property. The stream and
steep slope areas are delineated In the survey in Appendix B.

2.

✓

1, 'Si .

Will the project require any work over, in, or adjacent to (within
200 feet) the described waters:
Yes i2) No If yes, please
describe and attach available plans. Note approximate distance
between surface waters and any construction, fill, etc ..

D

The class Ill stream caries with it a 100' crttical area setback. The proposal
does not contemplate placing structures within this setback, or encroaching
further into the setback with clearing/grading/landscaping work beyond present
limits.

3.

Estimate the amount of fill and dredge material that would be
placed in or removed from surface water or wetlands and indicate
the· area of the site that would be affected. Indicate the source of
fill material, if from on site.

None

4.

Will the proposal require surface water withdrawals or diversions?

D Yes iZI No Give general description, purpose, and approximate
quantities if known.

5.

Does the proposal lie within a IOO-year floodplain?
If so, note location on the site plan.

D Yes •

No

n,.._ . . .
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Does the proposal involve any discharge of waste materials to
surface waters?
Yes iZ! No If so, describe the type of waste
and anticipated volume of discharge.

D

The qnly likely source for runoff would be from rainfall. Stormwater runoff
within the site would be generated from roof tops, sidewalks and other
impervious surfaces. Stormwater would be collected by the onsite storm
drainage system and discharged into the existing and new stormwater
detention ponds then released into exisitng pipe<:! systems.

b.

Ground

I.

Will ground water be withdrawn, or will water be discharged to
ground water? 0 Yes iZ! No Give general description,
purpose, and approximate quantities if known.

2.

Describe waste material that will be discharged into the ground
from septic tanks or other sources, if any (for example:
Domestic sewage; industrial, containing the following
chemicals ... ; agricultural; etc.) Describe the general size of the
system, the number of such systems, the number of houses to be
served (if applicable), or the number of animals or humans the
system(s) are expected to serve.

None anticipated

c.

Water Runoff (including storm water):

I.

Describe the source(s) of runoff (including storm water) and
method of collection, transport/conveyance, and disposal, if any
(include quantities, if known). Where will this water flow?
Will this water flow into other waters? If so, describe.

Storm water runoff will primarily be generated from new and existing
roadways, roofs, parking areas, and associated landscaping. Additional
runoff will occur in proportion to the total new impervious and cleared

J/1

A:

\' .) ·
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surfaces created. Runoff will be collected in a network of catchbasins and
pipe and conveyed to one of several existing stormwater ponds, and to at
least one new facility, for detention/treatment, prior to release to existing
piped systems.

2.

Could waste materials enter ground or surface waters? If so,
generally describe.

No

d.

Proposed measures to reduce or control surface, ground, and
runoff water impacts, if any:

We will comply with City of Redmond's storm water management practices
during and post construction
'

4.

Plants
a.

Check and select types of vegetation found on the site:

E] Deciduous Tree: 0

0
El Evergreen Tree: 0 Cedar 0
Alder

O Aspen 0 Other
0 Pine 0 Other

Maple
Fir

El Shrubs
E) Grass

0

Pasture

D Crop or Grain
D Wet soil plants: 0

Cattail

O

Buttercup

D Skunk cabbage O

D

Bullrush

Other

D Water plants: 0 Water lily O Eelgrass O Milfoil
D Other types of vegetation (please list)

O Other

The site is fully landscaped with many native and specimen plants.
Wet soil plants associated with detention ponds.

b.

What kind and amount of vegetation will be removed or
altered?

All vegetation within the construction limits would be removed. The majority
of this vegetation are established landscape plants. it is unknow at this time
which trees would be removed. New landscaping would be planned for the
disturbed areas.
n~ ,_.,.,,

1
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c.

for

List threatened or endangered species known to be on or near
the site.

None known

d.

Proposed landscaping, use of native plants, or other measures to
preserve or enhance vegetation on the site, if any:

Unknown at this time

5.

Animals
a.

Circle any birds and animals which have been observed on or
near the site or are known to be on or near the site

E] Birds: 0 Hawk D Heron D Eagle 0 Songbirds 0 Other

0
0

b.

Mammals: 0 Deer O Bear
Fish:

0
0

D Elk D Beaver O Other
O Trout O Herring

O Salmon
Shellfish O Other

Bass

List any threatened or endangered species known to be on or
near the site

None known

c.

Is the site part of a migration route:
explain?

D

Yes ~ No If so,

n---
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d.

Proposed measures to preserve or enhance wildlife, if any:

We will be re-developing areas which are currently developed or part of the
maintained landscape. The green belts around the site will be reatind except
for a new water detention pond.

6.

Energy and Natural Resources
a.

What kinds of energy (electric, natural gas, oil, wood stove,
solar) will be used to meet the completed project's energy
needs:
Describe whether it will be used for heating,
manufacturing, etc.

All new energy needs will be met with either natural gas or electic. The
energy will be used for heating and cooling.

b.

Would your project affect the potential use of solar energy by
adjacent properties?
Yes iZl No If so, generally describe.

c.

What kinds of energy conservation features are included in the
plans of this proposal? List other proposed measures to reduce
or control energy impacts, if any:

D

Unknown at this time

7

Environmental Health
a.

Are there any environmental health hazards, including exppsure
to toxic chemicals, risk or fire and explosion, spill, or hazardous
waste that could occur as a result of this proposal?
Yes
iZl No. If so, describe.

D

Evaluation
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I.

Describe special emergency services that might be required.

None know at this time.

2.

Proposed measures to reduce or control environmental health
hazards, if any:

Any known or discovered hazardous materials would be removed in
accordance with local and state regulation.
No hazadarous materials are anticipated.

b.

1.

Noise
What types of noi se ex.ist in the area which may affect your

project (for example: traffic equipment, operation, other)?
Existing noise sources are primarily traffic along adjacent S1reets. AU noise,
both during project construction and during operations followiwg the
completion ol construction will be within City of Redmond noise limits.

2.

What types and levels of noise would be created by or
associated with the project on a short-term or a long-term basis
(for example: traffic, construction, operation, other)? Indicate
what hours noise would come from the site.

On a short-tenn basis, site preparation and construction noise would be
generated. On a long-term basis, additional traffic movement to and lrom
the project site would add to the existing traffic noise levels.
Noise impacts are not expected to be significant

3.

Proposed measures to reduce or control noise impacts, if any:

To reduce the use of cars, Emerald Heights provides bus transportation for
their residents for appoinments and errands. Also, they orgainize bus
trasnportation to entertainment activities.
Staff are encouraged to ride public transporation and car pool.

c.

Describe the potential use of the following:

I.

0

Flammable liquids

for
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2.

LJ

Combustible liquids

3.

D

Flammable gases

4.

•
•
•
•
•

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

D

10.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

D

•
•
•
•

Combustible or flammable fibers
Flammable solids
Unstable materials
Corrosives
Oxidizing materials
Organic peroxides
Nitromethane
Ammonium nitrate

Highly toxic material
Poisonous gas
Smokeless powder
Black sporting powder
Ammunition
Explosives
Cryogenics
Medical gas
Radioactive material
Biological material

High piled storage (over 12' in most cases)
22.
Emerald Heights keeps approximately 20 ea. (30" high x 5" around) and 20
(14-18" high x 5" around) personal use oxygen tanks in a dedicated secure
room.

8.

Evaluation
for
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Land and Shoreline Use
What is the current use of the site and adjacent properties?
a.
The current site is a Continuing Care Retirement Community with
independent living units, assisting living units, skilled nursing units and
support areas.
The adjacent properties are single-family homes and Redmond High
School.

~,~-
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b.

Has the site been used for agriculture?
describe.

c.

Describe any structures on the site.

[J

Yes ~ No If so,

The site is a large complex containing independent living units, assisted
living units skill nursing, fitness center with a pool, dining room, auditorium
and offices. There are also some duplex building called cottages and
carports. All buildings are 35' tall or less. The buildings have a resi<:Jential
qualrty to them. The exterior skin is made of brick veneer, vinyl windows,
painted siding and asphalt shingle roofing.

d.

Will any structures be demolished?

iZ! Yes D No If so, what?

ln Phase I, some of the carports will be demolished to accommodate the
new independent living buildings and the fitness center. The facilities
building will be demolished and rebuilt.
As part of Phase II, the cottages would be demolished and new independent
living units constructed in their place.

e.

What is the current zoning classification of the site?
R-4 - Low Moderate Density Residential zone

Other
f.

O

We are requestina R-6

What is the current comprehensive plan designation of the site?
0

Single-Family Urban

Other

g.

If applicable, what is the current shoreline master program
designation of the site?
0

Not Applicable

Other
h.

Has any part of the site been classified as an "environmentally
No If so, specify. (If unsure check
sensitive" area? 12'.1 Yes
with City)

D

The site includes a class Ill stream and steep slopes, which are both
environmentally sensi1ive or critical areas.

n ___ , c _;:,..,c
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1.

Approximately how many people would reside or work in the
completed project.

There will be an additional 201 units. See Appendix D

j.

Approximately how many people would the completed project
displace?
People would not be displaced by the project All residents would be

relocated into other units prior to demolition of existing units.

k.

Proposed measures to avoid or reduce displacement impacts, if
any:

Not applicable

I.

Proposed measures to ensure the proposal is compatibJe with
existing and projected land uses and plans, if any:

The proposal is compatible with the existing and projected land uses. We
are requesting a change from R-4 to R-6 to accomodate our growing
licensed care needs

m.

What percentage of the building will be used for:

D Warehousing
D Manufacturing
D Office
0

Retail

D Service (specify)
D Other (specify)
i2l Residential
n.

What is the proposed I.B.C. construction type?

Residential buildings: Type V-A, 4 story residential over Type I garage.
Licensed care buildings: Type IIA over Type I garage.
Fitmess center & auditorium: Type V-A.
Rebuilt facilities buildinq: Type V-8

Evaluation
for
Agency Use only
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o.

How many square feet are proposed (gross square footage
including all floors, mezzanines, etc.)

Appendix E.
Gross area added in Phase I: 270,216 SF

p.

How many square feet are available for future expansion (gross
square footage including floors, mezzanines and additions).

Phase II Expansion : 237,478 SF

9.

Housing

a.

Approximately how many units would be provided, if any?
Indicate whether high, middle, or low-income housing.

Phase I
84 independent living units and 32 licesned care units
Phase II: 46 independent living units and 39 licensed care untts. 25% o1
the units are set aside tor low-income. The remaining units range from
middle to high income.

b.

Approximately how many units, if any, would be eliminated?
Indicate whether high, middle, or low-income housing.

Phase II: 24 middle income units would be eliminated and replaced with 70
new untts. With an increase of units on the site there would continue to be
25% dedicated to low income.

c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control housing impacts, if
any:

None

10.

Aesthetics

a.

What is the tallest height of any proposed structure(s), not
including antennas; what is the principal exterior building
material(s) proposed?

All proposed structures will be under the allowed height of 35'. Exterior
materials are undetermined at this time but will similar and coordinate with
the existing structures.

for
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b.

Evaluation
for
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What views in the immediate vicinity would be altered or

obstructed?
View for the neighboring developments will not be altered. The existing
buildings within the site will have views of the new structures.

Proposed measures to reduce or control aesthetic impacts, if
any:
New landscaping will be installed on any disturbed land in keeping with the
current character of Emerald Heights.

c/ /f. i-

C.

l l.

...

t/1-')•

Light and Glare

a.

What type of light or glare will the proposal produce: What
time of day or night would it mainly occur:
Any additional lighting will be consistent with the lighting that currently exists
on site. The majority of the light will be generated by the new residences.
On grade parking will be converted to below grade parking so there will not
be added site lighting.

b.

J'i-~-'

Could light or glare from the finished project be a safety hazard
or interfere with views:

No

V--r1What existing off-site sources of light or glare may affect your
proposal?
None known

C.

v1.j.

Evaluation
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d.

Proposed measures to reduce or control light and glare impacts,
if any:

Each unit is provided with interior window blinds.

12.

Recreation
a.

What designated and informal recreational opportunities are in
the immediate vicinity?

There are several parks in the vicinty: Jonathan Hariman Park, Farrel
McWhirter Park, Sammamish River Regional Park and Marymore Park.

b.

Would the pro£?sed project displace any existing recreational
uses?
Yes ~ No [f so, describe.

c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control impacts on recreation,
including recreation opportunities to be provided by the project
or applicant, if any:

D

The average age of an Emerald Heights resident is 84. The parks should
not be impacted by an increase in Emerald Heights population. Currently,
the community provides fitness classes specifically tailored to this
demographic. The existing fitness center is aging and would be enlarged
and replaced in the Phase I development.

13.

Historic and Cultural Preservation
a.

Are there any places or objects listed on, or proposed for,
national, state, or local preservation registers known to be on or
next to the site? If so, generally describe.

None known

b.

None

Generally describe any landmarks or evidence of historic,
archaeological, scientific, or cultural importance knovm to be
on or next to the site.

for
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c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control impacts, if any:

Not Applicable

14.

Transportation

a.

Identify public streets and highways service the site, and
describe proposed access to the existing street system. Show
on site plans, if any.

The Emerald Heights is located north of Redmond High School, south of
Abbey Road, wes1 of 176th Avenue NE, and east of a residential community.
The main access driveway on 176th Avenue NE is to remain. The existing
emergency-only access driveway on Abbey Road could be relocated from
the nortfl end of the site to the northeas1 to provide a second access option
for residents and employees.

b.

Is site currently served by public transit?~ Yes O No If not,
what is the approximate distance to the nearest transit stop.

The site is directly served by public transit with a King County Metro transit
bus stop at the main driveway along 176th Avenue NE to the Emerald
Heights community. This s1op is served by Route 221.

c.

How many parking spaces would the completed project have?
How many would the project eliminate?

Phase 1 of the project would provide about 661 total parking spaces. After
the development of both Phase I and Phase 11, the project would provide a
total of 850 parking spaces. No on-site parking would be eliminated by the
project.

d.

Will the proposal require any new roads or streets, or
improvements to existing roads or streets, not including
driveways? If so, generally describe (indicate whether public
or private).

No public roadways or improvements are proposed.

for
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e.

How many weekday vehicular trips (one way) per day would
be generated by the completed project? 610 (see belc
If known, indicate when peak volumes would occur. 7:00 8:00 a.m. & - ±:§__p.m. How many of these trips occur in
the a.m. peak hours?90 (72in/1 How many of these trips occur
in the p.m. peak hours?166 (71in/95ou
·
Trip generation was estimated using detailed traffic counts performed at the
existing site along with visitor log infonTiation. Trip rates of 2.56 trips/unit
(daily trips) and 0.26 trips/unit (PM peak hour trips) were determined. These
rates are similar to Institute of Transportation Engineers' (ITE) - Trip
Generation Manual, 8th Edition, 2008 rates for other similar uses. A full
description of the the trip generation methodology is attached in Exhibit 8. A
net increase of 610 (305 in/305 out) total daily trips, 62 (27 ini35 out} PM
peak hour trips, and 33 (26 in/7 out) AM peak hour trips are estimated for the
completion of Phase I and Phase II.

/ / \, ,1 .

V

~

f.

Proposed measures to reduce or control transportation impacts,
if any.
A full traffic study is enclosed in Appendix G prepared by Heffron
Transportation, Inc., At this tlme no off-site transportation mitigation
measures would be required to accommodate the Emerald Heights Master
Plan.

15.

Public Services
a.

Would the project result in an increased need for public
services (for example: fire protection, police protection, health
care, schools, other)?
Yes
No. ff so, generally describe.

D

b.

iZI

Proposed measures to reduce or control direct impacts on
public services, if any.

n ___ ,.,, _c,-,.:
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Evaluation
for
Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant

16.

Utilities
a.

Select utilities currently available at the site:

iZI
121

iZI
iZI
iZI
iZI

•
•
b.

Electricity
Natural gas
Water
Refuse service
Telephone
Sanitary Sewer
Septic System
Other

Describe the utilities that are proposed for the project, the
utility providing the service, and the general construction
activities on the site or in the immediate vicinity which might
be needed.

Using their computer model, Ci1y staff has confirmed that the downstream
sewer system has adequate capacity to receive additiona[ flows anticipated
to resutt from future development enabled by the Emerald Heights' rezone.
However, two downstream sewer manholes have been identified as having
had some history of maintenance problems. See the attached page for a
rioc,-..rin11nn

C.

SIGNATURE
The above answers are true and complete to the best of my knowledge. I
understand that the lead agency is relying on them to make its decision.

Sign•~~~~.,_____Date Submitted:

cl/ ~

Relationship of signer to project:

d!Y/t!J

d'a:-J4£t:

h?,
/

To be completed by applicant

D.

SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET FOR NON~PROJECT ACTIONS
{_00 NOT USE THIS SHEET FOR PROJECT ACTIONS)
Because these questions are very general, it may be helpful to read them in
conjunction with the list of the elements of the environment.
When answering these questions, be aware of the extent the proposal or the
types of activities likely to result from the proposal, would affect the item at a
greater intensity or at a fas ter rate than if the proposal were not implemented.
Respond briefly and in general terms.

I.

How would the proposal be likely to increase discharge to water;
emissions to air; production, storage, or release of toxic or hazardous
substances; or production of noise:

Storm Water: The project will generate additional stormwater, which Emerald
Heights will manage consistent with City of Redmond's storm water management
practices both during and post construction .
Noise: On a short-term basis, site preparation and construction noise would be
generated. On a long-term basis, additional traffic movement to and from the project
site would add to the existing traffic noise levels. Emerald Heights anticipates that all
noise impacts will remain within the City of Redmond's noise standards.

Proposed measures to avoid or reduce such increases are:
A Best Management Practices (BMP) Plan for erosion and drainage control would be
implemented as required. The BMP plan will reduce dust emissions to the air.

2.

How would the proposal be likely to affect plants, animals, fish, or
marine life?

No impact anticipated

Proposed measures to protect or conserve plants, animals, fish or
marine life are:

Evaluation for
Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant
3.

How would the proposal be likely to deplete energy or natural
resources?

No, the proposal will not deplete energy or natrual resources.

Proposed measures to protect or conserve energy and natural resources
are:

4.

How would the proposal be likely to use or affect environmentally
sensitive areas or areas designated (or eligible or under study) for
governmental protection; such as parks, wilderness, wild and scenic
rivers, threatened or endangered species habitat, historic or cultural
sites, wetlands, floodplains, or prime farmlands:

Emerald Heights has designed the project, including both Phase I and Phase 11, so
that they will not impact on-site environmentally sensitive areas and any other
designated areas or their buffers.

Proposed measures to protect such resources or to avoid or reduce
impacts are:

5.

How would the proposal be likely to affect land and shoreline use,
including whether it would allow or encourage land or shoreline uses
incompatible with existing plans?

This proposal will not affect land and shoreline use.

Evaluation for
Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant

Evaluation for
Agency Use only

Proposed measures to avoid or reduce shoreline and land use impacts
are:

6.

How would the proposal be likely to increase transportation or public
services and utilities?

Appendix G (Phase I traffic impact study) sets forth the additional transportation
impacts that are likely to be generated by Phase I of the project. Emerald Heights
does not anticipate that the project at full build out, Phase I and Phase 11, will
generate demand for new utilities or public services. ti is our understanding that
existing services are adequate to accommodate Emerald Heights' proposed
development. Two manholes have been identmed with maintenance issues; see the
next page for a description.

Proposed measures to reduce or respond to such dernand(s) are:
Emerald Heights provides bus service for residents in order to reduce impacts on
the transportation system .

7.

Identify, if possible, whether the proposal may conflict with local, state,
or federal laws or requirements for the protection of the environment.

No CONfLlt1

City of Redmond
Environmental Checklist
Amended September 16,2010
Response to Technical Review dated July 12, 2010

Ill. Utilities - Sewer and Water
A. STAFF CONT ACT: Please contact the following staff member for clarification
regarding these comments.
I. Jim Strei~ P.E., Sr. Utility Engineer
2. Phone: 425-556-2844
3. E-mail: jstreit@Redrnond.gov
B. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1. There are sewer capacity issues (in l 83rc1 A venue NE) within the sewer
system serving this site. The City will have a flow monitor installed in a
manhole to determine the extent of the issue and what may need to be done.
Once we have further information, we will advise the applicant of the results,
the extent of the problem and the information that needs to be added to
Section 16 of the SEPA Checklisl

Response:
Using their computer model, City staff has confirmed that the downstream sewer system
has adequate capacity to receive additional flows anticipated to result from future
development enabled by the Emerald Heights' rezone. However, two downstream sewer
manholes (#4D1SMH282 and #4D1SMH298) have been identified as having had some
history of maintenance problems.
#W-!282 is over 20' deep and receives flow from two incoming lines- one from the west
and one from the east The line from the west (serving Emerald Heights) enters the
manhole in an outside drop. The flow turns 90 degrees and exits the manhole to the
south. The line from the east enters the manhole without a drop. City staff indicates that
the flow from the west has in the past caused reverse flow in the line entering from the
east. If the City approves the current rezone request, more flow from the west may result
when Emerald Heights develops Phase II, which may worsen this backflow problem.
Correction of this problem may require separation or redirection of the existing inflow
lines to reduce bend angle and eliminate opposing flow conditions. This work may
involve installation of new manholes and pipe in proximity to the existing manhole
within the existing right-of-way. Cost for design and construction of the correction work
is anticipated to be approximately $30,000.
MH298 is downstream of .MH282 and is located at an angle point in the system. City
staff indicates that this manhole has a solids build-up problem. Some combination of
load, velocity, channel shape, and slope is causing sediment to accumulate on the outside
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edge of the existing channel. More flow resulting from future development following the
Emerald Heights' rezone may worsen this solids build-up problem. Re-channeling the
manhole to better direct and contain the flow is expected to improve this condition. Cost
for design and construction of the correction work is anticipated to be approximately

$3,000.
Prior to addition of sewage flows resulting from future development enabled by this
rezone, Emerald Heights expects to work with the City to establish an equitable
contribution to help address the correction of the above described maintenance problems.
Aside from these maintenance problems, no further downstream or sewer capacity issues
have been identified by applicant or City staff as a result of either the currently proposed
rezone or the future development currently _planned (Phases I and Il) if the rezone is
approved.
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Redrnond

Determination of Non-Significance
Certification of Public Notice
CITY OF REDMOND

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND COMMlJNITY DEVELOPMENT

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge a Determination of Non-Significance for
Emerald HeiQ:hts

File number: DEV020014/Ll 00205 was sent to the Proponent and to the attached

email list, on or before October 13. 2010.

Name (print)

Sherrie Funston

Signature
Date

October 13. 20 I 0

CERTIFICATE OF POSTING

I, the undersigned, certify that on_O-'ct=o-"be=r--"1'"3-'
"" .--'2=0'"""1'-0-'-_ _ _ _ _ _ , I posted copies of the attached
Detennination of Non-Significance at:
Location(s) on or near the site (4)
X

City Hall

X

Library

Name (print)
Signature
Date
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17012 NE 107TH ST LLC

AGRAWAL RAVINDRA K & SARI KA

ALLGEIER GERRY L & MARSHAL

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

1.100204/ TJ

9415 110TH PL NE

11019 172ND PL NE

10621176TH CT NE

KIRKLAND WA 98033

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

BARRON MARTHA A

BLAJEV ALEXANDRE & ELI I

BROOKE MARY JANE

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17710 NE 108TH WAY

10604 170TH CT NE

16902 NE 107TH ST

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

CAM ARA FRANC

BROWN DAVID K & RUTH ANN DEAN

CADIGAN MICHAELS & KATHLEEN

L100204/TJ
17014 NE 106TH ST

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

11027 172ND PL NE

176 20 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

CAMPBELL MATTHEW A

CARTER MICHAEL JAMES

CECH LINDAS

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17006 NE 106TH ST

10922 171ST PL NE

10602 171ST CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

CHAM BARD ALLAN R & KURZ ANN R

CHAN DANIEL

CHONG TONG LP

L100204/TJ
17704 NE 107TH CT

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17017 NE 108TH WAY

10712 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

CHRISTENSEN SETH & AMY

CREEK JERRY D

L100204/TJ
17010 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ

CURRENT OCCUPANT
L100204/TJ

11420 176TH PL NE

10608 170TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

CURRENT OCCUPANT

CURRENT OCCUPANT

CURRENT OCCUPANT

Ll00204/TJ
10611 170TH CT NE

L100204/TJ
11100 172ND AVE NE

Ll00204/TJ
17012 NE 107TH ST

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

CURRENT OCCUPANT

CURRENT OCCUPANT

CURRENT OCCUPANT

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17016 NE 107TH ST

17018 NE 106TH ST

17272 NE 104TH ST

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

CURRENT OCCUPANT

DANSEGLIO MICHAELS & HEIDEMA

DEGANSEMAN WERNER

L100204/TJ
17611 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

17724 NE 110TH WAY

11424 176TH PL NE

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

DOUGHERTY CHARLES W & MARY AK

DROVER CALVIN & LAURA

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

EAKLE KELLIE & ANDERSON KEIT
l100204/TJ

17612 NE 110TH WAY

10711177TH CT NE

10619 171ST AVE NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052
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EASTSIDE RETIREMENT ASSN
7

EGBERG JEFF & KELLI

EISENMANN MARK U & AMY E

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

10736 177TH CT NE

17709 NE 108TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

ENGQUIST PETER & WENDYE

ERNST WILLIAM R & CRISTINA S

ESTES BRIAN A & JILL A

Ll00204/TJ
10622 176TH CT NE

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10804 170TH CT NE

17611 NE 108TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

FIGURELLE TERRY F

FINOCCHIO MARK J

FIRESTONE TERRY P & SHIRLEE C

L100204/TJ
17725 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
17718 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

FIRTH RICHARD

FISCHER ANTHONY A & JULIANNA

FITZGERALD JAMES S & BARBARA

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ
17711 NE 110TH WAY

~

204/TJ

Jl 176TH CIR NE

11018 172ND PL NE
REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

10805 177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ
17245 NE 144TH
REDMOND WA 98052

FRAZIER MARLAR

FRIEL WARRENS

FUJII CAREY J & JOSEPHINE

L100204/TJ
17020 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
17004 NE 107.TH s·T

L100204/TJ
17708 NE 110TH WAY

""DMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

FUKUDA MELVIN M & JEAN WY

GOTO HIROSHI & HIROKO

GRAYSON HOA

L100204/TJ
17603 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ
10907 177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ
17044 NE 114TH CT

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND

WA 98052

GUMM DAVIDE & SHARON S

GUSTAFSSON NI KLAS & INGEGARD

HAISTINGS STEPHAN V &

L100204/TJ
10620 171ST AVE NE

L100204/TJ
10826 177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ
11429176TH PL NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

HARRISON JR HOWARD W & BARBAR

HEIT JEROME F

HENDRICH SUSAN M

L100204/TJ
17719 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ
17104 NE 106TH

L100204/TJ
10917178TH PL NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

HERD DONALD E & HARUE T

HERTENBERGER RUSSELL N & TERI

HIRTZEL DON L

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17002 NE 106TH ST

11026 172ND PL NE

10915 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

·

L100204/TJ

HOLETZ STEVEN J

HUEY MARCUS A & KATHRYNE

~100204/TJ
10612 170TH CT NE

Ll00204/TJ
16910 NE 107TH ST

Ll00204/TJ
17603 NE 108TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

') KEVIN Y & LINDA P KONG
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HUME FREDERICK R & BETTY R

HUSS TERRY DAVID

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

11415 176TH PL NE

17024 NE 107TH

17717 NE 108TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

ITO MARK M & DOROTHY A

JOHNSTON KAY

KADACH PAVEL & YELENA

KALSONS ARTIS

Ll00204/TJ
17701 NE 108TH WAY

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10820 170TH CT NE

10610 171ST CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

KAPLAN ELIAS

KENNEDY IAN & CHRISTINA

KIEF A JAMES & SUSAN G CHABOT

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10612 171ST AVE NE

10731177TH CT NE

11000 172ND PL NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

KIM SAMUEL J & CAROLINA KLEE

KING BRIAN M

KINNEY RONALD D

l100204/TJ
17025 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10933 178TH PL NE

17028 NE 107TH ST

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

KNOWLTON PATRICK G

KOPPEL TOOMAS M

KRUSE DANIEL A

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

3530 211 TH PL SE

10828 170TH CT NE

L100204/TJ
17010 NE 106TH ST

SAMMAMISH WA 98075

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

KUBISTA DENISE & RAYMOND JR

LAKE WASH SCHOOL DIST #414

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

LAMPHERE JAMES W & KAREN D
L100204/TJ

17032 NE 107TH ST

PO BOX 97039 #A/P DEPT

10608 171ST AVE NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98073

REDMOND WA 98052

LARSON MATTHEW R & JOANNA L

LESSER STEPHEN I & NAPIER CAR

LI ZIQUAN & WANG ZHAOHUI

L100204/TJ
10605 171ST CT NE

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17628 NE 110TH WAY

10811170TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

LUTY ANDREW R & ANH T CHAU
L100204/TJ

LIN YICHENG MICHAEL & SHIAFUN

LUECKER ELIZABETH B

L100204/TJ
11034 172ND PL NE

Ll00204/TJ
11035 172ND Pl NE

17707 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

MA ARNOLD M

MANIS JAMES W & JODY L

MAYBEE MS PAMELA K

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

16909 NE 108TH WAY

11425 176TH PL NE

11434 176TH PL NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

MCLEAN TANYA R

MCMAHON EARNEST O JR & LORI A

MELTON JOHN C

L100204/TJ
10624 171ST AVE NE

Ll00204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

10811177TH CT NE

17716 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052
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MOHAN SUREN DER & NISHITA P

MOORE JAMES A

MUGHNETSYAN HRACHYA

'0204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

.,18 176TH CT NE

16912 NE 107TH ST

10606 171ST CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

MUSUVATHI MANDAN LAL & KAVITHA

MYXTER JOSEPH T

NETO JOSE CARL

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17009 NE 108TH WAY

16908 NE 106TH ST

17005 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

NICHOLS DAVID A & SHERRI M

NIIKKONEN PEKKA & DONNA

NORTHERN TRUST BANK

Ll00204/TJ
10732 177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ
10803 170TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
1414 4TH AVE
SEATTLE WA 98101

PAN LI DER & TSAI PING WU

PAPE SHARON & WEED SUSAN W

PEREIRA GEORGETTE

L100204/TJ
17028 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
16515 NE 98TH CT

L100204/TJ
10906 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

PETESCH PETER J & TINA M

PETITPAS STEVEN

PIETROMONACO FRANKS & JACKI L

L100204/TJ
10728 177TH CT NE
r>CDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
11002 172ND PL NE
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10812 170TH CT NE

PILARINOS DENNIS

PLAMPIN THOMAS M

POWELL RONALD O & SUSAN G

L100204/TJ
10616 171ST AVE NE

L100204/TJ
10618 169TH AVE NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10810 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

PRAKASH KISHORE K

RAKONZA STEPHEN

RANDAL SCOTT A

L100204/TJ
10727 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10925 178TH PL NE
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10609 171ST CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND CITY OF

REISENAUER BRUCE & DENISE

RIDDELL JACQUELINE A

Ll00204/TJ
PO BOX 97010 M/S 3NFN

Ll00204/TJ
17041 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
10818 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98073

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

RODRIGUEZ JUAN A & IVONNE M

ROE VICTORIA

ROLLOLAZO WESLEY A

L100204/TJ
17018 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ
10507 170TH CT NE

PO BOX 2093

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98073

SAYERS TIMOTHY P & JANET L

SCHACH DAVID

':\N TOM J

REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ

-~00204/TJ
10612 169TH AVE NE

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17033 NE 108TH WAY

10802 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052
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SCHEIBE PATRICK S & WENDI M

SCHIMMEL GREGG & BRISTOW,MONI

SCHLOSSER DENNIS

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L10020.4/TJ

10601171ST CT NE

10719 177TH CT NE

10611171ST AVE NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

SCHLOSSER DENNIS F & STONEBAC

SHEFFIELD KELLY C & LISA M

SHUMAKER CARL A & KATHERINE M

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

ll00204/TJ

17026 NE 106TH ST

10835 177TH CT NE

17233 NE 116TH ST

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

SNODGRASS MARTIN E & D

SKOGLUND DEBORAH A

SLOAN GLORIA MAE

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10827 177TH CT NE

16906 NE 107TH ST

11416 172ND AVE NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

SNOWDEN KATHLEEN LOUISE

SOMOGYVARI KAROLY & ERIKA

STALWICK MICHAEL EDWIN & SHEL

L100204/TJ
17023 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17619 NE 110TH WAY

17020 NE 107TH

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

STAVIG WILLIAM E & PATRICIA

SURRIDGE RUSSELL T JR

TAPIA STEVEN P & SIUDMAK STEP

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10703 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

Ll00204/TJ
10706 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

THOMSON JAMES E & PATRICIA A

TUCKER GARY G & VICKI J

TVEDT BRADLEY J & KRISTEN B

L100204/TJ
10724 177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ

l100204/TJ

11010 172ND Pl NE

10914 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

VAUI AFFSHIN

VAN GORKOM MICHAELE & LISSA

VANCE NOLAN R & LINDSAY 0

L100204/TJ
17001 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
17008 NE 107TH ST

10603 170TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

17015 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ

VEYNA ARTHUR C & ANNA E

WAG NESS MICHAEL J & JUDY A

WENNBERG PAUL W

L100204/TJ
4201 BUTTERFIELD WAY

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10819 177TH CT NE

17104 NE 110TH WAY

LAS VEGAS NV 89103

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

WESAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

WEYER BRANSTON J & CINDY C

WONG ALVIN YEN

L100204/TJ

l100204/TJ

PO BOX 2093

L100204/TJ
11042 172ND PL NE

17604 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98073

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

WONG SHACK LIEN

WONG WILBUR JEN

YAMADA KAZUO & JUNKO

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ
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ATTACHMENT 9
Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kriedt, Gary (Gary. Kriedt@kingcounty.gov]
Wednesday, October 13, 2010 1:31 PM
Thara Johnson
Hahn, LG; Arrowsmith , Jim
RE: City of Redmond SEPA; Emerald Heights L100205

H1 Thara -- King County Metro Transit staff reviewed the Emerald Heights project, #Ll00205, and we have the follow::
comments.
Metro has a bus stop on the west side of 179th Ave. NE at the access road to Emerald Heights south of NE 108th Way on
th e east side of the site. The bus stop has a bench, added about 2 yrs ago. A sidewalk needs to be constructed from the
Emerald Heights buildings out to the sidewalk on 179th Ave . NE. Pedestrians must now walk in the driveway which is
not safe.
The sidewalk at the bus stop is only 5 ft wide; an additional 4 ft of depth for 10 ft. at the bus stop would improve conditions
and make it more ADA compliant.
Please have the project proponent contact LG Hahn, Transit Planner, at (206) 684-1725, la.hahn@kinqcounty.gov to
discuss bus stop and pedestrian improvements in anticipation of Phase I and Phase II of the project.
Thank you!
Gary Kriedt, Senior Environmental Planner
Metro Transit
201 Sout/7 Jackson St., MS l<SC-TR-04 3 1

Seattle, WA 98104-3856
(206) 684-1166 fax: (206)-684-1900
oarv.kriedt@kinqcounty.gov

Click here to repo1t this email as spam.

-1
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Martha Barron [barronma@comcast.net]
Sunday, October 17, 2010 6:43 PM
Thara Johnson
Emerald Heights

Ms. Johnson:
I received a notice in the mail about the Emerald Heights "DGA Project." Although the
document says that the proposal is "SEPA for zone change from R-4 to R-6" there is no
explanation of what that means. Will you please explain this to me or tell me where I ca n
find out what is going on here?
Thank you,
Martha Barron

1
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Thara Johnson
From :
Sent:

To:
Subject:

stalwick@comcast net
Monday, October 25, 2010 6:48 PM
Thara Johnson
Re: Ermerald Heights

Thank you for your reply.
Yes please add our address for any future information. 17020 NE 107th St Redmond, WA 98052.
I was planning on stopping in to your office tomorrow . Shall I ask for you? Do I come to your
department for more information?
Thank you again.
Shelley Stalwick

----- Original Message----From : "Thara Johnson" <TMJOHNSON@redmond .gov>
To : stalwick@comcast.net
Sent: Monday, October 25, 2010 5:33:51 PM
Subject: RE: Ermerald Heights
Hello
Thank you for your email and I'm sorry that I did not respond any sooner. I was out of the office all of last week . Emerald
Heights is proposing to change their zoning from R-4 (4 units or homes to the acre) to R-6 (6 units/ home s to the acre)
They are planning on adding additional units over a 10-15 year time line. The ravine located along the southwest portion
of the property is a critical area and they would not be impacting the existing critical area. Based on some preliminary
information my understanding is that they are going to be utilizing existing parking and redeveloping some of the
buildings to accommodate the additional units.
I would be happy to provide you with any additional information that you need. Also, if you would like to be added as a
party of record, please provide me with your mailing address,
Best Regards,

Thara Johnson - Associate Planner,
City of Redmond,
Planning & Community Development
Ph: 425-556-2470
fax: 425-556-2400
Em: tmjohnson@redmond.gov
From: stalwick@comcast.net rmailto:stalwick@comcast.net]

Sent: Friday, October 15, 2010 1:49 PM
To: Thara Johnson

Subject: Ermerald Heights
1
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We received information in the me.

.om the city regarding Emerald Hei~ .s.

We are curious what this information means in detail and want to know how we can find the answer.
Going from R4 to R6 I believe means their zoning_changes__to---4 h-ousehelds per acre to fr households
per acre. Does this mean they are planning to expand and build more units there?
·
We live on NE107th St that backs up to Emerald Heights property Right now there are no buildings
at the southwest corner of their property. It is a ravine with walking trails. We wonder if there are
plans to build in this southwest corner.
Any information you can provide would be appreciated.

Thank you
Mike & Shelley Stalwick

Click here to report this email as spam

This message has been scanned for rnalware by Websense. www. websense.com

2
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From: Grace Koopmans
Emerald Heights
th
10901- 176 Circle NE #1326
Redmond, Washington 98052
To: City of Redmond
Department of Planning and Community Development
PO Box 97010
Redmond, Washington 87073
RE: Emerald Heights Rezone Request from R-4 to R-6
As a 18 year resident of Emerald Heights, I object to the request for rezoning from
R-4 to R-6 so that 84 new living units can be constructed on Emerald Heights
property . The neighborhood does not need to be inconvenienced by the noise,
pollution and traffic that such construction will cause.
Not only will this disruption be during construction, but with many new residents,
th
traffic will increase. 179 Avenue is not adequate to accommodate more traffic,
th
as it is narrow. Cars and trucks will be backed up on.179 at the entrance to
Emerald Heights. Emergency vehicles will face problems.
Please be informed that this additional construction is not favored by Emerald
Heights residents. There is great opposition on the part of residents.
Thank you considering this request.
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October 16, 2010
Ms Thara Johnson, Project Planner
Development Services Center
th
15670 NE 85 Street
Redmond, WA 98052
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Dear Ms. Johnson,
As residents oC Emerald Heights we are concerned about the SEPA for Zone Change
from R-4 to R-6 We would like to knov,, what factors were considered when the lead
agency "determined that the proposal does not have a probable significant adverse impact
on the environment" and if that included the problems concerning the overtaxed sewer
line or the impact that the addition of approximately 150 more cars will have on the
neighborhood In addition, the plans we have been shown will remove a minimum of
150 existing parking spaces which will have to be replaced. All 300 parking spaces are
planned to be underground. Since we have good reason to suspect there are springs
underneath the property of Emerald Heights we feel this should be fort her examined .
Please send us any information you have concerning the remaining sequence of events in
the City process, their likely timing and how we may respond.
Thank you for your help in this matter,
Sincerely,
(See attached signatures)
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I knr f\1s Johnson
\s rr:s1dcnts ol' Emerald Heights we are concerned about the SlJ>.-\ lcir I.one Change
!"rum R-4 lll R-6 We would like to know what lacturs 1vere co11s1dcred when the le,id
agency "determined that the prl)posal does 1101 have a probable significant adverse impacr
<Jn the environment" and if that included the prob lem s concerning the 01·ei-ta\ccl se11,·1·
line u r the impact th,ll the aclcfition or approximately \ 'il) 11101·e car~ 1Vi\\ have u11 the
ne1ghb(11'110od In addition , th e pla ns 1ve have been shnwn 11'111 remove a 111i111111urn ul'
IS() c\isting park111g spaces which wil l have to be replaced ;\II .mo uf'them i\lC planned
to be underground Since we have good reason to suspect there are springs u11clernen1h tilt'
p1·ope1-1:v of Eme rald Heights we feel this should be fun her examined

J)lease send us any information you have concerning the remaining sequence
1lie City process, their likel y timing and how we may respond

or events 111

Th,111k you,
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!)car [\'1s Juh11so11

-\s 1·esi dc11 ts 01· E·:rnerald Heights we are co ncerned about the Sl-:1) •\ i\) r /one Change
I·ro rn R-4 to R-o We wo uld lih:e to know w hat factors W\:re co nsid ered w hen the lead

agency "determined that the proposal does not have a pt\)bablc significant adve1·se i111p,1c1
on th e environ111ent" and if'that included the problems co ncern ing the ove11axecl se1,,er
line or the impact that th e addition ul' appru.ximatel y 150 more cars will \Jave on th e
neighborhood . In addition. th e plan s we ha ve been shown will remove a n1111imu111 01·
I so c, ist ing parking spaces 1vhich 1vill have to be replaced !\II 300 of them arc pl ,rn nccl
tu be underground Since we have good reason to suspect there are spri ng s und ernea th the
propenv or· E111erald Heights we reel thi s should be funher e,arninecl
Please se 11d us any inCormat1011 you ha ve concern i ng. lhe remaining seque nce ,)l'nT nts in
the C ity process, their likely timing and how we ma y respond

rliank you.
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Dear i\1s .Joh11s011

:-\s residents ot' Emerald Heights we are concerned about the Sl:::P.A for Zone Change
from R-4 to R-6 We would like to know what factors were considered when the lead
agency "determined that the proposal does not have a probable significant adverse 1rnpac1
on the environment" and if that included the problems concerning the ovenaxed sewer
li11e or the irnpacL that the addition
approximately 150 more cars will have on the

or

or

neighborhood In addition, the plans we have been shown will remove a minimum
150 existing parking spaces which will have to be replaced All 300 of them are planned
tu be underground . Since we have good reason to suspect there are springs u11derneath 1he
property
Emerald Heights we feel this should be further examined

or

Please send us· any information you have concerning the 1·emaining sequence ol' events in
the City process, their likely timing and how we rnay respond
Thank you.
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lk,1 r 1\·Js Johnson

•\s 1\:s1dc11ts ot' Emerald Heights we are concerned abuut the S[P,'\ rur 7,l11H.: Change
t"rnrn R-4 10 R-6 We v,;ould like to know what factors ,verc considered ,,1ic,11he kc1cl
agency "determined that the proposal does not have a probable significant adverse 1111pac1
llll the environment" and if that included the problems concerning the (l\'ertawd scwc1

or

line or the impact that the addit'1on
approximately \ 50 more cars will ha,·e un the
11c1ghborhood In addition, the plans we ha ve been shown ,,ill remove a minimum of'
I :=,o existing parking spaces which will ha ve to be replaced All 300 ol-tilc111 arc planned
t(l be underground . Since we have good reason to suspect 1hc1t' are springs u1hk111eath 1hc
propeny
Emerald Heights we !eel this should be further examined

or

!>lease send us· any inf'ormation you have concerning, the remaining, sequence
the City process, their· 1,kely timing and how we may respond

ur events

111

Thank you.

t/':)C.j
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lkar \h Juhnsu11

\s 1·es1 cknts o i' Emerc1ld Heights we are concerned :-ibout the SIJ)_A. lc)r 7.o ne Change
I·rn [)) R-4 to R-6 We wo uld 11!-:e to !-:now wh,11 lac1u1·s \\ere conside red when the kad
agency "detem1in ed that the proposal does no t ha ve a prubablc signilicant adverse irnpacI
the env iron ment" and ii' that in cluded the problems co nccrn111g the ove na.\ed se"·er
lin e u, the impact that th e aclditiun
appro\i111,11ely I "iO rnurL' cars 1\ ill l1a1e u n 1hc
11L·1 g hbui-l1uod In adciilion. the plans we have been shuwn will remuve minimum 01·
I~() L'\ISt 1ng parl-:i11g spaces 1-vhich w ill han:: 10 be rep la ced .-\ II 300 01· them die pl ,11111 i:d
10 be un derground . Since \Ve have good reason 10 suspect th ere are springs undern ea th the
propcny of Emerald Heights we feel thi s should be furth er C\aminccl
,111

or

,i

Pl ce1se se nd us anv inCormat io n you ha ve concern i ng the remai n in~ sequence 01· events i11

Thc111!-: vo u.
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Dear f\<ls John son

or

.·\s r·esidents
Emerald Heights we are con ce rned about the SEJ)/\ lcll· 7.onc Cha n'.!e
11·orn R-4 to R-0 \Ve would like to know what lactms were considered w l1 e11 the kc1cl
agency "determined that the proposal do es not !1ave a probable signiiicant ,1dvtrse irn1.1ac1
,ln the env,rnnment" and if that included the prob lem s co ncerning th e overla\ed st\\·CJ
li11e or the i mpact that th e addit i on of approximately 150 more cars w ill ha,·c on the
neighbo rhood . In addition, th e plan s we have been show n w ill remo ve a 111i11m1u111
150 exis ting parking spaces w hi ch w ill ha ve to be replaced All ] 00
1hc111 are pla1111ed
to be unde rgro und Since we lrn ve good reason to sus pec t there are springs u11derne,11h 1he
prnperty of Em era ld Heights we feel this should be fur1her examined

or

(J r

Please send us an y i nformation you have concerning the remaining sequence o l'events

111

the City process. their lik ely liming and how we ma y respo nd
Thank you.
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Dcilr !Vis Johnson

As res1derm of Emerald Heights we are concerned about the SEP.A for Zone Cha11~c
J°rnm R-4 to R-6 We would like to know what factors were considered when the lec1d
c1gency "determined that the proposal does not have a probable significant adverse 1mpac1
on the environment" and if that included the problems concerni11g the ove11a.xed sewer
line or the impact that the addition of approximately \ 50 more cars will have on the
neighborhood . ln addition, the plans we have been shown wi ll remove a minimum ol'
! 50 existing parking spaces which will have to be replaced All 300 of them are planned
tu be underground . Since we have good reason to suspect there are springs u11dernea1h the
propeny
Emerald Heights we feel this should be further examined .

or

Please send us· any information you have concerning the remaining sequence or events in
the City process, their likely timing and how we may respond
Than~ you.
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Dear i\ l s Johnson
-\s rcsick111s u1· l~merald Heights we are concerned about the SEP •\ 1'<1 1· ?:une Cha11 ge
We would like to kn ow w hal fact or) wert considc1·ccl ,, hc11 t li e kad
agency "determined that th e proposal does not have a probab le s1g11i 1·1ca n1 <ldw rsc impac1
on the environment" and ii-tha t included the problems concerning the nvenaxcd se1,er
l111e ur the i111pact that the addit ion 01· approximately l :'>0 rnore cars will ha1 e ~)n the
11c1ghborhood . In addition, th e plans we have been shown will remo ve a rrnnirnurn til·
150 e,1st1ng par-king spaces w hi ch will have to be repla ced All JOO ol'thelll are pl<11111ed
I·ro 111 R-.:J to IZ-6

be undergruund Si nce we have good reaso n to suspecr th ere are spri ngs
prope11y or [rnerald Height s we feel thi s should be fu n her examined

10

u11d ernea1h

the

j)iease senci us any inform ati on you ha ve co ncerning, the remaining seque nce oi' eve ills in
1l1c Ci t y prn ccss, their li kely timing and hovv we may respond
T hank you,
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Dear f\:1s Julrnson

-\ s re~1dc111s o!'E:merald Heig hts \\/e are co ncerned ab out th e Sl~P/\ for i'..one Cha!l~t·
(mm l<.- '1 tu IZ- 6 We would like to know \vhat lactu1·s 1\e 1"1.: conside1cd 1d11:·11 :Ile k,1d
agency "de term ined that the proposal does not haw a pro bable sig111!'icant ad\crse irnp,1 u
nn the envi ron ment " and ii' th at included the problems co nce rnin g th e nve n ,1,ed se11 ,:r
lin e u1 the Impc1c l that the add ition ol' app ro \ 1rriatel y 15 0 mo re ca rs wi ll kt H: u11 the
11e1 ghh 11 rlrnocl In addition . th e pl ans we hav e bee n shown will rtmove a mi11i111um ui'
J 'iU t.:\1st1ng parking spac es which will have to be repla ced
All 300 nl ' 1he111 are pl ann ed
to be undergro und Since we have good reason to suspecl there are sp ring s 11nd u nec1 th tile
prnpcny of· Em erald Heig hts we feel thi s should be further exa mined
l1 k ase se nd us any i nformation you have concerning the 1ernaining sequenc e u 1·cn:11 ts 111
th e Cit \ pr\lcess. their likel y timing and how we may re spl>ncl
Th ,111!-; yn 11 .
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D1:,1 1· f\·ts Johnson
:\~ residents

or hnerald Heights we are concerned about the SFY.>\ !'or Zone Change

We would like to know what !actors werL: co nsidered when the lead
ageI1cy "d ete rmined that the proposal does not have a probable significant adverse Imp,1c1
011 the e1wiron111ent" and i!' that included the problems co11cernI11g: the overtaxed SC\ver
line or the impact that the addition
appro.\1rnately I SO more ems w ill llcl\'t llfl the
neighblir·hood 111 addition, the plans we have been shown \viii remove a 111111imu111
150 ex is ting parking spaces which will ha ve lo be repla ced ,\II J\JO o!' them aI(' planned
10 be underground . Since we ha ve good reason 10 suspect there ,ire springs underneath the
pro peny of' Emerald Heights we !eel this should be Further e:xamincd
t'rorn R-4 to R-0

or

or

Please send us any inCormation you have concerning lhe rema in ing sequence ol' events in
the City process, their likely timing and how we may re spond .
Than~ you,
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ATTACHMENT10

Certification of Public Notice
FILE: Emerald Heights - Development Guide Amendment (DGA)
File No. L100204, L100205 SEPA
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
A Notice of a Public Hearing to be held on MAY 2, 2011, was sent to the Applicant, Parties of Record,
and property owners whose name and addresses appear on the attached list that has been provided to the
Office of the Hearing Examiner by the City of Redmond Development Services Center by first class
mail, on or before APRIL 11. 2011 .

CERTIFICATE OF NEWSPAPER PUBLICATION
On April ·7, 2011 a copy of the attached Notice of Public Hearing was sent to the Seattle Times (the
City's official newspaper) to be published on April 11 , 20 11.

I hereby certify under penalty f perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the foregoing is
true and correct.
Sign e

Title: City Clerk

Date:

Place: M

_J

,

~£~
u

CERTIFICATE OF POSTING AND PUBLIC NOTICE
Site and Public Places
On

/\fR\ L \,\ 1 '2.. OJ\

I posted a copy of the attached Notice of Public Hearing on or near

the site, and posted a copy of the Notice of Public Hearing at: City Hall:_x_ Library: X (by Clerk)

I, the undersigned, declare that Public Notice was given as required in the Redmond Community
Development duide, 20F.30.10 and certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of
Washington that the foregoing is true and correct.
Signed: ~ O ' V l
Date:

Olk/I l\,(lo\\

Title:

I\S,~C('.) AJS f<.PNNS(<.

Place:

REDMO~'D! UQA
(City, State)
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·; Redmond

April 7, 2010

RE:

Emerald Heights - Development Guide Amendment (DGA), LI 00204, LI 00205 SEPA
Public Hearing Before the Hearing Examiner

Dear Thara:
Attached is the public notice to be posted no later than
Monday, April 11, 2010 at the following location:

1 public notice to be posted on the project site.
The Office of the Hearing Examiner has posted a copy at City Hall and the Redmond Library.
Please find included a RCTV notice and a Certification of Public Notice for you to sign and include
in your Technical Committee Report.
Additionally, I'll send you a copy of the public notice from the Seattle Times for inclusion in your
tech report. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
CITY OF REDMOND
I J
MICHELLE M. MCGEHEE, CMC, CITY CLERK /-1

-

ctuA~

ELIZABETH M. ADKISSON
Deputy City Clerk

City Holl • 15670 NE 85th Street • PO Box 970 l O • Redlria{m. }vl,,& 98073-971 O
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
PUBLIC HEAIUNG DATE:

MONDAY, MAY 2, 201 I

TIME:

7

PM

PLACE: CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS, CITY HALL 15670 NE 85 TH Street Redmond WA 98052
BY: Hea rin g Examiner, Towe ill Ri ce Tayl or LLC

PROJECT NAME: Emerald Hei ghts, Deve lopment Guide Amen1ment (DGA), File Nos . LI 00204, LI 00205 SEPA
PERMIT TYPE: Type IV, Devel o pment Guide Amendment (DGA) - Zoning APPLICATION DATE: 06/07/2010
ADDRESS: 7520 2nd Ave NE, Seattle, WA 9811 5

APPLICANT: Julie Lawton
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Rezone from Existing Zoning Designation of R-4 to Proposed Designation of R-6

PROJECT LOCATION: 10901 176 th Circle NE, Redmond , WA 98052
SIZE-ACRES: 38

SIZE - SQFT: 1,655,280

NEIGHBORHOOD: Education Hill
PARCEL: 362605-9003

ZONING:

R4

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION: Single Family Urban
APPLICABLE PROJECT PERMITS: Development Guide Amendment
APPLICABLE PROJECT PERMITS NOT PART OF THIS APPLICATION: Site Plan Entitlement
REQUIRED STUDIES: Stormwater Analysis, Traffic Analysis
SEPA THRESHOLD DETERMINATION: Determination ofNon-Significance (DNS)
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD All interested persons who would like to become a Party of Record, are invited to
testify at the public hearing to express their views, or to submit written testimony at the hearing. Additionally, you may
become a Party of Record by submitting written comments (email is acceptable, please include mailing address to become
a Party of Record) to the Development Services Center prior to the hearing to be received no later than MAY 2, 2011, by
5 PM. Only Parties of Record will have the right to request reconsideration of the Hearing Exarnii1er's Recommendation
and/or appeal of the Decision to City Council. The staff contact for this project, Thara Johnson, Associate Planner, may be
reached at 425-556-2470, FAX 425 556-2400, or email tmjohnson@redmond.gov. Mailing address: City Hall, 15670 N.E.
85th Street, PO Box 9710, Redmond, WA 98073-9710.

INFORMATIO

AVAILABLE: A copy of the Staff Report will be available 21 days prior to the hearing (copies can
be provided at the requestor's cost). The application and all documents filed by the Applicant are available for inspection
or copying ( at the cost of the requestor) and are on file in the Development Services Center. The file may be examined at
the Development Services Center during business hours and is located at City Hall, 15670 N.E. 85th Street, Redmond,
WA 98073-9710 (425-556-2473).

PUBLIC HEARING INFORMATION AVAILABLE: Following the hearing to be held on MAY 2, 2011, a copy of
the decision will be sent to parties of record, and can be obtained by contacting the Office of the Hearing Examiner, City
of Redmond, MS: 3NFN, P.O. Box 97010, Redmond, WA 98073-9710 Phone: (425) 556-2191. The appeal procedures
will be set forth in the Hearing Examiner's Report issued in this matter. If you are hearing or visually impaired, notify the
Office of the Hearing Examiner at 425-556-219 l one week in advance of the hearing in order to be provided assistance.

DATE OF NOTICE: April 11, 2011
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Use Avery® Template 5160®

•

Feed Paper -

tleno along line to

1--\VV ~-

expose Pop-up Edge'"··

1

~~

AVERY@5160®

'\lruf 0v'l~s~

17012 NE 107TH ST LLC

AGRAWAL RAVINDRA K & SARI KA

ALLGEIER GERRY L & MARSHAL

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

9415 110TH PL NE

11019 172ND PL NE

10621 176TH CT NE

KIRKLAND WA 98033

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

BARRON MARTHA A

BLAJEV ALEXANDRE & ELI I

BROOKE MARY JANE

L100204/TJ

L100204/ TJ

L100204/TJ

17710 NE 108TH WAY

10604 170TH CT NE

16902 NE 107TH ST

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

BROWN DAVID K & RUTH ANN DEAN

CADIGAN MICHAELS & KATHLEEN

CAMARA FRANC

L100204 / TJ
17014 NE 106TH ST

L100204/ TJ
11027 172ND PL NE

L1 00204/TJ
17620 NF. 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

CAMPBELL MATTHEW A

CARTER MICHAEL JAMES

CECH LINDA S

L100204/TJ
17006 NE 106TH ST
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10922 171ST PL NE

L100204/TJ
10602 171ST CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

CHAM BARD ALLAN R & KURZ ANN R

CHAN DANIEL

CHONG TONG LP

L100204/TJ
17704 NE 107TH CT
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
17017 NE 108TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

Ll00204/TJ
10712 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

-..:HRISTENSEN SETH & AMY

CREEK JERRY D

CURRENT OCCUPANT

L100204/TJ
17010 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
11420 176TH PL NE
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10608 170TH CT NE
REDMOND,WA 98052

CURRENT OCCUPANT

CURRENT OCCUPANT

L100204/TJ
10611 170TH CT NE
REDMOND,WA 98052

L100204/TJ
11100 172ND AVE NE

CURRENT OCCUPANT
L100204/TJ
17012 NE 107TH ST

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

CURRENT OCCUPANT

CURRENT OCCUPANT

CURRENT OCCUPANT

L100204/TJ
17016 NE 107TH ST
REDMOND,WA 98052

L100204/TJ
17018 NE 106TH ST

L100204/TJ
17272 NE 104TH ST

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND,WA 98052

CURRENT OCCUPANT

DANSEGLIO MICHAELS & HEIDEMA

DEGANSEMAN WERNER

L100204/TJ
17611 NE 110TH WAY

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17724 NE 110TH WAY

11424 17&TH PL NE

REDMOND,WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

DOUGHERTY CHARLES W & MARY AK

DROVER CALVIN & LAURA

EAKLE KELLI E & ANDERSON KEIT

Ll00204/TJ

L100204/TJ

•

1

00204/TJ

. 612 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

Etiquettes faciles a peter
Utilisez le gabarit AVERY® S160®

10711177TH CT NE

10619 171ST AVE NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

•

Sens de
charaernent

Repliez a la hachure afin de
reveler le rebord Pop-up""

l

vf~~J,J~om

J

1-800-GO-AVERY

:

1

Use,Avery® Template 5160®
EASTSIDE RETIREMENT ASSN
L100204/TJ

I

J

expose Pop-~p Edge™

Feed Paper -

.>ERG JEFF & KELLI
L100204/TJ

~

I

T""'Yl-.1'\.I

.....,

JIVV"

j

.NMANN MARK U & AMYE
L100204/TJ

10901176TH CIR NE

10736 177TH CT NE

17709 NE 108TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

ENGQUIST PETER & WENDYE

ERNST WILLIAM R & CRISTINA S

ESTES BRIAN A & JILL A

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/ TJ

10622 176TH CT NE

10804 170TH CT NE

17611 NE 108TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND

FIGURELLE TERRY F

FINOCCHlO MARK J

FIRESTONE TERRY P & SHIRLEE C

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

WA 98052

17725 NE 108TH WAY

17718 NE 108TH WAY

10805 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

FIRTH RICHARD

FISCHER ANTHONY A & JULIANNA

FITZGERALD JAMES S & BARBARA

L100204/TJ
11018 172ND PL NE

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17711 NE 110TH WAY

17245 NE 144TH

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

FRAZIER MARLAR

FRIEL WARRENS

FUJII CAREY J & JOSEPHINE

L100204/TJ
17020 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
17004 NE 107TH ST

L100204/TJ
17708 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

FUKUDA MELVIN M & JEAN WY

GOTO HIROSHI & HIROKO

GRAYSON HOA

L100204/TJ
17603 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ
10907 177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ
17044 NE 114TH CT

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

GUMM DAVIDE & SHARON S

GUSTAFSSON NlKLAS & lNGEGARD

HAISTINGS STEPHAN V &

L100204/TJ
10620 171ST AVE NE
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10826 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
11429 176TH PL NE
REDMOND WA 98052

HARRISON JR HOWARD W & BARBAR

HEIT JEROME F

HENDRICH SUSAN M

L100204/TJ
17719 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

17104 NE 106TH

10917178TH PL NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

HERD DONALD E & HARUE T

HERTENBERGER RUSSELL N & TERI

HIRTZEL DON L

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

l100204/TJ

17002 NE 106TH ST

11026 172ND PL NE

10915 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

HO KEVIN Y & LINDA P KONG

HOLETZ STEVEN J

HUEY MARCUS A & KATHRYNE

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10612 170TH CT NE

16910 NE 107TH ST

17603 NE 108TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

Etiquettes faciles a peler
...
.
. • . - . ~--.... ~ -4 _.,..,(m

A.
Sens de

I

l_

Repliez

a la hachure afin de

-.:. ~,.!;I ...... I ........ 1-.--..1 r, ......... , ,-Ml'
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www.avery.com
1-0/'l/'l_r:n_l\\/CDV

I
I.
I

tasy 1-'eel"" Labels
Use Avery® Template 5160®

A

Bend along line to
expose Pop-up Edgern.

-

Feed Paper -

~

AVERY'!? 5160 ®

HUME FREDERICK R & SETT R

HUSS TERRY DAVID

ITO MARK M & DOROTHY A

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

'1415 176TH PL NE

17024 NE 107TH

17717 NE 108TH WAY

KEDMONO WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

JOHNSTON KAY

KADACH PAVEL & YELENA

KALSONS ARTIS

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

l100204/TJ

17701 NE 108TH WAY

10820 170TH CT NE

10610 171ST CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

KAPLAN ELIAS

KENNEDY IAN & CHRISTINA

KIEF A JAMES & SUSAN G CHABOT

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10612 171ST AVE NE

10731177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ
11000 172ND PL NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

KIM SAMUEL J & CAROLINA KLEE

KING BRIAN M

KINNEY RONALD D

L100204/TJ
17025 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
10933 178TH PL NE
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
17028 NE 107TH ST
REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

KNOWLTON PATRICK G

KOPPEL TOOMAS M

KRUSE DANIEL A

L100204/TJ
3530 211 TH PL SE
SAMMAMISH WA 98075

L100204/TJ
10828 170TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
17010 NE 106TH ST
REDMOND WA 98052

KUBISTA DENISE & RAYMOND JR
L100204/TJ
17032 NE 107TH ST
REDMOND WA 98052

LAKE WASH SCHOOL DIST #414
L100204/TJ
PO BOX 97039 #A/P DEPT
REDMOND WA 98073

LAMPHERE JAMES W & KAHEN D
L100204/TJ
10608 171ST AVE NE
REDMOND WA 98052

LARSON MATTHEW R & JOANNA L

LESSER STEPHEN I & NAPIER CAR

LI ZIQUAN & WANG ZHAOHUI

L100204/TJ
10605 171ST CT NE

L100204/TJ
17628 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10811 170TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

LIN YICHENG MICHAEL & SHIAFUN

LUECKER ELIZABETH 8

LUTY ANDREW R & ANH T CHAU

L100204/TJ
11034 172ND PL NE

L100204/TJ
11035 172ND PL NE

L100204/TJ
17707 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

MA ARNOLD M

MANIS JAMES W & JODY L

MAYBEE MS PAMELA K

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

16909 NE 108TH WAY

11425 176TH PL NE

11434 176TH PL NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

MCMAHON EARNEST O JR & LORI A

MELTON JOHN C

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10624171ST AVE NE

10811177TH CT NE

17716 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

MCLEAN TANYA R
)0204/TJ

Etiquettes faciles
·••?1! _ _ _ , _

a peler

--L--.!.f. 1\\/CDV® c1c:n®

Sens de

a

Repliez la hachure afin de
reveler le rebord Pop-upMc

~~vl~1om
1-800-GO-AVERY

l

I

,J

MOHAN SURENDER & NISHITA P

Feed Paper -

expose Pop-Gp Edge"'

.10RE JAMES A

j

~

l""""I.

y -.

I '

•

-~

..J I

vv

GHNETSYAN HRACHYA

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

Ll00204/TJ

10618 176TH CT NE

16912 NE 107TH ST

10606 171ST CTN E

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

MUSUVATHI MANOANLAL & KAVITHA

MYXTER JOSEPH T

NETO JOSE CARL

L100204/TJ
17009 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ

l100204/TJ

16908 NE 106TH ST

17005 NE 110TH WAY

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

NICHOLS DAVID A & SHERRI M

NIIKKONEN PEKKA & DONNA

NORTHERN TRUST BANK

L100204/TJ
10732 177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10803 170TH CT NE

1414 4TH AVE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

SEATTLE WA 98101

PAN LI DER & TSAI PING WU

PAPE SHARON & WEED SUSAN W

PEREIRA GEORGETTE

L100204/TJ
17028 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
16515 NE 98TH CT

10906 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

PETESCH PETER J & TINA M

PETITPAS STEVEN

L100204/TJ
10728 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ
11002 172ND PL NE

PIETROMONACO FRANKS & JACKI L
l100204/TJ
10812 170TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

PILARINOS DENNIS

PLAMPIN THOMAS M

L100204/TJ
10616 171ST AVE NE -

L100204/TJ
10618 169TH AVE NE

POWELL RONALD O & SUSAN G
Ll00204/TJ

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

10810 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

PRAKASH KISHORE K

RAKONZA STEPHEN

RANDAL SCOTT A

L100204/TJ
10727 177TH CT NE

L100204/TJ

l100204/TJ

10925 178TH PL NE

10609 171ST CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

L100204/TJ

REISENAUER BRUCE & DENISE

RIDDELLJACQUELINE A

L100204/TJ
17041 NE 108TH WAY

L100204/TJ
10818 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

RODRIGUEZ JUAN A & IVONNE M

ROE VICTORIA

ROLLOLAZO WESLEY A

L100204/TJ
17018 NE 110TH WAY

L100204/TJ
10607 170TH CT NE

Ll00204/TJ

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98073

RYAN TOM J

SAYERS TIMOTHY P & JANET L

SCHACH DAVID

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

L100204/TJ

10612 169TH AVE NE

17033 NE 108TH WAY

10802 177TH CT NE

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

REDMOND WA 98052

Etiquettes faciles

a peler

1 l+ilico, lo ,.,.h,,.,i+ .n\fl=llV® <;1i;O®

...
Sens de

PO BOX 2093
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www.avery.com

l

Easy Peefl.!Y Labels

.&

Use Avery@Ternplate 5160®

-

Feed Paper -

Bend along line to
expose Pop-up Edge™

ViPJ

AVERY®

5160®

SCHEIBE PATRICK S & WENDI M
L100204/TJ
1
.0601171ST CT NE
KEDMOND WA 98052

SCHIMMEL GREGG & BRISTOW,MONI
L100204/TJ
10719 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

SCHLOSSER DENNIS
L100204/TJ
10611171ST AVE NE
REDMOND WA 98052

SCHLOSSER DENNIS F & STONEBAC
L100204/TJ
17026 NE 106TH ST
REDMOND WA 98052

SHEFFIELD KELLY C & LISA M
L100204/TJ
10835 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

SHUMAKER CARL A & KATHERINE M
L100204/TJ
17233 NE 116TH ST
REDMOND WA 98052

SKOGLUND DEBORAH A
L100204/TJ
10827 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

SLOAN GLORIA MAE
L100204/TJ
16906 NE 107TH ST
REDMOND WA 98052

SNODGRASS MARTINE & D
L100204/TJ
11416 172ND AVE NE
REDMOND WA 98052

SNOWDEN KATHLEEN LOUISE
L100204/TJ
17023 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

SOMOGYVARI KAROLY & ERIKA
L100204/TJ
17619 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

STAVIG WILLIAM E & PATRICIA
L100204/TJ
10703 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

SURRIDGE RUSSELL T JR
L100204/TJ
10706 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

TAPIA STEVEN P & SIUDMAK STEP
l100204/TJ
17015 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

THOMSON JAMES E & PATRICIA A
L100204/TJ
10724 177TH C:T NE
REDMOND WA 98052

TUCKER GARY G & VICKI J
L100204/TJ
11010 172ND PL NE
REDMOND WA 98052

TVEDT BRADLEY J & KRISTEN B
L100204/TJ
10914177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

VALJI AFFSHIN
L100204/TJ
17001 NE 108TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

VAN GORKOM MICHAELE & LISSA
L100204/TJ
17008 NE 107TH ST
REDMOND WA 98052

VANCE NOLAN R & LINDSAY 0
Ll00204/TJ
10603 170TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

VEYNA ARTHUR C & ANNA E
L100204/TJ
4201 BUTTERFIELD WAY
LAS VEGAS NV 89103

WAGNESS MICHAELJ & JUDY A
L100204/TJ
10819 177TH CT NE
REDMOND WA 98052

WENNBERG PAUL W
L100204/TJ
17104 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

WESAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
L100204/TJ
PO BOX 2093
REDMOND WA 98073

WEYER BRANSTON J & CINDY C
L100204/TJ
11042 172ND PL NE
REDMOND WA 98052

WONG ALVIN YEN
L100204/TJ
17604 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

WONG SHACK LIEN
00204/TJ
11011172ND PL NE
REDMOND WA 98052

WONG WILBUR JEN
L100204/TJ
17636 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

YAMADA KAZUO & JUNKO
L100204/TJ
17026 NE 110TH WAY
REDMOND WA 98052

Etiquettes faciles
....•.

•

. r.- .. ~ ...

a peler

""'r-nv®c1cn®

....
Sens de

Repliez a la hachure afin de
reveler le rebord Pop-upMc

~~v1AAom
1-800-GO-AVERY

l

I

).

Feed Paper -

expose Pop-up Edge"'

J

~

··--···

YEE SHEREEN P & BRIAN F
L100204/TJ
17710 NE 107TH CT

REDMOND WA 98052

Etiquettes faciles
,. • - •••

o

I

••

a peler

••i-r...,_,{R) ,-.,.."'®

A
Sens de

Page 124

Repliez a la hachure afin de

www.avery.com

n __ •• -M('

1 onn ,..,... A\rr.nv

-.:. •• .!.1-- 1- --1---.J

Easy Peell!ll Labels
Use Avery® Template 5160®

At.

-

Feed Paper -

[lend along line to

expose Pop-up Edger.,

Antisdale Will & Bess
L100204/TJ
1009 176th Circle NE
r<edmond, WA 98052

Ashkenazi Estelle
L100204/TJ
2502 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Beck Isa belle
L100204/TJ
2423 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Benke William & Le Etta
L100204/TJ
2616 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 980S2 ·

Bestwick Warren & Glenette
L100204/TJ
2S27 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Bohorfoush Emily
l100204/TJ
11007 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Boris Laurence & Nancy
L100204/TJ
1426176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 980S2

Bret Jack & Jacklyn
L100204/TJ
11017 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 980S2

Buskirk Frank & Ellen
L100204/TJ
1214 176th Circle NE
Redm ond, WA 980S2

Cahoon Gen
L100204/TJ
1307 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 980S2

Christensen Ken & Doris
L100204/TJ
1325176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Christman Salley
Ll00204/TJ
2702 176th Circle NE
Redmond , WA 980S2

Clark Lyke & Mary Jo
Ll00204/TJ
2428 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 980S2

Dumar William
Ll00204/TJ
4S25 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Easley Jim & Lydia
L100204/TJ
10907 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 980S2

Elbon Marvin & Carolyn
Ll00204/TJ
10909 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 980S2

Ernst Peter & Helen
L100204/TJ
2426 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Flagg, Elva Elva
L100204/TJ
3511176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Franz Bill & Lois
L100204/TJ
10903 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Fritz Diane
L100204/TJ
3608 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Gagnier Dixie
l100204/TJ
2608 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 980S2

Grey Wheeler & Carolyn
L100204/TJ
10805 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Hall Eugene & Mary
L100204/TJ
11003 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Hardin Kathleen
L100204/TJ
2511176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Heer Jim & Marcia
L100204/TJ
2512 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Heineman Al & Pat
L100204/TJ
3526 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Hendricksen Marge
L00204/TJ
3406 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Hendry Jay & Marge
l100204/TJ
2613 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Hjellming Willis & Margery Jane
L100204/TJ
2505 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052
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Hussey Linda

_ ,nson Bruce & Darleen

L100204/TJ
12323 180th Ave. NE

L100204/TJ
2707 176th Circle NE

2421176th Circle NE

Redmond, WA 98052

Redmond, WA 98052

Redmond , WA 98052

2S

Sylvia

L100204/TJ

Kindred Don & Joyce

Knopf Don & Barbara

Koopmans Grace

L100204/TJ
11015 176th Circle NE

L100204/TJ
10905 176th Circle NE

L100204/TJ

Redmond, WA 98052

Redmond, WA 98052

Kriedt Gary

Kruzich Andrew & Irma

L100204/TJ
201 South Jackson St.
Seattle, WA 0

L100204/TJ
10803 176th Circle NE

10901 176th Circle NE; Unit 1326
Redmond, WA 98052

Kunkle Harold
L100204/TJ

Redmond, WA 98052

11005 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

L100204/TJ
2708 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Lane Don & Vivian
L100204/TJ
1212 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Latham Jean
L100204/TJ
4514176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Lauer Bob
L100204/TJ
2416 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Luker Shirley
L100204/TJ
1304 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Marhall Shirley
L100204/TJ
2514176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Martz Adele
L100204/TJ
· 2303 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Mason Clyde & Ruth
L100204/TJ
11011176th Circle NE
Re9mond, WA 98052

McDonald Rosa Mae
L100204/TJ
1315 176th Circle NE
Red _m ond, WA 98052

Menghini Irene
L100204/TJ
2614176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Merrill Dave & Marian
L100204/TJ
2413 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Miller Jane
L100204/TJ
2405 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Mudge Barbara

Nakano Duane
Ll00204/TJ
7250 Old Redmond Road, Suite 133
Redmond, WA 98052

Nelson Bruce & Ellen
L100204/TJ
11013 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Lake Richard

L100204/TJ
11025 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Niemer Dick & Dorothy

Nilsen Tom & Stella

O'Hara Linda

L100204/TJ
2528 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Ll00204/TJ
2701176th Circle NE

L100204/TJ

Palmer Sue
L100204/TJ
10811 176th Circle NE

Peterson Ralph

Purcell Betty

L100204/TJ
2418 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

L100204/TJ
1422 176th Ci rc le NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Redmond, WA 98052
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Redmond, WA 98052
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Reed Lloyd & Marolyn

Reese William & Caryl

Robinson Vivian

L100204/TJ
2422 176th Circ le NE
Redm ond , WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10817 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

L100204/TJ
10809 176th Ci rcle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Stalwick Mike & Shelley

Starett Jack & Joyce

Sudduth Jean

L100204/TJ
17020 NE 107TH
Redmond, WA 98052

L100204/TJ
1423 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

L100204/TJ
11021176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Temple Barbara
L100204/TJ
11023 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052
Thaidigsman Paulie
L100 204/TJ
2615176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Turnbulle Larry & Jane
L100 204/TJ
2508 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Wright Robert & Shirley
Ll00204/ TJ
2604176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052

Yo der Bob
L100204/TJ
10019 169th AVE
Redmond, WA 98052
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Wilson Beverly
L100204/TJ
1317 176th Circle NE
Redmond, WA 98052
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REDMOND PUBLIC, EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT (PEG) ACCESS CHANNEL
REQUEST FOR USE OF CHARACTER GENERA TOR
Thank you for your interest in using the City of Redmond's PEG Access Channel. The following information and clauses are
necessary in order to protect the City and to make sure we have all the information we need to convey your message.
AGENCY Citv of Redmond

DEPT: Hearing Examiner

SUBMITTED BY

Michelle M. McGehee. CMC

PHONE

556-2190

OFFICE USE ONLY
No. _ _ _ _ __ Format_ _ _ _ _ _
Date Entered

-__
--_-_-_-__
-- __
- -_by_ _ _
_

Date Removed_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _

by
ALL MESSAGES MUST BE TYPEWRJTTEN. COMPOSE THE MESSAGE THE WAY YOU WOULD LIKE IT
DISPLAYED. LIMIT YOUR MESSAGE TO 7 LINES WITH 30 CHARACTERS PER LINE.

PUBLIC HEAR1NG MAY 2. 201 l. at 7 om
At the Redmond Citv Hall Council Chambers for a public hearing on an

aoolication for a Tvoe IV Development Guide Amendment (DGA) to
rezone from existing zoning designation ofR-4 to orooosed designation of R-6.

Proiect Name: Emerald HeiR:hts I Project No. L100204. L100205 SEPA
Location: 10901 176 th Circle. Redmond. WA 98052
Contact 425 556-2470 / tmjohnson@redmond.gov
DISPLAy DATES FOR MESSAGE ON nns FORM:

BEGIN Mondav. April 11. 2009

END

Mondav. Mav 2. 2011

User agrees to hold harmless the City of Redmond, its officials, employees, agents and operators for any and all liability,
damages or losses incurred because of actions, errors, or omissions related to the use of the character generator.

/s/ Michelle M. McGehee. CMC
Signed

Aoril 7. 2011
Date •
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ATTACHMENT 11

Rezone Application

• '

;

,' I

'

t :,

f! ~ ~

,'

RECEIVED
CITY OF REDMOND

JUN O7 2010
DEVELUl-"MENT
SERVICES CENTER

Prepared for: Emerald Heights
City of Redmond
Department of Planning and Community Development
June 7, 2010
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Rezone Application Materials

Table of Contents
Tab 1:

Introduction to Emerald Heights

Tab 2:

Responses to Redmond Community Guide
Amendment Questions

Tab 3:

SEPA Environmental Checklist

Appendix A:

Vicinity Map & legal Description

Appendix B

Site Plan Survey
Aerial of the existing site

Appendix C:

Conceptual Site Plans:
Phase I: (dated: 5/6/10)
Phase I & II: (dated: 5/25/10)

Appendix D

Future Unit Count
Independent Living & Health Care needs

Appendix E

Redevelopment Building Area Analysis (dated:
3/31/10)

Appendix F

Storm Water Narrative & Plan (dated: 5/24/10)

Appendix G

Traffic Impact Analysis (dated: 6/3/10)

:.
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Introduction to Emerald Heights
Emerald Heights is a not-for-profit, non-denominational life care community providing a
continuum of living accommodations , supportive services, and health care for residents age 62
and over. Emerald Heights, owned by Eastside Retirement Association , is the only Continuing
Care Retirement Community in Redmond providing innovative senior living designed to help all
residents enjoy life to its fullest. Guided by Christian principles, Eastside Retirement
Association is a proven leader in the development and operation of not-for-profit, new
generation retirement communities and services and remains dedicated to creating :
•
•
•

Caring communities of residents, staff and volunteers that feel like home.
Stimulating social, spiritual and intellectual programs and services.
Innovative senior living designed to help all our residents enjoy life to its fullest.

Emerald Heights provides independent living units, assisted living units, skilled nursing and
memory support for seniors. The average age of the residential population is 84.
Other key features of Emerald Heights include:
•

Emerald Heights has operated at its current location for the past 18 years , co-existing
harmoniously with the surrounding residential neighborhood and Redmond High School.
25% of all housing on campus is set-aside for low-income households.

•

Emerald Heights residents cannot seek assistance from public benefit (taxpayer
supported) programs - including Medicaid.

•

Residents whose financial resources are not adequate to sustain them through their
lifetime receive confidential financial support from Emerald Heights and remain in the
community .

•

Emerald Heights is home to more than 400 adults-age 62 and over-who are
enjoying active lives and each other. They come from many areas of the country, and
from diverse professional, religious and ethnic backgrounds. Together, they make
Emerald Heights a thriving community, with a unique energy .

•

Many Emerald Heights' residents are actively involved in the community, donating time,
· money and goods to a variety of causes-most notably, nearby transitional housing.
They also support the local food bank; host community blood drives; collect clothing for
the YWCA Family Village; and volunteer in local schools. This is just a sampling of their
many service projects.

•

Emerald Heights' residents share their energy, ideas and creativity and make this
community their home.

Emerald Heights is located in the Education Hill Neighborhood. Emerald Heights is an active
neighbor participant. Emerald Heights is committed to being a good neighbor to the greater
community. Emerald Heights regularly hosts other non-profit and civic organizations on campus
including several local homeowner associations, the Greater Redmond Chamber of Commerce,
City of Redmond committee, Council and department functions, Community Organizations
Active in Disaster (COAD), Alzheimer's Association, Hopelink, Puget Sound Garden Railway
Society and the Redmond Citizen Corps Council.
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Emerald Heights provides financial and in-kind support to numerous non-profit and civic
organizations including: City Chaplain, Clear Path International, Redmond Citizen Corps
Council, Eastside Heritage Center. Emergency Feeding program, Family Resource Center,
Hopelink. Goodwill, Salvation Army, Habitat for Humanity, Abbey Road Homeowners
Association and Sen ior Services of King County.
In addition, Emerald Heights supports the local neighborhood by providing funds to maintain
176 1h Ave NE.
Emerald Heights is looking to the future to retain the special environment that its has created
and the special life afforded to all of its residents.

' ,•
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City of Redmond
Community Development Guide Amendment
(consistent with the Comprehensive Plan)

Application Form

1. Applicant Information
Name:

Emerald Heights
Owner's Reoresentative: Julie Lawton

Daytime phone (206) 419-6230

Email: Julie@lawtonomq.com

Date of application: June 7, 2010

2. Description of Proposed Amendment
Ifthis proposal is for a text or other non-zoning map amendment, provide the specific
language for the proposed amendment in the space below or attach to this form.
Reference the Redmond Community Development Guide pages or sections to be
amended.

If this proposal is for a zoning map amendment:
a. What is the current zoning? The current zone is R-4
b. What is your desired zoning? We are requesting a zone change to R-6
c. Describe what type of development is envisioned for the area proposed for amendment.

A conceptual drawing of the proposed development may be required.
The rezone would enable an expansion of Emerald Heights. an existing Continuing
Care Retirement Community, within its existing 38 acre site . Phase I (within the
next 5 years) would include the addition of 84 independent living units, 36 licensed
care units, an auditorium, a fitness center and facilities building. Phase II (within
the next 15 years) may include 46 more independent living units and 39 licensed
care units.
Exhibit A is a conceptual site plan showing both the proposed Phase I and Phase
II improvements of the property.
d. What land uses are located on and adjacent to the area proposed for amendment?
Single-family housing and Redmond High School are adjacent to Emerald Heights.
Approximately half the properties around Emerald Heights are currently zoned R-6.
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Redmond Community Development Guide Amendment Questions
Please answer the questions below in writing and attach them to the application. Answer
all questions separately and reference the question number in your answer.

B. The following questions apply only to changes to the Zoning Map.
1. What is the reason for the proposed zoning change? For example, is there a need

for additional property in the proposed zone, or has there been a change in
circumstances or a mistake in zoning?
Emerald Heights is requesting a zone change to enable it to provide more
licensed care units (assisted living and skilled nursing) and more independent
living units to meet the market demand for senior living and care. Under the
current zoning, the maximum number of units permitted on the property is 456.
To meet current needs and demand for growth in the future a rezone to R-6 is
requested.
The senior housing market is not keeping up with a growing demographic need.
Emerald Heights licensed care facility (assisted living and skilled nursing) is
currently 100% occupied. Additionally,' the buildings and building systems on
campus are aging. Future projections of the market place demand indicate that
Emerald Heights has a shortfall of licensed care units. Over the coming years,
that shortfall will increase. See attached Exhibit D.
To address this short fall, Emerald Heights proposes as part of Phase I to add 84
Independent Living units flnd 36 licensed care units, as well as various upgrades
to existing facilities. Phase II is proposed to include 46 additional independent
living units and 39 licensed care units. At full build out, Emerald Heights
anticipates having a total of 606 units, triggering the need for R-6 zoning.

2.Describe the suitability of the subject property for the proposed zone. As part of
your response, address each of the following considerations:
1) the Comprehensive Plan land use designation for the property,
2) the surrounding development pattern, and
3) the zoning standards under the proposed zone.
The proposed rezone is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan designation for
the property. The property is currently designated Single Family Urban. The
implementing zones for the Single Family Urban designation are R-4 through R-8
and RIN. Thus, in choosing the Comprehensive Plan designation for the
property, the Redmond City Council determined that R-6 was an appropriate
zoning designation for the property.
In addition, the subject property is more than adequate to support R-6 zoning.
While the northwest border of the property is encumbered with a Class II stream
and steep slope, the balance of the property is relatively flat and ideal for the
Emerald Heights development. For those unfamiliar with Emerald Heights, the
. existing campus blends seamlessly with the surrounding neighborhood,
approximately half of which is already zoned R-6. Like the adjoining residential
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subd ivisions, Emerald Heights is surrounded by a fence with ample landscaping
to buffer Emera ld Heights from adjoining uses. This will remain the case under
th e requested rezone and corresponding future development.
Also , Emerald Height's design team has already reviewed all of the existing R-6
Code standards and designed the proposed expansion to conform to those
requirements. The proposed expansion will remain within the bui lding envelope
allowed for the site (35% lot coverage for stru ctures 2-story or greater, and a 35
foot height limit) , and all buildings have been designed to blend with the
residential surroundings. The proposed new development withi n Emera ld
Heights wil l retai n the curre nt resid en tial sty le and atmosphere .
Further, Redmond 's goals and vision in the Comprehensive Plan could be
interchanged with Emerald Height's goals and visions.
•

Emerald Heights strives to retain and enhance its distinctive character
and high quality of life provided to its residents . Emerald Heights offers
a wide range of services, opportunities and amenities to allow sen iors to
age while retaining their independence and active lifestyles .
(Comprehensive Plan pages 2-1 and 2-2, page 13-1, CC-19.)

•

Emerald Heights has beautiful maintain.ed grounds and open space that
are accessible to all the residents, as well as a heavily wood area
covering approximately 11 .6 acres. The site has a nature trail around
the perimeter providing accessible walking for the residents .
(Comprehensive Plan NP-3 (bullets 5 & 8), N-EH-7, CC-22.)

•

Emerald Heights works to maintain a strong and diverse community,
promoting a variety of community gathering places and diverse cultural
opportunities . (Comprehensive Plan, p. 2-1 .)

•

Emerald Heights works to retain and strengthen a sense of place; the
character of the campus, the environmental setting and connection to
the neighborhood that makes it a unique Senior Living Community.
(Comprehensive plan page 13-2.)

3. What is the potential for the proposed zoning change to result in materially detrimental
impacts to uses or property in the immediate vicinity of the subject property? How
would adverse impacts be mitigated?
The subject property is already developed with the Emerald Heights community.
The requested rezone is proposed to enable the expansion of Emerald Heights'
services within the existing 38-acre site. Emerald l:::leights has existed at this
location for 18 years without any detrimental impacts to the surrounding
community. We are not aware of any detrimental impacts th at would be triggered
by the requested rezone. Emerald Heights has confirmed that the existing utility
infrastructure is adequate to support the requested rezone, and our preliminary
traffic analysis demonstrates that the expansion will have only a limited impact on
surrounding development well within the City's existing permitted standards.
·
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4. Describe the extent to which the zoning change supports:
I. Redmond's preferred land use pattern as described in the Comprehensive Plan
Land Use Element,
As explained in the Comprehensive Plan, Redmond's preferred land use
pattern is summarized in Policy FW-10. The requested rezone implements the
relevant provisions of that policy. For example, bullet point 2 under FW-10
provides in relevant part: "Encourages redevelopment of properties that are
underutilized .''
The requested rezone will enable the redevelopment of areas that are currently
underutilized as surface parking into new residential units with below grade
parking. At full build out, the requested rezone will permit the addition of 205
more units (independent living and licensed care), as well as improved
facilities, within the existing 38-acre site. Further, assuming Phases I and II are
developed as currently anticipated, the total onsite impervious surface will
increase by only 2% over existing conditions. Thus, the proposed development
will make optimal use of the developed areas while retaining the existing green
belts and natural areas around the site .
Also, bullet point 4 under FW-10 provides in relevant part: "Provides for
attractive, affordable, high-quality and stable residential neighborhoods that
include a variety of housing choices."
By its nature, a Continuing Care Retirement Community provides a variety of
housing choices both in terms of its residents (seniors) and its physical
configuration (from studio units to two bedroom units in different configurations
and affordability). Emerald Heights is the only facility in Redmond to provide
independent, assisted, skilled and memory support units for seniors.
Additionally, 25% of all housing on campus is set-aside for lower-income
households, as defined by the Washington State Housing Finance
Commission.
Overall, the proposed development (Phases I and II) will maintain the
residential quality of Emerald Heights and the surrounding area , and still
provide open space, green belts, natural landscape within the building
envelops and styles permitted by the Code.

2. The community character objectives contained in Redmond's Comprehensive
Plan,
The Community Character and Historic Preservation Chapter of the
Comprehensive Plan sets forth the City's community character objectives. The
requested rezone is consistent with those objectives. For example, CC-5
provides in relevant part: "Preserve formal community gathering places such as
Senior Centers ... ." Emerald Heights is a senior center with stimulating social,
spiritual and intellectual programs and services. Emerald Heights offers fitness
activities specifically designed for seniors of different mobility levels. With the
replacement of the fitness center during Phase I, Emerald Heights will be able to
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offer people on their waiting list (not yet residents) the ability to participate in the
activities at Emerald Heights. Also, the addition of the Auditorium will offer those
on the waiting list (not yet residents) the opportunity to participate in cultural and
educational programs offered to Emerald Heights residents promoting more
community engagement.
Also, CC- i 8 calls for the use of design standards to accomplish specific
community character goals. Al l new buildings within Emerald Heights will be
compatible with Emerald Heights and the surround ing res idential neighbo rhood.
The design of Emerald Heights is a residential style with a mix of exterior
materials, brick, painted siding and shingled gabled roofs that blend with the
neighboring residential developments. (See also Comprehensive Plan N-EH-24.)
The request of zone R-6 will not increase the allowable height ensuring that the
scale of the new build ings stay low and within the neighborhood chara cter. The
current concepts maintain the green belts , nature path and the existing green
character.
In addition, the proposed rezone will implement many of the goals and policies of
the Education Hill Neighborhood, where Emerald Heights is located.
In general, the Neighborhoods Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan for
Neighborhoods strives to "Achieve a balance between accommodating growth
and preserving Redmond's unique features and livability" (pg 13-1 ). Rezoning
Emerald Heights to an R-6 will accommodate growth in the senior market without
compromising the scale of a residential neighborhood and retains the natural
green space around the site.
Comprehensive Plan N-EH-15 strives to "Promote a variety of housing choices
that are accessible to persons of all income levels." As discussed above,
Emerald Heights implements this policy by offering a variety of residential unit
configurations and complying with the City's low income housing requirements.
See also Comprehensive Plan N-EH-21 .
An R-6 re-zone will enable Emerald Heights to develop residential units with
underground parking in place of existing carports and parking areas minimizing
the visibility of cars and provide more landscaping in front of the units.
(Comprehensive Plan N-EH-25)

3. Other applicable Comprehensive Plan policies and provisions, and
For 4B2, see the Community Character or Land Use Elements of the
Comprehensive Plan or the elements specific to neighborhoods.
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5. Describe any probable adverse environmental impacts that might result from the
proposed zoning change. How would adverse impacts be mjtigated?
Please see the SEPA Checklist submitted with this application. Emerald Heights
does not anticipate any adverse environmental impacts resulting from the
requested rezone.

6. Describe the extent to which adequate public facilities and services are likely to be
available to serve the development allowed under the proposed land use designation.
As part of preparing this application, Emerald Heights reviewed the available public
facilities and services. We confirmed that there is adequate capacity to
accommodate the additional development permitted under the R-6 zone.

7. Does the proposed zonjng change bear a substantial relation to the public health and
safety?
Yes. The requested rezone will enab!e Emerald Heights to serve a larger number
of residents with comprehensive senior activities and services within the existing
38-acre site. These additional residents and services will be provided without
additional adverse impacts to the surrounding community.

8. Does the proposed zoning change comply with all other applicable criteria and
standards in the Redmond Community Development Guide?
Yes

9. Does the proposed zoning change comply with the Mission Statement of the Code
Rewrite project?
The mission statement for the Redmond Code rewrite is as follows:
Improves clarity, conciseness, predictability and usability for residents,
development professionals and the business community;
• . Maintains the integrity of code concepts adopted over time by the City
Council while utilizing new ideas where appropriate to achieve these
concepts; and
• Implements clearly and effectively the goals, visions and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan.
•

The requested rezone complies with this mission statement. In particular, the
requested rezone implements the goals, visions and polides of the
Comprehensive Plan as explained above.
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Evaluation
for
Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant
A.

BACKGROUND
Name of proposed project, if applicable:
l.
Emerald Heights - rezone

2.

Name of applicant:
Emerald Heights
Continuing Care Retirement Community
Owner: Eastside Retirement Association

3.

Address and phone number of applicant and Contact person:

Owner's Representative:
Julie Lawton
7520 2nd Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98115
206-4 i 9-6230

4. Date checklist prepared:
5!20/2010

5.

Agency requesting checklist:
City of Redmond Planning & Community Development

6.

Give an accurate, brief description of the proposal's scope and nature:

i.

Acreage of the site: 38 acres

ii

Number of dwelling units/ buildings to be constructed: App. D

iii

Square footage of dwelling units/ buildings being added: App. E

iv.

Square footage of pavement being added:

v.

Building Activity type:

vi.

Other information: This application is for a rezone fromR-4 to R-6.

Other

0
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Evaluation
for
Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant
7.

Proposed timing or schedule (including phasing, if applicable):

Emerald Heights is applying for a re-zone from R-4 to R-6. Once approved,
Emerald Heights intends to proceed with Phase I, which includes the addition of 84
independent living units, 36 licensed care units, an auditorium, a fitness center and
facilities building. Emerald Heights anticipates submitting its applications for Phase I
in 2011. Exhibit A is a conceptual site plan showing both Phase I and Phase II
improvements of the property.

8.

Do you have any plans for future additions, expansion, or further
activity related to or connected with this proposal?
yes, explain

iZI

Yes

D No If

Emerald Heights anticipates proceeding with Phase II, may include 46 more
independent living units and 39 licensed care units, at some point in the future. The
schedule for Phase II is not known at !his lime and will depend on market demand .

9·

List any environmental information you know about that h<1s been
prepared, or will be prepared, directly related to this proposal.

Appendix A: Vlcinity Map & Legal Description
Appendix.B: Survey
There is a class Ill stream on the west portion of the property. The stream and
steep slope areas are delineated.
Appendix C: Conceptual Site Plan
Appendix D: Master Plan Unit Count
Appendix E: Master Plan Building Area Analysis
Appendix F: Storm Water Narrative and Plan
Appendix G: Phase I Traffic Impact Study

10. Do you know whether applications are pending for governmental
approvals of other proposals-directly affecting the property covered by
your proposal? D Yes i2J No If yes, explain.
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To be completed by applicant
l l.

Evaluation
for
Agency use only

List any government approvals or permits that will be needed for your
proposal, if known .

Site plan approval, design review, and construction permits (building, clearing and
grading, stormwater, etc.), together with corresponding SEPA review as needed, will
be needed to construct the Phase I and Phase II improvements.
Washington State Department of Health permlt for the Ucense care unlts, and a
Certificate of Need from the Washington State Department of Health.

12.

Give brief, complete description of your proposal, including the
f
.
proposed uses and the size o the project and site. There are several
questions later in this checklist that ask you to describe certain aspects
of your proposal. You do not need to repeat those answers on this page.
(Lead agencies may modify this form to include additional specific
information on project description.)

Emerald Heights is requesting a rezone of the Emerald Heights property from ·R-4 to
R-6. Thereafter, Emerald Heights intends to move forward with development of
Phase I, which would include:
(1) Two buildings containing a total of 42 new independent living units, together with
corresponding parking . Each building will be 3 stories, each floor 20,335 SF, for a
total of 61,005 SF of occupied space per building. Each building will be located
over two floors of below grade parking .
(2) New licensed care building containing approx}mately 36 units. The building will
be 3 stories, each floor 9,739 SF, for a total of 29,217 SF of occupied space. The
building will be located over one floor of below grade parking.
(3) Additions to the existing facilities building of approximately 2,960 SF. These
additions are to replace existing portions of the facilities building demolished in the
construction of the new licensed care building.
(4) New 1 story 11,575 SF fitness center and 576 SF foyer,
(5.) New 1. story. 8,000 SF auditorium.
Future Development (Phase II) would include an additional 46 independent living
units and 36 licensed care units.

13. Location of the proposal. Give sufficient information for a person to
_understand the precise location-ofy-eur proposed project, including a
street address, if any, and section, township, and range, if known. ff a
proposal would occur over a range of area, provide the range or
boundaries of the site(s): Provide a legal description, site plan, vicinity
map, and topographic map, if reasonably available. While you should
submit any plans required by the agency, you are not required to
duplicate maps or detailed plans· submitted-with-any permit applications
related to this checklist.
Appendix A: Vicinity Map & full Legal Description
Emerald Heights
10901 176th Circle NE
Redmond, Washington 98052
PCL 2 OF A EDMOND lLA# U.R-88-22 REC #8901069008 LESS N 250 FT OF S
1/2 OF NE 1/4 & N 250 FT OF S 1/2 OF NW 1/4 PER DEED REC #9212241893
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ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS

I.

Earth
a.

General description of the site ( check one)

EJ Flat
El Rolling
0 Hilly
EJ Steep slopes

D Mountainous
D Other

b.

What is the steepest slope on the site (approximate percent slope)?
Describe location and areas of different topography.

Bands of slope in excess of 40% exist along the west edge of the campus,
behind several of the cottage buildings. This appears to be the result of manmade fills to establish level pads for these buildings. To the west of these
steep slopes is a broad forested swale with a class Ill stream meandering
through it south to north. The preponderance of the remainder of the site has
been developed and is comprised of rolling terrain.

c.

What general types of soils are found on the site (for example, clay,
sand, gravel, peat, mulch)? If you know the classification of
agricultural soils, specify them and note any prime farmland.

Per the Geologic Map of the Redmond Quadrangle, Washington, by James P.
Minard and Derek B. Booth, dated "1988, the soils on site are classified as
recessional till (Qvt).
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d.

Are there surface indications or history of unstable soils rn the
immediate vicinity? iZl Yes
No If so, describe.

D

A portion of the slope behind two of the cottage building located in the
southwest comer of the campus experienced a failure (sloughing) in 1993. The
slope was repaired by installing quarry spall ballasting and trench drains in
accordance with a geotechnical engineer's recommendations. The area has
remained stable since the repair.

e.

Describe the purpose, type, location and approximate quantities of
any filling or grading proposed. Indicate source of fill.

Specific quantities of grading are unknown at this time. All buildings proposed
as part of the development are generally located on currently developed areas.
The new independent living buildings and the fitness center will be located
where parking and carports are situated. The auditorium will be next to the
existing fitness building which will demolished after the new fitness building is
constructed. The licensed care building will be over existing parking and a
portion of the existing facilities building.

f.

Could erosion occur as a result of clearing, construction, or use? If
so, generally describe.

Erosion could occur during construction . Excavation depths for the buildings
could range to approximately 15'. Earthwork activities required tor
construction would be designed and engineered in accordance with City of
Redmond standards. Appropriate measures would be employed to reduce the
potential for erosion to occur. Emerald Heights intends to develop and
implement an excavation Best Management Practices (BMP) plan to address
erosion.

g.

About what percentage of the site will be covered with impervious
surfaces after project construction (for example, asphalt or
buildings)?

Approximately 27% of the site will be covered with the completion of Phase I
and Phase IL The existing impervious coverage is approximately 25%.

h.

Proposed measures to reduce or control erosion, or other impacts to
the earth, if any.

Project construction would comply with City of Redmond's storm water
management practices during and post construction. A Best Management
Practices (BMP) Plan for erosion and drainage control would be implemented
as required.
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Does the landfill or excavation involve over l 00 cubic yards
throughout the lifetime of the project?

Yes

2.

Air
a.

What type s of emissions to the air would result from the proposal
(i.e. dust, automobile, odors, industrial wood smoke, and
greenhouse gases) during construction and when the project is
completed: If any, generally describe and give approximate
quantities if known.

Emission from construction equipment, automobiles and dust from construction
activities is anticipated. A BMP's for erosion control would also reduce and
control dust emission. Surfaces would be wetted down for dust control.

b.

Are there any off-site sources of emissions or odor that may affect
your proposal? D Yes iZI No If so, generally describe.

None known

c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control emissions or other impacts
to air, if any:

Best Management Practices (BM P's) would be implemented to ensure that

minimal amounts or dust and exhaust fumes leave the site. BMP measures
include watering of the site as necessary during the construction phase of the
project to help control dust and other particulates. Additionally, street cleaning/
sweeping, and minimizing vehicle and equipment idling will be implemented to
reduce exhaust emissions

3.

Water

a.

Surface

I.

Is there any surface water body on or in the immediate vicinity of
the site (including year-round and seasonal streams, saltwater,
lakes, ponds, wetlands)? i?J Yes D No If yes, describe type,
location and provide names. If appropriate, state what stream or
river it flows into. Provide a sketch if not shown on site plans:
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There is a Class Ill stream on the west portion of the property. The stream and
steep slope areas are delineated in the survey in Appendix B.

2.

Will the project require any work over, in, or adjacent to (within
Yes rZI No If yes, please
200 feet) the described waters:
describe and attach available plans. Note approximate distance
between surface waters and any construction, fill, etc ..

D

The class Ill stream caries with it a 100' critical area setback. The proposal
does not contemplate placing structures within this setback, or encroaching
further into the setback with clearing/grading/landscaping work beyond present
limits.

3.

Estimate the amount of fill and dredge material that would be
placed in or removed from surface water or wetlands and indicate
the area of the site that would be affected. Indicate the source of
fill material, if from on site.

None

4.

5.

Will the proposal require surface water withdrawals or diversions?
Yes iZ\ No Give general description, purpose, and approximate
quantities if known.

D

Does the proposal lie within a 100-year floodplain?
If so, note location on the site plan.

D Yes II No
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6.

Does the proposal involve any discharge of waste materials to
surface waters?
Y cs 0 No If so, describe the type of waste
and anticipated volume of discharge.

D

The only likely source tor runoff would be from rainfall. Stormwater runoff
within the site would be generated from roof tops, sidewalks and other
impervious surfaces. Stormwater would be collected by the onsite storm
drainage system and discharged into the existing and new stormwater
detention ponds then released into exisitng piped systems.

b.

Ground

I.

Will ground water be withdrawn, or will water be discharged to
ground water? 0 Yes iZl No Give general description,
purpose, and approximate quantities if known.

2.

Describe waste material that will be dischmged into the ground
from septic tanks or other sources, if any (for example:
Domestic sewage; industrial, containing the following
chemicals ... ; agricultural; etc.) Describe the general size of the
system, the number of such systems, the number of houses to be
served (if applicable), or the number of animals or humans the
system(s) are expected to serve.
·

None anticipated

c.

Water Runoff (including storm water):

1.

Describe the source(s) of runoff (including storm water) and
method of collection, transport/conveyance, and disposal, if any
(include quantities, if known). Where will this water flow?
Will this water flow into other waters? If so, describe.

Storm water runoff will primarily be generated from new and existing
roadways, roofs, parking areas, and associated landscaping. Additional
runoff will occur in proportion to the total new impervious and cleared
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surfaces created. Runoff will be collected in a network of catchbasins and
pipe and conveyed to one of several existing stormwater ponds, and to at
least one new facility, for detention/treatment, prior to release to existing
piped systems.

2.

Could waste materials enter ground or surface waters? If so,
generally describe.

No

d.

Proposed measures to reduce or control surface, ground, and
runoff water impacts, if any:

We will comply with City of Redmond's storm water management practices
during and post construction

4.

Plants
a.

Check and select types of vegetation found on the site:

E] Deciduous Tree: iZI Alder iZI Maple D Aspen iZI Other

D Evergreen Tree: iZI Cedar i2'l

Fir

iZI Pine i2'l Other

EJ Shrubs
~ Grass

D Pasture
D Crop or Grain

•

Wet soil plants:

0

Cattail

O Buttercup O

Bullrush'

0 Skunk cabbage O Other

D Water plants: 0 Water lily O Eelgrass O Milfoil
D Other types of vegetation (please list)

O Other

The site is fully landscaped with many native and specimen plants.
Wet soil plants associated with detention ponds.

b.

What kind and amount of vegetation will be removed or
altered?

All vegetation within the construction limits would be removed. The majority
of this vegetation are established landscape plants. it is unknow at this time
which trees would be removed. New landscaping would be planned for the
disturbed areas.
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List threatened or endangered species known to be on or near
the site.
None known
C.

Proposed landscaping, use of native plants, or other measures to
preserve or enhance vegetation on the site, if any:
Unknown at this time

d.

5.

Animals

a.

Circle any birds and animals which have been observed on or
near the site or are known to be on or near the site

CJ Birds: iZI Hawk D Heron D Eagle 0 Songbirds i2l Other
D Mammals: iZI Deer D Bear D Elk D Beaver D Other
D Fish: D Bass O Salmon O Trout D Herring
0 Shellfish D Other
List any threatened or endangered species known to be on or
near the site
None known

b.

C.

Is the site part of a migration route:
explain?

D

Yes iZ] No If so,

n--~

11 -C'"IC
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Proposed measures to preserve or enhance wildlife, if any:

We will be re-developing areas which are currently developed or part of the
maintained landscape. The green belts around the site will be reatind except
for a new water detention pond.

6.

Energy and Natural Resources
a.

What kinds of energy (electric, natural gas, oil, wood stove,
solar) will be used to meet· the completed project's energy
needs:
Describe whether it will be used for heating,
manufacturing, etc.

All new energy needs will be met with either natural gas or electic. The
energy will be used for heating and cooling .

b.

Would your project affect the potential use of solar energy by
Yes iZ! No If so, generally describe.
adjacent properties?

D

c.

What kinds of energy conservation features are included in the
plans of this proposal? List other proposed measures to reduce
or control energy impacts, if any:
Unknown at this time

7

Environmental Health
a.

Are there any environmental health hazards, including exposure
to toxic chemicals, risk or fire and explosion:; spill, or hazardous
Yes
waste that could occur as a result of this proposal?
iZ) No. If so, describe .

D

.

n .... .,.,.._,

1-,

,...+ ""l C
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Describe special emergency services that might be required.

None know at this time.

2.

Proposed measures to reduce or contro l environmental health
hazards, if any:

Any known or discovered hazardous materials would be removed in
accordance with local and state regulation.
No hazadarous materials are anticipated.

b.

Noise

I.

What types of noise exist in the area which may affect your
project (for example: traffic equipment, operation, other)?

Existing noise sources are primarily traffic along adjacent streets. All noise,
both during project construction and during operations followiwg the
completion of construction will be within City of.Redmond noise limits.

2.

What types and levels of noise would be created by or
associated with the project on a short-term or a long-term basis
(for _example: traffic, construction, operation, other)? Indicate
what hours noise would come from the site.

On a short-term basis, site preparation and construction noise would be
generated. On a long•term basis, additional traffic movement to and from
the project site would add to the existing traffic noise levels.
Noise impacts are not expected to be significant.

3.

Proposed measures to reduce or control noise impacts, if any:

To reduce the use of cars, Emerald Heights provides bus transportation for
their residents for appoinments and errands. Also, they orgainize bus
trasnportation to entertainment activities.
Staff are encouraged to ride public transporation and car pool.

c.

Describe the potential use of the following:

I.

0

Flammable liquids
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2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

D
D

Combustible liquids

•
•
•

Combustible or flammabl e fibers

Flammable gases

Flammable solids
Unstable materials

8.

0
0

Oxidizing materials

9.

0

Organic peroxides

10.

0

Nitromethane

11.

0

Ammonium nitrate

12.

0

Highly toxic material

13.

•
•

Poisonous gas

7.

14.

15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

21.

0
D
D
0

0
D
0
D

for
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Corrosives

Smokeless powder
Black sporting powder
Ammunition
Explosives
Cryogenics
Medical gas
Radioactive material
Biological material

High piled storage (over 12' in most cases)
22.
Emerald Heights keeps approximately 20 ea. (30" high x 5" around) and 20
(14-18" high x 5" around) personal use oxygen tanks in a dedicated secure
room.

8.

Larid and Shoreline Use

What is the current use of the site.and adjacent properties?
a.
The current site is a Continuing Care Retirement Community with
independent living units, assisting living units, skilled nursing units and
support areas.
The adjacent properties are single-family homes and Redmond High
School.
n . . . ,_ .....

1 11

....,.C'lC
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b.

Has the site been used for agriculture?
describe.

D Yes

12'.J No ff so,

c.
Describe any structures on the site.
The site is a large complex containing independent living units, assisted
living units skill nursing, fitness center with a pool, dining room, auditorium
and offices. There are also some duplex building called cottages and
carports. All buildings are 35' tall or less. The buildings have a residential
quality to them . The exterior skin is made of brick veneer, vinyl windows,
painted siding and asphalt shingle roofing.
d.

Will any structures be demolished? i2] Yes

D Nolf so, what?

In Phase I, some of the carports will be demolished to accommodate the
new independent living buildings and the fitness center. The facilities
building will be demolished and rebuilt.
As part of Phase II, the cottages would be demolished and new independent
living units constructed in their place.

e.

What is the current zoning classification of the site?
R-4 - Low Moderate Density Residential zone

Other

f.

('.ii

We are requesting R-6

What is the cunent comprehensive plan designation of the site?
Single-Family Urban

Other
g.

If applicable, what is the current shoreline master program
designation of the site?
Not Applicable

Other

h.

Has any part of the site been classified as an "environmentally
sensitive" area? iZ'l Yes D No If so, specify. (If unsure check
with City)

The site includes a class Ill stream and steep slopes, which are both
environmentally sensitive or critical areas.

To be completed by applicant
1.
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Approximately how many people would reside or work in the
completed project.

There will be an additional 201 units. See Appendix D

J.

Approximately how many people would the completed project
displace?

People would not be displaced by the project. All residents would be
relocated into other units prior to demolition of existing units.

k.

Proposed measures to avoid or reduce displacement impacts, if
any:

Not applicable

· I.

Proposed measures to ensure the proposal is compatible with
existing and projected land uses and plans, if any:

The proposal is compatible with the existing and projected land uses. We
are requesting a change from R-4 to R-6 to accomodate our growing
licensed care needs

m.

What percentage of the building will be used for:

0
0
0
0

Warehousing
Manufacturing
Office
Retail

D Service (specify)
D Other (specify)
0 Residential
n.

What is the proposed I.B.C. construction type?

Residential buildings: Type V-A, 4 story residential ov.er Type I garage.
Licensed care buildings: Type IIA over Type I garage.
Frtmess center & auditorium: Type V-A.
Rebuilt facilities buildinQ: Tvoe V-8
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How many square feet are proposed (gross square footage
including all floors , mezzanines, etc.)

Appendix E.
Gross area added in Phase I: 270,216 SF

p.

How many square feet are available for future expansion (gross
square footage including floors, mezzanines and additions).

Phase II Expansion: 237,478 SF

9.

Housing
a.

Approximately .how many units would be provided, if any?
Indicate whether high, middle, or low-income housing.

Phase I
84 independent living units and 32 licesned care units
Phase II: 46 independent living units and 39 licensed care units. 25% of
the units are set aside for low-income. The remaining units range from
middle to high income.

b.

Approximately how many units, if any, would be eliminated?

Indicate whether high, middle, or low-income housing.
Phase II: 24 middle income units would be eliminated and replaced with 70
new units. With an increase of units on the site there would continue to be
25% dedicated to low income.

c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control housing impacts, if
any:

None

10.

Aesthetics
a.

What is the tallest height of any proposed structure(s), not
including antennas; what is the principal exterior building
material(s) proposed?

All proposed structures will be under the allowed height of 35'. Exterior
materials are undetermined at this time but will similar and coordinate with
the existing structures.
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What views in the immediate vicinity would be altered or

obstructed?
View for the neighboring developments will not be altered . The existing
buildings within the site will have views of the new structures.

Proposed measures to reduce or control aesthetic impacts, if
any:
New landscaping will be installed on any disturbed land in keeping with the
current character of Emerald t:1eights .

C.

11.

Light and Glare
What type of light or glare will the proposal produce: What
time of day or night would it mainly occur:
Any additional lighting will be consistent with the lighting that currently exists
on site. The majority of the light will be generated by the new residences.
On grade parking will be converted to below grade parking so there will not
be added site lighting.
a.

b.

Could light or glare from the finished project be a safety hazard
or interfere with views:

No

What existing off-site sources of light or glare may affect your
proposal?
None known

C.
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Proposed measures to reduce or control light and glare impacts,
if any:
Each unit is provided with interior window blinds.

cl.

12.

Recreation

a.

What designated and informal recreational opportunities are in
the immediate vicinity?
There are several parks in the vicinty: Jonathan Hartman Park, Farrel
McWhirter Park, Sammamish River Regional Park and Marymore Park.

b.

Would the proposed project displace any existing recreational
uses? D Yes iZl No If so, describe.

Proposed measures to redu:ce or control impacts on recreation,
including recreation opportunities to be provided by the project
or applicant, if any:
The average age of an Emerald Heights resident is 84. The parks should
not be impacted by an increase in Emerald Heights population. Currently,
the community provides fitness classes specifically tailored to this
demographic. The existing fitness center is aging and would be enlarged
and replaced in the Phase I development.

C.

13.

Historic and Cultural Preservation

Are there any places or objects listed on, or proposed for,
national, state, or local preservation registers known to be on or
next to the site? If so, generally describe.
None known
a.

b.

Generally describe any landmarks or evidence of historic,
archaeological, scientific, or cultural importance known to be
on or next to the site.

None
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Proposed measures to reduce or control impacts, if any:

Not Applicable

14.

Transportation

a.

Identify public streets and highways service the site, and
describe proposed access to the existing street system . Show
on site plans, if any.

The Emerald Heights is located north of Redmond High School, south of
Abbey Road, west of 176th Avenue NE, and east of a residential community.
The main access driveway on 176th Avenue NE is to remain. The existing
emergency-only access driveway on Abbey Road could be relocated from
the north end of the site to the northeast to provide a second access option
for residents and employees.

b.

ls site currently served by public transit? ~ Yes O No If not,
what is the approximate distance to the nearest transit stop.

The site is directly served by public transit with a King County Metro transit
bus stop at the main driveway along 176th Avenue NE to the Emerald
Heights comrpunity. This stop is served by Route 221 .

c.

How many parking spaces would the completed project have?
How many would the project eliminate?

Phase 1 of the project would provide about 661 total parking spaces. After
the development of both Phase I and Phase II, the project would provide a
total of 850 parking spaces. No on-site parking would be eliminated by the
project.

d.

Will the proposal require any new , roads or streets, or
improvements to existing roads or streets, not including
driveways? If so, generally describe (indicate whether public
or private).
.

No public roadways or improvements are proposed.
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e.

How many weekday vehicular trips (one way) per day would
be generated by the completed project? 610 (see belc
If known, indicate when peak volumes would occur. 7:00 8:00 a.m. & - ~p.m . How many of these trips occur in
the a.m. peak hours?90 (72in/1 How many of these trips occur
in the p.m. peak hours?166 (71 in/95ou
Trip generation was estimated using detailed traffic counts performed at the
existing site along with visitor log information. Trip rates of 2.56 trips/unit
(daily trips) and 0.26 trips/unit (PM peak hour trips) were determined. These
rates are similar to Institute of Transportation Engineers' (ITE) - Trip
Generation Manual, 8th Edition, 2008 rates for other similar uses. A full
description of the the trip generation methodology is attached in Exhibit B. A
net increase of 61 O (305 in/305 out) total daily trips, 62 (27 in/35 out) PM
peak hour trips, and 33 (26 in/7 out) AM peak hour trips are estimated for the
completion of Phase I and Phase II.
Proposed measures to reduce or control transportation impacts,
if any.
A full traffic study is enclosed in Appendix G prepared by Heffron
Transportation, Inc., At this time no off-site transportation mitigation
measures would be required to accommodate the Emerald Heights Master
Plan.

f.

15.

Public Services
a.

Would the project result m an increased need for public
services (for example: fire protection, police protection, health
care, schools, other)?
Yes
No. ff so, generally describe.

D

b.

iZI

Proposed measures to reduce or control direct impacts on

public services, if any.
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16.

Utilities

a.

Select utilities currently available at the site:

iZl Electricity
iZl Natural ga'>
iZl Water
iZl Refuse service
iZl ·Telephone
iZl Sanitary Sewer

•
•
b.

Septic System
Other

Describe the utilities that are proposed for the project, the
utility providing the service, and the general construction
activities on the site or in the immediate vicinity which might
be needed.

Unknow at this time. Evaluation of the current systems on site indicate that
they would support the total development of the site.

C.

SIGNATURE
The above answers are true and complete to the best of my knowledge. I
understand that the lead agency is relying on them to make its decision.

Sign~n-=::..---------Date ~ubmitted_:

7 UV//t',,-, dZYl?J

Relationship of signer to project:

4tl4t:rt~

~~ffeV6
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SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET FOR NON-PROJECT ACTIONS
(PO NOT USE THIS SHEET FOR PROJECT ACTIONS)
Because these questions are very general, it may be helpful lo read them in
conjunction with the list of the elements of the environment.
When answering these questions, be aware of the extent the proposal or the
types of activities likely to result from the proposal, wou Id affect the item at a
greater intensity or at a faster rate than if the proposal were not implemented.
Respond briefly and in general terms.
1.

lfow would the proposal be likely to increase discharge to water;
emissions to air; production, storage, or release of toxic or hazardous
·
substances; or production of noise:
Storm Water: The project will generate additional stormwater, which Emerald
Heights wilt manage consistent with City of Redmond's storm water management
practices both during and post construction.
Noise: On a short-term basis, site preparation and construction noise would be
generated. On a long-term basis, additional traffic movement to and from the project
site would add to the existing traffic noise levels. Emerald Heights anticipates that all
noise impacts will remain within the City of Redmond's noise standards.
Proposed measures to avoid or reduce such increases are:
A Best Management Practices (BMP) Plan for erosion and drainage control would be
implemented as required. The BMP plan will reduce dust emissions to the air.

How would the proposal be likely to affect plants, animals, fish, or
marine life?
No impact anticipated

2.

Proposed measures to protect or conserve plants, animals, fish or
marine life are:

n . . . ..-.... .,.., _c.,c
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How would the proposal be likely to deplete energy or natural
resources?

No, the proposal will not deplete energy or natrual resources.

Proposed measures to protect or conserve energy and natural resources
arc:

4.

How would the proposal be likely to use or affect environmentally
sensitive areas or areas designated (or eligible or under study) for
governmental protection; such as parks, wilderness, wild and scenic
rivers, threatened or endangered species habitat, historic or cultural
sites, wetlands, floodplains, or prime farmlands:

Emerald Heights has designed the project, including both Phase I and Phase II, so
that they will not impact on-site environmentally sensitive areas and any other
designated areas or their buffers.

Proposed measures to protect such resources or to avoid or reduce
impacts are:

5.

How would the proposal be likely to affect land and shoreline use,
including whether it would allow or encourage land or shoreline uses
incompatible with existing plans?

This proposal will not affect land and shorline use.
; -.
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Proposed measures to avoid or reduce shoreline and land use impacts
are:

6.

How would the proposal be likely to increase transportation or public
services and utilities?

Appendix G (Phase I traffic impact study) sets forth the additional transportation
impacts that are likely to be generated by Phase I of the project. Emerald Heights
does not anticipate that the project at full build out, Phase I and Phase 11, will
generate demand for new utilities or public services. It is our understanding that
existing utilities and services are adequate to accommodate Emerald Heights'
proposed development.

Proposed measures to reduce or respond to such demand(s) are:
Emerald Heights provides bus service for residents in order to reduce impacts on
the transportation system.

7.

Identify, if possible, whether the proposal may conflict with local, state,
or federal laws or requirements for the protection of the environment.

n ..............

'lt:.

.....,.c,...,c
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Appendix A
Legal Description

PARCEL 2 OF CITY OF REDMOND LOT LINE ADJUSTMENT NO. LLR-88-22,
RECORDED JANUARY 6,1989 UNDER RECORDING NO. 8901069008, IN
KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON, BEING A PORTION OF LOTS 1 AND 3 OF
KING COUNTY SHORT PLAT NUMBER SP-87-13, ACCORDING TO SHORT
PLAT RECORDED AUGUST 4, 19897 UNDER RECORDING NO. 8708040810,
IN KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON.
EXCEPT THAT PORTION CONVEYED TO THE CITY OF REDMOND, A
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION BY DEEDS RECORDED AUGUST 31, 1990, MAY
10, 1991, AND DECEMBER 24, 1992 UNDER RECORDING NOS. 9008312103,
9105101402, AND 9212241893.
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EXHIBIT D
Emerald Heights Master Plan
Independent Living and Health Center Needs
Actuarial projections estimate the needed HC beds as a ratio of the total IL units
Total

HC beds per

IL

HC

IL unit

Capacity actually built

284
284

86
90

0.30
0.32

Initial expansion - 2004
2001 Actuarial projected need for HC beds in 2009
2001 Actuarial projected need for HC beds in 2021
Capacity actually built

292
292
293

103

0.35

108
111

0.37

290
283
97.6%

111

0.38

111
100.0%

Original building - 1992
1990 Actuarial projected need for HC beds in 2009

Current - 2009
Capacity
Current occupancy
Occupancy% (IL includes reserved units}
2009 Actuarial projections for existing facilit;t
Capacity

290

Actuarially projected need for HC beds in 2012-14
Occupancy%

0.38
0.40

104.5%

Bed excess/(shortfall}

Phase I- Master Plan expansion
Capaciry (add 83 IL units)
Needed HC beds based on actuarial projection
Occupancy%

111
116

0.38

(5)

373

128

149

0.34
0.40

116.4%
(21)

Potential bed excess/(shortfall}

Phase I & Phase II - Master Plan ex~ansion

Capacity (add 118 IL units)
Needed HC beds based on actuarial projection
Occupancy%
Potential bed excess/(shortfall)

408

188
163
86.7%

0.46
0.40

25
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EXHIBIT D
Emerald Heights Master Plan Unit Counts
Total

Current Unit count
Phase I Master Plan Exoanslon
Add 84 IL apartments (two 42 unit buildings)
Build new 3 story AL building (12 units per floor)
Convert 4 AL rooms on CC lower level to 1 bedroom AL units
Convert 16 Memory Care units to 16 private Skilled Nursing rooms
Total Unit count after Phase I Expansion
Phase II Master Plan Exoanslon
Add three town home buildings (24, 24, 12 units)
Provision for additional IL apts in existing building - reconfigured
Remove existing cottages
Building Phase II HC building
Convert Corwin Center lower level to SN and reconfigure to add common area
Total Unit count• Phase I & Phase II

IL units

AL Beds

SN Beds

HC Beds

Total EH

290

56

61

117

407

SN= 3 private, 58 semi-private
Total SN= 21.0% of IL units

72

16
77

149

523

SN = 19 private, 58 semi-private
Total SN= 20.6% of IL units

50
(36)
86

25
102

188

608

SN= 44 private, 58 semi-private
Total SN= 24.9% of planned 410 IL units

84
36
(4)

(16)
374

50
10
(24)

420

After Phase I & Phase II
IL planned at 410 + 10 provisions = 420
Two buildings for AL, one might be solely Memory Care
Both Corwin levels are Skilled Nursing, with flexibility to designate some as AL beds/rooms if needed
Additional space on Corwin lower level could possiblity be used for adult day care
Zoning
R-6 maximum = 684 units
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Notes

EXl·ms11 E
Emerald Heights Master Plan
Building Area analysis
March 31, 2010 Illustrative Plan

...co
Gross Area
Phase 1 Phase II Total
89,391
89,391
109,745
109,745
62,510
62,510
53,512
53,512
62,510
62,510
4,013
4,013
2,960
2,960
47,660
54,933 102,593
11,578
11,578
8,632
8,632
250
250

Development Area
Bldg.

lA
2A
3A
4A
SA
6A
7A
BA
9A
10A
1sA

I Description
ILU· 42 Units
ILU· 42 Units
ILU· 24 units
ILU· 12 units
ILU- 24 units
Daycare
Facilities
Licen sed CareFitness Center
Auditorium
Guard Shack

...Q)
0)

Remarks
Includes 1152sf bridge
Includes garage connection to lA & 1216sf for bridge

Constructed as part of Level 1 of 8A, Future Phase
O sf net, replacing demo'd portions of exist bldg
Phase 1 includes 753sf for bridge

co

a..

Level

Bldg

lA
Phase I
42 units

Includes connecting foter to Fitness

1

Total

270,216

237,478

507,694

2A

Phase I
42 units
298,618 Total area of New ILU and licensed Care w/o parking
240 Total# of new units
1,244 Gross sf/unit

3A

Phase II
24 units
4A

Phase II
12 units
SA
Phase II
24-units

Bldg
8A
Phase I & II

Garage
Total
Res
20,179
20,179
20,139
13,235
6,904
A
1
20,335
20,335
20,335
20,335
2
3
7,251
7,251
54,825
88,239 does not include bridge
33,414
B
23,762
23,762
A
23,762
23,762
1
20,335
20,335
2
20,335
20,335
3
20,335
20,335
47,524
61,005 108,529 does not include bidge
21,514
A
21,514
1
20,498
20,498
2
20,498
20,498
62,510
21,514
40,996
A
19,176
19,176
17,168
1
17,168
2
17,168
17,168
53,512
34,336
19,176
A
21,514
21,514
1
20,498
20,498
20,498
20,498
2
40,996
62,510
21,514
B

Level

Phase 1 Phase II Total
17,690
17,690
35,380
9,739
1
9,739
19,478
13,752
2
9,739
23,491
13,752
3
9,739
23,491
54,933 101,840 does not include bridge
46,907

A
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EXHIBIT F

Storm Water Engineering Narrative
May 24, 2010

General
In preparation for the future design of Master Plan elements, the site has been
extensively surveyed, including delineation of the existing Class Ill stream and steep
slope areas located in the western, undeveloped portion of the site .
• Existing site area = 38 acres.
• Existing site impervious coverage (roofs, walks, and pavements) is approximately
9.33 acres (24.6%)
• While the preponderance of our proposed expansion will occur within the existing
development envelope, the Master Plan with Phase I and phase II developed will
add approximately 1.12 acres of impervious coverage for a total of 10.45 acres
(27.5%)
Storm Drainaoe
•

•

•

•

With expansion, addltional storm water runoff will be generated from the added
impervious coverage. Also, at least one of the existing onsite detention facilities
(Pond #1) may be impacted by the proposed campus expansion . To mitigate this,
the project will provide additional onsite storm water management facilities to
collect runoff, store it, treat it, and provide controlled discharge to the existing
public storm system. These facilities will be designed to meet all pertinent City of
Redmond drainage standards.
In accordance with City redevelopment codes, the storm water management
facilities will be sized to detain and treat runoff from twice the actual area of
added impervious coverage.
Presently, we are investigating constructing a "wet pond" in the presently
undeveloped northwest corner of the site. This facility will provide "live" detention
storage above a permanent pool of water utilized as a settling basin . Additional
water quality treatment may be accomplished using Storm Filters. This is
depicted on the enclosed Conceptual Drainage and Utility Exhibit.
Other potential facilities we are looking at for storm water flow control and
treatment include: expansion of existing ponds; underground detention vaults,
and tanks; and the possible use of Low Impact Development techniques such as
rain gardens, vegetated roofs, and pervious walkways.

Site Utilities
•
•
•

There is adequate water, sewer, and power facilities available to the site to serve
the proposed expansion.
Demolition of existing buildings and serving utilities will be coordinated to
preserve as much of the existing infrastructure as possible.
Some new extension of domestic and fire flow water lines, waste water lines, roof
and landscape drainage lines, and. dry utility lines will be required to connect the
proposed structures to the existing infrastructure. This is also depicted on the
enclosed Conceptual Drainage and Utility Exhibit.
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
Project:

Emerald Heights - Redmond, WA

Subject:

Traffic Impact Analysis

Date:

June 4, 2010

Author:

Michelle M. Bro~
Marni C. Heffron, P.E., P.T.O.E.

This memorandum presents the transportation impact analysis for the proposed Emerald Heights
expansion project in Redmond, Washington. ft documents the expected increase in site-generated
trips and evaluates the impact to the local transportation system. The overall analysis approach and
scope were coordinated with City of Redmond staff. This memorandum also includes infonnation
relating to parking, transit, safety, and site access operations.

1.

Site and Project Description

Emerald Heights is a «life-care community" located in the Education Hill neighborhood of Redmond.
It is located just north of Redmond High School, west of 1761h Avenue NE, south of Abbey Road, and
east of a residential community. The site currently has 401 units that are a mix of independent living
units for seniors, as well as different types of assisted Jiving and skilled nursing units for seniors who
need continuing care. There is one main access to and from the Emerald Heights community, off of
176u, Avenue NE on the east side of the property. This driveway is manned 24-hours a day by a
security guard, and visitors are required to sign in and out at this location. There is an emergency-only
gated access driveway located on the north side of the property along Abbey Road .
Emerald Heights proposes to expand the size of its facility to accommodate future growth. To
accommodate the proposed future growth the 38-acre property must be rezoned from Residential-4
(R4) to Residential-6 (R6) to expand the existing life care retirement community. Since the faciiity is
a retirement facility, the allowed density is three times the zoning limit I Therefore, the existing
zoning allows for 456 residential units (3 8-acres x 4 units per acre x 3 bonus allotment for retired
residences). The proposed facility would provide up to 608 units (the R6 zoning would allow up to
684 units). In addition, the proposal would construct a new auditorium, and wellness (fitness) center
for the residences, along with remodeling existing facilities. The existing driveway along 176u,
Avenue NE would be retained as the main access where the guard booth is located for visitor
registration. The existing emergency-only driveway on Abbey Road would be relocated southeast and
improved to provide a secondary access for residents and employees of Emerald Heights.
The proposed expansion would occur in phases, with Phase I occurring within the next five years and
up to 15-plus years for Phase II. This analysis represents conditions for both Phases I and II of the
project, with details of Phase I conditions described as necessary_ A summary of the existing and
proposed on-site facilities is shown in Table L The proposed site plan is shown on Figure 1 (attached).
1

City of Redmond Developm~nt 9_t_1i1e1 ~-~-~!ion 299..30 :85Q~0
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Table 1. Existing and Proposed Uses - Emerals Heights
Type of Use

Existing

Phase I
Expansion

Completion of
Phase II Expansion

Full Net Change
from Existing

Independent Living Units

290 units

374 units (+84)

420 units (+46)

+130 units

Health Center Units
Assisted Living
Skilled Nurses Care

56 units
55 units

72 units (+16)
77 units (+22)

86 units (+14)
102 units /+25)

+30 units
+47 units

Total Residential Units

401 units

523 units(+ 122)

608 units (+85)

+207 units

Wellness (Fitness) Center
Auditorium
Parkinq

5,570

sf1

12,500 sf (+6,390)

+6, 390 sf

0 sf

8,170 sf (+8,170)

+8,170sf

503 spaces

661 spaces (+158)

850 spaces (+189)

+ 347 spaces

Source: Rice Fergus Miller Architecture & Planning, and Emerald Heights, March 2010.
1. Square feet= sf

2.

Study Area and Methodology

The purpose of this transportation analysis is to document the potential impacts of the proposed
expansion. Since the Emerald Heights site is so unique, existing vehicle counts and visitor log
info1ination were collected at the existing main site access driveway in December 2009. These counts
were used to estimate future project Li-affic volumes associated with the project expansion.
The estimated project trip generation was assigned to the roadway network using trip distribution
patterns specifically related to Emerald Heights (Mardi 20 l O traffic counts) and background traffic
volumes within the project vicinity. The trip generation and trip distribution pattern was reviewed and
approved by City of Redmond staff. Based on this review, Ci1.-y staff requested that operational
analyses be performed for the site access driveways. The process for each of these elements is
described within this memorandum.

3.

Background Conditions

This section of the report presents the existing and future conditions without the proposed Emerald
Heights expansion project. It describes the existing vicinity transportation facilities, the existing
trnffic generation, site access operations, parking supply, transit, and safety.

3.1.

Transportation Network

176 th Avenue NE is a local access street that begins at NE 104 u, Street as 179 th Avenue NE and
continues around the Emerald Heights community to the north where it continues as Abbey Road,
then 111 u, Street SE. This is a two lane roadway with curbs, gutters, and sidewalks on both sides of
the street for much of its entirety. North of Emerald Heights, a path replaces the sidewalk on the
northeast side of the road. On-street parking is not allowed along this section of roadway. The posted
speed limit is 25 mph.

-
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-
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3.2.

Traffic Volumes

New seven-day traffic counts were performed at the Emerald Heights site access. The counts were
conducted during the month of December, which is typically the month with the highest traffic
volumes during the year. The counts were performed between December 2 and December 9, 2009.
The Emerald Heights' Annual Open House occurred during these count dates on December 9, 2009,
which Emerald Heights identifies as the highest traffic generator during the year. During this annual
event, off-site parking is provided along with shuttles to and from the remote parking locations, as has
been done for over the past IO years. Figure 2 shows the total traffic on each day during the count.
This includes both entering and exiting traffic at the site driveway. The counts show that the daily
volumes fluctuate between 845 trips per day on a Friday to about 1,100 trips per day on a Thursday.
Excluding the day of the Open House, the average weekday trip generation was 1,030 ( 515 enter and
515 exit). On Wednesday December 9, 2009, the day of the ammal Open House, there were about
1,160 daily trips (about 13% above average).

Figure 2 - Emerald Heights Trips per Day (Enter plus Exit) - E>dsting Conditions
1,400 ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- -- - - - - - - - - ~
Annual Open
House

1,200 - ·-·- -·-····--•--·-·-·-•·····----·--·----------·-·-·---

1,000 - ----

E
V)

•· ---------~--·--·•··--·•·•<'•

-- - - - - --

-

--

soo ---

::,
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>

~

8

600 ---

400 · - -

200---

Wed

Thur

(12/2/09)

(12/3/09)

Fri
(12/4/09)

Sat
(12/5/09)

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

(12/6/09)

(12/7/09)

(12/8/09)

(12/9/09)

Source; All Traffic Data December 2, 2009 to December 9, 2009. Summarized by Heffron Transportation, Inc., December 2009.

The average weekday counts were compiled to show the traffic volumes by time of day, which are
shown on Figure 3. The weekday peak hour occurs from 4:00 to 5:00 P.M., with the second highest
hour occurring between 2:00 and 3 :00 P.M. During the AM peak hour, the site's traffic is about half of
the PM peak hour traffic. The PM peak hour volumes were used for this analysis, which is consistent
with the City of Redmond requirements.
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Figure 3 -Average Weekday Trips by Time of Day - Existing Conditions
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Source: All Traffic Data December 2, 2009 to December 9, 2009. Summarized by Heffron Transportation, Inc., December 2009.

In order to evaluate traffic operating conditions at the site driveway, a turning movement count was
th
also conducted at the Emerald Heights driveway on 176 Avenue NE on Wednesday March 24, 2010.
The volumes counted were consistent with the volumes counted in December 2009. The existing PM
peak hour volumes are shown on Figure 4 (attached).
The Emerald Heights expansion project is_planned to have Phase I complete within five years and the
Phase II complete in possibly 15 years. The City of Redmond recommends using a 2% annual growth
1
rate for background traffic growth. This rate was applied to the existing traffic volumes along l 76u
Avenue NE at the site driveway for year 2025 (Phase Il, full build-out in 15 years). These future
without-project PM peak hour volumes are also shown on Figure 4 (attached).

3.3.

Site Access Operations

Levels of service (LOS) analyses were perfonned for the Emerald Heights driveway for the
existing (2010) and future (2025) without-project PM peak hour conditions. Level of service is a
qualitative measure used to characterize traffic operating conditions. Six letter designations, "A"
through "F," are used to define level of service. Level of service (LOS) A is the best and represents good traffic operations with little or no delay to motorists. LOS F is the worst and indicates
poor traffic operations with long delays. The level of service criteria from the Highway Capacity
Manual 2000 (Transportation Research Board, 2000) for unsignalized intersections was used.
Trafficware's Synchro 7.0 traffic operations analysis software was used to calculate the levels of
- Li -
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service. The results were determined and reported using the Highway Capacity Manual 2000
methodology. Existing intersection geometry and traffic control conditions were used for existing
and future without-project conditions.
The level of service results show that existing site access driveway operates at LOS A during the
PM peak hour and would continue to operate at this same level in the future (2025) without the
proposed expansion.

3.4.

Parking

The existing Emerald Heights community has 503 parking spaces for residents, employees, and
visitors. The City of Redmond requires one parking space be provided per independent residential
unit (applied to apartment style unit), two spaces for each duplex, and about 1.25 parking spaces be
provided for each Health Center staff member. Based on these requirements, the existing site would
need to provide a minimum of 363 spaces; the on-site supply of 503 exceeds this requirement, and
adequately meets the everyday parking demand. During special events when additional parking
supply is required, Emerald Heights provides shuttle service to off-site parking. These locations can
include parking lots at Redmond High School and local churches.

3.5.

Trnnsit

The Emerald Heights site is directly served by King County Metro (Route 22 l) with a stop located
adjacent to the site driveway on 176 th Avenue NE. Route 221 provides service between Overlake and
Education Hill with JO-minute headways (time between consecutive buses). It operates on weekdays
between 5 :30 A.M . and 11 :45 P.JvL, with a shorter duration for both Saturday and Sunday.

Historical collision data were obtained from the City of Redmond for i 76 th A venue NE and Abbey
Road, the roads that border much of the Emerald Heights community. This infonnation was used to
detennine if any safety conditions exist along the site's frontage that could affect or be affected by the
proposed project. Three years of the most recent data available (January 1, 2007 to present-May 14,
2010) were obtained. During the three-year period, one collision occurred along l 76u' Avenue NE
near the existing or proposed site access driveway locations. This collision involved a driver making a
northbound left-tum and striking an illegally parked vehicle.

3.7.

Non-Motorized Facilities

Sidewalks are provided along both sides of! 76u, Avenue NE until the northeast section of the
roadway where 176u' Avenue NE transitions to Abbey Road, a path replaces the sidewalk on the
northeast side of the street. West oftbe Emerald Heights community, Abbey Road has a sidewalk on
the south side of the roadway only.

4.

Project Impacts

This section of the memorandum describes the conditions that would exist when the proposed
Emerald Heights expansion (Phases I and lI) is complete. The analysis includes the increased trip
generation from the expansion, the site access analysis, and transit, safety, and parking impacts.
- <; -
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4.1.

Transportation Network

The proposed Emerald Heights expansion would not change the roadway network in the site vicinity.

4.2.

Traffic Volumes

During the weekday PM peak hour, Emerald Heights currently generates 104 trips per hour ( 44
entering and 60 exiting). A tTip generation rate was derived using the number of residential units as
the variable. The h·affic counts determined that the daily trip rate is 2.56 trips per day, and the PM
peak hour trip rate is 0.26 trips per hour.
These rates are similar to rates in the Institute of Transportation Engineers' (ITE) Trip Generation
Manual, 8th Edition, 2008 for other senior housing uses. The various senior housing rates in ITE
along with the Emerald Heights rates are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Trip Generation Rates for Various Senior Housing Land Uses

a

Land Use (ITE Code)

Description

Senior Adult Housing Detached (Land Use 251)

Detached independent living
developments, including retirement
communities, age-restricted housing,
and active adult communities. May
include recreational services, but
generally lack centralized dining and onsite medical facilities.

3,71

0.27

Senior Adult Housing Attached (Land Use 252)

Attached independent living
developments, including retirement
communities, age-restricted housing and
active adult communities. May include
limited social or recreational services,
but generally lack centralized dining and
on-site medical facilities.

3.48

0.16

Congregate Care Facility
(Land Use 253)

Independent living developments v~ith
centralized amenities such as dining,
housel,eeping, transportation, and
orqanized social/recreational activities.

202

O.H

Assisted Living (Land Use
254)

Provide routine general protective
oversight or assistance with activities
necessary to independent livinq

2.74 (per bed)

0.38 (per bed)

Continuing Care Retirement
Community (Land Use 255)

Provide multiple elements of senior adult
living, combining aspects of independent
living with increased care, as lifestyle
needs change with time. Housing
options may include combinations of
senor adult detached, attached,
congregate care, assisted living and
skilled nursing care aimed at allowing
the residents to live in one communit11 as
their medical needs chanoe.

2.81
(per occupied units}

0.29
(per occupied units}

Emerald Heights

A mix of independent assisted living, and
conjugate care facilities. Medical, limited
dining, social, and recreational facilities
are provided.

2.56

0.26

a.
b.

b

Average Weekday
Trip Rate (trips/unit)

PM Peak Hour Trip
Rate (trips/unit)

Source: Institute of Transportation Engineers' (/TE) Trip Generation Manual, 8th Edition, 2008.
Based on Emerald Heights facility and traffic counts conducted at the site.

As shown above, there are many different types of senior housing land use types. The one most
closely related to Emerald Heights, in terms of the description, is the Continuing Care Retirement
Community (ITE Land Use Code 255). The rates derived for Emerald Heights are slightly lower than
the ITE rates, which were derived from studies at nine facilities in Illinois, Pennsylvania and Virginia.
TI1e difference in rates may also be related to the fact that the ITE rate is based on "occupied units,"
whereas the Emerald Heights rate was based on total units. Because future trip estimates for Emerald
Heights will also be based on total units, this is an appropriate variable. Since the data were obtained
directly from the Emerald Heights site, and the proposed project will expand on the existing facility
- 7 -
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with the same uses and the approximately the same proportion for independent living and care units,
the existing rates were used to determin~ the future trips.

Trip Generation for Proposed Project
Emerald Heights proposes to provide up to 523 units for the Phase I expansion, with a total of up to
608 residential units with the completion of Phase II. This would be a total increase of 207 units
compared to existing conditions. The additional auditorium and expanded fitness center would be for
residents' usage. If special events were to occur in tbe auditorium, then off-site parking arrangements
would occur similar to the annual Open House event. These types of events would occur infrequently,
and were not included in the average trip generation estimates. However, a discussion relating to
special events is presented later in this section.
The fitness center would be for the existing residents. However, Emerald Heights is considering the
option to open this venue up to potential residents that are on their waiting list for a fee. Emerald
Heights has estimated that about 40% of their existing t'esidents li Se the fitness centei. The waiting list
has about 200 potential residents. Therefore, as an estimate, 40% of these potential residents were
assumed to use the facility, with 10% using it during the PM peak hour. Therefore, 8 PM peak hour
project trips were added to the average trip generation to account for off-site residents using the
fitness center.
The rates derived for the existing Emerald Heights were applied to the future expansion, as
summarized in Table 3. The proposed project's expansion of207 additional residential units
would generate about 610 additional trips per day with 62 trips during the weekday PM peak
hour. This includes trips by residents, staff, visitors, as well as any off-site traffic that the fitness
center may generate.

Table 3. Trip Generation Summary - Emerald Heights (Phases I and II)
PM Peak Hour Trips 1
Out
Total

Size

Daily Trips 1

In

Proposed Residential Units

608 units

1,560

67

91

158

Proposed Fitness Center2

12,500 sf3

80

4

4

8

Existinq Residential Units

401 units

1,030

44

60

104

Net Change in trips to site.

207 units

610

27

35

62

Land Use

Source.· Heffron Transportation, February 2010.
1. Trip generation based on existing 24-hour traffic counts at Emerald Heights, in December 2009.
2. Trips associated with non-resident who are on Emerald Heights wail list and may be allowed lo fitness center for a fee.
3. Square feet = sf.

Special events generate trips in addition to typical day-to-day operations. As discussed, the annual
Open House which occurs in December is considered the busiest day of the year. The traffic counts
show that this day generates about 13% more daily and 28% more PM peak hour trips compared to an
average weekday, which is about 130 daily and 30 PM peak hour trips, respectively. This increase
could be from additional employees on site during the day, shuttle trips to and from the remote
parking locations and additional visitors viewing the facility. If the special event ti-affic were to
fu,-,,,,.,
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increase in proportion to the number of units, then the proposed facility could generate an additional
200 daily and 45 PM peak hour trips during the Open House, which is the peak day of the year.

Project Trip Distribution
Historically, the City of Redmond's traffic model was used for the Concurrency Analysis of a new
development project. The model information was then used to determine the project tTip
distribution. However, the City no longer uses the model to evaluate concunency within the City,
and is in the processes of determining the most appropriate method of evaluating project trip
distributions for new developments.
The proposed project would generate a relatively low number of PM peak hour trips, and would be
expanding an established-existing use with the same uses on the site. This type of use (retirement
community) would not be accurately represented in a typical gravity traffic model since the trip
patterns associated with a retirement community do not correlate with typical residential
communities. Therefore, in consultation with City staff, the trip distribution pattern for the Emerald
Heights expansion was based on an existing PM peak count that was performed at the site access
11
driveway along 176 ' Avenue NE, on Wednesday March 24, 2010. The count shows that about 33%
of the inbound and 39% of the outbound trips are to/from the north; about 67% of the inbound and
61 % of the outbound are to/from the south. The distribution beyond the site driveway was determined
using historic PM peak hour Cit-y traffic counts for intersections near the site.
The trip distribution pattern and Plvf peak hour project trip assignment are shown on Figure 5
(attached). The City of Redmond recommends that signalized intersections impacted by 20 or more
PM peak hour project trips be evaluated for operational impacts. The trip assignment shows that no
signalized intersection would be affected by more than 20 project trips. Based on this analysis, the
City of Redmond requested analysis of the site driveways only. The net increase in project trips
would not adversely affect off-site intersections or neighborhood streets in the project vicinity
The net increase in site-generated trips were added to the future (2025) without-project traffic
volumes to estimate the future (2025) with-project Pl\1 peak hour driveway volumes, shown on
Figure 6 (attached).

4.3.

Site Access Operations and Safety

The project proposes to create a new driveway for residents and staff on 176 th Avenue NE. This
driveway would be created by relocating the existing emergency-access driveway on the north side of
the site. The existing main driveway along 176°1 Avenue NE would remain, and would continue to be
the primary driveway for employees and staff as well as the only point of access for visitors. Use of
th
the secondary driveway to 176 Avenue NE was determined based on the distribution pattern and
visitor counts.
Levels of service for the site access driveways were calculated using the 2025 with-project traffic
volumes and the methodology described previously in this memorandum. With the proposed
expansion, the main site access driveway (existing location) would operate at LOS Band the proposed
second access driveway would operate at LOS A during an average day PM peak hour. These are
acceptable operating conditions. During the peak special event of the year (Open House), the main site
access driveways would continue to operate at LOS B.

- Q -
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The existing emergency-only driveway along Abbey Road is located along a horizontal curve, with a
vertical curve located to the \-Vest of the driveway . Since the proposed secondary driveway will be
opened to residents and visitors (as opposed to the current emergency access only restriction) , it wi!l
be required to have adequate sight lines for both entering and stopping sight distances. 111e proposed
th
new driveway would be located along 176 Avenue NE, which has a posted speed limit of25 mph.
As stated in the Redmond Community Development Guide2, the required stopping sight distance for a
local public stTeet (using a design speed of 5 mph above the posted speed limit) is 200 feet. The
required entering sight distance (using a design speed of 10 mph above the posted speed limit) is 390
feet. In order to meet these sight distance requirements, some re-grading of a berm on the inside of
the horizontal cur-ve west of the driveway will be required. An attached graphic shows the plaJ1 and
profile of the driveway along with the grading required to meet the sight distance requirements (plan
by Triad Associates, May 2010).

4.4.

Parking

The City of Redmond requires one parking space be provided per independent residential unit
(applied to apartment style unit), two spaces for each duplex, and 1.25 parking spaces be provided
for each Health Center staff member. Based on these requirements, the proposed Phase I expansion
would require 451 spaces, and the completion with Phase II would require 482 spaces. Emerald
Heights would exceed these minimum parking requirements by providing 661 spaces for Phase I
and 850 spaces at the completion of Phase n.
During special events that require addition parking, Emerald Heights would continue to provide a
shutile to off-site parking locations.

4.5.

Traffic Safety

The collision data provided for the study area do not indicate any traffic safety conditions. Since the
project is redeveloping an existing site with the same uses and with relatively minimal traffic
increases, the project is not expected to resuit in any new adverse impacts to traffic safety conditions.

4.6.

Transit

The project is not expected to adversely affect transit service. Any new transit riders generated from
the Emerald Heights community would be considered a positive affect on the roadway network.

4.7.

Non-Motorized Facilitie,s

The existing non- motorized facilities surrounding the project site will remain unc hanged with the
proposed project.

2

Appendix 20D-3, Tables 1-F (Stopping Sight Distance) and i-I (Entering Sight Distance) Reprinted April
2009. As based on American Association of State Highways and Transportation Officials (AASHTO ) _
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4.8.

Mitigation

The City of Redmond has adopted Transportation Tm pact Fees per the City of Redmond Community
Development Code (20D.210.10-120). The two related land uses on the Fee Schedule are "Retirement
Community" and "Congregate Care/Assisted Living," which are based on the number of residential
units. For the additional 207 units proposed, the related fees are as follows:
..

A proportionate assessment= $270,505.60
Retirement Community fee - (130 independent units) x $1,530.44/unit = $198,957.20 +
Congregate Care/Assisted Living - (77 assisted units) x $929.20/unit = $71,548.40.

As the City updates it Community Development Guide, these fees could change, as they would be
recalculated by the City with the most current foes . In addition, the City of Redmond has an inter local
agreement with King County to collect fees for project trips using unincorporated King County
roadways. These fees are calculated by the City using the King County Mitigated Payment System
(MPS). The Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) may also have transportation
related improvements in the area that could impose a fee. A!! of these fees will be estimated prior to
building permit issuance.
Based on the analysis presented in this memorandum, the only other mitigation measure needed is to
re-grade near the proposed secondary site access driveway in order to meet minimum entering sight
distance requirements. The re-grading plan is attached.

Attachments:

Figure I. Proposed Site Plan
Figure 4. Existing (2010) and Future (2025) Without Project- PM Peak Hour
Traffic Volumes
Figure 5. Net New Project Trip Distribution and Assignment - PM Peak Hour
Figure 6. Future (2025) With-Project - PM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
Level of Service Worksheets
Secondary Access Plan and Profile Sight Distance Summary - Triad Associates
Traffic Count Data
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Emerald Heights Master Plan
3: Emerald Heights Mc. .. , Access & 176th Ave NE
HCM Unsignalized Intersection Caeacity Analysis
Existing 201 o PM

/
Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC 1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
IF (s)
pO queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane#
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Del ay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS
Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

Heffron - mmb

EBL

~

EBR

NBL

NBT

<l'

~

34

35

0.70
49

0.73
48

32
Free
0%
0.73

44

50
Free
0%
0.67
75

None

None

'ty1
22
Stop
0%
0.70
31

227

87

100

227
6.4

87
6.2

100
4.1

3.5

3.3
95
977

2.2
97
1505

1\181
92
48
0
'i505
0.03
2
4.0
A
4.0

SB 1
100
0
25
1700
0.06
0
0.0

96
741
EB 1
80
31

49
868
0.09
8
9.6
A
9.6
A

.,;

i

t

'v

SBT

SBR
17

0.67
25

0.0

4.2
20.3%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 7 - Report
Page 1
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3: Emerald Heigtns Main Access & 176th Ave NE
2025 Plvl Without Project
HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis

.,,;.
Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane#
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS
Intersection Summa~y
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

Heffron - mmb

EBL

~

~

EBR

NBL

~.1

22
Stop
0%
0.70
31

34

35

0.70
49

0.73
48

267

113

125

267
6.4

113
6.2

125
4.1

3.5

3.3
95
946

2.2
97
1474

NB 1
107
48
0
1474
0.03

3
3.5

SB 1
125
0
25
1700
0.07
0
0.0

A
3.5

00

96
702
EB 1
80
31

49
832
0.10

8
9.8
A

9.8

✓

t i
NBT

SBT

4

t..

43
Free
0%
0.73
59

67
Free
0%
0.67
100

None

None

SBR
17

0.67
25

A

3.7
20.9%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 7 - Report
Page 1
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3: Emerald Heights Main Access & 176th Ave NE
HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analtsis
2025 PM With-Project

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, plaioon unbiockeu
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vo!
vCu, unblocked vol
IC, single (s)
IC, 2 stage (s)
IF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane#
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS
Intersection Summa~
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

Heffron - mmb

t i

~.)-

),

-\

EBL

EBR

NBL

NBT

4

ti-

48

49

0.70
69

0.73
67

47
Free
0%
0.73
64

74
Free
0%
0.67
11 D

¥
30
Stop
0%
0.70
43

None

325

126

142

325
6.4

126
6.2

142
4.1

3.5
93
642

3.3
93
930

2.2

EB 1
111

1\181
'132
67
0
1454
0.05
4
4.1
A

43
69
793
0.14

12
10.3
n
D

10.3
B

4.1

~/

SBT

SBR
21

0.67
31

None

95
1454
SB 1
142
D
31
1700
0.08
0
0.0
0.0

4.4
23.1%

ICU Level of Service

A

15

Synchro 7 - Report
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Emerald Heights Maste, Ian
5: Emerald He,~r1ts 2nd Access & 176th Ave NE
HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capaci~ Anal~sis
2025 PM With-Project

~
Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blocl<age
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
pO queue free %
c!Vl capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane#
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS
Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

Heffron - mmb

EBL

t i

'\

'\

EBR

NBL

¥
6
Stop
0%
0.70
9

7

0.70
10

4

0.73
5

246

135

139

246
6.4

135
6.2

139

3.5
99
744

3.3
99
919

EB 1
19
9
10

~

SBR

73
Free
0%
0.73
100

88

5

Free
0%
0.67
131

0.67
7

None

None

2.2

2
9.4

0.4

A

A
0.4

0.0

9.4

SBT

4'

100
1457

1700
0.08
0
0.0

0.02

NBT

4.1

NB 1
105
5
0
1457
0.00
0

829

4

SB 1
139
0
7

A

0.8
17.1%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 7 - Report
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All Traffic Data Services Inc.

Page 1

Site Code: 01

2225 NE 27th St
Renton, 1/\/A 98056
Ph . 206-251-0300
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Peds

i
~

1•

I I 32
35

G
Approach

PHF

HV¾

Volume

EB

0.70

0.0%

56

WB

0.00

0.0%

0

NB

0.73

0.0%

67

SB

0.67

7.5%

67

Intersection

0.78

2.6%

190

I

0

Count Period: 4:00 PM to 6:00 PIVl
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Year

Mo Day

left

I°')

0

Eastbou11d
T/Jru Riqht

Left

Westbound
Thru RifJ./'t

Source

06

THU

PM

0

1102

187

18

532

0

0

0

0

39

0

9

RED

18

WED

PM

0

1126

130

14

565

0

0

0

0

31

0

10

RED

61

105

-· -- -- - - - - -··
39
17
RED

NE 104 St and 166 Ave NE
·- ·

- ---

-·- .

-- -----

11

21

107

130

16

24

125

57

169

69

19

RED

108

11

16

137

81

108

66

27

RED

21

79

12

29

137

58

105

30

12

DEV

66

269

13

12

96

121

277

mo

38

RED

11

349

27

9

59

119

346

203

12

RED

20

92

11

16

106

64

110

51

11

RED

14

106

5

32

123

58

140

58

20

RED

355

20

92

11

16

106

64

110

51

11

RED

2

3

32

4

36

60

299

38

4

160

34

RED

365

935

0

0

559

67

82

0

359

0

0

0

RED

107

364

27

239

20

PM

26

THU

11

12

TUE

12

2

TUE

1

25

TU E

2007

12

13

THU

AM

159

67

126

2007

03

14

WED

PM

95

359

355

PM

123

358

361

PM

95

359

8

7

28

2000

10

2003
2003
2005

2007

12

13

THU

2007

3

14

WED

------·- ------

23

WED

1999

80

215

242

PM

89

279

PM

93

206

PM

'105

253

281

AM

67

83

223

NE /04 St and /79 Ave NE

/04179

13

12

THU

PM

NE UN St and Avondale Rd
PM

!04AVR

-

·-

·---

1995

PM

154

1043

0

0

646

31

63

0

201

0

0

0

RED

1996

PM

172

1064

0

0

702

47

75

0

190

0

0

0

RED

1998

co
(D

Left

12

PM

224

1418

0

0

708

41

76

0

174

0

0

0

RED

THU

PM

220

1502

0

0

74-4

42

96

0

205

0

0

0

RED

1627

0

0

755

50

82

0

170

0

0

0

RED

695

39

RED

0

0

RED

0

0

RED

0

0

RED

1997

"'U
o.>

Southbound
Tfim Right
Left

4

1994

:-,
/

Northbound
Thrn Righr

2007

2007
;.>

Peak
Period

2007

104166

;)'

Wee!t

Day_of

9

3

1999

7

13

TUE

PM

148

2004

1

14

WED

PM

0

PM

151

0

0

96

o

248

153

1416

0

1202

0

0

689

82

115

0

260

1135

146

45

0

100

o
o
o

748

41

125

0

206

0

2005

11

08

Tues

2007

11

14

WED

AM

180

454

-x•o1

11

14

WED

PM

111

1481

o
o

o
o

NE 109 St and Red-Wood Rd
-------

!09RWR

··· ---- -·
1998
7

- -•..·------ -------

-

-- ·- ·

1

WED

PM

66

810

167

79

416

B

21

82

48

80

32

51

RED
RED
RED
RED

2000

10

18

WED

PM

109

802

159

95

387

19

39

118

124

70

33

2005

09

29

Thurs

PM

98

775

138

154

475

46

63

67

70

76

71

55
107

2007

12

6

THU

AM

11

235

48

38

980

42

3

46

104

229

63

112

c.o
Monday, October 13, 2008
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Year

Day_of
Week

Northbound
left
Thru Right
0

4

18

WED

AM

20D7

4

11)

WED

MID

2007

12

D6

THU

PM

27

i~11

2007

4

18

WED

PM

0

1192

2007

3

15

THU

PM

3D

934

114

..

1192

16

392

Southbound
left
Thru Ri~ht

Eastbound
Le.ft

Thru

Ri[?ht

Left

1Jlesthound
Thru Right

Source

156

61

356

8

26

12

16

15

1

9

RED

69

39

436

9

11

14

22

64

13

58

RED

90

104

442

4

21

,,8

27

52

30

62

RED

156

61

356

8

26

~12

16

15

1

9

RED

101

449

14

17

55

29

80

13

72

RED

0

D

0

0

264

38

16

0

RED

0

0

0

0

'109

33

12

0

RED

42

19

14

1

9

:io1

20

23

NE 116 St and 162 Ave NE
. -·--

---

2006

01

·12

2D07

12

06

116172

Thurs

PM

PM

44

0

PM

1~,,

27

NE 116 St a11d 172 Ave NE

·1998

7

30

THU

RED

1999

6

30

WED

PM

68

39

13

20

11

2

16

:io2

19

33

17

RED

2003

11

18

TUE

AM

44

12

54

7

32

9

2

ll1

36

150

329

6

RED

2003

11

5

WED

PM

2L1

67

126

9

7

3

-15

357

31

24

120

6

DEV

2003

11

13

THU

PM

12

54

97

6

15

1

9

:387

34

28

122

11

RED

2005

3

1

WED

AM

36

13

34

20

55

30

7

rl2

32

172

385

27

RED

2006

3

1

WED

MD

15

28

40

20

21

7

'14

118

10

45

103

19

RED

2006

01

12

Thurs

PM

30

53

126

21

13

4

6

:238

28

35

80

11

RED

20

65

37

'16

24

9

2007

12

06

THU

AM

33

19

45

,..,--'2667

12

06

THU

PM

24

52

130

802

73

39

197

392

24

RED

26

395

jf

47

154

8

RED

·-

NE I /6 St and Avondale Rd
---··--- --

I /6AVR
1994

PM

7t!

1995

PM

78

916

33

423

24

93

51

230

26

22

30

RED

199'6

PM

96

1085

29

31

516

25

'161

42

201

30

18

42

RED

PM

57

1225

30

43

560

25

92

32

173

31

14

36

RED

AM

1'16

351

9

~3

1177

101

13

12

70

21

20

22

RED

TUE

PM

73

1275

29

26

488

17

116

45

168

25

15

44

RED

THU

AM

91

338

13

4B

1225

91

16

11

55

21

26

24

RED

THU

PM

561

7

72

1414

22

132

47

185

31

24

29

RED

50

1997
1998

7

28

TUE

1998

7

28

1999

8

12

"U

Q)

-1999

co
CD

~

.....

Peal,
Period

2007

I /()162

I

Day

Mo

34

8

12

2000

10

31

TUE

AM

172

361

25

174

1369

324

35

23

49

23

2000

10

31

TUE

PM

86

1480

32

27

501

26

250

43

181

36

41

RED

71

RED

0
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Year

Day

l'vfo

Day_of
Week

Period

Northbound
Thru Rig/rt
left

Peak

Southbound
Tltru Rif?ht
left

Left

Eastbound
Thru Rigltt

Left

Westbound
Thru Ri£hl

Source

2003

10

22

WED

AM

185

329

24

141

1315

300

'.'-6

32

73

36

44

22

RED

2003

10

22

WED

PM

100

1322

30

57

539

38

211

39

159

38

28

73

RED

2007

11

14

WED

AM

179

264

17

1411

1029

357

48

49

81

39

58

42

RED

2007

11

14

WED

PM

110

1224

24

31

533

35

294

49

214

50

27

40

RED

! i6RWR

NE J16 St and Red-Wood Rd

·1994

PM

0

727

135

261

505

0

0

0

0

42

0

100

RED

1995

PM

0

597

119

283

475

0

0

0

0

29

0

126

RED

1996

PM

0

665

147

2613

493

0

(I

0

0

18

0

115

RED

1997

PM

0

690

115

193

494

0

(I

0

0

1ll

0

77

RED

1998

PM

0

729

140

229

507

0

0

0

0

17

0

108

RED

1998

7

30

THU

PM

0

729

140

229

507

0

(I

0

0

17

0

108

RED

2003

11

6

THU

PM

0

784

1119

214

441

0

0

0

0

53

1

150

RED

2005

09

29

Thurs

PM

0

896

37

109

639

0

0

0

0

19

0

65

RED

2006

3

1

WED

AM

0

373

40

84

853

0

CJ

0

0

307

0

210

RED

2007

12

06

THU

AM

0

269

51

95

G47

0

(I

0

0

327

0

230

RED

2007

3

15

THU

PM

0

823

191

256

472

0

D

0

0

62

0

114

RED

12

06

THU

PM

0

781

180

262

399

0

(I

0

0

54

0

146

RED

· - - -····

2007

f 16Wll

---

-

NE I 16 St and Willows Rd

1994

PM

9

916

205

174

533

1

H7

29

73

50

3

72

RED

1995

PM

12

981

167

111

474

6

DO

27

100

54

3

4/J

RED

1996

PM

17

1014

110

54

496

6

·121

39

107

27

1

17

RED

1997

PM

0

1017

152

59

438

0

()

0

0

46

0

30

RED

1998

PM

21

1047

170

'!03

409

7

04

47

104

60

2

50

RED

1998

11

16

WED

PM

21

1047

170

103

409

7

64

47

104

60

2

50

RED

2000

9

13

WED

AM

60

341

33

15

1171

97

·13

0

15

253

30

44

RED

·151

37

2000

10

18

WED

PM

4

1129

144

85

408

11

57

17

2

77

RED

2003

10

22

WED

AM

72

320

13

22

1061

165

·13

2

21

127

26

38

RED

""CJ

2003

10

22

VVED

PM

7

1059

81

108

476

18

193

35

51

16

3

45

RED

co

2007

12

13

THU

Ar'vl

40

362

7

4

1221

126

·13

0

9

65

19

14

RED

2007

4

18

WED

AM

61

356

5

0

1192

156

·15

1

9

26

12

16

RED

0)

CD

I\.)

......
......
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Page 215

1

Project Description
'-

-

-- Request for a DGA to change the zoning from R-4 to R-6
Retirement facility located in Education Hill on 38 acres
Rezone of the property to R-6 to increase the number of
units within the facility over a 20 year time line through
phased development
Phase 1 includes 116 new units
Phase 2 includes 85 new units

•

Page 216

2

Procedural Sun1rnary
I

Completeness
06/07/2010 - Letter of completeness issued and
vested date
The Notice of Application
06/23/2010 - Comment period begins
07/24/2010 - Comment period ends
SEPA
C 10/13/2010 - DNS issued
1 0 /27 /20 l O - Comment period ends
11/11/2010-Appeal period ends
:_; The Notice of Public Hearing
04/08/2011 - Issued

1=--.J r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _l
Two community meetings were scheduled by the
applicant
Staff has received several comment letters from
residents of Emerald Heights after forwarding the
Technical Committee Report

Page 217

3

The amendment complies with the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map,
policies, and provisions.
C1

The proposal Complies wlln /he City of Redmond's Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map,
policies relating lo framework, Land use, Housing policies, and Neighborhood Plan

The amendment bears a substantial relation lo the public health and safety
!'J

Proposed rezone would no/ alter the uses allowed on the site but would increase d ensity.

rJ

Oetlgn of /he ex pansion to the retirem ent community would be consistent with the Redmond
Com munity O<>ve/o p menl Guide

The amendment is warranted because of change d circumstances, a mistake, or
because of a need for additional property in the proposed zoning district.
Cl
Provide additional senior housing capacity in the Education Hill Neighborhood.
n
The prop o sed expansion 1, a ri,;pon,e lo markol d e mands fo r Cl/I increo,., In /he number uf
senior housing units ne~ed lo serve the needs of /he community in a n area that is
consiste nt will> the Comprehenuve Plan, is already z:oned residential, and hcu a ccess lo
allcmalive fo rms o f trans portation, and u//li/ie, available lo the si/e.
The subject property is suitable for de velopment in general conformance with
zoning standards under the proposed zoning district .
..,
R-4 and R-6 zone are residential disfricl.< and similar in terms of allowed uses
o

The proposal complies with Retirement Residence regulations

D(;;;/.\ -~.- Deci sion Cdt~rio (Continued )
______
_

,

The amendment will no t be materially detrimental to uses or property in the immediate vicinity
of the subject p roperty
D

The site is cvrrently developed with the ex isling retirement facility which houses 40) existing

units

•

The sile I• z oned re,idenliol and /he proposed amendment will no/ oiler the uses allowed on
sile. However, ii would increo,e the d enri/y

;:; No uses exisf adjacent to the site tho/ are wholly incompofible wifh development re sulting fr o m
this proposal
Adequate public facilities and services are likely to be available to serve the deve lopment
allowed by the proposed zoning
i:;

Exisfing sewer and waler utilities ore currently provided to the sile and upgrades to the waler
and sewer systems would be required as per/ of the phased development

!:l

On-site parking spaces exceed the required number of ,paces and th ere fore meets everyday
parking demand . Emerald Heights provides shuttle services lo off.site parking servin g special
events.

n

There is one moin access lo and from th e Emerald Heights community, off of ) 7 6 11' Avenue NE
on the east side of /he properly which would be retained os the moin access point. The existing
emergency-only driveway on NE 111 '" Street would be relocafed sovfheost and improved to
provide a secondary access for residents and employees of Emerald Heighls.

Page 218

4

[1Gi\. -·· Decision CrHeria (Con'i"inued )
The probable adverse environmental impacts of the types of development allowed by the
proposed zone con be mitigated taking into account all applicable regulations or the
unmitigated impacts ore acceptable.
L1

The proposal is not expected to result in significant adverse environmental impacts ,

fJ

No portions of the proposed expansion are within any critical areas .

o The site has on existing Closs Ill Stream with a 100' buffer and steep slopes, greater than
40% are located along the west portion of the property. These critical areas are preserved
within an existing Native Growth Protection Area (NGPE) which is densely vegetated and
the proposed expansion does not propose any impact to the Native Growth Protection
Area.
r_;

The phased development may result in some tree removal and associated loss of habitat
for tree- and ground-dwelling species with in the site and outside the NGPE.

The amendment complies with oil other applicoble criteria and standards in the Redmond
Community Development Guide.
cl

The proposal is consistent with the Redmond Community Development Guide. The site is
already zoned residential and the proposed rezone is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan

Recornrnenda'l'ion

:=- -'-------------- -----• Staff recommends approval subject to the

recommendation in the Technical Committee Report
with one minor change.
• Section VII relating to conditions of approval is to be
stricken from the recommendation since the project
will be conditioned during the Phased development
of the proposal and not related to the zone change.
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5
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1

Project Descripi"ion

_____________

,_

Request for a DGA to change the zoning from R-4 to R-6
Retirement facility located in Education Hill on 38 acres
Rezone of the property to R-6 to increase the number of
units within the facility over a 20 year time line through
phased development
Phase 1 includes 116 new units
Phase 2 includes 85 new units

Concepi"uo.! Plan

Page 222

2

Procedural Sumrnary
I

Completeness
D 06 /07/201 0 - Letter of completeness issued and
vested date
The Notice of Application
o 06/23/2010 - Comment period begins
O 07/24/2010 - Comment period ends
SEPA
c 10/13/2010- DNS issued
c 10/27/2010 - Comment period ends
1 l /11/2010 - Appeal period ends
The Notice of Public Hearing
C 04/08/2011 - Issued

r,

a

I•

J-'UO I IC

..,..,.

t...,Oi11rnent

I

Two community meetings were scheduled by the
applicant
, Staff has received several comment letters from
residents of Emerald Heights after forwarding the
Technical Committee Report
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3

uc;./.\

if"~-,

•

0

~

0,.

0

L)ec 1si c,n l_.ri1er1a

1= •-----------------

The amendment compiles with the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map,
policies, and provisions.
r.,

The proposal Complies with the City of Redmond's Comprehensive Plan land Use Map,
policies relating to Framework, Land use, Housing policies, and Neighborhood Plan

The amendment bears a substantial relation to the public health and safety

u

Proposed rezone would not alter /he uses allowed on the site bu/ would increase density.

o

Oe,ign of lhe e,cpomion lo the retirement community would be consistent with the Redmond
Commun/I)' Development Guide

The amendment is warranted because of changed circumstances, a mistake, or
because of a need for additional property in the proposed zoning district,

1:,

Provide addilional senior housing capacily in the Education Hill Neighborhood.

n

The proposed expansion is a response to market demands for on increase in Jhe number of

senior housing units needed to serve the needs of the communily in an oreo fl1af is
consistent with the Comprehensive Pion, is already zoned residential, and has access to
alternative forms of transportation, and utilities available to the site.

The subject property is suitable for development in general conformance with
zoning standards under the proposed zoning district.
!'."I

R-4 and R-6 zone are residential districts and similar in terms of allowed uses

c,

The proposal complies with Retirement Residence regulations

D(?:/A -- Decision Cri•i•eria (Continued )

:= L_
The amendment will not be materially detrimental to uses or property in the immediate vicinity
of the subject property
~I

-

The sife is currently developed with /lie existing retirement facility which houses 401 existing

units
o The sife is zoned residential and the proposed amendment will not alter the uses allowed on
site. However, if would increase the density
n
No uses exist adjacent lo the sile that are wholly incompatible with developmenl resulting from
this proposal
Adequate public facilities and services ore likely to be available to serve the development
allowed by the proposed zoning
,_, Existing sewer and water utilities are currently provided to the site and upgrades lo fhe water
and sewer systems would be required as part of the phased development
rr On-site parking spaces exceed the required number of spaces and fherefore meefs everyday
parking demand. Emerald Heights provides shuffle services to off-site parking serving special
evenls.

•

There is one mo/n occe.u fo and from the Emerald Heights community, off of 17 6"' Avenue NE
on the east side of the properly which would he relained as /he main occe.u point. The uiding
emerg(!ncy-only driveway on NE 1 11 ~ Street would he relocated 1oulhllotl and improved lo
provide o , econdory occe,i for resident, and employees of Emerald Heights.
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4

D(-;A -- Decision Criteria (Con'i'inued )
I
The probable adverse environmental impacts of the types of development allowed by the
proposed zone can be mitigated toking into account all applicable regulations or the
unmitigated impacts are acceptable.

:::; The proposal is not expected to result in significant adverse environmental impacts.
:::; No portions of the proposed expansion are within any critical areas.

• The site has an existing Class Ill Stream with a 100' buffer and steep slopes, greater than
40% are located along the west portion of the property. These critical areas are preserved
within an existing Native Growth Protection Area {NGPE} which is densely vegetated and
the proposed expansion does not propose any impact to the Native Growth Protection
Area.
c

The phased development may result in some tree removal and associated loss of habitat
for tree- and ground-dwelling species within the site and outside the NGPE.

The amendment complies with all other applicable criteria and standards in the Redmond
Community Development Guide.
a

The proposal is consistent with the Redmond Community Development Guide. The site is
already zoned residential and the proposed rezone is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan

Recornrnenda'i"ion
• Staff recommends approval subject to the
recommendation in the Technical Committee Report
with one minor change.
• Section VII relating to conditions of approval is to be
stricken from the recommendation since the project
will be conditioned during the Phased development
of the proposal and not related to the zone change.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Don Taves [dtaves@pickatime.com]
Sunday, May 01, 2011 12:52 PM
Thara Johnson
EH rezone application

Dear Ms Johnson:

May 1, 2011

I am a resident of Emerald Heights and I am opposed to the proposed
zoning change for this campus from R4 to r6. The reason for my
opposition is that if Emerald Heights expands further my cottage will be
destroyed to all for the construction of a new apartment.
When I visited Emerald Heights in 2004 I was told by Marketing that
there would be no further expansion on this campus. I would not have
considered Emerald Heights if I was not able to live in a cottage.
As a physician and as a person with significant respiratory problems I am
also concerned about the exhaust fumes that will be created by any
building equipment and delivery trucks. And I ain also concerned about
the plans to reduce my lawn by one half in order to park large Community
vehicles and resident cars, both of which will create more exhaust fumes
and destroy the beauty of my cottage.
Thank You,
Barbara Mudge, M.D.
Click here to report this email as spam.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Larry Turnbull [lft.md@frontier.com]
Monday, April 11, 2011 10:34 AM
Thara Johnson
Emerald Heights zone change

Dear Ms. Johnson,
You may recall I am the Emerald Hts. resident whom you helped to get info for our residents last
summer. I have some questions about this refiling of the application. For some reason I didn't
receive the Notice of Public Hearing but obtained a copy from a friend. If it would be better to talk on
the phone my number is 425-867-1883. If it would be better for me to come to your department I'd be
glad to do that. The majority of residents are still opposed to our building any more residential units
on this campus according to a recent survey. I am guessing that an unknown number of residents
feel strongly enough to come to the hearing. My questions are:
1) I would expect them to be orderly and respectful but I'd like to know if you think there would be any
likelihood that the pure number of people attending might attract unwelcome attention of news
reporters.
2) Has there been any significant change in the application?
3) We are adding 6 more beds in the nursing center without changing square footage. Is it true that
we could still add new building to change from double rooms to single under R-4 if we didn't add more
beds?
4) Is there anything in the staff report that we should know?
Thanks again,
Dr. Larry Turnbull

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dale R Blanchard [dale@caspia.com]
Thursday, April 28, 2011 2:17 PM
Thara Johnson
Application by Emerald Heights for R-6 Zoning

April 28, 2011

Dear Ms. Johnson,
I am a resident of Emerald Heights. Many years ago, I was a CPA with Price Waterhouse. Most of my career
was spent in the real estate industry, the last 6 years as President of Genstar Pacific Investments which was
heavily involved in financing shopping centers, homes, and apartments.
It's been my observation that many of the Emerald residents may be placing too high a value on life here
without temporary construction disturbances and overlooking the critical business decisions that must be
made in order to keep Emerald competitive in this market. Assuming that we have almost 40% turnover in five
years, I can certainly understand this way of thinking.
However, The Board of Directors and management absolutely can't think that way. They have the
responsibility for the next 10, 20, even 30 years into the future. At the present time, the word is out that
seniors are retiring at ever-increasing numbers. Developers are jumping into a lucrative field. In the not-toodistant future, possibly for unexplained reasons or possibly for some action of the Federal Reserve, the
number of seniors retiring may sharply drop. This is one reason why Emerald Heights needs to keep reserves
at a high level, for the unexpected . Some of the residents believe that reserves should be used for small-scale
construction projects over time, or even to reduce monthly fees. That would be a mistake.
It's likely we will need some major improvements to stay competitive. If retirement communities start sharply
reducing prices in a sharply declining market, the retirement homes which are part of a larger organization
(say, with multiple units under common ownership) are in much better shape to lower prices. A free-standing
retirement home like Emerald can 't lower fees very much without reducing the quality of life in the home.
We need large reserves and the R-6 zoning to enhance our ability to deal with unknown problems which are
sure to come.
Sincerely,

Dale R. Blanchard

Click here to report this email as spam.
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April 28, 2011
From: Don W. Kindred
Treasurer, Emerald Heights Residents Association
Member, Board Finance Committee
Address: 11007 176

th

Circle NE, Redmond, WA 98052

Phone#: 425-442-2300
Email: donkindred@comcast.net
Re: Emerald Heights, Development Guide Amendment {DGA) - Zoning

APPLICATION DATE: 6/07/2010
Attn: Thara Johnson, Associate Planner- (tmjohnson@redmond.gov)
Rezoning from R4 to R6 in important to the long term viability of Emerald Heights.
The future is unpredictable so it is important to provide as much flexibility as
possible. Emerald Heights must meet the challenges that the future will present.
The management and the board of directors are correct in requesting this change
and they have the fiduciary obligation to meet these challenges. Application for
this change in zoning has incurred costs of an estimated $250,000. Not
completing this zoning change would put the management and the board of
directors in a position of facing another expenditure of this amount or more to
rezone in the future.

Sincerely,
Don W. Kindred
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Thara Johnson
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Russ Smedley [russ@tsmedley.net]
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:59 PM
Thara Johnson
Rezoning Emerald Heights

Thara Johnson
From Russ Smedley
Rezoning request for E/H.
It is my under standing some of our misguide residence have been asking you to deny our request for
the passage of this issue.
It is my firm believe we have hired our present management to represent us and they believe it is in
our best interest to have this passed at this time.and I urge you to consider this in our favor.
I do not understand why some of our people have taken this stand,and others of us feel very strong
that it should pass.
Some people are saying if you pas this then E/H will be adding 84 more units,while our present
management say that is not so.
Yes they do not rule out that one day in the future they may reconsider and add some units the
number of 84 is not one they are thinking of, at this time. Our E/H board up to now has done things in
our best interest and I do beli~ve they will continue to do so for us.
All the changes they have made to date have turned out far better for our well being.
It seems to lots of us now is the right time to do this rezoning.
Please do the right thing for us.
It is with lots of hope things go as our Board wants to have this passed.
Thank you just one old member that has lots of faith in our board when it come time to see that some
things get done in a timely manor.
Russell C. Smedley# 1711 since 8-01-06.

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Andrea Williams [williamsbunny@earthlink.net]
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 4:19 PM
Thara Johnson
Emerald Heights Re-Zone Application

My name is Andrea Williams and I am writing to go on record as strongly supporting the Emerald Heights Re-Zone
Application.
A resident for 18 years, I have twice served on the Residents Council, have twice chaired the Interior Decorating
Committees, and am a member at the current time.
Emerald Heights has become one of the most desirable CCR Cs in the region and the decision to renovate has been of
concern to some of the residents. The completion of the 1st phase and especially the new living room has been a wake
up call and validated the need for updating - the residents are using and enjoying it far more than before.
The Master Plan Proposal's next phase is ready to move on and the Re-Zoning that is being considered is very vital - not
only for the current plans but to enable future needs.
Thank you for your help.

Sincerely,

Andrea Williams

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

dickni [dickni@comcast.net]
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 3:02 PM
Thara Johnson
Emerald Heights Rezone

To: Ms Thara Johnson
Development Service Center
Subj: Public Zoning Hearing May 2nd 7pm
Please enter my name to become a Party of Record for the public hearing on the application of the Emerald
Heights Board to rezone the property from existing zoning designation R-4 to R-6. I am concerned that adding
more apartments to this facility is not appropriate at this time because of financial, environmental, esthetic,
archetectural, resident facilities and nursing capacity issues.
Respectfully,
Richard Niemer
10901 176th Circle NE #2528
Redmond
425-881-9394

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

RL. Lauer [rl. lauer@comcast.net]
Thursday, April 21, 2011 2:57 PM
Thara Johnson
LisaH@emeraldheights.com
Pending Rezoning of Emerald Heights to R-6

Attention: Thara Johnson, Associate Planner for the City of Redmond
My name is Robert L. Lauer and I have been a resident at Emerald Heights for over fifteen years and
have served on the Residents Council and many other positions of responsibility within that
organization.
I have complete confidence and totally support the decision of Management, the Residents Council,
the Board of Directors and the Consultants to request the Rezone From Existing R-4 toR-6.
Furthermore, I join with many, many of my fellow residents who have carefully studied the propose
zone change and support it 100% !
We therefore request that the City of Redmond take the appropriation action to approve the Zone
change from R4 to R-6.
Sincerely,
Robert L. Lauer
15 Year Resident of Emerald Heights

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Don Williams [donkatywil@yahoo.com]
Thursday, April 21, 2011 2:50 PM
Thara Johnson
Emerald Heights reezoning
Draft RC Rezoing Statement in Favor.doc

Dear Ms. Johnson,
It is my understanding that the City on May 2 will consider a rezoning application from the
Emerald Heights Continuing Care Center. The voting members of the Emerald Heights
Residents' Council in a meeting on Tuesday, April 19th approved by a vote of 8-2 the
attached "Statement in Support of the Emerald Heights Rezoning." Please add
this statement to your papers.
I should also like to make an oral presentation at the May 2 meeting.
Thank you most kindly,

Don T. Williams, President
Residents' Council

Click here to report this email as spam.
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DRAFT RESIDENT COUNCIL STATEMENT IN FAVOR
April 14, 2011
STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF THE EMERALD HEIGHTS REZONING
1. My name is Don T. Williams: I am the president of the Emerald Heights Resident
Council. The Council is elected by the residents to promote harmony and cooperation.
The vast volunteer efforts at Emerald Heights are coordinated through the Council. In a
special meeting on April 19, 2011, the eleven elected members of the council voted to
support the rezoning request and submit this statement.
2. The Council believes that, since Emerald Heights is approaching twenty years of age,
the physical facilities are in need of upgrading and refurbishment to better serve cmTent
residents and to continue to attract new clientele. The Resident Council generally
endorses implementation of the Emerald Heights master plan study that proposes a \Vide
range of improvements including a new fitness center, a new multi-purpose auditorium,
improvement of common areas, and other needed projects.
3. The master plan study at this point also includes consideration of about forty new
apartments. The financial and market feasibility of this residential expansion is still under
study. Like a large majority of the residents, the Council hopes that the other elements of
the master plan study can be built without requiring the revenue stream that would be
provided by these new residential units.
4. It is the understanding of the Council that all master plan projects currently under
consideration, including the forty new apaiiments, could be accomplished under the
current zoning. This is a critical consideration for the Council regarding this rezoning.
5. On the other hand, Emerald Heights has devoted considerable time and money to the
rezoning application process. We understand that the rezoning will fit into overall City
plans. Clearly, the rezoning will provide flexibility in the future to deal with issues we
can now only imagine.
6. Therefore, primarily in view of the time and dollars already expended but also looking
to the distant future, the Emerald Heights Resident Council urges that this rezoning be
approved.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Walls, Jane - (SEA) uwalls@tcco.com)
Monday, April 18, 2011 6:34 PM
Thara Johnson
Emerald Heights Rezone Application
EH - Rezone.docx

Attached is a statement in support of the rezone application of Emerald Heights. Thank you for this opportunity to
comment.

Click here to report this email as spam.
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To:
Re:

Ms. Thara Johnson, Associate Planner, City of Redmond, WA
Emerald Heights Rezone Application

From:

Jane Walls, Emerald Heights Retirement Association

April 18, 2011

As an Emerald Heights resident for nearly ten years I want to express my enthusiasm for the planned rezone proposed to the City of Redmond. Our campus is approaching twenty years of age and many of us
are in agreement that we need to bring it up to date and consider the needs of both current and future
residents. Actually, I cannot think of a single reason, nor have I heard one given, as to why residents
would wish to oppose it.

we have a unique and vibrant community with so much more to offer than other retirement
communities and we want to stay that way. We must be willing to move ahead and bring the place we
live into the modern world if we are going to continue to attract newcomers. We have proven
ourselves to be good citizens and our surrounding community seems to be in agreement that we have
blended in well. Now we have an exciting new opportunity to contribute further to our mission.

We are fortunate to have an exceptionally capable administrator who has had experience in this field,
has placed us on a sound financial basis to improve our facility, and has shown vision in planning ahead.
There are always individuals who are opposed to change. However, very many of our residents totally
support this rezoning feeling it appropriate to leave the decisions to our very able management and
staff.

Thank you for listening,

Jane Walls
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Shirl Doyle@aol.com
Monday, April 18, 20111:14 PM
Thara Johnson
Emerald Heights Re-Zone

Dear Thara,
We are sending this e-mail message to you to show our support for the Emerald Heights re-zone issue. We wish that
people would follow these ideas about successfully aging :
1. Embrace Change
2. React, but don't Judge
3. Look for the Positive issues in Life.
We have complete faith in our management and wish that other people would feel the same way when changes are
discussed . It is important that new apartments be added to our complex and that these additions won't change our
culture. We need to keep thinking forward to keep our community vital!
Sincerely,
Patrick and Shirley Doyle
Apartment 3609

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Eileen@comcast.net
Saturday, April 16, 201110:48 AM
Thara Johnson
REZONING EMERALD HEIGHTS

To: Thara Johnson
From: Judy Hjorth, resident of Emerald Heights
Re: Rezoning request by Emerald Heights
April 15, 2011
I understand that you have received emails from Emerald Height's residents opposing rezoning
for Emerald Heights. Many residents also opposed the remodeling of the front living room,
hallway and library space. Now, the new living room is one of the most used and enjoyed
places on campus.
Some of us, including myself, are pro rezoning, but we are not organized. I am for rezoning
simply because I do not want to tie the hands of future residents. Now is a wise time to
apply for rezoning; the city has shown itself open to such a possibility and financially it
will probably be more expensive to apply for rezoning in the future. I trust the Emerald
Heights Board to continue working with residents to meet the needs of future residents and
the community. They are demonstrating that they take everything step by step.
Thank you for your work.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dick Swope [dick.joyce1@frontier.com]
Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:40 PM
Thara Johnson
Re-zone, Emerald Heights
Zone support.docx

Enclosed please find comments from Emerald Heights residents, Thanks, Dick and Joyce Swope

Click here to report this email as spam.
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To:

Thara Johnson
Associate Planner, City of Redmond

Subject: Rezoning, Emerald Heights
Date:

April 14, 20011

From:

Dick and Joyce Swope
Emerald Heights Residents

We wish to voice our support for the application of re-zoning for Emerald Heights from a R-4 to R-6.
As residents of Emerald Heights approaching 7 years, we have been very appreciative of the services
available to ourselves and the availability of our facility to the community. Yes, we like lit the way it is,
but well aware of the fact that entities do not stand still, do not remain static. To do so invites a
downward trend.
Being a 501(c) 3 entity with a track record of admin istering an excellent care facility, it only behooves us
to look into the future and make available additional units as the demand from the surrounding
community dictates.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Larry Pinnt [lpinnt@msn.com]
Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:16 PM
Thara Johnson
Emerald Heights Re-Zone Application
Re-Zone.docx

Thara : Attached is a statement supporting the Emerald Heights Re-Zone application. I will also try to attend
your meeting on May 2nd to speak in person. However, in the meantime, if you have any questions or issues
that you think I should address on May 2nd, please feel to call at 425-895-1429 or just reply to this email.
Thanks.
Larry Pinnt

Click here to report this email as spam.
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My name is Larry Pinnt and I am both a resident of Emerald Heights as well as a
member of its Board of Directors. Over the past 30 years, I have served on a
number of corporate for-profit and not-for-profit boards and was invited to join
the Emerald Heights board last Fall.
The founding documents of Emerald Heights clearly outline a mission of service to
elderly persons to provide for their physical, medical, social and psychological
needs and to contribute to their general well being. This mission is not limited to
just the current residents of Emerald Heights but is perpetual in nature .
As both a resident and a board member, I fully support the application for re-zone
of the Emerald Heights campus. The current board as well as future members of
the Board of Directors, need maximum flexibility to pursue the Emerald Heights
mission. I believe that is the purpose of the re-zone application and I urge the
City to favorably consider it.
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Larry Turnbull [lft.md@frontier.com]
Monday, April 11, 2011 10:34 AM
Thara Johnson
Emerald Heights zone change

Dear Ms. Johnson,
You may recall I am the Emerald Hts. resident whom you helped to get info for our residents last
summer. I have some questions about this refiling of the application. For some reason I didn't
receive the Notice of Public Hearing but obtained a copy from a friend. If it would be better to talk on
the phone my number is 425-867-1883. If it would be better for me to come to your department I'd be
glad to do that. The majority of residents are still opposed to our building any more residential units
on this campus according to a recent survey. I am guessing that an unknown number of residents
feel strongly enough to come to the hearing. My questions are:
1) I would expect them to be orderly and respectful but I'd like to know if you think there would be any
likelihood that the pure number of people attending might attract unwelcome attention of news
reporters.
2) Has there been any significant change in the application?
3) We are adding 6 more beds in the nursing center without changing square footage. Is it true that
we could still add new building to change from double rooms to single under R-4 if we didn't add more
beds?
4) Is there anything in the staff report that we should know?
Thanks again,
Dr. Larry Turnbull

Click here to report this email as spam.
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To: Thara Johnson, Associate Planner, City of Redmond.
From: Donald R. Taves, M.D. I am a resident of Emerald
Heights apartment number 3 516 at 10901 176th Cir NE,
Redmond Washington.
The TECHNICAL COMMITTEE REPORT TO THE
HEARING EXAMINER concerning Emerald Heights does
not adequately address the relevant City Codes in the
following 6 instances and therefore should be denied.
VB 1. RCDG Section 20Dd.30 Affordable Housin2: "All
new senior housing proposed within the City shall be
required to provide a minimum of 25 percent of the new
units increased above the underlying zone as affordable."
With 42 additional apartments 11 would have to be set
aside for moderate income people. However after months
of strenuous effort there are still three empty units set aside
for moderate income people in the current building. There
is no assurance that we will be able to fill units for
moderate income people in any additional buildings.
Entrance Fees and Monthly .Maintenance Fees are too high.
Cl FW-13 "Create opportunities for the market to provide a
diversity of housing types, sizes and density." The
application for rezone by R6 calls for the removal of the
cottages thus decreasing the diversity of housing available
on our campus.
C 1 FW-19 "Make each neighborhood a better place to live
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or work by preserving and fostering each neighborhood's
unique character," Our unique characteristics are our open
country style that transitions from high-density units to
cottages with lawns, trees and gardens blending into Native
Growth Protection Area (NGPA). The master plan would
destroy that transition. It would go directly fron1 highdensity apartment buildings to NGPA.
C 1 N-EH-14 "Encourage a mix of housing types, styles and
a range of choices while maintaining the overall singlefamily character of established neighborhoods in Education
Hill." Our cottages are close to the single-family character.
The master plan calls for removal of cottages and replacing
them with three-story apartment buildings in direct
violation of this provision.
Cl N-EH-15 Promote a variety of housing choices that are
accessible to persons of all inco1ne levels." Our income
requirements are so high that we are currently unable to fill
three of the required 25% of our existing apartments for
moderate income residents, thus we are not in co1npliance
with this objective.
C 3 Conclusion "The proposed expansion is a response to
1narket demands for an increase in the nu1nber of senior
housing units needed to serve the needs of the
c01nmunity ... " Three similar facilities in the area have
been open for over a year and are less than 60% filled. All
si1nilar facilities are currently operating with empty units.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO R6.
We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO R6.
We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO RG.

We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO R6.
We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO R6.
We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO R6.

We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO R6.
We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO R6.
We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO RG.
We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO R6.
We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO R6.
We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO R6.
We want NO new independent living apartments on this campus.
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THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF EMERALD HEIGHTS PROTEST
THE ZONING CHANGE FROM R4 TO R6.
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May 2, 2011

To Vlhom it may concern:
Exhibit A and B
The attached exhibits attest to the fact that a significant number of Residents
of Emerald Heights do not want any new independent living units built on our
campus.
Portions of the documents have been deleted because they relate to other
topics not related to the preference for new residential living units .
Submitted by Bill Franz
Party of Record to the rezoning of Emerald Heights

RECEIVED
CITY OF REDMOND

tviAY O2 2011
DEVt:uJ,-1v1t:NT
SERVICES CENTER
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MOTION: Those in favor of adding new units to the EH campus: Four hands cou nted by Don Kindred,
Treasurer, and Keith Gilbert, Vice-Pres ide nt.

Those opposed to adding new units to the EH

campus: 151. 178 re sidents signed in as attending this meeting {some had left , some abstained.)

Bill Dumar sa id, "This is the first time we've been able to take a vote and I'm happy."
Pe ter Erns t Moved : "Request a special meeting be held of all the Residents of the Asso-

citation and all the members of the Boards of Directors, including the CEO of Emerald Heights,
within the next 2 weeks.'' "The purpose of the meeting is to give all the residents of E. H. an
opportunity to fully voice and express their concerns about the planned 84 unit expaH.a~a 2.~f> the

EH Resident::, Assoc. Minutes 11/ 09/ 10, Page 3

proposed drastic changes to our campus and our way of life that such a project would bring.
For many of us, it would mean living in a continuous construction zone for the rest of our lives.
It is also hoped that this meeting will give the Board members the opportunity to listen and more
fully understand the residents' feelings .
It is important that this meeting not be delayed and that it is held here at E.H.
within the next 2 weeks to stifle the drastic underlying anxiety, stress, uneasiness and anger
that now exists within the Emerald Heights family". Seconded by Marcia Heer.
l"l :r.,..,, r- ,,...; .,.... ...., ,

CII - -- ,- __ , _ _ .1. _ 1 _1 _ , r .
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.ADJOURNMENT at 11:30 A.M .

/?J;,2/2>~,4!~
Marge Dunnington , Secretary
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Future Expansion and Communications Committee
March 7,2011

"Quick Look" at Survey# 1: "Fftness Center and Additional Apartments"
360 questionnaires distributed; 223 returned. 62% response

•

Strong opposition to building new apartments on campus (69% vs. 17%; 14 %
undecided).

•

Strong vie.w that such expansion would have an unfavorable impact on parking, dining
facilities, kitchen, fitness center, Corwin Center, Clinic, and landscape ( 71% to 89%
unfavorable range).

•

Strong view that such expansion would have a negative sociological impact (69% vs.
21%; 10% undecided).

•

Strong concern as to several years of disturbing construction under such expansion
(76% vs . 17%; 7% undecided).

•

Most oppose zone change from R-4 vs . R-6 (47% vs. 16%; 36% undecided).

•

Strong view for the need of more guest parking (63% vs.19%; 18 undecided).
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Thara Johnson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lori [Lori@snodgrasslaw.com]
Monday, May 02 , 2011 4:50 PM
Thara Johnson
Emerald Heights Rezone Application

Importance:

High

To Whom It May Concern,
We are long-time residents of the City of Redmond, owning properties at 11416 - 172nd Avenue NE
and 11424 - 172nd Avenue NE, Redmond. We are, and have been, neighbors of the Emerald
Heights Retirement Center since its construction . We enjoy the contribution that Emerald Heights, its
residents, and staff have brought to our neighborhood, community and the City of Redmond. We are
supportive of the Emerald Heights application for Rezone and urge its approval.
Please include this electronic correspondence as part of the public record on this matter.
Best regards,
Dolores M. Snodgrass and Martin E. Snodgrass
11416 - 172nd Avenue NE , Redmond, WA 98052
425.882.4357

Click here to report this email as spam.

1
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L!002,o~
Emerald Heights/Resident Relations
Background

We understand that some of our residents are not excited about growth and change at Emerald Heights. We
understand and acknowledge their concerns. But Emerald Heights has gone through a thorough and thoughtful process
to develop its Master Plan, which triggered this rezone request. That process included : performing a market analysis,
analyzing the use history of Emerald Heights and its growth over the past 18 years, researching trends in the industry,
meetings with the City of Redmond staff and contracting with an architectural firm specializing in senior living facilities.
We made an effort to retain the feel and scale of the campus. We will need to grow over the next twenty years to be
able to care for our residents and to keep pace with types of services and facilities demanded by seniors in this growing,
ind ispensable market segment.
Key elements prompting the Master Plan process:
a. Recognizing aging of campus buildings
b. Increased health care util ization (2003) and future potential for increased needs. At this time, only 9
additional beds can be added to the Corwin Center without the rezone . As the population lives longer,
the need for additional healthcare units/beds will be required to meet the needs of our residents .
c. Market demographics and demand
d. Increased competition in the marketplace
Key elements of the Master Plan include:
a. Expansion of residential apartment homes
i. Expands Mission fulfillment by increasing the number of seniors served by the organization
ii. Generates additional revenue to offset expenses related to renovation, refurbishment and
expansion of program and service amenities desired by current and future residents
(maintaining market competitiveness)
b. Future expansion of Health Care Center
i. Actuarial projections based upon Emerald Heights history of health care usage indicate the
need for additional health care capacity in the future to meet resident needs
ii. Provision of health care services for residents on campus (assisted living, skilled nursing,
rehabilitation and memory care services) is an expectation of contract fulfillment
c. Development of new amenities, services and programs including:
i. Construction of a new Fitness and Wellness Center
ii. Construction of a new Multi-purpose/ Auditorium building
iii. Renovation and expansion of dining venues
iv. Renovation of existing building common areas and corridors
v. Renovation of existing Health Care Center
To implement the Master Plan, the Emerald Heights Board of Directors determined that a rezone from R-4 to R-6 is
necessary.
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E!n erc: lc! He1gi1ts/f\esident l~e lali o n s Cont inucc!

Ownership of Emerald Heights and Governance Structure

Emerald Heights is owned by Eastside Retirement Association, a non-profit corporation organized and incorporated in
the State of Washington on September 18, 1979. Eastside Retirement Association was organized for the purpose of
providing, maintaining, and operating housing facilities within the State of Washington for the use and occupancy of
elderly persons.
Emerald Heights is governed by a volunteer Board of Directors. The bylaws of Eastside Retirement Association provide
for a Board of Directors of up to 19 individuals. According to the bylaws, as many as 3 Directors may be residents at
Emerald Heights. Currently, 3 residents sit on the Board of Directors. The following explains the decision-making
authority at Emerald Heights :
a)

Board of Directors
i) Has legal and financial responsibility for Emerald Heights
ii) Sets overall policies
b) Resident's Council
i) Sets rules for daiiy living commensurate with the Board of Directors' Po:icies
ii) Makes Board of Directors and administration aware of the concerns of the resident body
c) Administration
i) Administers the Board's Policies
Role and Responsibility of Residents

While the Board is thrilled to have Residents who consider Emerald Heights their home, legally the residents are not
owners of Emerald Heights. As stated above, Eastside Retirement Association owns Emerald Heights. Before moving
into Emerald Heights, potential residents sign a continuing care contract known as a Residence Agreement. That
Residence Agreement makes it clear that by paying the entry fee and moving into Emerald Heights, residents do not
obta in any property interest in Emerald Heights . The Resident Agreement creates a lifetime use right, but is not a lease
or other property agreement. Resident's rights are primarily for services, with a contractual right of residency.
In addition to residency, Emerald Heights provides a variety of amenities: dining rooms, coffee house, convenience
store, beauty/ba rber shop, central mail facility and laundry rooms . Th e common areas offer an array of recreationa l and
social facilities, including an arts and crafts room, card and game room, library, billiards table, general purpose room,
atriums, fitness center and an indoor, heated swimming pool and spa. A woodworking shop is located in the
maintenance building. Outdoor recreational areas include putting and lawn bowling greens, an area to play horseshoes
and walking trails. Emerald Heights is responsible for the maintenance, management and upkeep of these amenities
and programs .
The Resident Agreement also provides the residents with the opportunity to terminate their agreement at any time with
or without cause. Depending on how long they have resided at Emerald Heights and the type of entrance fee paid, the
terminating resident may receive a refund of all or a portion of their Entrance Fee . Additionally, there are som e
instances in which Emerald Heights can terminate a contract.
Emerald Heights has been in communications with the residents to keep them informed on master planning and the rezone. The following attachments outline communications with the residents .
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Emerald Heights/Resident Relations
Background
We understand that some of our residents are not excited about growth and change at Emerald Heights. We
understand and acknowledge their concerns . But Emerald Heights has gone through a thorough and thoughtful process
to develop its Master Plan, which triggered this rezone request. That process included: performing a market analysis,
analyzing the use history of Emerald Heights and its growth over the past 18 years, researching trends in the industry,
meetings with the City of Redmond staff and contracting with an architectural firm specializing in senior living facilities .
We made an effort to retain the feel and scale of the campus. We will need to grow over the next twenty years to be
able to care for our residents and to keep pace with types of services and facilities demanded by seniors in this growing,
indispensable market segment.
Key elements prompting the Master Plan process:
a. Recognizing aging of campus buildings
b. Increased health care utilization (2003) and future potential for increased needs. At this time, only 9
additional beds can be added to the Corwin Center without the rezone . As the population lives longer,
the need for additional healthcare units/beds will be required to meet the needs of our residents.
c. Market demographics and demand
d. Increased competition in the marketplace
Key elements of the Master Plan include:
a. Expansion of residential apartment homes
i. Expands Mission fulfillment by increasing the number of seniors served by the organization
ii. Generates additional revenue to offset expenses related to renovation, refurbishment and
expansion of program and service amenities desired by current and future residents
(maintaining market competit iveness)
b. Future expansion of Health Care Center
i. Actuarial projections based upon Emerald Heights history of health care usage indicate the
need for additional health care capacity in the future to meet resident needs
ii. Provision of health care services for residents on campus (assisted living, skilled nursing,
rehabilitation and memory care services) is an expectation of contract fulfillment
c. Development of new amenities, services and programs including:
i. Construction of a new Fitness and Wellness Center
ii. Construction of a new Multi-purpose/Auditorium building
iii. Renovation and expansion of dining venues
iv. Renovation of existing building common areas and co rridors
v. Renovation of existing Health Care Center
To implement the Master Plan, the Emerald Heights Board of Directors determined that a rezone from R-4 to R-6 is
necessary.
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Ownershio of Emerald Heights and Governance Structure

Emerald Heights is owned by Eastside Retirement Association, a non-profit corporation organized and incorporated in
the State of Washington on September 18, 1979. Eastside Retirement Association was organized for the purpose of
providing, maintaining, and operating housing facilities within the State of Washington for the use and occupancy of
elderly persons.
Emerald Heights is governed by a volunteer Board of Directors. The bylaws of Eastside Retirement Association provide
for a Board of Directors of up to 19 individuals. According to the bylaws, as many as 3 Directors may be residents at
Emerald Heights. Currently, 3 residents sit on the Board of Directors. The following explains the decision-making
authority at Emerald Heights:
a)

Board of Directors
i) Has legal and financial responsibility for Emerald Heights
ii) Sets overall policies
b) Resident's Council
i) Sets rules for daily living commensurate with the Board of Directors' Policies
ii) Makes Board of Directors and administration aware of the concerns of the resident body
c) Administration
i) Administers the Board's Policies
Role and Responsibilitv of Residents

While the Board is thrilled to have Residents who consider Emerald Heights their home, legally the residents are not
owners of Emerald Heights. As stated above, Eastside Retirement Association owns Emerald Heights . Before moving
into Emerald Heights, potential residents sign a continuing care contract known as a Residence Agreement . That
Residence Agreement makes it clear that by paying the entry fee and moving into Emerald Heights, residents do not
obtain any property interest in Emerald Heights . The Resident Agreement creates a lifetime use right, but is not a lease
or other property agreement. Resident's rights are primarily for services, with a contractual right of residency.
In addition to residency, Emerald Heights provides a variety of amenities: dining rooms, coffee house, convenience
store, beauty/barber shop, central mail facility and laundry rooms . The common areas offer an array of recreational and
social facilities, including an arts and crafts room, card and game room, library, billiards table, general purpose room,
atriums, fitness center and an indoor, heated swimming pool and spa. A woodworking shop is located in the
maintenance building. Outdoor recreational areas include putting and lawn bowling greens, an area to play horseshoes
and walking trails. Emerald Heights is responsible for the maintenance, management and upkeep of these amenities
and programs.
The Resident Agreement also provides the residents with the opportunity to terminate their agreement at any time with
or without cause . Depending on how long they have resided at Emerald Heights and the type of entrance fee paid, the
terminating resident may receive a refund of all or a portion of their Entrance Fee. Additionally, there are some
instances in which Emerald Heights can terminate a contract.
Emerald Heights has been in communications with the residents to keep them informed on master planning and the rezone. The following attachments outline communications with the residents .
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Communications with Emerald Heights Residents
Regarding Re-zone and Master Plan
Date

What / Format

Where/Who

Note: Copies provided ore
representative of oil similarly named
documents.

September 9, 2008

Master Planning Status

Residents' Association

Presentation / PowerPoint

Meeting;

September 1, 2009

CEO Report / Print

Residents' Council Meeting;;

January 5, 2010

CEO Report/ Print

Residents' Council Meeting

February 9, 2010

CEO Report/ Print

Residents' Association
Meeting

February 10, 2010

Master Plan Overview Update

All resident mailboxes

/ Print
April 6, 2010

CEO Report/ Print

Residents' Council Meeting

April 27, 2010

CEO update on re-zone / Print

Resident Advisory Master Plan
Task Force;;;

May 4, 2010

CEO Report / Print

Residents' Council Meeting

May 11, 2010

CEO Report/ Print

Residents' Assoclation
Meeting

May 11, 2010

Neighborhood Presentation /

Resident Association Meeting

PowerPoint
May 25, 2010

Mission - Management •
Governance Presentation /

Resident Orientation &
lntroductioniv

PowerPoint
June 8, 2010
June 9, 2010

CEO update on re-zone

Project Advisory &

application / Print

Communications Teamv

Master Plan Update

All resident mailboxes

Newsletter/ Print
June 28, 2010

ERA Chair Letter/ Print

All resident mailboxes

July 12, 2010

Master Plan Update

All resident mailboxes

Newsletter/ Print
August 3, 2010

CEO Report/ Print

Residents' Council Meeting

August 24, 2010

CEO update on re-zone

Project Advisory &

meeting with City/ Print

Communications Team

Master Plan Update

All resident mailboxes

August 26, 2010

Newsletter/ Print
September 21, 2010

Master Plan Update

All resident mailboxes

Newsletter/ Print
Page-1-
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Communications with Emerald Heights Residents
Regarding Re-zone and Master Plan
Date

What / Format

Where/Who

Note: Copies provided are
representative of all similarly named
documents.

October 5, 2010

CEO Report/ Print

Residents' Council Meeting

October 19, 2010

CEO update on rezoning/

Project Advisory &

Print

Communications Team

November 16, 2010

ERA Chair Letter/ Print

All resident mailboxes

November 29, 2010

ERA Chair Letter/ Print

All resident mailboxes

City of Redmond Notice of

Posted on public bulletin

December 2010

Public Hearing/ Print

board in resident message
center

February 18, 2011

Master Plan Update

All resident mailboxes

Newsletter/ Print
March 2011

Green Sheet Newsletter -

All resident mailboxes

Rezone FAQ/ Print
March 29, 2011

Master Plan Update

All resident mailboxes

Newsletter - Invitation to
4/25 discussion forum on
rezoning and more/ Print
April 6, 2011

Green Sheet Newsletter -

All resident mailboxes

Updated Rezone FAQ/ Print

1

Residents' Association refers to the entire resident population of Emerald Heights. Quarterly meetings are open
to all residents and conducted by the Residents' Council.
;; Residents' Council is a group elected by the residents to represent the residents. Meeting schedule is monthly.
Meeting minutes available in resident library.
111
Resident Advisory Master Plan Task Force was the original name for the Project Advisory Communications Team
[a group of residents who serve as liaison to the greater resident community for purposes of furthering
communications regarding implementation of the Master Plan.]
"Resident Orientation & Introduction is Emerald Height's annual resident orientation series, open to both new and
existing residents.
v Project Advisory Communications Team [fka Resident Advisory Master Plan Task Force] is a group compiled of
residents and staff for the purpose of assisting and advising management regarding communications to the
resident community related to master planning, and serving as liaison to other resident committees/groups.
Meeting schedule is bi-weekly.
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PowerPoint slide from "Master

Planning Status" presentation at
Residents' Association Meeting on

9/9/08

Next Steps

HEICffiS

~=-

• Refine project costs and scope
• Set new apartment prices
• Review operating costs
• Review all Emerald Heights pricing
• Complete phase 2 of the market feasibility
• Determine I explore feasibility of rezoning to RS or R6
• Preliminary meetings positive; City staff supportive
of rezoning
• Board Retreat October 9th to determine direction
"1J
O>
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EHRC Minutes 01/05/10, page 3

Don Lane, Fund Development alternate for John Nelson, said a presentation on estate planning by Attorney
Steve Waltar would be held for residents probably in March.

iris Ewing, Interior Design, reported that the initially- renovated women's rest room (done poorly) will be
improved. Considering samples of proposed new carpeting the Committee found to be mostly dark,
they will tour newer retirement facilities to view contemporary colors of carpets, etc.
The art wall's new exhibit is quilts created by Kathy Gilbert and Tish Nolan. February's exhibit
will feature the Easley's collection oflditerod posters.
Don Williams, Resident Services I: Trips staff, Lil Hayashi, schedules five or more "away" trips per month,
while Jill Hayes does the local trips. The committee, which meets every other month, is planning a
residents' survey for ideas.
The next Men's Breakfast speaker is Robert Felix on January 13; topic: "Global Wanning" (not)
Ron Kroeger will update information about social events in Emerald Lights.
Emerald Lights will return to the previous, first-of-the-month publication date
Don G. Williams reported a good (not the best) year for the Coffee Shop, v.ith a daily crowd of
customers and standing-room-only on Tuesdays, maybe because of french toast on the menu. There are
sufficient volunteers and substitutes and a crew to train. Council members commented that the
social aspects of the Coffee Shop provide a "big part of community".
Peter Ernst, Resident Services II: Crafts is newly chaired by W alta McCarley; they want their budget of $50
removed. In fact, Crafts contributed $2,000 to the Benevolence Fund in 2009.
Thrift Shop has now been restructured with an operating manual of guidelines and proce.dures

(
( '·

and a breakdown of specific job activities (packers, pricers, sales, cashiers, etc.). A good team is in
place and a December half-price sale and sorting of stored items resulted in clearing out much old
inventory. The procedure is: when an apartment is vacated and the family has taken their items, the
Thrift Shop volwiteers sort for saleable items, with the remainder going to the Salvation Anny. Any
high-value items are offered for sale on the internet or other outside resources.

OLD BUSINESS

Lisa Hardy, CEO: The plan for the cocktail hour is to initiate late January/early February in the large dining
room several times a week between 4 and 5 p.m.; after 5 p.m., back to dining for private parties.
Master Plan; Positive discussions were held with Redmond officials regarding changing EH
zoning from R 4 to R 5 or 6; R6 gives more flexibility for long term planning.
The architects and general contractor are meeting today re: pricing different floor plans to
provide better information on affordability. Architects are also meeting with Country Store committee.
Bob Brett noted the Master Plan Task Force's inputs; Lisa responded that there is a new Board of
Directors Task Force that will be part of the planning, that the Council's Task Force was never a formal
part. Bob noted his own background and experience as a contractor/builder in recommending that
Corwin and Fitness centers are so critical to current and future residents that those facilities need to be
designed immediately so when Town approval is given they can be put to bid and ready to 20.
Visitor, Marian Merrill, str n ly requested that Corwin be the top priority; recent outplacing and
waiting li concern most ~e:,;Jem~. Lisa stated that, actuarially, there are "waves" and Corwin is at
peak of a wave now. Corwin is configured correctly for the number of Independent Living re!,iderH2,
A i
Living, with a wait list, is not an emergency admission facility. A question was raised whether
decisions about Corwin renovation are affected by Marketing; Lisa said not.
Bob Brett pointed out that because the Council represents residents, and sin<:e Strategic Planning
emphasized transparency, we need answers for residents. A new Green Sheet will address these issues.
Peter Ernst saw the amount of time spent on many different designs costing mo~
Further discussion of the Master Plan will be on the February Agenda.
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EH Assoc. Minutes 02/09/10, page 3
Studies show that, unless we update, EH is less attractive, resulting in lower occupancy rate and higher
MSF. "Doing nothing is not an option". Communication has been "heard" and changes made as a
result of inputs, meetings & pictorials.
The Board's By~laws state the Board may include 3 residents and Association president, ex
officio. Resident members have to wear two hats; their main job is to look ahead. be sure we're on the
right path. They are not residents' representatives.

EH Financial Report: Al Chambard: Occupancy in the first 3 months of FY 2010: 93.6% of independent units,
counts only those actually moved in and reflects difficult housing market. (With one more unit occupied,
rate would be 97.6%. ) Revenues, although slightly under budget. are balanced with expenses being
under budget. The break-even goal is being achieved: the MSFs cover all operating expense this year.
Investment values are 3. 9% above the prior year. Investments are a mix of stocks and bonds, and the
balance with debt shows downward trend as debt is paid off.
Capital projects in 2010 include refurbishment of apartments (10-year cycle + turnovers) and
guest rooms, equipment (new & replacement, such as heatpumps, boilers, Corwin beds, kitchen, laundry,
etc.) and the 2010 remodel (lobby to game room common area): $4,578,600 funded through entrance·
fees, not MSF. Some of this can probably be invested.
Master Plan projection of $15 million would be spent over several years, including marketing,
clinic, common areas, upgrades and inflation. No specific decision on the rest.
Ralph Dines requested that questions and comments go through the channels detailed earlier and also be brought
to the open Council meetings and members.
( \faster Plan 2010 Near-Term: Lisa Hardy described the 2010 scope which includes opening up great room/
\__
living room area, moving fireplace; meeting and game rooms to now/atrium; library move to now/game

(

room; renovate an apartment for an appropriate marketing office and resident services. Clinic is not
part of2010 plan. The Coffee Shop and Country Store will be done first (minimal changes) and should
reopen in 2-3 weeks.
They are working with the architect and general contractor, line-by-line. Chris, from the
architects, "heard" residents: homelike, no dark colors. In early March residents can vote on 3 sets of
color boards. In April, final drawings; May, bids out; and June begin renovations.
There will be disruptions - where to hold meetings, activities, during renovations, but exciting.
A temporary front entrance will be in the now/campus model area and a temporary corridor put from the
pool to the Emerald Room. As a family, we'll figure it all out together. She'll issue a summary memo.

Muter Plap Overview; 5-, or 7-or 10- year: totally renovate all common space, including Clinic, Emerald
Room, Dining, Kitchen; new Auditorium, Fitness Center; 3-story Assisted Living/Memory.
I 0- to l 5-year long range: .remove cottages; add two 42-unit apartment buildings and skilled
nursing. Toe application for rezoning contains maximum projects for .. what ifs". The current R4 z.oning
is 4 units per acre (of38 acres), cwrently 401 units. IfR6, 684 would be possible. Redmond zoning
defines '"unit" as apartment or bed.
Although we have verbal city support, there are still hearings and studies required for rezone
application, such as showing no significant impact on peak boW' traffic; property survey, etc. One item
had been assessment of sewer sufficiency: Triad Assoc found that; due to reunt outside improvements,
doWDStream overflow is improved and, thus, no additional sewer expansion is required for EK
A consultants' marketing analysis of demographics and competition will be ~ted to the
Board of Directors at its February meeting: Is there a need for additional independent living units?
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EH Residents' Assoc. Minutes 02109/10, page 4

In March. surrounding neighbors will be invited to a meeting. Target for submitting rezone
application is March 22.
Residents' questions: Lisa's responses in Q.
Continuity of trail from nature trail to hard pavement? (Will be studied.)
Gwne room: what will happen? (Participants will talk with Lisa)
Comment: Color board display will look quite different from actual; need to consider effect of lighting.
Current :fireplace out? Where will be the two new ones? (Along wall back-to-back; not see-through)
If new plan, will refurbished common areas accommodate additional people? (Auditorium will
accommodate additional people; broadcasting live for viewing in apartments. There will be
increased dining venues, as well as a bistro and pub.)
What is the function of the sun room? (To enjoy nature; adds space to living room and game room.)
If skilled nursing adds 16 units, where will the maintenance building be? (This will be reviewed in
March with the total plan.)

Recognition of Residents' Contributions: Bob Brett noted the impressive nwnbers ofresidents volunteering
their time and talents; since 2007 over 20,000 hours were tabulated- and many probably didn't tum in
their hours. The Council's new monthly program recognizes special people who exemplify volunteering, who have made so much difference in the community. Bob read the letter presented to Ernie
McK.ibben in January and to Susan Clark in February.
(Copi~ attached)

N9mjnatin1 Cnmmittee: Bruce Johnson, Chair. stated that a new slate of nominees will be placed at the next
,
Association meeting May 11, 2010, for Council members, Audit Committee and Nominating
Comn:uttee. Residents will receive a letter inviting them to make recommendations to the Nominating (
Committee members: Iris Ewing, Vivian Lane, Gus Reil, and Kathleen Williams.

EMERALD HEIGHTS ADMINISTRATION
Marketin~: Marta Willson reported that, since the November 17, 2009, Association meeting, 11 units became
available; 12 units are reserved for move-in. Three more names are added to the 177 future residents list.
Ten new resident move-ins are expected: one each in February and March; and 4 each in April and May.
Events for prospective residents were held, including a luncheon seminar on Long Term Care.
Residents are invited to help host at the Annual Open House Saturday. March 17.
Kay Wallin reported on a bill introduced in the current State Legislature that could impact
residents' fees at Emerald Heights: a "quality fee", which is actually a "bed tax". The previous quality
assurance bill had a waiver for non-profits, but the waiver is subject to a Medicare/Medicaid decision.

ADJOURNMENT: The Association meeting was adjourned at 11 :35 a.m.

M~~~
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Master Plan Overview update
The following is a summary of the information shared at the Residents' Association meeting on
February 9th , regarding the current status of our Master Planning process and 2010 projects.
We are currently pursuing wHh the City of Redmond, a rezoning appllcatlon for the Emerald Heights
campus. Our campus Is currently zoned R-4, meaning that for each acre of land we own, 4 housing
"units" are allowed. An additional density bonus of 3 times Is granted to us as a senior housing
community, providing that we offer affordable housing (demonstrated by compliance with our set-aside
requirements with the Washington State Housing Finance Commission.)
In order to have the ability to fully implement the master plan components that Increase density to
campus (addition of residential units which generate revenue, and additional assisted IMng and/or
skllled nursing units If needed In the future) we have detennlned that a rezone to R-6 Is necessary.
As a f lrst step, we met with the City Planning Director and his staff In December to explain why we
believe a re-zone from our current R-4 to R-6 ls necessary. Following that meeting, and after reviewing
our analysis, we received word back from the City staff that they support our position.
We are now In the process of submitting an application to the City of Redmond requesting our campus
be rezoned to R-6. We hope to have that appJlcatlon completed to submit to the City In March.
Following submission of our application, the City will hold public hearings and WIii then present our
application to the City Council for their decision. We would hope for a final decision by the Ctty Council
this summer.
r-·

'"--

A few key elements In the re-zone appflcatlon Include:
1. Completion of a traffic study (counting the number of vehicle trips generated at peak
hours) both currently and projected if all elements of the Master Plan are
implemented. This traffic study was completed in January by Heffron Consulting and
demonstrates that expansion will not have a significant traffic Impact.
2. A full land survey of our campus, Including storm water detention strategies. This
survej' Is currently in process by Triad Associates, and ls scheduled for completion
the 3 week In February.
3. Review of existing sewer infrastructure downstream from Emerald Heights. In prior
expansion, measures had to be taken (installation of all low-flow toilets & low-flow
shower heads} to mitigate the impact of increased water usage. Good newsl
Recent system improvements to the infrastructure - mainly associated with
surrounding plat development • have increased capacity for existing and future flows
and this should not be an issue.
We are also planning a neighborhood meeting- scheduled for the evening of March 15th in the
Emerald Room and will be inviting all of our Immediate neighbors In the housing developments around
Emerald Heights to come hear about our plans and our rezone application.
We have also completed the first two phases of a marketing analysis, comprised of study of our primary
market demographics, a competition review and consumer focus group & telephone surveys. Results
and market analysis findings will be presented to the Board at their February meeting.
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2010 projects

As a reminder, elements included in the 201 Oprojects include renovation and updating of the
Concierge Desk, main Lobby & Library area, elevator Atrium, Country Store, Coffee Shop, Game Room
and the corresponding corridors. (A copy of the 2010 renovation floor plan for these areas has been on
display in the living room.) Renovation and remodel of the Resident Services and Marketing offices is
also now scheduled for 201 O.
At present, we are working with our Architect, Rice, Fergus, Miller (RFM) and the General Contractor
(GLY) refining construction budgets, line by line, for both hard and soft costs (construction, finishes,
fixtures and furniture.) A series of design review meetings between our consultants, the Board
appointed Implementation Oversight Team and management are continuing. As yet undetermined Is
the scope of the sunroom proposed in the living room; budget constraints may require that project
scope ta be scaled down or eliminated.
We are also working with a new Interior Designer with RFM, Chris Lee. Chris is privy to all of the
feedback from the elevator and bathroom remodels, and is using that feedback as he begins to gather
suggested materials for design boards. We anticipate that three design board options will be available
to display early in March. A meeting date will be scheduled to introduce those design boards to the
resident community, and after a period of time for resident review and comment, residents will be asked
to vote to select the preferred design.
By April, we anticipate having final design drawings and the vote completed on Interior Design finishes.
With the completion of those two tasks, the General Contractor will be able to solicit bids f rem
subcontractors in May, and construction would commence in June. We anticipate that the entire
remodel will take 23 weeks to complete.
During those 23 weeks of remodeling, the main entrance, LMng Room, Concierge Desk, and the
corridor to the Craft Room will be closed. A temporary "front door" will be established through the area
currently occupied by the scale model and the Concierge Desk relocated to that location. A temporary
access corridor will by-pass the construction zone for residents who live In F-P buildings; the access
corridor will run from the pool building to the Emerald Room/Dining Room and will have both heating
and air-conditioning.
Renovations to the Country Store and Coffee Shop are fairly limited in scope. Those renovations are
planned to occur during the first several weeks of construction which will allow those spaces to reopen
for the duration of the remaining construction, with access from the outside walk-way. The Craft Room
wiR also be available for use during the entire renovation period, again using the doorway from the
garden railroad walk-way. Access to the Clinic (and Channel 15) will be through the exterior door near
the Channel 15 studio.
There are many more decisions yet to be made, including finding spaces to relocate the Library and
Game Room. Flexibility and compromise will undoubtedly be our keywords this summer and fall as we
embark on this journey together.

2/10/2010

(
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Emerald Heights

Resident Advisory Master Plan Task Force
Meeting Notes
April 27, 2010
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Committee Room
Present;

Lisa Hardy, President & CEO; Iris Ewing; George Scott; Ralph Dines; Jack Wright; Don
Williams; Marilyn Farrell; Ron Koreger; Kathleen Wall; Julie Lawton, Project Mgr; Mike
Miller, Architect

Not present:

Kay Wallin, VP Marketing & Resident Services

Meeting convened at 2:00 p.m.
•

Presentation: Mike Miller, Architect, of Rice Fergus Miller provided a detailed review of the
renovation/master plan design process, elements, and vision- a reminder of how we arrived at
where we are today.

Discussion:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lisa Hardy updated the group on the foltowlng:
o The City of Redmond has indicated that they will support EH re-zoning. There is a City
meeting tomorrow to discuss the re-zoning application process.
o Administration Is planning a ceremonial event on May 28 th as a construction kick-off
event. Event will evolve around the removal of the time capsule.
Renovation Update newsletter will include a weekly construction forecast of what's taking place
that week.
GLY Is looking into the feasibility of starting the library construction first, per Julie Lawton.
Construction on all temporary structures, paths, and doors will begin on May 20111.
The AAHSA PowerPoint presentation on Construction Communications Tools will be shown at
the next meeting.
Slogan Ideas- Tabled for next meeting.
Construction Event Ideas - Tabled for next meeting.

Next meeting: May 4, 2010, 2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m., Board Room
Adjourned at 4:00 p.m.

Meeting notes by:
Kathleen Wall, Executive Assistant
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PowerPoint slide from
Neighborhood Presentation at
Residents' Association Meeting on

5/11/10

• Our mission is to serve seniors.
• We believe we can best-do that by maximizing
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June 28, 2010

Dear Residents,
th

On June 17 , we had our Board meeting and Don T. WIiiiams, your new Resident Council
President, was introduced for his first meeting with the Board.
We had a very full agenda with topics that required some healthy discussion, one of
which was our educational session. David Van Pay, Steve D'Cruz, and Ben Brock
presented the Employee Fitness and Wellness program. David summarized the mission
and vision of the Employee Wellness Program. This was one of our Board goals at the
retreat and we learned the program is well under way. The mission of the Emerald
Heights Employee Wellness program is to enhance organizational health by promoting
interest and encouraging employees to initiate or expand healthy lifestvfe choices. We
provide incentives to recognize employees for active voluntary participation in the
program that leads to improved physical health, mental health, morale and overall
safety.
In March, Vice Chair, Bill Fenner had to step down as he recently began a new job. We
are fortunate to have him remain as a board member. The Executive Committee
recommended John Plovle for Vice Chair and he was unanimously elected. Barbara
Whitson was appointed as the 'at large' member of the Executive Committee.
Jim Carney reported for the Finance and Audit Committee that we continue to be on
target with our financials. Staff presented a preUminary budget and will be providing a
more finalized version at the July 8th F&A meeting at which all board members will be
invited to join.
Daphne Schneider gave the report for EHRC (Parent Board). They are continuing to
work on their name change. EHRC approved the Spectrum contracts at their June 10th
meeting.

10901 176th Circle NE
Redmond, Washington 98052~ 7218

TEL: 425.556.8100
FAX: 425.556.8128

Toll Free 1.888.735.8168
www.emeraldhcighta.com
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'First

Don T. Williams shared with us the resident committees for which his goal is to attend
as many as possible. He is pleased with the Resident Council and conveyed his and the
residents' appreciation for the Board and the time they invest at Emerald Heights.
Quality First is on target for verbal reports from the board committees by the
September annual board meeting. Board committee chairs had a meeting on June 9th
and reviewed and discussed prioritizing items for Board reporting. We currently have a
document in draft form to be finalized by the September annual meeting.
The Master Plan re-zoning application has been submitted to the City of Redmond In
early June, as reported by CEO Lisa Hardy.
Having walked the new enclosed walkway a few times now, I understand the added
exercise all of you are getting and enjoy the "graffiti" on the walls. I believe almost alt of
the board members now have had a chance to explore and see the construction going
on to appreciate how your home has been temporarily disrupted.
I reported last time about our garden. The slugs are having a heyday and many of our
seeds have drowned. We are replanting, reseeding and hoping at some point we will
see some sun to nourish our garden. Our cold weather vegetables are very happy and
providing us with lots of lettuce, onions, carrots, peas, broccoli, rhubarb and spinach.
The slugs are enjoying them as well. Let's hope for some sunshine soon!
Kind regards,

Linda Hussey
Chair, Emerald Heights Board of Directors

10901 176th Circle NE
Redmond, Washington 98052-7218

TEL: 425.556.8100
FAX: 425.556.8128

Toll Free 1.888.735.8168

www.emc.raldheight.,.com
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July 12, 7010

Contractor's Corner:
Renovations Resumed
Renovation

Coming soon.••

con-

of July 12111, with framing of the new ex-

struction resumed

terior walls beginning the week of July

Hord Hot tours ore on the horizon!

at

We're looking ol dotes on the

following the un-

calendar for our first hard hot tour

anticipated

for residents who would like a

resulting from the

•sneak peak" into the construction

Fire Marahal's required changes.

zone. Slay tuned for an announce-

contractor continues to be hopeful that

ment of that date and time and be

they will be able to make up some of the

ready to sign-up for your tlme-

days lost in the work schedule to .keep

slotl

us close to the original projected com-

"full-speed"

191!1_

delay
The

. pletion date of mid-October.

Save the Date!
Come celebrate the arrival
of summer, the weeks of

lnsid8 this issv8:
Contractor's Corner
Sov, the Dote

l

Moose News

2

Master Plan Update

2
2
2

Coffee Conversations

Color Beards

On the construction front, the last pieces

construction that we've suc-

of the exterior fireplace were hoisted

cessfully navigated and the

away by a crane stationed in the front

fellowship

circle drive on Wednesday, July 7"1.

friends, at a party ''Under the Big Top".

Next to be removed are the windows on

The date is July 16111, from 3:00 - 5:00

the east wall of the living room which

p.m. We're hoping to have our new

effectively completes the demolition in

"event tent'' installed on the patio area

the living room/library area, moving the

outside the Emerald Room and ready for

contractor to the "building" phase!

use; however - if the delivery schedule

Concrete work for new foundations in

slides and the tent doesn't arrive in time

the living room/library area is expected

- the party will go on in the Emerald

to be completed by the end of the week

Room!

of good

neighbors

and
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Master Pion Update
1) Status on adding skilled nursing beds:

11008INIW8

The Department of Health (DOH) responded to our application and is re-

quiring a change to the existing footprint of the building where additional
beds are planned, by either building a new corridor, or establishing a new

exit to the outside. Our architect is currently evaluating and pricing both
of those options so that we can reach a decision on which direction to go.
Once that decision is reached. we will need to resubmit the plans reflecting
that change, for another review by DOH.

Rumor bas it that Redmond Appreciation Day is

2) Status on re-zone from R-4 to R-6:

being cancelled because of

Our application for re:zoning our campus from R-4 to R-6 has been submit-

our construction project ...

ted to the City of Redmond and is in process. The City bas sent the official

not sol

notification of the re-:zone application to all of the neighbors living within
500' of our property, and has posted notification on a small yellow sign

Appreciation

outside our entrance. A larger white sign will soon be installed outside the

Day will not be happening

entry to our campus, inviting public comments on the re-zone application

Redmond

in its' prior format, not
because of construction,

but due to operational con-

for a period of several weeks before a public hearing is held at City Hall.
We continue to be hopeful that the re-:z.one application will be approved by
early fall.

cerns from the City of
Redmond.
Emerald Heights will continue our tradition of an
annual expression of appreciation to the City with

Mayor Marchionne scheduled to attend the Septem-

Coffee Conversations

Color Boards Arrive Soon

Coffee Conversations with CEO

Color boards for the renovation pro-

Lisa Hardy continue on an every-

ject and a full-color rendering of the

other week schedule in July. Please

living room space will soon be on

sign-up in the Here book if you

display in the corridor outside of the

would like to attend the July 14th

Emerald Room across from the mail-

coffee in Atrium E-1, or July 28th

boxes!

in Atrium H-1

ber 14111 Residents' Asso-

Memorial roses will also be located in

ciation meeting.

this more central area.
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. Emerald Heights
Project Advisory & Communications Team
Meeting Notes
August 24, 2010, 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m., Committee Room

Present:

Kay Wallin, VP Marketing & Resident Services; Lisa Hardy, CEO; Julie Lawton; Marilyn Farrell; George
Scott; Paul Stokke; Iris Ewing; Jack Wright; Kathleen Wall

Also Present:

David Van Pay, AIT observer; Ben Brock, Resident Services

Not Present:

Ron Kroeger, Don T. Williams, Don G. WIiiiams, Ralph Olnes

Meeting convened at 3:00 p.m.

Discussion:
•

•

•

•
•

Kay Wallin:
o Carpet to be replaced from display area to pool area; should be complete by September 3rd •
o Hard Hat tours with Glenn Trowbridge, GLV, will be held again on August 31st • PACT members may tour
at 3:50 pm. Resident tours to begin at 4:00 pm, 10 minute intervals.
o Next construction party for the residents scheduled for Friday, 9/17/10, 3-5:00 pm under the event tent
& In the Emerald Room - "Septemberfest."
Lisa Hardy:
o Corridor .in front of coffee shop/game room will re-open the week of September 6111 •
o Now In the process of painting Marketing/Resident Services new suite. Everything on schedule.
o Will be interviewing interior design firms on August 31st and landscape architect firms on September 1".
o Working on the budgets for EOI campaign and development design to be approved at annual Board
meeting.
o Country Store now wants to be updated. Will be added to this year's budget.
o zumBrunnen engaged to perform 20-yr capital analysis report. Expected completion is October.
o Meeting with City of Redmond next Friday to discuss sewer issue for re-zoning purposes.
George Scott:
o Requested sign stating Country Store Is Open on outside door.
o "Shrimp on the Barbie" party- passed along resident comments that there was no apparent theme, i.e.,
no Australian decorations or music, etc., and that the shrimp should have been peeled.
Marilyn Farrell:
o Contractors/construction crew parking in visitor spaces. Paul to discuss with Glenn Trowbridge of GLY.
Paul Stokke:
o Hot tub update - should be open just after Labor Day weekend.
o Exterior painting near completron.
o Curbs & patchwork completed.

Next meeting: September 7, 2010, 3:00-4:00 p.m., Committee Room

Adjourned 3:30 p.m.

Meeting notes by:
Kathleen Wall
Executive Assistant
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November 16, 2010

Dear Emerald Heights Residents,
The purpose of this letter is to provide you with a summary of a meeting held Monday, November 15th,
2010 between the Residents' COuncll, Board of Directors and Executive Staff regarding questions,
concerns and mlsunderstandin1s about the Master Plan implementation plan and process.

The purpose of our meeting was three-fold:
•

•
•

Provide a face-to-face venue between resident leadership, Administration and the Board,
allowing the Board members and Administration to hear directly from residents the
community's concerns.
Develop, as a group, a plan on how to move forward; and
Determine a stratesv for how to communicate this plan with the greater resident community
and to Improve our overall communications.

At the conclusion of our meeting we determined that a second meeting of this group would be
scheduled In January to continue our dialogue and to craft a communications strategy to disseminate
Information, elicit resident Input and hopefully alleviate many of the misconceptions and
misunderstandings that currently exist. We also determined that a hoped-for meeting date between
the entire board and resident community of November 23 111 would, unfortunately, not wort fur the
majority of Board members. A future meeting date (or dates) will be one of our main topics at our
January meeting.
The Board did receive a copy of the questions generated by the council and disseminated to all
residents In a letter from Don T. Williams earlier this week. From those questions, we tried to focus In
on the major areas of concern for our discussion yesterday, and Identified those as foHows:
•
•
•
•

•

Lack of understanding about the rezone appllcatron and Its purpose.
Concern about the potential addition of residential apartments to the campus and why that Is
being considered.
Uncertainty about master plan projects that may be approved and how they would be financed.
Feeling that residents leam of plans only after the Board has made final decisions.
The Residents not feeling they are being heard.

In response to these areas of concern, the followlng Information (summarized briefly) was shared with
the group:
• The re-zone appllcatlon process, which was moving to the Publlc Hearing phase, has been
postponed to the sprlns of 2011 at the request of Emerald Helehts management. We believe

10901 1761h Circle N.E.
Redmond, Washington 98052-7218

TEL: 425-556-8100
FAX: 42S-556-8128

Toll Ftee 1-888-735-8168
www.emcraldhcigho.corn

~
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•

•

•

this Is the right course of action as It wlll allow further time for education and, hopefully, a
better understandlna of the purpose of the re-zone application. That purpose Is to allow the
Board future ftexlblllty In plannlns.
o The re-zone appllcatlon does not mean a dedslon to add residentfal apartments has
been made. No decision to add (or not add ) any number of residential apartments has
been reached at this time. We are still conductln1 the financial modeling and marlcetlnt
feasibility studies required for the Board to malce a sound decision. This research phase
could take several months to complete. The current Expression of Interest marlcetlna
campal1n 15 part of the marketi,. feasibility study.
The site plan developed In the Master Pllnnina pl'OCeSS Is a vision of what might be possible
should future plannlna and study letd us In that dlrectJon. (For Instance, there Is no plan to
remove cotta,es and replace them with apartment structures althoush the site plan developed
for the re-zone appllcatk>n shows that as belns possible.)
Definitive answers about financlna cannot yet be answered. The project scope, budget
estimates and financial modeling are still very much a work-In-progress. When the project
scope, budaet estimate and a successful financial model come together, those proposed plans
will be shared and there will be opportunity for Input before the Board makes a final decision on
whether or not to proceed with Implementation.
o The Board Is stronsly committed to Its fiduciary responsibillty, Including first and
foremost the commitment to ensurlna that contractual obllgatlons to current and future
residents are fulfilled.
To address residents not feeling heard, this sroup will develop as strategy for future
communications.

At our next meeting between the Residents' council, Board and Executive staff In January, we wlll
continue our work together with the goal of finding ways to provide the resident community more
complete answers to these and the other concerns that have been shared. We feel positive about the
tenor of this meetlna and the prosress we made t<>sether to understand one another's perspectives.
Resident Coundl members very clearly communicated resident concerns, and Board members and
Management Executive staff cleared up a number of mlsunderstandlnp. We took a great first step, but
our process and work Is far from over.
Sincerely,

Unda Hussey
Chair, Board of Directors

Don T. WIiiiams
Resident Association President

10.901176rh Circle N.£.
Redmond, Washington 98052-7218

TEL:
FAX;

425-556-8100
425-556-8128

Usa Hardy
President and CEO

Toll Free t-888-735-8168

www.emcraJdhcigbts.com
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

CltyofRec:lmond
•

A

a • e •

II

T

e

..

PUBLIC HEARING DATE:

TIME: 1 PM

Wednesday, December 15, 2010

PLACE: CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS, CITY HALL 15670 NE 85™ Street, Redmond WA 98052
BY: Hearing Examiner, Toweill Rice Taylor LLC
PROJECT NAME: Emerald Heights, Development Guide Amendment (OOA), File Nos. LI 00204, LI 00205 SEPA
PERMIT TYPE: Type IV, Development Guide Amendment (DGA)-Zoning APPLICATION DATE: 06/07/2010
APPLICANT: Julie Lawton

ADDRESS: 7520 2,.s Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98115

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Rezone from Existing Zoning Designation of R-4 to Proposed Designation of R-6
PROJECT LOCATION: I 0901 176m Circle NE, Redmond, WA 98052
SIZE -ACRES:

38 SIZE - SQFr: 1,655,280

NEIGHBORHOOD: F.ducation Hill

PARCEL: 362605-9003

ZONING: R4

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DFSIGNATION: Single Family Uxban
APPLICABLE PROJECT PERMITS: Development Guide Amendment
APPLICABLE PROJECT PERMITS NOT PART OF THIS APPLICATION: Site Plan Entitlement
REQUIRED STUDIES: Stormwater Report, Traffic Analysis
SEPA THRESHOLD DETERMINATION: Determination ofNon-Significance (DNS)
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD All interested persons who would like to become a Party of Record, arc invited to
testify at the public hearing to express their views, or to submit written testimony at the hearing. Additionally, you may
become a Party of Record by submitting written comments (email is acceptable, please include mailing address to become
a Party of Record) to the Development Services Center prior to the hearing to be received no later than DECEMBER 1,
2010, by 5 PM. Only Parties of Record will have the right to request reconsideration of the Hearing Examiner's
Recommendation and/or appeal of the Decision to City Council The staff contact for this project, 'Ibara Johnson,
Associate Planner, may be reached at 425-556-2470, FAX 425 556-2400, or email tmjohnson@rcdmondgov. Mailing
address: City Hall, 15670 N.E. 85th Street, PO Box 9710, Redmond, WA 98073-9710.

INFORMATION AVAILABLE: A copy of the Staff Report will be available 21 daya prior to the hearing (copies can
be provided at the requestor's cost). The application and all documents filed by the Applicant~ available for inspection
or coJJYi:ng (at the cost of the rcqucstor) and are on file in the Development Services Center. The file may be examined at
the Development Services Center during bwincss hours and is located at City Hall, 1.5670 N.E. 85th Street, Redmond,
WA 98073-9710 (425-556-2473).
PUBLIC HEARING INFORMATION AVAILABLE: Following the hearing to be held on DECEMBER 1, 2010, a
copy of the decision will be sent to parties of record, and can be obtained by contacting the Office of the Hearing
Examiner, City of Redmond, MS: 3NFN, P.O. Box 97010, Redmond, WA 98073-9710 Phone: (425) 556-2191. The
appeal procedures will be set forth in the Hearing Examiner's Report issued in this matter. If you arc hearing or visually
impaired, notify the Office of the Hearing Examiner at 425-556-2191 one week in advance of the hearing in order to be
provided assistance.

DATE OF NOTICE: November 24, 2010
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t'owert'01nt s11<1e trom Master Plan

presentation to all residents at
special meeting on 2/11/11

What conclusions have been reached by
management in the due diligence process?
• Proceed-with re-zone applicatio·n
0

-0
0)
co
Cl)

I\)
(!)

-.J

If the need arises, would allow expansion of
Assisted Living, Memory Care or Skilled
Nursing

0

Provides long-range flexibility to keep
Emerald Heights viable for the future

0

Supported by City of Redmond

0

Majority of cost associated with re-zone
already expended

fJlll~EN s11I~Ir1,
March 2011

2011-Issue 3

What Happened on Legislative Day?
By Ben Brock

Inside this Issue:
Legislative Day

1

Emerald Communities 2

On February 8th eighteen residents and

Home

three staff traveled to Olympia to partici-

(HB1722/SB5581)

Safety

Net

Assessments

pate in legislation day. The day started with

This bill resembles the nursing home bed

an introduction of some key issues pre-

tax that we have seen in the past. It

sented by Aging Services of Washington

would establish a tax/fee for each bed in

(ASW). Our group was personally able to

a nursing home facility. The revenue

voice our thoughts to Representatives

from these bills Is Intended to pay for

Roger Goodman & Larry Springer and Sena-

the Medicaid share of the tax/fee itself

tor Andy Hill. Two key issues discussed

and to rebase Medicaid payment rates.

were:

The tax/fee will also be appropriated to
support other state funded programs

Information Forums

3

Reshaping the Delivery of Long Term Care

rather than being fully spent for long
term care services in nursing homes.

Welcome Melanie!

3

Servfces(SB5708/HB1901)

Happy Hour News I

3

Through the use of care coaches, technol-

Person First

4

Given that the only two sources of fundogy supported health and wellness pro-

Coach's Corner

5

Rezone FAQ

6

grams, and greater flexibility for the use of
specialization and use of nursing facility
beds, we can reduce costly hospitalization
and delay entry to llcensed care settings.
This can be done by expanding services to
independent

residents,

improving

care

transitions, expanding scope of permitted
care under the assisted Jiving license and
establishing separate llcense/certlflcatlon
for transitional care within the nursing facility.

ing from which to pay the tax/fee obligation are government and private payers,
there is no way in which to avoid passing
this cost on to those paying privately for
skilled nursing care. The bills include a
number of exemptions and exceptions,
yet in the history of such tax/fee bills,
the exemptions were not upheld after
the bills were passed. Emerald Heights

wlll be financially impacted if an exemption is not approved to eliminate our
requirement to pay thls tax/fee. Our
best estimate for the financial impact

Continued on Page 4
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Frequently Asked Que~t1ons
En1cr;ild Hc:1ghb Applicat,un to Rezone from R-tl to R-6

Why rezone now? Why
not wait until we actually need addltJonal ca-

It's wise planning for the future. Future seneratlons of residents should not be limited
In the options avallable to meet needs that we cannot now envision, even If we do not
need to expand llvlng units now.

pacity?
Circumstances are favorable now for the followlng reasons:
•
Cost effectiveness: Our rezoning application costs are about $250,000, most of
which has been paid. To resubmit In the future would require redoing (and paying for)
all the elements of surveying, transportation Impact and environmental studies, and
repayment of application fees.
•
Laws and rules change: Washington State's Growth Management Act has changed
in recent years, and Redmond's zoning rules are also changeable.
Fees increase: Bullding permit fees were raised from $6,000 per door to $13,500
•
per door for residential units In Redmond, as cited by Redmond businessman/Emerald
Heights Soard member Jay Bergevin at the Board/Resident/Management meeting

2/11/11.
Won't neighbors object
R-6
zoning?

to our change to

What are the next steps
In the rezone process?

If the rezone application
Is denied, wlll that stop
the expansion plans currently being considered?
Why Is Emerald Heights
Interested In rezoning
from R-4 to R-6?

•
Current support: Current Redmond officials are very supportive and helpful. Personnel, both in the elected and staff positions (Plannlna Deoartment), are changeable.
Adjacent properties are already zoned R-6 and R-5. Small lot/single family homes are
zoned R-4. All neighbors within our area (1,000 feet of our property lines) were invited
to a meeting here at Emerald Heights last spring to question our zoning change appllca·
tion and master plan. Three of the approximately 750 neighbors invited came; none
stated concerns.
The City Planner working with Emerald Heights on the rezone application recommends
that we hold another community/neighborhood meeting in late March. Following that
meeting, two additional steps remain in the process, a required Public Hearing which
we anticipate will be scheduled early In May, and a Oty Council meeting where a determination will be reached. We expect our application to be scheduled on the City Council agenda In June or July. A large white sign announcing to the public the request for
rezoning of the campus rs expected to be installed outside our front entry early in April,
with public notice of the upcoming Publlc Hearing and comment period posted for 21
days.
No. The majority of expansion currently being considered can be completed within the
existing zoning. A rezone to R-6 is needed for future needs.

Rezoning now provides flexibility to meet future needs - perhaps 10, 20 30 or more
years In the future - including the ability to add additional health care capacity if
needed.
The expansion currently in process in Corwin Center to increase skilled nursing from 56
to 61 beds, the proposed expansion of up to 42 apartment homes, 3 assisted living
apartments and 3 additional private skilled nursing rooms wlll put us at the maximum
number of living units under the current zoning. A rezone Is necessary to ensure that
needs for the future can be met.
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NOTICE OF SERVICES
Eastside Retirement Association, a Washington notfor-profit corporation ("Sponsor") owns and operates
Emerald Heights ("the Facility"). Emerald Heights
is a continuing care retirement community that has
three types of living arrangements. They are Private
Residential Units, Assisted Living Rooms and Skilled
Nursing . The Private Residential Units are separate
from the Assisted Living Rooms and Skilled Nursing
areas, both of which are located in the Corwin Center.

I. SERVICES IN PRIVATE
RESIDENTIAL UNITS
A.

•

Use of all common and activity

•

Planned activities-social, cultural,

•

Standard cleaning of a Private

areas and private dining room
recreational and spiritual
Residential Unit every other week

•
•
•
•
•

•

Parking for guests and Residents
Emergency call system
Services of a chaplain
Fire detection system
Periodic health monitoring by
Residential Services Nurses
Laundry facilities on each floor in
each wing for personal laundry

•

Follow-up visits or telephone calls

SERVICES INCLUDED IN
MONTHLY SERVICE FEE

after hospitalization, skilled nursing

The following services are available to

Services Nurse, resident services

Residents in the Private Residential Units
and are included in the Monthly Service Fee.

or Assisted Living stay by Residential

•

or Corwin Center nursing staff
Assistance with referrals for private
duty coverage, medical equipment

•
•

One meal per day
Tray service for short periods when
approved for medical reasons

•
•

and other needs and services
Menu selections meeting dietary
restrictions when ordered by a physician

Basic cable television service
Building and grounds maintenance
and custodial services

•
•
•
•

•

Real estate taxes, if assessed

Telephone and expanded cable television
services are provided by outside vendors and
are not included in Sponsor's services.

Weekly flat linen laundry service
All utilities except telephone
Scheduled transportation service

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR RESIDENCE (MARCH 2011)
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B.

SERVICES AVAILABLE FOR
ADDITIONAL FEES

II. SERVICES IN CORWIN CENTER

The following services may be available
to Residents in the Private Residential

A.

CORWIN CENTER SERVICES

Units at a cost that is in addition
to the Monthly Service Fee:

1.

Assisted Living

The following services (over and above

•
•
•

Housekeeper services in addition

those provided in residential units)

to the bi-weekly service provided

are available to Residents during any

under the Residence Agreement

stay in Assisted Living Rooms and are

Beautician and barber services

included in the Monthly Service Fee:

Resident meals in addition to the

•
•
•

one meal per day provided under
the Residence Agreement

•

Tray service for other than
medical reasons

•
•
•
•

Guest room, when available
Guest meals

•
•

Personal laundry service
Bed making other than that
on scheduled cleaning day

•
•
•
•

Monitoring of medical and psychosocial conditions
Assistance with medication
administration
Stand-by/minimal assist with Activities
of Daily Living (ADLs)
Housekeeping Services
Assistance with making and keeping
appointments

Trash and recycling pick up
Vacation services (including

2.

Skilled Nursing

watering plants and feeding pets

By physician's order, nursing care is

[cats only]) by prior arrangement

provided to the Resident in a semi-

Unscheduled transportation

private room in the Skilled Nursing area

Physical, recreational, occupational

of the Corwin Center. These services are

and speech therapies (with

included in the Monthly Service Fee.

physician's order utilizing the therapy
room in the Corwin Center)

•
•

In the event that an Assisted Living

Medical and nursing services not

Room or a nursing bed (as the case

covered in the residential, assisted

may be) should not be available

living and skilled nursing programs

in the Corwin Center, the Resident

Additional maintenance (repair or

will be admitted temporarily to a

maintenance of personal property)

comparable facility and will be put on
a priority list at the Corwin Center.

3.

Excluded Services

Treatment for the following conditions
is NOT included in the services provided
by Emerald Heights and is not available
at the Corwin Center: specialized
psychiatric care, conditions that would

26

C.

Resident or other Residents should the

MEDICARE AND HEALTH
INSURANCE

Resident remain in the Corwin Center, or

Medicare, parts A and B (if eligible) and

any other conditions requiring services

one supplemental health insurance policy

that cannot be provided under the

(or a comparable health maintenance

threaten the health or safety of the

license of the Corwin Center or that

organization or other managed care plan

would fundamentally alter the nature of

that provides reimbursement to Sponsor)

the Corwin Center or would be unduly

are required of each Resident. When

burdensome for Sponsor to provide.

applicable, Sponsor is reimbursed under
these plans or policies. When a Resident
is admitted to the Corwin Center under

B.

OTHER SERVICES FOR WHICH
RESIDENT IS RESPONSIBLE

Medicare, Sponsor will receive the payments

Each Resident is required to arrange for a

will be required to pay for any services not

made under such coverage. The Resident

local personal physician who will attend the

covered by benefits under the Residence

Resident in the Corwin Center as necessary.

Agreement, Medicare or other insurance.

The Resident will pay all charges for such
care, either in or outside the Corwin Center,
including the charges for an emergency

D.

LEGAL INCAPACITY

physician, paramedic, ambulance, etc.

If a Resident should become legally

The Resident is responsible to pay for

or financial affairs, Sponsor may petition a

incapacitated and unable to handle personal
any and all additional required or

court of competent jurisdiction to appoint

requested medical services including,

an independent conservator or guardian,

but not limited to, the following:

if such arrangements have not previously
been made by the Resident or Resident's

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

family. In the event that Sponsor seeks

Personal physician
Meals not included in the

appointment of an independent conservator

Monthly Service Fee

or guardian for a Resident, the Resident or

Dental care

the Resident's estate shall be responsible for

Physical, occupational and/
or speech therapist(s)

any fees or costs associated with such action.

Specialized nursing services
Drugs and medicine

E.

EQUIPMENT RENTAL

Ancillary items

If the Resident requires the exclusive use of

All medical, therapeutic, and

a wheelchair, walker, or gerichair from the

non-medical extras, including

Corwin Center, there will be a rental charge.

an individual telephone

Residents may obtain such equipment from
outside sources. If special equipment is
required for long-term use, Residents are
usually advised to purchase the equipment.
The Corwin Center administration will assist
in the arrangements for the purchase of
such equipment if the Resident desires.

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR RESIDENCE (MARCH 2011)
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F.

PRIVATE ROOMS
At times, when conditions warrant, private
rooms in the Corwin Center Skilled Nursing
Area may be made available to Residents
who request such rooms; however, the
Resident w ill be required to pay the
difference between the da ily private room
rate and the rate established for the semiprivate room -covered by the Monthly Service
Fee. Sponsor reserves the right to terminate
this arrangement when conditions warrant.

Ill. SPONSOR RIGHT TO SUPPLEMENT
The services provided by Sponsor may be
supplemented at any time.
Applicants who desire additional special services
or care not listed above should submit a written
request to Sponsor.
Each Applicant must sign one of the following
acknowledgments as indicated by Sponsor.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
I acknowledge that I have received a copy and read the foregoing notice and that I understand the nature and the level
of services provided by Sponsor to Residents in Private Residential Units. In signing this acknowledgment, I state that
the services provided by Sponsor are sufficient for me to live in a Private Residential Unit without adversely affecting my
health or safety, or the health or safety of other Residents at Emerald Heights.
DATE_ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

SIGNATURE _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATE _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

SIGNATURE _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __

I acknowledge that I have received a copy and read the foregoing notice and that I understand the nature and level of
services provided by Sponsor to Residents in Private Residential Units. In signing this acknowledgment, I state that I
require additional services not listed in this Form, that I have provided a complete list of such services to Sponsor and have
indicated how these services are to be provided to me. I understand and acknowledge that Sponsor will consider these
additional services when reviewing my application to determine if such services fundamentally alter the nature of Emerald
Heights or unduly burden Sponsor, as determined by Sponsor.
DATE _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __

SIGNATURE _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

DATE _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ __ __

SIGNATURE _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

I acknowledge that Sponsor has allowed me to enter directly into an Assisted Living Room and that I will not have access
to a Private Residential Unit or any of the services provided by Sponsor to Residents in Private Residential Units. I further
acknowledge that I have received a copy and read the foregoing notice and that I understand the nature and level of
services provided by Sponsor to Residents in Assisted Living Rooms. In signing this acknowledgment, I state that the
services provided by Sponsor are sufficient for me to live in an Assisted Living Room without adversely affecting my health
or safety, or the health or safety of other Residents at Emerald Heights.
DATE._ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

SIGNATURE _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

DATE. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _

SIGNATURE _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ __
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RESIDENCE AGREEMENT,
TRADITIONAL PLAN
THIS AGREEMENT IS MADE AND ENTERED INTO BY AND
BETWEEN _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B.

_ _ _ _ _ _ __, [COLLECTIVELY) REFERRED TO AS

Resident agrees to pay Sponsor an entrance fee of
$_______ for the right of residency of one
person in a Unit Type _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, Number

A WASHINGTON NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION WHICH,

_ _ _ _ ____, plus an additional entrance fee
of$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for each additional person

TOGETHER WITH THE LAND, BUILDINGS, AND EQUIPMENT

named as Resident in this Agreement.

"RESIDENT," AND EASTSIDE RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION,

OF ITS FACILITIES KNOWN AS EMERALD HEIGHTS, IS
REFERRED TO AS "SPONSOR."

C.

RESIDENT, HAVING MADE APPLICATION TO ESTABLISH

follows: a deposit ("Entrance Fee Deposit") of
$_ _______ (10% of the Entrance Fee)

RESIDENCY AT EMERALD HEIGHTS, AGREES TO COMPLY
WITH THE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES OF SPONSOR AND

payable with the execution of this Agreement, and
the balance of$ _ __ _ _ _ __ payable as

FURTHER UNDERSTANDS THAT SUCH RESIDENCY SHALL BE
SUBJECT TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH IN

follows: The balance must be paid within sixty (60)

THIS AGREEMENT.

A.

days after the date Sponsor notifies Resident that
the Resident's application for residency has been

Resident acknowledges that he or she has received

approved, unless otherwise stipulated in writing.

copies of the Confidential Data Application, General
Conditions for Residence and Notice of Services,
which are each made a part of this Agreement by

The total of entrance fees (together, "Entrance
Fee") is$_ _ _ _ ____ and is payable as

D.

Resident agrees to pay the Monthly Service Fee
(MSF) applicable for the Unit commencing on the

this reference. Resident also acknowledges having
completed the Confidential Data Application and

date Resident establishes residency as described in

Notice of Services, which are each, as completed,

Section 2.3 of the General Conditions for Residence
or sixty (60) days after Resident is notified that

made a part of this Agreement by this reference.
Prior to establishing residency at Emerald Heights,
Resident shall immediately inform Sponsor of any
material changes in Resident's financial condition,
and of any change in Resident's health condition
if that change could result in a need for special
assistance or care for Resident.

the Unit is available, whichever occurs first. The
current MSF for the above designated Unit is

$

: the current second person MSF
is $_ _ _ _ _ _ . Resident further understands

that THE MSF MAY BE ADJUSTED BY SPONSOR ON
THIRTY DAYS WRITTEN NOTICE, and agrees to pay
the adjusted MSF when due.
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E.

F.

Resident acknowledges that Emerald Heights is a
smoke-restricted environment and that smoking is
not allowed except in those outdoor areas that are
designated by Sponsor. Designated areas will be
clearly marked. Sponsor reserves the right to relocate
any area designated for smoking at any time in
Sponsor's sole discretion. Smoking is not allowed
in any building or enclosure at Emerald Heights,
including but not limited to Private Residential Units.
Residents who either smoke or allow smoking in
their Private Residential Units will be required to
reimburse Sponsor for any and all repair, cleaning
and refurbishment costs associated with Smoking Related Damage caused to the Private Residential
Unit during the period of Resident's occupancy,
including, but not limited to, painting, cleaning,
replacing carpet, fixtures and other unit amenities,
purchase and/or rental of refurbishment tools or
devices, labor and services performed by Sponsor's
employees and/or private contractor(s) hired by
Sponsor and all other incidental and consequential
damages (together, "Refurbishment Costs").
"Smoking-Related Damage" means any damage
caused by smoke from cigarettes, cigars, pipe smoke,
and similar items.
Resident shall have the right to rescind this
Agreement, without penalty or forfeiture, by written
notice received by Sponsor w ithin thirty (30) days
after making the Entrance Fee Deposit or executing
this Agreement, whichever is later. Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary in this Agreement, if
the Agreement is canceled within this thirty (30)
day rescission period for any reason, Resident (or
Resident's Agent as defined in Paragraph N of th is
Agreement) will be entitled to a full refund of the
Entrance Fee Deposit. No Resident shall be required
to move into the Facility until after the expiration of
the thirty (30) day rescission period . Rescission rights
are described more specifically in Section 4.1 of the
General Conditions for Residence.

30

G.

If Resident dies prior to establishing residency, or
if Sponsor determines prior to the time Resident
establishes residency that Resident requires assistive
care or services not provided to residents in Private
Residential Units, or Assisted Living Rooms, as the
case may be, (all as more specifically described in
Section 4.1 of the General Conditions for Residence),
or if Sponsor determines that the provision of
needed services would fundamentally alter the
nature of the Facility or unduly burden Sponsor,
(all as is more specifically described in Section 4 .1
of the General Conditions for Residence), then the
Residence Agreement shall be canceled and Sponsor
shall refund to Resident or Resident's Agent all
funds deposited If Resident under the foregoing
provision is a couple, the Residence Agreement shall
be canceled for the deceased or Resident requiring
assistive care or services not provided by Spon sor
to residents in Private Residential Units and the
remaining Resident may cancel at his or her option
without penalty.
Should Resident cancel this Agreement after the
thirty (30) day rescission period prior to residency
for any other reason, then Sponsor shall refund
to Resident or Resident's Agent the Entrance
Fee Deposit. Notwithstanding anything in this
Agreement to the contrary, Sponsor shall not
refund any part of costs specifically incurred by
Sponsor at the request of Resident and which have
been set forth in an agreement signed by Sponsor
and Resident. Residents' rights with respect to
cancellation are described more specifically in Section
4 of the General Conditions for Residence.

H. This Agreement may be canceled within ninety (90)
days after Resident establishes residency with or
without cause by either party. In that case, Resident
or Resident's Agent shall receive a refund of the
Entrance Fee and less reasonable expenses incurred
by Sponsor in providing the contracted services to
Resident. A detailed explanation is found in Section
4.2 of the General Conditions for Residence.

I.

After establishing residency, Resident may cancel

M. IF RESIDENT IS DECEASED AFTER RESIDENCY WHILE

this Agreement if Resident is living in a Private

THIS AGREEMENT IS IN FORCE, ALL OBLIGATIONS OF

Residential Unit, or in the event that an Assisted

SPONSOR PURSUANT TO THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE

Living Addendum is executed, an Assisted Living

FULFILLED AND THERE SHALL BE NO REPAYMENT OF

Room, (unless this condition is waived by Sponsor)

ANY PORTION OF THE ENTRANCE FEE.

by given Sponsor ninety (90) days' written notice
of cancellation and paying the MSF until the end

J.

N. This Agreement is for lifetime right of use. It is

of the ninety (90) day notice period. Upon such

not a lease, and does not create any interest in

cancellation, Sponsor will refund to Resident or

the real estate and property owned by Sponsor.

Resident's Agent that portion of the Entrance Fee, if

This Agreement is not assignable by Resident and

any, due in the amounts and upon the conditions set

Resident's right of use shall not inure to the use or

forth in Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.S(a) of the General

benefit of the heirs, next of kin, assigns, agents or

Conditions for Residence.

representatives of Resident or of Resident's estate .

Sponsor agrees that Resident shall have the right to

0 . THE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES GRANTED TO RESIDENT

reside in a Private Residential Unit, or in the event

BY THIS AGREEMENT DO NOT INCLUDE ANY RIGHT,

that an Assisted Living Addendum is executed, an

TITLE, OR INTEREST IN ANY PART OF THE PERSONAL

Assisted Living Room, the right to lifetime services

PROPERTY, LAND, BUILDINGS, OR IMPROVEMENTS

as a Resident, and the right to lifetime nursing care

OWNED OR ADMINISTERED BY SPONSOR.

upon admittance to, or continued residency at, the

RESIDENT'S RIGHTS ARE PRIMARILY FOR SERVICES,

Corwin Center; provided, however, that each such

WITH A CONTRACTUAL RIGHT OF RESIDENCY. ANY

right is subject to the conditions and provisions of

RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, OR BENEFITS UNDER THIS

the General Conditions for Residence. These rights

AGREEMENT OR ANY INTEREST OR CONTRACTUAL

shall continue throughout Resident's lifetime and

RIGHTS OF ANY NATURE IN THE FACILITY, INCLUDING

shall not be transferred or assigned to any other

THE RIGHT TO ANY REFUND OF THE ENTRANCE

person.

FEE OR OTHER PAYMENTS HEREUNDER, ARE AND
SHALL BE SUBORDINATE IN PRIORITY, RIGHT, CLAIM,

K.

Sponsor may cancel this Agreement if the Resident

AND INTEREST TO THE LIEN, CHARGE, OR SECURITY

fails to pay the Monthly Service Fee for three (3)

INTEREST OF ANY MORTGAGE, DEED OF TRUST

months or more, falsifies or withholds information

OR SECURITY AGREEMENT NOW OR HEREAFTER

during the application process, fails to comply with

PLACED ON OR AFFECTING ANY OF SPONSOR OR

Sponsor's policies and/or is creating a detrimental

ANY INTEREST IN THE REAL PROPERTY OR PERSONAL

disturbance to other Residents, requires certain

PROPERTY OF SPONSOR, AND TO ANY AMENDMENT,

special assistance or care, or creates an immediate

MODIFICATION, REPLACEMENT. OR REFUNDING OF

and direct threat to the health or safety of one or

ANY MORTGAGE, DEED OF TRUST OR SECURITY

more Residents, all as is more particularly described

AGREEMENT. RESIDENT AGREES THAT UPON

in Sections 4.4 and 4.10 of the General Conditions.

REQUEST RESIDENT WILL EXECUTE AND DELIVER

In the event that Sponsor cancels this Agreement,

ANY DOCUMENT WHICH IS REQUIRED BY SPONSOR

Section 4 of the General Conditions shall determine

OR BY THE HOLDER OF ANY SUCH MORTGAGE,

the Resident's right to any refund.

DEED OF TRUST, OR SECURITY AGREEMENT TO
EFFECT SUCH SUBORDINATION OR TO EVIDENCE THE

L.

If two Resident parties execute this Agreement, it is

SAME.

agreed that should one Resident terminate residency
for any cause, all rights and obligations herein shall
vest in the remaining Resident.
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P.

This paragraph sets forth the conditions under which
Residents may designate an agent ("Resident's
Agent") to receive any and all refunds to which
Resident may be entitled under this Agreement .
Resident may designate a Resident's Agent by a
notarized writing signed by Resident in a form
approved by Sponsor and delivered to Sponsor. If
Resident wish es Resident's Agent to receive only
certain refunds described in this Agreement, then
Resident's designation shall specify which refunds
shall be paid to Resident's Agent and which shall
not. Otherwise, all refunds shall be paid to Resident's
Agent. Resident's Agent must be the trustee of a
then-existing trust, and Resident must provide to
Sponsor at least those pages of the trust agreement
that show the designations of the trustee and
the signatures of the parties to the trust. If the
trusteeship changes at any time, it shall be Resident's
responsibility to advise Sponsor of that change . If
Resident fails to advise Sponsor of such a change,
Sponsor shall have the right, in Sponsor's sole
discretion, either to require the successor trustee

to indemnify Sponsor before funds are paid to the
successor trustee, or to pay the funds to Resident or
to Resident's estate.
Q. This document, together with the attached

Confidential Data Application, General Conditions
for Residence, Medical Information Form, Resident
Information Record and Notices of Services contains
the entire Agreement between the parties hereto
and no amendment or addendum is valid unless
contained in writing executed by all parties hereto.
R.

The invalidity or amendment of any restriction,
condition, or other provision of this Agreement, or
of any part of the same, shall not impair or affect in
any way the validity, enforceability, or effect of the
rest of this Agreement.

S.

Resident's rights under this Agreement may not be
transferred or assigned. Any transfer or assignment
made in violation of this provision shall be void.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE PARTIES HAVE SIGNED THIS AGREEMENT THIS _ _ _ DAY O F - - - - ~ 20_
RESIDENT(S) _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

WITNESS _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

APPROVED THIS _ __ _ _ _ _ DAY OF - - -- - - --

BY:

- ~ 20_ _ __

TITLE: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
EASTSIDE RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION
d/b/a EMERALD HEIGHTS
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RESIDENCE AGREEMENT,
100-PERCENT REFUNDABLE PLAN
THIS AGREEMENT IS MADE AND ENTERED INTO BY AND
BETWEEN _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

B.

Resident agrees to pay Sponsor an entrance
fee of $_ __ _ _ _ _ _ for the right of
residency of one person in a Private Residential

- -- - - - ~ [COLLECTIVELY] REFERRED TO AS
"RESIDENT," AND EASTSIDE RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION,

Unit Type - - - - -- - ~ Number
_ _ _ _ _ __, plus an additional entrance fee
of $_ _ _ _ ___ for each additional person

A WASHINGTON NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION
WHICH, TOGETHER WITH THE LAND, BUILDINGS, AND

named as Resident in this Agreement.

EQUIPMENT OF ITS FACILITIES KNOWN AS EMERALD
HEIGHTS, IS REFERRED TO AS "SPONSOR."
RESIDENT, HAVING MADE APPLICATION TO ESTABLISH

The total of entrance fees (together, "Entrance
Fee") is $_ _ _ _ _ __ and is payable as

RESIDENCY AT EMERALD HEIGHTS, AGREES TO COMPLY
WITH THE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES OF SPONSOR AND

follows: a deposit ("Entrance Fee Deposit") of
$_ _ __ _ _ _ (10% of the Entrance Fee)

FURTHER UNDERSTANDS THAT SUCH RESIDENCY SHALL
BE SUBJECT TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH

payable with the execution of this Agreement,
and the balance of$ _ _ _ _ ___ payable as

IN THIS AGREEMENT.

follows: The balance must be paid within sixty (60)

C.

days after the date Sponsor notifies Resident that
A.

Resident acknowledges that he or she has received

the Resident's application for residency has been

copies of the Confidential Data Application, General

approved, unless otherwise stipulated in writing.

Conditions for Residence and Notice of Services,
which are each made a part of this Agreement by
this reference. Resident also acknowledges having

D. Resident agrees to pay the Monthly Service Fee
(MSF) applicable for the Private Residential Unit

completed the Confidential Data Application and

commencing on the date Resident establishes

Notice of Services, which are each, as completed,
made a part of this Agreement by this reference.

residency as described in Section 2.3 of the General
Conditions for Residence or sixty (60) days after

Prior to establishing residency at Emerald Heights,

Resident is notified that the Private Residential Unit

Resident shall immediately inform Sponsor of any

is available, whichever occurs first. The current MSF

material changes in Resident's financial condition,
and of any change in Resident's health condition

for the above designated Private Residential Unit is
$
· the current second person MSF is
$_ _ _ __ _ _. Resident further understands

if that change could result in a need for special
assistance or care for Resident.

that THE MSF MAY BE ADJUSTED BY SPONSOR ON
THIRTY DAYS WRITTEN NOTICE, and agrees to pay
the adjusted MSF when due.
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E.

Resident acknowledges that Emerald Heights is a
smoke-restricted environment and that smoking is
not allowed except in those outdoor areas that are
designated by Sponsor. Designated areas will be
clearly marked . Sponsor reserves the right to relocate
any area designated for smoking at any time in
Sponsor's sole discretion . Smoking is not allowed
in any building or enclosure at Emerald Heights,
including but not limited to Private Residential Units.
Residents who either smoke or allow smoking in
their Private Residential Units will be required to
reimburse Sponsor for any and all repair, cleaning
and refurbishment costs associated with SmokingRelated Damage caused to the Private Residential
Unit during the period of Resident's occupancy,
including, but not limited to. pa inting. d e .ining,
replacing carpet, fixtures and other unit amenities,
purchase and/or rental of refurbishment tools or
devices, labor and services performed by Sponsor's
employees and/or private contractor(s) hired by
Sponsor and all other incidental and consequential
damages (together, "Refurbishment Costs") .
"Smoking-Related Damage" means any damage
caused by smoke from cigarettes, cigars, pipe smoke,
and similar items.

F.

34

Resident shall have the right to rescind this
Agreement, without penalty or forfeiture, by written
notice received by Sponsor within thirty (30) days
after making the Entrance Fee Deposit or executing
this Agreement, whichever is later. Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary in this Agreement, if
the Agreement is canceled within this thirty (30)
day rescission period for any reason, Resident (or
Resident's Agent as defined in Paragraph Q of this
Agreement) will be entitled to a full refund of the
Entrance Fee Deposit. No Resident shall be required
to move into the Facility until after the expiration of
the thirty (30) day rescission period. Rescission rights
are described more specifically in Section 4.1 of the
General Conditions for Residence.

G.

If Resident dies prior to establishing residency, or
if Sponsor determines prior to the time Resident
establishes residency that Resident requires assistive
care or services not provided by Sponsor to residents
in Private Residential Units (all as is more specifically
described in Section 4.1 of the General Conditions
for Residence), or if Sponsor determines that the
provision of needed services ,,vould fundamentally
alter the nature of the Facility or unduly burden
Sponsor, (all as is more specifically described in
Section 4.1 of the General Conditions for Residence),
then the Residence Agreement shall be canceled and
Sponsor shall refund to Resident or Resident's Agent
all funds deposited). If Resident under the foregoing
provision is a couple, the Residence Agreement shall
be canceled for the deceased or Resident requiring
assistive care or services not provided by Sponsor
to residents in Private Residential Units and the
remaining Resident may cancel at his or her option
without penalty.
Should Resident cancel this Agreement after the
thirty (30) day rescission period prior to residency
for any other reason, then Sponsor shall refund
to Resident or Resident's Agent the Entrance Fee
Deposit. Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement
to the contrary, Sponsor shall not refund any part
of costs specifically incurred by Sponsor at the
request of Resident and which have been set forth
in an agreement signed by Sponsor and Resident.
Residents' rights with respect to cancellation are
described more specifically in Section 4 of the General
Conditions for Residence.

H. This Agreement may be canceled within ninety (90)
days after Resident establishes residency with or
without cause by either party. In that case, Resident
or Resident's Agent shall receive a refund of the
Entrance Fee and less reaso nable expenses incurred
by Sponsor in providing the contracted services to
Resident. A detailed explanation is found in Section
4.2 of the Genera l Conditions for Residence.

I.

J.

After establishing residency, Resident may cancel this

M. In the event residency is terminated by death

Agreement if Resident is living in Private Residential

of Resident (or the death of both persons if this

Unit (unless this condition is waived by Sponsor) by

Agreement is executed by two Resident parties), then

giving Sponsor ninety (90) days' written notice of

Resident's estate or Resident's Agent shall receive a

cancellation and paying the MSF until the end of the

refund of 100% of the Entrance Fee paid, less any

ninety (90) day notice period. Upon such cancellation,

unpaid expenses incurred by Sponsor as described in

Sponsor will refund to Resident or Resident's Agent

Section 4.6 of the General Conditions for Residence.

that portion of the Entrance Fee, if any, due in

The refund shall be payable after the Private

the amounts and upon the conditions set forth in

Residential Unit has been reoccupied and Sponsor

Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.S(a) of the General Conditions

has received the current Entrance Fee for the Private

for Residence.

Residential Unit.

Sponsor agrees that Resident shall have the right

N.

to reside in a Private Residential Unit, the right

K.

Should Resident or Sponsor cancel this Agreement
for any reason other than death, then Resident or

to lifetime services as a Resident, and the right to

Resident's Agent shall receive a refund of 100%

lifetime nursing care upon admittance to the Corwin

of the Entrance Fee paid less any unpaid expenses

Center; provided, however, that each such right

incurred by Sponsor as described in Section 4.5 of the

is subject to the conditions and provisions of the

General Conditions for Residence. The refund shall be

General Conditions for Residence . These rights shall

payable after the Private Residential Unit has been

continue throughout Resident's lifetime and shall not

reoccupied and Sponsor has received the current

be transferred or assigned to any other person.

Entrance Fee.

Sponsor may cancel this Agreement if the Resident
fails to pay the Monthly Service Fee for three (3)
months or more, falsifies or withholds information
during the application process, fails to comply with
Sponsor's policies and/or is creating a detrimental
disturbance to other Residents, requires certain
special assistance or care, or creates an immediate

0 . This Agreement is for lifetime right of use. It is
not a lease, and does not create any interest in
the real estate and property owned by Sponsor.
This Agreement is not assignable by Resident
and Resident's right of use shall not inure to the
use or benefit of the heirs, next of kin, assigns or
representatives of Resident or of Resident's estate.

and direct threat to the health or safety of one or
more Residents, all as is more particularly described

P.

THE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES GRANTED TO RESIDENT

in Sections 4.4 and 4.10 of the General Conditions.

BY THIS AGREEMENT DO NOT INCLUDE ANY RIGHT.

In the event that Sponsor cancels this Agreement,

TITLE, OR INTEREST IN ANY PART OF THE PERSONAL

Section 4 of the General Conditions shall determine

PROPERTY, LAND, BUILDINGS, OR IMPROVEMENTS

the Resident's right to any refund .

OWNED OR ADMINISTERED BY SPONSOR. RESIDENT'S
RIGHTS ARE PRIMARILY FOR SERVICES, WITH A

L.

If two Resident parties execute this Agreement, it is

CONTRACTUAL RIGHT OF RESIDENCY. ANY RIGHTS,

agreed that should one Resident terminate residency

PRIVILEGES, OR BENEFITS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT

for any cause, all rights and obligations herein shall

OR ANY INTEREST OR CONTRACTUAL RIGHTS OF

vest in the remaining Resident.

ANY NATURE IN THE FACILITY, INCLUDING THE
RIGHT TO ANY REFUND OF THE ENTRANCE FEE OR
OTHER PAYMENTS HEREUNDER, ARE AND SHALL
BE SUBORDINATE IN PRIORITY, RIGHT, CLAIM, AND
INTEREST TO THE LIEN, CHARGE, OR SECURITY
INTEREST OF ANY MORTGAGE, DEED OF TRUST
OR SECURITY AGREEMENT NOW OR HEREAFTER
PLACED ON OR AFFECTING ANY OF SPONSOR OR
ANY INTEREST IN THE REAL PROPERTY OR PERSONAL
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PROPERTY OF SPONSOR, AND TO ANY AMENDMENT,

trusteeship changes at any time, it shall be Resident's

MODIFICATION, REPLACEMENT, OR REFUNDING OF

responsibility to advise Sponsor of that change. If

ANY MORTGAGE, DEED OF TRUST OR SECURITY

Resident fails to advise Sponsor of such a change,

AGREEMENT. RESIDENT AGREES THAT UPON

Sponsor shall have the right, in Sponsor's sole

REQUEST RESIDENT WILL EXECUTE AND DELIVER

discretion, either to require the successor trustee

ANY DOCUMENT WHICH IS REQUIRED BY SPONSOR

to indemnify Sponsor before funds are paid to the

OR BY THE HOLDER OF ANY SUCH MORTGAGE, DEED

successor trustee, or to pay the funds to Resident or

OF TRUST, OR SECURITY AGREEMENT TO EFFECT

to Resident's estate.

SUCH SUBORDINATION OR TO EVIDENCE THE SAME.
R.
Q. This paragraph sets forth the conditions under

This document, together with the attached
Confidential Data Application, General Conditions

which Resident may designate an agent ("Resident's

for Residence, Medical Information Form, Resident

Agent") to receive any or all refunds to which

Information Record and Notice of Services conta ins

Resident may be entitled under this Agreement.

the entire Agreement between the parties hereto

Resident may designate a Resident's Agent by a

and no amendment or addendum is valid unless

notarized writing signed by Resident in a form

contained in writing executed by all parties hereto.

approved by Sponsor and delivered to Sponsor. If
Resident wishes Resident's Agent to receive only

S.

certain refunds described in this Agreement, then

The invalidity or amendment of any restriction,
condition, or other provision of this Agreement, or of

Resident's designation shall specify which refunds

any part of the same, shall not impair or affect in any

shall be paid to Resident's Agent and which

way the validity, enforceability, or effect of the rest

shall not. Otherwise, all refunds shall be paid to

of this Agreement.

Resident's Agent. Resident's Agent must be the
trustee of a then-existing trust, and Resident must

T.

Resident's rights under this Agreement may not be

provide to Sponsor at least those pages of the trust

transferred or assigned. Any transfer or assignment

agreement that show the designation of trustee

made in violation of this provision shall be void.

and the signatures of the parties to the trust. If the

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE PARTIES HAVE SIGNED THIS AGREEMENT THIS _ _ _ _ __ _ DAY OF
_ __ _ __ _ __ __, 20_ __

RESIDENT(S) _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

WITNESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

APPROVED THIS _ _ _ _ _ _ DAY OF _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __, 20_ __

BY: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __

TITLE: _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
EASTSIDE RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION
d/b/a EMERALD HEIGHTS
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RESIDENCE AGREEMENT,
SO-PERCENT REFUNDABLE PLAN
THIS AGREEMENT IS MADE AND ENTERED INTO BY AND
BETWEEN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B.

- - - ~ [COLLECTIVELY] REFERRED TO AS "RESIDENT,"

Resident agrees to pay Sponsor an entrance
fee of $_ _ _ __ __ _ for the right of
residency of one person in a Private Residential
Unit Type _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, Number

AND EASTSIDE RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION, A WASHINGTON
NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION WHICH, TOGETHER WITH
THE LAND, BUILDINGS, AND EQUIPMENT OF ITS FACILITIES

- - - - - - ~ plus an additional entrance fee
of$ _ _ __ _ _ _ for each additional person

KNOWN AS EMERALD HEIGHTS, IS REFERRED TO AS

named as Resident in this Agreement.

"SPONSOR."

C.
RESIDENT, HAVING MADE APPLICATION TO ESTABLISH
RESIDENCY AT EMERALD HEIGHTS, AGREES TO COMPLY

The total of entrance fees (together, "Entrance
Fee") is $_ _ _ _ ____ and is payable as
follows: a deposit ("Entrance Fee Deposit") of
$_ _______ (10% of the Entrance Fee,

WITH THE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES OF SPONSOR AND
FURTHER UNDERSTANDS THAT SUCH RESIDENCY SHALL BE

which includes a $250 Application Fee) payable with

SUBJECT TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH IN

the execution of this Agreement, and the balance

THIS AGREEMENT.

of

$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ payable as follows: The

balance must be paid within sixty (60) days after the

A.

Resident acknowledges that he or she has received

date Sponsor notifies Resident that the Resident's

copies of the Confidential Data Application, General

application for residency has been approved, unless

Conditions for Residence and Notice of Services,

otherwise stipulated in writing.

which are each made a part of this Agreement by
this reference. Resident also acknowledges having

D.

Resident agrees to pay the Monthly Service Fee

completed the Confidential Data Application and

(MSF) applicable for the Private Residential Unit

Notice of Services, which are each, as completed,

commencing on the date Resident establishes

made a part of this Agreement by this reference.

residency as described in Section 2.3 of the General

Prior to establishing residency at Emerald Heights,

Conditions for Residence or sixty (60) days after

Resident shall immediately inform Sponsor of any

Resident is notified that the Private Residential Unit

material changes in Resident's financial condition,

is available, whichever occurs first. The current MSF

and of any change in Resident's health condition

for the above designated Private Residential Unit is

if that change could result in a need for special

$

assistance or care for Resident.

$ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ . Resident further understands

· the current second person MSF is

that THE MSF MAY BE ADJUSTED BY SPONSOR ON
THIRTY DAYS WRITTEN NOTICE, and agrees to pay
the adjusted MSF when due.

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR RESIDENCE (MARCH 2011)
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E.

F.

38

Resident acknowledges that Emerald Heights is a
smoke-restricted environment and that smoking is
not allowed except in those outdoor areas that are
designated by Sponsor. Designated areas will be
clearly marked. Sponsor reserves the right to relocate
any area designated for smoking at any time in
Sponsor's sole discretion. Smoking is not allowed
in any building or enclosure at Emerald Heights,
including but not limited to Private Residential Units.
Residents who either smoke or allow smoking in
their Private Residential Units will be required to
reimburse Sponsor for any and all repair, cleaning
and refurbishment costs associated with SmokingRelated Damage caused to the Private Residential
Unit during the period of Resident's occupancy,
including, but not limited to, painting, cleaning,
replacing carpet, fixtures and other unit amenities,
purchase and/or rental of refurbishment tools or
devices, labor and services performed by Sponsor's
employees and/or private contractor(s) hired by
Sponsor and all other incidental and consequential
damages (together, "Refurbishment Costs").
"Smoking-Related Damage" means any damage
caused by smoke from cigarettes, cigars, pipe smoke,
and similar items.
Resident shall have the right to rescind this
Agreement, without penalty or forfeiture, by written
notice received by Sponsor within thirty (30) days
after making the Entrance Fee Deposit or executing
this Agreement, whichever is later. Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary in this Agreement, if
the Agreement is canceled within this thirty {30)
day rescission period for any reason, Resident (or
Resident's Agent as defined in Paragraph Q of this
Agreement) will be entitled to a full refund of the
Entrance Fee Deposit,. No Resident shall be required
to move into the Facility Lintil after the expiration of
the thirty (30) day rescission period. Rescission rights
are described more specifically in Section 4.1 of the
General Conditions for Residence.

G.

If Resident dies prior to establishing residency, or
if Sponsor determines prior to the time Resident
establishes residency that Resident requires assistive
care or services not provided by Sponsor to residents
in Private Residential Units (all as is more specifically
described in Section 4.1 of the General Conditions
for Residence), or if Sponsor determines that the
provision of needed services would fundamentally
alter the nature of the Facility or unduly burden
Sponsor, (all as is more specifically described in
Section 4.1 of the General Conditions for Residence),
then the Residence Agreement shall be canceled and
Sponsor shall refund to Resident or Resident's Agent
all funds deposited . If Resident under the foregoing
provision is a couple, the Residence Agreement shall
be canceled for the deceased or Resident requiring
assistive care or services not provided by Sponsor
to residents in Private Residential Units and the
remaining Resident may cancel at his or her option
without penalty.
Should Resident cancel this Agreement after the
thirty (30) day rescission period prior to residency
for any other reason, then Sponsor shall refund
to Resident or Resident's Agent the Entrance
Fee Deposit. Notwithstanding anything in this
Agreement to the contrary, Sponsor shall not
refund any part of costs specifically incurred by
Sponsor at the request of Resident and which have
been set forth in an agreement signed by Sponsor
and Resident. Residents' rights with respect to
canceliation are described more specificaiiy in
Section 4 of the General Conditions for Residence.

H. This Agreement may be canceled within ninety (90)
days after Resident establishes residency with or
without cause by either party. In that case, Resident
or Resident's Agent shall receive a refund of the
Entrance Fee and less reasonable expenses incurred
by Sponsor in providing the contracted services to
Resident. A detailed explanation is found in Section
4.2 of the General Conditions for Residence.

I.

After establishing residency, Resident may cancel this

for Residence. The refund shall be payable after the

Agreement if Resident is living in Private Residential

Private Residential Unit has been reoccupied and

Unit (unless this condition is waived by Sponsor)

Sponsor has received the current Entrance Fee for

by giving Sponsor ninety (90) days' written notice

the Private Residential Unit.

of cancellation and paying the MSF until the end
of the ninety (90) day notice period. Upon such

N.

Should Resident or Sponsor cancel this Agreement

cancellation, Sponsor will refund to Resident or

for any reason other than death,' then Resident or

Resident's Agent that portion of the Entrance Fee, if

Resident's Agent shall receive a refund of 50% of the

any, due in the amounts and upon the conditions set

Entrance Fee paid less any unpaid expenses incurred

forth in Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.S(a) of the General

by Sponsor as described in Section 4.5 of the General

Conditions for Residence .

Conditions for Residence. The refund shall be
payable after the Private Residential Unit has been

J.

Sponsor agrees that Resident shall have the right

reoccupied and Sponsor has received the current

to reside in a Private Residential Unit, the right

Entrance Fee.

to lifetime services as a Resident, and the right to
lifetime nursing care upon admittance to the Corwin

0. This Agreement is for lifetime right of use. It is

Center; provided, however, that each such right

not a lease, and does not create any interest in

is subject to the conditions and provisions of the

the real estate and property owned by Sponsor.

General Conditions for Residence. These rights shall

This Agreement is not assignable by Resident

continue throughout Resident's lifetime and shall not

and Resident's right of use shall not inure to the

be transferred or assigned to any other person.

use or benefit of the heirs, next of kin, assigns or
representatives of Resident or of Resident's estate.

K.

Sponsor may cancel this Agreement if the Resident
fails to pay the Monthly Service Fee for three (3)

P.

THE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES GRANTED TO RESIDENT

months or more, falsifies or withholds information

BY THIS AGREEMENT DO NOT INCLUDE ANY RIGHT,

during the application process, fails to comply with

TITLE, OR INTEREST IN ANY PART OF THE PERSONAL

Sponsor's policies and/or is creating a detrimental

PROPERTY, LAND, BUILDINGS, OR IMPROVEMENTS

disturbance to other Residents, requires certain

OWNED OR ADMINISTERED BY SPONSOR.

special assistance or care, or creates an immediate

RESIDENT'S RIGHTS ARE PRIMARILY FOR SERVICES,

and direct threat to the health or safety of one or

WITH A CONTRACTUAL RIGHT OF RESIDENCY. ANY

more Residents, all as is more particularly described

RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, OR BENEFITS UNDER THIS

in Sections 4.4 and 4.10 of the General Conditions.

AGREEMENT OR ANY INTEREST OR CONTRACTUAL

In the event that Sponsor cancels this Agreement,

RIGHTS OF ANY NATURE IN THE FACILITY, INCLUDING

Section 4 of the General Conditions shall determine

THE RIGHT TO ANY REFUND OF THE ENTRANCE

the Resident's right to any refund.

FEE OR OTHER PAYMENTS HEREUNDER, ARE AND
SHALL BE SUBORDINATE IN PRIORITY, RIGHT, CLAIM,

L.

If two Resident parties execute this Agreement, it is

AND INTEREST TO THE LIEN, CHARGE, OR SECURITY

agreed that should one Resident terminate residency

INTEREST OF ANY MORTGAGE, DEED OF TRUST

for any cause, all rights and obligations herein shall

OR SECURITY AGREEMENT NOW OR HEREAFTER

vest in the remaining Resident.

PLACED ON OR AFFECTING ANY OF SPONSOR OR
ANY INTEREST IN THE REAL PROPERTY OR PERSONAL

M . In the event residency is terminated by death

PROPERTY OF SPONSOR, AND TO ANY AMENDMENT,

of Resident (or the death of both persons if this

MODIFICATION, REPLACEMENT, OR REFUNDING OF

Agreement is executed by two Resident parties),

ANY MORTGAGE, DEED OF TRUST OR SECURITY

then Resident's estate or Resident's Agent shall

AGREEMENT. RESIDENT AGREES THAT UPON

receive a refund of 50% of the Entrance Fee paid,

REQUEST RESIDENT WILL EXECUTE AND DELIVER ANY

less any unpaid expenses incurred by Sponsor as

DOCUMENT WHICH IS REQUIRED BY SPONSOR OR

described in Section 4.6 of the General Conditions

BY THE HOLDER OF ANY SUCH MORTGAGE, DEED OF

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR RESIDENCE (MARCH 2011)
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TRUST, OR SECURITY AGREEMENT TO EFFECT SUCH

sole discretion, either to require the successor trustee

SUBORDINATION OR TO EVIDENCE THE SAME.

to indemnify Sponsor before funds are paid to the
successor trustee, or to pay the funds to Resident or to
Resident's estate.

Q. This paragraph sets forth the conditions under which

Resident may designate an agent ("Resident's Agent")
to receive any or all refunds to which Resident may

R.

This document, together with the attached

be entitled under this Agreement. Resident may

Confidential Data Application, General Conditions

designate a Resident's Agent by a notarized writing

for Residence, Medical Information Form, Resident

signed by Resident in a form approved by Sponsor
and delivered to Sponsor. If Resident wishes Resident's

the entire Agreement between the parties hereto

Information Record and Notice of Services contains

Agent to receive only certain refunds described in

and no amendment or addendum is valid unless

this Agreement, then Resident's designation shall

contained in writing executed by a II parties hereto.

specify which refunds shall be paid to Resident's
Agent and which shall not. Otherwise, all refunds

5.

The invalidity or amendment of any restriction,

shall be paid to Resident's Agent. Resident's Agent

condition, or other provision of this Agreement, or

must be the trustee of a then-existing trust, and

of any part of the same, shall not impair or affect in

Resident must provide to Sponsor at least those pages

any way the validity, enforceability, or effect of the

of the trust agreement that show the designation

rest of this Agreement.

of trustee and the signatures of the parties to the
trust. If the trusteeship changes at any time, it shall
be Resident's responsibility to advise Sponsor of that
change. If Resident fails to advise Sponsor of such

T.

Resident's rights under this Agreement may not be
transferred or assigned. Any transfer or assignment
made in violation of this provision shall be void.

a change, Sponsor shall have the right, in Sponsor's

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE PARTIES HAVE SIGNED THIS AGREEMENT THIS _ _

_ _ __

DAY OF

- - -- - - -- --~20 _ __

RESIDENT(S) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

WITNESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

APPROVED THIS_ _ _ _ _ DAY OF _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ____, 20_ __

BY: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TITLE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
EASTSIDE RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION
d/b/a EMERALD HEIGHTS
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ASSISTED LIVING ADDENDUM
TO RESIDENCE AGREEMENT
THIS ASSISTED LIVING ADDENDUM (THIS "ADDENDUM"),
DATED AS OF _ _ _ _ _ _ __, 20__, IS MADE
BY AND BETWEEN _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _

NOW THEREFORE, FOR GOOD AND VALUABLE
CONSIDERATION, THE RECEIPT AND SUFFICIENCY OF
WHICH ARE ACKNOWLEDGED, AND IN ORDER TO INDUCE

_ ("RESIDENT") AND EASTSIDE RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION

SPONSOR TO ALLOW RESIDENT TO TAKE OCCUPANCY AT

(D/B/A EMERALD HEIGHTS), A WASHINGTON NOT-FOR-

THE FACILITY BY DIRECTLY ENTERING AN ASSISTED LIVING

PROFIT CORPORATION, AND ITS SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS

ROOM, RESIDENT AGREES AS FOLLOWS:

("SPONSOR").

I AGREEMENT
RECITALS
1.

A.

Resident acknowledges that the General Conditions

Resident and Sponsor are parties to that certain

offer Residents (a) lifetime residency, (b) certain

Residence Agreement d a t e d - - - - - ~
as subsequently amended (the "Residence

the Resident's choice and financial capability (except

services in an available Private Residential Unit of

Agreement"), pursuant to which Resident resides

where Residents first enter Emerald Heights in an

at or has agreed to reside at Emerald Heights (the

Assisted Living Room), and (c) assisted living and/or

"Facility"). This Addendum shall constitute a part

skilled nursing care in the Corwin Center, as required.

of the Residence Agreement. All capitalized terms

As a condition of accepting direct entry into an

not defined in this Addendum shall have the same

Assisted Living Room, Resident agrees to forego entry

meaning as set forth in the Residence Agreement.

into, and the right to reside in, a Private Residential
Unit of Resident's choosing and all of the services

B.

incident to such Units.

Resident acknowledges that Residents at the Facility
normally establish residency by moving into Private
Residential Units. However, Resident acknowledges

2.

that Resident currently requires services and care

Sponsor agrees that Resident shall be able to
establish residency at the Facility by directly entering

above and beyond those generally provided to

an Assisted Living Room. Sponsor agrees that this

Residents in Private Residential Units.

Addendum shall not affect Resident's right to lifetime

Sponsor is willing to allow Resident to move directly

care upon admittance to any other portion of Corwin

into an Assisted Living Room in the Corwin Center

Center; provided, however, that each such right

services as a Resident and the right to lifetime nursing

C.

on the condition that Resident complies with the

is subject to the conditions and provisions of the

terms stated in the Residence Agreement and this

General Conditions for Residence and this Addendum.

Addendum.
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3.

Emerald Heights is a smoke-free environment and

7.

Sponsor may assign Resident's Assisted Living

smoking is allowed only in Private Residential Units

Room upon any of the following conditions: (a)

under certain conditions. Resident acknowledges

death of Resident, (b) cancellation of the Residence

and agrees that smoking is not allowed under any

Agreement, (c) permanent transfer to the Skilled

circumstances in Resident's Assisted Living Room or in

Nursing area of the Corwin Center as described in

any portion of the Corwin Center.

Section 7(d) of the General Conditions for Residence,
or (d) Resident moves to a different Unit.

4.

Resident shall not be allo,ved to keep any pets
whatsoever in Resident's Assisted Living Room or in
any part of the Corwin Center, unless approved by
Sponsor.

8.

ln the event that Resident desires to move into a
Private Residential Unit, and Sponsor determines,
in its sole and absolute discretion, that Resident is
capable of residing in a Private Residential Unit,

5.

Resident further acknowledges and agrees that Joint

Section 5.3 of the General Conditions shall apply,

Occupancy and Joint Residency are not permitted in

provided that Resident's transfer charge shall be

Assisted Living Rooms, unless approved by Sponsor.

made to offset the redecorating expense of the

Resident shall not be allowed to alter, renovate or

submit all documentation that Sponsor reasonably

vacated Assisted Living Room. Resident agrees to
6.

modify Resident's Assisted Living Room without

requires to determine if Resident is capable of

Sponsor's prior written consent. Accordingly,

residing in a Private Residential Unit, and Resident

Resident shall not be required to provide the

agrees to execute any further addendum that

Alteration Deposit referenced in Section F of the
Residence Agreement. Resident may furnish and

Sponsor determines necessary or desirable in order to
accomplish such move.

decorate the Assisted Living Room in any manner
that does not damage the Unit and in any manner
that is not permanent in nature. Resident shall be
fully responsible for any damage to or alteration of
the Assisted Living Room cause by Resident to the
extent necessary to restore the Unit to its standard
condition.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE PARTIES HAVE SIGNED THIS ADDENDUM THIS _ __ _ _ _ _ DAY OF

- - - -- -- - - -~

20 _ __

RESIDENT(S) _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

WITNESS _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ACCEPTED TH IS _ _ _ __ DAY OF _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __,, 20 _ _ __

BY:

TITLE: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
EASTSIDE RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION
d/b/a EMERALD HEIGHTS
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EMERALD
HEIGHTS
EMERALD HEIGHTS

10901176th Circle N.E.
Redmond, WA 98052-7218

425-556-8100
Toll Free 1-888-735-8168
,vww.emeraldheights.com

Emerald Heights is a nonprofit project
of the Eastside Retirement Association.
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I am Judy Hjorth, what I have to say will augment the email I sent you.
I am the first second-generation resident at Emerald Heights. My
Mother and step-father was the seventh couple to sign-up for Emerald
Heights. My sister and brother-in-law plan to move in in a couple of
years. So, I care about the past, present and future.
The residents of Emerald Heights have a variety of interests including
hiking, gardening, quilting, painting, woodworking, maintaining the trail,
working in the coffee shop or country store etcetera and so forth .
We have diverse world views both politically and religiously and we are
financially diverse.
I live in a cottage and love it and gardening around it. So, I get asked
why I am pro a rezoning change.
I support rezoning because I want to preserve and hopefully increase
the diversity of the residents of Emerald Heights. Furthermore, I
don't want to tie the hands of future residents to make the place their
own.
This week I twice walked the U. of Wash. Campus from which I
graduated fifty years ago. There are many new buildings, in a variety
of styles. I was disoriented a couple of times, but I was still at home.
It is a beautiful campus.
I hope the same for Emerald Heights as it moves into the future.
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VERBATIM REPORT
OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE

IN RE:

FILE NO. - - - - - HEARING ON APPEAL

CERTIFICATION OF TRANSCR.IBER

I,

~>:\"' L. Mi{{er.
1

prepared the attached transcript from tape

recordings of the above-identified proceedings, and I certify under penalty of
perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the attached is a true,

correct and complete transcript of those proceedings to the best of my ability.
DATED this

.J.2->

day of

_JL
__.__fil___._._~M---..Jt~~-·----· 20..L!i-.

EXHIBIT

lftR-1I8

1
TRANSCRIPT (Not Official)

2

Transcribed from audio provided by City of Redmond

3

EMERALD HEIGHTS REZONE FROM R4 TO R6
HEARING EXAMINER: SHARON RICE
MAY 2, 2011

4
5
6

7

Sharon Rice:

Good evening.

We are going to start in just a

8

minute or two.

9

started to please make sure your cellphones are turned off.

I want to just remind everyone before we get

10

Welcome to the May 2, 2011 , City of Redmond Land Use Hearing

11

Calendar.

12

Thank you.

13

a very verbal sign, so that I will notice or somebody else

14

can notice and bring it to my attention.

15

mind, let us try and be aggressive ab out that.

16

My name is Sharon Rice, and I am the City of Redmond Land Use

17

Hearing Examiner.

18

provide land use hearing examiner services .

19

is, I am a non-employee, independent, third-party, neutral

20

decision maker, and it's my job to review development

21

proposals .

22

I don't know why my mic's cutting out .

23

This is a new problem.

24

It's my job to review development proposals for compliance

25

with the criteria for approval in the city code, and that is

Can everyone hear me okay?

I welcome the nods.

If at any time you can't hear, I need you to give

So, if you don ' t

I have been funded by the City Council to
What that means

We 'll work with that .

I haven't had that one before .
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I have rather

1

the purpose of our hearing here tonight.

2

extensive comments I'm going to give at this point, just to

3

familiarize you with the proceedings.

4

that in Washington State they are required to not only be

5

fair, but also to appear to be fair.

6

required to be free from bias or prejudice or conflicts of

7

interest.

8

relating to this matter, I have had no conversations with

9

anyone regarding the merits of the application, and I have no

I want to let you know

The decision maker is

So, for the record, I am to inform you that

10

personal, financial or familial interest in or adjacent to

11

the subject property.

12

firm is called ~Rice" for this matter, I have no relationship

13

to that individual whose name is Rice.

14

materials in the matter, but I have not prejudged the issues.

15

So, I believ e I am perfectly capable of issuing an impartial

16

decision in this matter.

17

impartiality may do so during their testimony.

18

This application is considered a Type IV decision by the

19

Redmond Community Development Guide.

20

Hearing Examiner hears for the testimony and accepts evidence

21

and issues a recommendation to the City Council.

22

Council will hold a further hearing in this matter, and then

23

the City Council will issue a final decision.

24

these hearings is to gather and identify all the evidence

25

upon which the city's land use decision will be based.

Although the applicant's architectural

And I have reviewed

Anyone who wishes to challenge my

What that means is the

The City

The purpose of
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It's

1

really important for everyone here to know that the record

2

created tonight will be the final and complete record for

3

this application.

4

accept any new evidence except argument based on the record

5

we create tonight.

6

upon appeal to the courts, no new evidence may be admitted.

7

So, it is important that all evidence that's relevant be

8

offered tonight.

9

In applications for land development, it is the applicant who

The members for the City Council will not

And even on appeal, should this matter go

That's

legal terrn, ;:,nrl

just

10

bears the burden of proof.

11

want to explain that for you.

12

provide analysis and a recommendation to me, it's not the

13

city's job to convince me, it's the applicant's job.

14

they will have presented tonight [unintelligible 00:03:53]

15

their evidence to assure me that they have satisfied the

16

criteria for approval.

17

will recommend approval to the City Council.

18

convinced, then I will recommend denial to the City Council.

19

The [unintelligible 00:04:11] presentation tonight will be

20

like this: First, I'm going to hear from the city staff, and

21

like I just said they are going to present a recommendation

22

and an analysis of the criteria for approval on the evidence

23

that has been offered by the applicant.

24

staff, I will hear from the applicant, and the applicant will

25

have a chance to correct or supplement or amend anything that

21

T

Although the city will first

So,

If I'm convinced that they have, I
And if I'm not

After I hear from
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1

the staff has offered, and also to register any concerns or

2

questions about the recommended conditions of approval that

3

the city has offered.

4

After I hear from the staff and the applicant, the matter

5

will be opened up for public comment.

6

everybody who's in the audience who would like to speak will

7

have a chance to speak.

8

tonight, and everyone who wants to will be allowed to speak,

9

I just want to explain now, and then I will explain again

And that's when

Because there are a lot of you

10

later at the beginning of public comment, how public comment

11

should be delivered. The first important thing to remember-

12

I don't know why my mic's cutting out.

13

But the reason it's being recorded, or the reason it is being

14

amplified at all, in addition to your being able to hear me,

15

is that the matter is being audio recorded.

16

tonight's hearing as part of the evidence, and it's necessary

17

that we can get a complete and fair recording.

18

everyone who speaks for the record to speak into the

19

microphone.

20

of the public, when you come to the microphone, you will give

21

your name for the record.

22

or the applicant parties speak-

23

We're having problems with this microphone.

24

what it is.

And recording

So, I need

And every time you speak, for example, members

When members of the city's staff

I don't know

25
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1

So, when city staff and the applicant parties speak into the

2

record, I would like to have them reintroduce themselves for

3

the record.

4

[unintelligible 00:06:02] so and so for the applicant, so

5

that the recording-so that when I listen to the recording or

6

anybody else who listens to it, the y can tell who is

7

speaking, who is giving the testimony.

8

I'll keep this one for a little bit, and if this keeps

9

happening, I'll move to another microphone.

Like, Ms. Johnson for the city, and Mr.

10

Another impor tant part to keep in mind for public c omment is

11

that all of the testimony should directed to me, and it is to

12

be offered in a form of comments rather than question s that

13

you then pose to staff or the applicant, because it's

14

important not to start a question and answer session during

15

the public hearing.

16

the testimony.

17

So, when it is your turn, I need you to come to the podium

18

and to deli v er your testimony in the form of comments.

19

course, your comments can include questions, but I'm not

20

going to pause and have somebody answer them right away.

21

During the public comment, staff and the applicant party will

22

keep track of questions, and then after the conclusion of

23

public comment, both staff and the applicant will have a

24

chance to address any questions and answers that are raised.

25

Everyone here today, including myself, must remember that the

That makes it very difficult to track
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Of

1

only item on the agenda for tonight is the proposed

2

Development Guide amendments, which is the reason.

3

although there are development activities that would take

4

place potentially if the rezone were approved, these

5

activities aren't themselves being reviewed.

6

issued after tonight's hearing won't approve the construction

7

of the building or any physical activity at all.

8

just the changing of the zoning map, so keep that in mind

9

when you give your testimony.

So,

Any decision

This is

10

And then, the last thing is let's all just remember this is a

11

civil civic public hearing, and if we could all just please

12

try to afford the same courtesy to the person who is speaking

13

as you would like to have afforded to you during your

14

testimony.

15

I have some sign-in sheets here that have the names of

16

individuals who would like to be called for public comment.

17

So, when it's time for public comment, I will just go down

18

the list as I have them here in front of me.

19

like to testify and you have not yet signed up, there's a

20

sign-in sheet right over here by the door, so feel free at

21

any time to get up and sign in.

22

And also, if you're uncomfortable and you want to stand on

23

the ground, that's fine, too.

24

aisle towards the back. That would be fine, as well.

25

one hearing where an individual's back was hurting so she

That will make it more pleasant for everybody.

If you would

Just, you know, go down the
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I had

1

kind of rolled around on the ground.

That was a little

2

distracting.

3

going into the hallway, that would be nice.

4

concerned.

5

an emergency vehicle.

6

Okay.

7

that testimony at land use hearings is given under oath , and

8

that is just for the purpose of enhancing the cre dibility of

9

the record.

So, if you would do that, if you wouldn't mind
I was kind of

I didn't know if I needed to call, you know,

for

And then the last important part of that testimony is

And since there are probably a hundred people

10

here tonight, rather than asking each person the same

11

question and take up all that extra time,

12

administer a group oath.

13

testify tonight, I would like you all please, at this time,

14

to stand and raise your right hand.

15

and affirm and then don't testify.

16

the testimony you give tonight will be true?

17

say, "I do."

18

Group:

19

Sharon Rice:

20

hear the requests of Emerald Heights for Development Guide

21

amendment .

22

Development Guide amendment to change the zoning designation

23

of the subject property from R4 to R6, and the property is

24

located at 10901 176th Circle NE in Redmond, Washington.

25

Before tonight's hearing,

I am going to

So , if you believe that you need to

It's okay if you swear
Do you swear and affirm
And,

if so,

I do.
Thank you very much.

We are here tonight to

This is file L100204 , request for a Type IV

I was provided with a packet of
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1

information that was prepared and sent to me by city staff.

2

It consists of the Technical Committee Report to the Hearing

3

Examiner.

4

attachments.

5

not everyone here has a chance to look at that document.

6

There are probably 40 or so copies of that document in the

7

audience.

8

chance to look at it, if you could pass it along, that would

9

be helpful.

On page two of that report is a list of
I'm going to read them quickly because I know

So, again, if you have one, and you've had a

10

Again, the attachments are:

11

Attachment 1, the vicinity map.

12

Two, a zone map.

13

Attachment 3, the general application form.

14

Attachment 4, the community Development Guide amendment

15

application form.

16

Attachment 5, the SEPA application form.

17

Six,

18

Seven, notice of application, public comment letters.

19

Eight, the state environmental policy act determination of

20

non-significance and environmental checklist.

21

Attachment 9 is the state environmental policy act

22

determination of non-significance comment letters.

23

Ten is the notice of public hearing with affidavits of

24

posting.

notice of application and affidavit of publishing.

25
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1

Attachment 11 is the rezone application packets submitted by

2

the applicant .

3

I did have a chance to review all those documents before

4

tonight ' s hearing.

5

of the city's staff and the applicant introduce themselves

6

for the record.

7

Thara Johnson:

8

City of Redmond.

9

Sharon Rice:

At this time,

So,

I am going to have members

starting with city :

Thara Johnson, Associate Planner with the

Can everybody hear Ms. Johnson?

10

Group: No.

11

Sharon Rice:

12

into the microphone?

13

Thara Johnson:

14

City of Redmond .

15

Sharon Rice:

16

for helping us to remind that we all have to speak directly

17

into the microphone .

18

Judd Black: Judd Black, Planning.

19

Sharon Rice:

20

Group:

21

Sharon Rice:

22

Judd Black:

23

Sharon Rice:

24

Judd Black:

25

Sharon Rice:

Ms . Johnson,

could you please speak clearly

Thara Johnson, Associa te Planner with the

That's a little better.

Okay .

Now,

thank you

Did everybody hear Mr. Black?

No .
Is that mic on?

No .
Yes,

it is.

No.

Planning.

It isn't actually .

Judd Bla ck,
Okay .

Judd Black,

Planning.

We ' r e going to check on the microphones.
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1

Judd Black:

2

Sharon Rice:

3

Planning Department.

4

Judd Black:

5

Sharon Rice:

6

typically have this much difficulty with the microphones.

7

David Almond:

8

Department.

9

Sharon Rice:

I'm Judd Black, Planning.
For the record, that's Mr. Judd Black from the
That one's on.

These are off.
No, that's not.

This is interesting.

We don't

David Almond, with the City's Public Works

Okay.

Can everybody hear Mr. Almond?

Okay.

I got a live one.

10

Female:

11

Sharon Rice:

12

Thank you.

13

Planning Department.

14

Molly Lawrence:

15

from Gordon Derr, here on behalf of the applicant.

16

Sharon Rice:

17

the mic, also.

18

Molly Lawrence:

19

here on behalf of the applicant.

20

Sharon Rice:

21

Lisa Hardy:

22

Heights.

23

Mike Miller:

24

Julie Lawton:

25

Emerald Heights.

Okay.

Great.

So, again, that was-oh, good.

That was Mr. Black and Mr. Almond for the
And for the applicant?

My name is Molly Lawrence.

I am an attorney

And I actually need you to speak closer into

Sure.

I am Molly Lawrence from Gordon Derr,

Great.
Lisa Hardy,

President and CEO of Emerald

Mike Miller, Architect, Rice Fergus Miller.
Julie Lawton.

I am the project manager for
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1

Sharon Rice:

All right.

We are having some microphone

2

difficulties , and I apologize for that .

3

our technical diffic ult y is .

4

Ms . Johnson, are you go i ng to make a presentation at the

5

podium?

6

Thara Johnson:

7

Sharon Rice:

8

everybody clear abo ut the or der o f pr esen tation and t he

9

procedures we are going to follow?

I don't know what

We wil l att empt to proceed.

[inaudible 00 :1 4 : 11]
Before she begins , I just need to ask , is

Okay .

Thank you.

Ms.

10

Lawrence?

11

Molly Lawrence:

12

number of residents here who are interested in speaking in

13

favor of the application , and I wondered whether or not they

14

should present as part of the app li cant's presentation , or

15

whether you wou ld prefer tha t they participate with the

16

remainder o f the public?

17

Sharon Rice.

18

that, Ms. Lawrence asked if residents who are in favor should

19

speak as part of the applicant's presentation or during

20

public comment .

21

come , whether it's in favor or in opposition , at the same

22

time during public comment.

23

Molly Lawrence:

24

Sharon Rice:

25

identify the Technical Committee Report to the examiner as

Just a c l ari f ying question.

That is a great question.

There are a

If you didn't hear

And I would prefer that all public comment

Thank you.

Okay .

So, for the record, I'm going to
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These attachments are spelled out in detail, and

1

Exhibit 1.

2

I have already reviewed those documents before the hearing.

3

Thara Johnson:

4

City of Redmond, and before I start I would like to make sure

5

that everyone can hear me.

6

Sharon Rice:

7

Thara Johnson:

8

PowerPoint presentation for tonight's public hearing, as well

9

as some additional comment letters that city staff has

I'm Thara Johnson, Associate Planner with the

Good job.
I would like to enter into the record the

10

received, and additionally, some materials submitted by the

11

applicant as additional exhibits to the Technical Committee

12

Report and attachments.

13

Sharon Rice:

14

presentation as Exhibit 2.

15

letters are together in a bundle are Exhibit 3.

16

instead of having the attachments, let's have the applicant's

17

additional materials be Exhibit 4.

18

applicant goes through their presentation, we can explain

19

what they are, and we will identify them with more

20

specificity.

21

Thara Johnson:

22

on the Development Guide amendment submitted by Emerald

23

Heights to amend the zoning from the R-4 zone to the R-6.

24

provide some context, I wanted to go over the location of the

25

property.

Okay, great.

Let me identify the PowerPoint
The additional public comment
And then,

And then, as the

So, we're here tonight for the public hearing

It's located in the Education Hill neighborhood,
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To

1

south of Northeast 111th Street, and bordered by 176th

2

Circle Northeast.

3

Redmond High School.

4

As I mentioned previously, the request is to amend the zoning

5

from R-4 to R-6.

6

facility located in the Education Hill neighborhood on

7

approximately 38 acres.

8

independent, assisted living and skilled nursing units that

9

approximate about 401.

It is located immediately north of the

Emerald Heights is an existing retirement

It consists of a combination of

The purpose of the zone change is to

10

increase the number of units within the facility over a 20-

11

year timeline to a phased development.

12

As part of the zone change packet, the applicant has included

13

a conceptual phasing plan that includes 160 new units as part

14

of Phase 1, and 85 new units as part of Phase 2.

15

indicated that this was just a conceptual plan and specific

16

development proposals would occur based on market trends over

17

the 20-year time period.

18

conceptual plan provides for a 20-year timeline, and this

19

plan provides the location of new residential units

20

[unintelligible00:18:47] existing facility.

21

associated improvements such as a new auditorium and a new

22

rec facility towards the center of the site.

23

I did want to go over some of the procedural aspects of the

24

project.

25

city issued a letter of completeness.

They

As I mentioned previously, the

It also includes

The project was submitted on June 7, 2010, and the
The city sent out a
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1

Notice of Application on June 23, 2010, which requires a 21-

2

day comment period that ended on July 24, 2010.

3

received some comments from neighboring property owners.

4

city issued a threshold determination on October 13, 2010,

5

which requires a 14-day comment period that ended on October

6

27th, followed by a 14-day appeal period that ended on

7

November 11th.

8

Hearing on April 8, 2011.

9

Sharon Rice:

The city
The

The city then sent out the Notice of Public

And for the record, there was no appeal filed

10

over the threshold of determination.

11

Thara Johnson:

12

submitted during the SEPA comment period.

13

I did want to go over some of the public outreach that

14

occurred during the zone change review process.

15

applicant scheduled two community meetings.

16

scheduled prior to the zone change application being formally

17

submitted.

18

attended, as well a couple of residents within Emerald

19

Heights.

20

[conversation regarding microphone issues 00:19:57 through

21

00:20:15]

22

Thara Johnson:

23

Determination, a second neighborhood meeting was scheduled,

24

and, at this meeting, there were no Emerald Heights residents

25

or neighboring residents, or even property owners that

That is correct.

There were several comments

The

One meeting was

There were a few neighboring residents that

During the-

After the city issued the SEPA Threshold
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Subsequent to that, the staff has

1

attended the meeting.

2

received several comment letters from residents of Emerald

3

Heights after they forwarded the Technical Committee Report

4

as we've received this evening.

5

of opposition, and then there were primarily letters of

6

support.

7

number of signatures opposing the project, and other

8

residents formally submitted the results of a survey that was

9

conducted by residents of Emerald Heights that also indicated

There are about four letters

However, today, we received a petition with a

Staff

10

concerns with the proposed land change application.

11

has now had an opportunity to evaluate the results of the

12

survey and the number of signatures on the petition.

13

I did want to go over the decision criteria for the

14

Development Guide amendment briefly.

15

is that the amendment complies with the comprehensive plan

16

[unintelligible 00:21:37] policies and provisions.

17

evaluated the proposal and finds that it complies with the

18

City of Redmond's comp plan and Land Use map, which provides

19

for a range of density between R-4 and R-8.

20

at R-6 complies with the underlying density for the Land Use

21

map.

22

project complies with related to framework, land use,

23

affordable housing, as well as the requirements laid out in

24

the Education Hill Neighborhood Plan.

The first requirement

Staff has

And the proposal

Additionally, there are several policies that the

25
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1

The second criteria requires that the amendment bears a

2

substantial relation to public health and safety.

3

proposed zone change would not alter any uses that are

4

permitted on the site but focuses on the density increase.

5

Additionally, the design of the expansion would be consistent

6

with Redmond zoning code.

7

The next cri teria relates to the [unintelligible 00:23:12]

8

warranted because of changed circumstances and mistake or

9

because of the need for additional property in the proposed

The

10

zoning.

One of the goals of design change is to provide

11

additional senior housing capacity within the Education Hill

12

neighborhood, and that's one of the comprehensive plan

13

policies listed in the City of Redmond's comp plan.

14

Additionally, the proposed expansion was a response from

15

market demands for an increase in the number of senior

16

housing units that would serve the needs of the City of

17

Redmond.

18

residential, and [unintelligible 00:23:47] underlying land

19

use designation and has access to alternative forms of

20

transportation and the current utilities that are available

21

to the site.

22

The next criteria relates to the subject property being

23

suitable for development and general conformance for the

24

zoning standards in the proposed zone.

25

zones are residential districts and are similar in terms of

Additionally, the property is already zoned

Both R-4 and R-6
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1

their allowed uses. The Technical Committee Report provides

2

an analysis of the differences between the R-4 and R-6 zones.

3

The proposal also complies with retirement residents'

4

regulations as laid out in the Redmond zoning code.

5

The next criteria relates to the amendment not being

6

materially detrimental to uses of properties in the immediate

7

vicinity of the subject property.

8

is currently developed and has 401 existing units on site.

9

Additionally, as it is already zoned residential, and they're

Emerald Heights facility

10

not proposing any alteration in the types of uses allowed on

11

the site, and it would still have the same combination of

12

independent living, assisted living and skilled nursing

13

units.

14

the site that are incompatible with the proposed zone change.

15

The next criteria relates to adequate public facilities and

16

services that are likely to be available to serve the

17

development allowed by the proposed zoning, the existing

18

sewer and water utilities as I mentioned previously that ar e

19

currently provided to the site.

20

phased development there would be requirements to upgrade the

21

water and sewer system to accommodate the increased capacity.

22

Additionally, onsite parking spaces exceed the required

23

number of spaces and therefore meet everyday parking demand.

24

And additionally, Emerald Heights provides travel services to

25

offsite parking spaces when they have special events onsite.

Additionally, there are no uses that are adjacent to

However, as part of the
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1

There is one main access to and from the Emerald Heights

2

community off of 176th Avenue Northeast, which would be

3

retained as an access point, which currently has an existing

4

guardhouse.

5

Street would be relocated to the southeast and improved to

6

provide a secondary access for residents and employees of

7

Emerald Heights.

8

The next criteria relates to the probable adverse

9

env ironmental impacts of the types of development allowed by

Existing emergency-only driveway on NE 111th

10

the proposed zone and how they can be mitigated by taking

11

into account all applicable regulations or the unmitigated

12

impacts that are acceptable.

13

proposal and does not anticipate any significant adverse

14

environmental impacts as disclosed in the SEPA checklist.

15

Additionally, new portions of the proposed expansion other

16

than any critical areas.

17

stream, which requires a 100-foot buffer per the city's code,

18

as well as steep slopes that are graded up 40% that are all

19

currently preserved with an existing NGPA, a Native Growth

20

Protection Area.

21

the proposed expansion does not propose any impact within the

22

NGPA, so there would be no impact to existing critical areas.

23

The first development may result in some tree removal, which

24

will be evaluated as part of the phased development, and the

25

city is required that they comply with the city's

Staff has evaluated the

The site has an existing Class III

This is currently densely vegetated, and
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1

requirements for 35% percent tree retention, although that

2

may be applicable to climates at the time that the phased

3

development occurs.

4

The next criteria relates to the amendment complying with all

5

other applicable criteria standards in the Redmond Community

6

Development Guide, and [unintelligible 00:27:08]

7

zoning code.

8

code, and the site is already zoned residential, and the

9

proposed rezone is also consistent with the comp plan as

the Redmond

The proposal is consistent with the zoning

10

discussed previously. So, staff's recommendation. Staff

11

recommends approval subject to the recommendation and the

12

Technical Committee Report with one minor change.

13

requesting that Section 7 relating to conditions of approval

14

be stricken since the project will be conditioned during the

15

phased development portion of the project, and we are not

16

tying any conditions to the current zone change proposal.

17

That concludes my presentation, and I would be happy to

18

answer any questions.

19

Sharon Rice:

20

you explain the entitlement process that the phased

21

development projects would be required to undergo?

22

Thara Johnson:

23

proposal, each phase would be required to go through a site

24

plan entitlement process, which requires, which is a Type II

25

process that's approved administratively by the city's

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

We are

For the record,

could

[Unintelligible 00:28:08] based on the
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1

Technical Committee Report but has public notice

2

requirements, such as a 21-day notice of application period

3

similar to the zone change process.

4

Sharon Rice:

5

members of the public, or neighbors or residents to submit

6

comments, then, during the site plan entitlement process?

7

Thara Johnson:

8

plan entitlement process, we would have a 21-day comment

9

period during which residents could definitely submit

Okay.

Yes.

And would there be an opportunity for

For each phase of the development site

10

comments and express concerns during that phase.

11

Sharon Rice:

12

the decision is made?

13

Thara Johnson:

14

appealed.

15

Sharon Rice:

16

administrative decision, then there would be a chance for a

17

public hearing on any potential future site plan entitlement

18

process?

19

Thara Johnson:

20

Sharon Rice:

21

reference to the new zoning code.

22

project been reviewed under the substantive requirements of

23

the new code or the previous code?

24

Thara Johnson:

25

previous code [unintelligible 00:29:32].

But there will not be a public hearing before

That is correct, unless the project is

Okay.

So, if somebody were to appeal the

Correct.
Okay.

Thank you for clarifying that.

The previous code.

You made

For the record, has this

It is vested under the
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Thank you. Many of the comprehensive planning

1

Sharon Rice :

2

policies that are cited of the criteria are in your analysis

3

of the criteria refer to ensuring that ther e are adequate

4

public facilities and services.

5

you explain which public facilities and services are

6

considered in that analysis?

7

Thara Johnson:

8

water, sewer, sto rm water.

9

Sharon Rice:

And , for the record, could

Access to transportation services, parking ,

Okay .

I understand from the Technical

10

Committee Report that there is a third-party sewer capacity

11

analysis that was completed for th is project.

12

Thara Johnson:

13

Sharon Rice:

14

reason why it shouldn ' t be in the record?

15

Thara Johnson: It can be entered into the record if it's

16

needed for evaluation .

17

the results did not indicate any addi tional information to be

18

provided at this point, but to be evaluated as part of the

19

phased development and part of the sewer planning for

20

specific phases of the project .

21

Sharon Rice:

22

water system capaci ty review conduct ed, or at least an in-

23

house city internal storm water capac ity review?

24

Thara Johnson:

That is correct .
It was not offered, for the record .

Okay .

Is there a

We did not think it was pertinent , as

And I assume also there was a storm

That is correct.

25
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1

Sharon Rice:

2

will be reviewed at the time that any future development

3

proposal was reviewed?

4

Thara Johnson:

5

Sharon Rice:

6

Report , towards the top of the page, under bullet six, the

7

second bolded conclus i on, it says , "The proposal does not

8

include any additional bonus under the city's senior housing

9

zone city's program."

Okay.

And so, similarly , storm water capacity

That is correct, as prior capacity.
Okay.

On page 11 of the Technical Committee

So, the proposal that is before us
Is it possible that a future

10

today is a conceptual plan.

11

development proposal for actua l on-the-ground activities

12

could involve that bonus density?

13

Thara Johnson:

14

not permitted to obtain that density bonus because they are

15

already obtaining bonuses under the retirement residents

16

provisions.

17

then they would be ab le [unintelligible 00:32:05]requirements

18

changes to the code, then they could comply with the bonus,

19

obviously, but at this time they would not be allowed to.

20

Sharon Rice:

21

just said and for the clarity of the record,

22

proposed-or conceptual maximum number of units that is

23

possible under the proposed rezone is-remember,

24

Technical Committee Report-in the proposal, what is that

25

number?

Currently, the way the code reads, they're

Unless the code chan ge s-i f the code changes,

Okay.

So,

just to ensure I understand what you
the currently

in the

It was 600 and something.
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Six hu ndred and eighty-four is the maximum

1

Thara Johnson:

2

that they cou ld obtain through all the bonus provisions.

3

Sharon Rice:

4

Thara Johnson:

5

Sharon Rice:

6

of the zoning code,

7

units?

8

Thara Johnson:

9

Sharon Rice:

Okay .
And with the underlying R-6 zone .
Okay .

And so , unless there was another rewrite
684 would remain the maximum number of

Correct .
Thank you.

10

Thara Johnson:

11

what Emerald Heights intends to construct , but I wi ll let

12

them speak to that.

13

Sharon Rice:

14

to make sure that everyone understands what the parameters of

15

the maximum p ossible development woul d be.

16

str i cken a ll the recommended cond iti ons of approval, so I

17

will skip all o f those questions.

18

review a traffic impact ana l ysis?

19

Thara Johnson:

20

Sharon Rice:

21

impacts of traffic would be reviewed at the time of future

22

site plan entitlement maybe?

23

Thara Johnson:

24

packet, and I can take a quick look and let you know which

And ju st to clarify, that's not necessarily

Sure .

Thank you , of course.

I 'm just trying

And we have

And again, the city did

They did.
And it's not in the record .

Because again , the

I be li eve it was part of the zone change

25
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It was a zone change packet, which had

1

appendix it was.

2

appendixes A through G, and it was one of those appendices.

3

Sharon Rice:

4

Yes, there it is.

5

reviewed.

6

earlier.

7

For the record, when and how would the King County Metro

8

comments in Attachment 9 be implemented?

9

Thara Johnson:

I actually just turned it open and saw it.
Thank you.

So that document I haven't

I will take a look at that.

I

didn't see it

It would be included as part of that project-

10

level SEPA determination letter that would occur with each

11

phase of the site plan entitlement.

12

Sharon Rice:

13

repetitive, but I'm just making sure that all of the impacts

14

that have been sort of brought to the attention of the staff

15

before, we' v e had some discussion about when it would be

16

reviewed.

17

parking spaces onsite currently exceeds the minimum number

18

required.

19

project would be one of the items reviewed at the time of

20

future site plan entitlement review."

21

Thara Johnson:

22

Sharon Rice:

23

Thara Johnson:

24

Sharon Rice:

25

city staff at this point?

Okay.

And I know this is kind of boring and

And in your earlier testimony, you said, "The

But the number of parking spaces available to the

That is correct.
Okay.

Thanks, Ms. Johnson.

Thank you.
Any other testimony from other members of the
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I don't believe so.

1

Thara Johnson:

2

Sharon Rice:

3

applicant.

4

Molly Lawrence:

5

Gordon Derr, for the record,

6

[technical discussion - microphone 00:35:06 through

Okay.

Thanks.

Thank you.

And now, we'll hear from the

Again, Molly Lawrence from
for the applicant.

7

Molly Lawrence:

8

through the entire application package.

9

me, however, before I go forward just to confirm.

nn-~c;.101
...L
J

vv •

.._J.._J

•

_j

Our plan for tonight is not to go back
It is important to
In looking

10

at the Technical Committee Report, there is a reference to

11

Attachment 4 here, which appears to be only a couple of pages

12

of our application, so I just want to be sure that you have

13

the entirety of our rezone application, which is this booklet

14

that is handed to me now have, with exhibits, your Appendix

15

G.

16

Sharon Rice: Well, my Attachment 4 is four pages, and I was

17

handed this document, which we identified as Exhibit 4,

18

Emerald Heights.

19

Notice of Services.

20

Molly Lawrence: Okay.

21

for the record an entire package of this just to be sure.

22

Attachment 4 is-looks like it's five or six pages.

23

just go ahead and give this to you.

24

Sharon Rice: Okay.

25

have is a two-page City of Redmond Community Development

It has the cover page Emerald Heights

That's not quite it. I may introduce

Let me

So, for the record, the Attachment 4 I
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1

Guide, and then an application form signed by Julie Lawton

2

on June 4, 2010.

3

Maps demonstration of the site location.

4

a King County parcel map.

5

4 is a document entitled, "Emerald Heights Rezone Application

6

Form E," signed by Lisa Hardy on June 4, 2010.

7

Molly Lawrence: And so, what I have just given you may turn

8

out to be redundant with some of the things that are actually

9

already attached to the staff report, but I was just a little

The second-on the third page is a Google
On the next page is

And the last page of my Attachment

10

bit concerned considering the fact that this is our one

11

opportunity to get materials into the record.

12

relevant to that is the-in the packet I just gave you, behind

13

Tab 1, is some general explanation of Emerald Heights-who we

14

are, what we do, what we're trying to accomplish here.

15

Behind Tab 2, I believe is the complete copy of our

16

application form and the entire narrative of our analysis of

17

our consistency with the criteria, and then, we have some

18

various exhibits including the conceptual plans and the

19

traffic analysis is included in there as well.

20

Sharon Rice: I have some documents that are obviously from

21

that packet at Attachment 11.

22

accept the entire packet in the record.

23

having a duplication.

24

Molly Lawrence:

I think,

But I think we should just

That was my hope,

There's no harm in

so thank you.

25
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1

Sharon Rice:

My qu est ion to you then is, is there more than

2

one copy of that packet?

3

Molly Lawrence:

4

that-I can certainly provide more tomorrow.

5

Sharon Rice:

6

keep the official copy .

7

mine could be provided subsequently.

8

Molly Lawrence:

9

Sharon Rice :

Not with me tonight.

That would be fine.

I did not realize

Yes , the city needs to

And I just want a working copy , so

Okay.

We' ll make arrangements.

10

Thara Johnson:

Just to clarify, Attachment 11 is the entire

11

zone change packet that Ms. Lawrence just referenced.

12

Sharon Rice:

13

you just handed appears to be a largely a single , one - sided ,

14

and then, Attachment 11 was double-sided, and that's why i t

15

looks like it' s half as many pages.

16

Molly Lawrence:

17

Sharon Rice: We'll jus t stri ke that exhibit.

18

to send me anything in the mail, and we sti ll have four

19

exhibits .

20

Thara Johnson:

21

Sharon Rice:

22

your traff ic impact stu dy, and I understand that .

23

Molly Lawrence: All right.

24

just as I said, we 're not interested in repeat ing everything

25

that's in here. We 're now sure you have it all .

Okay .

Actually, the attachment-or the document

Okay .

So ,

[unintelligible 00:39:24].

Okay.

You don ' t need

Thank you , Ms. Johnson.
[inaudible 00 :3 9 : 35]
Well , you 're concerned because I didn ' t notice

Well, let me go ahead then.

And

So, I want
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1

to thank the city entire very much, or excuse me, Ms.

2

Johnson,

3

I think instead of repeating, we're just going to give you a

4

bit of a presentation to help explain a little bit more about

5

Emerald Heights, about our master planning process, about the

6

community outreach process that we did in order to try to

7

help you better understand our rezone application.

8

me tonight to help with that process is our CEO, Lisa Hardy;

9

Mike Miller, from Rice the ar c hitectural firm [unintelligible

for her work on this matter to date.

So, with

10

00:40:26]; Julie Lawton, our project manager; and I have

11

three residents that are members of the board, and residents,

12

Larry Pinnt, John Plovie, and Don Williams are also here.

13

And then, there are certainly a number of residents as I

14

mentioned earlier [unintelligible 00:40:44] would like to

15

speak.

16

and turn it over to Lisa to give a summary of Emerald Heights

17

and why we're here tonight.

18

Sharon Rice:

19

[technical discussion - microphone 00:40:58 through 00:41:04]

20

Lisa Hardy:

21

Heights is a "not for profit" continuing care retirement

22

community also called a "life care community," owned and

23

operated by the Eastside Retirement Association and governed

24

by a highly qualified volunteer board of directors, which

25

includes three residents from within our community.

So, without further comment, I am going to go ahead

Thank you.

Lisa Hardy, with Emerald Heights.

Emerald
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Guided

1

by Christian principles, we're a proven leader in the

2

development and operation of n ot for profit new generation

3

retirement communities and services dedicated to creating

4

caring communities of residents, staff, and vo lunteers tha t

5

feel like home, stimulating social, spiritual, and

6

intellectual programs and services, innovative senior living

7

designed to help all of our residents enjoy life to its

8

fullest.

9

dining program, housekeeping, weekly laundry , fitness

10

programs, all utilities and scheduled transportation.

11

We opened our doors to o ur first residents on October 1,

12

1992.

13

expansions and updates to meet the demands of our residents

14

in the retirement market.

15

expanded the main dining room and renovated and expanded

16

skilled nursing to create a specialized memory-care space.

17

In 2004 and '05, we added 17 new apartments to help meet

18

market demand and expand assisted living in many of the care

19

units fr om 30 apartments to 56.

20

services for approximately 460 residents, ages 62 and over.

21

Approximately 360 residents are in independent living, which

22

is comprised of 290 independent living units.

23

residents in 40 private assisted li v ing suites, 16 memory-

24

support private suites, and 56 skilled nursing beds that

25

provide service to residents with both short-term

We provide many services for our residents: a

Since then, Emerald Heights has undergone periodic

Our first renovati on in 1995

We currently provide housing

We also serve
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1

rehabilitation needs and long-term care needs.

At this

2

time, our occupancy of independent living continues at high

3

levels of 93 to 95 percent, and assisted living and skilled

4

nursing occupancy is close to 100 percent.

5

future resident rate list of over 185 applicants.

6

We are requesting a rezone for several reasons. Senior

7

housing market is not keeping up with the growing demographic

8

need and demand.

9

the need and demand will continue to grow in our future.

We also have a

We conducted market research that supports
It

10

is anticipated that the demand for senior housing will

11

increase over the next five years based on the market

12

research.

13

assisted living and skilled nursing service areas.

14

the flexibility to add additional beds in the future to meet

15

these demands.

16

the number of beds by 5 percent over the next three years.

17

The anticipated demand is in Exhibit D of our application.

18

Our initial redevelopment includes adding up to 42 additional

19

independent living apartments and expanding our existing

20

health center building to add up to six additional healthcare

21

accommodations.

22

market research shows, we see the need to add an additional

23

88 residential-level apartments and 63 healthcare units over

24

the next 15 to 20 years.

As residents live longer they will need more
We need

Our own projections show a need to increase

Additionally, if trends continue as our

Our master plan process shows that

25
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1

the existing Emerald Heights campus can easily accommodate

2

these expansions if the zoning is changed to R-6.

3

Molly Lawrence:

4

mic, for the record.

5

Exhibit Bin Attachment 11 just to make sure that you have a

6

·~
chance to see lL.

7

planning process explaining what our current unit counts are

8

and our anticipated need for additional units.

9

have questions about those materials, I'll certainly be

Thank you.

Molly Lawrence, taking back the

I just wanted to call your attention to

This is our ana lysis from the master

So, if you

10

available to answer them.

11

Sharon Rice:

12

evening will be Mike Miller, from Rice Fergus Miller, and he

13

will just talk a bit about the conceptual plan.

14

Mike Miller:

15

Fergus Miller Architecture and Planning.

16

do is walk you through the conceptual master plan that we

17

have developed over the last two years with Emerald Heights,

18

and I am going to stand with the site plans, so I'll change

19

my mic to a vertical.

20

So, what I'm showing you now is a site plan that represents

21

what I would call a "first-folds developmentn for Emerald

22

Heights.

23

entry to Emerald Heights is l ocate d right here.

24

generally "upn on the site plan.

25

neighborhood to the south would be Redmond High School.

Okay.

Thanks.

The next witness for this

My name is Mike Miller.

I am a partner at Rice
And what I want to

In terms of orientation for the site plan, the main
North is

The surrounding
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So,

1

Redmond High is to the south, and the creek that was

2

mentioned and the greenbelt to the west, generally.

3

Circle is right here,

4

entry into the main front door of Emerald Heights in this

5

location.

6

independent resident uni ts, both to the right of the entry

7

and to the left, with the primary location of most of the

8

units being to and to the left.

9

western edge, and parking-not garages, but carports-to the

10

south along the high school property line. Skilled nursing

11

facilities to the northeast, and there are support facilities

12

along the edge.

13

Sharon Rice:

14

actually today I had the opportunity to drive through the

15

property, so I could see the layout of the property.

16

I also compliment your facility on its excellent security.

17

It took me at least 15 minutes to convince them to let me

18

drive through because I did not have an appointment.

19

wanted you to know that your security is excellent, and I saw

20

the facility.

21

Mark Miller:

22

you in if you know them.

23

So, the first piece of the proposal would be a fitness center

24

in this location, generally sited over the site of an

25

existing parking structure and a little bit of lawn. In

176th

so the main guardhouse is here with the

Generally surrounding the main entry are

Mr. Miller,

The cottages are along the

let me just say for the record,

Okay. You need to get to know them,

And may

I just

they'll let
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1

addition to that would be-the next piece would be an

2

auditorium, which would be connected to the fitness center

3

and also act as a connection of the fitness center back to

4

the primary buildings near the existing living area.

5

Following that would be the addition of residential that you

6

see in blue.

7

units, for a total of 84, and generally they would be in

8

story and height and have a character similar to the

9

surrounding neighborhood as well as to Emerald Heights.

Two residential units, both approximately 42

Up

10

in the north area is an idea about some assisted living and

11

healthcare component that could go there, and again a suppor t

12

facility for facilities itself, and the reconfiguring the

13

entry to a skilled nursing facility to allow more gracious

14

and generous entry [00:49:03] by the residents and those of

15

their family members.

16

So, this is a conceptual site plan.

17

master plan is such that it is a functioning roadmap, so to

18

speak, and what could happen in the future based on

19

demographics and finances.

20

that we're looking at, and it does have quite a bit of

21

flexibility.

22

done is looked at where buildings will be located, so that

23

they would be located in areas with the least amount of

24

impact on impervious areas.

25

buildings over the top of the carports which are already

But to make sure the

So, in essence, this is a concept

It's an efficient proposal in that what we've

So, we've located the 42-unit
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l

impervious so to mitigate that.

We've located the fitness

2

center, again, generally over areas that are used for

3

parking, again, to, you know, lessen the amount of the

4

imperv ious area that we are de v eloping.

5

infrastructure is adequate to support these buildings as

6

proposed. There's adequate transportation and water, sewer

7

and storm water, as well.

8

along with the proposals as we develop them.

9

Sharon Rice:

The public

And then the parking would go

Is it generally true that parking would be

10

underground then?

11

Mike Miller:

12

are looking at both the buildings that I've shown in the

13

location of the new buildings were.

14

under those buildings.

15

under buildings are expensive so we are also exploring ideas

16

about how we can develop more parking on the surface.

17

Sharon Rice:

Okay.

18

Mike Miller:

This is just a general diagram that shows what

19

could happen over the longer term.

20

orientation [unintelligible 00:51:02] is right here.

21

42-unit buildings would be here.

22

potential exists for placing more high-density buildings

23

along the edge, to the west of where the cottages are

24

currently located.

25

Sharon Rice: Thank you.

Parking could be underground.

Right now, we

The parking would be

However, parking underground and

So, again, in terms of
The two

And eventually the

And that is my presentation.
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Molly Lawrence again for the record.

I

1

Molly Lawrence:

2

think at this point , we would like to call one or two of our

3

board members up to spe ak in favor of the proposal.

4

Pinnt or John Plovie, come on down.

5

John Plovie:

6

the Board

7

here to speak in favor of the application.

8

privilege of serving on this non-profit board for about three

9

years.

'"'-F
VJ.-

My name is John Plovie.

Larry

I am the Vice Chair of
I am

Directors of the Emerald Heights Board .
I have the

I've been a resident of the Redmond area for probably
I practice law in downtown Redmond, and I'm

10

30-plus years.

11

very familiar with the services that this organization is

12

offering to the community .

13

It is my belief that this application is warranted.

14

spent about seven years studying whether we're going to be

15

able to do, what the requirements are going to be.

16

recognize that there is a large population of baby boomers,

17

of which I am one , who are approaching the age where they're

18

going to be looking at senior care.

19

obligation to the community, as we are a non-profit

20

organization, to try to make space available for the older

21

generation that's coming on board.

22

the aesthetics.

23

Heights.

24

services.

We have

We

We feel that we have an

We also want to maintain

We want to maintain the character of Emerald

We want to continue to provide high-quality
To do that, we believe we need to grow.

25
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1

We have the good fortune of having a campus that was

2

purchased at a time when land was not as expensive as it is

3

now.

4

have the opportunity to develop that land to continue our

5

mission.

6

years, and the facilities that may last another fifty years

7

beyond that.

8

but are looking for the longer term.

9

We also believe as a board that we have a fiduciary duty to

We think it would be a good use of our resources to

We are working on a timeframe here of about 20

So, we aren't looking for the immediate future

10

maintain the best and highest use of our property to continue

11

to serve in the best way that we can, and our financial

12

analysis indicates that this proposal is consistent with

13

those goals.

14

approved.

15

Sharon Rice:

Thank you.

16

Larry Pinnt:

My name is Larry Pinnt.

17

and a member of the Board of Directors.

18

Heights in 2009, although we had known about Emerald Heights

19

for some time.

20

we live in an apartment, which my friends who live in

21

cottages like to refer to it as the "big house.

22

I

23

profit boards of directors for the last 30 years, and I have

24

found that one of the crucial roles of the board of directors

25

is to plan ahead.

Therefore, we ask that this application be

Thank you.

I am both a resident
We moved to Emerald

We lived about a mile and a half north.

And

If

have served on a number of corporate, both profit and non-

So, I was pleased when I looked at the
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1

materials that were reflecting the Board of Directors'

2

decision to seek to rezone.

3

future.

4

board of directors' members would have to look at.

5

that reas o n, I support the acti v it y .

6

Sharon Rice:

7

Molly Lawrence:

8

for the record-I will call Don Williams who, is known as the

9

Resident Council chairperson, the Resident Council president.

I think the rezone looks at the

It looks at the options that future boards, the
And for

Thank you.

Thank y o u.
I think at this time-Mo lly Lawrence, again,

10

Don Williams: I want to thank all of you who are involved in

11

setting our request for a rezoning.

12

but it's time well spent from our perspe cti v e.

13

The Resident' Council, of which I am the chair, had a meeting

14

on April 19th to discuss the rezoning question.

15

of that meeting, eight of the 10 people [unintelligible

16

00:57:01] in attendance voted in favor of the rezoning

17

change.

18

approaching 20 years of age, the physical facilities are in

19

need of upgrading and refurbishment to better serv e current

20

reside nts and to continue t o attract new clientele.

21

Resident Council generally endorses the implementation of the

22

Emerald Heights Master Plan Study that proposes a wide range

23

of improvements including a new fitness center, a new multi-

24

purpose auditorium, improving the common areas and other

25

needed projects.

It takes a lot of time,
Thank you.

At the end

The council believes that since Emerald Heights is
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The

1

The master plan study at this point also encouraged

2

consideration of about 40 new apartments.

3

apartments could be built under the R-4 zoning, as I

4

understand it. The financial and market feasibility of this

5

residential expansion is still under study.

6

that they're willing to hear as the evening goes on, a

7

considerable resident opposition to much more building of

8

residential apartments.

9

majority of our residents.

Those 40

And I believe

That is of deep concern for the

10

We are hoping that other elements of the master plan study-

11

the fitness center, the new multi-purpose auditorium,

12

improving the common areas and other needed projects can take

13

place.

14

fitness center and we've been getting more and more involved

15

in and planning for the auditorium, and certainly you have to

16

be involved as decisions are made about [unintelligible

17

00:58:55] residents and facilities.

18

Emerald Heights has devoted considerable time and money to

19

the rezoning application process.

20

zoning will fit into overall city plans, and that is good to

21

know. Currently, the rezoning will provide flexibility in the

22

future to deal with issues we could only know and mention.

23

Therefore, primarily in view of time and dollars already

24

expended, and I understand that the dollars amount to pretty

25

close to $250,000.

We've already been involved in planning for the

We understand that the

But also, looking to the distant future,
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1

the Emerald Heights Resident Council recommend that this

2

rezoning be approved.

3

Sharon Rice:

4

Molly Lawrence:

5

want to say a few more things before I turn it back over to

6

the staff and for public comment.

7

noting, and as Mr. Williams' testimony indicates, this

8

project has, no question, been somewhat controvers ial within

9

Emerald He ights itself.

Thank you.
Molly Lawrence again for the record.

I just

I think it is worth

The applicant, Emerald Heights,

10

submitted this application last year , and it originally

11

intended to go to public hearing in the fall o f 2010, but we

12

decided to slow the process down substantially when we

13

learned about the residents' concerns in an effort to try to

14

respond to them.

15

with the residents so that they fully understand the proposal

16

and can support it.

17

I wanted to point to some of the pieces.

18

mentioned in Exhibit 4, the second half of Exhibit 4 is a

19

summary.

20

Relations."

21

process that we've gone through, an explanation of the need

22

for additional units, and the fact that we cannot expand the

23

number of skilled nursing beds by more than nine without this

24

rezone, so that is the real trigger point for us, or part of

25

the real trigger point.

And since then, we've been trying to work

I think you had

It's entitled, "Emerald Heights /Residents
And it is a summary of the master planning

And the document following in this
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1

packet, Emerald Heights/Residents Relations is entitled,

2

"Communications with Emerald Heights Residents Regarding

3

Rezoning Master Plan."

4

communications that Emerald Heights has had with its own

5

residents in an effort to-yes, and then there is various

6

additional documents attached to it, which are some exemplary

7

exhibits of the communication and sort of the level of

8

information provided throughout this process to the

9

residents.

And this is a summary of the various

There was a real effort to have them involved and

10

engaged in the discussion.

11

The other document included in this packet is a notice of

12

services and a resident agreement.

13

different versions of this because there's the traditional

14

plan and various refundable plans.

15

this tonight is to make clear to the Hearing Examiner that

16

residents of Emerald Heights have a con tract for residency.

17

They do not have a property interest of any sort in the

18

property.

19

own any piece of the property.

20

concerns , but they are not owners .

21

I guess our overall message, I think, as you've heard between

22

the staff report and the various testimony, is that our goal

23

is to have Redmond accommodate more seniors, and that we

24

believe that we can do that here at the Emerald Heights

25

campus with minimal impact consistent with the comprehensive

There are several

The purpose in providing

They are not considered lease tenants nor do they
So, we appreciate their
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1

plan and the development regulations, and that it will made

2

consistent with the surrounding community.

3

request that you support our recommendation approval.

4

Sharon Rice:

5

some hands waving in the back,

6

restate your last few sentences.

7

Molly Lawrence:

8

statement here with regard to the rezone request that the

9

goal is to accommodate additional seniors within Emerald

Okay.

And so, we would

And just at the last few sentences had
I don't know if you can

Oh, absolutely.

Sorry.

Just an overall

10

Heights facility.

We believe the existing campus is more

11

than adequate to do that within this location with minimal

12

impact on the surrounding development and consistent with all

13

the applicable development ideations, so we would request

14

that you recommend approval.

15

the opportunity for response or rebuttal.

16

Sharon Rice:

17

applicant.

18

have the mic that's cutting out the most.

19

going to-I have a list of names.

20

up.

21

just give me a wave and I'll say that this person has

22

declined to testify.

23

want to, there should be a sign-up sheet over here by the

24

door.

25

comments [unintelligible 01:04:05]

Great.

And,

of course, I will reserve

I don't have any questions for the

So, it is now time for public comment.

I think I

So, again,

I'm

I am going to call people

If your name is called and you don't want to testify,

If you have not signed up and you still

So, feel free to add your name anytime.

All of the

just to keep in mind that
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1

even if you have questions about the project you should

2

direct your questions to me or generally to the record,

3

rather than engaging any member of the applicant team or city

4

staff in a question and answer session because that just

5

doesn't work .

6

So , and with that, I'm going to start.

7

from Larry Pinnt, is that correct?

8

to testify again, or is that sufficient?

9

next name I have is Dick Swope.

And we already heard

Mr. Pinnt, did you want
Thank you.

The

And , I'm sorry in advance if

10

I mispronounce people's names.

Please correct me.

11

Dick Swope:

12

Emerald Heights.

13

years, and I'm also a board member.

14

support of the proposed zoning change.

15

very much in line with what has been happening in Redmond

16

from the standpoint of support of higher-density programs

17

throughout the city.

18

country , in 2006, as I recall, we had a population 300

19

million. In some short 40 years we'll be 400 million, and I

20

think our community is [unintelligible 01:05:44] growing a

21

lot more rapidly than the rest of the country.

22

that growth, or that population, is somewhere around 20

23

percent of the density of the, excuse me, of the area of the

24

country and we happen to live in one of those, that area of

25

20 percent population.

My name is Dick Swope.

I'm a resident of

My wife and I have been there for seven
I'm here to speak in
I feel that it is

And as we look at growth across the

Incidentally,

So, we're baby boomers, and they've
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There will be an

1

been mentioned earlier in the evening.

2

increased need for retirement facilities, and I think Emerald

3

Heights has shown its capacity to provide good service to the

4

community and has been good neighbor in the community, and we

5

need your support.

6

Sharon Rice:

7

Bergevin.

8

pronounced it before, so I don't know how I did.

9

Jay Bergevin:

Thank you.

Thank you.

The next name on my list is Jay

I had seen that name before, but I have not

Close enough.
Bergevin.

My name is Jay Bergevin.

10

Sharon Rice:

Okay.

11

Jay Bergevin:

12

So, I am a commercial real estate owner in downtown Redmond,

13

have been for 35 years.

14

downtown Redmond, so I've been very aware of Emerald Heights

15

and their mission in the community.

16

member, on the board, have been for almost four years, and I

17

am in support of the application tonight.

18

a wonderful environment for seniors.

19

mission, and I don't think it should be limited to the amount

20

of people that currently live there.

21

predecessors tonight have spoken about the fact that you're

22

probably going to hear some opposition tonight.

23

like to say to those people in advance, because I won't get a

24

chance after their testimony, that they need to recall that

25

if the doors would have been closed back in 1992, and no

Yes, you got it.

Thank you.
But I've been called worse.

I've also owned a retail business in

I am also a board

Emerald Heights is

They have an incredible

Again, some of my

And I would
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1

expansion, there probably wouldn't be room for them at

2

Emerald Heights today.

3

through and realize what a fantastic mission we have up on

4

the hill there.

5

reasonable for the density that we have in our community, and

6

that we should allow to put future expansion to accommodate

7

more people in such a fantastic manner that's being done up

8

there.

9

the residents, and it is a fantastic community .

And I think they need to think that

And I think the zoning request is very

The fiduciary responsibility is responsible to all
Their

10

request seems very reasonable to me.

Thank you.

11

Sharon Rice:

Thank you, Mr. Bergevin.

12

Al Chambard:

You got that correct.

13

have been a resident and property owner on Education Hill for

14

the last 28 years.

15

property owner and resident in the neighborhood of Abbey

16

Road, which is right adja cent to Emerald Heights.

17

first moved there,

18

Heights even existed because it's set back with trees and

19

foliage all the way around the entire area.

20

winter, there's only certain places where you can even see

21

the buildings if you're walking the sidewalks around.

22

so, I would walk many times over those 16 years and run on

23

the sidewalks around, and then also on the trail, the dirt

24

trail that goes behind Emerald Heights.

25

trail .

Now, Al Chambard.

Al Chambard , exactly.

For the past 16 years,

I've been a

When I

I virtually was hardly aware that Emerald

And even the

And

And it's a public

And I got a great appreciation for just the woods
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1

that are back there.

Essentially, it's about the back half

2

of the property.

3

initially.

4

that, first of all, some of their kids were high school

5

students, and they worked as Emerald Heights as part-time

6

employees in the dining room on the wait staff there.

7

that is a wonderful opportunity for them to experience

8

Emerald Heights, and I heard some things about it from them.

9

And, in addition to the economic benefit for them, there was

So, my experiences were not great

But as I talked to some neighbors, I understood

So,

10

the intergenerational connection that they had, which in

11

general is a very positive thing for the kids that I knew.

12

also heard of a neighbor who had helped an Emerald Heights

13

resident who had difficulty in her vehicle on a snow day and

14

helped her to get home, and so forth, and developed a

15

relationship with that person and continued to have tha t

16

relationship over the years.

17

I should also say one other thing, that three years ago I

18

became an employee of Emerald Heights.

19

chief financial officer .

20

of the rezone as a community neighbor, not as employee of

21

Emerald Heights.

22

in terms of time prior to becoming an employee was a

23

neighbor.

24

know I work there, neighb ors will ask me about it because

25

they're trying to find a place for their parents, who, in

I'm currently the

But I am speaking today in support

Because the vast majority of my experience

And one of the things that people when they now
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I

1

some cases live outs ide the area, and they're trying to

2

figure what 's going to be an appropriate living environment

3

as they age.

4

there 's a real need that Emerald Heights is meeting from a

5

neighbor perspective.

6

Heights is essentially a non-event.

7

back.

8

expansions were occurring, the two that Lisa mentioned, until

9

I became an employee.

So, I think the thing I've experienced is that

Li ving as a neighbor to Emerald

You just don't see it.

It is quiet.

It is set

I didn't even know that the

I did recall when I would run around

10

there, a few times I'd hear something like hammers and nails

11

and things like that.

12

something."

13

standpoint, it's a non-event.

14

the neighborhood of the speed that people would travel that

15

main road between us and Emerald Heights.

16

personal experience that in the many years that I've driven

17

that road, the Emerald Heights residents have actually been a

18

tremendous traffic calming program that didn't cost the City

19

of Redmond a nickel because they don't drive over the speed

20

limit.

21

for us that live there and want that kind of responsible

22

driving, that actually, was a real help for us.

23

So , those, I guess, are some of the things, and these are

24

really just as a resident, and a resident until I became an

25

employee that I learned some additional things about what

I'm thinking, "Oh, they must be doing

But really, it's a non-event.

From a traffic

In fact, we had concerns in

But I can say from

And while that might be frustrating for some people,
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1

Emerald Heights does.

But we just think as residents, and

2

the neighbors that I know and have talked with , that it's a

3

great asset to the Redmond community, and it is serving a

4

great need.

5

aging, it's something that is top of mind and wanting to have

6

a place like th i s for our parents is something that is really

7

important to us.

8

Thank you.

9

Sharon Rice:

And certainly, for us, with parents that are

Thank you.

Thank you .

So, we are going to support.

I have Don Williams next.

Mr.

10

Williams, you already testified?

11

Don Williams:

12

Sharon Rice:

13

inevitable that I pronounce names incorrectly .

14

Don Taves:

15

resident for a little over 16 years and have experienced

16

considerable change in the relationship between the residents

17

and our administration.

18

the Emerald Heights rezone application fails to meet.

19

given these in detail in my written submission .

20

However, there are state issues that have not been addressed.

21

The bonds Emer ald Heights got for their backing of the state

22

require us not only to provide low- and moderate-income

23

housing required by the city, we are obligated to subsidize

24

those of us whose resources become inadequate and do not

25

allow them to use state resources such as Medicaid.

Yes .

You heard from me.

Thank you. Is this name, Don Taves?

I am Don Taves, Dr. Don Taves .

It's

I have been a

There are six city provisions that
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I've

This

1

requires us, as a community, to take care of each other

2

rather than rely on state and national governments.

3

this requirement could jeopardize our solvency.

4

administration's belief that bigger is always better and that

5

an organization will die if it doesn't grow is the problem.

6

We are currently proceeding on a 10-point four million dollar

7

replacement of a fitness center that is second to none in the

8

area.

9

And the replacement plan forces us to build a new auditorium

However,

The board

It needs added exercise rooms, not total replacement.

10

that will actually be smaller than the one we already use.

11

Our chief financial officer says this addition of the

12

auditorium will require us to borrow money.

13

plus increased operating expenses and salaries for

14

administration and marketing, are likely to markedly increase

15

our monthly fees because we're not assured of our abilities

16

to sell new apartments.

17

residents dependent on subsidies.

18

To add to all of this, the board administration, has canceled

19

plans to upgrade our nursing facility to a five-star status

20

to allow us to again be preeminent in the field.

21

non-profit laws allow self-selecting boards such as ours to

22

make far-reaching economic decisions without input from the

23

stakeholders.

24

Association, has already passed its power to hire and fire

25

the CEO to a parent board called "Emerald Communities."

These costs,

The increased fees will make more

Nationally,

Our board, the Eastside Retirement
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1

Present laws allow the parent board to send money collected

2

from us without giving any public accounting of how they

3

spend it.

4

ignore the expressed wishes of the residents.

5

So far,

6

these laws to state governments.

7

change this.

8

force them to recognize we must include the wishes of all the

9

residents in their plans.

These laws allow the board administration, to

the national government has let the consequences of
We ask you to help us

Your rejection of the zoning application will

If your jurisdiction does not

10

justify this denial of the appl i cation , we hope that you can

11

apply conditions that will force them to take our wishes into

12

account. I co uld read the details of the techn ical things,

13

but they all-the audience has this-is there time to do that,

14

or do you-

15

Sharon Rice:

16

Don Taves:

17

Sharon Rice: Were you directed to submit them in writing?

18

Don Taves:

19

packet.

20

Sharon Rice:

21

are?

22

them but thank you.

23

Don Taves:

24

Sharon Rice:

25

01:18:43]?

Do you have them in writing?
Yes.

I have submitted them, so they're part of the

They are part of the Exhibit 3 packet. They

Okay. Then, I have them, then I don't need you to read

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Taves.

Is this [unintelligible
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1

Male:

Yes.

2

Sharon Rice:

3

I didn't hear you the first time.

4

Bill Franz: Good evening, and thank you Madam Examiner, for

5

the opportunity to speak to this public hearing.

6

Bill Franz, and I am a party of record of this hearing and a

7

resident of Emerald Heights since April of 2010.

8

170 of my fellow residents currently living at Emerald

9

Heights object to the rezone of Emerald Heights from an R-4

Please come forward. Oh, you pass?

Thank you.

Bill Franz?

My name is

I and over

10

to an R-6 as stated in the application submitted by Julie

11

Lawton, dated June 10, 2010 .

12

I was very impressed with the written report from a technical

13

standpoint.

14

Emerald Heights, which would allow the building of 130 new

15

residential living units, as wel l as 75 licensed care units.

16

But it fits with the City of Redmond's various regulations

17

and restrictions and their comprehensive plan.

18

However, there is just one element missing in the application

19

and in the report and, in my view, it is the most important

20

element.

21

live in Emerald Heights 24 hours a day.

22

months, on three separate occasions, a significant number of

23

residents have requested that there be no new residential

24

living units, both on the Emerald Heights property.

25

documentation of these requests has been submitted to Mrs.

It provides all the reasons for the expansion of

It is the attitude and opinion of those of us that
In the last six
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Written

1

Johnson earlier today.

With the approval of this rezone,

2

our administration and board, the people who control the

3

money who have paid to live there can make future expansion

4

decisions that the majority of us do not want.

5

We love living at Emerald Heights.

6

reasons.

7

homes.

8

residents at the present time.

9

family that we love and cherish.

We chose it for many

Especially, because it reminds us of our former
There are 350 living independently, plus our Corwin
We are one large family, a
The administration, the

10

people who purport to know what is best for us, want to keep

11

expanding the number of residential units.

12

our home bigger.

13

in order to be stronger.

14

I think it is because they want more money, our money, to

15

spend on things that are more appealing for the next

16

generation of retirees, the baby boomers, as John Plovie

17

mentioned.

18

generation of boomers, that they think would [unintelligible

19

01:22:30] boomers, according to consultants who live out of

20

state who don't understand that people from the Northwest

21

like open space, tall trees, green grass and beautiful

22

flowering plants.

23

The only happiness that we get from our family, the most

24

important new expansion we want is in our assisted living and

25

skilled care buildings, where we will be cared for until we

They want to make

They say it is necessary to become bigger

Just this week, they explained to us the next
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1

die.

We do not want goodies.

Our last days are very

2

important to us.

3

in Corwin to be cared for until it's our time to go.

4

what we paid a major share of our life's savings for.

5

The core of our disagreement with our management is that they

6

do not live at Emerald Heights.

7

the day and on the weekends.

8

They cannot understand how we think and feel about our home.

9

Emerald Heights is not their home.

We want to make sure there is room for us

It's not their home.

That is

They go home at the end of

They do not live in our shoes .

Emerald Heights is our

It's our home.

Thank you.

10

home.

11

Sharon Rice:

12

applause.

13

Linda Hussey:

14

Sharon Rice:

15

Could I get you to speak up just a little bit?

16

Linda Hussey:

17

Sharon Rice:

18

Linda Hussey:

19

Heights. However, tonight I'm speaking as a Redmond citizen.

20

I have lived in Redmond over 55 years now, so that tells you

21

a little bit about how old I am.

22

population was around 700, so you can imagine the amount of

23

change I've seen.

24

about the change because my husband and I have been through

25

these kinds of hearings t o try to help slow it down.

Thank you.

If you could withhold your

The next name we have is Linda Hussey.
I'm not sure.
Linda Hussey, 12323 180 th Avenue NE in Redmond.

Okay.
Yes.

Can you hear me okay?
[unintelligibl e 01:24:28] Thank you.

I am the current chair of the Board of Emerald

And when I moved here, the

So , I know how some of the residents feel
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But we

1

do own eight acres now, walking distance from Emerald

2

Heights.

3

about 30 years,

4

and she couldn't be here tonight, but she said I could speak

5

on her behalf.

So, when I use the word "we," I'm speaking

6

for my husband,

and Elaine Smith, and other neighbors that

7

I've spoken to about this rezone.

8

this is an opportunity for Emerald Heights to allow them for

9

potential growth for in the future if it is needed.

Elaine Smith,

she's been a neighbor of ours for

and she recently moved into Emerald Heights,

And we basically feel that

10

When I served on the North Redmond Advisory Committee, and

11

they also work for the Education Hill Advisory Committee,

12

learned about and I believe that the rezoning is consistent

13

with the current Ed Hill/North Redmond plan.

14

basically feel that Emerald Heights has been resp onsib le and

15

a considerate neighbor,

16

already heard,

17

outstanding citizens to Redmond.

And we believe it is the

18

right thing to do right now,

not only for Emerald

19

Heights, but for the future residents of th e City of Redmond,

20

to help make room for us baby boomers and the aging

21

population.

22

it. Thank you.

23

Sharon Rice:

24

Marilyn Farrell.

25

Female:

and a community,

So, we

in fact,

and that you all continue to hear,

for,

as yo u' ve
attracts

So, we do support the rezoning if you approve

Thank you.

I

The next name on the list is

Is it Nancy Farrell?

No, Marilyn.
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Sorry.

Usually I let people come up and

1

Sharon Rice:

2

introduce themselves, and then I don't have to butcher so

3

many names.

4

Marilyn Farrell: If I'd ran up here,

5

you sooner. I'm Marilyn Farrell.

6

Eastside almost my entire adult life.

7

Heights three and a half years ago.

8

worked and been in and out of Emerald Heights actually before

9

they opened, and I have been very familiar with the program,

I could have gotten to

I have lived on the
I moved to Emerald
Prior to that, I have

I'm proud to

10

the promises, the vision of the institution.

11

live there.

12

The question I have for you as a Hearing Examiner is that as

13

I look at R-6 and R-4, and I compare our group facility to

14

other multi-family units, I see some differences in trends of

15

planning spaces.

16

a community with community spaces where our entire life

17

involvement happens.

18

future,

19

going on now, I question whether the spaces we currently have

20

that don't appear conceptually to be enlarged other than just

21

apartment spaces will be large enough for the full life of

22

those of us that live there currently.

23

In addition, I do share the concern economically, as someone

24

who probably does have 20 years of life, hopefully, left, to

25

live out my life there, and I look forward to a future where

I love my neighbors.

We love our lives there.

We are not just a housing property.

We are

And I wonder if, and as we look at the

conceptual spaces that are laid out, what is see
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1

I can pay my service fee without having to be dependent on

2

the benevolence fund.

3

at R-6, and how that applies differently to a community that

4

has community life going on internally.

5

buildings wouldn't need the spaces we have.

6

Sharon Rice:

7

Barbara Knopf.

8

Barbara Knopf:

9

job of pronouncing it.

And to that end, I question the look

Thank you .

Most apartment
Thank you.

The next name on the list is

My name is Barbara Knopf, and you did a good
Thank you.

It's usually crucified.

10

I am here to speak tonight not in favor of this rezone for

11

many reasons.

12

talking at all.

13

Emerald Heights for almost 13 and a half years.

14

seven and a half years before I was a resident; now, I li v e

15

in Emerald Heights.

16

and what it stands for. When we were planning it, we knew

17

exactly what we wanted to build. We wanted to build a place

18

that was gracious, welcoming, room for a real life, not to

19

feel cooped up in an apartment but to have a space to move

20

around in, and we currently have that.

21

We have looked at the plans as to what we plan to do.

22

it's true, there is room for more buildings in the

23

apartments, but it would destroy what we thought we were

24

building.

25

flowers, lawns, shrubs, gardens, all of that.

First of all, I'd like to qualify why I am
I have been a board member on the board of
The first

I'm very, very proud of Emerald Heights

And

Right now, there's room to walk, for sunlight,
You can take
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1

any place and build it to maximum, but you lose an awful lot

2

along the way, and that is really my concern.

3

I know there is a need for housing for people our age, but

4

Emerald Heights doesn't have to support it all.

5

reason to the numbers you're talking about.

6

seems like.

7

One thing I also would like to speak to specifically is

8

parking.

9

strongly enough.

We do not have en ough parking.

There's a

That's what it

I can't say that

If we have a meeting, or a luncheon or
Those of us that

10

whatever, there's no room to put the cars.

11

live in cottages could lend part of our driveways, but then

12

the people couldn't get into the building because the

13

building has to be locked.

14

apartments, even just 44 to begin with, if they put parking

15

underneath for the people that move into those apartments,

16

where are they going to put parking for the additional staff

17

needs to support that many different people in the dining

18

rooms, in the laundry, and in any other thing that we offer?

19

I know it sounds like because of our age we are af raid of

20

change, and that's not really true.

21

understand that the one constant in life is change.

22

there are some things that don't have to change, and if we

23

think we can help make that happen, then we're here to say

24

please don't make the change from R-4 to R-6.

25

hearing this.

If we add those many new

Nowadays, I think we all
But

Thank you for
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Thank you.

I would just like to ask you not

1

Sharon Rice:

2

to applaud if you don't mind.

3

So, obviously you spoke very well. Popular. The next name on

4

my list is Russ Smedley.

5

Russ Smedley:

6

I've been a member of this country since-we moved to this

7

area in '71, and I've watched Redmond grow.

8

say that I did write you a letter about the rezone, and I am

9

in favor of it.

Thank you for your comments.

Madam, you did a good job.

It's Russ Smedley.

I would like to

I think our present management has done a

10

good job.

When we first came there-we've been there almost

11

five years,

12

things.

13

where we are in good financial shape.

14

they've done for us at Emerald Heights was at first met with,

15

"Boy, we don't want that."

16

Every evening, we have between 15 and 20 people sitting

17

around talking about nothing, but we're all talking.

18

before we had the living room, nobody went into it.

19

think they've shown us that they can give us what we want.

20

No, I don't want 84 new units.

21

got 30 or 40.

22

things just don't happen.

23

we hired these people to do the job that they're doing, and

24

we [unintelligible 01:35:35] and I would like to see it

25

passed.

[unintelligible 01:34:24] real sound financial

Our present management has managed to bring that to
The things that

But I refer to our living room.

And
So I

I guess I could survive if we

But we do have to grow.

If you don't grow,

So, all I can say is that I think

Thank you.
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1

Sharon Rice:

2

Catherine Moody:

3

on the screen .

4

Sharon Rice:

5

01:36:28].

6

Catherine Moody:

7

the future?

8

Sharon Rice: Ms. Moody, this is a conceptual plan of what

9

could be developed if the rezone is approved, but tonight,

Thank you.

Catherine Moody.

At the beginning, you had a configuration
Can you put that back?

Sure.

Thank you, Mr.

[unintelligible

Is this what you 're planning on?

This is

Anybody?

10

we're on l y hearing-tonight we 're only taking evidence on

11

whether or not the rezone should be approved, not any

12

specific development.

13

Catherine Moody:

14

moved into Emerald Heights on December 3, of 1992.

15

means that as of tomorrow,

16

eighteen years and five months.

17

the price that residents will have to bear when this rollout

18

occurs .

19

For one thing, the 42-unit building will eliminate 35 or so

20

covered parking areas that are occupied by the pe opl e who

21

live across the road from [unintelligible 01:37:54] of

22

Buildings G and H. In order to find parking places for those

23

people, they're going to go down and wipe out the rose garden

24

and reconfigure the area there to make more parking places,

25

but that won't do it.

All right.

My name is Catherine Moody.

I

That

I've been in Emerald Heights for
And I'm going to talk about

So, they 're going around on the west
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1

side, where the covered parking is a section of with very

2

beautiful landscaped areas in between.

3

areas are going to go to provide parking.

4

who have parking places across the road from them, they'll

5

have a minimum of a two-block walk to get from their cars to

C:
V

+-"
,
1.,....ueir

7

have to go around on the west side.

8

fitness center and swimming pool are built, it will wipe out

9

the bowling green that we now have.

residences,

All those landscaped
And the residents

and perhaps four or five blocks if they
When the proposed

And it will also wipe

10

out the parking along the road in that area.

[unintelligible

11

01:39:26] take care of the parking, they're going to wipe out

12

the individual gardens in the northeast section and put in a

13

parking lot.

14

And I think I've told this, but [unintelligible 01:39:58]

15

rezoning, the rezoning would allow 200 more buildings, and

16

it's essentially going to wipe out the thi ngs that made us

17

unique in this CCRC market in this area.

18

with its putting green and bowling green, a place where you

19

can put out the croquet game, has put it way above.

20

unique in the competition of CCRC's, and that's all going to

21

go.

22

And, to me, that configuration looks like the neighborhood

23

prison.

24

way?

25

thing going now, and if Emerald Heights wants to grow, they

Emerald Heights,

It' s

Can you imagine 600 old people finding their around

It boggles my mind.

I think that we have such a good
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1

have plenty of experience and they worked hard on building a

2

second facility, but don't spoil this.

3

Sharon Rice:

4

Tom Rodriguez:

5

Emerald Heights, but I am also a resident of Redmond.

6

lot of volunteering for the city, and I just want to make

7

sure, that if it's not noted, we are a very caring community.

8

I've never heard any negative comments of all the undertaking

9

that Emerald Heights has ever done,

Thank you.
Yes.

Tom Rodriguez?

Tom Rodriguez.

I'm an employee of
I do a

just as Al had testified

10

as living much closer to Emerald Heights than I do, but it

11

never negatively impacted the community.

12

I'm out in the community volunteering and doing my business,

13

those who live Emerald Heights know us as a very caring

14

community.

15

Sharon Rice:

16

Robert Lauer:

17

at Emerald Heights for over 15 years and I'm proud to have

18

the opportunity to advise you of my support for rezoning as

19

R-6.

20

good neighbor Emerald Heights is in our community.

21

tell you a few things to think about being a good neighbor

22

and why we ask that you support the rezoning.

23

Emerald Heights shares meeting facilities with our neighbors,

24

Abbey Road, and others.

25

thousands of dollars towards the Redmond High School Athletic

And often, whenever

Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.

Robert Lauer.
I'm Robert Lauer. I'm a resident

We've heard that you will not overlook what a wonderful
I want to

Emerald Heights contributes
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1

Field.

Emerald Heights contributed to the purchase of

2

emergency life-saving equipment needed by the Redmond Fire

3

Department.

4

generously to local charities such as HopeLink, with

5

thousands of dollars in cash, hundreds of pounds of food,

6

hundreds of used furniture items.

7

public schools and student activities.

8

Emerald Heights provides employment to a roster of 80

9

students who are employed in our food services. Many complete

Residents of Emerald Heights annually contribute

We also support Redmond

10

their entire high school years in our employment. Most had

11

never had a regular job before.

12

graduation, they are trained for outside employment and local

13

businesses are eager to hire them.

14

continue to work at Emerald Heights while going to college.

15

A few weeks ago, a boy said to me, "Without my Christmas

16

check, I could not have had enough money to pay my tuition to

17

community college."

18

We are good neighbors.

19

under R-6, we will be able to really expand our participation

20

and be better good neighbors, and we ask your approval to the

21

rezoning.

22

Sharon Rice:

Thank you.

23

Ellen Taves:

I'm Ellen Taves, and I've been a resident of

24

Emerald Heights for over 16 years.

25

make.

Experience shows that after

Some of the students

As Emerald Heights plans to grow

Thank you.
Ellen Taves.

I have two comments to

I request that you check the application for the
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1

zoning change for R-6.

We residents are the only

2

stakeholders of Emerald Heights.

3

The residents provide all of the money.

4

consistently three times.

5

campus.

6

about a second campus.

7

consulted us.

8

is full,

9

the appearance and the cottages, which are very important,

We have no outside owners.
Residents have voted

We want no more apartments on this

Not now, and not in the future.

That says nothing

But the board administration has not

We are only informed.

We believe the campus

that additional apartments would destroy not only

10

but the feeling of community that we value the most,

11

cannot be reconstituted when the campus is overbuilt.

12

urge you to vote no on this R-6 zone application.

13

This is the second issue.

14

for the new fitness center.

15

this to you because it gives the specific references.

16

Sharon Rice:

17

development plan or any construction activity that is

18

authorized if this decision is approved by the City Council.

19

So, although there is a plan for a proposed fitness center,

20

even if this rezone is to be approved by the City Council

21

that does not mean that the fitness center is approved.

22

Ellen Taves:

Okay.

23

Sharon Rice:

Just the community rezoning.

24

Ellen Taves:

This is specifically to do the fitness center,

25

then?

We

Please do not approve the plans
Emerald Heights,

Just so you know,

So,

and that

and I will hand

there will not be any

this has to-
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1

Sharon Rice:

This hearing only has to do with the change to

2

the zoning designation.

3

Ellen Taves:

Thank you.

4

Sharon Rice:

Yes, you're welcome.

5

name is Barb.

6

I can't re ad the rest of your name.

7

Barbara Mudge:

8

in my time to write so that no one can read it.

9

Sharon Rice:

Now, this woman's first

I think the first three letters are M-A-D, but
I'm terribly sorry.

I'm Barbara Mudge, and a physician [01:48:3 2 ]

It's Mudge.

I got it. Just like law school .

10

Barbara Mudge:

What?

11

Sharon Rice:

12

after law school either.

13

Barbara Mudge:

14

Emerald Heights, and I oppose the zoning change from R-4 to

15

R-6.

16

cottages, the openness, and the beauty of the landscape and

17

the number of residents that allow for a community feeling.

18

If we increase the number of independent units, we'd ca use

19

several negative effects.

20

detracts from the appearance of the small community.

21

current parking problem becomes greater.

22

the feeling of openness is compromised.

23

cottages in which I live will be destroyed to accommodate new

24

buildings.

Just like law school.

You can't write legibly

I am a six-year, and very happy resident of

What first attracted me to Emerald Height s were the

One, the increased population
The

The landscaping and
And finally, the

25
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1

When I first visited Emerald Heights, I was told by

2

Marketing that there would be no further expansion of the

3

campus. With this proposed, massive building, I'm losing

4

faith in what I am told by administration.

5

advance, I might well not have chosen Emerald Heights.

6

Finally, as a physician with severe respiratory problems, I

7

am concerned of the negative health effects from the

8

increased exhaust fumes.

9

trucks must downshift directly across from my cottage,

Had I known in

Currently, the large delivery

The plans for the

10

spewing out as much exhaust as possible.

11

parking are going to take one-third to one-half of my side

12

lawn to create a new parking lot.

13

powered construction equipment for the current construction

14

that will start soon will be directly across from my cottage.

15

It's not just gas, and my area will be increased.

16

again that you reconsider giving Emerald Heights the

17

designation of R-6.

18

views.

19

Sharon Rice:

20

Hjorth.

21

Judy Hjorth:

22

name.

23

Sharon Rice:

24

school when I attended it was Roland Hjorth.

25

to pronounce the name.

And much of the gas-

I ask

Thank you for letting me present my

Thank you.

The next name on the list is Judy

And I am surprised at how well you said my

I have to tell you that the dean of the law
So, I know how
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1

Judy Hjorth:

What I am saying on this is what I sent you in

2

an e-mail to Ms. Johnson.

3

Heights to be second generation.

4

were the seventh couple to sign up for Emerald Heights.

5

mother still lives there now in skilled nursing.

6

that, but I've been here it will be five years on June 22nd.

7

And my sister and brother-in-law plan to move in in a couple

8

of years.

9

and the future of Emerald Heights.

I am the first resident at Emerald
My mother and stepfather
My

Not only

So, I am-I do care about the past, the present,

10

I want to say, first off, which I did not write down, but I

11

want to say I am glad that we have a board that makes

12

decisions for Emerald Heights.

13

influence but not control the decisions that affect our

14

future.

15

assisted living, was not making the same decisions that she's

16

making most of her life.

17

the family was.

18

group who are caring about the present and the future.

19

also want to say that financially I really appreciate the

20

transparency of the presentations, financial presentations,

21

by our two financial officers, to all the residents at the

22

residents' meetings.

23

Now, the residents of Emerald Heights, if you hadn't already

24

guessed it, are a diverse group, and we have a variety of

25

interests.

I think that residents should

My mother, for many years, before she moved into

And she wasn't aware of that, but

So, I think it's good to have an ongoing

There are some of us who quilt and tat.
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I

Others

Some of us like woodworking.

Others

1

of us hike and garden.

2

volunteer in the excellent coffee shop and our country store.

3

Many volunteers in community places, HopeLink, and others off

4

campus.

5

world views.

6

we are financially diverse.

7

it, and I love gardening around it.

8

again and again, why am I pro-rezoning.

9

My answers are these:

The signs of diversity of interest, we have varied
We are diverse politically and religiously, and
I live in a cottage, and I love
So, I get many questions

I support the zoning because I want to

10

preserve the diversity that is Emerald Heights, and possibly

11

increase it.

12

future residents to make the place their own.

13

before I went to Emerald Heights as an ordained minister, my

14

first part of my ministry was in local churches.

15

half of it was our [unintelligible 01:56:28] staff when I

16

worked with 86 churches in central New York and 86 more in

17

Connecticut.

18

churches that were aligned for the future were churches who

19

made decisions for the future.

20

keep it the same old way, over time, were the dying churches.

21

So, this strongly influences how I look at the future.

22

have a difficult decision to make, I want to make it for the

23

future.

24

This week,

25

Washington campus twice, on Tuesday and Saturday, and I

Furthermore, I don't want to tie the hands of
In my work

The second

And in my work with those churches, the

But churches who wanted to

If I

I had the opportunity to walk the University of
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1

graduated from there 51 year s ago, and this is the first

2

time I've walked it in all those 50 years , and there had been

3

a few changes.

4

buildings are not always in the same style as the old

5

buildings, but I felt at home walking that campus .

6

still my university, and I still felt very proud of a very

7

beautiful campus.

8

Emerald Heights.

9

Sharon Rice:

There are new buildings, and the new

It was

This is what I hope for the future of
Thank you.

I urge you to vote pro-change.

Thank you .

10

Thara Johnson: Staff would like to enter a copy of Ms.

11

Hjorth's testimony.

12

part of attachments .

13

Sharon Rice:

14

comment .

15

list is John Wright.

16

John Wright:

17

resident of Emerald Heights for the last 16 years.

18

my relationships with Emerald Heights in the middle ' 80s , as

19

a board member, and I served on the board for four or five

20

years before they broke ground, and as an architect,

21

on the board as their liaison during construction.

22

my feeling that whatever cha nges have to be made in the

23

future should be left to the governing body of the

24

organization, which is the board.

25

board is doing,

We did not receive it, and it was not a
It's just been handed to me.

Let's do that at the conclusion of public

Would that work?

Good evening.

Perfect.

Thanks.

I'm John Wright.

Next on the

I am a

I started

I served
And it's

If you don't like what the

you get rid of the board.

We have a board
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1

that,

in my opinion, is dedicated to the success of Emerald

2

Heights.

3

an effort to support the rezone.

4

Sharon Rice:

5

Mary Blanchard:

6

resident at Emerald Heights for 16 years.

7

point that I'm not in favor of having any buildings go up,

8

possible, for the next five or so years.

9

[laughter]

And they're all volunteers and giving their time in
Thank you.

Thank you. Mary Blanchard.
My name is Mary Blanchard, and I've been a
I wanted to make a
if

10

Mary Blanchard: But I realize there may be future needs, and

11

so we're going to have to see some changes in the future.

12

hope it won't be right away.

13

it won't have to be done later because at this point, we've

14

already invested as I understand it, $250,000 for these

15

permits from the city.

16

or what else is part of it.

17

said, "We need to provide for future needs."

18

certainly is true because buildings don't last forever, and I

19

thought we were going to have our swimming pool and our

20

enlarged fitness center, and our auditorium, under the

21

present budget, but I could be wrong.

22

need those things.

23

Sharon Rice:

24

first is perhaps Bunny?

A zoning change to number six,

I don't know if we have lawyer fees
I can't read my own writing.

I

Well, that

And I know that we

Thank you.

Thank you.

We

The last name is Williams.

The

There's an "A" in front of it.

25
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I'm not very good at microphones.

Can you

1

Bunny Williams:

2

hear me?

3

Sharon Rice:

4

Thank you, Mr. Almond.

5

Bunny Williams:

6

Sharon Rice:

7

Bunny Williams:

8

one, but it's the one everyone goes by.

9

it to me when I was one year old and I never had anything

Can you just aim it down a little bit more?

Is that better?

That's perfect.
My name is Bunny Williams. It's not the real
My grandmother gave

10

else.

11

I've been a resident of Emerald Heights for 18 years and a

12

couple of months.

13

which was the last one to be finished, was ready for me to

14

move in.

15

involved with lots of other new residents, and they were all

16

working together and enjoying it and doing the things that

17

had to be done to make Emerald Heights become the most

18

effective and the best CCRC in this area at that time.

19

think that this has continued.

20

keep Emerald Heights as a very fine organization.

21

A lot of people have different ideas.

Emerald Heights is no

22

stranger to change and construction.

We have had in the past

23

18 years, we did an expansion in the dining room and complete

24

redecoration.

25

first wing of the building.

I

moved there in 1993, when my cottage,

I moved in, and in a very short time,

I was

And I

People are still trying to

We have had 17 new apartments added onto the
And despite the concern that our
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1

way of life would change, everything just fit right in like

2

there were no changes. So that is not a worry that I have.

3

should have said at the very beginning, I'm a strong

4

supporter of the rezoning to R-6 [unintelligible 02:06:21]

5

Now that Emerald Heights has reached 18 years of age we have

6

to think about what had to be done. A real careful analysis

7

was done by surveys on the whole campus.

8

of the grounds was pulled up to see if it was intact and

9

still working properly. Just everything was examined.

I

I think every part

We

10

found [unintelligible 02:06:54] all over campus, and

11

[unintelligible 02:06:58]. And so, thus, a decision has been

12

made that we are getting old, and we have to be upgraded.

13

And so a master plan has been brought together and I must

14

say, whether it was conducive for all of the residents,

15

there's a certain amount of discomfort and consternation

16

among people.

17

and lots of new, big buildings, and a lot of things to try to

18

get used to at one time.

19

little thought a thing that happened to me that I think is

20

appropriate. What the master plan did for that

21

[unintelligible 02:08:09] and you saw the graph pictures

22

[unintelligible 02:08:07]. And they looked at the

23

[unintelligible 02:08:08] and saw what they were going to do

24

to it. I feel like, I just did not like it. I wasn't sure I

25

wanted any part of it [unintelligible 02:08:21], a lovely

And it's true, it is a very big plan with lots

[Unintelligible 02:08:01] just a
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It was so nice and

1

little living room with a fireplace.

2

[unintelligible 02:08:27].

3

across the hall in like one great big room.

4

think of was a great big hollow room, and what on earth were

5

they going to do with it?

6

[unintelligible 02:08:48] wanted to say that.

7

went by and the living room was being built. I still didn't

8

like any part of what I was seeing.

9

[Unintelligible 02:09:03] finally the da y came and the li ving

And they've got the library
And all I could

How could it be a living room?

So

So, the months

It just was all wrong.

10

room was complete, furniture was in.

Everything was ready

11

and Emerald Heights had a big celebration and [uninte lligible

12

02:09:17] for everybody to see the new living room.

13

over from the cottage and walked in the front door, and I

14

just gasped.

15

There was music playing. The new concierge desk was in and

16

somebody was behind it.

17

room was packed with people.

18

[unintelligible 02:09:51] sipping champagne in their hands

19

welcoming the new living room.

20

just wanted you to know what happened.

21

But that was a wakeup call for me because I realized, as I

22

thought about it, that all this had been happening

23

[unintelligible 02:10:17] and all of the other things that

24

were being proposed for the future.

25

and the more we think about, and I'm hoping that the fitness

I came

The whole area was aglow. The lights were on.

And I looked over and the living
All the residents in their best

It was spectacular, and I

We're now into Phase 2,
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1

center, all the things that are planning that people have

2

doubts about are going to be surprises and just make us

3

wonderful again.

4

for all of the things we might want to do in the future, it's

5

vital that we get the zoning change that will allow us to do

6

not only what we're doing immediately but in the future, and

7

be prepared to do anything more that comes up.

8

Sharon Rice:

9

is the next name.

So, in conclusion, I think for this time,

Thank you.

Thank you.

I have two more names.

I'm Everil Loyd.

Everil Loyd

My wife and I have been

10

Everil Loyd:

11

residents for two years now.

12

competitors, both in the Seattle area and on the Eastside.

13

We chose Emerald Heights for many reasons.

14

most important reasons was the past farsighted decisions that

15

management had made that resulted in the overall quality that

16

we sought, but with reasonable monthly dues.

17

it or not, we're all living in a rapidly growing area with

18

changing needs and changing competition.

19

period of social and financial and political change.

20

makes predicting the future very difficult.

21

environment, the ability of Emerald Heights to remain

22

competitive, and therefore financially viable with still

23

reasonable dues,

24

position serving the community.

25

zoning change, in our opinion, is very important.

We looked at a number of

But one of the

Whether we like

We're also in a
This

In this

is critical to its long-term success and its
Redmond's approval of the
We'll give
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1

future management the flexibility to make appropriate

2

decisions for its optimum success based on conditions that we

3

cannot now predict.

4

managements will make the same far-sided decisions that the

5

past ones have.

6

Sharon Rice:

7

signed up is Martin Snodgrass.

8

Martin Snodgrass:

9

planning community.

We have confidence that future

Thank you.

The last name that is currently

Madam Examiner, and my friends in the
My name is Martin Snodgrass.
I'm not a resident.

I am a
I'm not a

10

neighbor of Emerald Heights.

11

member of the board.

12

have a dog in this this fight.

13

board hearing both sides of residents' pro and con, it's a

14

tough decision.

15

they are responsible people, and I'm glad that decision is in

16

their hands and not mine.

17

I have some historic perspective.

18

live just across the powerline directly to the north from

19

Emerald Heights, and I've lived there for 20-odd years.

20

watched Emerald Heights be built.

21

meetings when the Emerald Heights original project was being

22

proposed, and I listened to some of these arguments only it

23

was from neighbors with horse farms.

24

this place, it will completely destroy our way of life."

I'm the only person here who doesn't
And my sympathies to the

And I know some of the board members, and

I've lived in that area-I

I

I attended some public

"If we let them build

25
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1

And, you know, they were right.

And the decision that was

2

made then was correct.

3

This is a unique piece of property.

4

people know the history of it, but this originally was the

5

Department of Natural Resources property.

6

track of, I think it is 360 acres.

7

Department of Natural Resources, second-growth timber.

8

I moved up here in the '70s, they were still logging their

9

trees up to six, eight feet through, and there are probably

I don't know how many

It was a huge

It was owned by the
When

10

still some on the campus, I would assume.

But that whole

11

hillside at that time was like that.

12

That's the only reason they could assemble , a campus of this

13

size.

14

are nil.

15

this size, get those sorts of amenities and do it

16

economically.

17

one that the city should be very proud of.

18

not only my perspective as a neighbor, because I've watched

19

it grow, and I love that place and I can tell everybody who

20

lives there loves that place.

21

Commission for nine years.

22

I sat through two five-year updates to the comprehensive

23

plan, both of which addressed Emerald Heights in our policies

24

and in the criteria we use for examining compliance with the

25

comprehensive plan.

The chances of doing that in the City of Redmond today
There is no way you could put together a campus of

So, this is an extremely unique project and
I say that from

I was also on the Planning

I was the chair for five years.

And I can assure you that this proposed
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1

up-zone does comply with the comprehensive plan, at least as

2

it was envisioned at the time that I was on the Planning

3

Commission.

4

that was in the boom years when population was growing and

5

money was no object-but one of our major concerns was the

6

fact that Redmond, although a diverse community, has very

7

little opportunity for either low-income residents and for

8

seniors.

9

from both perspectives to provide a place for life care for

10

seniors and with a 25 percent requirement that is unique to

11

this particular project, a lot of low-income folks are

12

finding really decent places to live.

13

that should be expanded,

14

strong proponent of expanding low-income and senior housing

15

opportunities in this city.

16

is so perfectly meshed with the comprehensive plan that it's

17

a planner's dream.

18

it.

19

I appreciate the residents'

20

matter.

21

the Planning Department should not stand in the way of the

22

ability to make this an even better project than it is.

23

A couple of other minor issues I would like to address,

24

again, from my unique perspective.

25

neighborhood.

Because one of our major concerns at that time-

And Emerald Heights provides a unique opportunity

That's an opportunity

in my opinion, and I was always a

And the proposed zoning change

And I think,

I would hope you recognize

concern.

That is an internal

They can decide that their own way, but the City and

One, the impact on the

Emerald Heights is a great neighbor.
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I've

1

had-one of my sons worked at Emerald Heights for a while.

2

My daughter-in-law worked at Emerald Heights for a while.

3

Several of my-I had a son who had difficult teenage years,

4

and several of his friends who were the guys that hung out at

5

the skate park and they wear their hoodies, some of them

6

worked at Emerald Heights, and a couple of them got some real

7

starts up there.

8

what it's like to have a job.

9

have a paycheck.

They learned how to work.

They learned

They learned what it's like to

They learned that they're not useless.

And

10

so I've seen some kids come out of Emerald Heights with a

11

unique perspective that I don't think they could have gained

12

anyplace else.

13

from that standpoint.

14

the kids are wandering by there.

15

school.

16

I know the residents are actively involved in community

17

activities.

18

meetings at Emerald Heights.

19

that.

20

overwhelmed.

21

extremely important.

22

A last comment from a personal perspective, about a year and

23

a half ago, my mother became unable to li ve on her own, and

24

we had to find assisted living for her, and we had to find it

25

fairly quickly.

This is such a tremendous community asset
Not to mention the fact the every day
It's close to the high

I've been to a half a dozen, probably, community
It's a wonderful facility for

You don't have to come down here, and you don't feel
So, anything we can do to support them is

And frankly, the choices, there are not that
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1

many good choices around here, particularly if you don't

2

have a lot of money.

3

Renton.

4

because they had one low-income unit available that had just

5

become available the week before we got there.

6

wouldn't have qualified for it, and I don't know where she

7

would have-well, I know she would have ended up someplace

8

spending her life savings in about a year and a half, you

9

know, and left with nothing other than her family to support

And she ended up in a fine facility in

I'm glad she's there, but it was just dumb luck

Otherwise she

10

her, which we would love to do, but you can't do everything

11

for everybody forever.

12

In any event, to summarize, this is a remarkable opportunity

13

for the City of Redmond.

14

so complemented by this proposal that it's almost hard to

15

believe.

16

support that the city and the neighbors can get.

17

congratulations to the board for volunteer work, and I hope

18

all of you can work out your internal issues.

19

be a tough one.

20

problem, not mine.

21

I strongly support this, and urge it be accepted and refer to

22

the Redmond City Council, where I'm sure it will receive a

23

favorable hearing.

24

Sharon Rice:

25

speak.

The comprehensive plan, I think, is

This is an amazing project that deserves all of the
My deep

It's going to

You have my sympathies, but that's your
But as to your problem, Madame Examiner,

Thank you.

That concludes the individuals who signed up to

Are there other people in the audience who would like
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1

to provide testimony?

Yes, in the back in the green.

We're

2

just going to have you sign the sign-in sheet, so that we can

3

have your address for the record.

4

testify.

5

Marsha Heer:

6

Heights.

7

better place I have found.

8

people all the time, and I can die with myself, all by

9

myself, or I can die with a whole bunch of friends who love

You can do that after you

My name is Marsha Heer.

I live at Emerald

I think it's a glorious place to live.

There is no

I ha v e friends, and I am with

10

me, but that's totally irrelevant.

11

Two things, one,

12

stuff and I don't want it taken down.

13

along with what I just said.

14

of the board members of Emerald Heights and all the employees

15

of Emerald Heights to put their thousand dollars down so that

16

they can reserve an apartment and move in, and then

17

[unintelligible 02:21:47] with us.

18

have the extra thousand dollars to invest so there's more

19

money.

20

Sharon Rice:

21

that sign-in sheet.

22

would like to add comments to the record?

23

other hands.

24

city, if the city has anything to offer in response to public

I love the [unintelligible 02:21:23] green

All right.

That's why I moved in,

And I would like to invite all

And besides, then we'd

If you would give your address on

Any other people in the audience who
I didn't see any

So, at this point, we will hear first from the

25
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1

comment, and then we'll hear from the applicant.

Ms.

2

Johnson.

3

Thara Johnson:

4

some additional testimony that we did not receive.

5

Sharon Rice:

6

Thara Johnson:

7

additional information into the record .

8

Sharon Rice:

9

add Ms. Hjorth's written comments that you received before

The city would like to enter int o the record

Could you speak up, Ms. Johnson?
One additional comment about entering

I think you mentioned earlier you would like to

10

the hearing.

Are there other documents?

11

Thara Johnson:

12

Sharon Rice:

13

will make this Exhibit 5.

14

Molly Lawrence:

15

[unintelligible 02:23:30] speak properly into this

16

microphone.

17

five-minute recess to chat to see if there are additional

18

things we want to introduce.

19

want to let you know [unintel ligi ble 02:23:40] with me, and I

20

neglected to introduce them before, is Rick Tompkins from

21

Triads.

22

questions about the civil engineering aspect.

23

Michelle [Brigham 02:23:51] from [unintelligible 02:23:53]

24

transportation who did the transportation study.

I have them right here.
Okay.

So, this is Ms. Hjorth's comments.
Okay.

Thank you .

We

From the applicant.

I apologize .

I'm a bit

We would like, if we can , to have just a quick

Before I do that, though, I do

We do have our civil engineer here if you have any
And also

25
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1

And one note on the issue of the sewer capacity question,

2

there is a SEPA condition that specifically relates to that,

3

and so there was some effort to address sort of the future

4

needs, as well as public feedback.

5

With that,

6

questions, and we will take five minutes,

7

acceptable.

8

Sharon Rice:

9

is 9:25, and we will be back on the record at 9:30.

10

I'll let you think about whether you have any

Yeah, let's do.

if that is

We'll take five minutes.

you.

11
12

[End audio 02:29:07]

13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER
FOR THE CITY OF REDMOND
In the Matter of the Application of

Emerald Heights

For approval of a
Development Guide Amendment

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

NO. L100204

Emerald Heights
Development Guide Amendment
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATION

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION
The Redmond Hearing Examiner recommends that the request for approval of a development
guide amendment (DGA) changing the zoning of the 38-acre Emerald Heights property, located
at 10901 - 176th Circle NE, from R-4 to R-6 SHOULD BE GRANTED.
SUMMARY OF RECORD
Request
Emerald Heights (Applicant) requested approval of a DGA that would change the zoning for the
existing 38-acre continuing care retirement community from R-4 to R-6 in order to allow for
increased density within the existing project to meet market demand. The site is addressed as
10901 - 17 6th Circle NE in Redmond, Washington.
Hearing Date
The Redmond Hearing Examiner conducted an open record hearing on the request on May 2,
2011.
Testimony
At the open record hearing, the following individuals presented testimony under oath:
Thara Johnson, Associate Planner
Lisa Hardy, Emerald Heights CEO
Julie Lawton, Applicant Representative, Lawton PMG
Mike Miller, Applicant Architect, Rice Fergus & Miller
John Plovie, Board of Directors Member
Larry Pinnt, Resident/ Board of Directors Member
Don Williams, Resident Council Chair
Dick Swope, Resident
Jay Bergevin, Board of Directors Member
Al Chambard, Resident
Don Taves, Resident
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Bill Franz, Resident
Linda Hussey, Board of Directors, Chair
Marilyn Farrell, Resident
Barbara Knopf, Board of Directors Member
Russ Smedley, Resident
Catherine Moody, Resident
Tom Rodriguez, Emerald Heights Employee
Robert Lauer, Resident
Ellen Taves, Resident
Barbara Mudge, Resident
Judy Hjorth, Resident
John Wright, Resident/ Board of Directors Member
Mary Blanchard, Resident
Bunny Williams, Resident
Everil Loyd, Resident
Martin Snodgrass, Neighboring Property Owner
Marsha Heer, Resident
Attorney Molly Lawrence, Gordon Derr LLP, represented Emerald Heights.
Exhibits
At the open record hearing the following exhibits were admitted in the record:

EXHIBIT 1

Technical Committee Report to Hearing Examiner, with the following
attachments:
1. Vicinity Map
2. Zoning Map
3. General Application Form
4. Community Development Guide Amendment Application Form
5. SEPA Application Form
6. Notice of Application and Affidavit of Publishing
7. Notice of Application Public Comment Letters
8. SEPA DNS and Environmental Checklist
9. SEPA DNS Comment Letters
10. Notice of Public Hearing and Affidavits of Posting
11. Rezone Application Packet

EXHIBIT 2

Staff PowerPoint presentation from the May 2nd hearing

EXHIBIT 3

Public Comment letters:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Barbara Mudge, May I, 2011
Larry Turnbull, April 11 2011
Dale Blanchard, April 28, 2011
Don Kindred, April 28, 2011
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Russ Smedley, April 26, 2011
Andrea Williams, April 26, 2011
Richard Niemer, April 26, 2011
Robert Lauer, April 21, 2011
Don Williams, April 21, 2011, with attached Resident Council Statement,
dated April 14, 2011
10. Jane Walls, April 18, 2011
11. Patrick and Shirley Doyle, April 18, 2011
12. Judy Hjorth, April 16, 2011
13. Dick and Joyce Swope, April 14, 2011
14. Larry Pinnt, April 14, 2011
15. Larry Turnbull, April 11, 2011
16. Dolores and Martin Snodgrass, May 2, 2011
17. Don Taves comments(undated) with attached petition opposing zoning change
18. Ellen Taves comments, April 24, 2011 1
19. Bill Franz, May 2, 2011, with two attachments:
a. Emerald Heights Residents' Assoc. Minutes, 11/9/10
b. Results of Survey re: Fitness Center and Additional Apartments

EXHIBIT 4

Additional Applicant submittals consisting of:
a. Notice of Services, General Conditions for Residence, March 2011
b. Residence Agreement, Traditional Plan
c. Residence Agreement, 100% Refundable Plan
d. Residence Agreement, 50% Refundable Plan
e. Assisted Living Addendum to Residence Agreement
f. Emerald Heights/Resident Relations, two-page summary with attached table
detailing communications starting in September 2008
g. "Next Steps" PowerPoint Slide from Residents Association Meeting 9/9/08
h. Residents' Association Meeting Minutes excerpt 1/5/10
1.
Residents' Association Meeting Minutes excerpt 2/9/10
J. Resident Advisory Master Plan Task Force meeting notes, 4/27 /l 0
k. PowerPoint Slide from Residents Association Meeting 5/11/10
I. Correspondence to Residents, dated June 28, 2010
m. Emerald Heights (newsletter) "Renovation and Master Plan Update" dated
July 12, 2010
n. Emerald Heights Project Advisory & Communications Team Meeting Notes
8/24/10
o. Correspondence to Residents, dated November 16, 2010
p. PowerPoint Slide from Residents Association Meeting 2/11/11
q. Emerald Heights (newsletter) dated March 2011

EXHIBIT 5

Judy Hjorth Comment

1

The email from Ms. Taves, dated April 24, 2011, was inadvertently omitted from the public comments submitted
by Staff at hearing. The email was forwarded to the Examiner after adjournment with a request by Ms. Taves to
have it included. Staff seconded the request to have the item included, as its omission had been an oversight. The
emailed comment, consistent with Ms. Taves' testimony at hearing, is admitted.
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Upon consideration of the testimony and exhibits submitted, the Hearing Examiner enters the
following findings and conclusions in support of the decision and recommendation:
FINDINGS
1. The Applicant requested approval of a DGA that would change the zoning for the
existing 38-acre continuing care retirement community (CCRC) from R-4 to R-6 in order
to allow for increased density within the existing project. The site is addressed as 10901
- 176th Circle NE in Redmond, Washington.2 Exhibit 1, page l; Exhibit 1, Attachment 3,
Application; Johnson Testimony.

2.

The DGA application was deemed complete on June 7, 2010. Notice of application was
posted, published, and mailed to property owners within 500 feet on June 23 , 2010. The
City received two comments on the notice of application expressing general questions
about the proposal. Exhibit 1, pages 3- 4; Exhibit 1, Attachments 6 and 7.

3.

The City of Redmond was designated lead agency for review of the in1pacts of the
proposed rezone pursuant to the State Environmental Policy Act (SEP A). The City
reviewed the proposed DGA for compliance with SEPA requirements and issued a
determination of non-significance (DNS) on October 13, 2010. During the SEPA
comment period, the City received comments from neighboring property owners and
letters opposing the proposal from Emerald Heights residents. In addition, residents
submitted a petition expressing concerns about parking, sewer system capacity, and the
potential presence of a spring under the site. In response to resident comments on the
DNS, the Applicant conducted additional public meetings with the public generally and
specifically with residents. No appeals of the DNS were filed. Exhibit 1, pages 2, 4;
Lawrence Comments; Exhibit 1, Attachments 5, 8, and 9; Exhibit 4, Attachments l, m, n,
o, p, and q.

4.

In 1992, the subject property was developed with Emerald Heights, a CCRC owned and
operated by Eastside Retirement Association. Existing site improvements include 401
dwellings, consisting of various independent living units and, in the existing Corwin
Center, assisted living rooms and skilled nursing care rooms. Amenities also include a
fitness center, auditorium, and other group facilities. Open areas of the site are vegetated
with a combination of landscaping and retained mature trees. A Class III stream and
steep slopes with grades greater than 40% occupy the western portion of the site. The
stream, slopes, and buffer for each required pursuant to the City's critical areas ordinance
are set aside in a native growth protect easement (NGPE). The existing retirement
residential units are served by adequate public facilities and services including water,
sewer, and stormwater. Private utilities, including phone, cable, and electricity, also
serve the site. In addition to available public transportation to the site, the facility
provides resident transportation services. The Emerald Heights community is well
screened from adjoining land uses by landscaped buffers on all four sides of the property.
Building heights and setbacks were chosen to ensure compatibility with neighboring

2

The subject property is known as Tax Assessor Parcel 3626059003. Exhibit 1, Attachment 3.
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properties. The screening is so effective that it is possible to drive by Emerald Heights
and not know it is there. Exhibit 1, pages 3, 5, 6; Exhibit 4a; Chambard Testimony.
5.

The subject property is located in the Education Hill Neighborhood. It is surrounded by
single-family residential development within R-1, R-5, and R-6 zoning designations.
Redmond High School is adjacent to the south. Many Redmond High School students
enjoy employment opportunities at Emerald Heights. Exhibit 1, page 3; Exhibit 1,
Attachment.s 1 and 2; Site Visit; Chambard Testimony.

6.

The subject property has a low-moderate residential zoning designation, which
designation encompasses the R-4, R-5,and R-6 zones. The purpose of the low-moderate
residential zones is to provide for primarily single-family residential neighborhoods on
lands suitable for residential development with allowed densities of four, five, or six
dwellings per gross acre. Both the R-4 and R-6 designations provide for stable and
attractive suburban residential neighborhoods with a full range of public services and
facilities. Some complementary nonresidential uses are allowed. Exhibit 1, page 1;
Exhibit 1, Attachment 2; Redmond Community Development Guide (RCDG) 20C.30.15050).

7.

Presently, 28% of existing units are assisted living or skilled nursing care units, with 13%
of units solely for skilled care nursing. Occupancy in the independent living units has run
between 93 to 95 percent in recent years. However, both assisted living and skilled
nursing care units have been occupied at I 00 percent. Provision of on-campus healthcare
services for residents is an expectation of contract fulfillment. As the current resident
population lives longer, the need for additional assisted living and skilled nursing rooms
to serve existing residents will increase. With the present zoning, only nine additional
skilled nursing beds can be added to the Corwin Center. When the demand for assisted
and skilled nursing facilities among present residents exceeds the existing capacity,
residents are placed off-campus in other facilities. Exhibit 1, pages 3, 9; RCDG
20C.30.85-030(3)(b); Exhibits 4.a, 4j; Hardy Testimony.

8.

With its R-4 zoning designation, the subject property can contain a maximum of 456
residential units. IfR-6 zoning were applied to the property, up to 684 residential units
could be approved subject to compliance with zoning standards. Presently, there are 185
people on the Emerald Heights wait list. Exhibit 1, page 3; Hardy Testimony; RCDG
20C.30.85-030(3)(b).

9.

No development is proposed under the instant DGA application; review of any future
development proposals would be required pursuant to the zoning code in effect at the
time of development application, typically through the site plan entitlement process.
Exhibit 1, page 10; Johnson Testimony.

10.

In order to facilitate review of the DGA criteria, the Applicant submitted conceptual
plans demonstrating improvements that could be proposed if the density increase is
approved. According to the conceptual plans submitted, two phases of construction are
proposed, which would result in a final total of 608 dwelling units. Conceptual Phase I
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consists of 84 new independent living units, 16 assisted living units, and 22 skilled
nursing care units, as well as construction of a new wellness (fitness) center, a new
auditorium, renovation of the existing buildings serving those purposes, and associated
parking. Phase I construction is projected to last five years. Conceptual Phase II would
consist of 46 additional independent living units, 14 assisted living units, and 25 skilled
nursing care units, with associated parking over a fifteen year time line. Much of the new
development in both conceptual phases would be placed over existing impervious
surfaces, such as parking structures. This design technique was selected to minimize
interruption to existing vegetation and the creation of new impervious surfaces with
associated stormwater runoff. Exhibit I, page 3; Miller Testimony.
11.

If the conceptual plan were developed as proposed, 31 % of units would be assisted living
and/or skilled nursing care units, with 17% solely for skilled nursing care. Exhibit I,

page 9.
12.

Pursuant to RCDG 20C.70.20-030, development proposals in the Education Hill
neighborhood that exceed the standard density allowed in the underlying zone are
required to undergo sewer system capacity analysis by the City's Technical Committee.
Prior to issuance of the DNS, the City required the Applicant to submit sewer capacity
analysis and modeling based on the proposed density which was evaluated by a third
party consultant. The City of Redmond ' s Capital Facilities Division confirmed that the
downstream sewer system has adequate capacity to receive additional flows anticipated
from the future density proposed by this rezone; however, two downstream manholes
were identified as having a history of maintenance problems. Any future development
proposal would undergo project-specific sewer capacity analysis prior to approval.
Upgrades to the water and sewer systems would be required as part of the phased
development. Exhibit I, pages 5, JO, 12; Johnson Testimony.

13.

Pursuant to the affordable housing standards in RCDG 20D.30, all new senior housing
projects proposed in the City are required to provide a minimum of25% of new units that
satisfy the City's standards for affordable housing. In the present situation, the Applicant
has sought financing through the Washington State Finance Commission, which requires
affordable housing as well. Any future development proposals would be reviewed for
compliance with the required number of affordable units. Exhibit I, page5; Johnson

Testimony.
14.

As depicted in the submitted conceptual plans, no development would be proposed in the
NGPE area in the western portion of the property. All vegetation in the NGPE would be
retained as is. Any future development proposals would be reviewed for compliance with
the City's tree retention requirements and for compliance with the critical areas ordinance
regarding stream and steep slope setbacks and protection. Exhibit I, page 5; Johnson

Testimony.
15.

Planning Staff identified the following as the Comprehensive Plan policies applicable to
the proposal:
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Framework Policies
FW-9 Ensure that the land use pattern accommodates carefully planned levels of
development, fits with existing uses, safeguards the environment, reduces sprawl,
promotes efficient use of land and provision of services and facilities, encourages
an appropriate mix of housing and jobs, and helps maintain Redmond's sense of
community and character.
FW-13 Create opportunities for the market to provide a diversity of housing types,
sizes, densities and prices in Redmond to serve all economic segments and
household types, including those with special needs related to age, health, or
disability.
FW-19 Make each neighborhood a better place to live or work by preserving and
fostering each neighborhood's unique character, while providing for compatible
growth in residences and other land uses, such as businesses, services, or parks.

Land Use Policies
LU-3: Allow new development only where adequate public facilities and services
can be provided.
LU-8: Maintain development regulations to promote compatibility between uses;
retain desired neighborhood character; ensure adequate light, air, and open space;
protect environmental quality; and manage potential impacts on public facilities and
services. Through these regulations address features including but not limited to:

•
•
•
•
•

Impervious surface area and lot coverage.
Building height, bulk, placement, and separation.
Development intensity.
Pedestrian access.
Landscaping.

LU-27: Designate allowed residential densities and housing types to provide for a
housing stock that includes a range of choices to meet all economic segments and
household types, including those with special needs related to age, health, or
disability.

Housiniz Policies
H0-21: Work with agencies, private developers and non-profit organizations to
locate housing in Redmond intended to serve Redmond's special needs populations,
particularly those with challenges related to age, health, or disability.
H0-35: Require a portion of units added as part of any rezone that increases
residential capacity to be affordable to low- and moderate-income househo Ids.
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Neighborhood Plan
N-EH-14: Encourage a mix of housing types, styles and a range of choices while
maintaining the overall single-family character of established neighborhoods in
Education Hill.
N-EH-15: Promote a variety of housing choices that are accessible to persons of all
income levels.

Staff submitted the position that as proposed, the development guide amendment would
effectuate the goals and policies of the City's Comprehensive Plan. Exhibit 1, pages 5-8;
Johnson Testimony.
16.

Retirement residence uses require one parking space per independent residential unit, two
spaces per duplex, and approximately 1.25 parking spaces per each staff member. Based
on these requirements, the existing 503 parking spaces exceed the 363 spaces required by
code. During special events when additional parking supply is required, Emerald Heights
provides shuttle service to off-site parking at locations that have included Redmond High
School and area churches. Parking associated with any future expansion would reviewed
through the site plan entitlement process. Exhibit 1, pages 12-13; Johnston Testimony;
Miller Testimony.

17.

The existing Emerald Heights conmmnity has one main access off of 176th Avenue NE,
which is manned 24-hours a day by a security guard. A second emergency-only gated
access driveway is located on NE 111 th Street. According to the conceptual plans
submitted, the existing access on 176 th A venue NE would be retained as the primary
access for visitor and delivery registration, as well as resident access. The emergencyonly driveway on NE 111 th Street would be relocated southeast and improved to provide
a secondary access for residents and employees. Exhibit 1, page 13; Miller Testimony.

18.

According to the ITE Trip Generation Manual, multi-family residential projects generally
generate 2. 81 vehicle trips per occupied unit. Based on industry standard calculations, a
proposed expansion of207 residential units would generate about 610 additional vehicle
trips per day with 62 trips during the weekday PM peak hour. This projection includes
trips by residents, staff, visitors, and any off-site traffic that the on-site amenities would
draw if the conceptual plans are built as proposed. According to City Staff, this level of
traffic increase would not adversely affect transportation facilities in the vicinity. Any
future development would be reviewed for traffic impacts at the time of proposal.
Exhibit 1, page 13; Johnston Testimony.

19.

The Emerald Heights Rezone would increase senior housing in a variety of housing types
in the Education Hill Neighborhood, in response to market demand. Any future
development would be required to provide at least 25% of the units as affordable to
households earning less than 80% of King County median income. The proposed DGA
would not alter the uses on-site, but would increase allowed density ofresidential
development. Exhibit 1, pages 6-8.
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20.

In the Technical Committee Report, Staff initially recommended several conditions of
DGA permit approval relating to future site development. At hearing, Staff rescinded the
recommended conditions of permit approval noting that they would be more
appropriately applied during site plan entitlement review. Exhibit], pages 14-15;
Johnson Testimony.

21.

Notice of public hearing for the rezone was posted, mailed, and published consistent with
the requirements of the applicable code provisions. Exhibit 1, pages 3-4; Exhibit 1,
Attachment 10.

22.

A large number ofresidents, board members, and others - including one neighboring land
owner and one employee - provided comment at the public hearing on the instant DGA
application. Resident opinion at hearing was both in favor and in opposition to the
proposed rezone.
A. In favor: Testimony in favor of the rezone noted that the current proposal has been
developed in a process that has been underway at least seven years. Members of the
Emerald Heights Board of Directors testified that the rezone is consistent with their
fiduciary duty to current residents and the Board's obligation to address future
demand. Much testimony noted that the aging of the baby boomer population will
drive up demand for CCRC units and that Emerald Heights should expand to serve a
greater percentage of that population. Those in favor expressed the opinion that the
rezone is needed for the facility remain competitive in the market and to provide
expected services to current residents. Other testimony in favor noted that the current
facilities are now 20 years old and in need ofrenovation and expansion. Some in
favor testified about the recently added "living room" which many residents thought
was not a necessary amenity, but all now enjoy it. Based on that experience and the
generally high quality oflife enjoyed on-site, some in favor stated that they are
content to defer to the judgment of the administration about other improvements.
Residents, an employee, and a neighbor of Emerald Heights all testified that the
CCRC does a lot of good in the community through volunteer and donation projects
and that its expansion will allow it to do more good for the greater community. The
ten member Resident Council voted eight in favor and two opposed to the DOA.

Plovie Testimony; Pinnt Testimony; Don Williams Testimony; Swope Testimony;
Bergevin Testimony; Chambard Testimony; Hussey Testimony; Smedley Testimony;
Rodriguez Testimony; Lauer Testimony; Hjorth Testimony; Wright Testimony;
Blanchard Testimony; Bunny Williams Testimony; Loyd Testimony; Snodgrass
Testimony; Exhibit 3, Attachments 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 16; See Exhibit
3.9, Resident Council Statement, dated April 14, 2011.
B. Opposed: Testimony in opposition to the rezone expressed concerns about the
responsiveness of the administration to the desires of current residents and stated that
there has been a lack of transparency in the decision making process. Several
residents opposed the rezone because they believe the proposed expansions would
result in increased monthly service fees (paid by each resident in addition to an initial
buy-in sum). Residents expressed a concern that the currently unoccupied
Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendation
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independent living units (and occupancy rates alleged to exist at other CCRCs)
demonstrate that there is no guarantee that the new independent living units would be
fully occupied, leaving current residents to cover those costs. Opposition included
argument against the facility undertaking loans for expansions and improvements that
some residents feel are not necessary because exiting facilities are adequate. Specific
concerns about the size, orientation, location, and costs of the proposed fitness center
and auditorium were offered. A number of people opposed the expansion because
they do not want to see the open spaces on-site developed. Many who testified took
exception to the City's statement that current on-site parking exceeds the minimum
required by code, asserting that there is not enough parking. Those opposed noted
that the Applicant can open another facility elsewhere to accomplish the goals of
increasing retirement living opportunities. Some expressed concerns about increased
on-site traffic, vehicle emissions, and changes to the existing layout including the
cottages, the rose garden, and other landscaping features. Some opposed to the
rezone testified to a concern that Emerald Heights is unique and special because it has
so much open space and that increased density will destroy this uniqueness. A
petition was submitted with the signatures of residents who oppose the proposed
expansion. Don Taves Testimony; Franz Testimony; Farrell Testimony; Knopf
Testimony; Moody Testimony; Ellen Taves Testimony; Mudge Testimony; Heer
Testimony; Exhibit 3, Attachments 1, 7, 17, 18, and 19,· See Petition at Exhibit 3.17;
See Exhibit 3.19, Emerald Heights Residents' Association Meeting Minutes, 11/9/10,
and Results of Survey re: Fitness Center and Additional Apartments. No nonresidents opposed the rezone.
23.

In response to public comment, the Applicant noted that the record reflects extensive
communication between the administration and the residents of Emerald Heights over a
period of years. Lawrence Comments,· Exhibit 4f- 4q.

24.

Residents of Emerald Heights possess a lifetime right of use of the facilities. Contracts
establishing residency specifically do not grant a lease, title, or any other interest in the
real estate, personal property, buildings or improvements. Residents' rights are
"primarily for services with a contractual right ofresidency". Exhibits 4.b, 4.c, 4.d,·
Lawrence Comments.

25.

The Technical Committee, which is comprised of staff from the Planning, Public Works,
and Fire Departments, reviewed the application for compliance with City codes, the
Redmond Comprehensive Plan, and SEPA, and recommended approval. Exhibit 1, pages
1, 14; Johnson Testimony.

CONCLUSIONS
Jurisdiction
The Hearing Examiner is authorized to conduct open record hearings and issue recommendations
to City Council on Type IV permits, including development guide amendment applications,
pursuant to RCDG 20F.30.15-040 and -060 and 20F.30.45-015.
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Criteria for Review
Pursuant to RCDG 20F.40. 70-050, the City Council shall take the following factors into account
when considering a development guide amendment:
1. The amendment complies with the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map, policies, and
prov1s10ns.
2. The amendment bears a substantial relation to the public health and safety.
3. The amendment is warranted because of changed circumstances, a mistake, or because of
a need for additional property in the proposed zoning district.
4. The subject property is suitable for development in general conformance with zoning
standards under the proposed zoning district.

6. Adequate public facilities and services are likely to be available to serve the development
allowed by the proposed zoning.
7. The probable adverse environmental impacts of the types of development allowed by the
proposed zone can be mitigated taking into account all applicable regulations or the
unmitigated impacts are acceptable.
8. The amendment complies with all other applicable criteria and standards in the Redmond
Community Development Guide.
Other Applicable Provisions
Pursuant to RCDG 20C.30.85-030(3)(b), retirement residences located in the R-4 through R-6
zones that provide some component of assisted living or skilled nursing care may be allowed an
increase in density by up to three times the number of units permitted by the underlying zone,
provided each of the following conditions exists:
1.

11.

lll.

A minimum of 10 percent of the units are licensed for assisted living or skilled
nursing care programs; however, no more than 25 percent of the units may be
licensed for skilled nursing care.
There is adequate water and sewer capacity to serve the proposed development,
together with the water and sewer capacity existing to accommodate the planned
growth for the service area(s) in which the property is located.
Traffic generated by the retirement residence is not significantly greater than traffic
generated in the surrounding residential neighborhoods. In addition, the applicant
shall provide to the City a transportation management plan (TMP). The TMP shall
address the following: traffic control, parking management (including the
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mitigation of overflow parking into the adjoining residential neighborhood), and
traffic movement to the arterial street system. In addition to on-site parking
requirements, parking in excess of the maximum may be permitted on existing offsite satellite parking lots, subject to City approval of a joint use agreement. Off-site
parking in a residential zone shall be limited to lots shared with existing
institutional uses, such as schools.
iv.

The project shall comply with all development standards for the zone in which the
development is located, including height, setbacks, open space, lot coverage, and
impervious surface requirements.

v.

Landscape Requirements. Setback areas located adjacent to the side, street side, and
rear property lines shall be landscaped to sufficiently screen the development from
surrounding residential uses. Similar landscaping shall also be provided within the
front setback areas when needed to screen parking. Where possible, existing mature
vegetation shall be retained. The Design Review Board may allow reduced
landscaping requirements for projects that exhibit exceptional site and architectural
design qualities that reflect nearby neighborhood character. Such projects shall be
well integrated with the surrounding neighborhood, including linkages to
surrounding uses through pedestrian and vehicular connections. Alternative
linkages may be proposed by those facilities where an enclosed facility is mandated
by licensing requirements for the type of care offered at the Retirement Residence
(such as Alzheimer's or other dementia care facilities).

v1.

Retirement residence facilities developed under these provisions shall not be
entitled to any other senior housing density bonuses, including those described in
Section 20D.30. l O (Affordable Housing) or Section 20D.30.15 (Affordable Senior
Housing Bonus) of the Redmond Community Development Guide.

vii.

Availability. A minimum of25 percent of the new units increased above the
underlying zone as a result of this section shall be set-aside for households earning
less than 80 percent of the King County Median Income, adjusted for household
size.

vu1.

For existing developments that are expanding under these provisions, the set-aside
units may be located either in the existing or new units, but shall be in addition to
any set-aside units already provided in the existing facility.

1x.

The operator of the facility shall provide an annual report to the City providing
information documenting compliance with the set-aside requirement. Facilities
financed under Washington State Housing Finance Commission (WSHFC)
programs may submit a copy of the annual report to WSHFC to satisfy this
requirement.

x.

Set-aside units required by these regulations shall be administered according to the
same requirements
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Conclusions Based on Findings
1.
The existing CCRC has been present on-site for nearly 20 years with no adverse impacts
to surrounding development. If the rezone were approved, increased density would be
confined to the subject property. Resulting expansion of on-site amenities would
increase the types and variety of housing in the Education Hill neighborhood without
impacting surrounding development. The rezone would not result in development
incompatible with that existing or permitted on surrounding properties. If expansion
occurred, affordable senior housing targets could be ensured through site plan entitlement
review. If approved, the amendment would comply with the Comprehensive Plan Land
Use Map, policies, and provisions. Findings 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 15.
2.

Because it would allow for an increase in the number of affordable senior housing units
in Redmond developed in compliance with City standards, the rezone would benefit the
public health, safety, and welfare. Findings 7, 8, 19, and 22A.

3.

Approval of the rezone would address an identified market demand for senior housing,
specifically increasing assisted living and skilled nursing unit availability for current
residents. The amendment is warranted because of changed circumstances. Findings 7,
8, and 19.

4.

•,ub<,;.u]l;:dly ~imi lar ll:-.L'" at :--Oll1C'\Ylrnt d.1i'lt:J\fl~
dcn•:11i,•-;. ;my dc,cil1ri1 1:..·111 p,"L•poscd ·,u h·-:c-qu,.-11! tu ,:ppt,),:ii Pi°t!1L: IL'lot1c \\c11iid h,:
co1isi,.1,_'.Jll wiLli cx1:-;ting sil1.' (l(..'\Cl op1r1,~'.: 1t, \\ h;ch lu.h c0-c:\i<.1(..·d pc~h.:1..ably ~ince Jt)•J~
'-' uh :--urr,.it !l1ding u:--"'"· \ny llJture dc:'.·clupmcnt or 1'1c s1k ,, ould undc-rgo sit1..· rlan
\?-ll1ill,~n1c nt re\ iC\V l\r d·--~ti,:nnini:..~ coni()r!t\~r1 ~c \\'l:·h R-h ,~Pni.n~ '\t~11HL1rd,. 1:111,lin:;, 4.
U,:;-.:~1Lhl: lih.' ;::.- 0 \ :,:Kl i-,-h ;on:\; .-11:t)W

~

5.
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6.

The municipal water and sewer utilities have capacity to serve the increased density that
could occur on-site if the rezone is approved. The preliminary traffic impact analysis
shows that the potential increase in daily vehicle traffic could be accommodated by the
current transportation system without adversely affecting area intersections. Any future
development on-site would undergo site plan entitlement review to identify and be
required to mitigate the impacts of the specific proposal. The record contains no
evidence indicating there is any inadequacy in public services and facilities to handle
development that could result from the rezone. Findings 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, and 18.

7.

The rezone was reviewed pursuant to the State Environmental Policy Act and a DNS was
issued. No appeals were filed and the DNS is final. Future development proposals that
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trigger environmental review would be independently reviewed for adverse
environmental impacts. Findings 3, 9, I 0, and 25.
8.

Specifically relating to retirement residence requirements: future expansions on-site
would be required to set aside at least 25 percent of new units as affordable senior
housing.. The developer would be required to upgrade sewer and water systems to meet
the needs of any proposed expansion. Future development would be reviewed prior to
approval for compliance with transportation, parking, and landscaping standards. The
application materials indicate that the Applicant would seek financing through
Washington State Housing Finance Commission programs. The proposed rezone would
comply with all applicable criteria in the Redmond Community Development Guide, and
any future development proposals would be reviewed for compliance. Findings I 0, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19.

9.

The open record public hearing in this matter was a model of public participation. Many
individuals expended significant effort to share their views in favor of and in opposition
to an increase in on-site density. Testimony from both positions was offered articulately
and collegially, demonstrating a high level of engagement and strong community feeling.
Rcsidc nt:s' ri ght:-: :is st,1kc ho idcrs in ilk' frH: il · ,ni:·'.t; uncl-:1 leg al 1h,:or ic:, o(
nn
11rcna in ,vh ic l1 ne ither the Heai ing Ex::irnin~cr 11or llic Ci!) Co uncil has juri•;di,:1inn:;!
authoril y. i hcsc righL~ ,;:mno1 be cnnsi(krcd in dccidrng lh-.: illshrnl :,pp!ic,tt ion ft,r
rezone. Testimony in opposition did not demonstrate any failure of the application to
comply with the criteria for DGA approval. Because the application satisfies the criteria
for approval, it must be approved. Findings 22, 23, and 24.

RECOMMENDATION
Based on the preceding findings and conclusions, the Redmond Hearing Examiner recommends
that the DGA changing the zoning of the 38-acre Emerald Heights property located at 10901 176th Circle NE from R-4 to R-6 SHOULD BE GRANTED.

RECOMMENDED May 16, 2011.

By:

Sharon A. Rice
City of Redmond Hearing Examiner
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ATTACHMENT C

BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER
FOR THE CITY OF REDMOND
In the Matter of the Application of

EmeraJd Heigh ts

For approval of a
Development Guide Amendment

)
)
)
)
)

EmeraJd Heights
Development Guide Amendment

)
)
)

DECISION
ON RECONSIDERATION

NO. LI00204

)

Decision on Reconsideration
The request for reconsideration is granted in part and denied in part.
Background
The above-captioned matter was heard by the Redmond Hearing Examiner on May 2, 20 J I. On
May 16, 2011, findings, conclusions, and a recommendation for approval were issued
(Recommendation) to the Redmond City Council.
On May 31, 2011, a request for reconsideration was timely filed by Don and Ellen Taves. The
request consists of a nine page \-Vritten memorandum, outlining the Taves' bases for
reconsideration request, with eight attached pages of new exhibits. The request alleged errors
with regard to: exclusion of testimony related to the fitness center project; alleged errors or
omissions in Findings 4, 7, 8, I 0, 14, 15, 16, I 9, 22, and 228; and alleged errors in Conclusions
I and 2. The Taves requested the hearing be reconvened to supplement the record on the above
items and/or that the Recommendation be reversed.
Through a Post-Hearing Order, issued June I, 2011, the Examiner requested responses from the
Applicant and City Staff. Both responses were timely submitted on June 8, 20 I I.
Jurisdiction
Requests for reconsideration of Hearing Examiner recommendations in Type IV applications are
governed by Redmond Community Development Code (RCDG) 20F.30.45- I 00(6), which states:
Any party of record may file a written request with the Hearing Examiner for
reconsideration within IO business days of the date of the Hearing Examiner's
decision. The request shall explicitly set forth alleged en-ors of procedure or fact.
The Hearing Examiner shall act within 14 days after the filing of lhe request for
an appeal by either denying the request, issuing a revised decision, or calling for
an additional public hearing.
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Discussion
I.
Regarding the eight pages of documents attached to the nine-page request for
reconsideration: Pursuant to the Redmond Hearing Examiner Rules of Procedure,
evidence submitted after the public hearing will only be considered upon a showing of
significant relevance and good cause for delay in its submission. Redmond Community
Developmem Guide (RCDG) 1/ppendix 20F-2. Hearing Examiner Rules VI.F.5. The
"close of the record at adjournment" was explained at the outset of the public hearing.
The reconsideration request does not show good cause for delay in submission of any
new evidence. None of the attached documents are admitted in the record. 1 To the
extent that the nine-page reconsideration request seeks to submit nc·w factual evidence
beyond that offered at hearing, such factual evidence is not admissible and should not be
considered part of the record before the City Council or on further appeal.
2.

Regarding the asse11ion that testimony about the fitness center project was improperly
excluded from the record: The requested rezone, if approved, would not authorize any
specific construction plan. It would allow for future applications for land development to
be submitted and reviewed according to R-6 zoning standards rather than R-4 standards.
The details of any proposed or ongoing alterations to existing buildings in Emcrald
Heights arc not relevant to the inquiry of whether the Applicant has demonstrated
compliance with the criteria for development guide amendment approval. The fact that
Mrs. Taves' written comments on the subject \Vere admitted (at Exhibit 3.18) does not
change the relevance of the subject to the rezone inquiry. No error occurred when the
testimony was excluded.

3.

Contested Finding 4 slates that "[t]he stream, slopes, and buffer for each required
pursuant 10 the City's critical areas ordjnance are set aside in a native growth protect
easement (NGPE)." This is supported by information on pogc 5 of the Technical
Committee report in the reco.rd at E"'hibit l. Contested Finding 14 refers to the stream
and slope area of the site as being within a NGPE. However, as asserted by the Taves in
the reconsideration request, the statements in the Technical Committee report about the
existence ofan NGPE are in error, as conceded by the City and stipulated by the
Applicant in their June 8, 2011 responses. The stream, slopes, and associated buffers are
protected by the City of Redmond critical areas ordinance, regardless of recorded
easement. Findings 4 and 14 should be corrected.

4.

Regarding other errors alleged in findings and conclusions 2, the request for
reconsideration fails to establish errors of fact or procedure. It is the Hearing Examiner's

1

One attached document, Mrs. Taves' April 24, 2011 email, is already in the record al Exhibil 3, Attachment 18.
2

Other alleged errors includc: Finding 7, relating to on-site occupancy in skilled nursing and assisted
Iiving units; Finding 8, relating to the waiting list; Finding I 0, relating to creation of new impervious
surfaces; Findings 14, 15, and 19, relating to whether approval of the rezone would result in an increase in
the variety of available housing types; Findings 16 and 22B, relating to the adequacy of on-site parking;
Finding 22, relating to its omission of the number and/or percentage or individuals opposing the rezone;
Finding 22B, relating to the adequacy of evidence on the subject of market demand for more units;
Conclusion l, relating to 1hc alleged failure to demonstrate changed circumstances sufficient to support a
rezone; and Conclusion 2, relating to its alleged failure to consider impacts to Emerald Heights residents
in the analysis of compatibility.
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duty to review available information, maintain an accurate record of the proceedings,
determine findings of fact from the record, and form conclusions in support of
recommendations. The findings and conclusions as issued are based on all evidence
properly admitted in the record as weighed according to the professional judgment of the
fact finder. The Taves had an opportunity to present evidence to establish tliefr view of
the facts at hearing. Any arguments offered al hearing that were not addressed in the
findings and conclusions \.Vere not concluded to be relevant to the determination of
whether compliance with criteria for approval had been shown. No showing has been
made that would merit reconvening the public hearing, and no other changes to the
Recommendation (other than correcting Findings 4 and 14) arc appropriate.

Order
l)

The following documents are added to the record of the above-captioned maller:
• May 31, 2011 Request for Reconsideration (nine pages)
• June 2, 2011 Post-Hearing Order
• June 8, 2011 Response from the City
• June 8, 20 I I Response from the Applicant
• June 14, 20 I I Decision on Reconsideration
None of the documents attached to the May 31, 20 I I reconsideration reques! are
admitted. To the extent that the nine-page reconsideration request submits new factual
evidence beyond that offered at hearing, such factual evidence is not admissible and
should not be considered part of the record before the City Council or on fur!hcr appeal.

2)

Finding 4 is amended as follows:
4. Jn 1992, the subject property was developed with Emerald Heights, a CCRC
owned and operated by Eastside Retirement Association. Existing site
improvements include 40 I dwellings, consisting of various independent living units
and, in the existing Corwin Center, assisted living rooms and skilled nursing care
rooms. Amenities also include a fitness center, auditorium, and other group
facilities . Open areas of the site are vegetated with a combination of landscaping
and retained mature trees. A Class III stream and steep slopes with grades greater
than 40% occupy the western portion of the site. The st:-eare, s!ope:;, and buffer foreach req:.:!rcd pursuant to the -City's critical areas ord:nance are set ~s:.:e In a ~
growlh pro~;.:;.:t euse, .. ent (}JGPE). The existing retirement residential units are
served by adequate public facilities and services including water, sewer, and
stormwater. Private utilities, including phone, cable, and electricity, also serve the
site. In addition to available public transportation to the site, the facility provides
resident transportation services. The Emerald Heights community is well screened
from adjoining land uses by landscaped buffers on all four sides of the property.
Building heights and setbacks were chosen to ensure compatibility with
neighboring properties. The screening is so efTective that it is possible to drive by
Emerald Heigh!s and not know it is there. Exhibir I, pages 3, 5, 6; Exhibi1 4a;

Chambard Testimony.
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3)

Finding 14 is amended as follows:
14. As depicted in the submitted conceptual plans, no development would be
proposed in the NGPB area in the western po1tion of the property where the stream,
slopes, and associated buffers are located. AU vegetation in the NGP!i: yrnuld be
retained as iB-:-Any future development proposals would be reviewed for
compliance with the City's tree retention requirements and for compliance with the
critical areas ordinance regarding stream and steep slope setbacks and protection.

Exhibit 1, page 5; Johnson Testimony.
4)

No other changes are made to the May 16, 2011 Recorrnnendation.

ORDERED June 14, 2011.
By:

Sharon A. Rice
City of Redmond Hearing Examiner
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CERTIFICATION OF TRANSCRIBER
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~Jlr"Jf L. M,; £ktv,

prepared the attached transcript from tape

recordings of th:above-identified proceedings, and I certify under penalty of
perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the attached is a true,
correct and complete transcript of those proceedings to the best of my ability.
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EMERALD HEIGHTS REZONE
REDMOND CITY COUNCIL MEETING
JULY 19, 2011

PART 1 OF 2 [Begin 00:00:57, End 01:20:00]
MAN : . .. so we' d have a wood fence around the park. We repaired the [wood? 00 :57 :02] damage on
the trail just outside the park, so anybody who rides bikes down there, they'll probably have a less
bumpy ride. There's a new kiosk in the park, and there is also a new sculpture that has been restored
and placed in the park. That was the three items that we discussed in Parks and [unintelligible 00:57:20]
Services.
MAN : Very good. Any other committee reports? Mr. Cole?
COLE: Just a question for Ms. Allen. The ETP released another [unintelligible 00:57:31]. Did I not see
that?
MAN : I don' t remember you sharing it with the Council.
ALLEN: I could certainly circulate it to you. It was the same letter that we approved for the mayor to
sign .
COLE : Oh, okay.
ALLEN: We just changed it to include all the member cities of the ETP.
COLE: That's fine then.
WOMAN: None of the substance was changed .
MAN: Any other committee reports? Moving on, no unfinished business . Mr. Cole?
COLE: So, the next item, I sit on a citizens advisory board for Emerald Heights with a number of other
people and for that reason, I'm going to have to recuse myself.

MAN: Any objection? All right, Mr. Cole.
COLE: I'll be in the lobby.

MAN : You'll be in the lobby?
COLE: [Unintelligible 00:58:19].

MAN: We'll come fetch you for the next two. We have a closed record proceeding for Emerald Heights
Retirement facility development guide amendment to the zoning map. L1002L4. [Transcriber couldn't
tell if the second to the last digit was an O or an L 00:58 :31] . The rules of the closed record proceeding
is that each side has 10 minutes collectively, so it there's more than one of you on a particular side, you
need to share the minutes. First, we'll start with a staff report, and then we'll open the public hearing
[later? 00:58:52]. We're open, yes, it is a public hearing. It's not?
MAN: It's not a public hearing.
MAN: It's not a public hearing. [Unintelligible 00:58:59]. Mr. [Haney? 00:59:02].
HANEY: It is a closed record proceeding, it's not a public hearing.
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MAN: There you go.
HANEY: A public hearing is where all members of the public are invited to speak on the subject and to
enter new testimony, and a closed record proceeding is much more limited, with no new evidence to be
presented.
MAN: Thank you very much. All right, Tom.
WOMAN: [Unintelligible 00:59:30]. We'll [unintelligible 00:59:31] for a few moments.
MAN: All right. Ms. Allen?
ALLEN: While [Walter? 00:59:36] is setting up, I just, I want to disclose that one of the witnesses that
testified at the public hearing [just recently? 00:59:43] and noted Martin [Snodgrass? 00:59:46], a
personal friend of mine. I have not discussed the case with him at all, nor do I think that it would affect
my judgment one way or the other. I work with the hearing examiner and do this all the time. But I just
wanted to have that on the record.
MAN: Any other disclosures? [Tara? 01:00:01], go ahead.
MAN: It's still hung up. It's up on the screens on the dais.
WOMAN: Perfect. We're all set now.
MAN: Although it-[unintelligible 01:00:11]. Mr. Stilin.
STILIN: I live next door to Emerald Heights. I'll just let you know.
MAN : Thank you for disclosing that. All right, [Tara? 01:00:21].
TARA: Good evening, Mayor and Councilmembers. I have a brief presentation from [unintelligible
01:00:27] from the Planning Department. Tonight we have a proposal to amend [unintelligible
01:00:35] to amend the zoning map for the Emerald Heights Retirement Community. To provide you
with some context, the Emerald Heights Retirement Community is located just north of Redmond High
School, which is located right here, and south of Northeast 111 t h Street and west of 176 th Avenue NE.
So the Emerald Heights Retirement Community consists of about 38 acres, almost [unintelligible
01:01:04] a few miles located in the Education Home neighborhood . The proposal includes to amend
the zoning from R-4 to R-6. The proposal is in compliance with the comprehensive plan land use
designation, which designates it as single-family urban . This designation allows for a range of densities
that range from R-4 right up to R-8, and the proposal meets that requirement.
Additionally, the reason for the rezone [unintelligible 01:01:31] is so that the applicants can change the
number of units within the facility over a 20-year timeline. So there's no proposal currently to change
any number of units.
In terms of process, a public hearing was held on the project on May 2, 2011. The hearing examiner
held a public hearing and recommended approval on the zone change request. The City received a
request for reconsideration on May 31, which was timely and in compliance with all our timelines. The
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hearing examiner reviewed the request for reconsideration and then denied the request. A copy of the
hearing examiner's decision, both on the reconsideration and on the zone change request, have been
included in the packet this evening.
That concludes my presentation, and I'd be happy to answer any questions that you may have.
MAN: Any questions? Before we go on, two Councilmembers disclosed relationships. This is the time if
anyone has an objection that those Councilmembers be on the dais.
WOMAN: Hi, I'm [Molly Lawrence? 01:02:43], here on behalf of Emerald Heights. I don't know if I an
objection. I was going to ask Councilmember Stilin If I misheard your name, I apologize. You indicated
that you're a neighbor. Do you have any particular bias or reason to believe you can't be impartial when
making a decision?

MAN: No.
WOMAN: Okay, no objection.
MAN: All right. There's been no objections. We will continue with the six we have. We've had the staff
report. At this time, I'll open the closed record proceeding. I have six people who signed up to testify.
[spelling for all names, starting at 01:03:20) Don Tares, Eileen Tares, Martha Sampson, Molly Lawrence
and Swati Yani. I'm sure I'm not pronouncing that right. If you'd like to come forward and we'll try to
sort you out between pro and against. Is there anyone else coming forward?

MAN : I think maybe they were just reserved if I didn't use the whole time.
MAN: All right. And which position are you taking, sir?

MAN: Against.
MAN: Against. Is there anyone against that would like to join Mr. Tares?
MAN: Taves.
MAN: Taves. Excuse me. All right, you have 10 minutes, sir, and you can stop any time and reserve the
balance if you wish.
MAN: Thank you. I'm Dr. Donald R. Taves. I'm speaking for the majority of the residents of Emerald
Heights who voted 151 to four last fall against any new apartments. I've been a resident of Emerald
Heights for 17 years, long enough to see considerable change in the relationship between residents and
the administration. We used to be a community where we worked together, but we are here tonight to
protest the administration's request for zone change from R-4 to R-6.
The reason for the request for a zone change, according to your Planning Department, is-and I quote"The proposed expansion is a response to market demands for an increase in the number of senior
housing units needed to serve the needs of the community." In my comments, entered into the record
on May 2, I pointed out three similar facilities in the area that have been open for over a year with still
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less than 60 percent filled. All similar facilities, including Emerald Heights, are currently operating with
idle units. This statement in the record is uncontested, and is still essentially correct .
The rezone application is no evidence whatsoever that there is a need for independent living units.
Their evidence is only actuarial data on the number of assisted living and nursing beds needed for our
number of independent units. My request for reconsideration pointed out that the evidence wa s in
error because it projected a shortage, which did not occur. Residents were informed recently by Mrs.
[Hardy? 01:06:36], our President and CEO, that we now have enough skilled nursing and assisted living
beds, confirming that error.
Therefore, the only reason for this zone change is to make Emerald Heights bigger. However, at our
residents' association meeting last fall, residents voted 151 to four that we wanted no new apartments
on this campus. We voted it again in two different ways, and each time the vote was a resounding no.
We are against the zoning change, against building any new apartments-independent living
apartments-on the campus for a variety of reasons . It will destroy the beauty of our campus, with our
low, wandering [min i? main? 01 :07:36] building, the attractive cottages where their lovely landscapes,
and a large [unintelligible 01:07 :42] area behind them.
It will also make impossible to maintain our sense of community. Research says with over 500 residents
.. . turn my page here . . . it is impossible. We now have 465 residents. Thus, more apartments would
destroy our sense of community. It would destroy our cottages, which gives us a unique advantage over
our competition. None of them have cottages. They're all on small parcels of land.
It would subject us to years of disruption during endless construction, and it would destroy more of our
needed growth, which the Planning Department and we erroneously thought was protected by a native
growth protection easement. We've already invaded our woods to provide the expansion of one of our
drainage ponds for the new fitness center.
You should also be opposed to zone 6 upgrade because it violates your code. First, affordable housing.
The City code states" All new senior housing proposed within the City shall be required to provide a
minimum of 25 percent of the new units' increased both the underlying zone as affordable." We
currently have six units for moderate income people that we've been unable to fill after a year of
intense recruitment efforts. Our fees are apparently so high that they are not affordable for people with
moderate incomes. Any new apartments are likely to be even more expensive.
Second, diversity. Again, from the City codes : "Create opportunities for the market to provide diversity
of housing types, sizes and density." The application for rezone calls for the removal of the cottages to
build apartment buildings. This would decrease the diversity of housing on our campus .
Third, unique character. " Make each neighborhood a better place to live or work by preserving and
fostering each neighborhood's unique character." Our unique character is our open country style that
transitions from high-density units to cottages with lawns, trees and gardens, blending into beautiful
woods . The master plan would destroy that transition . It would go directly from high-density
apartments to the woods, assum ing the woods' wooded area would not be destroyed for parking and
other uses.
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Fourth, retain style. There's a weakness in the current rule regarding the review of the master plan for
the zone change. Emerald Heights' submission states-and I quote-"The proposed new development
within Emerald Heights will retain the current residential style and atmosphere." Emerald Heights'
current construction plans for the fitness center do not retain the present residential style and
atmosphere. The current fitness center does. The rules allow applicants to make promises in the
master plan, but don't hold them to their promises when applying for building permits.
Last, no reexamination . Another weakness in the rules in the application for rezone asks for the need
for such a request, but the building permits do not call for examination of that question. The failure to
examine Emerald Heights' request for need for later building permits will allow the destruction of much
of what we value on the campus. It will also leave a huge carbon imprint on the environment. The
current building permit application for the new fitness center is a case in point.
Furthermore, Redmond residents most significantly affected by the proposed zone change are the
residents of Emerald Heights. These are the 465 Redmond residents who chose to move to Emerald
Heights in part based on the assurances by the administration that the campus was maxed out.
MAN: Excuse me, Dr. Taves. I just want to let you know you have one minute remaining.
TAVES: Thank you. They assured us that the City of Redmond had indicated that no more residential
units would be permitted on the campus. Many Emerald Heights residents made the decision to spend
a large part of their retirement savings to move to Redmond on this understanding. We believe that the
City of Redmond has an obligation not to change our zones without us being informed.
In conclusion, we residents would like to see Emerald Heights become better, not bigger. We 180 voting
residents of Redmond defied the administration's policies against petitions, even to the City of
Redmond, and signed a request for no zone change and no new apartments on our campus. We urge
you to vote no on Emerald Heights' application for an R-6 zone change. Thank you .
MAN: Thank you. Is there anyone wishing to speak for this? [applause]
WOMAN: Good evening. I am again [Molly Lawrence 01:14:50] here on behalf of Emerald Heights.
First, just for the record, I need to object on the record for many of these new statements that were
added in Mr. Taves's testimony. They [seem to? significantly? 01:15:01] differ from what we
[unintelligible 01:15 :02] . Just need to put that on the record . Didn't need to get into it with him when
he was up here, and I appreciate his comments and his concerns .
I do want to, as I get started, to make [unintelligible 01:15:14] identifying some of the people who are
with me tonight to support the rezone. We have [spelling all 01:15:18] Lisa Hardy, the CEO of Emerald
Heights. We have Linda Hussey, the board chairperson of the board for Emerald Heights. Mary?? and
Jane?? are on the board and also residents of Emerald Heights. We have the members of the resident
council who have supported this rezone, and more than a dozen additional residents who do continue
to support this rezone, as well as several staff members. So, the number of folks, I wouldn't ask them to
stand. I just wanted to acknowledge that they are here with us tonight.
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I believe that most of the Council members are familiar with Emerald Heights, but let me give you just a
little bit of history. Emerald Heights is a not-for-profit continuing care retirement community. It is also
called a life care community. It's developed on a 38-acre site in the Education Hill neighborhood and it's
owned and operated by Eastside Retirement Association. It's governed by a highly qualified volunteer
board of directors, which includes, as I mentioned, the three residents who are also here tonight.
Guided by Christian principles, Emerald Heights is a proven leader in the development and operation of
not-for-profit, new-generation retirement communities dedicated to creating caring, stimulating and
innovative senior housing opportunities.
Emerald Heights first opened its doors in October 1992, and since then they've undergone periodic
expansions and updates to meet the demands of its residents and the retirement market. The first
renovation was in 1995, when we expanded the dining room and also revised the skilled nursing services
to create specialized memory care space.
In 2000 and 2005, Emerald Heights added 17 new resident apartments to help meet market demand,
and expanded the assisted living and memory care units from 30 apartments to 56.
Emerald Heights currently provides housing and services to approximately 460 residents age 62 and
over. Three hundred and sixty of our residents are in independent living units, (40? 01:17:17] are in
private assisted living suites, 60 in memory care supported by [the suites? 01:17:23], and 56 in skilled
nursing beds.
During this rezone process, Emerald Heights' occupancy in its independent living units has been very
high, up to 93 to 95 percent of capacity, and its assisted living and skilled nursing occupancy has been
close to 100 percent. We also currently have 185 people on the waiting list who've expressed interest in
moving into Emerald Heights.
As I explained to the hearing examiner, we requested this rezone for a couple of reasons. First, the
senior housing market is not keeping up with the growing demographic need and demand. Emerald
Heights has conducted market research that demonstrates the need and demand will continue to grow,
and this rezone is necessary to allow Emerald Heights to meet that and serve that growing demand.
Second, as Emerald Heights' residents live longer, they'll need more assisted living and skilled nursing
services. Emerald Heights needs the flexibility in the future to meet these demands. Our own
projections show the need to increase assisted living and skilled nursing beds by five percent over the
next three years. That is all in the record [unintelligible 01:18:32] but I have original application
materials.
Right now, Emerald Heights has a total of 407 units including 100-excuse me, 61 skilled nursing beds.
Under the R-4 zoning, Emerald Heights is able to develop to a maximum of 456 units. Under R-6, by
comparison, we'd be able to develop up to (684? 694? 01:18:51].
Now, over the past several years, Emerald Heights has undertaken a master planning process to
determine how much it needs to grow to meet both new demand and the existing residents' needs, and
how it can accommodate that growth on its existing campus and sensitive [unintelligible 01:19:04).
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Based on the master plan, Emerald Heights does not intend to develop to a maximum density permitted
under the R-6 zone, but they will exceed the density that is currently permitted under the R-4 zone,
which is what is triggering them for this rezone .
Our initial development or redevelopment proposal includes adding 42 additional independent
apartments and expanding the existing healthcare center building to add up to six additional healthcare
[units? 01:19:29] . It's a fairly modest growth plan in the relative, in the short term.
For the next 10 to 20 years, Emerald Heights anticipates adding another 88 residential living apartments
and 63 healthcare [units? 01:19:41]. At the maximum anticipated development under the master plan,
Emerald Heights would have 608 units, 420 of those being independent living and 188 of those are

PART 2 OF 2 [Begin 00:00:01, End 00:13:00]
WOMAN: ... a combination of assisted living and [unintelligible 00:00:02] . The conceptual site plan,
which I left over there . . . apologies for that . I doubt you will be able to see this very well, but this is the
conceptual site plan, which they developed as part of this process. And it demonstrates that it' s
possible to accommodate this additional growth on the campus, consistent with your developmental
regulations and your concerns on the protection of critical areas.
The SEPA analysis also looked at the environmental impacts that would be associated with this density
increase, and concluded that there would be no significant adverse environmental impacts. The staff
also concluded that there is adequate water and sewer capacity.
It's also worth pointing out that there hasn't been any opposition from the neighborhood . The
neighborhood received four or five notices at this point. I hope that's true . [Unintelligible 00:00:56.]
And there has not been any opposition. This speaks to the fact that Emerald Heights has been and will
continue to be a good neighbor.
As currently developed, Emerald Heights is well screened from the surrounding neighborhood and that
will continue. Based on the traffic analysis, the proposed additional density will not trigger any more
significant traffic impacts. Again, the only impacts on the critical areas will be addressed at the point
where there is a specific development proposal in play, and that application will obviously need to meet
the critical areas ordinances in effect at that time.
Finally, I wanted to explain the Emerald Heights original plan to come before the Council regarding this
[rule-down? 00:01 :41] in the middle of 2010. Last fall, when you began to hear some significant resident
concern, which you've heard tonight, Emerald Heights slowed down. We made a decision to say, well,
we've got to talk to and speak to and try to communicate with our residents better about what it is
exactly that we've been planning, and what it might mean for them. So we spent significant effort
working with residents to help them fully understand the proposal so that they can feel comfortable
supporting it.
[Unintelligible 00:02:12] the record show the extent of Emerald Heights' outreach to its residents. There
are lots of folks here and before the hearing examiner proceeding to show their support for Emerald
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Heights [unintelligible 00:02:22] zone. So, as you've heard tonight, there are some of the residents who
[remain? 00:02:26] concerned. Emerald Heights does appreciate their concerns and will make every
effort to respond to them as we proceed now and in the future.
It's important to note [unintelligible 00:02:39] recognize that as the [unintelligible 00:02:41] this
decision explains, this is the reason it's just the first step in any redevelopment proposal. Lots of
[unintelligible 00:02:49] comments tonight and before the hearing examiner [unintelligible 00:02:52]
much more relevant to a specific development proposal rather than to the rezone. There is no specific
development proposal, including the conceptual rezone, a conceptual plan that will be approved as part
of this rezone. Any subsequent development application will have to come back before to implement
the rezone with the additional density allowed under the rezone will have to come back before the City
for additional review and evaluation of consistency with the existing regulations.
And, while we greatly care about our residents, Emerald Heights needs to plan for our future. We need
[unintelligible 00:03:30] the residents of Emerald Heights don't have an ownership interest in Emerald
Heights. They have a contract [for residential care? 00:03:07]. So the decision regarding the future has
to be left to the board of directors, not the individual residents.
We need the rezone now so that we can have the certainly regarding our ability to expand into the
future. As the staff reported, the hearing examiner decision explained the application of each criteria
for the rezone. As a result, we ask that you support the application and accept the recommendation to
approve the rezone. It represents a terrific opportunity, frankly, to meet the growing demand in the City
of Redmond for senior housing opportunities.
With that, I'll see if you have any questions? Now I'll be quiet.
MAN: Any questions?
WOMAN: Thanks very much.
MAN: Thank you. Are there any questions for Dr. [unintelligible 00:04:22] at this point? Then should I
close? Mr. Haney?
HANEY: There's no need to formally close anything since there was no open public record hearing, but
you can just turn the matter to deliberations by the Council now, I think is appropriate.
MAN: Ordinance 2607: An Ordinance Rezoning Approximately 38 Acres of Land Commonly Known as
the Emerald Heights Retirement Community and Located in the Education Hill Neighborhood West of
176th Avenue NE and North of Redmond High School, from R-4 to R-6.
Is there a motion? [Unintelligible 00:05:08] Mr. Myers. Discussion? Ms. Allen.
ALLEN: I'll start. Yes, I reviewed the hearing examiner's decision with great care. It include a motion for
reconsideration, as well as the technical committee report, the documentation, and I find that the
proposal for rezone meets the criteria that our ordinance sets forth. I don't see any significant error and
I don't see any basis for not accepting the hearing examiner's recommendation. I understand the
concerns of the residents. I also know that the concerns that they have expressed can be addressed at
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the time that there is a specific development proposal comes before the City and the Council. That's
where the impacts could be mitigated. This is a preliminary step. This is a change in the zoning that
would permit such a development application comes forward, but it's not the development application,
so it would be premature to impose stringent conditions at this point when there is not development
application before us. So I recommend that we accept the recommendation hearing examiner and grant
the zoning change from R-4 to R-6.
MAN: Mr. Myers?
MYERS: Yes. Emerald Heights is a real asset in our community, involved in our community, providing
facilities for use by non-profit and government agencies. The membership-the residents-are a stellar
group of people, and in one way it saddens me to see a divisiveness here. But I have to agree with Ms.
Allen that the primary thing that we have to consider here is whether the conditions required for a
rezone are met, not that a specific plan meets our own personal conditions or those which are imposed
by City ordinance and regulation. So I have to say that I hope that both the management and the
residents will work closely together during this process. I also appreciate the fact that, as in my
situation, as we get older, we become a little bit less flexible in our housing options, and understandand take very seriously-those possibilities for change. Yet at the same time, it sounds to me as if the
plan is going to done in a step-wise fashion and will not immediately affect people in any significant
fashion. So I will support this as well.
MAN: Mr. Margeson?
MARGESON: Thank you . I reviewed the record as well and I concur with both Ms. Allen and Mr. Myers
in terms of hoping that the residents and management can come to an agreement. There is a part of
that process that will be enabled at this point in time. That's not where we're at. I think I'm going to
support this mainly because I'm seeing-and we read about it every day, hear about it every day-we
have a growing population of people who live in this country-and this world, essentially-who are
reaching an age where they're going to need some assistance, whether it be moderate-call it lightmore heavy assistance . I lost a grandmother last month who lived in her little cottage home for 57
years. That's the rarity now, that's not the norm . And so I see the aging population specifically urging a
wonderful place like Emerald Heights to continue to find ways to accommodate their needs going
forward. So for that reason, I will support this.
MAN: Mr. Vache?
VACHE: I, too, will support it. I have read both the examiner's report and the decision for
reconsideration. As I understand it, we'd have to find that there was an error made . Mr. [Travis's?
00:09:18] testimony included several things, but basically, unless there's an error in demand or an error
in some code violation, which I don't find in those code violations to have occurred, particularly given
that this is a rezone not a design action. I guess it would be [unintelligible 00:09:06] as to whether there
is a market demand out there, but I think I read most of the time in the newspaper that we're an aging
population and the market demand is not going to go away for increasing this type of housing.
MAN: Any other discussion? Mr. Stilin?
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STILIN: I'm going to support this, too, because we have this issue and we were asked to make up a
determination [unintelligible 00:10:08] that we have set up here in Redmond. And I know, from the
audience perspective, that may seem [unintelligible 00:10:14] . I'm a relatively new member of the
Council and it's sometimes a difficult position to be in because there's an emotional side of issues. And I
think when it concerns your home, that's a very emotional thing, and I don't think there's a person up
here on the Council that doesn't feel the emotion and the personal connection you have with these
things. But we are bound to do things and uphold what Redmond has put on record as their laws and
ordinances, and that's the decision that we have to make. If we can make decisions on an emotional
basis, there probably would be another decision that comes from this Council, because I don't think
there's a heartless person on this Council. And we are all getting older and we understand what that
takes . I, too, had a father that was in a wonderful facility back in Milwaukee, and I wish he had taken
more advantage of things like [unintelligible 00:11 :14]. I've visited Emerald Heights. I know that it's just
a wonderful asset to the community, and I hope it stays that way well on into the future.
MAN: Mr. Carson?
CARSON: This is a difficult thing because obviously we understand the sentiment of those residents who
opposed the master plan and the rezone specifically. This is a very, very high bar to overturn a hearing
examiner's findings, and we'd have to find errors in their judgment or errors in the law-I'm sorry, their
interpretation of the law. Therefore, there's unfortunately no other way that any of us obviously can
vote but to support the rezone. We do understand exactly-I mean, my grandmother lives in a facility
very much like Emerald Heights, and I've visited on numerous occasions and enjoyed the dining room
very, very much. And we understand and empathize with what you've said to us tonight. But
unfortunately, the bar is very high. Therefore, I will support the motion.
MAN: Any further discussion? With that, there will be a roll call on Ordinance 2607, starting with Mr.
Vache.
VACHE: Aye.
WOMAN: Aye.
MAN : Aye .
MAN: Aye.
MAN: Aye.
MAN: It passes six to zero. The next item is a closed record proceeding on-Yes?
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July 19, 2011

•

CALL TO ORDER AND ESTABLISHMENT OF QUORUM

A Regular Meeting of the Redmond City Council was called to
order by Mayor John Marchione at 7:30 p.m. in the Council
Chamber. Councilmembers present and establishing a quorum were:
Allen, Carson, Cole, Margeson, Myers, Stilin, and Vache.
PROCLAMATION:

Mayor Marchione and the Members of the Redmond
City
Council
received
a
presentation
from
Ms. Lisa Quinn, Executive Director of Feet First,
for Redmond's receipt of a 'Feet First Agenda
Award' for being a walkable community.
Redmond
is only one of four communities currently in
receipt of the award.
Mayor
Marchione
and Members
of
the
Council
thanked
Ms.
Quinn
for
the
recognition
of
Redmond's
efforts
at
establishing a
walkable
community.

ITEMS FROM THE AUDIENCE

Mayor Marchione opened the
the agenda at this time.

Items

from

the

Audience

section of

The
following
persons
spoke
in
support
of
King
County
Proposition No. 1 - Veteran's and Human Services Levy: Ms. Julie
McFarland, representing 'Friends of Youth' ; Mr. Gerald Wright,
representing 'Hopelink'; and Mr. Steve Roberts,
representing
'Congregations for the Homeless.'
There being no others wishing to address the Council, Mayor
Marchione closed the Items from the Audience section of the
agenda at this time.
Mayor Marchione noted that three Executive Sessions would be
held at the end of the business meeting agenda this evening:
Property Acquisition - five minutes; Potential Litigation - ten
minutes; and Potential Litigation - 15 minutes.
CONSENT AGENDA

MOTION:

Councilmember Cole moved
to approve the
Consent
Agenda,
with
the
exception
of
AM No.
11-137,
which would be addressed
separately.
The
motion
was
seconded
by
Councilmember Allen.

EXHIBIT
2011 - 101

lfll<-/22

July 19, 2011
1.

Approval of the Minutes: Regular
Meeting of Tuesday, June 21, 2011

2.

Approval of Payroll/Direct Deposit
and Claims Checks
PAYROLL DIRECT DEPOSITS/CHECKS:
#173749 through #173797
#243005 through #243689
$1,468,424.24
#173800 th ro ug h #173893
#1 through #674
$2,204,819.42
CLAIMS CHECKS:
#363815 through #365138
$4,277,408.43

3.

AM No. 11-135: Approval of Appointment
to the Library Board - James Park

4.

AM No.
11-136: Approval of Contract
with Gilmore Research Group,
in an
amount not to exceed $30,000, for the
2011 Resident Benchmarking Survey

5.

(AM No.
11-137 was
Consent
Agenda
separately.)

6.

AM No. 11-138: Approval of Memorandum
of Understanding with Local No. 2829,
International
Association
of
Fire
Fighters,
Modifying
the
Coll e ctive
Bargaining Agreement Terms; Additional
Pay Rates for Acting Two Ranks Out-ofClassification and Firefighters Acting
as Driver Operators

7.

AM
No.
11-139:
Endorsement
of
One
(Community
of
Excellence)
Redmond
Project Concepts
2011 - 102

removed
and

from
the
addressed

•

July 19, 2011

•

8.

AM
11-140:
- -No.
- - -- - Approval of Content of
2011-12
Annual
Update
to
the
Comprehensive Plan

a.

Ordinance No. 2606: An Ordinance
Setting
the
Framework
and
Conducting Concurrent
Review of
the
Cumulative
Effect
of
all
Proposed Annual Amendments to the
Redmond
Comprehensive
Plan
and
Related Amendments to the Redmond
Zoning
Code,
for
the
2011-12
Annual Update, Including New and
Amended
Narrative,
Policies,
Tables and Maps

9.

AM No. 11-141: Approval of Agreement
with King County for Purchase of ORCA
Business
Passport
(Transportation
Services) Products

10.

AM No. 11-142: Approval of Inter local
Agreement with the City of Sammamish
for Building Inspection Purposes

11.

AM No. 11-143: Approval of Award of Bid
to C.A. Carey Corporation in an amount
of
$1,530,977.54,
and
Supplemental
Agreement No. 1 with Anchor QEA in an
amount not to exceed $93,000 for Final
Engineering and Construction Services;
Spiritbrook
Park
Renovation
and
Drainage
Improvements,
Project
Nos.
101302 and 101449

12.

AM
No.
11-144:
Acceptance
of
Construction with Equity Builders, LLC,
in
a
final
contract
amount
of
$571,556.08 for Wastewater Pump Station
No.
1
Rehabilitation,
Project
No.
101377

13.

AM No. 11-145: Approval of Consultant
Agreement with Otak, Inc. in an amount
not to exceed $1,737,633 for Design
Services,
Over lake
Village
South
Detention Vault, Project No. 101128
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14.

AM No. 11-146: Approval of Consultant
Agreement with HDR in an amount not to
exceed
$293,169
for
Engineering
Services, Overlake Village Low Impact
Development
Retrofit,
Project
No.
101570

15.

AM No. 11-147: Approval of Consultant
Agreements with Community Attributes;
MAKERS Architecture and Urban Design;
PB
Americas,
Inc.;
and
VIA
Architecture, for a period of two years
each,
for
Light
Rail
Planning
and
Engin e ering Assistance On-Call Services

16.

AM
No.
11-148:
Approval
of
Two
Interagency Agreements with King County
for
Rapid
Ride:
( 1)
Intelligent
Transportation
System Agreement;
and
(2) Right-of-Way Use Authorization

17.

AM No. 11-149: Approval of Resolution
in Support of Feet First's Agenda to
Create Walkable Communities
a.

Resolution No. 1361: A Resolution
Acknowledging
Feet
First's
Recognition
that
the
City
Provides,
and Will
Continue to
Provide,
a
Safe
and
Efficient
Pedestrian
Environment
and
Will
Advance the Feet First Agenda to
Promote Walkable
Communities
in
the State of Washington

Mayor Marchione read Ordinance No.
into the record.
VOTE:

2606 and Resolution No.

The motion to approve the Consent
passed without objection. (7 - 0)

1361

Agenda

ITEMS REMOVED FROM THE CONSENT AGENDA
5.

AM

a.

No.

11-137:

Approval of Amendments to RMC Title
Business Licenses and Regulations

No. 2605:
-Ordinance
-- -- - Licensing; Amending

5,

An Ordinance Relating to Business
RMC 5. 04. 040 to Authorize Certain
Businesses Employing Independent Contractors to Cover
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Such Contractors Under the Business' License; Adding
RMC 5.04.045 Establishing a Master Event Business
License; Amending RMC 5.04.130(9) to Exempt Certain
City-Sponsored
Events
from
Business
Licensing;
Amending RMC 5.04.140(1) to Establish Violation of
Federal Law as a Ground for Denial, Suspension, or
Revocation
of
a
Business
License;
Amending
RMC
5.44.030
to
Eliminate
the
Requirement
for
an
Occupation Registration

•

Councilmember Cole noted his opposition to the item,
not support some of the exemptions.

as he does

Mayor Marchione read Ordinance No. 2605 into the record.

MOTION:

Councilmember
Allen
moved
to
approve
AM No. 11-137.
The motion was seconded by
Councilmember Margeson.

VOTE:

The motion passed with Councilmember Cole in
opposition. (6 - 1)

HEARINGS AND REPORTS
1.

No.
11-150:
Amendment
to
Neighborhood
Commercial
Policies and Regulations, File Nos. Ll00393 and L100394

AM

Mayor Marchione read AM No. 11-150 into the record.
Ms. Kim Dietz, Senior Planner, provided a staff report; noting
that a public hearing is to be held on the item, with no action
from the Council sought at this time.
Ms. Dietz reviewed the
remaining schedule for action on the Neighborhood Commercial
Policies and Regulations.
Mayor Marchione opened the public hearing.
There being no one
in attendance wishing to testify, Mayor Marchione closed the
public hearing and discussion continued to the remaining public
hearing items.

2.

AM
No.
11-151:
Adoption
of
Improvement Program (TIP) 2012-17

a.

•

Six-Year

Transportation

Resolution No. 13 62: A Resolution Adopting a Six-Year
Transportation
Improvement
Program
for
the
Years
2012-17 and Directing the Same to be Filed with the
Senate
Secretary
of
Transportation
and
the
Transportation Improvement Board
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Mayor Marchione read Resolution No. 1362 into the record.
Mr. Joel Pfundt, Principal Planner, provided a staff report.
Mayor Marchione opened the public hearing.
present wishing to testify,
the public
discussion moved to the Council.

There being no one
hearing closed and

MOTION:

Councilmember
Vache
moved
Resolution
No.
13 62.
The
seconded by Councilmember Allen.

MOTION:

Councilmember
Stilin
moved
a
primary
amendment to Resolution No. 1362, Attachment
C, to move Project S41 related to the 166 th
Avenue NE rechannelization, up on the list
to begin initial scoping of the project in
2012.
The
motion
was
seconded
by
Councilmember Allen.

VOTE:

The
primary
amendment
passed
with
Councilmembers Cole and Myers in opposition.
(5 -

VOTE:

to
adopt
motion
was

2)

The main motion as
objection. (7 - 0)

amended

passed

without

STAFF REPORTS
a.

AM No. 11-152: Design Review Board

Mr. Steven Fischer, Principal Planner, provided a report to the
Mayor and Members of the Council regarding the Design Review
Boards composition, duties, and meeting schedule.
Mr. Fischer
noted the Design Review Board's meeting with the Council on
July 26, 2011, and inquired if there were any specific topics
the Members of the Council would like discussed at that time.
Items noted for potential discussion included:
any needed
regulatory changes; design award program; design standards for
Overlake and Downtown; thoughts related to review for singlefamily residential
larger than
short plats
for
bigger
subdivisions; and how the Design Review Board receives their
public input.
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OMBUDSMAN REPORT
Councilmember Allen reported she received citizen contacts with
regards to:
• construction noise outside of the Red160 development on
Cleveland Street in the early morning hours;
• energy conservation contacts; and
• the status of the parking area on the Redmond Municipal
Campus previously referred to as "Art Hill."
Councilmember Allen noted that staff has responded to all
contacts mentioned above.
Mayor Marchione noted that an upcoming
include discussion of downtown parking.

study

session

Councilmember Allen concluded she received a complaint of
Redmond
Campus
electric
vehicle
charging
stations
'inoperable' during the Derby Days event.

will

the
as

Councilmember Cole:
• stated that the former "Art Hill" was never designated as
park land; and
• noted a complaint he received from a woman who had parked
on a Redmond street, left the street for many hours,
returned later to the street, and proceeded to receive a
parking ticket for parking on the same street for more than
two hours; Councilmember Cole opined this is a flaw in the
parking ordinance.
Discussion ensued regarding review of the parking ordinance in
early fall.
Councilmember Margeson reported he received citizen
regarding:
• traffic safety cameras; and
• sign enforcement (from a local business).
All contacts have received a response.

contacts

Councilmember Carson reported receiving a complaint from a
Redmond resident about a semi-truck parked on the street in
front of the resident's home for over a week.
Redmond Police
have made contact and the truck will be moved tomorrow.

•

Councilmember Stilin followed up regarding a citizen inquiry he
received in relation to swimming regulations at Idylwood Park.
Parks Department staff is working with the resident to address
his concerns of limited swimming area/access.
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Councilmember Myers noted a complaint he had received regarding
the blocking of driveways along w.. Lake Sammamish Parkway for a
bicycling event that had occurred.
No notice was given to the
residents.
Staff is working to ascertain who placed the cones
blocking the driveways.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Planning and Public Works Committee
Councilmember Allen provided a report of the items
during the earlier July 19, 2011, committee meeting.

discussed

Eastside Transportation Partnership (ETP)
Councilmember Allen
week's ETP meeting.

reported

on

the

items

discussed

at

last

Regional Transit Committee (RTC)
Councilmember Allen reported the RTC will meet
discuss the schedule for the Metro Strategic Plan.

tomorrow

to

Growth Management Planning Council (GMPC)
Councilmember Allen reported that rural schools and sewers will
be discussed at the September GMPC meeting.
Public Safety Committee
Councilmember Myers reported the committee will next meet on
July 26, 2011, at 4:30 p.m. in the Council Conference Room.
The
primary topic for discussion will be an update on traffic safety
camera operations in the city.
Public Administration and Finance Committee
Councilmember Margeson reported regarding items discussed at the
July 12, 2011, meeting; noting staff's thorough presentation
with regards to proposed revisions in Development User Fees.
Suburban Cities Association - Public Issues Committee (PIC)
Councilmernber Margeson reported discussion at the last
meeting to include:
• new members;
• guiding principles for the South Area Action Caucus;
• operating procedures;
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•
•

adding a member and alternate member
Regional Council; and
cancellation of the August meeting.

to

the

Puget

Sound

Parks and Human Services Committee
Councilmember Stilin reported regarding
July 7, 2011, committee meeting.

items

discussed at

the

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

(There were no Unfinished Business items presented.)
NEW BUSINESS

A.

AM No. 11-154: CLOSED RECORD PROCEEDING: Emerald Heights
Retirement Facility, Development Guide Amendment to Zoning
Map, Ll00204 (quasi-judicial)
1. Ordinance

No. 2607: An Ordinance Rezon i ng Approximately
38 Acres of Land Commonly Known as the Emerald Heights
Retirement Commun i ty and Located in the Education Hi ll
Neighborhood West of 176th Avenue NE and North of
Redmond High School, from R-4 to R-6

RECUSED FROM VOTING:

Councilmernber Cole advised he is a member
of a citizen advisory board for Emerald
Heights,
and noted he would not be
participating in discussion or voting on
the matter.
No objection was noted, and
Councilmember Cole exited the Chambers.

Mayor Marchione reviewed the rules of the proceeding.
Ms. Thara Johnson, Associate
regarding Ordinance No. 2607.

Planner,

provided

a

staff

report

Disclosures of relationships were made with respect to Council's
knowledge of persons residing at or around the Emerald Heights
facility.
No objections were noted to any of the disclosures
made.
Mayor Marchione opened the closed record proceeding.
The
following
person provided
testimony
Ordinance No. 2607: Mr. Donald Taves.

in

opposition

to

Mr. Taves spoke regarding the planned expansion, stating there
is no need for more units.
He opined the action is in
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opposition to City Code requirements, and spoke against the
fitness center upgrade.
Mr. Taves concluded the 18 0 residents
signing a petition requesting no zoning change.

Ms. Molly Lawrence, Attorney for Emerald Heights, noted her
objection to new testimony provided by Mr. Taves. Ms. Lawrence
identified Emerald Heights board members in attendance at the
meeting and others in attendance in support of the rezone.
She
provided statistics with regard to the facility and stated that
no adverse environmental impacts or traffic impacts result by
the rezone; and no opposition from the neighborhood has been
heard.
Ms. Lawrence concluded there is no specific development
proposal in question at this time, only the request for rezone.
Mayor Marchione read Ordinance No. 2607 into the record.
MOTION:

Councilmember
Allen
moved
to
adopt
Ordinance No. 2607.
The motion was seconded
by Councilmember Myers.

Members of the Council spoke in regard to the requirements of
the City Code,
and the request for rezone meeting those
requirements.
VOTE:

The motion to adopt Ordinance
passed without objection. -f-1---0-}-

No.

2607

(6-0)

(Councilmember Cole returned to the Chambers at this time.)

B.

AM- No.
11-155:
- ----

1.

Ordinance No.
2608: An Ordinance Adopting the Hearing
Examiner's May 31, 2011, Recommendation to Approve with
Conditions the Redmond High School Conditional Use Permit
(File No. L110091)

CLOSED RECORD PROCEEDING:
Redmond High
School Expansion - Conditional Use Permit, Ll 100 91 ( quasijudicial)

Mr. Dennis Lisk, Associate Planner,
regarding Ordinance No. 2608.

provided

a

staff

report

Members of the Council discussed parking concerns for students
and traffic concerns for the surrounding neighborhoods.
Mayor Marchione opened the closed record proceeding.
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20C.30.20 Permitted Land Uses in Residential Zones.

Zoning Districts

Residential
Innovative

RA-slR-1jR-2jR-3jR-4jR-sl R-6 IR-ajR-12jR-1ajR-2o!R-Jol

RIN

Land Use
Housing
Single-Family Dwelling
(20C.30.25)

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

c1

2 Unit Structure
(20C.30.70)

c1 c1 c1

p

p

p

p

3 - 4 Unit Structure
(20C.30.70)

c1 c1 c1

p

p

p

p

p

5 - 12 Unit Structure
(20C.30.25)

p

p

p

p

13+ Unit Structure
(20C.30.25)

s

p

p

p

Backyard Homes
(20C.30.43)

12

Accessory Dwelling Units
(20C.30.35)

p

p

p

p

c1

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Rental Rooms (20C.30.80) p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Mobile/Manufactured
Homes or Parks
(20C.30.65)

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Retirement Residence
(20C.30.80)

c3 c3

P/C

Retirement Residence.
Maximum of 16 retirement
residence units per acre.
(20C.30.80)

3

c3

c3 c3 s

Retirement Residence.
Maximum of 30 retirement
residence units per acre.
(20C.30.80)

s

s

c3 c3 c3

Bed & Breakfasts
(20C.30.45)

s

s s s s s s

Bed & Breakfast Inns
(20C.30.45)

s

C

p

p

s

s

Commercial
Adult Family Homes
Residential Care Facility

C

C

p
C

p
C

p
C

p
C

p
C

p
C

Long-Term Care Facility

cs cs cs cs cs cs cs

Day Care Center4
Home Businesses6
(20C.30.60)
Family Day Care
Providers4
Roadside Produce Stand

p

p

p

p

p

C

p

p

p

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

cs

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p
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p

p

p

p

p

p

p

1c jc 1c jc 1c 1c jc jc 1c jc

IC

Cultural/Recreation/Entertainment

1c

C
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Conditionally allowed in new long subdivisions only (See RCDG 20C.30.70, Multiplex Housfng), and
on existing lots in the Overlake Neighborhood (RCDG 20C.30.70-040), or as otherwise specified in a
neighborhood plan, per RCDG 20C.70, Neighborhoods and Design Districts.
2

Repealed by Ord. 2331.

3

Retirement Residences may be authorized through a subdivision or binding site plan, in which case a
special development permit is not required. Where neither a subdivision nor a binding site plan is
required, a special development permit is required to authorize a Retirement Residence. See RCDG
20C.30.85, Retirement Residences.
4

Subject to Home Business Requirements, RCDG 20C.30.60-030.

5

Day Care uses are only allowed in a building or building complex used for other uses, such as a
school, a church, a meeting hall, or some other building used for more than one purpose.
6

A business license is required for a home business.

Special height, setback and area requirements apply (see RCDG 20D .150.70, In-Water Structures).
(SMP)

Ga

Gb Special height, setback and area requirements apply (see RCDG 20D.150.70-070, Water-Oriented
Accessory Structures). (SMP)
7

Subject to Special Uses Criteria, RCDG 200.170.40, Churches, Temples, Synagogues, and Other
Places of Worship.

8

Does not include medical airlift. Float plane facilities and heliports allowed only abutting Lake
Sammamish, subject to the criteria for Special Uses in RCDG 20D.170.75, Heliports and Float Plane
Facilities.
9

Subject to Special Uses Criteria, RCDG 20D.170.45, Telecommunications Facilities.

10

All commercial livestock, dairy and fowl enterprises must meet Seattle-King County Health
Department regulations and the regulations of the Redmond Municipal Code. Personal, noncommercial
livestock, dairy, and fowl activities are considered an accessory use and are allowed in all residential
zones, provided that all Health Department and Municipal Code requirements are met.
11

Subject to Special Uses Criteria, RCDG 20D.170.15, Animal Boarding: Kennels, Shelters, and
Equestrian Facilities.
12

Allowed in the Education Hill Neighborhood (RCDG 20C.70.20) or as otherwise specified in a
neighborhood plan, per Chapter 20C.70 RCDG, Neighborhoods and Design Districts.

(Ord. 2486; Ord. 2401; Ord. 2356; Ord. 2331; Ord. 2126; Ord. 2102; Ord. 1930; Ord. 1901)
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CITY OF REDMOND
DESIGN REVIEW BOARD
January 20, 2011
NOTE:

These minutes are not a full transcription of the meeting. Tapes are available for public review
in the Redmond Planning Department.

BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: David Scott Meade, Craig Krueger, Lara Sirois , Joe Palmquist, Jannine
McDonald, Mike Nichols
EXCUSED ABSENCE:
STAFF PRESENT:

Scott Waggoner

Steve Fischer, Principal Planner; Dennis Lisk, Associate Planner; Thara Johnson,
Associate Planner; Gary Lee , Senior Planner

RECORDING SECRETARY: Susan Trapp, Lady of Letters, Inc.
The Design Review Board is appointed by the City Council to make decisions on design issues regarding
site planning, building elevations , landscaping, lighting and signage. Decisions are based on the design
criteria set forth in the Redmond Development Guide.
CALL TO ORDER
The Design Review Board meeting was called to order by Chair David Scott Meade at 7:03 p.m.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
IT WAS MOVED BY MR. KRUEGER, AND SECONDED BY MR. PALMQUIST, TO APPROVE THE
MINUTES OF THE DECEMBER 2N°, 2010 MEETING. MOTION PASSES (4-0), WITH TWO
ABSTENTIONS.
PRE-APPLICATION
PRE110002. Emerald Heights Fitness Center
Description: 12,000 SF to include swimming pool, fitness room, spa and salon
th
Location: 10901 176 Circle NE
Applicant: Andy Kosusko with RICEfergusMILLER
Staff Contact: Thara Johnson, 425-556-2470 or tmjohnson@redmond.gov
Ms. Johnson noted this project is in the Education Hill neighborhood, in the Emerald Heights retirement
community. The community has 38 acres, and was approved in November of 1998 as a planned unit
development. The proposal before the ORB is the construction of a fitness center with a pool, lockers,
fitness room, spa , and salon . No additional parking is proposed as part of this project, as it is designed for
residents of this community. The exterior blends in with existing materials from the surrounding campus
while still creating a modern look. The courtyard and fagade have a wood veneer panel siding. Most
windows will be of a storefront design, except in the spa, salon , and office areas, where vinyl windows
would be used. Staff would like the applicant to return with architectural elevations, building materials,
and more specifics on a landscaping plan . A green roof plan and green building design are also needed.
Staff is looking to the ORB for feedback on the overall design.
Architect Andy Kosusko spoke on behalf of the applicant. He says the new fitness center is in the parking
loop area; it has been placed there to allow the residents use of the current pool without disruption. The
applicant showed that the project cuts off a fire lane, which has been added to the other side of the
build1r.~1- The sl1cirie of the bui!d inq h2c, been de'.erm,ned by lhe site. The old fitness budcl1n9 w ill be torn
ctovm {):":Ci, !hi,:; ne,·_, :,rojecl is huiil 111 ,,-, :c1pul1Cdfi, ,s i11Ler, u1 U!l~ '.,urne L•l1l1t; us, 1,v1th i his r j ct so so ne
i• ,, Utif! y ont1n~ •: ii i! h;wci tc, li,-:ippen. rd; . l<co.Ji,k0 nctc.c: thDl a nc'-"·' cwdi1oriurn and ce:,tral court ard
space will be added to the site later, and pointed out that a landscape plan will work around those spaces.
Pedestrian paths around the site will help connect these spaces, as well. A curved wall on the south of
the site allows the creation of a small rain garden .
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The floor plan of the building includes an auditorium space, a 60' pool, a hot tub, a fitness room, and
salon spaces. The materials include a faux stone veneer, a hardy siding, and a wood veneer panel. Some
glazing on the building will face to the northeast and provide some good interior lighting. A shed roof
covers the project. On the southwest, an overhang has been provided for shading. The applicant says the
new design fits in well with the context of the surrounding buildings, but has a contemporary style.
COMMENTS FROM THE BOARD MEMBERS:
Ms. Palmquist:
• Says this is a good improvement over the current project. He's concerned about traffic at the north
entrance, which the applicant says most people will be using. The applicant noted that most of the
traffic on the site would come from within, not outside the community, and should not be a concern.
• Mr. Palmquist would like to see that entrance highlighted more. Beyond that, he believes this is a
good project.
Mr. Nichols:
• Likes the project and the materials, which he believes provide a nice upgrade.
• Likes the site plan, which he says is a major enhancement as well .
Mr. Meade:
• Asked about the roof material. The applicant is considering a green roof area and a flat roof material
with a granular finish and a brown color.
• Mr. Meade asked about the parapet detail, where there would typically be a roof overhang. The
applicant says the idea is to emphasize the overhang on each edge, and where the major openings
are on the project.
• Mr. Meade asked about the size of the overhang, which the applicant says is about 6'. Mr. Meade
believes that a larger size does not make too much sense, and he believes 6' is a bit generous. He
says the parapet detail jumps out at him.
• Mr. Meade would like to see more detail around the windows as to where trim is used and where it is
not used.
Ms. McDonald:
• Asked about the north elevation and the perspective views provided there. The windows on the
exercise room do not show up in the plan, but the applicant assured the ORB that windows were
indeed there.
• Ms. McDonald likes the proportion of the windows on the southwest; to her, it appears the size of the
windows is too small around the exercise room . She would appreciate some simplification of the
design around that room. The sills have been set at 5'.
• The applicant says with the exercise machines in that area have a more internal focus, and residents
using those machines most likely would not like to be seen .
• Ms. McDonald asked about the red coloration on the northeast elevation, and if two color masses
were intercepting each other in that section. The applicant says he is trying to separate two uses with
the different materials and colors there.
Mr. Krueger:
• Also had questions about the north of the project, and how the stone material did not seem to fit with
the windows on that side of the project. He added that having more square windows might help in this
area.
• Mr. Krueger asked about the parapets and how thick they were. The applicant says that thickness
would be about a foot.

Ms. Sirois:
• Says the project looks great overall . Suggested adding a fourth window around the exercise area to
help with proportion.
• Suggested staying with a brick material rather than introducing stone. The applicant says the entire
project has a lot of brick, which he is trying to break away from.
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• Ms . Sirois says a green roof, even if it is hidden from view, would be a great addition . She suggested
a linear rain garden in the courtyard area when it is finished .
Mr. Meade:
• Mr. Meade noted that there were some differences between the ORB's packets and the applicant's
presentation . He added that the windows on the north should have some sort of reference to the
southwest elevation of the building.
• He suggested using canopies on the north elevation; the applicant noted that such a canopy would
not be all that functional due to where it is facing.
• Mr. Meade asked the applicant to take the ORB's comments about stone massing to heart to create a
better relationship between materials on the project.
• The ORB thanked the applicant for his time.
PROJECT REVIEW
L100462, Seluca Professional Center
Description: 2-story mixed professional medical office building
Location: 8630 -164 th Ave NE
Applicant: Austin Kovach with Kovach Architects
Prior Review Date: 06/03/201 O
Staff Contact: Gary Lee, 425-556-2418, glee@redmond .gov
Mr. Lee told the Board this project was before the ORB a while ago, but several members of the current
Board were not present at that time. The ORB, at the time, liked what was presented as a three-story
building. However, there was a comment that the massing appeared too large. The building has been
reduced to a two-story project to deal with that issue. Staff believes the project is much better now, and is
recommending approval. There are some other changes that staff has not seen.
Architect Austin Kovach spoke on behalf of the applicant. He says there are some different finishing
materials on the site, but that should be the only difference the ORB would notice. Mr. Kovach noted that
reducing the size of the building has increased the cost per square foot. The scale of the building at two
stories has a much better appearance than it did before. The applicant is hoping to get some flexibility on
the material he is presenting tonight. There is a painted siding rather than the metal siding presented
before. Across the street is a residential area, to the north. Office buildings surround the site to the east
and west, and more residential housing is to the south . The applicant is trying to speak to the residential
and commercial elements in th is development.
A hardy plank has been added to the design , blending in with the metal siding . A new wave roof has been
added, which is a signature of the building. There are monolithic supports on either side of the parking on
the north end. Initially the plan for the monuments was to use concrete, but CMU block has been chosen
instead . The applicant would like to paint that block to match the other colors on the side, but that work
may be postponed . There is some covered area along the sidewalk to offer an inviting entrance to the
main entryway. Parking is primarily behind the building , and well-screened by tree canopies and bushes
down low. The applicant says he is trying to go as densely packed as possible with the number of trees
suggested. The metal siding is a matte black, to blend with the hardy plank. The applicant does not have
a complete color selection to show the ORB, but the applicant assured the ORB the colors and materials
would be very similar to the renderings they are seeing . Some reflective metal outside the project helps
bring in more light. Mechanical units are well-screened on the project, in the applicant's opinion.
COMMENTS FROM THE BOARD MEMBERS:
Ms. Sirois:
• Likes the project with two stories instead of three, but she feels the roof design is too busy. She says
the curved roof does not have any point of reference. She says the west elevation looks much better,
in comparison .
• Ms. Sirois asked if ground face CMU could be used rather than the smooth, painted CMU the
applicant suggested , which might look better and require less work. The applicant says he is trying to
get a certain stained look that requires a smooth-faced CMU .
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• Otherwise, Ms. Sirois says the color palette looks fine, and she likes the hardy plank used.
Mr. Krueger:
• Says he is a little uncomfortable approving this project without being able to see the new materials,
and where the CMU block will be placed. He deferred to the rest of the Board as to what the best way
to proceed would be.
• The applicant explained that the CMU bookends the north side of the structure.
Ms. McDonald:
• Asked about pedestrian access to the site, in light of the nearby Bella Bottega shopping center. Noted
there was a curb cut for accessibility, but that cut was placed in the back of the building .
• The applicant says there would be an access point in the front area.
• Ms. McDonald says the logistics for people walking through the area might be confusing . The
applicant noted it was a concern, but it could be taken care of. Ms. McDonald says she likes the
project overall.
Mr. Palmquist:
• Noted that some of the design seems rather busy, echoing Ms. Sirois' comments. He'd like to see a
similar design on the north and south sides of the building . The applicant explained there was an
issue with the mechanical equipment that necessitated the design.
• Mr. Palmquist says the mural wall does not feel supported enough , and recommended adding more
CMU block to improve the design. The applicant agreed to look into that possibility.
• Mr. Palmquist likes the color palette and the west elevation .
Mr. Nichols:
• Says the building design is attractive, and likes the materials. Has a concern about not being able to
see the final materials, specifically the painted CMU and how that might look.
• Mr. Nichols understands keeping costs low, but wants to make sure that block looks attractive. The
applicant says the intent of the CMU would be to match the color palette range presented.
• Mr. Nichols would like to see that finished color before the DRB.
Mr. Meade:
• Says the design appears chaotic as it was presented tonight. He does not understand the material
board . The applicant worked to explain the material layout.
• Mr. Meade says the design and the budget do not seem to match . He asked why the applicant would
not consider just plain CMU for the project, which would look good .
• Mr. Meade likes the west elevation the best, but is not crazy about the barrel vault. He says the west
elevation is more the signature face of this design rather than that vault. Mr. Meade is concerned
about giving an approval to this project, the design of which does not seem complete.
• The Board echoed Mr. Meade's and Mr. Krueger's concerns about wanting to see the full materials
board before giving approval to it. Mr. Meade noted that he did want to delay the project, but also
wanted to give the applicant a clear approval.
• Mr. Palmquist asked if there was a way for the applicant to continue the application process with the
City without a complete approval from the DRB .
• Mr. Lee noted that the approval could have a condition to approve the site plan and building
elevations, subject to another review of the colors and material board.
• Mr. Meade asked about the garbage structure, which the applicant noted would be virtually invisible
to the public. Mr. Lee would like details on the wall included in the application. Mr. Meade asked for
better representations of the project during the daytime in the next review.
IT WAS MOVED BY MR. PALMQUIST, AND SECONDED BY MR. KRUGER, TO APPROVE L100462,
SELUCA PROFESSIONAL CENTER, WITH REGARD TO FORM, SITE PLAN, AND MASSING, WITH
THE UNDERSTANDING THAT THE APPLICANT WILL RETURN WITH A COMPLETE SET OF
RENDERINGS, ELEVATIONS, AND MATERIAL BOARD. MOTION PASSES (6-0).

·Rcdrnond

Purpose of Checklist:

The State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA), chapter 43 .21 C RCW, requires all governmental ::igencies to
con sider the env1ronmcntal impacts of a proposal before making decisions
An environmental impact
statement (EIS) must be..: prepared for all proposals with probable ~ignificant adverse unpacts 011 the quality of
the environment. The purpose of this check Ii.st is to provide infom1ation to help you and the City of Redmond
identify impacts from your proposal (and to reduce or avoid impacts from the proposal, if it can be done) and
to help the agency decide whether an ElS is required.
Instructions for Applicants:

This environmental checklist asks you to describe some basic information about your proposal. Governmental
agencies use this checklist to detennine whether the environmental impacts of your proposal are significant,
requiring preparation of an EIS. Answer the questions briefly, with the most precise infom1ation known, or
give the best description you can.
You must answer each question accurately and carefully, to the best of your knowledge. In most cases, you
should be able to answer the questions from your own observations or project plans without the need to hire
experts. If you really do not know the answer, or if a question does not apply to your proposal, write "do not
know" or "does not apply" and indicate the reason why the question "does not apply" It is not adequate to
submit responses such as "N/ A" or "does not apply''; without providing a reason why the specific section <loes
not relate or cause an impact. Complete answers to the questions now may avoid unnecessary delays later. If
you need more space to write answers attach them and reference.

Some questions ask about governmental regulations, such as zoning, shoreline, and landmark designations.
Answer these questions if you can. If you have problems, the City can assist you.
The checklist questions apply to all parts of your proposal, even if you plan to do them over a period of time or
on different parcels of land. Attach any additional information that will help describe your proposal or its
environmental effects. When you submit this checklist the City may ask you to explain your answers or provide
additional infonnation reasonably related to determining ifthere may be significant adverse impact.
Use of Checklist for Non project Proposals:

Complete this checklist for non-project proposals, even though questions may be answered "does not apply."
IN ADDITION, complete the SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET FOR NON PROJECT ACTIONS (part D).
For non-project actions, the references in the checklist to the w~Ce'J\11:l!)' "applicant," and "property or site"
should be read as "proposal," "proposer," and "affected g~~h'Me1Mfely.
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1

A.

BACKGROUND
I.

Name of proposed project, if applicable:

Emerald Heights - Fitness Center

2.

Name of applicant:

Emerald Heights
Continuing Care Retirement Comn1unity
Owner: Eastside Retirement Association

3.

Address and phone number of applicant and Contact person:

Owner's Representative:
Julie Lawton
7520 2nd Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98115
206-419-6230

4.

Date checklist prepared:

3/21/2011

5.

Agency requesting checklist:

City of Redmond Planning & Community Development

6.

Give an accurate, brief description of the proposal's scope and nature:

i.

Acreage of the site: _3_8_a_c_re_s_ _ __

n

Number of dwelling units/ buildings to be constructed: 2 buildings

m

Square footage of dwelling units/ buildings being added: 22,098 SF

1v.

Square footage of pavement being added: _
1,_e_
oo_S~F____

v.

Building Activity type: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _

v1.

Other infonnation:

- - - --- -- - -

a~

---------

o

Evaluation

To be completed by applicant
7.

Agency Use only

Proposed tirrnng ur schedule (includmg phasing, if applicable):

The Fitness Center is scheduled to start civil work in August and building
construction in September 2011. After completion the existing Fitness Center will be
demolished The new Auditorium is located in the area of the old Fitness Center
Construction on the Aud itorium is anticipated to begin Spring of 2012.

8.

Do you have any plans for future additions, expansion, or further

related to or connected with this proposal?
yes, explain

activity

i2'I

Yes

D

No If

Emerald Heights anticipates proceeding with Phase II, the Audiorium in the spring of

2012. additionally, if the market ananlysis is positive, Emerald Heights would
construct 42 independent living units and 6 assisted living units and 3 double
occupancy licensed care units. Phase Ill would be an addition and remodel to the
dining room. Timing for Phase II is unknown

9.

for

List any environmental information you know about that has been
prepared, or will be prepared, directly related to this proposal.
See attached Appendix for:
•
V icinity Map
•
Legal Description
•
Critical Areas Exhibit
•
Conceptual Site Plan: New Fitness Center and Auditorium
Conceptual Floor Plans: New Fitness Center and Auditorium
Under Separate Cover:
•
417/ I I PREP plans
• · Critical Aquifer Recharge Area Report
•
Soils Report

10. Do you know whether applications are pending for governmental
approvals of other proposals directly affecting the property covered by
your proposal? 121 Yes D No [f yes, explain.
Application to rezone the property from R4 to A6 is currently being processed.

To be completed by applicant
11

Evaluation
for
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List any government approvals or pcm1its that wrll be m:eded for your i
proposal, if known

Site plan approval, design review, and construction permits (building, clearing and
grading, storrnwater, etc.), together with corresponding SEPA review as needed, will
be needed to construct the Phase I and Phase II improvements.

12

Gm: brief complete dcscnption of your proposal, 1ncludmg the
proposed uses and the size oC the project and site. There are sever;il
questions later in this checklist that ask you to describe certain aspects
of your proposal. You do not need to repeat those answers on this page

(Lead agencies may modify this form to include additional specific
information on project description.)
Emerald Heights intends lo move forward with development of Phase I, which
would include:
(1) New 1 story 11,898 SF Fitness Center
(2) Interior remodel of the Clinic and corridor
Phase II
(1) New 1 story 10,200 SF auditorium.

I 3.

Location of the proposal. Give sufficient information for a person to
understand the precise location of your proposed project, including a
street address, if any, and section, township, and range, if known. If a
proposal would occur over a range of area, provide the range or
boundaries of the site(s). Provide a legal description, site plan, vicinity
map, and topographic map, if reasonably available. While you should
submit any plans required by the agency, you are not required to
duplicate maps or detailed plans submitted with any permit applications
related to this checklist.

See Appendix for Vicinity Map and Full Legal Description
Emerald Heights
10901 176th Circle NE
Redmond, Washington 98052

PCL 2 OF REDMOND LLA# LLR-88-22 REC #8901069008 LESS N 250 FT OF S
1/2 OF NE 1/4 & N 250 FT OF S 1/2 OF NW 1/4 PER DEED REC #9212241893

v,,,., ,
\,

P::tcrP 11 of?"

'.
)

To be completed by applicant

·: Evaluation
for
Agency Use only

!
B.

ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS
I.

Earth
a.

General descnpt1on of the site (check one)

[J

Flat

E]

Rolling

•

Hilty

0 Steep slopes
D Mountainous

D Other

b.

What is the steepest slope on the site (approximate percent slope)?
Describe location and areas of different topography.

Bands of slope in excess of 40% exist along the west edge of the campus.
behind several of the cottage buildings . This appears to be the result of manmade fi lls to establish level pads for these buildings. To the west of these
steep slopes is a broad forested swale with a class Ill stream meandering
through it south to north. The preponderance of the remainder of the site has
been developed and is comprised of rolling terrain. There are no steep slopes
in proximity to the proposed new Fitness Center, Auditorium and associated
parking improvements.

c.

What general types of soils are found on the site (for example, clay,
sand, gravel, peat, mulch)? If you know the classification of
agricultural soils, specify them and note any prime farmland.

Per the Geologic Map of the Redmond Quadrangle, Washington, by James P.
Minard and Derek 8. Booth, dated 1988, the soils on site are classified as
recessional till (Qvt). See Soils Report prepared by AESI for additional information

!

I

I

Evaluation
for
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To be completed by applicant
Are th<.:rc surface rndll'ation:.; or hi:-aorv or unstablt
immcd1;ite v1c1nity' 1 ~ Yes D No !Lu: Jescrib<.:

soils

HI

th<.:

A portion of Hie slope behind two of the cottage building located in the
southwest corner of the campus experienced a failure (sloughing) in 1993 The
slope was repaired by installing quarry spall ballasting and trench drains in
accordance with a geotechnical engineer's recommendations The area has
remained stable since the repa ir This area will remain undisturbed.

c

Describ<.: the purpose, type, location and approximate quantities of
any filling or grading proposed, Indicate source of filL

F:;.-; c ;t\',.!:icH1 , t,;; :.uicl urdnur :; ,s ; 1nt.c1:) d 1e·:J in qr(h.: •· t• > :-,•_-: ta t"'.,l1 ~h ;: t"'.,\;ildin u p ;·Jd f d
1
:Jpf.1.ror."'i:tt\:.1 t:! h-_-·•1dtio n,.1~~ fz;, r it: (:
rh_:-.·., buduir1t.: Tr nr:•.\' Fi!n e~~
Ccnte:· \'VIII t;i loc:1? ed 'v'""lt'l }rc ( i:lrtdnJ an;,:· l: J1~'C1fL\ .) ( i.: i;°Jq;,1:-.d Th•~-· dLH.JiL.i!'iurn
wdl be rioxt to tit.: v:..i:;;tir: q litne ,,'.\ htiildii1q wtw:h
I dcrn,Jli sl :cJ ,,ii•.!r lh.:, r1e-.v
t1tnesr bu iklin1:J i~> consHu<t-:d , (:Jr,1cjin 2 qu.Jnti;i;: ,: h;_L~} riot Ur·•'.·,n 1n:t!·-,r2,:'c1,
J!
cu:: ~-:; nsnrn,~-1irsl ti) l1f~ Jr; i._-x: c ••~~ '1 c•I 100b •:y
pc,qcl
it'.} nt·;· :~nd Lll
Is PsUfnc1ted to bu in exc r:::,:_; cd /50 r'Y' Acru:·d qirn11iti,~:-, v/lli
during f111ai oc ,;19n
,ir1

1

1

1

f

Could erosion occur as a result of clearing, construction, or use'> If
so, generally describe.

Limitcci erosion could occur Ju, :nq con5tr11'; 1ir.. 1 r: ,,1:/l\'.0rk activities required
for ccnstru 1:ti on 't1ould be de(;igrv?d nmJ en ;o ,, ,,,, 11 -,,cordar1ce with City of
n c•drnond standc1rds 1\ppr, ,pr 1,1t(:: f3est M,111.1::r•::·,c nt F•rnctices would be
(HTifJkiycid r,J ri=•d11c12 !11 1·! r1 t Jt Potfal !o r (~ro~; :o n to <.J::cu;

g.

About what percentage of the site will be covered with impervious
surfaces after project construction (for example, asphalt or
buildings)?

Approximately 20,000 SF of added impervious area is proposed (roof area,
walk way and pavement). Total impervious coverage with the proposal is
approximately 25%,,

h.

Proposed measures to reduce or control erosion, or other impacts to
the earth, if any.

The contractor will follow"' city - opproved TESC plan, develo ped to specif:✓
aripropriate measures to control erosion. Elemeri!s or the pkm may includ•:! use
of plastic sheeting, si:t fences, mulch check darns, veg etated sw,1lc s , ten1po rary

seeding, and phased clearing . .Cul and liH slopes will be revegetated as soon
as possible afier grading . Soil in stockpiles will be covered or orherwis
protected, Settling basins /sedlmenl traps will be ernployed to remove sediment
lrom runoff prior lo dlscharge. Project would comply with City's storm wate r
management practices during and post conslruction

Evaluation
for
· Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant
Does the lzindfill or cxc<1vat1on mvolve over I 00 cubic yards
throughout the lifetime of the project''
Yes

2.

Air

a.

What types of emissions to the air would result from the proposal
(i.e . dust, automobile, odors , industrial wood smoke , and
green.house gases) during constrnction and when the project is
completed:
If any, generally describe and give approximate
quantities if known.

I
I

During project construction, heavy equipment operation and workers' vehicles I
would generate exhaust emissions into the immediate vicinity. Additionally, dust
particulates generated primarily by construction equipment will be produced.
project. Construction is anticipated to be phased. The amount of emissions to
the
air is not expected to be significant.

b.

Are there any off-site sources of emissions or odor that may affect
your proposal'I
Yes ~ No If so, generally describe .

D

Off-site emissions consist primarily of vehicle emissions from nearby roads.

c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control emissions or other impacts
to air, if any:

Best Management Practices (BMP's) would be implemented to ensure that
minimal amounts of dust and exhaust fumes leave the site. BMP measures
include watering of the site as necessary during the construction phase of the
project to help control dust and other particulates. Additionally, street cleaning/
sweeping, and minimizing vehicle and equipment idling will be implemented to
reduce exhaust emissions

3.

Water

a.

Surface

l.

Is there any surface water body on or in the immediate vicinity of
the site (including year-round and seasonal streams, saltwater,
lakes, ponds, wetlands)? 0 Yes
No If yes, describe type,
location and provide names. If appropriate, state what stream or
river it flows into. Provide a sketch if not shown on site plans.

D

P::ia~ 7 nf?'i
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; To be completed by applicant
!

A Class Ill stream traverses the western, undeveloped portion of the site ,
draining frurn south to north. The stream as steep slopes have been surveyed
and an: delineated on the Critical Areas Exhibit in the attached Appendix.

2

Will the project require any work over, in, or adjacent to (within
200 feet) the described waters: D Yes iZj No ff yes, please
describe and attach available plans. Note approximate distance
bet\Veen surface waters and any construction, fill, etc ..

No. The previously described critical areas are remote from the proposed
expansion area

3.

Estimate the amount of fill and dredge material that would be

placed in or removed from surface water or wetlands and indicate
the area of the site that would be affected. Indicate the source of
fill material, if from on site.
Ncne

4.

Will the ,_E!'Oposal require surface water withdrawals or diversions?

D Yes~ No Give general description, purpose, and approximate
quantities if known.

5.

Does the proposal lie within a l00-year floodplain?
lf so, note location on the site plan.

D Yes •

No

!
I

Evaluation
To be completed by applicant

Agency Use only

Does the proposal involve any discharge of waste materials to
surface waters'7
Yes l2j l\o If so, describe the type of waste
and anticipated volume of discharge .

D

The only likely source for runoff would be from rainfall. Stormwater runoff
within the site would be generated from roof tops, sidewalks and other
impervious surfaces. Stormwater would be collected by the onsite storm
drainage system and discharged into the existing and new storrnwater
detention ponds then released into exisitng piped systems .

·,

Ground

Will ground water be withdrawn, or will water be discharged to
ground water?
D Yes 0 No Give general description,
purpose, and approximate quantities if known.

2.

Describe waste material that will be discharged into the ground
from septic tanks or other sources, if any (for example:
Domestic _sewage; industrial, contammg the following
chemicals ... ; agricultural; etc.) Describe the general size of the
system, the number of such systems, the number of houses to be
served (if applicable), or the number of animals or humans the
system(s) are expected to serve.

None anticipated

c.

Water Runoff (including storm water):

I.

Describe the source(s) of runoff (including stonn water) and
method of collection, transport/conveyance, and disposal, if any
(include quantities, if known). Where will this water flow?
Will this water flow into other waters? If so, describe.

for

Storm water runoff will primarily be generated from new and existing
roadways, roofs, parking areas, and associated landscaping. Additional
runoff will occur in proportion to the total new impervious and cleared

P~o-P: Q nf? <;

Evaluation
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To be completed by applicant
suriaces created. Runof1 will be collected in a network of catchbasins and
pipe and conveyed to one of several existing stormwater ponds. and to at
least one new facility, for detention/treatment, prior to release to existing
piped systems.

2.

Could ,vastc materials enter ground nr· surface waters? If so,
generally _describe.

Small amounts of pollu1an1s normally associated with urban development
could enter the collection/storm mam1gernent system and theoretically be
conveyed offsite.

d

Proposed measures to reduce or control surface, ground, and
runoff water impacts, if any:

We will comply with City of Redmond's storm water management practices
during and post construction. Runof1 wi ll be collected and routed through
existing/expanded detention and treatment facilities designed to meet City of
Redmond flow control and water quality standards

4.

Plants
:1.

Check and select types of vegetation

E]

Deciduous

Tree:

found

on the site:

0 Alder 0 Maple O Aspen 0 Other

E] Evergreen Tree: 12:l Cedar 0 Fir 0 Pinc 0

Other

EJ Shrubs
El Grass
D Pasture

D Crop or Grain
D Wet soil plants: 0

Cattail O Buttercup D Bullrush

0 Skunk cabbage O Other

D Water plants: D Water lily D Eelgrass D Milfoil O Other
D Other types of vegetation (please list)
The site is fully landscaped with many native and specimen plants.
Wet soil plants associated with detention ponds.

b.

What kind and amount of vegetation will be removed or
altered?

All vegetation within the construction limits would be removed. The majority
of this vegetation are established landscape plants. Plants to be removed
include deciduous and evergreen trees and shrubs.

P::io~ 1 n nf?c:;
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be completed by applicant

c.

List threatened or endangered species known to be on or near
the s ite .

No known threatened or endangered species

d.

Proposed landscaping, use of native plants, or other measures to
preserve or enhance vegetation on the site, if any :

Navitve vegetation, including trees, shrubs and groundcovers will be used to
reinforce the site's established landscape and provide low maintenance and
sustainable plan material.

5.

Animals
a,

Circle any birds and animals which have been observed on or
near the site or are known to be on or near the site

E]

Birds:

i21

D Heron D Eagle i21 Songbirds 0 Other
~ Deer O Bear O Elk O Beaver O Other

Hawk

D Mammals:
D Fish: 0 Bass
0
b.

O

Salmon

Shellfish

O

O Trout O Herring

v\-~-

Other

List any threatened or endangered species known to be on or
near the site

None known

c.

Is the site part of a migration route:

explain?

D Yes i2J

No If so,

. Evaluation
for
· Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant
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Energy and Natural Resources

a.

Wbat kinds of energy (electric, natural gas, oil, wood stove,
solar) will be used to meet the completed project's energy
needs:
Describe whether it will be used for heating,
manufacturing, etc.

All new energy needs will be met with either natural gas (for pool and
domestic water heating) or electric energy (hydronic heat pumps for healing
and cooling).

b.

Would your project affect the potential use of solar energy by
adjacent properties?
Yes iZI No If so, generally describe.

c.

Wbat kinds of energy conservation features are included in the
plans of this proposal? List other proposed measures to. reduce
or control energy impacts, if any:

D

Energy efficient lamps and ballasts, automated lighting control for iterior/
exterior lighting and energy supply metering per WAC 51-11-1200.

7

Environmental Health
a.

Are there any environmental health hazards, including exposure
to toxic chemicals, risk or fire and explosion, spill, or hazardous
waste that could occur as a result of this proposal?
Yes
No. If so, describe.

D

iZJ

P~o-~ 17 nf,.;;
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Although unlikely under normal operating conditions, construct ion and
maintenance veh icles and equipment could potentially threaten
environmental health by leaking lubricants and fuels onto the ground
Misuse and improper disposal of household cleaners, fertilizers, pesticides,
pa ints, and petroleum products used in veh icle operalion/maintenence.

1.

e,/~,.

Describe spec ial emergcncy·services that might be required.

None know at th is time

Proposed measures to reduce or control environmental health /
hazards, if any:
State regulations regarding safety and the handling of hazardous materials
would apply during the construction process and operation of the facility.
Maintenance equipment refueling areas would be located in areas where a
spill could be quickly contained, and where the risk of the hazardous
material entering surface water is minimized

b.

Noise

I.

What types of noise exist in the area which may affect your
project (for example: traffic equipment, operation, other)?

The immediate vicinity consists of relatively low density residential served
by a collector roadway. A high school abuts the propertyon the south.
Existing noise sources are primarily traffic along adjacent streets. All noise,
during project construction will be within City's noise limits. No additional
noise is anticipated after construction

2.

What types and levels of noise would be created by or
associated with the project on a short-tenn or a long-term basis
(for example: traffic, construction, operation, other)? Indicate
what hours noise would come from the site.

On a short-term basis, site preparation and constructlon noise would be
generated. The two propsed buildings will not generate additional traffic
when they are completed becasue they are for the existing residents use.
Noise impacts are not expected to be significant.

3.

Proposed measures to reduce or control noise impacts, if any:

To reduce the use of cars, Emerald Heights provides bus transportation for
their residents for appoinments and errands. Also, they orgainize bus
trasnportation lo entertainment activities. This will not change with the
Fitness Center and Auditorium.
Staff are encouraged to ride public transporation and car pool.
Construction activity will be limited to hours as specified by City of Redmond
municipal code.

c.

Describe the potential use of the following:

1.

D

Flammable liquids

PlioP 11 nf?<:;
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3.

•
•

Agency Use only
..

Combustible liquids
Flammable gases

4.

D

Combustible or flammable fibers

5.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flammable solids

6.

7.

8
9.
10.

I 1.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.

2 I.
22.

•
•

Unstable matenJls
Corrosives
Oxid izing materials
Organic peroxides
Ni tromethane
Ammonium nitrate
Highly toxic material
Poisonous gas
Smokeless powder
Black

sporting powder

Ammunition

Explosives
Cryogenics
Medical gas
Radioactive material
Biological material
High piled storage (over 12' in most cases)

Fuels, lubricants, solvents associated with operation/maintenance of
maintenance/transport vehicles. The campus is a Continuing Care
Retirement Community, and includes skilled nursing facilities that may utilize
diagnostic equipment, and medical gases, and may produce biological
waste. Approximately 20 ea. {30" high x 5" around) and 20 (14"-18" high x 5"
around) personal use oxygen tanks are kept in a dedicated secure room.

8.

Land and Shoreline Use
a.

for

What is the current use of the site and adjacent properties?

The current site is a Continuing Care Retirement Community with
independent living units, assisting living units, skilled nursing units and
support areas. The adjacent properties are single-family homes and
Redmond High School

P::iop 14nf?"i

: Evaluation

for
Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant
Has the site been used r~;~-~g~1cultu~c' 1- [ ]
desc ribe

c

Yes" '.Zj°Nolf so, .

Desc ribe an y structures on the site.
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1

pain ted wood siding and asphalt shingle roofing

d

Will any strnctures be demolished? i2j Yes

O No If so, what?

Existing carports will be demolished to accommodate the new Fitness
Center. The existing Pool Building will be demolished to accommodate the
new Auditorium.

e.

What is the current zoning classification of the site?
R-4 - Low Moderate Density Residential zone

0

Other

f

What is the current comprehensive plan designation of the site?
Single-Fami ly Urban

0

Other

g.

If applicable, what is the current shoreline master program
designation of the site?
Not Applicable

0

Other

h.

Has any part of the site been classified as an "environmentally
sensitive" area? ~ Yes D No If so, specify. (If unsure check
with City)

The site includes a class Ill stream and steep slopes, which are both
environmentally sensitive or critical areas.

P~c,,- l 'i nf?'i

Evaluation
To be completed by applicant

for

Agency Use only

Approximately how many people would reside or work in the
complered project.

There will not be an increase in the staff or residenl populalion .

J.

Approximately how many people would th e completed project
displace?

People would not be displaced by the project.

k.

Proposed measures to avoid

or reduce displacement impacts, if I

any:
Not applicable

I.

Proposed measures to ensure the proposal is compatible with
existing and projected land uses and plans, if any:

The proposal is compatible with the existing and projected land uses.

m.

What percentage of the building will be used for:

0

Warehousing

D Manufacturing
D Office
D Retail
D Service (specify)
G;;r'otber (specify)

\Z._,

~~1tON

D Residential
n.
What is the proposed I.B.C. construction type?
Fitness Center & Auditorium: Type ll-B fully sprinklered.

Pl'.loPlnnf?"i

-

.

·· -

_____ _________
,.

•.....

·

- -- - - -

____________ _

I

To be completed by applicant
o.

•

I Evaluation
for
' Agency Use only

How many square feet arc proposed (gross square footage
including all tloors, mezzanines, etc)

Fitness Center - 11,896 SF
Auditorium - 10,201 SF

p.

Ho w many square feet are available for future expansion (gross
square footage including floors , mezzanines and additions)

None

9.

Housing
a.

App roximately how many units would be provided, if any?
Indicate whether high, middle, or low-income housing.

None

b.

Approximately how many units, if any, would be eliminated?
Indicate whether high, middle, or low-income housing.

None

c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control housing impacts, if
any :

None

10.

Aesthetics

a.

What is the tallest height of any proposed structure(s), not
including antennas; what is the principal exterior building

.

material(s) proposed?

lne materials proposed lor both buildings: cementitlous lap siding,
cementitious plank panels and faux ledge stone. The maximum height of
the Fitness Center is 25'. The Auditorium is approximately 30'.

'-- -- - -- -
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Evaluation
for
Agency Use only

: To be completed by applicant

b.

What vie_ws in the immediate vicinity would be altered or
obstmcted?

View for the neighboring developments will not be altered. The existing
buildings within the site will have views of the new structures.

I

c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control aesthetic impacts, if ,
any:
I

New landscaping will be installed on any disturbed land in keeping with the
current character of Emerald Heights.

11.

Light and Glare
a.

What type of light or glare will the proposal produce : What

time of day or night would it mainly occur:
Any additional lighting will be consistent with the lighting that currently exists
on site. There will not be added site lighting; only lights on the new buildings
to illuminate entrys and connected pedistrian paths.

b.

Could light or glare from the finished project be a safety hazard
or interfere with views:

~-1 ·

No

c.

What existing off-site sources of light or glare may affect your
proposal?

None known

r·

i To be completed by applicant
I

'

d.

Evaluation
for
Agency Use only

Proposed meas ures to reduce or cuntro l li ght and gl are impacts,
if any ·

Th e new Fitness Center will be prov id ed with int erior window blind s

12 .

Recreation

a

What designated and mforrn al recreational opportunities are in
th e immedi ate vicinity?

There are several parks in the v1cmty: Jonathan Hartman Park, Farrel
McWhirter Park, Sammamish Ri ve r Reg ional Park and Marymore Park.

b.

Would the proposed project di splace any ex.isling recreational
uses?
Yes 12] No If so, describe .

c.

Proposed measures to reduce or control impacts on recreation,
including recreation opportunities to be provided by the project
or applicant, if any :

D

The average age of an Emerald Heights resident is 84 . The parks should
not be impacted by an increase in Emerald Heights population . Currently,
the community provides fitness classes specifically tailored to this
demographic. The new Fitness Center will provide additional classes and
opportunities for the residents.

13.

Historic and Cultural Preservation
a.

Are there any places or objects listed on, or proposed for,
national, state, or local preservation registers known to be on or
next to the site? If so, generally describe.

None known

b.

None

Generally describe any landmarks or evidence of historic,
archaeological, scientific, or cultural importance known to be
on or next to the site.

J'\· \·
P::1011. lQnf?<;

Evaluation
for
Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant

c

Proposed measures to reduce or control impacts, if any :

Not Applicable

14.

Transportation

Identify public streets and highways service the site, and
describe proposed access to the existing street system

Show

on site plans, if any.

I
I

The Emerald Heights is located north of Redmond High School, south of
Abbey Road, west of 176th Avenue NE, and east of a residential community
The main access driveway on 176th Avenue NE is to remain. There is an
existing emergency-only access driveway on Abbey Road.

h

D

Is site currently served by public transit? iZl Yes
No If not,
what is the approximate distance to the nearest transit stop.

The site is directly served by public transit with a King County Metro transit
bus stop at the main driveway along 176th Avenue NE to the Emerald
Heights community. This stop is served by Route 221.

c.

How many parking spaces would the completed project have?
How many would the project eliminate?
There will be 36 stalls eliminated with the new Fitness Center. and 36 stalls
will be added in various locations around the campus.

d.

Will the proposal require any new roads or streets, or
improvements to existing roads or streets, not including

driveways? If so, generally describe (indicate whether public
or _private).
A new (private) fire lane will be extended between the main building and the
proposed fitness center. No new public roadways or improvements are
proposed

P~CY/>
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Evaluation
for
Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant

How many weekday vehicular trips (one way) per day would
be generated by the completed project? _no_n_e_ __
If known, indicate when peak volumes would occur.
_____ a.m. & - _ _ p.m. How many of these trips occur 111 ,
the a.m . peak hours?_ _ _ How man y of these trips occur '
in the p.m . peak hours? ... . .. _ __ _____
i
The new Fitness Center and Auditorium are for use by the existing staff and
residents.

f

Proposed measures

10

reduce or control transportation impacts,

if any.

15.

NO ll\.,I_Pf\C..1~

PN'i\0PP>1t0

Public Services

a.

Would the project result in an increased need for public

services (for example: fire protection, police protection, health
care, schools, other)? 0 Yes ~ No. If so, generally describe.
The completed project would not result in an increased in need for police
and fire protection, as well as emergency medical service.

b.

Proposed measures to reduce or control direct impacts oo
pub lic services, if any.

The project would be designed and constructed with adequate fire flow,
properly located fire hydrants, and appropriate access roadway to
acommodate aid, fire, and police protection vehicles.

P~oi>. ?1 nf?~

Evaluation
for
Agency Use only

To be completed by applicant

Utilities

16.

a

Selec t ut i l ities currentl y avail able at th e site·

0

Electricity

iZj

Natural g as

iZ1
121
121
121

Water

•

0

Refuse serv ice
Telephone

Sanitary Sewer
Septic System
Other

Cable television

b.

Describe the utilities that are propos ed for the project, the
utility providing the service, and the general construction
activities on the site or in the immediate vicinity which might

be needed.
Existing onsite water, sewer, power, gas, and telecommunications utilities
will be re-routed or extended to serve the proposed buildings. Stormwater
runoff will be collected and conveyed to existing onsite facilities, including
an expanded pond providing detention. The pond expansion will also
include volume to mitigate runoff impacts from the future Auditorium

'
------- - - - - -- - - - -------- - - - - C.

SIGNAnJRE

The above answers are true and complete to the best of my knowle<lge.
understand that the lead agency is relying on them to make its decision.

7____/f,--_r7,_Y_1_'(_

Date Submitted: __

,:Z_tJ_I_(_ _ _ __

SEP A Check! ist Appendix Follows
•
•
•
•
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Vicinity Mup
Legal Description
Critical Area~ Exhibit
Conceptual Site Plan. New htness Center anJ Auditorium
Conceptual Floor Plans : Nn,, Fitness Center and Auditorium

Emerald Heights

Legal Uescript1on

Parcel Number: 3626059003
POR OF LOT 3 REDMOND SHORT PLAT #SP-87-13 REC #870804081 0 0/\F-BEG t\T
E 1/4 COR OF STR 36-26-5 TH N 01-07-06 E ALGE LN THOF 1070.90 FT TO S LN OF
N 250 FT IN WIDTH OF S 1/2 OF NEl/4 OF SD SEC & TPOB TH CONTG N 01-07-06 E
ALG SD E LN 250 FT TO NE COR OF SD S 1/2 HIN 88-38-33 W ALG N LN TH OF
2690.21 FT TO NW COR OF SD S 1/2 TH N 88-45-00 W ALG N LN OF SE 1/4 OF NW
1/4 OF SD SEC 1317.62 FT TO NW COR OF SD SE 1/4 TH S 00-53-42 W .A.LG W LN
THOF 200 FT TO S LN OF N 200 FT IN WIDTH OF SW 1/4 OF NW 1/4 OF SD SEC TH
N 88-45-00 W ALG SD S LN 815.32 FT TO INTSN WITH NLY EXT OF WLY MGN OF
166TH AVE NE AS SHOWN ON PLAT OF ACADEMY HILL 3 TH S 04-30-51 E ALG SD
NLY EXT 50.25 FT TO S LN OF N 250FT IN WIDTH OF SWl/4 OF NWl/4 Of SD SEC
TH S 88-45-00 E ALG SD S LN 810.58 FT TOW LN OF SE 1/4 OF NW 1/4 OF SD SEC
TH S 88-45-00 E ALG S LN OF N 250 FT !N WIDTH OF SD SE 1/41317.76 FT TOE
LN OF SD SE 1/4 TH S 88-38-33 E ALG S LN OF N 250 FT IN WIDTH OF S 1/2 OF NE
1/4 OF SD SEC 310 FT TH S 38-14-38 W 1158.50 FT TH S 00-S1-47 W 160 FT TO S
LN OF SE 1/4 OF NW 1/4 OF SD SEC TH S 88-56-06 E ALG SD S LN 393.35 FT TO SE
COR OF SD SE 1/4 TH S 88-56-06 E ALG S LN OF SW 1/4 OF NE 1/4 OF SD SEC
1342.12 FTTO SECOR OF SD SE 1/4 TH S 01-00-46 W ALG W LN OF NW 1/4 OF SE
1/4 OF SD SEC 50 FT TH S 88-59-14 E 32.92 FT TAP ON CRV CENTER WCH BEARS S
76-34-14 E 509.66 FT TH NLY ON SD CRV TO RGT THRU C/ A OF 17-26-19 ARC D[ST
OF 1S5.12 FT TAP OF REV CRV CENTER WCH BEARS N 59-07-5S W 634.42 FT TH
NLY ON SD CRV TO LFT THRU C/ A OF 29-52-41 ARC DIST OF 330.83 FT TH N 0059-24 E 178.87 FT TAP OF CRV TH NLY ON SD CRVTO LFT RAD OF 273 FT THRU
C/A OF 41-01-38 ARC DIST OF 195.48 FT TH N 40-02-14 W 411.73 FT TO S LN OF N
250 FT IN WIDTH OF S 1/2 OF NE 1/4 OF SD SEC TH S 88-38-33 E ALG SD S LN
1508.86 FT TOE LN OF SD SEC & TPOB SD SP OAF - SE 1/4 OF NW 1/4 & S 1/2 OF
NE 1/4 & NE 1/4 OF SE 1/4 TGW SLY SO FT IN WIDTH OF N 250 FT OF SW 1/4 OF
NW 1/4 ALL INSTR 36-26-5 LESS THAT POR LY WLY OF NLY EXT OF WLY MGN OF
166TH AVE NE LESS ST- AKA PCL 2 OF REDMOND LLA # LLR-88-22 REC
#8901069008 LESS N 250 FT OF S 1/2 OF NE 1/4 & N 250 FT OF S 1/2 OF NW 1/4
PER DEED REC #9212241893

Google Maps

http://maps .go, · com/maps 0 oe=utf-3&client=fircfo!\ -a&ie= ..

- --Get Google Maps on your phone ,
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EMERALD HEIGHTS CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN
Proposed Fitness Center and Auditorium
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STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (SEPA)
FINAL DETERMINATION OF NON-SIGNIFICANCE

Name of Proposal/.File Number: EMERALD HEIGHTS-FITNESS CENTER, File Nurnbt>r

Ll I 0204
Description of Proposal:

CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW 12 ,000 SQUARE Foo·r FITNESS CENTER WITHIN Tl-IE
EMERALD HEJGHTS RETIREMENT FA CI LITY TO JNCLUDE A SWIMMfNG POOL,
FITNESS CENTER, MASSAGE ROOMS, AND A SALON.
Location of Proposal: I 0901 176TH CIRCLE NE, REDMOND, WA 98052
Site Address of Proposal (if any) : l 094 5 179TH AVE NL RED
P.-oponent: JULIE LAWTON
Lead Agency: CITY

or REDMOND

The lead agency for this proposal has determined that the requirements of environmental analysis,
protection, and mitigation measures have been adequately addressed through the City's regulations and
Comprehensive Plan together with applicable State a11d Federal laws .
Additionally, the lead agency has determined that the proposal does not have a probable significant
adverse impact on the environment as described under SEPA .

An environmental impact statement is not required under RCW 43 .21 C.030(2)(c). This decision was
made after review of a completed environmental checklist and other information on file with the lead
agency. This information is available to the public on request.

(over)

City Hall• 15670 NE 85th Slreet • PO Box 97010 • Redmond, WA• 98073-9710

Comment Period

The Final DNS 1s issued using the Notice of 1\ppl1ca1ion with Optional DNS process. pro\'ided for under
WAC 197-11-35 5 The comment period for this DNS was provided for during the Notice of Application
for the underlying permit. r-!1e comment period ended on 06/27/20 l l. Therefore there is no further
comment period for this DNS. However this Final ONS may be appealed as provided below.

Responsible Official/Positionffitlc: Rober£ G Odle, Planning /)irec1or

Responsible Offtcial/Positionffitle: William J. Campbell, Public Works /)/rector
_,,...--. ·

I

Si[. n:lf Ill\.: '

Address: 15670 N.E. 85th Street, P.O. Box 97010, Redmond. WA 98073-9710

Appeal Period
You may appeal this determination to the City of Redmond Planning Department, Redmond City Hall,
15670 N.E. 85th Street, P.O. Box 97010, Redmond, WA 98073-9710, no later than 5:00 p.m. on
07/)4/2011, by submitting a completed City of Redmond Appeal Application Fonn available on the
City's website at www.redmond.gov or at City Hall. You should be prepared to make specific factual
objections.

For more information about the project or SEP A procedures, please contact the project Planner,
Tbara Johnson at 425-556-2470 or via e-mail tmjohoson@redmood.gov

Date of Final DNS issuance: 06/30/2011

MEMORANDUM

TO:

DESIGN REVIEW BOARD

FROM:

Thara Johnson, Associate Planner

SUBJECT:

Emerald Heights Fitness Center; Site Plan Entitlement Ll 10203

DATE:

June 2, 2011

REQUEST:

CONDITIONAL APPROVAL OF SITE PLAN. BUILDING
ELEVATIONS, LANDSCAPE PLAN, MATERIALS AND COLOR

PROJECT BACKGROUND
I.

LOCATION & SURROUNDINGS

The project is located in the Education Hill neighborhood, within the Emerald Heights
Retirement community, at the southeast corner of NE 111 th Street and 172nd Avenue NE.
The Emerald Heights Retirement community is comprised of 38.00 acres and was
approved in November 1988 as a Planned Unit Development. The proposal consists of
construction of a new fitness center building (12,000 square feet) which will house a
swimming pool and associated facilities such as locker rooms and showers, jetted spa
pool, fitness room with both cardio and strength training machines, fitness classroom for
aerobics and yoga, spa with private massage and pedicure rooms, and a salon. The
existing pool building (5,975 square feet) will be replaced with an auditorium once the
fitness center is constructed.
The Emerald Height retirement community consists of 33 buildings on 38 acres. The
approved Planned Unit Development comprised of 308 residential suites, 30 personal
care suites and a 60-bed skilled nursing facility. However, there have been several
changes to the facility since the original approval.

EXHIBIT

IM-/Z6

II.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The new fitness center is proposed to occupy an area that is currently used as an access
roadway, parking and pedestrian connections with a single-story 12,000 sq. ft building
that consists of varying heights which relates to the scale of spaces inside. The new
building will be set adjacent to the road similarly to the adjacent Corwin Center and
portions of the independent apartment wings and will include a swimming pool with
locker rooms and showers, spa rooms, fitness center, exercise studio, and a salon. No
parking is proposed for the fitness center as access to the facility is reserved for residents
of the community. The proposal indicates that sidewalks are to be maintained along 176th
Circle NE and will provide connections along the west and east sides of the building to
the courtyard and apartment buildings. The spacing between the Fitness Center and
adjacent Corwin Center and the P-Wing of apartments is consistent with existing
conditions around campus.
The fitness center is proposed as Phase I of the redevelopment of the common courtyard
for the Emerald Heights community. Subsequent phases include construction of a new
Auditorium in place of the existing pool building (5 ,975 square feet) and an addition to
the Commons building for an expanded dining room along with a complete interior
remodel of the dining venues.
The proposed layout includes a 6' sidewalk along the street frontage adjacent to the
parking; which then continues as a 5' sidewalk to the east and west until it ties into the
existing sidewalk system.
The proposed dining and wellness spa is located within a courtyard in the Emerald
Heights campus and is not visible from adjacent arterials. The future Auditorium and
Dining remodel and addition will complete the built edges of this courtyard.
The exterior design of the Fitness Center utilizes similar materials from the existing
campus while providing for a more modern appearance than the existing 1990's design.
The existing campus uses a 4x12 blonde brick, white painted wood trim and beige vinyl
siding as its primary exterior finish materials. The proposed single-story Fitness Center
will use a faux ledge stone in a color that coordinates with the existing brick as well as
cementitious lap siding in a similar coordinating tan color. In addition, the courtyard and
entry facades will incorporate a wood veneer phenolic panel siding. Most windows will
be storefront except at the spa, salon and office areas where more traditional vinyl, tiltturn windows will be employed. These smaller windows will be trimmed as well. Shed
roof forms are used over the pool and exercise areas to reflect the more dynamic nature of
these activities whereas the areas serving these uses are set under a simple flat roof
incorporating an area of green roof as well as overhangs and canopies to control the sun
on the southwest and southeast facades.
The City of Redmond Planning Staff has prepared this memo as part of a packet of
materials for design review.

2

III.

SURROUNDINGS, ZONING, AND STANDARDS

Surrounding Uses, Character and Context

Surrounding land uses consist of single family residential to the north, single family
residential to the east and west (Abbey Road subdivisions), and Redmond High School
located south.
Comprehensive Plan Vision

The proposed project is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan Vision for the Education
Hill Neighborhood. The Comprehensive Plan land use designation for this area is Single
family urban and is located in the Central Education Hill subarea. Neighborhood
planning for this subarea accounts for the Emerald Heights facility as an existing facility
and provides for compatible uses surrounding the community. Below is the applicable
Comprehensive Plan policy.
FW-13: Create opportunities for the market to provide a diversity of housing types, sizes,
densities and prices in Redmond to serve all economic segments and household
types, including those with special needs related to age, health, or disability.

N-EH-14:Encourage a mix of housing types, styles and a range of choices while
maintaining the overall single-family character of established neighborhoods in
Education Hill.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS CHECKLIST
Zoning Designation
1. Site Requirements

The site plan must comply with the following applicable site requirements:
Zoning: R-4
Minimum Building Setback on all Sides: Front - 15 feet. Side Street - 15 feet.
Side/ Interior - 5 feet/ 10 feet. Rear 10 feet
Maximum Lot Coverage of Structures: 35%
Maximum Impervious Surface Coverage: 60%
Maximum Building Height: 35 feet
Minimum Open Space: =2~0°~¾~---
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2. Neighborhood Requirements (RZC 21.08.180)

The proposed project is within the Education Hill neighborhood.
neighborhood-specific regulations apply to this proposal.

No

3. Parking Requirements (RZC 21.08.060)

a. Parking shall not be below the minimum requirement of 1.25 spaces per unit.
4. Landscaping (RZC 21.32)

a. The proposed fitness center is an improvement which is located within the
Emerald heights Fitness center and is proposed where existing parking spaces
are currently located, therefore, there are no landscaping requirements that
would apply.
IV.

DESIGN REVIEW BACKGROUND ISSUES
The Design Review Board reviewed this project at its January 20th, 2011 meeting
as a Pre-Application request. At the January 20th, meeting, the Board stated that
this project was ready to be submitted as an application, and provided a few
additional comments. Individual comments from Board members are included
below from the minutes of the January 2ot11, 2011 meeting:
COMMENTS FROM THE ORB MEMBERS:

Ms. Palmquist:
• Says this is a good improvement over the current project. He ' s concerned about
traffic at the north entrance, which the applicant says most people will be using. The
applicant noted that most of the traffic on the site would come from within, not
outside the community, and should not be a concern.
• Mr. Palmquist would like to see that entrance highlighted more. Beyond that, he
believes this is a good project.
Mr. Nichols:
• Likes the project and the materials, which he believes provide a nice upgrade.
• Likes the site plan, which he says is a major enhancement as well.
Mr. Meade:
• Asked about the roof material. The applicant is considering a green roof area and a
flat roof material with a granular finish and a brown color.
• Mr. Meade asked about the parapet detail, where there would typically be a roof
overhang. The applicant says the idea is to emphasize the overhang on each edge, and
where the major openings are on the project.
• Mr. Meade asked about the size of the overhang, which the applicant says is about 6'.
Mr. Meade believes that a larger size does not make too much sense, and he believes
6' is a bit generous. He says the parapet detail jumps out at him.
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• Mr. Meade would like to see more detail around the windows as to where trim is used
and where it is not used.
Ms. McDonald:
• Asked about the north elevation and the perspective views provided there. The
windows on the exercise room do not show up in the plan, but the applicant assured
the DRB that windows were indeed there.
• Ms. McDonald likes the proportion of the windows on the southwest; to her, it
appears the size of the windows is too small around the exercise room. She would
appreciate some simplification of the design around that room. The sills have been set
at 5'.
• The applicant says with the exercise machines in that area have a more internal
focus, and residents using those machines most likely would not like to be seen.
• Ms. McDonald asked about the red coloration on the northeast elevation, and if two
color masses were intercepting each other in that section. The applicant says he is
trying to separate two uses with the different materials and colors there.
Mr. Krueger:
• Also had questions about the north of the project, and how the stone material did not
seem to fit with the windows on that side of the project. He added that having more
square windows might help in this area.
• Mr. Krueger asked about the parapets and how thick they were. The applicant says
that thickness would be about a foot.
Ms. Sirois:
• Says the project looks great overall. Suggested adding a fourth window around the
exercise area to help with proportion.
• Suggested staying with a brick material rather than introducing stone. The applicant
says the entire project has a lot of brick, which he is trying to break away from.
• Ms. Sirois says a green roof, even if it is hidden from view, would be a great addition.
She suggested a linear rain garden in the courtyard area when it is finished.
Mr. Meade:
• Mr. Meade noted that there were some differences between the DRB's packets and
the applicant's presentation. He added that the windows on the north should have
some sort of reference to the southwest elevation of the building.
• He suggested using canopies on the north elevation; the applicant noted that such a
canopy would not be all that functional due to where it is facing.
• Mr. Meade asked the applicant to take the DRB's comments about stone massing to
heart to create a better relationship between materials on the project.
• The DRB thanked the applicant for his time.
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V.

STAFF ANALYSIS
The applicant has addressed the DRB's comments from the January 20th meeting
and included revised elevations that address the comments. Changes to the
elevations include •
•

Eliminating one of the siding materials to reduce the palate from four to
three
Application of materials in a more monolithic manner by using faux stone
on the two high parapet pieces - the courtyard fa<;ade and the office
portion flanking the north entrance

•

Making the north entrance more prominent through the utilization of faux
stone veneer which provides a richness to the entry.

•

The revised design repeats the lower two panels of the storefront windows
occurring on the southwest fac;;ade of the exercise room thereby improving
the proportion of the windows in the exercise room in relation to the spa
pool windows and entrance

The applicant has provided a plant schedule for the proposed green roof as
requested by staff. The City of Redmond Planning Staff prepared a design
checklist (see Attachment) which is derived from the Redmond Zoning Code
design standards. Staff analysis is provided under the "Comments" column.
The staff recommendations below are based on the scores in the design checklist.
A score of 3 in the first column means that the specific design standard shall be
met by the project design, 2 means that the standard is of some importance, and 1
means the design requirement is optional or not practical for the proposed project.
The second column of numbers reflects Staffs numerical representation of
whether or not the project met the design requirement. Wherever a design
guideline has a score of 3, Staff determined that the project has satisfactorily met
or exceeded the requirements of the guidelines. A score of 2 means the project
meets the design standard for some parts of the project but will require additional
action to address areas of deficiency. The texts in bold indicate areas of deficiency
in design that must be further addressed by the applicant. A score of 1 means the
project has not met the design requirement. The Staff Recommendations below
reflect specific items to rectify design deficiencies to meet the design standards
with a score of 1 or 2.
Staff finds the design of the proposed project meets the goals and intents for the
neighborhood and complies with the City's site development requirements and
design standards. The building materials, colors, and architectural detailing for the
6

project reflect the residential character of the surrounding neighborhood. The
proposed landscaping will provide adequate buffering over time for the adjacent
residential uses, while also improving the overall appearance of the property.

VI.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
The City of Redmond Planning staff recommends approval of the Building
Elevation, Colors, Materials, Landscape Plan, and Lighting Plan for the Emerald
Heights Fitness Center with the following conditions:
1. Presentation Materials Inconsistencies
a. Where inconsistencies between the floor plans and elevations are
found after the Design Review Board has approved the building
addition, the elevations approved by the Design Review Board at this
meeting will prevail.
b. If, after this Design Review Board approval, there are any
inconsistencies found in the information provided for the elevations,
floor plans, landscape plans, lighting plans, materials and color
between the presentation boards and the 11" x 17" submitted
drawings, the Design Review Board and the Redmond Planning Staff
will review and determine which design version will be followed for
the proposed project.

Attachment A - Design Checklist
Cc:

Julie Lawton, Lawton PMG, 9205 NE 155 th St., Bothell, WA 98011
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CITY OF REDMOND
DESIGN REVIEW BOARD
June 2 nd , 2011
NOTE:

These minutes are not a full transcription of the meeting. Tapes are available for public review
in the Redmond Planning Department.

BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: David Scott Meade, Joe Palmquist, Scott Waggoner, Jannine McDonald
EXCUSED ABSENCE:
STAFF PRESENT:

Craig Krueger, Lara Sirois, Mike Nichols

Steve Fischer, Principle Planner; Thara Johnson, Associate Planner; Carl McArthy,
Code Enforcement Officer

RECORDING SECRETARY: Susan Trapp, Lady of Letters, Inc.

The Design Review Board is appointed by the City Council to make decisions on design issues regarding
site planning, building elevations, landscaping, lighting and signage. Decisions are based on the design
criteria set forth in the Redmond Development Guide.
CALL TO ORDER
The Design Review Board meeting was called to order by Chair David Scott Meade at 7:10 p.m.
SIGN PROGRAM
L110186. City Center Sign Program
Description: Multi-Tenant Sign Plan
Location: 15965 NE 85 th Street
Applicant: Rod Heyes
Staff Contact: Carl McArthy, 425-556-2412 or cmcarthy@redmond.gov

Mr. McArthy says this is under review because the building has just turned into a multi-tenant space. Staff
is recommending approval. Some newly-revised sections of the City's Zoning Code are involved in this
review. Mr. McArthy pointed out that there will be a band for the bottom and top of the building to allow for
tenant signs. Code section 21.44.01 0.(G)(11) states that signs will be based on a uniform sign concept
approved by the ORB known as the Uniform Sign Program, which all future tenants will adhere to. If there
are small requests, staff handles such matters; larger changes would be brought to the ORB. The City
has worked with the applicant and a sign professional, and staff believes the proposal is appropriate for
the current building architecture and site conditions, and meets the signage needs for the site. Therefore,
staff is recommending approval from the ORB of the proposal as presented.
Rod Heyes with Sign Associates says there is currently one tenant on the upper floor. Two are on the
upper floor, with the possibility of three or four in the future. With that in mind, not that many more signs
would be added, and the landlord would have to approve them.
COMMENTS FROM THE BOARD MEMBERS:

Ms. McDonald:
• Asked if there was a monument sign. Mr. Reyes said no.
• The applicant says there may be a chance to erect such a sign at a later time, but that is not feasible
now due to parking and setback rules.
Mr. Meade:
• Asked if a tenant could have multiple signs if that tenant had a location on both floors, for example.
• Mr. McArthy says such a tenant could have signs on the interior walls their space touches. The
landlord could limit that further, but if the tenant were on a corner, two signs would be allowed.
• The applicant added that the two prominent elevations are the north and south; thee
-& •1.building are obscured by trees, and not desirable for signs. However, signs could be
EXHIBIT

I !f"-127
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Mr. Meade confirmed with Mr. McArthy that the ORB would be approving the location of the signs, not
their materials or design. Mr. McArthy noted that the sign program is a concept.
• Details on height, length, and illumination would be determined later, but would be guided overall by
the DRB's decision .
• Mr. Palmquist and Mr. Waggoner had no further comment.

•

MOTION BY MR. PALMQUIST, AND SECONDED BY MS. MCDONALD, TO APPROVE SIGN
PROGRAM L 110186, THE CITY CENTER SIGN PROGRAM. MOTION PASSES (4-0).

Mr. McArthy noted that there are two sections of revised City Code regarding signs that will come to the
ORB soon; one is regarding multiple tenant spaces, the other is an added section in the Code for the Sign
Program itself. That new section should make it easier for applicants to understand what is required of
them when it comes to signage. The design standards overall have been made more clear, and some
administrative design flexibility has been added to the Code. That could give the applicant and the ORB
some wiggle room to make sign program changes, where appropriate. The ORB will review several
sections of revised Code, including the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sign
Sign
Sign
Sign
Sign

legibility
compatibility
placement, location and size
color and materials
illumination

Different design standards will be in place for different signs, including wall signs, projecting signs, blade
signs, window signs, and monument signs. Mr. Fischer is preparing a small binder for the ORB members to
review that deals with the revised Code the Board needs to know. It should be ready soon. The ORB
thanked Mr. McArthy and Mr. Fischer for their work on those issues.
PROJECT REVIEW
L110203. Emerald Heights-Fitness Center
Description: Construction of a new 12,000 square foot fitness center
th
Location: 10945 - 179 Ave NE
Applicant: Julie Lawton
Staff Contact: Thara Johnson, 425-556-2470, tmjohnson@redmond.gov

Ms. Johnson noted that the ORB had seen this project at the beginning of this year on January 20 th as a
pre-application. The proposal includes a new fitness center, which has a swimming pool, salon, spa,
cardio room, and locker facility. The current pool building will be demolished to make way for an
auditorium once the fitness center is done. The location of the fitness center is currently used as parking
and pedestrian connections. The ORB , at the last meeting, made comments regarding the project
massing, windows , and materials. The applicant has revised the materials and elevations in accordance
with those comments by doing the following:
1. One of the siding materials has been eliminated , reducing the palette from four to three colors.
2. Materials have been applied in a more monolithic manner, by using false stone on the two high
parapet pieces, which are the courtyard fac;:ade and the office portion at the north entrance.
3. The north entrance is more prominent, through the use of false stone .
4. The revised design, overall, repeats the window design on the southwest fac;:ade of the exercise
room, thereby improving the relationship to the spa and pool windows, as well as the entrance.
5. Staff had asked for a plant palette for a proposed green roof on the fitness center, which has
been provided .
Staff says the building elevations, colors, and materials meet the City design standards, and is
recommending approval of the application, subject to standard conditions.
Architect Andy Kosusko presented on behalf of the applicant. He showed the DRB the material palette,
which involves changes to the faux stone, such that there is a better relation to the existing materials on
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the site. The roofing material is now a membrane. A skilled nursing center and independent resident
apartments flank the project, and single-story duplex cottages are across the street from it. Ash trees and
red maples, as well as flowering magnolias, encircle the project with year-round color and texture. The
green roof is 1,100 square feet, with a mixture of sedum produced in Bellingham. Outdoor seating and a
water feature have been added to the courtyard elevation at the south end of the pool. The higher parapet
has some of the faux stone, as well . On the north elevation , the stone is used again around the office
space area . The high pitched roof areas of the pool and the cardio area are covered with lap siding, which
matches the siding elsewhere on campus. The panel used will be smooth, but the lap siding will have
texture. A line of mechanical units is now across the roof at the southwest fa9ade, and those units have
been screened. The applicant says the scale of the building relates well to the Corwin Building, the dining
space, and other buildings on the site. Aerial shots show the context, as well.
COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC AND DESIGN REVIEW BOARD MEMBERS:
Mr. Meade:
• Opened the meeting up for public comment. A Dr. Donald Taves, a resident of Emerald Heights,
spoke to the Board. He asked about the bamboo screening on the site.
Dr. Donald Taves:
• The applicant says it will be a black bamboo that will grow about 15 feet high, and provide privacy to
the pool. Dr. Taves says the present pool has a nice outlook through glass onto a croquet and lawn
bowling court.
• D,. T;we··, ·,;,J y ·, w is cr)1,r;,;r,,c•r! ,:,'v_, .t: 1,- lL c,1'.":'' ,,1 tt•G i,:-1 r;; .--.s cc·nlcr. H0 c;a;1s the pro 1e,.t clnes not
;.Jnrorrn to ·~e J •~VL~iopn1•~n , ,:::0;1ce~L)l s (HOViJ G: r~ ~o .he ,__,,i t~' 3 S ·112. t1c-1s1s f(~r tne cect:nt zo1;ing chr:tn~]C
1

•

fo1 Emera 'rl fi.-•1c;f1I:; !ron; r'.£; to R6. i·, .LJ17(' .:ll :n1c.
In l!lat ;--oning ,:i1;:lf1Qe, D ~ ·:·c:'''~;'; r%u.;; s,Y~t;,Jr n:;U119 Hi ;;i t aii I,E;•" t,1,ilcl1119s 1,vili hu c:m·na'iblo wnh
Emeralct He 1e,hts ;:-,r,rj sur·c . . 11 rJ:Q_:J ne 1,;J hDt.1rl1our. r,e ckJ::e,, no' be 1,0vc; ihr, ne\·, desig,1 ,s
mir approp1 iolC

• Dr. Taves believes the site of the building is poor, in that it is further for the residents to walk. He is
concerned that the auditorium would not be built, which could present some aesthetic and heating
problems for the elevated walkway proposed to the fitness center.
• The auditorium, Dr. Taves says, has narrow access areas in comparison to the old auditorium.
• Dr. Taves is concerned that the proposed building placement cuts the current fire lane into two lanes,
which he says will obscure views for residents. He says this is a frivolous , expensive project that does
not fit with the City's Code, which calls for low-impact development.
• Dr. Taves says this facility will waste energy and resources, and he believes that the existing facility is
at least as good as any competing facility. He would like to see it expanded rather than demolished .
• Dr. Taves says he would like Emerald Heights to remain a quality, aesthetically pleasing facility.
Ellen Taves:
0

Ms. ~r c.r ,r: s . ~-H 10H )e r n.1s ici r:nt of n-10 fa ctli t)\ spokr~ 10 re-t; :r 1 pha~-; i1e -i.r10 p oi n!t.; n~,ade tJy [)r. T":.1ve~;.
~::,i 1r::, is co,,. x 1Ni ,;-,3 r ,r1a nevi o ut:di ;~c js ,•::,i CD,~·pati b .., v ith C. nv, r2 ~} 1-lei,ght' s cLMsni bu,;cJings ;.rnc1
also- not compa'1blf'.e wi,r1tt1n rc--;1 c!f,1;cc~- around it.

Herbert Stevenson :
• Mr. Stevenson lives on a corner unit, and he believes the new building would be an invasion of his
privacy.
• He says the fitness center is not good to look at, but he has no problem with it in its current state.
Ms. Johnson:
• Clarified the zoning change referred to by Dr. Taves. She says that request was mainly to increase
the density within the Emerald Heights facility.
• She noted that the proposal at tonight's meeting, the site plan entitlement for the fitness center, is not
associated with the zoning change. She says the entitlement could go forward whether that zoning
change is approved by City Council or not.
• Ms. Johnson noted that the Council has not made a decision on the zoning change yet.
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Mrel:'~lrrrguist;
• Asked ,:ibout the appearance of t11e olcl bu1ldlfl~Js compared to t11e new l>•.l'!clings . dn li if 1!1at WilS
discussed at the last meeting .
• He believes it is the Board's position that the project is compatible in terms of materials. The shed
roof is clearly a move to a more modern look compared lo tt·1e origirwl buildings.
• Mr. Palmquist says the public would not really be ablci to even see this prowct as they drive by th e
site. He 1s asking what the Board's responsibility is , seeing as how most of the public comments
appear to be internal concerns about Hie appearance of the nevv building .
• Ms. Johnson says there has not been a lot of feedb ack on this proposc-il, nor ihE~ 7oni111.1 ch,rnc1e. frorr;
surrounding neighbors
• Mr. Fischer says the role of :he ORB on il1is pro1ect 1s like any other proJect 1n town, to apply the
design criteria frorn the City Code . Ti1e bet that the site is scree ned well frorn th e publi c doris no!
mean that it does not need to adhere to the Code.
• Mr. Palmquist says the only design concern he had was on the north entrance, which he says
appears to have been resolved.
• He asked about the south entrance, around the side, and if there was a roof covering. The applicant
says there was a covering, about five to six feet wide .
• Beyond that, Mr. Palmquist says the monolithic approach to materials has cleaned up the project well.
Mr. Meade:
• Asked about the tunnel referred to in the public comments. The applicant says it is more of a
breezeway. There is glazing on both sides in the current passage. With the new proposal, the path
will go across the front of the auditorium, and another pathway has been added .
• The new pathway will be covered as well, the applicant notes.
• The applicant added, by way of responding to some public comments, that the position of this building
was the best way to keep the maximum number of buildings in use during construction.
• The applicant says residents spoke up during the master plan process, and wanted to keep the pool
open during any construction .
• Mr. Palmquist asked about the timeline for building and construction, and how residents would gain
access. The applicant says that access would happen from the outside.
Ms. McDonald:
• Says that there are some different window types notted in the design. The applicant explained that a
curtain wall system was deemed best to support a large expanse of glass, two and a half by six feet,
in some locations. The smaller windows are two feet by four and a half.
• The new, traditional windows are vinyl, with a solid, bulky look.
• The existing windows are metal, with a much smaller profile.
Mr. Meade:
• Asked about the logic of using the bamboo on this project.
• The applicant says there is a service drive that comes by, with a lot of through traffic. Although there
is a push to get more light in this project, the idea is to screen away the view of that traffic, using an
organic element like the bamboo.
Herbert Stevenson:
• Expressed concern about his corner unit being so close to that bamboo, and what taking five feet of
dirt away to plant that bamboo would do to the foundation of the building.
• The applicant noted that the fire lane does not cut into the corner, and follows the grade.
• Regarding the fact that the fire lane will be cut into two sections, he noted that this was not a regularly
trafficked street, and fire access would not be compromised.
Mr. Meade:
• Asked about the surface material for the fire lane.
• The applicant says it would be an asphalt drive with a concrete walk.
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Barbara Mudge:
• Ms. Mudge, a resident of Emerald Heights, says the building of this structure will take away many
parking spaces. She is concerned that the applicant would take away half of her lawn , at her cottage
unit, to add parking places within ten feet of her home. She objects to that.
• The applicant says 43 parking places will be lost with this project, but 41 will be added , so the net loss
is only two spaces. There are spaces added all around the property to deal with this. An island
separates the parking areas.
Dr. Donald Taves:
• Asked to see a picture of the fire lane near the dining room. The applicant noted again that this fire
lane was not a road; a fire truck would use the patio area in the case of an emergency.
• A paver or concrete material would be used in that patio area. Planters in that area could be rqlled out
of the way easily in the case of a fire .
Mr. Waggoner:
• Asked about the landscape plan, and if the patio plan would be installed during the building project.
The applicant explained that for the preparation for the construction of the auditorium , the green area
around the patio would have to be re-seeded .
• The final courtyard renderings are just conceptual at this point.
• Mr. Waggoner asked, relating back to the covered walkways, if those were the main access points for
the auditorium or coming in from the street.
• The applicant says 85% of the population of the site use those covered walkways. Some of the
cottage units and other foot traffic would use an external route .
Ellen Taves:
• Asked why it was necessary to blacktop the fire lane that comes so close to Mr. Stevenson's
apartment, when it is only going to be used in emergencies. Now, there is grass with embedded
concrete blocks.
• The applicant noted that reinforced grass is no longer allowed, though that was the original proposal.
The fire department's regulations for fire lanes have changed.
Mr. Waggoner:
• Asked about the mechanical units, and where they would be placed. The applicant pointed out where
they would be placed on the roof, and showed the screening.
• Mr. Waggoner asked if the screening would fully block out the view for one of the closest buildings.
The applicant says it would be a partial screen; it matches the height of that building . A screen
completely obscuring the units would involve a much larger construction.
Mr. Meade:
• Asked the applicant to describe the process Emerald Heights went through to develop this project
and explain it to the residents.
• The applicant says Emerald Heights is a non-profit that owns and operates this property. A master
plan process was taken on initially to determine placement of new facilities, starting in 2007.
• There have been resident forums, with multiple schemes developed over the last few years.
Dr. Donald Taves:
• Says the control of this project is isolated from the residents, and driven by the master plan the
applicant wants to put through.
• Dr. Taves says that plan was appropriate when the site was expanding, but at this point, he believes
the applicant should be re-entrenching rather than spending money on this project.
• Dr. Taves says the money spent on this project should be put into skilled nursing . He says the
residents are not very happy.
• He says 180 people signed a petition against the zoning change. He says 78% of the people are
parties of record for the zoning change . He says residents do not feel they were any part of this
design.
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Dr. Taves noted that some residents were selected to be on committees, but their objections were
smothered. Those residents did not explain to the others that they were not being heard.
• Dr. Taves says the residents feel manipulated, and they do not like that.

•

Ellen Taves:
•
Says that unlike any other residential retirement community she knows of, the residents are the sole
support of Emerald Heights.
•
Ms. Taves says the residents have supplied all of the funds to support Emerald Heights. She says the
board and administration have informed the residents rather than consulting them on changes, except
for selected residents who have been on committees.
Ms. McDonald :
• Says if one were not familiar witt1 the p, operty. and looked at the contextual photos, it would appea r
lhe building does not fit with the property , It looks like a new buiiding 1n an existing surrounding
• Having sa1cJ that, she says that typically. new buildings are built 1n thf:::1~ time, and as time passes 1n
f~edrnond tl1ere wi!! be new buildings, which is part of living in the ci;y.
• She says while the new l)uilding does not match the exact forms of the surrounding buildings. the
colors and trim and proportion work with the existing buildings successfully.
MOTION BY MS. MCDONALD, AND SECONDED BY MR. PALMQUIST, TO PROVIDE CONDITIONAL
APPROVAL TO PROJECT L110203, THE EMERALD HEIGHTS-FITNESS CENTER, WITH
STANDARD STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONDITIONS. MOTION PASSES (4-0).
ADJOURNMENT
MOTION MADE BY MR. PALMQUIST AND SECONDED BY MS. MCDONALD TO ADJOURN THE
MEETING AT 8:14 P.M. MOTION PASSES (4-0).

MINUTES APPROVED ON

RECORDING SECRETARY

Technical Committee
Site Plan Entitlement Notice of Decision
Transmittal Letter

June 30, 2011
Julie Lawton
LawtonPMG
7520 2nd Avenue NE
Seattle, WA 98115
Subject: Emerald Heights Fitness Center, L110203, DEV020014

Location: 10901 176th Circle NE, Redmond, WA 98052; 362605-9003
Dear Ms. Lawton:
The City of Redmond Technical Committee and Design Review Board have reviewed
and approved the above referenced proposal for construction of a new 12,000 square foot
fitness center within the Emerald heights Retirement Facility. Attached to this letter is
the Technical Committee's Notice of Decision including Conditions of Approval (see
Section IV) for this project.
NEXT STEPS

This letter is a guide to assist you with next steps in the approval process now that your
project has received Site Plan Entitlement approval from the Technical Committee.
Before beginning construction of your project, there are other review processes that must
be completed. The next steps for this project include the Coordinated Civil Drawing
Review and the Building Permit Review processes.
Coordinated Civil Drawing Review Process. This process will include review and
approval of construction and landscape drawings, as well as collection of performance
bonds and Public Works review and inspection fees. Construction drawings must be
submitted per the Civil Drawing Checklist and the Notice of Decision Conditions of
Approval; and reviewed and approved by all applicable divisions of Development
Services.
The
Civil
Drawing
Checklist
can
be
found
at
www.redmond.2:ov/insidecityha1Voublicworks/civildrawings.as0. A Coordinated Civil
Kick-Off meeting is highly recommended to provide guidance prior to submitting for
review of your civil construction drawings. For information regarding a Coordinated
Civil Kick-off meeting, please contact Dave Almond at 425.556.2861 or
dalmond@redmond.gov.

EXHIBIT

f M._llB

Emerald Heights Fitness Center Site Plan Entitlement
Ll 10203

Additional information regarding the Coordinated Civil Drawing Review process can be
found at
http://redmond.gov/ ems/ one .aspx?portalld= 169&pageid=2984#C ivil%20Dra wing,
including:
•
•
•

Public Works Development Review Fees: Includes review and inspection fees.
Private Development Construction Process: Includes fees, bonds, and other
information required to begin and complete construction of your project.
Record Drawings : Includes requirements for preparing Record Drawings

Building Permit Review Process. You may be required to obtain one or more building
permits for your project. Building permits can be submitted at any time, but cannot be
issued prior to Civil Construction Drawing approval. Please note that permits are
required to demolish as well as construct buildings on the site. Additionally, separate
building permits may be required for other structures on the site including, but not limited
to rockeries and retaining walls over 4 feet in height, and stormwater detention vaults.
Fire, Parks, School, and Transportation Impact Fees, as appropriate, and stormwater
Capital Facilities Charges will be collected at the time of building permit issuance.
Building permit submittal requirements, applicable codes, and intake and issuance fees
are available on the City ' s website at:
http://redmond.gov/cms/One.aspx?portalld= 169&pageld=2969
http://redmond.2:ov/common/oages/UserFile.aspx?fileid=5805 in the document Building
Permit Fees
Impact fee information can be found at:
http://redmond.gov/common/pages/UserFile.aspx?fileid= 15516
Stormwater Capital Facilities Charges can be found at:
http://redmond.gov/common/pages/UserFile.aspx?fileid=l 5518 in the document Public
Works Development Review Fees
If you have questions regarding process or the Notice of Decision Conditions of
Approval, please contact the staff person for the appropriate City Department/Division
listed below.

DepartmentDivision
Transportation
& Engineering
Water &
Sewer
Storm water,
Clearing &
Grading
Fire

Contact

Title

Kurt
Seemann
Jim Streit

425 .556.2881
Senior
Engineer
Sr.
Utility 425.556.2844
Engineer
Senior
425.556.2890
Engineer

Jeff Dendy

Phone

Todd Short Assistant
Fire Marshal

425.556.2242

2

Email
kseemann@redmond.gov
jstreit@redmond.gov
jdendy@redmond.gov

tshort@redmond.gov
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PlanningDevelopment
Review

Thara
Johnson

425.556.2470

Associate
Planner

tmjohnson@redmond.gov

The City's Development Review Staff are available to meet with you regarding the
development review process. Please contact Thara Johnson, Associate Planner at 425556-2470 or tmjohnson@redmond.gov or the appropriate Development Review Staff
member listed above for additional information.
Sincerely,

David K. Almond,
Development Services Manager
Public Works Department

Robert G Odle, Director
Planning and Community Development
Department
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Technical Committee Site Plan Entitlement
Notice of Decision
Proiect Name:

Emerald Heights Fitness Center Site Plan Entitlement

Location:

10901 176 th Circle NE, Redmond, WA 98052

Project File Number:

Ll 10203, DEV020014

Project Description:

Construction of a new 12,000 square foot fitness center
within the Emerald heights Retirement Facility.

Application Date:

May 16, 2011

Notice of Application
Date:

June 6, 2011

State Environmental Policv Act
SEP A Threshold
Determination:
Determination of Non-Significance (DNS)
1110204
SEPA File Number:
Date Issued:
June 6, 2011

Robert G. Odle, Director
Planning and Community Development
Department

William J. Campbell, Director
Public Works Department

Technical Committee Decision
Approval with Conditions

Decision Date:
Appeal Deadline:

June 30, 2011
July 14, 2011

This decision may be appealed to the Hearing Examiner by filing an appeal with the
Planning and Community Development Department within 14 calendar days of the date
of this decision. Appeal forms are available on-line at www.redmond.gov. A completed
appeal form must be submitted by 5 :00 p.m. on the last day of the appeal period. If you
have any questions, please contact Thara Johnson, Associate Planner 425 556-2470 or
tmiohnson@redmond.gov.

Rob G. Odle, Director
Planning and Community Development
Department

David K. Almond,
Development Services Manager
Public Works Department
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I.

State Environmental Policv Act {SEPA)
The Optional DNS process was used for this project. The State Environmental
Policy Act (SEP A) requires applicants to disclose potential impacts to the
environment as a result of their project. The Environmental Checklist submitted by
the applicant adequately discloses anticipated environmental impacts as a result of
this project. City of Redmond codes and regulations; including those contained
within the Community Development Guide, Street and Sidewalks, Water and
Sewer, and Building and Construction Codes adequately mitigate for these
anticipated environmental impacts.
Therefore, a Determination of NonSignificance (DNS) is the appropriate threshold determination for this project.

II.

Code Deviations Granted
The Technical Committee has granted the following deviations to the development
standards through the authority referenced.

Stopping Sight Distance:
The 450 foot mm1mum stopping sight distance
requirement for arterial and neighborhood collector streets was modified to 300 feet
based on the Speed Study prepared by William Popp Associates dated May 24,
2006.
Code Authority: RCDG Appendix 20D-3 "This appendix has been approved by the
Director of Public Works, who may approve design deviations in specific situations
where conditions warrant and are properly documented."
III. Vesting/Approval Expiration
This decision is not vested to the development regulations in effect until a complete
building permit application is submitted. The approval of this project shall expire
one year from the date of this decision, unless an approval extension is granted.
Extensions can be requested on a yearly basis if proper justification is demonstrated
(see RZC 21.76.090(C)). Requests for extensions must be submitted in writing to
the Technical Committee via the project planner at least 30 days prior to the
approval expiration date.
IV. Conditions of Approval
A. Site Specific Conditions of Approval

The following table identifies those materials that are approved with conditions as
part of this decision. The "Date Received" is the date that is stamped as "Received"
by the Development Services Center.
Item
Plan Set, [pages 1, Cl - C6;
GLY-0l;Ll-L-6;Al-A4;

Date Received
05/16/11
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FPll
SEPA Checklist

05/ 16/11
05/16/11

and as conditioned herein
and as conditioned by the
SEPA threshold
determination on
06/ 06/2011 .
and as conditioned herein.
and as conditioned herein.

05/16/11

and as conditioned herein.

05/16/11

and as conditioned herein.

05/16/ 11

and as conditioned herein.

05/ 16/11

Architectural Elevations
Design Review Board
Approval/Plans
Conceptual Landscaping Plan
rLl-L61
Proposed Tree Retention Plan
[L 1-31
Stormwater Design

The following conditions shall be reflected on the Civil Construction Drawings,
unless otherwise noted:
Public Works Transportation and Engineering
Reviewer: Kurt Seemann, Senior Engineer
Phone: 425-556-2881
Email: kseemann@redmond.gov

a.

Easements and Dedications. Easements and dedications shall be provided for City
of Redmond review at the time of construction drawing approval and finalized for
recording prior to issuance of a building oermit. The existing and proposed
easements and right-of-way shall be shown on the civil plans. Prior to acceptance of
the right(s) of way and/or easement(s) by the City, the developer will be required to
remove or subordinate any existing private easements or rights that encumber the
property to be dedicated.

b.

Access Improvements
1. The type and location of the proposed site accesses are approved as shown on the
Emerald Heights Fitness Center site plan prepared by Triad Associates received
on May 16, 201 I.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.52.030(E); Appendix 2)
11.

Sidewalks constructed to City standards are required at the following locations:
•

Construct minimum 5 ' -wide sidewalks and related connections as
shown on the Emerald Heights Fitness Center plans prepared by
Triad Associates received May 16, 2011. All sidewalks and related
connections shall include ramps that meet current ADA requirements.
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iii. The following driveways are required to be improved as specified below:
•

Construct 20' -wide asphalt fire lane as shown in the Emerald Heights
Fitness Center plans prepared by Triad Associates received May 16,
2011.
The minimum pavement section for the driveway shall consist of:
•

3" HMA Class ½" PG 64-22

•

4" Crushed Surfacing Base Course.

•

Subgrade compacted to 95% compacted density as determined by
modified Proctor (ASTMD 1557)

•

Stree crown 2% to drain system.

(Code Authority: RCDG Appendix 2)
c.

Underground Utilities.
All existing aerial utilities shall be converted to
underground along the street frontages and within the development. All new utilities
serving the development shall be placed underground.

(Code Authority: RZC 21.54.020(8))
f.

Street Lighting. Illumination of the street(s) along the property frontage must be
analyzed to determine if it conforms to current City standards. Streetlights may be
required to illuminate the property frontage. Luminaire spacing should be designed
to meet the specified criteria for the applicable lamp size, luminaire height and
roadway width. Contact Paul Cho, Transportation Operations at (425) 556-2751
with questions. The street lighting shall be designed using the criteria found in the
City's Illumination Design Manual which can be accessed at:
http:// http://www.redmond.gov/cms/one.aspx?objectld=2873&contextld= 169

(Code Authority: RZC 21.52.030(0); Appendix 2)
2. Public Works- Water and Sewer
Reviewer: Jim Streit, P.E., Sr. Utility Engineer
Phone: 425-556-2844
Email: jstreit@redmond.gov

a.

Water Service. Water service will require a developer extension of the City of
Redmond water system as follows: install new 8-inch, 6-inch and 4-inch diameter
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ductile iron water mains and fire hydrants as shown on drawing C2 of 6 prepared
by Triad Associates date stamped May 16, 2011. New water meters and fire supply
pipelines will also be installed as shown on drawing C2 of 6.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.54.010)

b.

Sewer Service. Sewer service will require a new side sewer as shown on drawing
C2 of 6 prepared by Triad Associates date stamped May 16, 2011.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.54.010)

c.

Easements. Easements shall be provided for all water and sewer improvements as
required in the Design Requirements for Water and Sewer System Extensions.
Easements for the water and sewer mains shall be provided for City of Redmond
review at the time of construction drawing approval. Offsite easements must be
recorded prior to construction drawing approval.
(Code Authority: RZC Appendix 3)

d.

Backflow Preventors: Backflow preventors shall be used in the water supply
system in accordance with City, State, and Federal requirements. (Code Authority:
RMC 13.10) WAC 246-290-490 specifically addresses Cross-connection control
devices and their specific use of premise isolation; reference Table 8 for the
appropriate backflow isolation devices and Table 9 to determine if your proposed
use is a high health cross-connection hazard.

e.

Permit Applications. Water meter and side sewer applications shall be submitted
for approval to the Public Works Utility Division. Permits and meters will not be
issued until all improvements are constructed and administrative requirements are
approved. In certain limited circumstances, at the sole determination of the City of
Redmond, water meter and/or side sewer permits may be issued prior to completion
of improvements and/or administrative requirements. In such cases, various
additional guarantees or requirements may be imposed as determined by the
Utilities Division. All reimbursement fees shall be paid prior to sale of water and
side sewer permits.
(Code Authority: RMC 13.08.010, 13.12)

3. Public Works - Stormwater/Clearing and Gradine
Reviewer: Jeff Dendy, Senior Engineer
Phone: 425-556-2890
Email: jdendy@redmond.gov
a.

Water Quantity Control:
1.
Stormwater discharges from the project area shall match the developed
discharge duration to the predeveloped duration for the range of
predeveloped discharge rates from 50% of the 2-year peak flow up to the
full 50-year flow. Detention shall be provided in an existing, privately
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maintained, pond that will be expanded to accommodate the added
.
.
1mperv1ous area.
ii. Provide for overflow routes through the site for the 50-year storm.
111.
Provide a driveway for maintenance equipment to access the pond.
(Code Authority: RMC 15.24.080)
b.

Water Quality Control
1.
No storm water quality treatment is required for the proposed work. The
project work area does not increase the threshold of pollution generating
impervious area over 5,000 square feet.
(Code Authority: RMC 15.24.080(2)(d))

c.

Public Stormwater Easements. None anticipated for this project.
(Code Authority: RMC 15.24.080(2)(i))

d.

Private Stormwater Easements. Private stormwater easements will be required
where drainage systems are located across adjacent properties and will remain
under private ownership. Maintenance of private drainage systems will be the
responsibility of the property owners benefiting from the easement. Prior to
construction drawing approval, fully executed and recorded easements shall be
provided to the Public Works Utilities Division.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.54.010, Appendix 3)

e.

Clearing and Grading. Provide compost amended soil in landscaped areas within
the project limits.
(Code Authority: RMC 15.24.080)

f.

Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control (TESC).
i. Rainy season work permitted October 1st through April 30 th with an approved
Wet Weather Plan.
(Code Authority: RMC 15.24.080)

g.

Floodplain Management. Project does not lie in a flood plain.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.64.010 and 21.64.040)

h.

Wellhead Protection.
(Code Authority: RMC 13.07.100)

i.

Department of Ecology Notice of Intent Construction Stormwater General
Permit. Notice of Intent (NIO) must be submitted to the Department of Ecology
(DOE) at least 60 days prior to construction on a site that disturbs an area of one
acre
or
larger.
Additional
information
is
available
at:
www.ecv.wa.gov/oubs/0710044.odf.
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(Code Authority: Department of Ecology Rule)
j.

Regional Capital Facilities Charge: Not applicable to this project.

4. Fire Department
Reviewer: Todd Short, Assistant Fire Marshal
Phone: 425-556-2242
Email: tshort@redmond.twv

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

The current submittal is generally adequate for Site Plan Entitlement Approval,
but does not fully represent compliance with all requirements. The following
conditions are integral to Entitlement Approval and shall be complied with in Civil
Drawings, Building Permit Submittals, Fire Code Permit submittal, and/or other
applicable processes:
Site Plan Condition
Show the emergency vehicle access roadways and the corresponding fire lane
markings per Redmond Fire Department Standard 2.0. Additionally, provide an all
weather driving surface for the short term temporary turnaround area with an
approved duration (accepted by the Fire Department). Also, provide a signed
agreement letter noting that the temporary surface will be improved to provide the
required asphalt or concrete surfacing to Redmond standards if the future site
development does not occur by an agreed to date.
Fire Protection Plan
Provide the details of supplying adequate hydrants and water supplies to fire
protection systems throughout each phase of the construction. Provide detailed
drawings on providing fire department connections, and post indicating valves for
the new building. Review and final approval will occur during civil drawing
review.
Change or Modification
Any modifications to the proposed hydrants, fire protection appurtenances, fire
lanes, or other fire department related features will require review and approval
prior to final coordinated civil drawing signoff by the Fire Department.
Fire Code Permit
A fire code permit may be required for the new facility depending on the
occupancy of the proposed structure and/or the storage or use of hazardous
materials.
Comment
Applicable fire and building code related conditions of approval are reviewed
during building permit submittal review.
(Code Authority: RMC 15.06; Redmond Zoning Code Appendix 2, RFD
Standards, RFDD&CG)
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5. Planning Department
Reviewer: Thara Johnson, Associate Planner
Phone: 425-556-2470
Email: tmjohnson@redmond.gov
a.

Tree Preservation Plan. A Tree Preservation Plan depicting all significant and
landmark trees required to be preserved as part of the site development must be
provided with the civil construction drawings. A plan showing the location of
preserved trees and containing protection language approved by the City shall be
shown on the face of the deed or similar document and shall be recorded with the
King County Department of Records and Elections.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.72.060(0)(2))

b.

Design Review Board Approval. The Design Review Board approved the
proposed project at their June 2, 2011 meeting. Revised elevations or plans that
reflect the conditions of approval issued by the Design Review Board must be
submitted with the building permit application or civil drawings. All plans must be
prepared by a licensed architect or licensed engineer. The Design Review Board's
conditions of approval are:
1. Presentation Materials Inconsistencies:
a)

Where inconsistencies between the floor plans and elevations are found
after the Design Review Board has approved this project, the elevations
approved by the Design Review Board at its June 2, 2011 meeting will
prevail.

b)

If, after this Design Review Board approval, there are any inconsistencies
found in the information provided for the elevations, floor plans, landscape
plans, lighting plans, materials and color between the presentation boards
and the 11" x 17" submitted drawings, the Design Review Board and the
Redmond Planning Staff will review and determine which design version
will be followed for building permits.

(Code Authority: RZC 21.58)

B. Compliance with Citv of Redmond Codes and Standards
This approval is subject to all applicable City of Redmond codes and standards,
including the following:

Transportation and Engineering

RMC 6.36:
RZC 21.52:
RZC 21.40:

Noise Standards
Transportation Standards
Design Requirements for Parking Facilities
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RZC 21.54:
RMC 12.08:
RMC 12.12:
RZC 21.76.IOO(F)(9)(c):
RZC 21.76.020(0):
RZC 21.76.020(H)(6):
RZC 21.76.090(F):
RZC Appendix 2:
City of Redmond:
City of Redmond:

Utility Standards
Street Repairs, Improvements & Alterations
Required Improvements for Buildings and Development
Nonconforming Landscaping and Pedestrian System
Area
Civil Construction Drawing Review
Preconstruction Conference
Performance Assurance
Construction Specification and Design Standards for
Streets and Access
Record Drawing Requirements, Version 10-2005 (2005)
Standard Specifications and Details (current edition)

Water and Sewer
RMC 13.04:
RMC 13.08:
RMC 13.10:
RZC 21.54.010:
RZC Appendix 3:
City of Redmond:
City of Redmond:

Sewage and Drainage
Installing and Connecting Water Service
Cross-Connection and Backflow Prevention
Adequate Public Facilities and Services Required
Design Requirements for Water and Wastewater System
Extensions
Standard Specifications and Details (current edition)
Design Requirements: Water and Wastewater System
Extensions - January 2000.

Stormwater/Clearing and Grading
RMC 15.24:
RZC 21.32.080:
RZC 21.64.040:
RZC 21.64.050:
RZC 21 .64.060:
City of Redmond:
City of Redmond:
Department of Ecology:

Clearing, Grading, and Storm Water Management
Types of Planting
Frequently Flooded Areas
Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas
Geologically Hazardous Areas
Standard Specifications and Details (current edition)
Stormwater Technical Notebook, Issue No. 5 (2007)
Stormwater Management Manual for Western
Washington (revised 2005)

Fire
RMC 15.06:
RZC Appendix 2:
City of Redmond:
City of Redmond:

Fire Code
Construction Specification and Design Standards for
Streets and Access
Fire Department Design and Construction Guide 5/6/97
Fire Department Standards

Planning
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RZC 21.08
RZC Article III:
RMC 3.10:
RZC 21.32:
RZC 21.72:
RZC 21.34:
RMC 6.36:
RZC 21.38:
RZC 21.40:
RZC 21.44:

Residential Regulations
Design Standards
Impact Fees
Landscaping
Tree Preservation
Exterior Lighting Standards
Noise Standards
Outdoor Storage and Service Areas
Parking Standards
Signs

Building
2006 International Building Codes (IBCs)
2006 Uniform Plumbing Code
2006 International Residential Code (IRC)
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CITY OF REDMOND
DETERMINATION OF NONSIGNIFICANCE, ADDENDUM
Description of proposal:
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Retirement Community, Ll20037
This is an addendum made pursuant to WAC 197-l l-600 (4)(c) and WAC 197-11-625 to a DNS made
on June 30, 2011. See attached determination labeled "'original" .
Description of Addendum:
1h~· :1dd,:rh ltrr1: i1 11,,I\, .- 1,.:!,h.:;t1i11 -.: ,·,, i :-- ti,1 :: 1\",id,·111 :1:1rd,:1is. a l:i,,1 1
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eanhwork. See attached dctenninatio.1.1
Proponent:

Julie Lmvton

Location of proposal, including street address, if any: 10901 176'" Circle NE. Redmond WA 98052
Lead Agency:

Citv of Redrnond

The lead agency for this proposal has determined that it does not have a probable significant adverse
impact on the environment. An environmental impact statement (EIS) is not required under RCW
43.2IC.030(2)(c). This decision was made after review of a completed environmental checklist and
other infomrntion on file with the lead agency. This information is available to the public on request.

_x_

There is no comment period for this addendum.

Responsible official/position/title: Robert Odle, Planning Director
Signature:

~
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Address: 15670 NE 85th
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556-2733
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Date:

March 23, 2012

EXHIBIT

lltR.~129

ORIGINAL
CITY OF REDMOND NOTICE OF APPLICAl'ION
WITH OPTIONAL DETERMINATION OF NONSIGNIFICANCE
FILE NUf\lBER: I.I IO ~O:;
PERMIT TYPE : PL1nning T:·P<-' 11, Site P!Jn t:rnille111elli
PRO..JECI NAME: EMERALD lffl(,H I S-rTrNESS C EN rt .I,
PROPONENT:
JULI [Ii\ WI ON, 7~20 2ND AVL NE, Sf':,\ i 7 LE WA , 9811 'i
NOTlCF. OF APPLICATION DATE: Ob.'06r)O 11
COMME;\'TS DUE DATE: 06,'27:2011 (1ftlate ends on a 1,ed:l.'11J or l10l1day. co111men1 , :1re dut rn1 t:1c rin1 busi"r1c's:, Ja\' tl1 er'i:ai"teri
Pf<.OJECT DESCRIPTION:
SITE PLAN ENTITLEiv1EN 1· 1·OR CONSTRU CTION or- A N [W 12,000 S()lJAKE FOO I Fl INES \ l ' LNJTR WI IIJIN TH E
U1EH.ALU IILIGH IS Rl·. l llU·.ML:N r FACILI rY TO !N CLl Jl)I A SWIMMIN(j POOL 1·1 !'N ESS (TN 11:K.. rv1..'\SSAGE R0 0\1S ;\ND
A SM.ON
PROJECT LOCATION: 10901 176TH CIRCLE NE, REDMU)\D, WA 98052
SITE ADDRESS, IF APl'LICAIJLE: 10945 179TH AVE NI-: kFD
SIZE OF SUHJECT AREA IN ACRF.S:
3R
SQ. FT.: 16552:lO
ZONING: K-l
COMPREHENSIVE !'LAN UESIGNATION: Single -Family Urban
APPLICATION DATE: 05116·~01 I
NOTICE OF COMPLETENESS DATE: 05 I (1 10 Ii

ENVIRONMENTAL HEVIF,W: The City has reviewed the prc,posal and exp<:cb r.o issue a Dctcm1inat1on ofNonsigniticancc (DNS)

Tre optional DNS process is being used. I hrs may be your onl y oppor1unity to commenl on the env1ronmen1al impacts of rhe propo~al
Comments arc due bv 5:00 1'1\1 on the elate noted above to the City of ReJ1Hund Planning Deparrmern. PO Bu x 97010 Mail S1up
2SPL, Redmond, WA 98073-971 O; or to the project planner, Thara Johnson. by e-mail: tmjohnson@rccJ111on<l gov, by phone .
42 5-556-2470; or fax: 425-556-2400 . Although comments an: accepted up until the decision, submirt81 ol comments early in the process
is ,:ncouragcd to allow staff and/or the applicant to address conunents as early in the design process as pus,ible Note that a Public
H.-aring is not required for this application type.
Th~ City has detennined that the requirements for environmental anal ysis, protection, and mitigation measures have been adequatel y
ad lressed in the developrncnl regulations and comprehensive plan. and in other app licable local, ~late, or federal la1,s or rules Our
ag .,ncy will not require any additional mi1iga1ion measures under SEPA To become a parly of record you must submit comrncnts or
sp cifically request to become a party of record A final decision regarding the DNS will be included within tht: Technical Comrnmee
re ommendation The finJI decision can be appealed . For information on appealing lhc final <.lecision or other questions regarding
th s notice, please contact lhe above staff person.
Rl'.QUIRED PERMITS:
Si1 : Plan Ln111lcrnent

R,:QUIRED PERMITS NOT PART OF THlS APPLICATION:
81 ·ilding Permit(s)!Misc. Public Works

Rl,QUJRED STlJDIES:
Troce Health Assessment

Stonnwater Rcpon

EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS:
Sf >A Checklist

CONSISTENT WITH COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: Y (Y-Yes, N-No)

This notice and related documents can be viewed on the internet at www.redmond.gov/landuseapps

Technical Committee
Administrative Modification Notice of Decision
Transmittal Letter

March 23, 2012
Julie Lawton
LawtonPMG
7520 2nd Avenue NE
Seattle, WA 98115
Subject: Emerald Heights Fitness Center, L120036, DEV020014

Location: 10901 176th Circle NE, Redmond, WA 98052; 362605-9003
Dear Ms. Lawton:
The City of Redmond Technical Committee has reviewed and approved the above
referenced proposal for relocation of existing resident gardens and a lawn bowling green
within the Emerald Heights Retirement Community. Attached to this letter is the
Technical Committee's Notice of Decision including Conditions of Approval (see
Section III) for this project.
NEXT STEPS

This letter is a guide to assist you with next steps in the approval process now that your
project has received Site Plan Entitlement approval from the Technical Committee.
Before beginning construction of your project, there are other review processes that must
be completed. The next steps for this project include the Coordinated Civil Drawing
Review and the Building Permit Review processes.
Coordinated Civil Drawing Review Process. This process will include review and
approval of construction and landscape drawings, as well as collection of performance
bonds and Public Works review and inspection fees. The proposal involves revisions to a
previously approved set of construction drawings, reference Redmond Drawing number
11-0780.
Please contact Jeff Dendy at 425.556.2890 or jdendv<mredmond.gov to
coordinate a process for review and approval of revise construction drawings.

Additional information regarding the Coordinated Civil Drawing Review process can be
fo~
~
http://www.redmond.gov/ems/one.aspx?oortalld= 169&oai:reld=29 84#Civil%20Drawing
%20&%20Supporting%20Documents, including:
•

Public Works Development Review Fees: Includes review and inspection - • •E111X• ·11
H111IB
~IT~ • ,

I lf~-150
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•
•

Private Development Construction Process: Includes fees, bonds, and other
information required to begin and complete construction of your project.
Record Drawings: Includes requirements for preparing Record Drawings

Building Permit Review Process. You may be required to obtain one or more building
permits for your project. Building permits can be submitted at any time, but cannot be
issued prior to Civil Construction Drawing approval. Please note that permits are
required to demolish as well as construct buildings on the site. Additionally, separate
building permits may be required for other structures on the site including, but not limited
to rockeries and retaining walls over 4 feet in height, and stormwater detention vaults.
Fire, Parks, School, and Transportation Impact Fees, as appropriate, and stormwater
Capital Facilities Charges will be collected at the time of building permit issuance.

Building permit submittal requirements, applicable codes, and intake and issuance fees
are available on the City's website at:
http://www.redmond.gov/common/pages/UserFile .aspx?fileld=5 80 5.
Impact fee information can be found at:
http://www.redmond.gov/common/pages/UserFile.aspx?fileid=67508
Stormwater Capital Facilities Charges can be found at:
http://www.redmond.gov/common/pages/UserF ile.aspx?fileld= 15 518
in the document Public Works Development Review Fees

If you have questions regarding process or the Notice of Decision Conditions of
Approval, please contact the staff person for the appropriate City Department/Division
listed below.
DepartmentDivision
Transportation
& Engineering
Water &
Sewer
Stormwater,
Clearing &
Grading
Fire
PlanningDevelopment
Review

Contact

Title

Phone

Email

Kurt
Seemann
Jim Streit

425.556.2881

kseemann@redmond.gov

425.556.2844

j strei t@redmond.gov

Jeff Dendy

Senior
Engineer
Senior
Engineer
Jeff Dendy

425.556.2890

jdendy@redmond.gov

Barry
Nilson
Thara
Johnson

Deputy Fire 425.556.2245
Marshal
425.556.2470
Associate
Planner

bnilson@redmond.gov
tmjohnson@redmond.gov

The City' s Development Review Staff are available to meet with you regarding the
development review process. Please contact Thara Johnson, Associate Planner at 425556 2470 or tmjohnson@redmond.gov or the appropriate Development Review Staff
member listed above for additional information.
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Sincerely,

David K. Almond,
Development Services Manager
Department of Public Works

Robert G. Odle, Director
Department of Planning and
Community Development
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Technical Committee Administrative Modification
Notice of Decision
Project Name:

Emerald Heights Administrative Modification

Location:

10901 176th Circle NE, Redmond, WA 98052

Project File Number:

L120036, DEV020014

Project Description:

Relocation of existing resident gardens and a lawn bowling
green and removal of 25 significant trees within the
Emerald Heights Retirement Community in the R-6 zone

Application Date:

February 6, 2012

Notice of Application
Date:

February 27, 2012

State Environmental Policv
SEPA Threshold
Determination:
SEPA File Number:
Date Issued:

Act

Addendum to Determination of Non-Significance (DNS)
L120037
March 21, 2012

Technical Committee Decision
Approval with Conditions

Decision Date:
March 23, 2012
Appeal Deadline:
April 6, 2012

This decision may be appealed to the Hearing Examiner by filing an appeal with the
Planning and Community Development Department within 14 calendar days of the date
of
this
decision.
Appeal
forms
are
available
on-line
at
http://www.redmond.gov/common/pages/U serFile.aspx?fileld= 1523 9.
A completed
appeal form must be submitted by 5 :00 p.m. on the last day of the appeal period. If you
have any questions, please contact Thara Johnson, Associate Planner at 425 556-2470 or
tmj ohnson@redmond.gov.

Robert G. Odle, Director
Department of Planning and
Community Development

David K. Almond,
Development Services Manager
Department of Public Works
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I.

State Environmental Policv Act (SEPA)
The State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires applicants to disclose
potential impacts to the environment as a result of their project. The Environmental
Checklist submitted by the applicant adequately discloses anticipated environmental
impacts as a result of this project. City of Redmond codes and regulations;
including those contained within the Community Development Guide, Street and
Sidewalks, Water and Sewer, and Building and Construction Codes adequately
mitigate for these anticipated environmental impacts. Therefore, a Determination
of Non-Significance (DNS) is the appropriate threshold determination for this
project.

II. Vesting/Approval Expiration
This decision is not vested to the development regulations in effect until a complete
building permit application is submitted. The approval of this project shall expire
two years from the date of this decision, unless an approval extension is granted.
Extensions can be requested on a yearly basis if proper justification is demonstrated
(see RZC 21.76.090(C)(2)). Requests for extensions must be submitted in writing
to the Technical Committee via the project planner at least 30 days prior to the
approval expiration date.

III. Conditions of Approval
A. Site Specific Conditions of Approval

The following table identifies those materials that are approved with conditions as
part of this decision. The "Date Received" is the date that is stamped as "Received"
by the Development Services Center.
Item
Plan Set, [pages 1, C3A, Ll,
L3A, & L7l
SEP A Addendum

Date Received
02/06/2012

Notes
and as conditioned herein.

02/06/2012

Conceptual Landscaping Plan
Proposed Tree Retention Plan
Stormwater Design

02/06/2012
02/06/2012
02/06/2012

and as conditioned herein
and as conditioned by the
SEPA threshold
determination on June 30,
2011 and Addendum on
March 21. 2012.
and as conditioned herein.
and as conditioned herein.
and as conditioned herein.
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The following conditions shall be reflected on the Civil Construction Drawings,
unless otherwise noted:

1. Public Works Transportation and Ent!ineering

Reviewer: Kurt Seemann
Phone: 425-556-2881
Email: kseemann@redmond.gov

a.

Easements and Dedications.
No additional easements or dedications are required.

b.

Street Frontage Improvements
No street frontage improvements are required.

2. Public Works - Water and Sewer
Reviewer: Jim Streit, P.E., Sr. Utility Engineer
Phone: 425-556-2844
Email: jstreit@redmond.gov

a.

Utility conditions of approval under City file L 110203 remain and apply to this
approval. No changes or additional conditions are required.

3. Public Works - Stormwater/Clearing and Grading
Reviewer: Jeff Dendy, Senior Engineer
Phone: 425-556-2890
Email: jdendy@redmond.gov
a.

Water Quantity Control:
1.
Stormwater discharges from the new lawn bowling facility underdrains
shall be routed to a dispersal trench designed in compliance with City of
Redmond standards.
ii.
Provide for overflow routes through the site for the 50 year storm.
(Code Authority: RMC 15.24.080)

b.

Water Quality Control
i. No additional water quality control is required for the addition of the lawn
bowling facility and the garden boxes.
(Code Authority: RMC 15.24.080(2)(d))
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Conditions of approval under City file L110203 remain and apply to this approval.
No changes or additional conditions are required except as identified above.

c.

4. Fire Department
Reviewer: Barry Nilson, Deputy Fire Marshal
Phone: 425-556-2245
Email: bnilson<a)redmond.gov
a.

No conditions or permits required.

5. Planning Department
Reviewer: Thara Johnson, Associate Planner
Phone: 425-556-2470
Email: tmjohnson@redmond.gov
a.

Tree Preservation Plan. A Tree Preservation Plan depicting all significant and
landmark trees required to be preserved as part of the site development must be
provided with the civil construction drawing revisions. A plan showing the
location of preserved trees and containing protection language approved by the City
shall be shown on the face of the deed or similar document and shall be recorded
with the King County Department of Records and Elections.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.72.060D)

b.

Tree Replacement. Tree Replacement shall be provided on-site or though payment
of fee in lieu for Tree Replacement in the amount of $250 per tree requiring
replacement.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.72.080E)

B. Compliance with Citv of Redmond Codes and Standards
This approval is subject to all applicable City of Redmond codes and standards,
including the following:
Transportation and Engineering

RMC 6.36
RZC 21.52
RZC 21.40.0IO(E)
RZC 21.54

Noise Standards
Transportation Standards
Design Requirements for Parking Facilities
Utility Standards
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RMC 12.08
RMC 12.12
RZC 21.76.020(G)
RZC 21.76.020(G)(3)
RZC 21.76.090(F)
RZC Appendix 2
City of Redmond
City of Redmond

Street Repairs, Improvements & Alterations
Required Improvements for Buildings and Development
Site Construction Drawing Review
Preconstruction Conference
Performance Assurance
Construction Specification and Design Standards for
Streets and Access
Record Drawing Requirements, Version 10-2005 (2005)
Standard Specifications and Details (current edition)

Water and Sewer

RMC 13.04
RMC 13.08
RMC 13.10
RZC 21.54.010
RZC Appendix 3
City of Redmond
City of Redmond

Sewage and Drainage
Installing and Connecting Water Service
Cross-Connection and Backflow Prevention
Adequate Public Facilities and Services Required
Design Requirements for Water and Wastewater System
Extensions
Standard Specifications and Details (current edition)
Design Requirements: Water and Wastewater System
Extensions - January 2000.

Stormwater/Cl.earing and Grading

RMC 15.24
RZC 21.32.080
RZC 21 .64
RZC 21.64.040
RZC 21.64.050
RZC 21.64.060
City of Redmond
City of Redmond
Department of Ecology

Clearing, Grading, and Storm Water Management
Types of Planting
Critical Areas
Frequently Flooded Areas
Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas
Geologically Hazardous Areas
Standard Specifications and Details (current edition)
Stormwater Technical Notebook, Issue No. 5 (2007)
Stormwater Management Manual for Western
Washington (revised 2005)

Fire

RMC 15.06
RZC Appendix 2
City of Redmond
City of Redmond

Fire Code
Construction Specification and Design Standards for
Streets and Access
Fire Department Design and Construction Guide 5/6/97
Fire Department Standards

Planning

RZC 21.08:

Residential Regulations
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RMC 3.10
RZC 21.72:
RZC 21.32:
RZC 21.40

Impact Fees
Tree Protection
Landscaping
Parking Standards

Building
RMC 15.08
RMC 15.12
RMC 15.14
RMC 15.16
RMC 15.18
RMC 15.20

Building Code
Electrical Code
Mechanical Code
Plumbing Code
Energy Code
Ventilation and Indoor Air Quality Code
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Greenbelt 2007 - No lawn bowling

Greenbelt 2017 - Lawn bowling added

EXHIBIT

IM.- 15I

North greenbelt - no garden-2009

North greenbelt - with garden - 2017

